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PART I: INTRODUCTION
1

STRUCTURE AND OUTLINE OF THIS DEED

1.1

Structure of this deed1

1.

A mala fide intent was pervasive throughout the Russian Federation's campaign
to expropriate Yukos. That same mala fide intent characterised the persistent
prosecution and intimidation of Yukos' directors, employees and advisors. The
Russian Federation's stance in these proceedings is likewise mala fide. In the
characteristic style of the Russian Federation, facts are flatly denied and
attention is diverted by a false narrative. For the purposes of these proceedings,
the Russian Federation opted for the script often employed by the Putin
administration: offence is the best defence. The Russian Federation attempts to
divert attention from the undisputed findings of the Tribunal, from HVY's appeal
grounds and from its own brutal conduct in the expropriation of Yukos by means
of a number of false "unclean hands" accusations. That way it hopes to cast HVY
in a bad light.

2.

Why is the Russian Federation putting so much time and effort into advancing
these defamatory claims at such a late stage in these proceedings? It does not
only do so in order to divert attention from the way it has expropriated Yukos and
intimidated and prosecuted many individuals affiliated with Yukos. The Russian
Federation does so, first and foremost, because it knows that pursuant to Article
45 ECT it was required to provisionally apply the ECT, and that pursuant to Article
26 ECT the Tribunal had jurisdiction to rule on the dispute. It does so because
its grounds for setting aside are fabricated and unfounded.

3.

The Russian Federation's litigation method results in an unnecessarily extensive
scope of debate, which also explains the size of this deed.2

4.

In accordance with para. 3.1 of the interim judgment of 18 December 2018, in
Part II of this deed HVY will comment on the various new exhibits submitted by
the Russian Federation with its Statement of Defence on Appeal (the "Defence
on Appeal") to support its setting-aside grounds. For the sake of clarity, HVY
have set out in Annex 1 a list of the Russian Federation's exhibits on which HVY
will comment in Part II, indicating where each respective exhibit is discussed. In

1
2

Capitalised terms are defined in the Statement of Appeal or in this deed. A complete list of
definitions is set out in Annex 2.
As already explained by HVY in their letter of 5 December 2017, the 759-page Defence on
Appeal attempts to justify the large number of documents submitted shortly before the oral
arguments in first instance, and is also accompanied by a further 22 new expert reports, with a
total of 584 accompanying exhibits and annexes; 5 new written witness statements, with a total
of 155 accompanying exhibits and annexes; and 189 other new exhibits (not included in the
new expert reports or written witness statements).
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Part II, HVY will also enter a number of new exhibits into evidence that pertain
to their response to the exhibits submitted with the Defence on Appeal.
5.

The many new exhibits submitted by the Russian Federation with its Defence on
Appeal are of no avail to its position. The numerous new expert reports constitute
nothing more than a transparent attempt by the Russian Federation to flood the
Court of Appeal with a large amount of alleged 'evidence'. These expert reports
are full of incorrect assumptions, irrelevant half-truths and contradictory theories.
Moreover, on many important points, these experts have no choice but to
concede that HVY are right. An inevitable conclusion, for example, is that HVY's
grounds for appeal must succeed, if only because the Russian Federation's
experts agree with HVY that the District Court set aside the Arbitral Awards on
incorrect grounds.

6.

In Part III of this deed, HVY will respond to setting-aside ground VII.H and
chapters III.B, III.C and IV.C(c) of the Defence on Appeal. In the Defence on
Appeal, the Russian Federation for the first time advanced all of its "unclean
hands" accusations to support its reliance on the setting-aside ground laid down
in Article 1065(1)(e) DCCP. To that end, it has submitted a large number of
exhibits and structured the scope of its argument on the alleged "unclean hands"
very broadly (as established in para. 2.6 of the interim judgment of 18 December
2018). Some of these allegations are new – particularly the allegation of bribery
in the privatisation of Yukos Oil. The Russian Federation is well aware that this
is nonsense, and it is telling that the Russian Federation (despite its awareness
of the alleged bribery) did not even bother to put forward and elaborate on those
accusations in the Arbitrations, and, even more tellingly, never prosecuted
anyone in that regard. Apparently, the Russian Federation and its counsel in the
Arbitrations at the time were not prepared to adopt these nonsensical and
defamatory positions.

7.

To a large extent, however, by advancing the "unclean hands" allegations, the
Russian Federation is making the same false accusations it already made in the
Arbitrations, in a renewed attempt to have those allegations catch on. The
Tribunal did not allow itself to be misled by those accusations. In essence, the
Russian Federation is asking the Court of Appeal to assess the allegations made
against HVY anew. To that extent, the Russian Federation's public policy
argument is a disguised appeal; it is old wine in new bottles. As far as HVY are
concerned, this is merely a diversion tactic and the scope of this case should be
brought back to those points of dispute that belong in setting-aside proceedings.

8.

Nevertheless, HVY will address these allegations in detail. HVY note that it is the
Russian Federation that has decided to broaden the legal debate on appeal in
this regard, and that it therefore also has to accept that HVY will now respond in
full to its many false allegations. This applies all the more so given – as will be
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explained in more detail in this deed – that the Russian Federation consistently
chooses to use individual exhibits completely out of context to serve its
misleading narrative. HVY have therefore had to set out the much broader
complete factual context. The Russian Federation has brought HVY's response
upon itself and could have predicted it.
9.

In Part III, HVY will respond to setting-aside ground VII.H and chapters III.B, III.C
and IV.C(c) of the Defence on Appeal. But Part III also has a broader
significance. Part III will also address the fact that the Russian Federation cannot
be trusted: not in the way in which it brought Yukos to ruin, and not as a party to
the proceedings. That Part will set out what consequences this must have for the
assessment of the evidence that the Russian Federation has submitted with its
Defence on Appeal.

10.

In the present Part I, HVY will introduce both Part II (in Section 1.2) and Part III
(in Section 1.3).

1.2

The exhibits submitted by the Russian Federation with the Defence on
Appeal offer no support for its setting-aside grounds

1.2.1

The Russian Federation's experts concede that the District Court applied
Article 45(1) ECT incorrectly

11.

As explained in the Statement of Appeal, Article 45(1) ECT provides that the
Signatory States, including the Russian Federation, must apply the ECT
provisionally. The Signatory States are only exempted from this obligation to
provisionally apply the ECT if (i) an inconsistency exists between (ii) the
provisional application of the ECT (or the provisional application of the respective
ECT provision) and the domestic law of the relevant Signatory State.3 After all,
pursuant to Article 45(1) ECT, the ECT must be applied provisionally "to the
extent that such provisional application is not inconsistent with" the domestic law
of the Signatory State.

12.

The District Court therefore applied an incorrect standard on two different points
by ruling that the obligation to provisionally apply the ECT only applied if (i) an
'independent legal basis' existed under the law of the relevant Signatory State
(instead of the absence of an inconsistency) in respect of (ii) the relevant ECT
provision itself (instead of the provisional application of the ECT or provisional
application of the relevant ECT provision).

3

Statement of Appeal, para. 286 et seq.
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13.

What is important is that the Russian Federation's experts agree with HVY that
the Judgment is incorrect in these two respects, as follows from the expert reports
submitted with the Defence on Appeal.

14.

First, Professor Pellet, the Russian Federation's expert – who, incidentally, has
acted and continues to act as counsel and advocate for the Russian Federation
in multiple international cases4 – admits that "[o]nly a true inconsistency […]
would prevent the provisional application of the ECT".5 This is in accordance with
the Russian Federation's own position that Article 45(1) ECT only exempts
Signatory States from provisionally applying the ECT if there is an
"inconsistency" with domestic law6 – and hence not, as incorrectly decided by the
District Court, in the absence of an 'independent legal basis' under domestic law.
Neither Pellet nor the Russian Federation's other expert, Professor Nolte (nor,
incidentally, the Russian Federation itself), has made any attempt to defend the
District Court's interpretation of Article 45(1) ECT as requiring a positive legal
basis under the law of the Signatory State for the application of the relevant ECT
provision. Neither HVY nor the Russian Federation had ever advocated this
surprising interpretation by the District Court in the past.

15.

Both parties and their experts therefore agree that the District Court's
interpretation is untenable: an actual inconsistency with domestic law, not the
absence of an independent legal basis in domestic law, is required for a Signatory
State to successfully argue that it is not under the obligation to provisionally apply
the ECT. On that basis alone, HVY's appeal grounds should succeed and the
Judgment should be set aside.

16.

Second, at several points in his expert report, Pellet confirms that a Signatory
State would only be exempted from the obligation to provisionally apply the ECT
if the provisional application of the ECT (and not the relevant provision of the
ECT itself) is inconsistent with the domestic law in question. Pellet notes that the
ECT does not need to be applied provisionally "if and to the extent that the
domestic law of the concerned State excludes provisional application"7 or "only
'to the extent that' its domestic law excludes provisional application".8 Pellet thus
concurs that the test is not whether the relevant provision of the ECT itself is
inconsistent with domestic law, as the District Court incorrectly assumed.

17.

On the contrary: according to Pellet, Article 45(1) ECT entails a "potentially partial
approach".9 In his view, pursuant to that provision, provisional application of the
ECT is completely excluded if "domestic law purely and simply prohibits the

4

See Section 2.1.3 below.
First Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3,
Defence on Appeal, paras. 378 and 382.
First Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3,
First Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3,
First Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3,

5
6
7
8
9

para. 64.
para. 67.
para. 53.
e.g. para. 8.
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provisional application of treaties" and partially excluded if the exclusion of
provisional application on the basis of domestic law "relates only to certain
provisions of the treaty".10 According to Pellet, the question is therefore always
whether the provisional application of the ECT (or the provisional application of
the relevant ECT provision) is inconsistent with domestic law, and not whether
the ECT provision itself is inconsistent with domestic law. Nolte's approach is no
different.
18.

The Russian Federation's experts thus concur with HVY's interpretation of Article
45(1) ECT, which entails that provisional application (and not an ECT provision
itself) must be inconsistent with relevant Russian law in order to exclude
provisional application of the ECT. Also on this basis, HVY's grounds for appeal
against the Judgment must succeed, and the Judgment should be set aside.

1.2.2

The Russian Federation's exhibits show that it never even so much as
suggested that Article 26 ECT is inconsistent with Russian law

19.

As explained by HVY in the Statement of Appeal, the assertion that Article 26
ECT is inconsistent with Russian law was fabricated by the Russian Federation
during the Arbitrations in an attempt to escape liability.11 Neither during the ECT
negotiations, nor at the time the ECT was signed, and even less during the
extensive discussions on the ratification of the ECT, did any representative of the
Russian Federation ever even suggest that Article 26 ECT is inconsistent with
Russian law. Prior to the Arbitrations, no representative of the Russian
Federation ever even took the position that the Russian Federation would not
provisionally apply Article 26 ECT, let alone that this happened in such a way
that investors such as HVY could have known of it.

20.

On the contrary: under Russian law, the Russian Government was obliged to
inform the Russian Parliament (the Duma) of possible inconsistencies between
the ECT and Russian law in the context of the ratification process of the ECT
and, in order to comply with this statutory obligation, it formally, unequivocally
(and in a such a way that investors could have been aware of this), confirmed
that "the provisions of the ECT are consistent with Russian legislation".12
Subsequently, the Duma itself also concluded that the provisions of the ECT are
in line with Russian law.13 At no time did the Russian Government or the Duma
even suggest that Article 26 ECT is inconsistent with Russian law.14
Subsequently, the Russian Federation furthermore continued to make numerous
statements along the same lines, including the unconditional announcement on

10
11
12

13
14

First Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 8.
Statement of Appeal, para. 24, Chapter 3.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 170-171. Explanation to the draft Federal law "On Ratification of
the Energy Charter Treaty and the Energy Charter Protocol on Energy Efficiency and Related
Environmental Aspects", Annex C 143, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 4 (emphasis added).
Statement of Appeal, para. 174.
Statement of Appeal, Section 3.3.
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the website of its Ministry of Foreign Affairs that it was provisionally applying the
ECT, the unconditional announcement to the Energy Charter Conference that it
was applying and implementing the ECT from the time of its signature, and the
unconditional announcement in an official report presented to the ECT
Secretariat that investment disputes in the Russian Federation can be settled
through arbitration as a "Key Guarantee[] to Foreign Investors".15 The Russian
Federation is now pretending not to have made these announcements and is
asking the Court of Appeal to concur with a theory concocted during the
Arbitrations, after Russia had provisionally applied the ECT for more than ten
years and had repeatedly stated that it provisionally applied the ECT without any
qualification.
21.

The Russian Federation has submitted a number of new exhibits with its Defence
on Appeal, intended to give some credibility to the assertion that the Russian
Federation had pointed out an inconsistency between the ECT and Russian law
prior to the Arbitrations. Even a superficial reading of these documents shows
that this is a failed attempt to rewrite history. On the contrary, the Russian
Federation's new exhibits in fact only show, once again, that, prior to the
Arbitrations, the Russian Federation never even so much as suggested that
Article 26 ECT was inconsistent with Russian law:
!

First of all, the Russian Federation has had to rely on newspaper articles to
support its position that it had ever formally taken the position that Article 26
ECT was inconsistent with Russian law. From that fact alone, it follows that
the Russian Federation is unable to point to a single memorandum, letter or
any other primary source from which it would appear that it had ever argued
that there was an inconsistency. Moreover, none of the newspaper articles
submitted by the Russian Federation show that the Russian Federation had
any problem with the application of Article 26 ECT or the settlement of
investment disputes through arbitration, let alone that Article 26 ECT would
be inconsistent with Russian law. Indeed, none of these documents contain
any reference to Article 26 ECT or the arbitration of investment disputes.

!

15

The same applies to the selective collection of documents obtained by the
Russian Federation from the ECT Secretariat and submitted with the
Defence on Appeal. By means of this deed, HVY submit a number of other
documents also available to the Russian Federation at the ECT Secretariat
but which the Russian Federation did not deem necessary to provide to the
Court of Appeal. It is evident from these documents, as HVY will explain in
Section 2.2 below, that the Russian delegation was well aware of the fact

Statement of Appeal, para. 178.
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that the ECT provides for the arbitration of investment disputes and that
these negotiators never indicated that they saw this as a problem.
!

With its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation has submitted lists that
it had provided to other Signatory States in the context of Article 32 ECT
and Annex T ECT. These lists include the ECT provisions that, in the
Russian Federation's view, were inconsistent with Russian law at the time
of the ECT negotiations. What is remarkable is that none of these
documents contain any reference to Article 26 ECT. These lists thus provide
no support whatsoever for the Russian Federation's position that Article 26
ECT was inconsistent with Russian law. On the contrary: they actually
demonstrate that Article 26 ECT was not inconsistent with Russian law
according to the Russian Federation itself. In response to express questions
regarding alleged inconsistencies between ECT provisions and its national
law, the Russian Federation never mentioned Article 26 ECT.

22.

In a final attempt to keep up the appearance that prior to the Arbitrations it did
consider Article 26 ECT to be inconsistent with Russian law, the Russian
Federation, in its Defence on Appeal, cites a certain Mr Katrenko as a witness
who would be able to testify as to the discussions held in the Duma from October
1996 concerning the ratification of the ECT. However, the Russian Federation
fails to mention that Katrenko was no longer a member of the Duma when the
first discussions on the ratification of the ECT in the Duma took place. How
Katrenko considers himself capable of testifying about what took place in the
Duma during a period after he had already left the Duma himself, is unclear. What
is clear, however, is that the Russian Federation has been unable to get even a
single person who was actually present at the relevant discussions to concur with
its fabricated version of history. It is likewise unsurprising that the Russian
Federation has not succeeded in doing so, given that the contemporary
documentation concerning these discussions does not support the Russian
Federation's position in any way.

23.

Incidentally, even Katrenko's dubious witness statement mentions just a single
occasion when Article 26 ECT was referred to during the long deliberations in the
Duma on the ECT. This was a remark by one Professor Bystrov, who, like
Katrenko, was not a member of the Duma at the time. However, Bystrov did not
point out that Article 26 ECT was allegedly inconsistent with Russian law, but
rather acknowledges that Article 26 ECT provides for the arbitration of disputes
between investors and the Russian Federation. Moreover, the Russian
Federation fails to mention that at the hearing to which Katrenko refers, the
Duma, according to the transcript of that hearing, correctly established that the
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ECT essentially corresponds with Russian law; Katrenko's witness statement is
also silent in this respect.16
24.

As if the above were not enough, the Russian Federation's own expert, Nolte,
explicitly acknowledges that the Russian Federation only invoked an alleged
inconsistency between Article 26 ECT and Russian law after the Arbitrations had
been brought ("[the Russian Federation] invoked certain limitations under Article
45(1) ECT from its internal law only after the [Arbitrations] had been brought")
and that, prior to this, investors could thus assume that the Russian Federation
provisionally applied Article 26 ECT.17

25.

In sum, if anything is clear from the clearly extensive attempts made by the
Russian Federation to gather information about what was said concerning Article
26 ECT at the time, it is that there was literally no one, let alone a representative
of the Russian Federation, who in the decade prior to the Arbitrations even
suggested that Article 26 ECT was inconsistent with Russian law, while the
Russian Federation, in fact, consistently and actively expressed that there was
no inconsistency whatsoever. This entails, in accordance with the findings of the
Dutch Court of Appeal and Supreme Court in IMS v. DIO and the principles of
international law on estoppel and acquiescence, that the Russian Federation
cannot now claim in good faith that it did not provisionally apply Article 26 ECT
due to an alleged inconsistency with Russian law. For this reason, too, HVY's
grounds for appeal must succeed. It is thus no longer necessary for the Court of
Appeal to make a substantive assessment on Article 45 ECT.18

1.2.3

The Russian Federation's new experts confirm that there are no indications
that provisional application of the ECT is inconsistent with Russian law

26.

As HVY explained in their Statement of Appeal, it is unsurprising that the Russian
Federation, prior to the Arbitrations, never even suggested that the provisional
application of the ECT in general (and of Article 26 ECT in particular) was
inconsistent with Russian law.19

27.

That is the case because Russian law:
(i)

16

17

18
19
20

constitutionally authorises the Russian President and Government to
agree to the provisional application of international treaties;20

See the discussion of the Witness Statement by Katrenko, Exhibit RF-G1, below in para. 88 et
seq. See also Section 4.2.2 below and the Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVYD11, Part III.II ("The statements made during parliamentary hearings have no legal effect").
Expert Report Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 27 ("[o]ther States and investors may have
assumed that Article 26 was among those provisions which the Russian Federation was obliged
to provisionally apply under Article 45(1) ECT" (emphasis added)) and 42.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 229-230. See also Section 2.1 below.
Statement of Appeal, Chapters 5 and 6.
Statement of Appeal, Section 5.2.2. See also Chapter 4 below.
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28.

(ii)

specifically provides that international treaties (including provisionally
applied treaties) form part of the Russian legal order and take
precedence over any inconsistent Russian federal laws;21

(iii)

provides that disputes between an investor and the Russian Federation
arising from an international treaty (such as a multilateral investment
treaty) can validly be subjected to international arbitration.22

These assertions automatically follow from the ordinary meaning of the relevant
provisions of the 1993 Constitution and the applicable Russian federal laws (as
interpreted uniformly by the Constitutional Court), namely:
(i)

Articles 80, 86 and 114(e) of the 1993 Constitution, on the basis of which
the Russian President (and, under his supervision, the Government) are
competent "[to] conduct negotiations and sign international treaties of
the Russian Federation", which – as the Constitutional Court has
confirmed on numerous occasions – logically and naturally implies the
competence to agree to the provisional application of an international
treaty;23

(ii)

Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution, on the basis of which "international
treaties of the Russian Federation shall be a component part of its legal
system" and "[i]f an international treaty of the Russian Federation
establishes other rules than those envisaged by law, the rules of the
international treaty shall be applied", which – as the Russian
Constitutional Court has confirmed several times – means that "the rules
of a provisionally applied international treaty become a part of the
Russian Federation legal system and, just like the international treaties
of the Russian Federation that have entered into force, have priority over
Russian laws";24 and

(iii)

Article 9 of the 1991 Foreign Investment Law and Article 10 of the 1999
Foreign Investment Law, on the basis of which "disputes" between an
investor and the Russian Federation can be settled "in the manner
prescribed by the international treaties of the Russian Federation" "in
international arbitration".25

29.

Faced with these unambiguous provisions of its own constitution and federal
laws, and the consistent (and clear) case law of its Constitutional Court, the
Russian Federation has engaged no less than six experts (including five new

21

Statement of
Statement of
Statement of
Statement of
See Section

22
23
24
25

Appeal, Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3. See also Section 4.2 below.
Appeal, Section 6.2. See also Section 5.2 below.
Appeal, Sections 5.2 and 5.3 See also Section 4.5.3 below.
Appeal, Section 5.4.2. See also Section 4.2 below.
5.4 below.
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ones), who together have submitted five extensive expert reports.26 It is striking
that, first, for more than 10 years the Russian Federation never suggested that
provisional application of Article 26 of the ECT was inconsistent with Russian
law,27 and that, subsequently, for more than 12 years it did not put forward the
arguments which have now suddenly been concocted by its new experts.
Apparently, the Russian Federation's progressive insight had to come from very
far. The new expert reports, stripped of all embellishments, are nothing more
than a transparent attempt to flood the Court of Appeal with irrelevant half-truths
in order to divert its attention from the clear-cut answer that Russian law provides
to the question that Article 45 ECT poses for the Court of Appeal.
30.

The Russian Federation has gone to striking lengths to advance assertions that
are, without exception, inconsistent with Russian (constitutional) law and the
consistent case law of the Russian courts, including, notably, the Constitutional
Court. To give only a few egregious examples:
(i)

Avtonomov, one of the Russian Federation's new experts, seeks to
convince the Court that it would be flagrantly "unconstitutional" for the
Russian President or Government to agree to the provisional application
of an international treaty if that treaty is inconsistent with Russian
(federal) law.28
That assertion is clearly inconsistent with the broad treaty-making
powers conferred upon the Russian President and Government by
Articles 80, 86 and 114(e) of the 1993 Constitution.29 That assertion is
also inconsistent with the established case law of the Constitutional
Court, in which the Constitutional Court has confirmed time and again
that the Russian President and Government are authorised to agree to
the provisional application of international treaties, even if those treaties
include provisions that are inconsistent with federal laws of the Russian
parliament.30
Indeed, if Avtonomov were right, then President Putin acted
unconstitutionally by agreeing to the provisional application of the
Crimea Annexation Treaty, which was inconsistent with (and overrode)
vast swathes of Russian federal law.31 Nevertheless, the Constitutional

26

27
28
29
30
31

Third Expert Report Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, and the new expert reports by Prof.
Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, Prof. Marochkin, Exhibit RF-D6, Prof. Yarkov, Exhibit RF-D7, and
Timmermans & Simons, Exhibit RF-D8.
See Section 1.2.2 above.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 27, 38-40, 44-45.
See Section 4.5.3 below.
See Section 4.6 below.
The treaty between the Russian Federation and the Ukrainian territory of Crimea. This treaty
organised the immediate annexation of Crimea and its port city, Sevastopol, and their
annexation as federal entities of the Russian Federation (the "Crimean Annexation Treaty").
See Section 4.6 below.
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Court unhesitatingly ruled that the (provisional application of) Crimea
Annexation Treaty was constitutional and confirmed the constitutional
admissibility of a provisionally applied international treaty that contained
rules that were inconsistent with Russian federal law, and indeed
designed to fundamentally modify said law.32
(ii)

Avtonomov and Marochkin (another one of the Russian Federation's new
experts) on the one hand argue that where Article 15(4) of the 1993
Constitution provides that "international treaties of the Russian
Federation shall be a component part of its legal system", it means both
ratified and provisionally applied international treaties. On the other
hand, they argue that where the same combination of words is used in
the following sentence of the same article, which states that "[i]f an
international treaty of the Russian Federation establishes other rules
than those envisaged by law, the rules of the international treaty shall be
applied", that provision relates only to ratified international treaties and
not provisionally applied international treaties.33
That is a plainly absurd construction of an unambiguous constitutional
provision the text, context and drafting history of which contain not a
single indication that the same phrase used a few words apart was
supposed to have two fundamentally different meanings. Aside from
being absurd, Avtonomov's and Marochkin's construction of Article 15(4)
of the 1993 Russian Constitution has also been rejected in no uncertain
terms by the Constitutional Court. After all, the Constitutional Court ruled
that Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution exactly means what it says,
namely that "the rules of a provisionally applied international treaty […]
just like the international treaties of the Russian Federation that have
entered into force have priority over Russian laws".34

(iii)

Finally, Asoskov (in what is now essentially his third report) has
conceded what he had previously denied in absolute terms, namely that
international disputes of the Russian Federation cannot be equated with
Russian domestic disputes which arise under Russian civil law or public
law.35 The alleged general principles of Russian law presented by
Asoskov about the assessment of the arbitrability of disputes under
Russian public law (none of which is explicitly mentioned in any Russian
federal law or judicial decision) are therefore completely irrelevant.36
Article 9 of the 1991 Investment Law and Article 10 of the 1999
Investment Law are thus not exotic exceptions to some sort of

32
33
34
35
36

See Section 4.6.2 below.
Expert Report Prof. Marochkin, Exhibit RF-D6, paras. 10-12. See Section 4.3 below.
See Section 4.3 below.
Third Expert Report Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, para. 70. See Section 5.2.2 below.
See Section 5.3.3 below.
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(unrecorded) non-arbitrability doctrine, but a simple recognition and
affirmation by the Russian lawmaker that a dispute between an investor
and the Russian Federation arising under an investment treaty (including
a provisionally applied investment treaty) can validly be settled by
international arbitration.37
1.2.4

The Russian Federation's exhibits confirm that HVY qualify as Investors
with an Investment as defined in Article 1(7) and (6) ECT, respectively

31.

As HVY set out in their Statement of Appeal, HVY evidently qualify as Investors
as defined in Article 1(7) ECT since, as both parties agree, each of HEL, VPL
and YUL qualify as "a company [...] organized in accordance with the law
applicable in [an ECT State]" (namely, Cyprus for HEL and VPL, and the United
Kingdom for YUL38).39 The shares held by HVY in Yukos also qualify as an
"Investment" as defined in Article 1(6) ECT because, as both parties agree, these
are "shares [...] in a company" within the meaning of that provision.40

32.

This clear qualification under the equally clear and explicit definitions in the ECT
is the end of the debate as far as HVY are concerned. Not so for the Russian
Federation, however. The Russian Federation has submitted an expert report by
Pellet who, like the Russian Federation, first seeks to introduce self-invented
additional criteria into the definitions under the ECT, and then argues that these
alleged criteria are not fulfilled in the present case. In particular, Pellet claims
that HVY do not qualify as Investors because HVY are allegedly controlled by
Russian citizens. Putting aside for the moment the fact that it is not true that HVY
are controlled by Russian citizens (as explained in Chapter 15 below), this
interpretation is in breach of the clear wording of Articles 1(6) and 1(7) ECT, as
well as of the rules of treaty interpretation.

33.

First, Pellet himself admits that, based on a "literal interpretation of Article 1(7)
ECT", i.e. the literal text of Article 1(7) ECT, HVY qualify as Investors.41 Since
under the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties the text of a treaty is crucial
to its interpretation, this admission is effectively the end point of the matter. The
Supreme Court has ruled that if an investment treaty contains a defined term,
this term must be interpreted in accordance with that definition.42 The French

37
38
39
40
41
42

See Section 5.4 below.
YUL is based in the Isle of Man which is considered part of the United Kingdom for ECT
purposes.
Interim Award (YUL), paras. 403-405, Interim Award (HEL), paras. 403-405 and Interim Award
(VPL), paras. 403-405. See also Statement of Appeal, para. 725.
Interim Award (YUL), para. 431; Interim Award (HEL), para. 430; Interim Award (YUL), paras.
466-474. For more details, see Section 7.3 below.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 4.
HR 26 September 2014, NJ 2015/318 (Ecuador/Chevron), para. 5.2.
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Cour de cassation similarly held that introducing a condition into the treaty that
is not provided for in an ECT definition represents a violation thereof.43
34.

In fact: as presiding arbitrator of an ECT tribunal commenting on the
interpretation of Article 1(7) ECT, Pellet himself has held that it "would not be
proper to read [...] an artificial limitation into the plain meaning" of Article 1(7).44
Similarly, it is not proper to read an "artificial limitation" with regard to the
nationality of the alleged controlling person or entity into the text of Article 1(7).45

35.

Second, Pellet's position is essentially based on his construction of what he
claims the object and purpose of the ECT to be. At the same time, he ignores
that the ECT drafters expressly considered inserting precisely the additional
criteria that he now seeks to read into Article 1(7) ECT, and unequivocally
rejected those criteria in favour of the current definition without them. Thus,
Canada had proposed to define an investor as "an entity ultimately controlled
directly or indirectly […] by […] one or more natural persons having the
citizenship or nationality of that Contracting Party",46 yet this proposal was
rejected. A similar proposal by Norway was likewise rejected. Whatever object
and purpose was envisioned, it can evidently never be taken to lead to the
reading into the treaty of the very conditions that the drafters had in fact expressly
rejected.

36.

Third, Pellet refers to certain arbitral awards in connection with investment
treaties other than the ECT. Apart from the fact that these awards do not endorse
his position, Pellet fails to recognise that his take on those awards that actually
concerned the interpretation of the ECT was unanimously rejected by various
arbitral tribunals. As one of these tribunals ruled, "the drafters of the ECT did not
want to exclude from the scope of its application the investors as legal entities
controlled by nationals of the Contracting State receiving the investment".47 In
sum, the text, the drafters' intention and the decisions of other tribunals all require
that the definition of Article 1(7) ECT (and Article 1(6) ECT for that matter) be
applied as it reads. Consequently, Pellet's position fails in every respect.

43

French Supreme Court, Komstroy (formerly: Energoallians) v. Moldova, 28 March 2018, Exhibit
HVY-232, para. 4.
RREEF Infrastructure (G.P.) Limited and RREEF Pan-European Infrastructure Two Lux S.à r.l
v. Kingdom of Spain, ICSID case number ARB/13/30, Decision on Jurisdiction of 6 June 2016,
Exhibit HVY-184, para. 145. See also Section 7.2 below.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 38.
European Energy Charter Conference Secretariat, Document 31/92 - BA 13, 19 June 1992,
p. 14 (proposal of the Canadian Delegation), Annex C 926, Exhibit HVY-1. See also European
Energy Charter Conference Secretariat, Room Document 12 – Working Group II, 9 September
1992, Annex C 928, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 2 ("Reservation of the delegations of Norway and the
United States to revisit the definition of ‘Investor’"). See also Statement of Appeal, para. 727.
Charanne and Construction Investments v. Kingdom of Spain (SCC case number 062/2012),
arbitral award of 21 January 2016, Exhibit HVY-183, para. 416. See also Section 7.2 below.

44

45
46

47
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1.2.5

The Russian Federation's experts confirm that there is no evidence that Mr
Valasek wrote parts of the Arbitral Awards (which, even if he had done so,
would be of no consequence)

37.

In support of its allegation that Mr Valasek impermissibly wrote parts of the
Arbitral Awards, the Russian Federation has submitted (i) an avalanche of
exhibits generically addressing the role of secretaries to arbitral tribunals in
international arbitration, and (ii) three new expert reports (one by Chaski, its
original expert, and two by Daelemans, its new expert) that purportedly prove
that Valasek wrote parts of the Arbitral Awards.

38.

By doing (i), the Russian Federation tacitly (and correctly) concedes that it is
unable to point to a single legal source in support of the proposition that it would
be a violation of the arbitrators' mandate (or an irregularity in the constitution of
the Arbitral Tribunal) for a secretary or assistant to an arbitral tribunal to be
involved in the drafting of an arbitral award.

39.

There is a simple explanation for that failure. As a matter of basic Dutch
arbitration law, it is entirely proper (and not improper) for secretaries or assistants
to arbitral tribunal to draft (parts of) arbitral awards. Indeed, during the
parliamentary debate on the Arbitration Act, the Minister of Justice explicitly
endorsed the uncontroversial, widespread and legally unobjectionable practice
of having the secretary or assistant to an arbitral tribunal prepare a draft of an
arbitral award when explaining the need for Article 1033 DCCP (pursuant to
which a secretary or assistant, just like an arbitrator, must be independent and
impartial and can be challenged).48

40.

As HVY have previously explained, the Court need not concern itself with (ii),
since the so-called evidence of the Russian Federation for Mr Valasek's (partial)
authorship of the Arbitral Awards is of no consequence under Dutch law.
However, if the Court were to nevertheless assess the merits of the expert reports
of Chaski and Daelemans, it would not need to look far to appreciate that, for all
the bells and whistles that Chaski and Daelemans tried to introduce, there is no
evidence that Valasek actually authored parts of the Arbitral Awards.

41.

The complete lack of probative value of the five expert reports that Chaski and
Daelemans have produced between them becomes immediately apparent when
the reports are placed side by side. While Chaski and Daelemans each claim to
have a confidence of 95% or above in their investigation results, they and their
various models each come to radically different (and inherently contradictory)

48

Explanatory Memorandum, House of Representatives parliamentary year 1983 – 194, 18 464,
no. 3, p. 12.
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conclusions on who wrote the passages of the Arbitral Awards that they have
examined.
42.

For example, Daelemans contends that one of his models shows with 95%
certainty that Valasek wrote a total of 34% of the examined sections of the Arbitral
Awards (while the Arbitral Tribunal wrote the remaining 66%). At the same time,
Chaski maintains that one of her models shows with 100% certainty (sic!) that
Valasek wrote a total of 71% of those same sections of the Arbitral Awards (while,
according to her, the Tribunal wrote only 29% of those sections). Both
conclusions cannot possibly simultaneously be true.

43.

More importantly, the detailed differences of opinion between Chaski and
Daelemans render their analyses of the various passages of the Arbitral Awards
completely worthless. In respect of Section IX of the Arbitral Awards, for instance,
Chaski claims that Valasek wrote 22 of the 28 subsections of this Section, while
Daelemans does not endorse a single one of these conclusions. While Chaski
attributes 17 of the 26 subsections of Section X of the Arbitral Awards to Valasek,
Daelemans agrees with exactly 1 of these conclusions.

44.

Whatever else there may be to say about the fatal methodological shortcomings
of the (pseudo-) linguistic analyses of Chaski and Daelemans, their inability to
produce coherent results deprives these expert reports of any probative value
and, if anything, confirms that (as HVY and their experts, Coulthard and Grant,
have explained) there is no evidence whatsoever that Valasek wrote parts of the
Arbitral Awards.

1.2.6

The Russian Federation's exhibits confirm that its remaining setting-aside
grounds are equally baseless

45.

Lastly, the Russian Federation's exhibits also confirm that the other setting-aside
grounds are entirely baseless.

46.

First: the earlier accusation of the Russian Federation of 'double counting' in the
Tribunal's damage estimate is now refuted by the Russian Federation's own new
expert reports. Dow acknowledges in his second report that there was no actual
double counting.49 Hermes, too, does not substantiate that there was in fact any
double counting, but claims that there is an "inconsistency" in the damage
estimate. This "inconsistency" allegedly consisted of the fact that, in Hermes'
words, there is "a difference" between the dividends estimated for Yukos by the
Arbitral Tribunal and the dividends paid on average by RTS Index companies.50

49
50

Expert Report Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-D18, para. 6a.
Expert Report Hermes, Exhibit RF-D19, para. 100.
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47.

Hermes thus aptly demonstrates that this setting-aside ground of the Russian
Federation is in fact nothing more than the Russian Federation complaining that
it feels the quantification of the damage is too high. In setting-aside proceedings,
where the assessment is limited, there is no room for such a complaint regarding
the absolute discretionary power of the Arbitral Tribunal to quantify the damage
(like a regular court).

48.

Moreover, the "difference" between Yukos and the average RTS company
referred to by Hermes is no more than that: a difference. It is in no way an
inconsistency, and certainly not a double count as the Russian Federation
previously called it. Hermes and Dow assume that the Tribunal ruled that Yukos
generated dividends (or a total return) equal to the average of the RTS Index
companies, but are not able to indicate where in the Final Awards the Tribunal
ruled so. They cannot, because the Tribunal has not given such a ruling. In fact:
the parties did not even argue that Yukos is an average RTS company, and both
have even taken positions that assume the opposite. That the dividends
estimated by the Tribunal for Yukos are higher than the average RTS company
is therefore not inconsistent in any way. Moreover, the damage estimate of the
Tribunal is basically that Yukos' annual return was around 3.3%, which is well
within the range of the RTS Index, as a second report from Giles submitted with
this deed (superfluously) shows.51

49.

Second: the Russian Federation's new exhibits do not include judgments by the
Dutch courts or awards by arbitral tribunals that confirm the fact that only bona
fide taxation measures fall under Article 21 ECT, and that the Russian
Federation's treatment of Yukos cannot in any way be regarded as bona fide.
HVY will enter these judgments into evidence with this deed.

50.

These judgments include the recent ruling by the Supreme Court of 18 January
2019, in which the previous ruling of the Court of Appeal of Amsterdam was
upheld, which stated that the Russian Federation's tax authorities "did not choose
to arrive at the orderly and legitimate charging and collection of taxes owed, but
to bring Yukos Oil into a situation in which it would not be able to pay its debts
any longer and would go bankrupt in the end, which is what actually happened".52
These judgments also include no fewer than three awards by tribunals, which
each individually and unanimously concluded that Article 21 ECT only pertains
to bona fide taxation measures.

51.

Based on these judgments it can no longer be disputed that the reliance on Article
21 ECT by the Russian Federation – both in the context of Article 21(1) ECT and
in the context of Article 21(5) ECT – is completely unfounded, both in law and in

51

Second Export Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 109.
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695 (Promneftstroy et
al./Godfrey et al.), para. 4.60.6.

52
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fact: Article 21 ECT only pertains to bona fide taxation measures and, as the
Supreme Court and the Court of Appeal of Amsterdam have ruled, this was not
in any way the case with Yukos.
1.3

The Russian Federation ignores its own mala fide conduct and attempts to
create a distraction with false accusations

52.

In the Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation makes a lot of noise (and
repeats itself a great deal) in respect of a number of allegations, making
reference to "28 illegalities",53 so as to suggest that there is much amiss (while a
closer look reveals that it only concerns a few themes). The Russian Federation
has even based an independent ground for setting aside the Arbitral Awards on
that ("Public Policy Ground 6").

53.

It is important to keep in mind what the Russian Federation is actually aiming at
with its accusations of "illegalities". There are numerous examples – which will
be discussed in Part III – evidencing that the Russian Federation itself does not
take its accusations seriously. The intention is to distract the Court of Appeal
from the real issue in this case, to make excuses for what the Russian Federation
did in the Yukos case, and to cast HVY in a bad light, in the hope that this will
influence this Court's opinion.

54.

It is thus even more important to allow the facts to speak for themselves. Contrary
to what the Russian Federation argues,54 Yukos was far from a corporate group
involved in massive, secretive tax evasion by means of various sham companies.

55.

On the contrary. Out of all the Russian oil companies, Yukos was the largest
taxpayer, in both absolute and relative terms.55 Yukos had a customary group
structure, set up by renown advisors.56 Yukos was able to save only a small part
of its total tax burden by using trading companies in regions with low tax rates.
All large oil companies in Russia used low-tax regions in this manner; the
legislation was specifically intended to enable oil companies to make use of lowtax regions.57 The Russian Federation was aware of that tax structure, approved
it and used audits – also of the trading companies – to ensure compliance with
that legislation.58 This also expressly applied to the use of transfer prices, and
even the Russian courts would later acknowledge that accusations regarding the

53

54

55
56
57
58

See Defence on Appeal, paras. 1201-1206, with an integral reference in footnote 2043 to
everything said in Chapters III.B, III.C and IV.C(c) of the Defence on Appeal, and references in
footnotes 2044 and 2045 to sections from the Russian Federation's Rejoinder on the Merits and
the Russian Federation's Counter-Memorial on the Merits.
The Russian Federation asserts that Yukos "evaded tax on an unprecedented scale", also
making use of a "web" of "sham companies", in order to "conceal their illegal practices from the
Russian Government (including the tax department)". See Defence on Appeal, para. 14.
See Section 14.2 below.
See Section 14.3 below.
See Section 14.4 below.
See Section 14.4 below.
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use of transfer prices that were too low between Yukos's trading companies and
its production companies were incorrect.59
56.

In 2003, Yukos was one of Russia's most successful and valuable enterprises.
The large modernisation project had already taken place: Yukos had been
converted from a shabby collection of seriously outdated Soviet production units
into a modern, vertically-integrated and international oil group, which would
merge with Sibneft and was in far-reaching discussions on collaboration with
American oil groups.60 During the modernisation exercise, Khodorkovsky and
several of his partners61 had gradually transferred more and more responsibility
over the day-to-day management to experienced professionals who often had a
long history of employment in the Western business sector.62 This gave them the
opportunity to pursue other ambitions, including promoting civil society in Russia
and in its politics.63

57.

All this changed when it became increasingly clear that Khodorkovsky was a
political adversary of Putin, criticising him and his politics and supporting the
opposition. Putin and those loyal to him turned their attention to the assets of the
successful Yukos.64 What followed was a campaign in which the entire
government apparatus was used against Yukos, with large-scale violations of the
fundamental rights of Yukos and many of the individuals affiliated with it, with the
aim of confiscating Yukos' assets and eliminating political opponents.65

58.

The Russian Federation claims this is pure fiction. That has to do with the
Russian Federation's lack of concern with facts. A thorough analysis of the facts

59

See Section 14.6 below.
See also Chapter 13 below.
Including Vladimir Dubov and Leonid Nevzlin. See Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov, 29
January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3; Witness Statement by Leonid Nevzlin, 15 February 2019,
Exhibit HVY-G1.
These included Jacques Kosciusko-Morizet (former Executive Vice President of Credit
Lyonnais, who became board member and Chairman of the Audit Committee), Michel Soublin
(former Group Treasurer of Schlumberger, the world's leading provider of technology for the oil
sector, who became CFO of Yukos Oil in 1998), Sarah Carey (who became board member and
was former senior partner of Squire Sanders, a large American law firm, and also appointed by
President Clinton to the board of directors of the Russian-American Enterprise Fund), Steven
Theede (former ConocoPhilips' President of Exploration and Production for Europe and Russia;
he became COO and later on CEO), and Bruce Misamore (former Vice President and Treasurer
of Pennzoil; he succeeded Soublin as CFO). The appointment of top Western managers to the
board of Yukos Oil was an important signal to the market: see Statement by Kosciusko-Morizet,
3 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 7 ("Towards the end of 1998, I found out that Mr.
Michel Soublin, of Schlumberger Limited, had accepted the position of Chief Financial Officer
(CFO) of Yukos. His appointment was a strong signal by Yukos to the market, as in those days
most Russian companies were still hostile to the idea of having an independent foreigner in
such a sensitive managerial position. The arrival of Mr. Soublin accelerated the modernization
process of Yukos.").
Khodorkovsky's political activities are discussed in Section 11.1. Both Dubov and Nevzlin
discuss in their witness statements their activities in that period; see Witness Statement by
Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, paras. 73-75, and Witness Statement by
Leonid Nevzlin, 15 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G1, paras. 18-28.
See Section 11.1 below.
See Sections 11.2 and 11.3 below.

60
61

62

63

64
65
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leads to the conclusion that this was a politically and economically motivated
attack that had nothing to do with legitimate taxation. That was the conclusion
arrived at by three different, independent arbitral tribunals, which independently
extensively investigated the facts, examined witnesses and considered the
Russian Federation's defences, which it had years to put forward using all the
means available to the Russian Government.66 That was also the conclusion
drawn by all of the European courts that pronounced decisions on extradition
requests and requests for legal assistance in relation to the Yukos case.67 It was
also the conclusion arrived at by the District Court of Amsterdam,68 the Court of
Appeal of Amsterdam,69 as upheld by the Supreme Court,70 and recently again
the District Court of Amsterdam.71 The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe,72 the American Congress,73 and – albeit extraordinarily uncommon in
international relations – the Dutch government also arrived at the same
conclusion.74
59.

But the Russian Federation is not to be deterred. In the Kremlin's characteristic
style, facts are denied and misinformation is used to attempt to divert attention.
For that purpose, a choice was also made for the script often employed by the
Putin administration: offence is the best defence. And so we see the Russian
Federation attempting to divert attention from its own mala fide conduct by
advancing a number of false themes, in the hope of placing HVY in a bad light.
While these themes will be discussed further in Part III, by way of introduction,
HVY highlight here a number of key points:

66

See Final Awards, para. 515; RosInvestCo UK Ltd. v. The Russian Federation (SCC arbitration
number V 079/2005), Final Award of 12 September 2010, Annex (Merits) C-1049, Exhibit HVY1, para. 621; Quasar de Valores SICAV S.A. and others v. The Russian Federation (SCC
arbitration number V 024/2007), Arbitral Award of 20 July 2012, RME-3383, Exhibit HVY-1,
para. 177.
See Section 11.1 below.
Amsterdam District Court, 31 October 2007, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2007:BB6782 (Godfrey et
al./Rebgun et al.). See para. 600(i) for more information.
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695 (Promneftstroy et
al./Godfrey et al.), para. 4.60.6. For more information, see, inter alia, paras. 600(i), 613, 616 at
(iv) and (v) of the heading "The auction of YNG had nothing to do with the legitimate collection
of taxes", and 1006.
Supreme Court 18 January 2019, ECLI:NL:HR:2019:54 (Promneftstroy et al./Godfrey et al.).
See paras. 600(i) and 1190 for more information.
Amsterdam District Court 5 December 2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653 (Yukos
Capital/Promneftstroy), para. 4.23 and ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8618 (Financial Performance
Holdings/Promneftstroy), para. 4.13. For more information, see paras. 600(ii), 643(l), 616 at
(iv)(a) and (b) of the heading "The Yukos bankruptcy proceedings had nothing to do with the
legitimate collection of taxes", and 703.
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Resolution 1418 (2005), Annex (Merits) C
491, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 14. See para. 600(v) for more information.
See, e.g., U.S. Senate, 111th Congress, 1st Session, S. Res. 189, A Resolution Expressing the
Sense of the Senate that the Trial by the Russian Government of Businessmen Mikhail
Khodorkovsky and Platon Lebedev Constitutes a Politically Motivated Case of Selective Arrest
and Prosecution that Serves as a Test of the Rule of Law and Independence of the Judicial
System of Russia, 18 June 2009, Annex (Merits) C 550, Exhibit HVY-1.
Letter from the Minister of Justice and Security to the attorneys of Khodorkovsky, Chernysheva,
Yukos Finance B.V., Yukos International (UK) BV and Petroval, 16 October 2018, Exhibit HVY248. See paras. 600(ix) and 627 for more information.

67
68
69

70
71

72
73

74
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(i)

The Russian Federation attempts to create momentum for the story that
Yukos and its shareholders were using a large structure comprised of
"sham companies". This is incorrect. What Russia alleges to be sham
companies are actually just plain companies, of which there are tens of
thousands in the Netherlands. The Russian Federation (whose state
holdings make use of the same type of companies) is trying to cast
suspicion on commonly used corporate structures. Looking at the facts,
there are no grounds for these accusations, and not much more remains
than a lazy play to contemporary sentiments by complaining about the
use of off-shore jurisdictions and holding companies.75

(ii)

The Russian Federation frequently makes accusations involving
massive tax fraud by Yukos, with new exhibits that allegedly substantiate
those accusations. They certainly do nothing of the sort (and the exhibits
also do not contain any new proof). Not a single shred of (new) evidence
can detract from the fact that Yukos was the largest taxpayer in both
absolute and relative terms, that the Russian authorities approved, knew
of and monitored the tax structure, that Yukos validly utilised tax savings
in the low-tax regions and complied with the legislation specifically
intended for that purpose, that Yukos was transparent and anything but
secretive in that regard, and that transfer pricing was correctly applied.76

(iii)

Another theme is the privatisation, which, the Russian Federation claims,
did not take place in accordance with the applicable Russian regulations.
This is likewise untrue. The Russian Federation is disregarding its own
regulations as well as its own conduct in the context of the privatisation.77
Moreover, the Russian Government defended the privatisation of Yukos
and Russian courts dismissed objections against the acquisition of
Yukos as unfounded.78

(iv)

The Russian Federation asserts that bribery was involved in the
privatisation: another concocted accusation. Four Yukos managers
shared in Yukos' success because – in essence – they had received
stock options that, following Yukos' success, rose highly in value.79 The
Russian Federation has known of the payment to the four Yukos
managers for over a decade, and has (rightly) never prosecuted anyone
for it, also not the managers who received the payments and who to this
day remain untouched in Russia.80 The bribery accusation is therefore

75
76
77
78
79
80

See Chapter 15 below.
See Chapter 14 below.
See Chapter 17 below.
See Chapter 17 below.
See Section 17.4.2 (in particular paras. 1368-1376) below.
See Sections 12.1 (in particular paras. 772, 785 and 794) and 17.4.2 (in particular paras. 1339,
1404 and 1484(vi)) below.
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baseless for various different reasons,81 in addition to the fact that there
is no logical basis whatsoever to connect that accusation with HVY, who
did not even exist at the time of the privatisation.

60.

(v)

The Russian Federation goes even further by arguing that Yukos was
allegedly acquired during the privatisation for too low a price, thus
implying that there must have been something wrong with the
privatisation process: a simple-sounding argument that is actually highly
misleading. Yukos was a collection of seriously outdated Soviet
production units, with sizeable debts and short-term prospects of nothing
but losses. Just as importantly: any investment in Yukos was very risky
at that time in view of the realistic possibility of the Communist Party
regaining power, in which case the privatisation and capitalist buyers
would undoubtedly have come under attack. Moreover, the facts show
that management first had to go to great lengths to keep Yukos afloat
before the value could steadily increase as a result of the successful
modernisation and many investments in the development of the group.82

(vi)

And then of course the Russian Federation also attempts to sell the
tagline that this case actually concerns a dispute by 'Russians versus
Russians'. By employing stories as far-fetched as they are incorrect, and
anecdotal 'evidence', the Russian Federation attempts to argue that HVY
are fully managed or controlled by Russians – by this, the Russian
Federation apparently means to refer to the beneficiaries of the trusts.
This claim is once again all but rooted in reality.83

All of the foregoing themes will be discussed in Part III. Some require a response
that may be longer than the accusation itself, which is often made in passing in
the evidence relied on by the Russian Federation. There is a simple reason for
this. The Russian Federation has interlaced its Defence on Appeal and exhibits
with numerous quotes and anecdotes that have been taken out of context, as this
was the only way – by taking them out of context – of presenting these in a way
that would seem even remotely rooted in reality. That approach by the Russian
Federation makes it necessary to sketch the full relevant context in response.

61.

Part III starts with a discussion of the Russian Federation's mala fide attack on
Yukos and the manner in which the entire state apparatus was deployed for its
unlawful expropriation.84 That discussion is relevant because the improper
motives and bad faith of the Russian Federation have not suddenly disappeared
in these setting-aside proceedings, to be replaced by a sincere state acting in

81

See
See
See
See

82
83
84

Section 17.4.2 below.
Chapter 13 below.
Chapter 15 below.
Chapter 11 below.
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good faith. In these proceedings, the Russian Federation – with the same
improper motives and after failing to achieve this in the Arbitrations – attempts to
find justification for its conduct somehow. What is more, the Russian
Federation's mala fide conduct is being perpetuated through these proceedings.
This is relevant and must have consequences in the assessment of the credibility
of the Russian Federation's narrative and the "proof" it has presented.85
62.

In describing the mala fide conduct of the Russian Federation, the crude manner
in which many of the individuals involved in Yukos were treated will also be
discussed.86 The extent to which that is relevant to these proceedings, in
particular the extent to which statements from witnesses and experts can be
trusted, will also be discussed. HVY have one more observation to make in that
respect. The individuals concerned here were often friends or colleagues of those
directly involved in Yukos and with HVY. They have in common the fact that they
took pride in having collectively contributed to Yukos' success, that they have
been wrongfully portrayed as criminals, and that they have ended up as victims
of the brute force of the Russian Federation's state apparatus. Also for that
reason, it is important that the Russian Federation should not be allowed to
distort history: to the Putin regime, the setting aside of the Arbitral Awards
provides validation for its actions against Yukos and all of the individuals
affected.87

63.

The Russian Federation is cynically dismissing all of this, with contemptuous
disregard for what it has done. It is using an old trick to achieve this: present the
victim as the perpetrator and the perpetrator as the victim. The Russian
Federation thus advances a false narrative, portraying this as a case about the
unlawful enrichment of Russian Oligarchs attempting to rob the poor Russian
taxpayer of USD 50 billion: "[t]his is a case between Russians and the Russian
Federation concerning the question of whether the Russian Oligarchs will be
allowed to rob the Russian people of another USD 50 billion plus interest".88 This
is, for many different reasons, an example of the incorrect framing to be found
throughout the Defence on Appeal.

85
86
87

88

See Sections 12.3 and 12.4 below.
See Section 11.3 below.
See for example the press release of the Russian Federation, as published on its propaganda
website Yukoscase.com ("The decision is a vindication of the rule of law and the Russian
Federation's long-stated position that the Yukos 'shareholders' are not entitled to any amounts.
The Yukos 'shareholders' who brought the claim are Russian private individuals and oligarchs
who obtained their shares in Yukos through fraud and deception and then held senior
management roles when Yukos was engaged in tax evasion on a vast scale. Many of these
individuals are still fugitives from Russian justice in related cases. […] Andrey Kondakov, the
Director General of the International Centre for Legal Protection, which was formed by the
Russian government to fight this case, said: […] If these men continue to try to exploit the
international courts to take money from the Russian people we will show Yukos engaged in
massive tax fraud throughout its existence, and fight them in every court and every jurisdiction,
knowing we have the facts, the rule of law, justice and now this decision on our side.").
Defence on Appeal, para. 648.
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(i)

89

90

91

92

93

First, the term "Oligarch", which the Russian Federation uses about four
hundred times in its Defence on Appeal (intentionally, of course). The
term has a pejorative connotation, which is why some judges prohibit
parties from using the term at all.89 The Russian Federation uses the
term "Oligarchs" in respect of all kinds of alleged behaviour, without
making it clear in all instances whom it blames or wishes to attribute the
behaviour to (this vagueness alone is problematic and the consequences
must clearly be borne by the Russian Federation90). To many people,
"Oligarch" has connotations of superyachts, football clubs and excessive
spending, and thus often conjures up a negative image. The Russian
Federation is happy to reinforce that image. But let the facts also be clear
here: oligarchs are the business tycoons that surround Putin.91 An
oligarch can only be an oligarch if he does not get in Putin's way;92 most
of them are his good friends or even manage Putin's billions.93 They are

For example, an American judge recently banned the use of the term 'oligarch' because it is
pejorative and associated with despicable individuals. See The Wall Street Journal, "Oligarch:
A Term for Russia's Elite Spurs Objections", 10 August 2018, Exhibit HVY-198.
In particular, the Russian Federation does not comply with its obligation to state reasons
whenever the Russian Federation blames the "Oligarchs". It is not up to HVY to guess exactly
which individuals are being blamed. Klip's expert report discusses that this level of vagueness
of accusation is extraordinarily problematic, certainly when criminal accusations are made. See
Expert Report by Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15. In respect of each of the alleged "illegalities",
HVY dispute not only that they were committed, but also specifically that they were committed
by individuals that the Russian Federation wants to have fall under its definition of "Oligarchs".
To avoid repetition, HVY will not repeat this for every alleged illegality. HVY thus contend that
it is insufficiently clear who the accusations pertain to and why they can be attributed to them.
Incidentally, the definition of "Oligarchs" as used by the Russian Federation in its procedural
documents is not unambiguous, either. For example, in para. 13 of the Defence on Appeal the
Russian Federation describes the Russian Oligarchs as "the Russian individuals who created
and own HVY and have control of HVY" and the term Russian Oligarch is defined in the list of
definitions to the Defence on Appeal as "Russian individuals (Khokorkovski, Lebedev, Nevzlin,
Brudno, Dubov, Golubovich and Saknovsky) who own and control the Yukos companies,
including HVY".
US law therefore refers to "oligarchs" as individuals surrounding Putin: under the Countering
America's Adversaries Through Sanctions Act, the US Government has had to draw up a list
with "[a]n identification of the most significant senior foreign political figures and oligarchs in the
Russian Federation, as determined by their closeness to the Russian regime and their net
worth." (Emphasis added.). See Section 241(a)(1)(A) of the Act of 2 August 2017 [H.R. 3364]
Countering America's Adversaries Through Sanctions Act, Public Law 115–44, 115th Congress,
131 STAT. 886.
The Swiss newspaper Tages Anzeiger appropriately summarised why "oligarchs" are
exclusively the business tycoons who are loyal to Putin: "Okkupation der Krim, Krieg in der
Ostukraine, Bombardements in Syrien, Einmischung in die US-Präsidentenwahlen, Spionage
bei internationalen Organisationen, Giftanschläge in Grossbritannien: Das Sündenregister, das
der Westen Wladimir Putin anlastet, ist lang, und die USA ziehen die Konsequenzen – sie
klagen mutmassliche Spione an, sie verhängen Einreiseverbote, sie sperren Bankkonten, sie
untersagen Geschäfte mit russischen Firmen. Die Sanktionen zielen auf Putin und sein Umfeld
im Kreml, sie treffen aber vor allem die Oligarchen. […] Es gibt keine Lösung, bei der sie
[Oligarchen] gut aussteigen würden. Bleiben sie Putin treu, verlieren sie nicht nur Vermögen
sowie Geschäftsbeziehungen im Westen. Sie müssen ständig mit einer Verhaftung bei Reisen
nach London oder New York rechnen. Distanzieren sie sich hingegen vom russischen
Präsidenten, droht ihnen ein grausames Schicksal in ihrer Heimat, ebenfalls mit Verhaftung und
Vermögensentzug. Der tiefe Fall des ehemaligen Oligarchen Michail Chodorkowski ist für sie
eine Warnung: Was der ehemalige Geheimagent Putin wirklich hasst, ist Illoyalität und Verrat."
(Emphasis added.). See Tages Anzeiger, "Russische Oligarchen sind hier nicht mehr
willkommen", 9 November 2018, Exhibit HVY-199.
Many sources report that Putin is one of the richest men in the world, the extent to which a
kleptocracy has emerged around Putin, and the corrupt origin of his wealth; HVY will only
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the oligarchs – and they often meet the Western stereotype of an
oligarch. The same does not apply to Khodorkovsky et al.,94 who have
not manoeuvred themselves into Putin's good graces, but are rather
focusing on the opposition95 and on reinforcing Russian civil society, and
are currently greatly involved with charities and the free media.96 The
negative framing as "Oligarchs" is therefore inappropriate.

94

95
96

97

98
99

(ii)

A second element in that false narrative is that an amount of USD 50
billion is involved. This is not about payment of USD 50 billion. The
reason for this is obvious. The Russian Federation is not paying
anything. While HVY are fully entitled to recover their damages suffered,
they also know very well that it is difficult to seek recovery from the
Russian Federation's assets. Assets of the Russian Federation outside
of Russia are scarce, and are often protected by executorial immunity.97
A voluntary payment by the Russian Federation of a fraction of the
amount awarded could therefore be a rational alternative for HVY.
However, the Russian Federation has not even responded to HVY's
invitation to discuss settling the Arbitral Awards.98

(iii)

A third point: the "Russian people" would become the victim. This is yet
another strange distortion of reality. It was not the Russian Federation
that was robbed, it was the shareholders of Yukos. The Russian
Federation has stolen assets that have benefitted the Russian treasury
and, to a significant degree, Putin's gang.99 It is only just that a thief

mention here that Putin's corruptly collected billions are covertly managed by cellist Sergey
Rodulgin, a friend of Putin's since the 1970s and godfather to Vladimir Putin's oldest daughter,
as became clear after the Panama Papers; see: OCCRP, "The Secret Caretaker", 3 April 2016,
Exhibit HVY-200. Putin’s bizarre reaction to this exposé: the whole of the Panama Papers is a
large Western provocation directed at discrediting Russia and its leader; see Reuters, "Russia's
Putin: Panama papers are a 'provocation'", 14 April 2016, Exhibit HVY-201.
HVY will use the actual term "Khodorkovsky et al." when referring to Mikhail Khodorkovsky,
Platon Lebedev, Leonid Nevzlin, Vladimir Dubov, Mikhail Brudno and/or Vasily Shaknovsky.
They often do so instead of the pejorative term "Oligarchs" (which is, moreover, also
inappropriate for these individuals) employed by the Russian Federation. That term does not
provide a precise definition (just as the Russian Federation does not provide one), nor does it
amount to an acknowledgment that any accusation of wrongdoing is rightly being made against
those individuals. As stated in footnote 90 above, that lack of clarity must be for the account of
the Russian Federation, which is, after all, the one making those accusations.
See NRC, 'Wij bereiden ons voor op een toekomst zonder Poetin', 14 January 2019, Exhibit
HVY-202.
Examples of this: "New Civilization" (directed at reducing drug abuse among the youth),
"Federation of Internet Education" (training teachers), "Club of Regional Journalism" (directed
at promoting independent journalism in Russia) and "Open Russia" (directed at promoting
freedom and democracy in Russia). See inter alia Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov, 29
January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3; Witness Statement by Leonid Nevzlin, 15 February 2019,
Exhibit HVY-G1. See also Section 11.1.
The fact that HVY are not continuing the execution at this time, in a phase in which the District
Court’s Judgment is still applicable, in every jurisdiction obviously does not prejudice the trust
they have in the solid grounds of their complaints against the Judgment.
Letters from GML to the Russian Federation of September and December 2014, Exhibit HVY203.
For example, see Financial Times, "We need to talk about Igor": the rise of Russia's most
powerful oligarch, 1 March 2018, Exhibit HVY-204.
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should be made to repay. The suggestion that this would be at the
expense of "the people" is an issue to be borne by the Russian
Government, should it decide to do so. But the Russian Government
could also decide to spend less on the costly intervention in East
Ukraine, its spying and cyber warfare against Western democracies, or
on the unlawful development of missiles in breach of international
conventions.100 Given such highly dubious conduct by the Russian
Federation these days, it is certain that any money that would ultimately
end up with the beneficiaries of the trusts would be better spent from a
societal perspective. Those beneficiaries have a track record of donating
to charities, of supporting free media, and of supporting Russian human
rights organisations.101 The truth is that this is a thorn in the side of the
Kremlin because it supports the pluralist societal forces that
counterbalance the Putin regime.102 This framing by the Russian
Federation must thus likewise be rejected.
(iv)

Lastly, the Russian Federation's false narrative fails to take into account
the special objective of VPL. VPL's objective is distributions to Yukos
pensioners, most of whom reside in Russia.103 After all, they are the
beneficiaries of the VPL trust, which is in essence a pension fund. This
does not fit in with the Russian Federation's false "Oligarch" narrative,
which is why the Russian Federation says absolutely nothing about it,
despite the fact that one of the three Awards is, after all, issued in favour
of VPL.

64.

As explained: this case is more than just about compensation for loss suffered.
It is also about holding a mala fide regime accountable, as it should not be
allowed to get away with its conduct. By expropriating Yukos and getting rid of
his political opponent Khodorkovsky, Putin sent a crucial and ominous message
to all of his opponents. With this, he also laid the foundation for the present
regime, in which only those loyal to the Kremlin hold the most powerful positions

100

The Russian Government’s defence spending has continually grown over the past period, hitting
a post-Soviet record in 2016, for example. This growth is thanks to the growth of Russia’s GNP
and the political choice of spending more on defence. The current budget is USD 42.3 billion.
For the sake of comparison: this was only USD 27 billion in 2006.
See footnote 96 above and para. 604 including footnotes below.
HVY would like to refer to the statements by Nevzlin and Dubov, particularly the Witness
Statement by Leonid Nevzlin, 15 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G1, to paras. 51-59 and 72,
ending with: "I have come at a point in my life where I hope to be able to make a mark on history
by supporting and promoting the forces that seek to change Russia for the better. The Russian
Federation is trying to portray me as some kind of greedy criminal. Upholding the rule of law,
setting the record straight in these proceedings and correcting the wrongs caused by the
Russian Federation is what matters most to me. As I have stated above, should HVY
subsequently manage to recover at least some of their losses and costs, and if this ultimately
leads to any dividend payments by GML to the trusts, and, as a possible last step, payments
by the trustees to beneficiaries, such as myself, then I will gladly use significant part of these
funds to support democracy and civil society in Russia with even stronger force"; and in the
Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, to paras. 77-83.
See Section 15.2 (c) above.

101
102

103
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in government and the business sector. This means that this case is of
unprecedented political importance to the current Putin regime, which is why it is
utilising all means of power available to the Russian State apparatus, both inside
and outside of Russia, within and outside of these proceedings,104 to justify the
manner in which Putin laid the basis for his power: by getting rid of political
opponents and expropriating property for the benefit of the Kremlin and those
loyal to it.
65.

In light of the foregoing, the argument that upholding the Arbitral Awards would
be contrary to Dutch public policy cannot be taken seriously. The Russian
Federation’s "Public Policy Ground 6" has accordingly been dragged into the
matter as an excuse for the Russian Federation to cast Khodorkovsky et al. in a
bad light. HVY concludes Part III with the reasons why this new ground does not
hold: in addition to the factual baselessness of the many "unclean hands"
allegations, there are also plenty of legal reasons for which the invocation of this
public policy ground must fail. Public policy was certainly at issue in the Yukos
case, as has been established with the recent judgment of the Dutch Supreme
Court, only it pertained to the conduct of the Russian Federation, not that of HVY.

104

The Dutch Government warned against the Russian Federation’s improper and covert methods:
"The Russian intelligence service and others keep a close eye on the Netherlands. [...] There
are also case files that are relevant to Russia and in which influence and manipulation are
perceivable threats [...]". See Letter from Minister Ollongren of the Dutch House of
Representatives, 13 November 2017, Exhibit HVY-396.
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PART II: THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION'S NEW EXHIBITS OFFER NO SUPPORT FOR
THE SETTING-ASIDE GROUNDS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
2

THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION'S ATTEMPT TO DENY THAT IT IS
PROVISIONALLY BOUND BY THE ENTIRE ECT, OR IN ANY EVENT BY
ARTICLE 26 ECT, MUST FAIL

New exhibits:
−

The
o
o
o
o
o

−

HVY's exhibits to this deed:
o Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver (Exhibit HVY-D8);
o Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers (Exhibit HVY-D9);
o

Russian Federation's exhibits for the Defence on Appeal:
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte (Exhibit RF-D2);
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet (Exhibit RF-D3);
Witness statement of Katrenko (Exhibit RF-G1);
newspaper articles (Exhibits RF-277, RF-280–283);
documents from the ECT Secretariat and travaux préparatoires
(Exhibits RF-234−237, RF-254, RF-266, RF-276, RF-278, RF-279,
RF-284−290, RF-298).

travaux préparatoires (Exhibits HVY-206−218).

Key points:
!

The Russian Federation has once again failed to identify even a single
letter, memorandum or other written document in which it had taken the
position, prior to the commencement of the Arbitrations, that Article 26
ECT was inconsistent with Russian law. The Russian Federation was
unable to do so, because no such document exists.

!

The evidence submitted by both sides shows that, prior to the Arbitrations,
the Russian Federation consistently confirmed its provisional application
of the ECT in full, including Article 26 ECT. This has binding
consequences under both Dutch and international law.

!

As Professor Schrijver and Professor Klabbers explain, the internationallyrecognised rule confirmed by the Dutch Supreme Court in IMS v. DIO bars
the Russian Federation from relying on an (alleged) inconsistency
between the arbitration agreement and its national law, having itself
previously denied the existence of any inconsistency.
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!

The international law principles of estoppel and acquiescence likewise
preclude the Russian Federation from now denying that it provisionally
applied the ECT, including Article 26 ECT. The Russian Federation's
experts fail to establish otherwise.

2.1

Introduction

2.1.1

HVY's position in the Statement of Appeal

66.

As HVY explained in their Statement of Appeal, it was only after the Arbitrations
were already pending that the Russian Federation first expressed the view that
the provisional application of the ECT, or parts thereof, would be inconsistent
with Russian law.105 For that reason alone, the Court of Appeal should rule that
the Russian Federation was (provisionally) bound by Article 26 ECT and that the
Arbitral Tribunal thus had jurisdiction.106 Therefore, the Court of Appeal does not
need to make a substantive assessment of Article 45 ECT.107

67.

HVY set out in their Statement of Appeal that, in the ten years between the
signing of the ECT (1994) and the commencement of the Arbitrations (2005), the
Russian Federation had failed to ever take the position that it would not
provisionally apply the ECT or that any inconsistency with Article 26 ECT
existed.108 For example, the Russian government had a legal obligation under
Article 16(4) FLIT to inform the Duma of any potential inconsistencies between
the Treaty and Russian law with a view to its ratification.109 In fulfilment of this
obligation, the Russian government submitted an Explanatory Note
accompanying the draft ratification instrument of the ECT in which it did not
identify any inconsistency whatsoever between Article 26 ECT and Russian
law;110 in fact, it expressly confirmed that:

105
106
107
108
109
110
111

!

"the provisions of the ECT are consistent with Russian legislation"; and
that

!

"the legal regime of foreign investments envisaged under the ECT is
consistent with the provisions of the existing law […] and does not
require the acknowledgement of any concessions or the adoption of any
amendments to the abovementioned Law."111

Statement of Appeal, Section 3.2.
Statement of Appeal, para. 225.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 229-230. See further Chapter 3 below.
Statement of Appeal, Section 3.2.5.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 170-173.
For a description of the role of an Explanation under Russian law, see Section 5.4.1 below and
First Expert of Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, para. 210.
Explanation, Annex C 143, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 4.
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68.

Even the Russian Federation's own expert, Nolte,112 now explicitly acknowledges
that (i) the Russian Federation invoked an alleged inconsistency between Article
26 ECT and Russian law "only after the [Arbitrations] had been brought",113 and
(ii) investors could assume on the basis of its acts and omissions that the Russian
Federation was provisionally applying Article 26 ECT.114

69.

This conduct of the Russian Federation has legal consequences under both
Dutch and international law.

70.

As HVY explained in their Statement of Appeal, good faith precludes the Russian
Federation from now denying that it was provisionally applying the ECT in full,
and in particular the arbitration clause in Article 26 ECT. First, the rule confirmed
by the Dutch Supreme Court in IMS v. DIO – also a well-established rule under
international law, as recognized by the Dutch Supreme Court – means that a
state cannot contest an arbitral tribunal's jurisdiction by invoking an alleged
restriction under domestic law on the authority to conclude arbitration
agreements.115 Second, the public international law principles of estoppel and
acquiescence also preclude the Russian Federation from denying that it was
bound to provisionally apply the ECT, including Article 26 ECT.116 After all, it
previously consistently confirmed that it was bound by the ECT in full and that no
inconsistency existed with its national law, and has thus become bound by those
earlier representations.117

71.

In particular, HVY have highlighted that – during the ten-year-long Arbitrations
and in the setting-aside proceedings at first instance that lasted a year – the
Russian Federation was unable to provide a single piece of written evidence to
show that, prior to the Arbitrations, it had even once taken the position that (the
provisional application of) the arbitration clause in the ECT would be inconsistent
with Russian law.

2.1.2

The Russian Federation's position in the Defence on Appeal

72.

In preparing its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation has tried very hard
to locate any evidence to back up its claim that it had ever once indicated that it
would not provisionally apply the arbitration clause of the ECT.118 It appears that
the Russian Federation has taken a fine-toothed comb through the archives of

112
113

114

115
116
117
118

Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 42 ("[the Russian Federation] invoked certain
limitations under Article 45(1) ECT from its internal law only after the present proceedings had
been brought" (emphasis added)). See Section 2.2.3 below.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 27 ("[o]ther States and investors may have
assumed that Article 26 was among those provisions which the Russian Federation was obliged
to provisionally apply under Article 45(1) ECT" (emphasis added)). See Section 2.2.3 below.
Statement of Appeal, Section 3.4.2.
Statement of Appeal, Section 3.4.3.
See, inter alia, Statement of Appeal, Section 3.3, and paras. 194-195 and 230.
Defence on Appeal, para. 309.
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numerous Russian state bodies. It has sought to contact relevant officials
involved at the time and has searched through a vast number of pages of
documents. All in the hope of finally unearthing evidence that it was unable to
produce in the preceding period of well over a decade. The outcome of this
massive exercise is clear: there is still not a single document showing that the
Russian Federation has ever taken the position that (the provisional application
of) the arbitration clause of the ECT would be inconsistent with Russian law and
that it was thus unable to apply it provisionally on the basis of Article 45(1) ECT.
73.

In its lengthy Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation does its best to conceal
this evident fact. The Russian Federation has submitted a number of exhibits in
an attempt to pretend that it had already taken the position that it was not
provisionally applying the ECT prior to the Arbitrations. None of those exhibits
come close to proving that standpoint.

74.

The Russian Federation appears to realise very well that it has no position on the
facts: its unqualified representations, prior the Arbitrations, on its (provisional)
application of the ECT and the absence of any conflict with Russian law, are
crystal clear. For this reason, the Russian Federation has also submitted expert
reports by Nolte and Pellet,119 intended to support the position that the Russian
Federation's prior conduct does not legally prevent it from now arguing that the
provisional application (of Article 26) of the ECT is contrary to Russian law.

2.1.3

HVY's comments on the Russian Federation's new exhibits

75.

In this deed, HVY give their comments on (i) the exhibits submitted by the
Russian Federation, and (ii) the Expert Reports by Nolte and Pellet. In that
context, HVY will also refer to the further Expert Reports by Professor Schrijver120
and Professor Klabbers.121

76.

In the ensuing chapter, HVY will explain that the new exhibits submitted by the
Russian Federation only further confirm that the Russian Federation fully and
provisionally applied the ECT, including Article 26 ECT (Section 2.2). As made
clear by Schrijver and Klabbers, the rule underlying the IMS v. DIO case, which
is internationally recognised, bars the Russian Federation from now relying on
alleged inconsistencies with its national law (Section 2.3). HVY will also show
that the international law principles of estoppel and acquiescence preclude the
Russian Federation from subsequently denying that it is provisionally bound by
the ECT, and in particular Article 26 ECT. The Russian Federation and its experts
fail to establish otherwise (Section 2.4).

119
120
121

First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, 18 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D8.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, 20 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D9.
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77.

HVY note, as a preliminary point, that Pellet has acted and still acts as counsel
and advocate for the Russian Federation in several cases before the
International Court of Justice122 and the Permanent Court of Arbitration.123 This
puts into question Pellet's alleged independence as an independent expert
advanced by the Russian Federation in these proceedings.

78.

In addition, the conclusions reached in the Expert Reports by Nolte and Pellet
are either flawed or, in fact, in line with those of HVY, as set out by HVY's experts.
Moreover, Nolte and Pellet fail to address the IMS v. DIO rule, which, as
explained by HVY, precludes the Russian Federation from now invoking
inconsistencies with its national law. These new expert reports submitted by the
Russian Federation confirm that the Russian Federation has no position on the
facts, and is now instead forced to hide behind incorrect legal analyses, which
are likewise incorrect.

2.2

The Russian Federation cannot deny that it has consistently represented
that it was provisionally applying the ECT, including Article 26 ECT

79.

HVY explained in detail in their Statement of Appeal that the Russian Federation
has consistently made representations – before, during and after the ECT was
signed – to the effect that it was provisionally applying the ECT, including
Article 26 ECT.124 The ECT's travaux préparatoires show that the Russian
Federation repeatedly expressed this view during the negotiations.125 While
certain other Negotiating States placed limitations with regard to the provisional
application mechanism of the ECT during the negotiations, the Russian
Federation never expressed that it would impose any limitations on the
provisional application of the ECT.126 Furthermore, after signature of the Treaty,

122

See, for example, ICJ, Application of the International Convention for the Suppression of the
Financing of Terrorism and of the International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of
Racial Discrimination (Ukraine v. Russian Federation), Verbatim Record, 9 March 2017, p. 7,
available at https://www.icj-cij.org/files/case-related/166/166-20170309-ORA-01-00-BI.pdf;
ICJ, Application of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination (Georgia v. Russian Federation), Verbatim Record, 8 September 2008, p. 6,
available at https://www.icj-cij.org/files/case-related/140/140-20080908-ORA-01-00-BI.pdf.
See, for example, Dispute Concerning Coastal State Rights in the Black Sea, Sea of Azov, and
Kerch Strait (Ukraine/Russian Federation), 'Counsel', at https://pca-cpa.org/en/cases/149/.
Statement of Appeal, Section 3.2.
For example, see the Letter from the Vice-President of the Russian Council of Ministers to the
President of the European Energy Charter Conference dated 22 March 1993 in Secretariat of
the European Energy Charter Conference, Plenary Session, 24-26 March 1993, Room
Document 3, 24 March 1993, Annex C 871, Exhibit HVY-1; Statement by the Head of the
Russian Delegation at the Plenary Session of the European Energy Charter Conference, in
Secretariat of the European Energy Charter Conference, Plenary Session, 6-9 October 1993,
Room Document 7, 6 October 1993, Annex C 875, Exhibit HVY-1; Secretariat of the European
Energy Charter Conference, Document 74/93, CONF-82, 20 December 1993, Annex C 879,
Exhibit HVY-1; Transcript of the business transacted of the plenary meeting of 9 March 1994,
in McNeill Declaration of 1 June 2007, p. 24, Annex C 924, Exhibit HVY-1.
See Statement of Appeal, Section 3.2.3. See, for example, Secretariat of the European Energy
Charter Conference, Document 74/93, CONF-82, 20 December 1993, Annex C 879, Exhibit
HVY-1.

123
124
125

126
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and until the Arbitrations, it also repeatedly confirmed that it was provisionally
applying the ECT in full.127
80.

In an attempt to prove the contrary, the Russian Federation has now, for the first
time, submitted with its Defence on Appeal further travaux préparatoires
available at the ECT Secretariat. According to the Russian Federation, it
allegedly only became aware of these documents after the filing of its Statement
of Reply at first instance.

81.

Before commenting on the contents of these 'new' travaux, HVY point out that
the Russian Federation's position is striking. It is certain that the Russian
Federation, as a Signatory State, has always had direct access to the travaux
available at the ECT Secretariat (unlike HVY).128 Moreover, the ECT Secretariat
had already completed the work of compiling the newly-retrieved ECT travaux in
2015. As the Russian Federation itself admitted in the context of the Luxtona
Limited v. The Russian Federation arbitration129 – an arbitral award that the
Russian Federation failed to bring to the attention of the Court of Appeal, and
which HVY are hereby submitting – these developments were already known to
it at the latest in 2014.

82.

In any event, the newly-retrieved documents from the ECT travaux préparatoires
confirm HVY's view that the Russian Federation has been unable to provide any
evidence (including with its Defence on Appeal) that it has ever taken the view
that it did not provisionally apply the ECT in general or Article 26 ECT in particular
(Section 2.2.1). Nor has the Russian Federation ever pointed to an inconsistency
between Article 26 ECT and Russian law (Section 2.2.2), and has failed to refute
this through its experts, Nolte and Pellet (Section 2.2.3).

127

See Statement of Appeal, Section 3.2.5. See, for example, Energy Charter Treaty (background
information), Ministry of Foreign Affairs Website, most recently updated on 25 November, Annex
C 1143, Exhibit HVY-1; Russian Note, Annex C 925, Exhibit HVY-1. The Russian Federation
denies being the author of this note, but, other than the Russian Federation of course, no one
else could have filed this note with the Secretariat. Statement by the Russian Federation to the
ECT Conference of 17-18 December 2002, Annex C 1020, Exhibit HVY-1; Explanation, p. 4,
Annex C-143, Exhibit HVY-1. See also Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVYD8, para. 29 ("on a broader note, there is general agreement among us about the object and
purpose of the ECT and that the conduct of the Russian Federation can be relevant to
determining whether the Arbitral Tribunal had jurisdiction over the Companies' claims").
See Statement of Defence, Annex 3, para. 27 (HVY noted there that, for a long time in the
Arbitrations, the Russian Federation refused to comply with the orders of the Arbitral Tribunal
to submit the ECT's travaux préparatoires, despite having full access to the relevant documents
through the ECT Secretariat). See also, inter alia, Letter from the Russian Federation to the
Arbitral Tribunal of 23 October 2006, p. 2, Exhibit HVY-1, and Letter from HVY to the Arbitral
Tribunal of 31 October 2006, Exhibit HVY-1.
Luxtona Limited v. The Russian Federation (PCA case number 2014-09), Interim Award on
Jurisdiction, 22 March 2017, Exhibit HVY-205.

128

129
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2.2.1

The Russian Federation has not submitted any evidence showing that it has
ever taken the position that it was not provisionally applying the ECT in
general or Article 26 ECT in particular

83.

In their Statement of Appeal, HVY invited the Russian Federation to submit
evidence demonstrating that the Russian Federation has made it clear to
investors that it was not provisionally applying the ECT in full, including Article
26 ECT.130 Despite extensive searches, the Russian Federation has completely
failed to produce any such evidence, but nevertheless painstakingly maintains its
argument in its Defence on Appeal that its position was clear to investors all
along.131

84.

First, the Russian Federation relies heavily on a number of exhibits pertaining to
positions allegedly taken by the Russian Parliament (the State Duma) or even
individual State Duma members. These include documents found at the ECT
Secretariat, such as notes from the ECT travaux préparatoires (Exhibits RF-276,
RF-278 and RF-279), and news articles (Exhibits RF-277 and RF-280−283).

85.

From these dispersed and often secondary sources, the Russian Federation
seeks to extract the argument that investors should have considered that the
Russian Federation would not ratify the ECT.132 In doing so, the Russian
Federation misconstrues the core of the matter. The issue is not whether it was
uncertain that the State Duma would ratify the ECT. The relevant question is
whether the Russian Federation ever made it known that it was not provisionally
applying the ECT in full due to an alleged inconsistency with Russian law. None
of the documents submitted provide an answer to that question. For example:
!

130
131
132

133

Exhibits RF-277 and RF-280−283 are newspaper articles about the Russian
Federation's delaying of the ECT negotiations and the ratification process
of the ECT. The articles themselves show that the reasons cited for the
delay were the extra time needed by ex-Soviet states, inter alia in order to
make nuclear trade arrangements in the context of the ECT. None of these
articles even remotely suggest that (the provisional application of) the ECT,
much less Article 26 ECT, would be inconsistent with Russian law.133

Statement of Appeal, Section 3.3.
Defence on Appeal, Section II.D(d)(ii), in which the Russian Federation attempts in vain to deny
that there is a factual basis for HVY's reliance on estoppel and acquiescence.
Defence on Appeal, para. 310; see also Defence on Appeal, Section II.D(d)(ii)(ii), where the
Russian Federation argues to no avail that investors should have considered the possibility that
the Russian Federation would not ratify the ECT due to "great resistance" to the ECT within the
State Duma.
Incidentally, HVY note that the Russian Federation also refers to an article from the Financial
Times in footnote 448 and quotes most of it there. As the Russian Federation has failed to enter
the article into evidence with its Defence on Appeal, this document must be disregarded;
according to the contents of the cited excerpt, however, the article does not confirm the Russian
Federation's position.
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!

Exhibit RF-276 is a communication from a US official, Mr Brown, to ECT
Secretariat member Mr Jones, with a memorandum containing the
comments of Mr Konoplyanik (of the Russian delegation to the Energy
Charter Conference) on, inter alia, the critical stance of certain Russian
politicians with regard to the ECT. Again, nothing in this communication
even remotely suggests that there was any perceived inconsistency
between the ECT and Russian law in general, or as regards Article 26 ECT
in particular. In fact, the communication makes very clear that it is solely
concerned with a political position. Konoplyanik also remarks that any
comments made by the Russian delegation that were not in line with the
Russian Federation's otherwise positive attitude towards the ECT should be
understood merely as points that the delegation had to express to appease
certain politicians.134

!

The same applies to Exhibits RF-278 and RF-279: these documents from
the ECT travaux préparatoires consist of communications between Jones
and the chair of the ECT negotiations, Charles Rutten (Exhibit RF-278), and
between Jones and a Russian official, Mr Demarty (Exhibit RF-279). Both
of these documents make references to "fundamental"135 and "outstanding
issues",136 most notably nuclear trade, but do not contain anything showing
that the Russian Federation would have had objections to the provisional
application (of Article 26) of the ECT.137

86.

At most, these documents might support an argument by the Russian Federation
that (a specific member of) the Duma had identified policy issues in respect of
certain isolated parts of the ECT (but not with Article 26 ECT).138 Not a single
document points to any perceived legal issue, let alone a legal inconsistency,
between Russian law and (the provisional application of) the ECT (or, notably,
Article 26 ECT). The fact that there was uncertainty as to whether the Russian
Federation would ratify the ECT, as the Russian Federation concludes based on
these documents,139 makes no difference.

87.

Among the limited policy issues the Duma may have raised, provisional
application of the ECT or Article 26 ECT was, in any event, not one of them – let

134

Letter from Brown (USA) to Jones (European Energy Charter) on Conversation with Andrey
Konoplyanik, Russian Deputy Minister of Fuels and Energy for International Affairs, dated 28
April 1992, Exhibit RF-276.
Defence on Appeal, para. 313.
Letter from Jones to Demarty regarding President's meeting with Energy Charter Conference
Chairman – June 1, 2003, dated 28 May 1993, Exhibit RF-279.
Defence on Appeal, para. 313.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 312-314. The Duma objected to specific issues regulated by the
ECT, such as nuclear trade agreements and dividend payments to the West as means for
money laundering by the Russian mafia. The problems that the Duma saw with the ECT had
nothing to do with provisional application (Article 45 ECT) or investor-state arbitration (Article 26
ECT).
Defence on Appeal, paras. 311-317.

135
136
137
138

139
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alone that provisional application of Article 26 ECT raised any perceived legal
inconsistency with Russian law. These documents therefore actually only
highlight the Russian Federation's lack of any concern at the time with (the
provisional application of) Article 26 ECT.
88.

Second, the Russian Federation has submitted a witness statement by
Mr Katrenko (Exhibit RF-G1) through which it hopes to prove that inconsistencies
between the ECT and Russian law had been signalled in the Duma,140 also in
relation to Article 26 ECT.141 It is first of all striking that the Russian Federation
needs to rely on a witness statement to argue that it must have been clear to
investors that there were perceived inconsistencies between the ECT and
Russian law.142 Surely no witness evidence would have been necessary had this
been clear to investors that conflicts between the ECT and Russian law had been
identified by the Duma. After all, this would have simply been evident from reports
or other public documents. The mere fact that the Russian Federation feels
compelled to resort to witness testimony proves that this was far from clear at all.

89.

Incidentally, Katrenko was not even a member of the Duma anymore at the time
that the ratification of the ECT was first discussed: according to his witness
statement, he left the Duma "in 1996" to oversee the territorial administration of
the Mineralnye Vody,143 without mentioning when in 1996 that was. However, this
must have been in January 1996,144 while it appears from Katrenko's own witness
statement that the ECT was the subject of deliberations in the Duma subcommittees only later on, as of October 1996.145 It is telling that the Russian
Federation has submitted a witness statement by someone who is not testifying
based on his own recollection, while the (probably numerous) individuals who
could presumably have done so (because, unlike Katrenko, they were actually
members of the Duma during the relevant period) have not been put forward as
witnesses.

90.

Katrenko subsequently misconstrues official documents of the Russian
Federation, in the drafting of which he was not involved. For example, he cites a
paragraph from the Explanatory Note by means of which the ECT was presented
to the Duma,146 claiming that it would somehow follow from that paragraph that
the Russian government was of the opinion that there were "inconsistencies"
between the ECT and Russian law. However, there is no mention of any

140
141
142
143
144
145
146

Defence on Appeal, paras. 323-324.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 332-333.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 311-335.
Witness statement by Katrenko, Exhibit RF-G1, para. 2.
See e.g. http://viperson.ru/people/katrenko-vladimir-semenovich.
Witness Statement by Katrenko, Exhibit RF-G1, para. 9.
See para. 67 above. See also First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, para. 210.
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"inconsistency" in the relevant paragraph,147 which, moreover, explicitly refers to
"GATT provisions", meaning provisions regarding trade, not investment, let alone
Article 26 ECT, which has nothing whatsoever to do with the GATT.148
91.

Katrenko goes on to mention only one participant in the Duma discussions as
allegedly having referred to Article 26 ECT. That participant is a certain Professor
Grigory Bystrov, head of the Moscow State Juridical Academy's faculty for
Agrarian and Ecological Law, who was not a member of the Duma or of any other
Russian state body. According to Katrenko, Bystrov was "'particularly concerned
by one ECT provision that essentially strips Russia of its judicial immunity,'
specifically Article 26, which 'unconditionally and imperatively' provides for
international arbitration as a dispute resolution mechanism."149 Bystrov's alleged
concern that the Russian Federation would 'lose' its immunity because it would
be unconditionally agreeing to international arbitration as a means of dispute
resolution via Article 26 ECT, does not, however, indicate any inconsistency
whatsoever with Russian law. Moreover, Bystrov’s subsequent comment (which
Katrenko does not quote) that the only countries in the world that practice
arbitration with investors are "developing countries and, mainly, [...] African
countries", is also evidently factually incorrect.150 At the time that Bystrov took
this position (17 June 1997), the Russian Federation was party to numerous
investment treaties that provided for investment arbitration.151 This cannot in any
way be taken to mean that Russian law barred investor-state arbitration under
the ECT. Nor can it be said on this basis that Russian law was otherwise
inconsistent with Article 26 ECT. Katrenko's statement (and the underlying
statement by Bystrov, which reveals a lack of knowledge of and experience with
investment arbitration) thus provides no support for the Russian Federation's
argument.

92.

This single reference, which does not evidence any inconsistencies, is the only
reference to Article 26 ECT that Katrenko managed to find in the many pages of
transcripts from the Duma session. It is significant that the outcome of this
session makes no mention of Article 26 ECT anywhere, let alone of any
inconsistencies between that provision and Russian law. Furthermore, it is clear
that the Duma's reason for postponing the ratification of the ECT was that Russia
first had to become a party to the World Trade Organization, and the prospect of

147

148
149
150

151

The paragraph from the Explanatory Note cited by Katrenko merely indicates that certain GATT
provisions were not part of Russian law, and not that there was any inconsistency between the
ECT and Russian law.
Witness Statement by Katrenko, Exhibit RF-G1, para. 7.
Witness Statement by Katrenko, Exhibit RF-G1, para. 14.
State Economic Policy Committee of the State Duma, documents on the preparation and
execution of parliamentary hearings "on the Energy Charter Treaty and the Energy Charter
Protocol on Energy Efficiency and Related Environmental Aspects" dated 17 June 1997 (VSK10), p. 90, submitted with the Witness Statement by Katrenko, Exhibit RF-G1.
Statement of Appeal, para. 105.
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ratification of the ECT could be used in the WTO negotiations to achieve certain
"trade and political concessions".152
93.

Katrenko also refers to statements made by Mr Segei Ter-Sarkisyants, the Vice
President of Transneft, who allegedly stated during later discussions in the Duma
that international arbitration based on the ECT would not be allowed based on
existing Russian law. This cannot be deduced from the transcript in any way. TerSakisyants, who was not communicating the position of any Russian state body,
did not take a position on the interpretation of Article 45 (much less on an alleged
inconsistency between Article 26 and Russian law). Ter-Sakisyants was referring
to arbitration against Ukraine to address "tariff issues for transit across Ukraine
and gas offtake in Ukraine".153 Therefore, Ter-Sarkisyants was not referring to
arbitration against the Russian Federation, and certainly not to arbitration to
which permission based on Russian law could be of any relevance. This is also
confirmed by the letter from the ECT Secretariat to which Ter-Sarkisyants refers,
submitted by the Russian Federation as Exhibit RF-290. The subject of that letter
is likewise arbitration against Ukraine, and contains a very cautious response
that does not even touch upon a possible inconsistency between Article 26 ECT
and Russian law.154 Neither Ter-Sarkisyants nor this letter refer to investment
arbitration against the Russian Federation, let alone indicate that Russian law
might bar investment arbitration against the Russian Federation.

94.

Moreover, Katrenko ignores the fact that, at the conclusion of these discussions,
the Duma adopted a Recommendation.155 That Recommendation makes no
mention whatsoever of any concerns regarding an alleged inconsistency
between the prospect of investment arbitration and Russian law. Quite the
opposite: in this formal Recommendation, the Duma referred to investment
arbitration as a "positive consequence" of the ECT.156

95.

Furthermore, the same Recommendation by the Duma establishes that the
provisions of the ECT are in fact consistent with Russian law provisions, without
mentioning any conflict or inconsistency between the ECT and Russian law:
"The provisions of the ECT essentially comply with the provisions of new Russian
legislative acts, significantly supplementing and rendering these acts more
precise, thereby aligning them with the applicable rules of international law."157
(Emphasis added.)

96.

Third, the Russian Federation has referred to a number of documents submitted
by it within the context of negotiations on the ECT, in particular in connection with

152
153
154
155
156
157

Witness Statement by Katrenko, Exhibit RF-G1, Annex VSK-9, pp. 3-4, and VSK-11, p. 4.
Witness Statement by Katrenko, Exhibit RF-G1, Annex VSK-13, p. 60.
See para. 96 below.
See para. 264(d) below and Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 128,
explaining that Duma Recommendations are not sources of law under Russian law.
Witness Statement by Katrenko, Exhibit RF-G1, Annex VSK-13, p. 77 and VSK-12, p. 5.
Witness Statement by Katrenko, Exhibit RF-G1, Annex VSK-13, p. 77 and VSK-12, p. 5.
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the negotiations158 on Article 32 and Annex T to the ECT.159 See Exhibits RF-266,
RF-284−290 and RF-298. The Russian Federation seeks support in these
documents for its position that it has allegedly repeatedly indicated that parts of
the ECT were inconsistent with Russian law.160 The Russian Federation’s
references to the documents submitted within the context of Article 32 ECT first
of all only serve to confirm that Article 32, and not Article 45(1), is the ECT's
mechanism for dealing with any inconsistencies between the ECT and domestic
law. Moreover, and here again, none of these documents show that the Russian
Federation has ever previously taken the position that there were any
inconsistencies between the provisional application of (Article 26 of) the ECT and
Russian law. For example:
!

Exhibits RF-284−289 are different versions of Annexes A and T to the ECT.
In the end, Annex A never became part of the ECT, and the versions
submitted do not mention any inconsistency between national law and
Article 26 ECT. Annex T provides a list of transitional arrangements claimed
per ECT State on the basis of Article 32 ECT. Yet again, these draft Annexes
contain no references to Article 26 ECT or to any Russian laws or
regulations with which Article 26 might be inconsistent. At the same time, a
number of other ECT provisions are mentioned as inconsistent with Russian
law. This confirms once more that no inconsistencies with Russian law were
raised in respect of Article 26 ECT. The only inconsistencies between the
ECT and Russian law have been shared through Annexes A and T. Relevant
in this regard is that Annexes A and T were drafted based on information

158

159
160

The Russian Federation has submitted Exhibits RF-240–246, claiming that during the
preparation of the ECT, "linguistic experts" analysed the Russian translation of the ECT and
informed the ECT Secretariat whether the "to the extent" provision in Article 45 ECT should be
translated as "if" or "insofar as" (see Defence on Appeal, paras. 100-104). According to the
Russian Federation, the ECT Secretariat preferred the second translation, with which the
Russian authorities agreed. This description of events by the Russian Federation is misleading.
This is because it was in fact the Russian Federation itself that insisted that the term "to the
extent" be translated as "if" and not "insofar as". This is evident from Exhibit RF-242, where the
relevant parts were omitted or wrongly translated by the Russian Federation. HVY hereby
submit a complete and corrected translation of the same document as Updated translation of
Ivanov's letter to Shatalov, 30 March 1995, Exhibit HVY-206. The Updated translation of
Ivanov's letter to Shatalov, 30 March 1995, Exhibit HVY-206, shows that the Russian
Federation has apparently accepted the fact that the words "to the extent" mean "if". This shows
that the Russian Federation had no difficulty with the fact that the "to the extent" provision
pertained to the provisional application of the ECT. This undermines the Russian Federation's
"piecemeal" approach (see further Section 3.3 below). Since provisional application was clearly
recognised in the Russian Federation, it apparently had no difficulty with being provisionally
bound by the ECT in full, including Article 26 ECT. This is in line with all of the Russian
Federation's conduct and statements during the ECT negotiations and prior to the Arbitrations.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 318-320.
Defence on Appeal, Section II.D(d)(ii)(ii). HVY have explained in detail in Sections 3.2.2 and
3.2.3 of its Statement of Appeal that the opposite is true: the Russian Federation's statements
and conduct clearly show that the Russian Federation itself has insisted on rapid provisional
application of the ECT. During the negotiations, the Russian Federation had ample opportunity
to raise any issues with the provisional application of the ECT, or with the provisional application
of specific provisions of the ECT, as also supported by Exhibit RF-262. This Bamberger
Memorandum reports on discussions on the arbitration clause, for example, in which the
Russian Federation also took part. The Russian Federation has never indicated that it had any
difficulty with (the provisional application of) that provision of the ECT.
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that the Negotiating States themselves provided. Thus, it was the Russian
Federation's own express position that Articles 26 ECT was not inconsistent
with Russian law.
!

Exhibit RF-266 reflects discussions between the Russian Federation and
the European Commission regarding, inter alia, the Russian Federation's
need for a transitional period. That need concerned the obligation of national
treatment after the signature of the Treaty. No mention is made of any
(alleged) inconsistency between Article 26 ECT and Russian law.

!

Exhibit RF-290 is a document from the ECT Secretariat on the Russian
Federation's question as to dispute settlement under the ECT with a view to
a potential transit tariff dispute with Ukraine. The document explicitly refers
to state-to-state disputes (covered by Article 27 ECT), not to investor-state
disputes based on the ECT (covered by Article 26 ECT). Moreover,
Exhibit RF-290 reflects a very cautious position on the part of the ECT
Secretariat members ("I have been advised that this might cast some doubt
[...]" (emphasis added)), and certainly does not reflect an authentic
interpretation of Article 45 ECT or the official position of the Russian
Federation or of any other ECT State. Exhibit RF-290 also says nothing
about whether Article 26 ECT was being (provisionally) applied by the
Russian Federation or was inconsistent with Russian law.

!

Exhibit RF-298 − a communication from the Russian Federation in view of
the ECT negotiations, setting out the legal and economic basis for foreign
investments in the Russian Federation (as stipulated by the 1991 Foreign
Investment Law) – actually underscores that investment-related disputes
can be settled through arbitration if an international treaty so provides:
"Disputes arising from investment-related issues […] shall be dealt with
by the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation or the Supreme Court
of Arbitration of the Russian Federation, unless otherwise stipulated by
an international treaty".161 (Emphasis added.)
The ECT, namely Article 26 ECT, specifically "provides otherwise" – it
explicitly provides for arbitration of investment disputes under the ECT.
Moreover, in its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation misleadingly
substitutes the aforementioned reference in Exhibit RF-298 to "an
international treaty"162 with the phrase "a treaty of the Russian
Federation",163 which it then defines as "a treaty that has entered into

161
162
163

Secretariat of the European Energy Charter Conference, Chamber Document 4, Working Group
II, Basec Agreement, dated 13 October 1992, Exhibit RF-298, para. 13(vi).
European Energy Charter Conference Secretariat, Room doc. 4, Working Group II, Basic
Agreement, dated 13 October 1992, Exhibit RF-298, para. 13(vi).
Defence on Appeal, para. 330.
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force".164 This is not only a misrepresentation of the actual wording in Exhibit
RF-298; it is also incorrect as a matter of Russian law.165 As HVY have
previously explained, Article 9 of the 1991 Foreign Investment Law makes
no distinction between provisionally applied and ratified international
treaties of the Russian Federation.166 The relevant article merely refers
generally to international treaties applicable in the Russian legal system,
including provisionally applied treaties.167
The Russian Federation's assertion that investment disputes "must be
presented to the domestic courts"168 is therefore incorrect and misleading.
Exhibit RF-298 only serves to confirm HVY's position, not that of the Russian
Federation.
97.

Fourth, given the extensive discussions that took place between the Negotiating
States during the drafting of Article 45 ECT, one would have expected the
Russian Federation to have informed the other Negotiating States if it was unable
to provisionally apply the ECT or parts thereof as a matter of its national law.169
This expectation is only underscored by the (allegedly "new"170) travaux
submitted by the Russian Federation with its Defence on Appeal. These
documents reflect other Negotiating States' positions in the ECT discussions
(e.g. the United States (Exhibits RF-234 and RF-237), Italy (Exhibit RF-235),
Japan (Exhibit RF-236), and the Netherlands (Exhibit RF-254)).171 Nowhere do
these documents refer to the Russian Federation's own position as not being
able to accept provisional application of the ECT in full or in part. No such
document exists.

98.

The foregoing shows that, despite its extensive searches, the Russian
Federation has not been able to identify a single document demonstrating that it
ever took the position prior to the Arbitrations that Article 26 ECT was
inconsistent with Russian law, let alone with the provisions of Russian law on
which it is now seeks to rely in these proceedings. The absence of such
statements prior to, at or subsequent to the signature of the ECT signalled to
investors that the Russian Federation would provisionally apply the ECT in full,
including Article 26 ECT, without any limitations based on an (alleged)
inconsistency with Russian law.

164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171

Defence on Appeal, footnote 482.
See Section 4.3 below.
Statement of Appeal, Section 6.3.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 581-582. Also see First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVYD3, para. 197.
Defence on Appeal, para. 330.
Statement of Appeal, para. 153.
Defence on Appeal, para. 86.
The Russian Federation has submitted these travaux documents in relation to its assertion that
Article 45(1) and (2) ECT are two different regimes. HVY will discuss these documents in that
context and in more detail in Section 3.4.1 below.
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2.2.2

Newly-retrieved ECT travaux préparatoires confirm that the Russian
Federation never raised any inconsistency between Article 26 ECT and
Russian law

99.

In response to the new travaux submitted by the Russian Federation for the first
time with the Defence on Appeal, HVY have had to engage in an extensive,
months-long process to determine whether the Russian Federation's selection of
submitted travaux adequately and fully reflects the documents that are newly
available at the ECT Secretariat. It does not. The Russian Federation has been
highly selective as to the travaux it has chosen to submit.

100.

Among the travaux retrieved from the ECT Secretariat that the Russian
Federation has failed to submit,172 HVY have identified further documents
evidencing that the various branches of the Russian state were informed about
the ECT negotiations, including the Duma and a dedicated Duma sub-committee.
Nevertheless, once again, no concerns were ever expressed with regard to
Articles 26 or 45 ECT, let alone with regard to any perceived inconsistency
between those provisions and Russian law.

101.

The travaux also show that seminars for Russian Duma members were organized
regularly in Moscow with a view to identifying potential modifications to Russian
legislation in light of the ECT, as well as to brief them specifically on dispute
settlement under the Treaty (see Exhibit HVY-207,173 Exhibit HVY-208174 and
Exhibit HVY-209;175 see also in this respect Exhibits HVY-210−211 and HVY214–218, discussed below,176 which demonstrate that it was clear that the
dispute settlement mechanism played a key role under the ECT).177

102.

Exhibit HVY-209178 contains a presentation given at a seminar for participants in
the negotiations in Moscow in 1992. This presentation underscores that
representatives of the Russian Federation were well aware of the crucial
importance of investor-state dispute settlement to ensuring the functioning of the
ECT. As the presentation explains:
"The most effective way to protect foreign investments is an investment
protection treaty. Such a treaty should also provide for an international

172
173
174
175

176
177
178

See Section 1.2.2 above.
ECT Secretariat, Note de dossier by P. Carvounis (Subject: Workshop on Energy legislation
and regulation for Russia, Moscow: 1-3 June 1993), 4 June 1993, Exhibit HVY-207.
Note from ECT Secretariat on Charter Seminar for Parliamentarians, Moscow, 6-8 September
1993, 30 July 1993, Exhibit HVY-208.
Presentation by Dr Esa Paasivirta, "Protection of Foreign Investments: An Overview of
International Law", Seminar for participants in the negotiations of the Basic Agreement at the
EEC, Moscow, 27-30 September 1992, Exhibit HVY-209.
See Section 2.2.3 below.
The Russian Federation has submitted Exhibit RF-265, which only underscores the involvement
of the Supreme Soviet in the negotiations and ratification of the ECT.
Presentation by Dr Esa Paasivirta, "Protection of Foreign Investments: An Overview of
International Law", Seminar for participants in the negotiations of the Basic Agreement at the
EEC, Moscow, 27-30 September 1992, Exhibit HVY-209.
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mechanism for dispute settlement. Such legal protection is aimed to attract
foreign investments, which, in turn, can help a host state to attain its policy
goals."179 (Emphasis added.)

103.

The Russian delegation explicitly took into account contemporaneous treaties,180
as well as the style of provisions contained therein, including arbitration for
investors:
"In the present context, we shall have a brief overview of the provisions of the
bilateral investment protection treaties. […] Such bilateral treaties also influence
the mind of the drafters of the Basic Agreement. […] Access to international
arbitration [...] is a regular provision."181 (Emphasis added.)

104.

The presentation further stresses the importance of "transparency in local laws"
in that respect:
"It should be admitted, however, that international legal protection is but one
elementary condition for foreign companies to make investment decisions. […]
Also, one should emphasize that the local legal environment is important. One
should take special care of the transparency of the local laws, and make sure
that information concerning them is easily available."182 (Emphasis added.)

105.

In that light, it is not surprising that various Negotiating States, such as the
Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Ireland, repeatedly referred to dispute
settlement for investors as one of the key features of the ECT, rendering
investment protection under the ECT enforceable. 183 The Russian Federation
was fully aware of this,184 but did not make it clear prior, at or subsequent to its
signing of the ECT that it had any problems with the provisional application of the
ECT's arbitration clause. In these circumstances, the Russian Federation's

179

Presentation by Dr Esa Paasivirta, "Protection of Foreign Investments: An Overview of
International Law", Seminar for participants in the negotiations of the Basic Agreement at the
EEC, Moscow, 27-30 September 1992, Exhibit HVY-209.
Exhibits RF-228 and RF-229 are new travaux documents that show that the IEA International
Energy Program was one of the treaties looked at in the drafting process with regard to the
provisional application of the ECT. Based on these documents, the Russian Federation asserts
that, in order to address the issue of constitutional constraints on the powers of heads of
government, the approach taken in the ECT was comparable to that in the IEA International
Energy Program. This does not, however, evidence that the Russian Federation was facing
such constraints, and, moreover, there is nothing in the documents that shows that the Russian
Federation was one of the Negotiating States that expressed concerns in this respect.
Presentation by Dr Esa Paasivirta, "Protection of Foreign Investments: An Overview of
International Law", Seminar for participants in the negotiations of the Basic Agreement at the
EEC, Moscow, 27-30 September 1992, Exhibit HVY-209.
Presentation by Dr Esa Paasivirta, "Protection of Foreign Investments: An Overview of
International Law", Seminar for participants in the negotiations of the Basic Agreement at the
EEC, Moscow, 27-30 September 1992, Exhibit HVY-209.
Statements by various delegations to the ECT Signature Conference, 17 December 1994,
Exhibit HVY-210, e.g. p. 50 (Netherlands: "The Energy Charter Treaty sets a standard for the
treatment of investments in the energy field. It creates clarity on how countries have to deal
with investors. […] These rules can be enforced, if necessary by arbitration procedures. In this
way a fundamental requirement for activities of investors will be met." (Emphasis added.)),
pp. 33-34 (Ireland: "Ireland will be applying the Charter Treaty on a provisional basis […]. A
company in need of recourse can take the government concerned to international arbitration.")
and p. 67 (the United Kingdom emphasising that the Treaty "provide[s] for international
arbitration for all substantial matters within it.").
Composition of the Russian delegation to the last plenary meeting of the European Energy
Charter Conference (Lisbon, 16-18 December 1994), 15 December 1994, Exhibit HVY-211.

180

181

182

183

184
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current position that it was not provisionally bound by Article 26 ECT cannot be
accepted in good faith.
106.

Despite being well informed, neither the Duma nor any other state organ of the
Russian Federation ever signalled any alleged inconsistencies between Article
26 ECT and Russian law.185

107.

In addition, HVY have discovered documents at the ECT Secretariat that have
not been submitted by the Russian Federation and which show that the Russian
Federation made it clear to the other parties in the negotiations that it would raise
any difficulties it may have in relation to the ECT and that it fully appreciated the
need for a strong legal framework to attract investors, including the importance
of Article 45 ECT, the enforceability of the ECT through dispute settlement (i.e.
Article 26 ECT), and transparency:
(a) Exhibit HVY-212,186 a note from Jones about a meeting with the Russian
Deputy Prime Minister Chernomyrdin, confirms the Russian Federation's
active stance in the ECT negotiations. The Russian Federation confirmed in
this regard that it would not hesitate to raise any points that caused it
difficulties. However, based on the current draft treaty text, no such
difficulties existed according to the Russian Federation:
"Russia would not hesitate to raise any points which caused them difficulties,
but did not have any basic problems with the current text."187

(b) Exhibit HVY-213188 contains a letter by the United States according to which
the Russian Federation was looking for a "strong framework" – with
enforceable rather than soft commitments – so as to be able to "sway foreign
investors".189 As the document shows, the Negotiating States, including the
United States, stressed that investors must be able to discern the "rules of
the game"190 and "be able to seek redress for treaty violations".191 In other
words, investors must be able to actually enforce the provisions of the ECT.

185

186
187
188
189
190
191

The contrast with the other Negotiating States becomes even more obvious based on Exhibits
RF-255–263 submitted by the Russian Federation, which show that, whereas other Negotiating
States did clearly express their views on and difficulties with certain ECT provisions, including
its dispute settlement provisions, the Russian Federation never gave any indication that it also
had such difficulties.
ECT Secretariat, Note for the file by Jones on "Meeting with Russian Deputy Prime Minister
Chernomyrdin", 29 July 1992, Exhibit HVY-212.
ECT Secretariat, Note for the file by Jones on "Meeting with Russian Deputy Prime Minister
Chernomyrdin", 29 July 1992, Exhibit HVY-212.
ECT Secretariat, Note for the file by Jones on "Meeting with Russian Deputy Prime Minister
Chernomyrdin", 29 July 1992, Exhibit HVY-212.
Fax from Fremantle to Jones with attached letter from Brown (USA) to Fremantle (ECT
Secretariat), 20 August 1992, Exhibit HVY-213, p. 3.
Fax from Fremantle to Jones with attached letter from Brown (USA) to Fremantle (ECT
Secretariat), 20 August 1992, Exhibit HVY-213, p. 1.
Fax from Fremantle to Jones with attached letter from Brown (USA) to Fremantle (ECT
Secretariat), 20 August 1992, Exhibit HVY-213, p. 4.
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108.

Article 26 ECT, as the provision that provides for the international arbitration of
investor-state disputes based on the ECT, was therefore crucial to achieving
these goals, namely to create a "strong framework" so as to "sway foreign
investors" to invest in Russia. Nothing suggests that the Russian Federation was
of the view that it could not provisionally apply this provision due to an alleged
inconsistency with its domestic law, let alone that this would follow from the
Russian Federation's conduct and statements. All of this conduct gave rise to
legitimate expectations on the part of both investors and other states that the
Russian Federation would conduct itself accordingly and duly apply
Article 26 ECT.

2.2.3

The Russian Federation's experts cannot deny that the Russian Federation
has consistently represented that it was provisionally applying the ECT
without qualification

109.

Having realized that it has no position on the facts, the Russian Federation in its
Defence on Appeal seeks refuge in legal argument, specifically in Nolte's Expert
Report. Based on Nolte, the Russian Federation attempts to argue that its
conduct was not such that investors could assume that the Russian Federation
would provisionally apply the ECT (and in any case Article 26 ECT) in full.

110.

In their Statement of Appeal, HVY explained that, since the Russian Federation
itself steadfastly represented that it applied the ECT in full – and in particular
Article 26 ECT – on a provisional basis and never mentioned that there were
restrictions on, or inconsistencies with, its provisional application of the ECT,
investors and other Signatory States were justified in relying on this conduct
based on their legitimate expectations.192 Although Nolte's analysis seeks to
confirm the Russian Federation's position,193 Nolte has had no choice but to make
two significant admissions from which it is already evident that the Russian
Federation's position is not tenable.

111.

First, Nolte acknowledges that "[o]ther States and investors may have assumed
that Article 26 was among those provisions which the Russian Federation was
obliged to provisionally apply under Article 45(1) ECT."194 This admission by the
Russian Federation's own expert essentially backs HVY's conclusion that
investors were justified in assuming that the Russian Federation was
provisionally applying Article 26 ECT. If investors could assume that the Russian
Federation was obliged to provisionally apply Article 26 ECT, they were also
entitled to expect the Russian Federation to comply with that obligation.

192
193
194

Statement of Appeal, Section 3.4.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, Sections D and E.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 27 (emphasis added).
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112.

Second, Nolte explicitly states that the Russian Federation "invoked certain
limitations under Article 45(1) ECT from its internal law only after the present
proceedings had been brought"195 − an express admission by the Russian
Federation's own expert that the Russian Federation, prior to HVY's
commencement of the Arbitrations, never took the position that its national law
would preclude (the provisional application of) the ECT.

113.

The Russian Federation's other expert, Pellet, also makes the striking statement
in his expert report that unenforceable norms (i.e. treaties lacking dispute
settlement mechanisms) constitute the standard in international law.196
Presumably, Pellet seeks to imply that, even without a notification to that effect,
it is acceptable in international law to not provisionally apply the very provisions
that render a treaty effectively enforceable, namely its dispute settlement
provisions.197 Pellet seems to apply this argument indiscriminately to any type of
treaty, even to treaties that, like the ECT, create rights for third parties, such as
investors.198 This standpoint is untenable.

114.

As both Schrijver and Klabbers explain, dispute settlement is a standard feature
of international treaties, and can hardly be referred to as an exception.199 Pellet's
statement is unfounded.200 More to the point, such a statement is irrelevant where
the international instrument itself expressly includes a dispute settlement
provision. See in that respect Klabbers:
"Not only is [Pellet's] claim considerably less strong in all its generality than it
was in 1966 (many international courts and tribunals have been created since,
as Professor Pellet will be the first to acknowledge), it is also a moot claim in
circumstances where the parties have actually devised a legal process for the
enforcement of obligations. Professor Pellet is right to point to the relevance of
consent, but does not draw the obvious conclusion that with provisional
application, the method of expressing consent to provisional application […] is
the signing of a convention providing for provisional application. […] [T]he
suggestion that somehow provisional application does not rest on consent, or
that dispute settlement on the basis of provisional application is not 'truly'
consented to, is untenable."201 (Emphasis added.)

195
196
197
198
199
200

201

Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 42 (emphasis added).
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 81.
See Section 3.4 below. Prof. Nolte also gives the impression that treaty provisions on dispute
settlement are of minor importance. See Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 89.
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 83.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, paras. 32-35; Second Expert Report
of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 21.
The reference in First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 81, to ICJ, South West
Africa Cases (Ethiopia v. South Africa; Liberia v. South Africa) (Second Phase), Judgment of
18 July 1966, ICJ Rep. 1966, para. 86, does not prove otherwise. That judgment is 50 years
old and dates back to a time when the international legal order, particularly between investors
and states, was much less developed than it is today. See Second Expert Report of Prof.
Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, paras. 33-35; Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit
HVY-D9, para. 21.
Second Expert Report by Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 21.
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115.

This is also emphasised by Schrijver, in particular with regard to investment
treaties:
"[Pellet's] statement ignores the existence today of comprehensive, mandatory
dispute settlement mechanisms in numerous fields of international law […]. Most
importantly, such statement flies in the face of the important developments that
have occurred in the field of investment protection since the aborted South West
Africa case of 1966. In this field, the availability of mechanisms for direct
enforcement of substantive obligations owed to investors constitutes the rule,
rather than the exception." 202 (Emphasis added.)

116.

Moreover, the provisions on dispute settlement play a crucial role, as Schrijver
further underscores:
"I do not see how this attempt to downplay the cardinal importance of
international arbitration to foreign investors could seriously be defended in view
of the primordial place of Part V of ECT on dispute settlement, including consent
to arbitration between an Investor and a Contracting Party in Article 26 ECT." 203

117.

It is indeed manifestly clear that Signatory States were expressly counting on
acquiring for their investors "an investment promotion and protection agreement
that is subject to international arbitration" with, among others, the Russian
Federation.204 In this vein, Chairman Rutten of the Energy Charter Conference
emphasised the importance of international arbitration under the ECT as one of
the "four main pillars" of the Treaty.205 Moreover, at the Signature Conference of
the ECT, various states, such as the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and
Ireland, repeatedly emphasised that dispute settlement was one of the key
features of the ECT, rendering investment protection under the ECT

202
203
204

205

Second Expert Report by Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, paras. 34-35.
Second Expert Report by Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 31.
Fax from McPhillips to Jones with Australian press release, 8 December 1994, Exhibit HVY214. See also European Parliament, Report on the Commission proposal for a Council decision
on the signing of the European Energy Charter Treaty and its provisional application by the
European Community, 30 November 1994, Exhibit HVY-215, p. 7 ("In the Commission's view,
the signing and provisional application of the Treaty […] will constitute an important step […].
[T]he implementation arrangements ([…] recognition of arbitration mechanisms) provide certain
guarantees […]" (emphasis added).) and p. 14 ("The treaty marks an important stage in the
development of cooperation with the countries of central and eastern Europe and the CIS
member states, by offering investors greater security in legal terms, via such factors as 'national
treatment' with the resultant benefits, obligatory transparency in dealing with investments,
supply guarantees for the consumer countries, arbitration mechanisms and surveillance
guarantees." (Emphasis added.)); Note from Jones to Bamberger (subject: Article 13(1) –
Investment Protection), 21 October 1993, Exhibit HVY-216, para. 3 ("The EC has suggested
an addition to the present language which would make it even clearer that a governments failure
to observe an agreement with a foreign investor would be a breach of the Treaty, and hence
subject to dispute procedures" (emphasis added).); Fax from Vesely to Professor Waelde, 3
October 1994, Exhibit HVY-217 (which contains a description of conference statements by
Mr Fremantle of the ECT Secretariat, stressing the importance of international arbitration in the
context of the ECT, and stating that the negotiations on the dispute settlement mechanism have
been closely followed by all negotiating parties; he also points out in a handwritten note that
BITs already exist between the Russian Federation and OECD countries providing for investorstate arbitration).
European Energy Charter, Press Notice, "Conference Chairman Welcomes Agreement on
ECT", 16 December 1994, Exhibit HVY-218.
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enforceable.206 These statements were made in the presence of the Russian
Federation's representatives.207
118.

Thus, contrary to what Pellet seeks to argue, not provisionally applying a part of
the ECT as crucial as its dispute settlement mechanism208 goes against the core
principles that form the foundation of the Treaty, as well as the legitimate
expectations of the other ECT States and investors that arose based on
enforceable obligations under the ECT.

119.

In sum, the new exhibits submitted by the Russian Federation only show once
again that, prior to the Arbitrations, the Russian Federation consistently
confirmed its provisional application of the ECT in full, including Article 26 ECT,
and reiterated on several occasions that there is no inconsistency with Article 26
ECT. Moreover, the Russian Federation has failed to prove its assertion that
investors could have known that after signing the ECT the Russian Federation
would allegedly not be provisionally bound by the offer to settle investment
disputes by arbitration based on an inconsistency with Russian law.209 On the
contrary, investors were legitimately entitled to rely on the Russian Federation's
provisional application of the ECT in full, and of Article 26 ECT in particular.

2.3

As confirmed by Schrijver and Klabbers, the IMS v. DIO rule precludes the
Russian Federation from relying on alleged inconsistencies with its
domestic law, the existence of which it initially steadfastly denied

120.

In the IMS v. DIO case, the Dutch Court of Appeal confirmed that under Dutch
law the "principle [applies] that [...] a State [...] cannot rely on its own internal
laws to argue that an agreement concluded by it which provides for international
arbitration, is invalid".210 The Dutch Supreme Court upheld the Court of Appeal's
judgment and ruled that a State is not entitled to invoke a jurisdictional limitation
under its domestic law where that limitation was or could not have been known
to the other party.

206

Statements by various delegations to the ECT Signature Conference, 17 December 1994,
Exhibit HVY-210, e.g. p. 50 (Netherlands: "The Energy Charter Treaty sets a standard for the
treatment of investments in the energy field. It creates clarity on how countries have to deal
with investors. […] These rules can be enforced, if necessary by arbitration procedures. In this
way a fundamental requirement for activities of investors will be met." (Emphasis added.)), pp.
33-34 (Ireland: "Ireland will be applying the Charter Treaty on a provisional basis […]. A
company in need of recourse can take the government concerned to international arbitration.")
and p. 67 (the United Kingdom emphasising that the Treaty "provide[s] for international
arbitration for all substantial matters within it.").
Composition of the Russian delegation to the last plenary meeting of the European Energy
Charter Conference (Lisbon, 16-18 December 1994), 15 December 1994, Exhibit HVY-211.
See Section 2.2.2 above.
It is therefore irrelevant in this case whether investors should have known that ratification of the
ECT by the Russian Federation was uncertain, as the Russian Federation asserts in the
Defence on Appeal, para. 317. See also Section 2.4 below.
Court of Appeal of The Hague in para. 4.2 of the judgment a quo, HR 28 January 2005,
ECLI:NL:HR:2005:AR3645, NJ 2006/469 (IMS v. DIO), para. 3.3.
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121.

The Court also affirmed that the IMS v. DIO principle is indeed widely recognized
in national211 and international212 case law. This is also confirmed by Schrijver
and Klabbers.213 The principle has also been codified in national legislation
across numerous jurisdictions, including the Netherlands.214 The basis for this
principle is found in international public policy and good faith, and the principle
of venire contra factum proprium and estoppel.215

122.

Pursuant to this internationally-accepted principle confirmed by the Dutch
Supreme Court in IMS v. DIO, the Russian Federation is precluded from invoking
alleged inconsistencies in its national law to invalidate the arbitration agreement

211

The rule and the universal applicability of its underlying principle have been expressly
recognised in national case law, inter alia in France (see e.g. Société Egyptian General
Petroleum Corporation (EGPC) v. Société National Gas Company (NATGAS), Paris Court of
Appeal, Case No. 10/16525, 24 November 2011; Société KFTCIC v. Société Icori Estero et
autre, Paris Court of Appeal (1re Ch. C), 13 June 1996; Ministry of Public Works v. Société Bec
Frères, Paris Court of Appeal, 24 February 1994; Société Gatoil International Inc. v National
Iranian Oil Company, Paris Court of Appeal (1st Ch., Section C), 17 December 1991),
Switzerland (see e.g. Fincantieri-Cantieri Navali Italiani S.p.A. v. M., Swiss Federal Court, 23
Ju 1992, 1993 Bull. ASA 58, 1993 Rev. Arb. 691 (English translation in XX YB Comm. Arb. 766
(1995); State X v. Companies Y & Z, First Civil Law Division of the Swiss Federal Supreme
Court, 13 October 1992, 1993 Bull. ASA 68), Spain (see e.g. Diques y Astilleros Nacionales
C.A. v. Raytheon Anschütz GmbH, ECLI:ES:TSJM:2012:1204 (High Court of Justice of Madrid,
Judgment of 13 March 2012)) and the United States (see e.g. Centroamericanos, SA v.
Refinadora Costarricense de Petroleos, SA, 1989 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5429 (S.D.N.Y.)), and
generally in a wide range of other jurisdictions (see e.g. Organisme des Antiquités v. G. Silver
Night Company, Cairo Court of Appeal, 19 March 1997).
The rule has been unequivocally confirmed in numerous arbitral awards. See e.g. Bankswitch
Ghana Ltd. v. Republic of Ghana, PCA No. 118294 (UNCITRAL), Award, 11 April 2014, paras.
11.72-11.74; Balkan Energy Ltd. v. Republic of Ghana, PCA Case No. 2010-7, Award on the
Merits, 1 April 2014, paras. 393-397; ICC Case No. 10623, Salini v. AAWSA, Award regarding
the Suspension of the Proceedings and Jurisdiction of 7 December 2001, 2003 Bull. ASA 59;
ICC Case No. 6474, Supplier v. Republic of X., Partial Award on Jurisdiction and Admissibility
(1992), paras. 101-102, 108-109; ICC Case No. 4381, French company v. Iranian company
(1986), 113 J.D.I. 1102; Benteler v. State of Belgium, Ad hoc Award of 18 November 1983,
1984 J. Intl Arb. 184; ICC Case No. 3896, Framatome S.A. v. Atomic Energy Organization of
Iran (AEOI), Award on Jurisdiction of 30 April 1982; Elf Aquitaine Iran v. National Iranian Oil
Company, Preliminary Award, 14 January 1982; ICC Case No. 1939, Italian company v. African
State-owned entity (1971), 1973 Rev. Arb. 122, p. 145.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, para. 27, and Second Expert Report
of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, paras. 15-16.
The rule is expressly codified in national legislation, including in the Netherlands (Article 10:167
DCC), Switzerland (Article 177(2) of the Swiss Private International Law Act (PILA)), and Spain
(Article 2 of the Spanish Arbitration Act no. 60/2003 of 23 December 2003, amended for the
last time in 2015, www.tab.es/images/documents/normativa/reforma_ley_60-2003_eng.pdf;
see also the Parliamentary History of the Spanish Arbitration Act 2003,
http://servicios.mpr.es/VisorPublicaciones/visordocumentosicopo.aspx?NIPO=051130408&SU
BNIPO=0001, p. 5 ("Article 2 also provides that States and the entities under their aegis may
not invoke the prerogatives of their own legal systems in connection with matters subject to
arbitration. The aim in this respect is to afford States exactly the same treatment as private
parties."). See also e.g. Section 2 of the OHADA Act, which is applicable in 17 states; Section
2 of the 2008 Peruvian Arbitration Act (Act no. 1071).
This rule is a manifestation of the fundamental, self-evident principle (as first laid down by the
Permanent Court of International Justice in PCIJ, Certain German Interests in Polish Upper
Silesia, Judgment of 25 May 1926, Series A No. 7, p. 19) that a state is bound to adapt its
national laws in accordance with its international law obligations and not vice versa, and that,
generally, from the perspective of international law, national laws are merely facts. Moreover,
the IMS v. DIO rule can be seen as a corollary to the waiver of state immunity when contracting
into arbitration.

212
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previously entered into under Article 26 ECT.216 As confirmed in the Expert
Reports of Schrijver and Klabbers,217 the suggestion that the IMS v. DIO principle
does not apply here is without any basis.
123.

First, it is incorrect that the IMS v. DIO rule is inapplicable here due to the alleged
lack of an offer to arbitrate or a concluded arbitration agreement. 218 In this case,
the Russian Federation signed the ECT, which contains a standing offer of
arbitration (Article 26 ECT) – an offer that was subsequently accepted in writing
by HVY. In IMS v. DIO, a representative of Iran (DIO) had signed a telex
containing an offer of arbitration, which was subsequently accepted in writing by
IMS. Just as the Russian Federation argues in this case that the offer to arbitrate
as laid down in Article 26 ECT is inconsistent with its national (Russian) law, DIO
argued that the offer to arbitrate as set out in the telex was inconsistent with its
national (Iranian) law. A 'concluded arbitration agreement' thus existed in IMS v.
DIO in the exact same way as in the present case, namely, in the form of a signed
document containing an offer of arbitration on the one hand, and another written
document containing an acceptance of that offer on the other hand.

124.

Second, the allegation that in the present case no Russian representative could
have exceeded their powers because no offer of arbitration was made, is
incorrect and irrelevant.219 First, the allegation is incorrect because the Russian
Federation has signed the ECT and the ECT contains an offer of arbitration
(Article 26 ECT). The allegation is also irrelevant because IMS v. DIO does not
concern the question of whether limitations on power have been exceeded, but
rather the question of whether the state can generally invoke limitations of power.
As the Dutch Supreme Court ruled in IMS v. DIO, "no invocation of jurisdictional
limitations [is] possible in relation to the counterparty that did not know or could
not reasonably be expected to know of these limitations". It is undeniable that the
Russian Federation, just like DIO in IMS v. DIO, relies on limitations of power in
this case. In fact, the Russian Federation invokes the same alleged limitation of
power as DIO did: the contention that it follows from its Constitution that
arbitration can only be agreed on behalf of a state with the approval of
Parliament:
"It is inconsistent with the Russian Constitution to provisionally apply Article 26
ECT without the consent of [the Russian] Parliament."220

216

217
218
219
220

Defence on Appeal, para. 326. See also Statement of Appeal, Section 3.4.2. Second Expert
Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, para. 27, and Second Expert Report of Prof.
Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, paras. 15-16 and 18.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 21. See also Second Expert
Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, e.g. para. 29.
Defence on Appeal, para. 344.
Defence on Appeal, para. 345.
Defence on Appeal, Section II.C(b).
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"[A]rticle 139 of the Iranian Constitution [...] provides that disputes between an
Iranian state body and a foreign party cannot be referred to arbitration without
consent by the Iranian Parliament."221

125.

Third, the Russian Federation asserts that HVY, based on the existence of the
"to the extent" provision in Article 45(1) ECT, should have been aware of the fact
that the Russian Federation would not be provisionally applying Article 26 ECT.222
This, too, is incorrect. The ECT has been signed by 50 States. It cannot in any
way be deduced from the "to the extent" provision whether, and, if so, to what
extent, alleged jurisdictional limitations exist under the domestic law of one of
those 50 Signatory States with regard to the provisional application of a specific
ECT provision (namely, Article 26 ECT). The mere fact that it could be inferred
from the "to the extent" provision that there might potentially be a conflict between
(the provisional application of) an unidentified provision of the ECT on the one
hand and an unidentified domestic law on the other, is clearly insufficient in light
of the IMS v. DIO rule. After all, IMS v. DIO requires that the other party was
aware or could reasonably have been aware of the jurisdictional limitation
invoked by the state. There is no indication from the generally worded "to the
extent" provision that Russian law would exclude the provisional application of
Article 26 ECT because of absence of approval by the Duma.

126.

Moreover, Russian law does not contain any such jurisdictional limitation, as HVY
have explained, and, in any event, HVY were not aware of any such limitation if
it existed. After all, the Russian Federation has itself consistently propagated the
stance that such a rule did not exist, by stating without any qualification that it
was applying the ECT provisionally and that the provisions of the ECT were
consistent with Russian law.223 If, as ruled by the Dutch Court of Appeal and
Supreme Court, DIO's mere silence regarding a limitation of power written down
in the Iranian constitution already entailed that IMS did not need to know this
limitation, it must be the case that HVY cannot be deemed to have needed to be
aware of a limitation of power that the Russian Federation has always previously
denied and which, according to the Russian Federation, is at the very most
implied in its legislation.

127.

HVY note in this regard that, according to the Russian Federation's own expert,
Nolte, "a conclusive survey of internal law cannot be achieved with certainty (at
least when it comes to complex regimes such as that of the ECT."224 If it is not
possible for states to decide conclusively on the compatibility of their own internal
law with the ECT, then it certainly cannot be expected of HVY to have done

221

HR 28 January 2005, ECLI:NL:HR:2005:AR3645, NJ 2006/469 (IMS v. DIO), summary of DIO's
position in A-G's Opinion, para. 1.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 346-347.
See Section 2.2 above, in which HVY set out the Russian Federation's conduct.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 41.
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exactly that.225 As Schrijver and Klabbers point out, Nolte effectively
acknowledges that, if the state itself could not have been aware of the relevant
inconsistencies, then it certainly cannot be argued that HVY were or, in any case,
could reasonably have been aware of, any Russian laws that (allegedly) limited
the provisional application of the ECT or, in particular, of Article 26 ECT.226 This
is all the more true in view of the Russian Federation's prior conduct and
statements in relation to the ECT, as already explained.227
128.

In sum, the widely-recognized principle underlying IMS v. DIO is directly
applicable in this case. It provides that the Russian Federation is precluded from
denying the provisional application of the ECT, including Article 26 ECT. The
Russian Federation has failed to submit any evidence to prove the existence of
a reasonably knowable, explicit limitation on provisional application or a conflict
with Article 26 ECT. All of the available evidence demonstrates that the Russian
Federation has consistently represented that there is no such inconsistency. It is
thus all the more so that HVY could not have known of this inconsistency, the
existence of which the Russian Federation has steadfastly denied.

2.4

The Russian Federation is precluded from denying the provisional
application of the ECT in full, including Article 26 ECT, based on the
international principles of estoppel and acquiescence

129.

In their Statement of Appeal, HVY explained that the public international law
principles of estoppel and acquiescence preclude the Russian Federation from
now denying that it is provisionally bound by the ECT in full, or, in any event,
Article 26 ECT, having previously steadfastly confirmed that it was provisionally
bound by the ECT and that provisional application was consistent with Russian
law.228

130.

The Russian Federation's experts, in particular Nolte's Expert Report, contain
lengthy discussions of the principles of estoppel and acquiescence, claiming that
HVY have not established that the requirements for application of these
principles have been met.229 This argument fails.

225

Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, paras. 17-18, and Second Expert
Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, paras. 11 and 14.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, para. 17, and Second Expert Report
of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 11.
See also Statement of Appeal, Section 3.2.
Statement of Appeal, Section 3.4.3.
Defence on Appeal, Section II.D(d)(iv).
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2.4.1

The Russian Federation is precluded from denying provisional application
of the ECT in full, including Article 26 ECT, based on the international
principle of estoppel

131.

The principle of estoppel precludes the Russian Federation from denying the
provisional application of the ECT without qualification. There is nothing in the
Russian Federation's expert reports demonstrating otherwise.

132.

Pellet's Export Report only includes a brief analysis on the subject of estoppel.230
In that analysis, Pellet admits that "[i]n certain − but exceptional − cases the
consent [to dispute settlement] may result from a series of acts and
behaviours".231 According to Pellet, the Russian Federation's consent to dispute
settlement through arbitration cannot be deduced from its conduct in this case,
given the "constant and consistent" position allegedly adopted by the Russian
Federation in these and other related proceedings.232 In making this statement,
Pellet ignores that the determinative aspect is obviously not what the Russian
Federation's conduct has been in these proceedings. It is about the Russian
Federation's conduct before these proceedings commenced. The Russian
Federation's conduct in these proceedings was of course not what led HVY to
commence them; it is the Russian Federation's conduct prior to these
proceedings that is determinative. Therefore, Pellet's remarks regarding the
Russian Federation's conduct after the commencement of the Arbitrations are
entirely irrelevant.

133.

Any analysis of whether the Russian Federation is estopped from invoking an
alleged inconsistency with Russian law in the Arbitrations and in these settingaside proceedings is – naturally – concerned with conduct prior to the start of the
Arbitrations. Nolte recognizes explicitly that the Russian Federation "invoked
certain limitations under Article 45(1) ECT from its internal law only after the
[Arbitrations] had been brought".233 In addition, Nolte admits that "[o]ther States
and investors may have assumed that Article 26 was among those provisions
which the Russian Federation was obliged to provisionally apply under Article
45(1) ECT."234

134.

Thus, as a result of its conduct and statements during the negotiations and prior
to, at and subsequent to the signing of the ECT (all of which took place before
the conclusion of the arbitration agreement and commencement of the
Arbitrations), the Russian Federation is bound to apply the ECT in full and without

230

First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, paras. 85-89.
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 85.
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 85. Pellet does not make clear what
other proceedings he is referring to here.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 42 (emphasis added).
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 27 (emphasis added).
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qualification.235 It is precluded from now still invoking an inconsistency between
(the provisional application of) Article 26 ECT and Russian law.236
135.

Further, Nolte's stance on the principle of estoppel, in particular on the purported
requirement of "detrimental reliance", is incorrect.237 Contrary to what Nolte
argues, detrimental reliance, as evidenced by international case law and
doctrine, is not a requirement for the invocation of estoppel.238 As explained by
Schrijver and as repeatedly affirmed by the International Court of Justice, "the
'essential elements required by estoppel' are 'a statement or representation
made by one party to another and reliance upon it by that other party to his
detriment or to the advantage of the party making it'".239 It is therefore sufficient
for reliance on estoppel that there be "a benefit conveyed on the representing
State will also suffice [for estoppel]."240 There can be no doubt that the Russian
Federation has accrued such benefit here in the form of investments.

136.

Even if "detrimental reliance" – i.e. "evidence of opportunities foregone in
reliance upon a representation"241 – would be a legitimate requirement, which it
is not, that condition is satisfied here. It is evident that HVY have legitimately
relied on the Russian Federation's representations of fully provisionally applying
the ECT, including Article 26 ECT, and that there is no inconsistency with Article
26 ECT – this reliance also forms the basis for HVY's commencement of the
Arbitrations. Going back on such representations would for obvious reasons be
seriously detrimental to HVY's position, depriving them of the possibility to invoke
Article 26 and effective legal protection against the Russian Federation's violation
of its ECT obligations. The Russian Federation is thus estopped from still doing
so at this stage.

235

Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, paras. 19-25, and Second Expert
Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, paras. 19-21.
Statement of Appeal, Section 3.4.3.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, Section II.B(a).
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, paras. 22-25. See e.g. also Nuclear
Tests (Australia v. France; New Zealand v. France), Judgment of 20 December 1974 (Merits),
ICJ Rep. 457, para. 267; PCIJ, Legal Status of Eastern Greenland (Denmark v. Norway), 1933
P.C.I.J. (ser. A/B) no. 53, paras. 70-71.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, para. 23., quoting the International
Court of Justice: ICJ, Land, Island and Maritime Frontier Dispute (El Salvador/Honduras:
Nicaragua intervening), Judgment of 13 September 1990 (Request from Nicaragua for
permission to intervene), ICJ Rep. 92, para. 63, and ICJ, Obligation to Negotiate Access to the
Pacific Ocean (Bolivia v. Chile), Judgment of 1 October 2018 (Merits), ICJ Rep. [forthcoming],
paras. 158-159. See also, for example, Chagos Marine Protected Area Arbitration (Mauritius v.
United Kingdom), Arbitral Award of 18 March 2015, para. 438.
Chagos Marine Protected Area Arbitration (Mauritius v. United Kingdom), Arbitral Award of 18
March 2015, para. 440.
Chagos Marine Protected Area Arbitration (Mauritius v. United Kingdom), Arbitral Award of 18
March 2015, para. 440.
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2.4.2

The Russian Federation is precluded from denying provisional application
of the ECT in full, including Article 26 ECT, based on the international
principle of acquiescence

137.

The Russian Federation is likewise precluded by the public international principle
of acquiescence from going back on its previous conduct repeatedly confirming
its provisional application of the ECT in full and consistently denying any
inconsistency with its domestic law. Pellet does not comment on acquiescence
at all, while Nolte's lengthy analysis on acquiescence is unavailing for the
Russian Federation.

138.

Acquiescence applies where it can be inferred from a state's conduct that it has
(tacitly) accepted a certain legal position for a sustained period of time, such that
it can no longer go back on that (tacit) acceptance. Estoppel and acquiescence
are, therefore, two sides of the same coin.242 Whereas estoppel focuses on the
legitimate expectations of third parties that have arisen from the tacit or non-tacit
conduct in question, acquiescence is about third parties being able to rely on the
fact that states will not subsequently deny a situation that they have, tacitly or
non-tacitly, accepted – a theoretical distinction.243

139.

Nolte's three conditions for a successful reliance on acquiescence244 are clearly
satisfied in this case:
(i)

242

243
244

245
246

Contrary to Nolte's groundless claim,245 the ECT States made abundantly
clear that the ECT dispute settlement provisions were to be, and were
being, provisionally applied (also specifically vis-à-vis the Russian
Federation);246

See Statement of Appeal, paras. 209-210. Therefore, it is widely acknowledged that the case
law referred to in footnote 18 of the Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, p. 9, relates to
both acquiescence and estoppel.
See Statement of Appeal, para. 209.
The three requirements mentioned in the Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 19,
are as follows: (i) "the articulation of a right (or legal position) over a sufficiently long period of
time", (ii) "the potential knowledge about the articulation of this [legal position] [...] by the party
concerned", and (iii) "its subsequent inaction despite the existence of a legal duty or legitimate
expectation to react in order to preserve [a certain legal position]".
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 27.
See e.g. paras. 101-108 above. See in particular Statements by various delegations to the ECT
Signature Conference, 17 December 1994, Exhibit HVY-210, e.g. p. 50 (The Netherlands: "The
Energy Charter Treaty sets a standard for the treatment of investments in the energy field. It
creates clarity on how countries have to deal with investors. […] These rules can be enforced,
if necessary by arbitration procedures. In this way a fundamental requirement for activities of
investors will be met" (emphasis added).), pp. 33-34 (Ireland: "Ireland will be applying the
Charter Treaty on a provisional basis […]. A company in need of recourse can take the
government concerned to international arbitration." (Emphasis added.)) and p. 67 (the United
Kingdom emphasising that the Treaty "provide[s] for international arbitration for all substantial
matters within it."). It is indeed manifestly clear that Signatory States were expressly counting
on acquiring for their investors "an investment promotion and protection agreement that is
subject to international arbitration" with, among others, the Russian Federation – Fax from
McPhillips to Jones with Australian press release, 8 December 1994, Exhibit HVY-214. See
also European Parliament, Report on the Commission proposal for a Council decision on the
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140.

247

248
249
250

(ii)

the Russian Federation was well aware of that position;247 and

(iii)

the Russian Federation did not counteract those statements at any point,
despite the existence of legitimate expectations that the ECT dispute
settlement provisions were to be provisionally applied248 − and even of a
legal duty to otherwise notify under Article 45 ECT.249 On the contrary, the
Russian Federation in fact repeatedly and actively confirmed other states'
and investors' expectations that it would be and was provisionally applying
the ECT in full.250

In sum, the Russian Federation has acquiesced in the provisional application of
the ECT in full. It provided no indication whatsoever, over an extended period of
time, of any difficulties with full provisional application of the ECT, let alone with
Article 26 ECT. What is more, the Russian Federation has repeatedly
represented that there was no inconsistency with Article 26 ECT. This is even

signing of the European Energy Charter Treaty and its provisional application by the European
Community, 30 November 1994, Exhibit HVY-215, p. 7 ("In the Commission's view, the signing
and provisional application of the Treaty […] will constitute an important step […]. [T]he
implementation arrangements ([…] recognition of arbitration mechanisms) provide certain
guarantees […]" (emphasis added).) and p. 14 ("The treaty marks an important stage in the
development of cooperation with the countries of central and eastern Europe and the CIS
member states, by offering investors greater security in legal terms, via such factors as 'national
treatment' with the resultant benefits, obligatory transparency in dealing with investments,
supply guarantees for the consumer countries, arbitration mechanisms and surveillance
guarantees." (Emphasis added.)); Note from Jones to Bamberger (subject: Article 13(1) –
Investment Protection), 21 October 1993, Exhibit HVY-216, para. 3 ("The EC has suggested
an addition to the present language which would make it even clearer that a governments failure
to observe an agreement with a foreign investor would be a breach of the Treaty, and hence
subject to dispute procedures" (emphasis added.).); Fax from Vesely to Professor Waelde, 3
October 1994, Exhibit HVY-217. In this vein, Chairman Rutten emphasised the importance of
international arbitration under the ECT as one of the "four main pillars" of the Treaty – European
Energy Charter, Press Notice, "Conference Chairman Welcomes Agreement on ECT", 16
December 1994, Exhibit HVY-218.
The members of the Duma were specifically informed about dispute resolution in the context of
the ECT. See ECT Secretariat, Note de dossier by P. Carvounis (Subject: Workshop on Energy
legislation and regulation for Russia, Moscow: 1-3 June 1993), 4 June 1993, Exhibit HVY-207;
Note from ECT Secretariat on Charter Seminar for Parliamentarians, Moscow, 6-8 September
1993, 30 July 1993, Exhibit HVY-208; Presentation by Dr Esa Paasivirta, "Protection of Foreign
Investments: An Overview of International Law", Seminar for participants in the negotiations on
the Basic Agreement at the EEC, Moscow, 27-30 September 1992, Exhibit HVY-209. The
Russian Federation entered Exhibit RF-265 into evidence, which further underscores the
involvement of the Supreme Soviet in the negotiations and ratification of the ECT. Also see
Composition of the Russian delegation to the last plenary meeting of the European Energy
Charter Conference (Lisbon, 16-18 December 1994), 15 December 1994, Exhibit HVY-211.
Moreover, the Russian Federation also pointed out that it fully appreciated the need for a strong
legal framework to attract investors, including the importance of Article 45 ECT, the
enforceability of the ECT through dispute settlement (i.e. Article 26 ECT), and transparency.
See ECT Secretariat, Note for the file by Jones on "Meeting with Russian Deputy Prime Minister
Chernomyrdin", 29 July 1992, Exhibit HVY-212.
See again footnote 222 above.
See Section 3.4 below.
Nolte's argument that the statements of the Russian Federation were too "unspecific and broad"
to lead to acquiescence is circular (Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 23) –
these statements were formulated broadly precisely because there were no limitations on the
Russian Federation's full provisional application of the ECT to be indicated, and thus could not
have been more specific.
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more so given the clear existence of legitimate expectations on the part of
investors.
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3

THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION'S INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE 45 ECT IS
NOT SUPPORTED BY ITS EXHIBITS

New exhibits:
−

The
o
o
o

Russian Federation's exhibits to the Defence on Appeal:
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte (Exhibit RF-D2);
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet (Exhibit RF-D3);
documents from the ECT Secretariat and travaux préparatoires
(Exhibits RF-234−239, RF-249, RF-254, RF-272, RF-274−275);
o documents from the European Council (Exhibits RF-247−248);
o literature (Exhibits RF-230, RF-250−253).

−

HVY's exhibits to this deed:
o Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver (Exhibit HVY-D8);
o Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers (Exhibit HVY-D9);
o documents from the ECT Secretariat and travaux préparatoires
(Exhibits HVY-219–224).

Key points:
!

The Russian Federation's experts (as well as the Russian Federation
itself) acknowledge that the words "not inconsistent with" in Article 45(1)
ECT require an inconsistency and not a 'positive legal basis' under
domestic law, as the District Court has held. Both parties and their experts
are thus in agreement that the District Court's interpretation is incorrect.

!

The Russian Federation's expert, Pellet, agrees that the "to the extent"
clause in Article 45(1) ECT applies where there is an inconsistency
between the provisional application of the ECT, not the individual ECT
provisions themselves, and the domestic law of the respective state. This
is also confirmed by new exhibits submitted by the Russian Federation
with its Defence on Appeal.

!

Contrary to what the Russian Federation's experts argue, and as
confirmed by the exhibits submitted with the Defence on Appeal, by
signing the ECT without delivering an opt-out declaration, the Russian
Federation is bound to provisionally apply the ECT without qualification.
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3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

HVY's position in the Statement of Appeal

141.

In their Defence of Appeal, HVY explained that, pursuant to Article 45(1) ECT,
Signatory States have agreed to provisionally apply the Treaty as of the moment
of signature, "to the extent that such provisional application is not inconsistent
with" their domestic law. This exception in the "to the extent" clause of
Article 45(1) ECT may thus allow Signatory States to avoid provisional
application of the ECT where there is an inconsistency between the provisional
application of the ECT and the domestic law of the state in question (or otherwise
between the provisional application of ECT provisions and national law). For the
"provisional application" of the ECT to be "inconsistent" with domestic law, a
Signatory State must point to a domestic legal rule that restricts the extent to
which it can provisionally apply treaties. For example, this could be a provision
of domestic law precluding the provisional application of treaties pertaining to
energy, treaties creating a supra- or international organization, or treaties
requiring the expenditure of funds from the state budget. The Russian Federation
itself actually asserts that the objective of the "to the extent" clause is to
accommodate alleged limitations of the Russian Government's powers under
domestic law.251

142.

Given that Article 45(1) ECT expressly refers to "provisional application", it is not
concerned, as the Russian Federation argues, with inconsistencies between
domestic law and the ECT provisions themselves.252 A Signatory State that
merely shows that its national law concerning expropriation allows that state to
expropriate without compensation, therefore, will not be able to avoid the
provisional application of Article 13 ECT, which actually requires an expropriation
to be compensated.

143.

In addition, HVY have explained that, pursuant to the words "not inconsistent
with", the ECT must be applied provisionally unless an inconsistency exists
between the provisional application of the ECT and domestic law. This means
that a rule of domestic law and the provisional application of the ECT would have
to be mutually incompatible (such as where domestic law would preclude the
provisional application of treaties pertaining to energy).253

144.

Finally, HVY explained that, under Article 45 ECT, in the absence of an opt-out
declaration at the time of signature, a state is bound to provisionally apply the

251

Defence on Appeal, paras. 52-60.
Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.1.
Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.2.

252
253
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ECT without exception.254 The Russian Federation was, also on this basis, bound
to provisionally apply the ECT in its entirety.
3.1.2

The Russian Federation's position in the Defence on Appeal

145.

In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation maintains that the "to the
extent" clause in Article 45(1) ECT is to be interpreted according to the
"piecemeal" approach, i.e. that the test is whether ECT provisions themselves
are inconsistent with provisions of domestic law. On that basis, the Russian
Federation alleges that it did not agree to arbitration as referred to in Article 26
ECT, as Article 26 ECT is allegedly inconsistent with Russian law.255 However,
the Russian Federation's expert, Pellet, actually concurs with HVY that the "to
the extent" clause pertains to inconsistencies between national law and the
provisional application of the ECT in full – not the "piecemeal" approach
espoused by the Russian Federation.256

146.

The Russian Federation's experts likewise agree with HVY's position also in other
important respects, in particular regarding the interpretation of "not inconsistent
with".257

147.

As for the need for an opt-out declaration under Article 45 ECT, the Russian
Federation and its experts maintain their standpoint that, despite the absence of
any opt-out declaration, the Russian Federation can still invoke the "to the extent"
clause.

3.1.3

HVY's comments on the Russian Federation's new exhibits

148.

In this chapter, HVY will comment on (i) the Expert Reports by Nolte and Pellet,
and (ii) the new exhibits submitted by the Russian Federation. In doing so, HVY
will also refer to the follow-up Expert Reports by Schrijver and Klabbers. HVY will
not comment substantively, however, to a number of expert reports submitted by
the Russian Federation on Dutch, French, Finnish and German domestic law on
provisional application; these reports do not concern provisional application
under the ECT or in relation to Russian law, and are therefore irrelevant to these
proceedings.258

149.

HVY will demonstrate in Section 3.2 that (the respective experts on) both sides
agree that the words "not inconsistent with" do not set out a requirement for a

254

Statement of Appeal, Section 4.4.
Defence on Appeal, Section II.C.
See Section 3.3.1 below.
See Section 3.2.1 below.
See Expert Report of Professor Aalt Willem Heringa, 25 July 2017, Exhibit RF-D1; Expert
Report of Professor Y. Nouvel, 18 March 2016, Exhibit RF-D10; Expert Report of Professor K.
Talus, 18 March 2016, Exhibit RF-D11; Expert Report of Professor G. Nolte, 18 March 2016,
Exhibit RF-D12.
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'positive legal basis' under national law. HVY will then explain that the Russian
Federation's exhibits and expert reports confirm that the "to the extent" clause
may allow Signatories to avoid provisional application of the ECT where there is
an inconsistency between the domestic law of the respective state and the
provisional application of the ECT, not an inconsistency between domestic law
and ECT provisions themselves (Section 3.3). HVY will conclude this chapter by
showing that the Russian Federation's exhibits and expert reports also
underscore the fact that, by signing the ECT without an opt-out declaration, the
Russian Federation is bound to provisionally apply the ECT without qualification
(Section 3.4).
3.2

The words "not inconsistent with" require the absence of an inconsistency,
not the existence of a 'positive legal basis' under domestic law

150.

In its judgment, the District Court came up with a completely new interpretation
of the meaning of an 'inconsistency' under Article 45(1) ECT. As HVY explained
in their Statement of Appeal,259 the District Court erroneously held in its Judgment
that the words "not inconsistent with" require a "positive legal basis" under
Russian law for the (provisional application of the) ECT260 – an interpretation that
was never advanced by the Parties. This interpretation does not make any sense
under either the ECT261 or public international law in general.262

151.

As explained by HVY in the Statement of Appeal, the words "not inconsistent
with" logically require the absence of inconsistencies with national law.263 An
'inconsistency' with national law exists where specific provisions of the ECT and
provisions of national law are mutually irreconcilable, i.e. that the application of
the one provision results in the violation of the other provision.264 To be clear, this
does not necessarily require an explicit prohibition under domestic law, contrary
to the attempt of the Russian Federation (and its experts) to misconstrue HVY's
position.265

152.

Incidentally, the above was recently confirmed by the tribunal in the ECT
arbitration Luxtona Limited v. Russian Federation. According to the Luxtona
tribunal, the words "not inconsistent with" entail "a bias in favor of provisional

259
260
261
262
263

264
265

Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.2.
Judgment, para. 5.33; see also paras. 5.41, 5.51, 5.56 and 5.58.
Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.2(b) and (c). For example, see also Statement of Appeal,
paras. 397-398, where Exhibits HVY-166 and HVY-179 are cited.
Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.2(a).
Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.2. See also Weis' memo to Bamberger, 4 November 1994,
Exhibit HVY-219 (based on comments made by Ingrid Frasl (Austria’s Ministry of Foreign
Affairs). The memo says: "As to the change to Article 29(5) she will not be happy with 'permitted'
and suggested 'not inconsistent with' in its place.").
Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.2 and Grounds of Appeal 4.6 and 4.7.
Defence on Appeal, para. 381 and footnote 553; Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3,
para. 31.
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application of a treaty in full",266 given that an inconsistency with domestic law,
not the absence of a positive legal basis thereunder, has to be shown:
"[R]ather than requiring proof of affirmative legislative or other comparable
sanction authorizing implementation of Article 26 [under national law], the most
plausible reading of Article 45(1) is that a Contracting Party must provisionally
apply that Article [26], unless it can satisfactorily demonstrate that doing so would
contravene established principles of its domestic legal order."267

153.

In his Second Expert Report, Klabbers also (and again) confirms that "not
inconsistent with" only applies when national law and provisional application of
the ECT are "strictly mutually exclusive":
"The phrase 'not inconsistent with' sets a fairly relaxed, but often used […]
standard: it does not demand normative identity, it does not even demand
consistency; all that it requires is that domestic rules on provisional application
are 'not inconsistent with' the provisional application of the ECT, in the sense that
they are not strictly mutually exclusive." 268

154.

Likewise, according to Schrijver:
"[S]uch conflicts are deemed to arise when one body of rules prohibits or restricts
a matter permitted by another set of rules, with the consequence that compliance
with the latter necessarily constitutes a violation of the former or vice versa, and
that both sets of rules cannot be concurrently applied without one of them being
violated."269

155.

In other words, the term "not inconsistent with" in Article 45(1) ECT refers to a
situation where two provisions cannot be applied simultaneously; it does not refer
to the absence of a positive legal basis. Thus, the ECT will not be provisionally
applied to the extent that there is an inconsistency such that the simultaneous
provisional application of the ECT and the relevant domestic provision(s) is
impossible.270

3.2.1

The Russian Federation and its experts do not dispute that the words "not
inconsistent with" require an inconsistency with domestic law, not a
positive legal basis under domestic law

156.

The Russian Federation's experts do not dispute HVY's position on "not
inconsistent with".

157.

First, the Russian Federation admits in its Defence on Appeal that Article 45(1)
may only allow Signatory States to avoid provisional application of the ECT if
there is an inconsistency with domestic law, rather than, pursuant to the District

266

Luxtona Limited v. The Russian Federation (PCA case number 2014-09), Interim Award on
Jurisdiction, 22 March 2017, Exhibit HVY-205, para. 174.
Luxtona Limited v. The Russian Federation (PCA case number 2014-09), Interim Award on
Jurisdiction, 22 March 2017, Exhibit HVY-205, para. 177.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 8.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, para. 13.
Statement of Appeal, para. 385 et seq.
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Court's erroneous interpretation, the absence of a positive legal basis under
domestic law:
"That there must be 'inconsistency' with national law is correct and is not in
dispute." 271

158.

The Russian Federation thus concludes in the same vein as HVY that:
"The ordinary meaning of the terms in Article 45 ECT implies that no international
obligation to apply the treaty provisionally is created if it is inconsistent with
national laws and regulations."272 (Emphasis added.)

159.

The Russian Federation and its experts do not and cannot dispute that an
'inconsistency' can only exist in the case of mutually irreconcilable provisions,
such that it is impossible to provisionally apply the ECT and apply the relevant
provisions of Russian law simultaneously.

160.

The Russian Federation merely engages with HVY's position in relation to the
qualifier "incontrovertible inconsistency".273 Its argument entirely misses the
point: the term "incontrovertible" denotes simply that a genuine, clear
inconsistency is required (in the same way that the Russian Federation's own
expert, Pellet, refers to a "true inconsistency"274).

161.

Second, the Russian Federation's experts do not dispute HVY's definition of the
words "not inconsistent with".

162.

Nolte avoids this issue altogether.275 Meanwhile, Pellet agrees with HVY that the
words "not inconsistent with" constitute "a very usual clause",276 and that "[o]nly
a true inconsistency [...] would prevent the provisional application of the ECT".277
However, he does not address the meaning of 'inconsistency' under Article 45(1)
ECT or respond to the Schrijver and Klabbers Expert Reports on this point.278
Therefore, Pellet does not dispute the position of Schrijver and Klabbers.

163.

Pellet merely disputes the (misinterpreted279) view that "not inconsistent with"
necessarily requires an explicit prohibition.280 Pellet thereby misrepresents HVY's
and Schrijver and Klabbers' positions, since HVY have not argued anything but
that a genuine inconsistency is required.

271

Defence on Appeal, para. 378.
Defence on Appeal, para. 382.
Defence on Appeal, e.g. paras. 378, 380, 384.
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 64 (emphasis added).
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2.
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 42.
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 64.
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, see for example paras. 29-39. See also
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, paras. 12-14, and Second Expert
Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 8.
See para. 160 above.
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 31.
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164.

As noted by Klabbers:
"[T]his is worth emphasizing: the experts on both sides seem to be in agreement
that 'not inconsistent with' allows rules from various legal orders to co-exist even
if they do not say exactly the same thing. Moreover, experts on both sides seem
to agree that 'not inconsistent with' does not require a positive legal basis, as
was held by the Hague District Court."281

165.

The Russian Federation and its experts thus agree with HVY that Article 45(1)
ECT does not require a 'positive legal basis' under Russian law, and that
Article 45(1) is only concerned with an 'inconsistency' (irreconcilability).
Accordingly, the District Court's interpretation of the words "not inconsistent with"
as requiring a positive legal basis under Russian law is untenable according to
both Parties and their experts.282 Consequently, HVY's Grounds for Appeal 4.6
and 4.7 must succeed,283 and the District Court's decision with regard to the
interpretation of Article 45(1) ECT cannot be upheld.

3.2.2

The Russian Federation's factual exhibits do not establish otherwise

166.

The Russian Federation refers only to one exhibit in the context of the issue of
"not inconsistent with" (Exhibit RF-272284), which forms part of the (allegedly)
newly-retrieved travaux.285 It contains an internal fax from Jones of the ECT
Secretariat to other Secretariat members setting out his personal queries
regarding the interpretation of Article 45 ECT.

167.

Jones merely puts forward a potential interpretation of Article 45(1) ECT and then
emphatically questions that interpretation himself. He considers that it may be
argued that, under Article 45(1) ECT, a State could be allowed not to apply the
ECT if its laws provide that legislation must be adopted to give effect to
international treaties. He then proceeds to add that any such interpretation would
defeat the very purpose of provisional application and would deprive the ECT's
provisional application mechanism of any transparency:
"[T]hese points, if correct, cast quite a lot of doubt on the reality of provisional
application, as well as on its transparency!" 286

168.

Indeed, Jones' views were also called into question by other members of the ECT
Secretariat.287 This internal communication containing Jones' personal queries
therefore fails to reflect the views of the ECT Secretariat, let alone those of the

281

Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 8. See also Second Expert
Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, paras. 12-14.
Statement of Appeal, Grounds of Appeal 4.6 and 4.7.
Statement of Appeal, Grounds of Appeal 4.6 and 4.7.
Fax from Jones to (among others) Weis and Bamberger regarding provisional application dated
9 November 1994, Exhibit RF-272.
See Section 2.2.1 above.
Fax from Jones to (among others) Weis and Bamberger regarding provisional application dated
9 November 1994, Exhibit RF-272.
See paras. 197-198 below.
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Negotiating States; thus, it does not in any case constitute part of the travaux
préparatoires of the ECT. Exhibit RF-272 is irrelevant for all of these reasons.
3.3

The "to the extent" clause in Article 45(1) ECT pertains to inconsistencies
between domestic law and the provisional application of the ECT, not the
ECT provisions themselves

169.

In their Statement of Appeal, HVY explained that the "to the extent" clause only
applies where the domestic law of the Signatory State is inconsistent with (the
principle of) provisional application as such (termed the "all-or-nothing"
approach).288 This means that, where the domestic law of the Signatory State is
not inconsistent with (the principle of) provisional application as such, the ECT is
provisionally applied in full. HVY further explained that, in any case, Article 45(1)
ECT concerns an inconsistency between provisions of domestic law that
preclude the provisional application of the ECT in full or in part.289 The Russian
Federation itself actually also asserts that the objective of the "to the extent"
clause is to accommodate alleged restrictions under national law of the powers
of the Russian government – i.e. rules of national law concerning provisional
application.290

170.

The "to the extent" clause does not, as the Russian Federation asserts, apply
where one or more ECT provisions themselves would be inconsistent with any
Russian domestic law provision.291

171.

By means of its factual exhibits and experts, the Russian Federation fails to refute
this standpoint by HVY, let alone to provide proof for its "piecemeal" approach.

3.3.1

The Russian Federation's experts do not dispute that the "to the extent"
clause concerns inconsistencies between provisional application of the
ECT and domestic law

172.

First, Nolte and Pellet consciously ignore the position taken by Schrijver,
Klabbers and HVY292 that – even if one does not agree that Article 45(1) ECT
requires an inconsistency with (the principle of) provisional application as such
(the "all-or-nothing" approach)293 – the assessment on the basis of Article 45(1)
of the ECT must, in any event, be whether the provisional application of the ECT
is not inconsistent with Russian law.294

288

Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.1(a).
Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.1(b).
Defence on Appeal, paras. 52-60.
Defence on Appeal, Section II.B, e.g. para. 62.
First Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D1, paras. 52-63; First Expert Report of
Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D2, paras. 62-75. See also Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.1.
Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.1(a).
Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.1(b).
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173.

Nolte does not engage with this point in any way.295 Likewise, Pellet apparently
sees no opportunity to disagree with Schrijver, Klabbers and HVY, given that he
misleadingly frames their position that the assessment on the basis of Article
45(1) ECT must take place on the level of provisional application of the ECT,
namely exclusively in terms of the "all-or-nothing" approach.296

174.

Second, Pellet himself expressly endorses HVY's position that the inconsistency
with national law in accordance with Article 45(1) ECT concerns the provisional
application of (parts of) the ECT. After all, he expressly favours what he calls a
"potentially partial approach" over the Russian Federation's "piecemeal"
approach.297 On this important point too, his position thus overlaps with that of
Schrijver and Klabbers.298 As Klabbers remarks, "Professor Pellet's shunning of
the term 'piecemeal approach' is striking".299 This is because, as Pellet explains,
some states prohibit (or allow for300) provisional application without exception,
while other states opt for a limited or "partial" approach to provisional application:
"It is possible that domestic law purely and simply prohibits the provisional
application of treaties; in such a case the partial approach is excluded as a result
of this global prohibition; but it may also be that the exclusion [of provisional
application] relates only to certain provisions of the treaty […]. This is why I deem
it preferable to speak of a potentially partial approach rather than just 'a partial
approach': this interpretation includes the possibility of a complete exclusion of
the provisional application of the ECT 'to the extent that' national law precludes
any possibility of provisional application of treaties. But it also offers the
possibility of a partial non-application 'to the extent that' […]".301 (Emphasis
added.)

295

296

297
298
299
300

301

Nolte merely takes the very broad position that Article 45(1) ECT is a "standard clause" and
that the purpose of the "to the extent" clause is to ensure that the executive power does not
circumvent the limitations of its authority (Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 7).
These two positions are not supported and are incorrect. Firstly, although provisional
application provisions are, indeed, not uncommon (Statement of Appeal, Section 4.2), Article
45 ECT cannot be qualified as a 'standard clause' (First Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit
HVY-D1, Section II.1 and Chapter III; First Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D2,
Section III.C). Secondly, as already explained by both Schrijver and Klabbers, the purpose of
the "to the extent" clause is not to enable States to circumvent obligations that they have
(provisionally) undertaken by signing the ECT (see Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver,
Exhibit HVY-D8, paras. 26-29; Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9,
paras. 15-16, 18; see also HR 28 January 2005, ECLI:NL:HR:2005:AR3645, NJ 2006/469 (IMS
v. DIO), para. 3.3).
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, for example paras. 11 and 71. Pellet appears
to refer only once – and merely on a side note – to the "second alternative" in response to
Schrijver (First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 17). See also Second Expert
Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, para. 8 ("Professor Pellet only takes issue with the
so-called 'all or nothing approach', which he seemingly considers as impossible to reconcile
with the phrase 'to the extent that'). But this focus misses the point.").
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, e.g. para. 8 (emphasis added).
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, paras. 10-11, and Second Expert
Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 10.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 10.
In his expert report in the Dutch proceedings, Prof. Pellet has removed the reference to Spain,
as an example of a country that has no restrictions on provisional application, and which was
initially included in his French Expert Report. See Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver,
Exhibit HVY-D8, Pellet French Opinion (attached as Annex 1), para. 63 and footnote 98, cf.
Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 18.
Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 8.
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175.

176.

Throughout his Expert Report, Pellet repeatedly confirms, in accordance with
HVY's position, that the assessment of Article 45(1) ECT concerns the
provisional application of the ECT.302 By way of example:
!

"In other terms, in one case (paragraph 1), the signatory may depart from the
application of the ECT without any procedural condition, but only 'to the extent
that' its domestic law excludes provisional application – such an exclusion
being possibly partial or total".303 (Emphasis added.)

!

"The question is whether the non-application on a provisional basis is justified
ipso facto and without a formal declaration if and to the extent that the domestic
law of the concerned State excludes provisional application." 304 (Emphasis
added.)

!

"An assessment of the domestic constitutional rules is also indispensable: does
the Constitution permit the provisional applications of those provisions taken
individually."305 (Emphasis added.)

As Schrijver points out, this is also confirmed by the following statement that was
included by Pellet in his (largely identical) expert report previously submitted by
the Russian Federation in France:
"[S]econd, while it is true that this ["to the extent"] clause may introduce a certain
degree of uncertainty in the application of the ECT, at the same time it sounds
as a warning that should have prompted prudence on the part of investors.
Investors who have not reviewed the norms applicable in the Host State to
provisional application of treaties (or obtained clarifications or guarantees from
the State concerned regarding its legal position), they have only themselves to
blame." 306 (Emphasis added.)

177.

Accordingly, Pellet agrees with HVY that 'inconsistency' under Article 45 ECT
refers to an inconsistency between, on the one hand, any domestic law that
would have the effect of precluding provisional application in full or in part and,
on the other, the provisional application of the ECT.307 Article 45(1) does not
concern, as the Russian Federation would have it, inconsistencies between any
domestic rules and the ECT's provisions themselves.308

3.3.2

The Russian Federation's experts incorrectly analyse the operation of
Article 32 ECT and the reference to domestic law in Article 45 ECT

178.

The Russian Federation's experts thus agree to a great extent with HVY and their
experts when it comes down to the core elements of Article 45(1) ECT. This
means that the debate regarding the interpretation of Article 45(1) ECT is largely

302

Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, e.g. paras. 8, 20, 23, 42, 53, 67, 75.
Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 53.
Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 67.
Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 20.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, par. 28, footnote 44, citing Pellet
French Opinion (attached as Annex 1), para. 68
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, paras. 10-11, and Second Expert
Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, paras. 10-11.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, paras. 6, 8-11; Second Expert Report
of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, paras. 9-11.
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settled. For the sake of completeness, HVY will discuss below two other points
with regard to which Nolte and Pellet rely on an incorrect interpretation of the
ECT.
179.

First, Pellet incorrectly seeks to argue that Article 32 ECT is irrelevant for the
interpretation of Article 45(1) ECT.309 Article 32 ECT contains a specificallynegotiated exemption by which Signatory States can temporarily suspend
compliance with the ECT articles mentioned in that provision, in order to bring
their domestic law in line with the ECT in the interim. Pellet contends that Article
32 ECT fulfils a different purpose than the "to the extent" clause, asserting that
Article 32 ECT concerns a limited number of ECT provisions and Signatory
States, and a different scope.310 Pellet misses the point here.

180.

The fact of the matter is that Article 32 ECT also applies during the period of
provisional application, which is not disputed by Pellet.311 What is more,
Article 32 ECT was initially only going to be applied for a period of approximately
6.5 years (until 1 July 2001) following the date when the ECT was open for
signature, so in significant part during the period of provisional application (the
ECT only entered into force approximately 3.5 years after the date when the ECT
was open for signature). Moreover, Article 32 ECT applies to a large number of
Signatory States, including the Russian Federation, a fact that is undisputed by
Pellet.312 The express purpose of Article 32 ECT (as recognized by the Russian
Federation) is, furthermore, to allow those Signatory States "to adjust their
legislation" in line with the ECT.313

181.

According to Pellet, Article 45(1) ECT would thus grant the same group of
Signatory States during the same period of provisional application the same
exemption provided under Article 32 ECT. Moreover, this would not just apply to
the specifically-negotiated provisions exhaustively listed in Article 32 ECT, but
for any ECT provision. That standpoint does not make sense. After all, there
would be no point in negotiating and agreeing on a carefully delineated and
selected set of provisions that Signatory States would be specifically exempted
from (as was done in Article 32 ECT) because their national law is not yet in
conformity with those provisions, if Article 45(1) ECT would then exempt the
same group of Signatory States from any ECT provision not in conformity with
their domestic law.

182.

What should also be noted in that respect is that Article 26 ECT is not among the
provisions identified under Article 32 ECT, nor was it ever mentioned in the
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Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, paras. 56-57.
Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 57.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 351-362.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 351-362.
Defence on Appeal, para. 77. Cf. Defence on Appeal, para. 319, in which the Russian
Federation uses the same justification to support its need to indicate inconsistency (i.e. in the
context of Article 45 ECT). See also Statement of Appeal, paras. 351-362.
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context of the negotiations on the ECT provisions that were not yet in conformity
with domestic law pursuant to Article 32 ECT. It follows that the Negotiating
States that qualified for the exemption under Article 32 ECT – including, notably,
the Russian Federation – were of the view that Article 26 ECT was already in
conformity with their domestic law. At no point during the ECT negotiations did
the Russian Federation attempt to obtain an exception under Article 32 ECT for
Article 26 ECT, despite the fact that it did claim to require exemptions from
numerous other ECT provisions. The Russian Federation's attempt to now argue
that Article 26 ECT is inconsistent with its national law – despite never having
mentioned that Article, either during the negotiations of the ECT generally or in
the context of Article 32 ECT specifically, as a provision with which its national
law was inconsistent – is clearly inadequate.
183.

It also follows from the fact that Article 26 ECT is not mentioned under
Article 32 ECT, that the Negotiating States agreed that there would be no
exemption to the application of Article 26 ECT by virtue of an (alleged)
inconsistency with their domestic law. Therefore, Pellet's attempt to nevertheless
use Article 45(1) ECT to create such an exception with regard to Article 26 ECT,
which Article 32 ECT expressly does not provide, cannot succeed.

184.

Second, Pellet attempts to frame the scope of the reference to "constitution, laws
and regulations" in Article 45(1) ECT in a way that is not only incorrect, but also
inconsistent with other parts of his own expert report.314 Namely, Pellet responds
to the well-established view set out by Klabbers (and likewise confirmed by the
Tribunal315) that the scope of any reference to domestic law in a provision
contained in an international treaty must, logically, be interpreted pursuant to
international law.316 Accordingly, it is still international law that controls the extent
to which domestic law is relevant.317 Pellet counters that the reference to
domestic law in Article 45(1) ECT actually implies that domestic law controls the
content of the international obligation in that article.318 In support of that position,
Pellet states that "national legal rules [are applied] either to fulfil [sic] lacunae in
international law or to substitute them to international legal rules and to assess
the responsibility of the State in view of the relevant internal rules."319 Pellet's
statement again entirely misses the point. As explained by Klabbers, international
law does indeed sometimes refer back to domestic law (renvoi), but:
"in such a case, the scope of the renvoi is still to be determined by the
international provision containing it and not by domestic law as such, since the

314
315
316
317
318
319

First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, paras. 38-41.
Interim Award (HEL), paras. 313-315.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D2, para. 76.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D2, para. 76. See also Section 2.3 above.
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, in particular paras. 32-39.
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 38.
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authority in such a case derives from the international provision."320 (Emphasis
added.)

185.

Strikingly, elsewhere in his expert report, Pellet expressly relies on the fact that
the Yukos Capital tribunal − in an award that yet again confirms that the Russian
Federation was bound to provisionally apply Article 26 ECT − "rightly
remarked"321 that:
"[The renvoi to domestic law in Article 45(1) ECT] does not change the character
of the obligation assumed by each signatory State under Article 45(1) as an
obligation that is governed by international law. Domestic law is relevant because
the international law obligation so provides and then only to that extent. Article
45(1) does not operate to convert a signatory's international law obligation into
one of its own domestic law."322 (Emphasis added.)

186.

As Klabbers notes, this reliance on Yukos Capital directly contradicts Pellet's
previous statement:
"Intriguingly, Professor Pellet characterizes this position [that the scope of the
renvoi is to be determined by the international provision containing it] as
'nonsense', without elaborating why, but earlier in the same Opinion approvingly
cites the [Yukos Capital tribunal], which shares my position on this point […].
Professor Pellet's two statements are contradictory: if he agrees that domestic
law is relevant to the extent provided by the international law obligation
concerning the renvoi, then he cannot simultaneously claim that my position is
'nonsense'."323 (Emphasis added.)

3.3.3

The Russian Federation's factual exhibits do not establish otherwise

187.

The Russian Federation has submitted certain exhibits with its Defence on
Appeal that allegedly support its "piecemeal" interpretation of the "to the extent"
clause. In reality, these documents either do not support its position or directly
contradict it. Those documents are, moreover, by no means 'new'. The Russian
Federation's exhibits include literature dating back many years, as well as
supposedly 'newly-discovered' ECT travaux préparatoires, to which, as
explained, it already had access years ago.324 For example:
!

320
321
322
323
324

Exhibit RF-253 contains a chapter from a book on ECT dispute settlement
published in 2011. Misleadingly, the Russian Federation only refers to the
passage in which the authors appear critical of the Tribunal's Article 45(1)
ECT interpretation. However, in a different section, the authors in fact
recognize that Article 45(1) ECT provides for the provisional application of
the entire Treaty, concluding that "[t]o hold otherwise would have stripped

Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 17.
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 20.
Yukos Capital/Russian Federation, PCA case no. 2013-31, Interim Award on jurisdiction, 18
January 2017, paras. 174-175, as cited in Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 20.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 17.
See Section 2.2.1 above.
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Article 45(1) ECT of real effect".325 In any event, pursuant to the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties, little relevance can be attributed to this
kind of isolated literature for the interpretation of Article 45 ECT.326
!

Exhibits RF-230 and RF-250−252 are articles, three of which likewise do not
support the Russian Federation's position, and in fact confirm that the "to the
extent" clause is exclusively concerned with an inconsistency with the
provisional application of the ECT. Only the article submitted as Exhibit RF252 takes the "piecemeal" approach. However, much like the Russian
Federation, the author ignores the words that follow after "to the extent that",
namely "such provisional application". Those words make clear that the
provisional application of the ECT must be inconsistent with domestic law to
be exempt from provisional application under Article 45(1) ECT.327 Again, in
any event, scholarly writings are irrelevant to the interpretation of Article 45
ECT.

!

Exhibits RF-274 and RF-275 consist of correspondence between members
of the ECT Secretariat and a US delegate as to whether the ECT provisional
application provision should specify which ECT provisions are subject to
provisional application. The Russian Federation claims on the basis of these
documents that the Negotiating States could not agree on which ECT
provisions would not be provisionally applied and that therefore there are still
minor uncertainties as to the extent of provisional application.328 But neither
document sheds any light on the Negotiating States' views nor gives any
indication of how Article 45 should be interpreted.

!

Exhibit RF-236 contains a letter with the Japanese delegation's remarks that
it cannot provisionally apply Article 37 ECT. The Russian Federation argues
on that basis that some States could not agree to provisionally apply specific
ECT provisions.329 This document hence only underscores HVY's position
that the test under the "to the extent" clause is whether the provisional
application of the ECT is inconsistent with domestic law.330

!

Exhibits RF-247 and RF-248 contain a joint statement of the Council and the
Commission of the European Communities, submitted in addition to the
documents on the joint statement already on the record. These exhibits do
not discuss the meaning of Article 45(1) ECT at all. These documents only

325
326
327
328
329

330

T. Roe and M. Happold, Settlement of Investment Disputes under the Energy Charter Treaty,
Cambridge University Press (2011), Exhibit RF-253, p. 72.
The same goes for Exhibits RF-227 and RF-233.
Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.1(b).
Defence on Appeal, para. 303.
Defence on Appeal, para. 90 ("For example, both Italy and Japan indicated at the time of the
negotiations that the provisional application of Article 37 ECT [...] would not be acceptable for
them for that reason." (Emphasis added.)).
Statement of Appeal, Section 4.5.1(b).
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show that the Joint Statement submitted by the Russian Federation as
Exhibit R-352 in the Arbitrations was approved by the Council of the
European Union (a fact that HVY have not disputed).331 They do not address
any of the points made by HVY in their Statement of Defence,332 which
establish that Exhibit R-352 does not contain an authentic interpretation of
Article 45(1) ECT.
188.

The assessment under Article 45(1) ECT thus pertains to inconsistency between
the provisional application of the ECT and domestic law, rather than between the
ECT provisions themselves and domestic law. The Russian Federation's newlysubmitted evidence fails to establish otherwise. On the contrary, if anything, that
evidence only further supports HVY's position on the interpretation of
Article 45(1) ECT.

3.4

By signing the ECT without delivering an opt-out declaration, the Russian
Federation agreed to provisionally apply the ECT without any qualification

189.

As HVY explained in their Statement of Appeal,333 and as the Russian Federation
expressly admits in its Defence on Appeal,334 Article 45 ECT provides a
comprehensive system for provisional application of the Treaty. The provisions
of Article 45 ECT are to be interpreted in view of that interconnection.335 Namely,
the system of Article 45 ECT provides for express and transparent mechanisms
for excluding or terminating the provisional application of the ECT – Articles 45(2)
and 45(3) – meaning that an interpretation whereby a Signatory State may
exempt itself from provisional application without delivering a declaration as
referred to in Articles 45(2) and (3) ECT renders these mechanisms
meaningless.336 While pursuant to Article 45(1) ECT a Signatory State agrees to
provisional application of the ECT upon signature, Article 45(2)(a) ECT provides
the possibility to Signatory States of invoking an exception to that provisional
application by means of an opt-out declaration.337 Thus, "notwithstanding" its
agreement to provisional application under Article 45(1) ECT, if the Russian
Federation had wished to avoid provisional application of (part of) the ECT upon
signature, it could have done so by delivering an opt-out declaration. The Russian
Federation did not do so.

331
332
333
334

335
336
337

See "A" Item Note from the Permanent Representatives Committee to the Council of the
European Union, 14 December 1994, Doc. 12165/94, Annex I, Exhibit R-352, Exhibit HVY-1.
Statement of Defence, para. 156.
Statement of Appeal, Section 4.3.
Defence on Appeal, para. 71 ("Article 45 ECT contains a separate comprehensive arrangement
on the provisional application of the Treaty. The provision as a whole is relevant to the
interpretation of the words 'to the extent' in Article 45(1) ECT.").
Statement of Appeal, paras. 241-245.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 249-252.
This interpretation is supported by the object and purpose of the ECT, the principles of
transparency and reciprocity and the travaux préparatoires of the Treaty. See Statement of
Appeal, paras. 253-267.
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190.

Unlike a number of other Signatory States, the Russian Federation decided to
sign the ECT without an opt-out declaration; consequently, it bound itself to
provisionally applying the ECT in its entirety.338

191.

What is more, in the final stages of drafting of the ECT, the Russian Federation
itself, through its representative, Mr Martynov, proposed the following statement
for inclusion in the draft Understanding on Article 45 ECT:339
"[T]he Treaty is intended to apply provisionally […] if no one of these signatories
has made a declaration provided for by Article 45(2)(a)."340

192.

The Russian Federation thus clearly understood that, in the absence of a
declaration under Article 45(2)(a) ECT, all Signatory States were bound to apply
the ECT provisionally in full. Its attempt to now prove otherwise fails.

3.4.1

The Russian Federation's factual evidence does not establish otherwise

193.

The Russian Federation now attempts but fails to establish through various
additional exhibits accompanying its Defence on Appeal to row back on its own
admission during the ECT negotiations that it was under an obligation to deliver
a notification in order to exempt itself from provisionally applying the ECT in
full.341

194.

First, the Russian Federation refers to certain documents which only show that
specific states voiced concerns regarding their inability to provisionally apply the
ECT for constitutional reasons (the United States (Exhibits RF-234 and RF-237),
Italy (Exhibit RF-235), Japan (Exhibit RF-236) and the Netherlands (Exhibit RF254)), and that, to accommodate those concerns, the Negotiating States agreed
to include an opt-out mechanism in Article 45(2) ECT.342 The documents do not
prove that Articles 45(1) and (2) are two separate regimes.343 Exhibit RF-238, in
which Bamberger summarizes the negotiations in 1994, in fact supports HVY's
position that Article 45(2) ECT is the mechanism through which a Signatory State

338

Statement of Appeal, para. 246.
This Understanding – which related to the question of whether the ECT was intended to apply
provisionally to investment – was eventually withdrawn as it was deemed an unnecessary
clarification of the relation between Article 45 ECT and Article 1(6) ECT. It was replaced by a
statement by the ECT Secretariat expressing that it is clear that the ECT is also intended to
apply provisionally to investment.
Fax from Martynov (Russian Federation) to Bamberger and Weis, 4 November 1994, Exhibit
HVY-220. See also Memo from Bamberger to LSG Members, 8 November 1994, Exhibit HVY221.
Defence on Appeal, Sections II.B(c)(vi)(iii) and II.D(c)(ii).
Letter from Karmakov (Kazakhstan) to EC Secretariat, 12 December 1994, Exhibit HVY-222,
p. 9 ("[i]n connection with Article 45(1) and Article 45(2)(a): since the temporary application of
the Agreement does not contradict the constitution, laws and standard acts of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, the statement of impossibility of acceptance of temporary application is not
needed." (Emphasis added.)).
Defence on Appeal, para. 94; see also para. 289.
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that has identified an inconsistency referred to under Article 45(1) ECT is enabled
to avoid provisional application of the Treaty.344
195.

Second, the Russian Federation misguidedly refers to the so-called 'new'345
travaux documents (see Exhibits RF-249, RF-272, RF-274 and RF-275346) in
support of its argument that notification was not required to escape the obligation
to provisionally apply the ECT in full. These communications involving ECT
Secretariat members and a US delegate would allegedly show that Article 45
ECT provided for different possibilities for provisional application from which
Signatory States could pick and choose. Those communications, however,
actually provide support for HVY's position. After all, one key ECT Secretariat
member's understanding of these "options" was as follows: (i) Signatory States
are expected to act as if legislation enabling them to comply with the ECT is in
place based on Article 45(1) ECT; (ii) Signatory States unable to accept
provisional application for constitutional or other reasons should deliver a
declaration based on Article 45(2)(a) ECT; and (iii) Signatory States in transition,
whose legislation still requires amendment, have the possibility of transitional

344

Memorandum from Craig Bamberger to Ms Steeg and Mr Ferriter of 15 March 1994, Re:
European Energy Charter Plenary of 7-11 March, Exhibit RF-238, p. 6 ("A substantial amount
of preparatory work on this subject, including the exploration of alternative approaches such as
a separate agreement, had been done by the, Conference Secretariat prior to this meeting.
Moreover, in recognition of the legal and political problems of the participating countries, it was
expected that any obligation to apply the Treaty provisionally pending its entry into force would
be made subject to the laws of the Treaty signatories. The article was given needed form,
however, by a Japanese proposal which was well reived in the Conference. The proposal would
retain the provisional application article in the Treaty. Under the article a signatory which did
not choose to apply the full treaty provisionally could elect not to do so, in which case it would
nonetheless apply provisionally the institutional provisions at Part VII." (Emphasis added.)); see
also Remarks by the Japanese delegation on Article 45 ECT regarding an approach of making
a declaration by providing notice to the Depository, Exhibit RF-236.
See Section 1.2.2 and para. 81 above.
Fax from Weis to Bamberger regarding provisional application dated 10 November 1994, Exhibit
RF-249; Fax from Jones to (i.a.) Weis and Bamberger regarding provisional application dated
9 November 1994, Exhibit RF-272; Letter from Bamberger (European Energy Charter) to Weis
regarding provisional application dated 18 February 1994, Exhibit RF-274; Fax from Borek to
Weis regarding provisional application dated 25 February 1994, Exhibit RF-275; see also
Defence on Appeal, paras. 291 and 303 and Section II.D(d)(ii)(ii) citing Letter from Brown (US)
to Jones [sic] (European Energy Charter) regarding Conversation with Andrey Konoplyanik
(Russian Deputy Minister of Fuels & Energy for International Affairs) dated 28 April 1992, Exhibit
RF-276. The Russian Federation also submitted excerpts from literature to support its denial of
a notification requirement. However, these too have limited value to the interpretation of Article
45 ECT: S. Pritzkow, Das volkerrechtliche Verhältnis zwischen der EU und Russland im
Energiesektor, Springer (2011), p. 62 et seq., Exhibit RF-230; T. Gazzini, "Yukos Universal
Limited (Isle of Man) v. The Russian Federation, Provisional Application of the ECT in the Yukos
Case" ICSID Review, Vol. 30, no. 2 (2015), p. 295, Exhibit RF-232; U. Klaus, "The Gate to
Arbitration, The Yukos Case and the Provisional Application of the Energy Charter Treaty in the
Russian Federation", Transnational Dispute Management 2005, Vol. 2(3), Exhibit RF-252; T.
Roe and M. Happold, Settlement of Investment Disputes under the Energy Charter Treaty,
Cambridge University Press (2011), pp. 73-74, Exhibit RF-253; T. Gazzini, "Provisional
Application of the Energy Charter Treaty: A Short Analysis of Article 45", Transnational Dispute
Management, Volume 7(1) (2010), pp. 10-11.
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arrangements, "which for those individual countries in areas listed in Annex T
[i.e. under Article 32 ECT] exempt them from Provisional Application".347
196.

Incidentally, the Russian Federation's discussion of this allegedly 'new' evidence
is misleading. After all, the aforementioned documents provide the personal
views of certain ECT Secretariat members and an individual from the US
Department of State, and thus do not reflect the collective views of the
Negotiating States, as the Russian Federation seeks to portray them.348 As such,
these documents cannot be regarded as travaux préparatoires of the ECT.

197.

In addition, the Russian Federation's submission of evidence is incomplete and
therefore misleading. For instance, it has submitted Exhibits RF-239, RF-249 and
RF-272. These documents form part of a series of correspondence involving
three ECT Secretariat members (Jones, Bamberger and Weis) concerning a
memo by Jones on provisional application which, according to the Russian
Federation, suggests that a Signatory State may avoid provisional application on
the basis of Article 45(1) ECT without prior notification under Article 45(2) ECT
(Exhibit RF-272). The Russian Federation has submitted Bamberger's initial
response to said memorandum and his mark-up of Weis' comments (both Exhibit
RF-239). However, it has conveniently omitted to submit further versions of
Bamberger's response − documents freely available at the ECT Secretariat,
alongside those corresponding to Exhibits RF-239, RF-249 and RF-272 − that
form part of the same discussion but contain additional (handwritten)
annotations,349 as well as annotations in response by Jones and Weis.350

198.

In the parts of the correspondence omitted by the Russian Federation,
Bamberger and Weis are critical of Jones' views, noting, for example, the
significance of the rule in Article 18 VCLT (a state's obligation to refrain from acts
that would defeat the treaty's object and purpose once it has signed the treaty)
and good faith interpretation, and thus supporting HVY's argument that
notification is required under Article 45 ECT.351 Contrary to the impression the
Russian Federation seeks to create with its misleading selection of documents
pertaining to the ECT negotiations, the ECT Secretariat members in fact
questioned whether an opt-out declaration under Article 45(2)(a) ECT was not

347

Fax from Weis to Bamberger regarding provisional application dated 10 November 1994, Exhibit
RF-249.
The documents and statements referred to in the Defence on Appeal, paras. 292-293, are
therefore not part of the travaux préparatoires of the ECT.
Fax from Bamberger to Weis re. Jones’ memo (subject: "Provisional Application"), 9 November
1994, Exhibit HVY-223.
Fax from Bamberger to Weis re. Jones' memo (subject: "Provisional Application"), 10 November
1994, Exhibit HVY-224.
Fax from Bamberger to Weis re. Jones' memo (subject: "Provisional Application"), 10 November
1994, Exhibit HVY-224 ("Even on the assumption of real constitutional obstacles the Vienna
Convention creates a separate obligation when a country has signed a treaty. That country is
obliged to refrain from acts which would defeat the objective and purpose of the treaty. There
is also a question of good faith interpretation. […]").
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349
350
351
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actually necessary in case of limitations pursuant to Article 45(1) ECT.352 Once
again it must be noted here that, in any case, the personal views of Secretariat
members cannot be taken to reflect those of the Negotiating States.353
3.4.2

The Russian Federation's experts fail to establish otherwise

199.

The Russian Federation's reliance on the Nolte and Pellet Expert Reports, also
in relation to the notification requirement, is again to no avail. The Russian
Federation's position turns out to be fundamentally inconsistent with the views of
its own experts.

200.

Nolte's stance on whether a Signatory State is required to disclose
inconsistencies within the meaning of Article 45 ECT is untenable.354 It is Nolte's
position that − even if the Russian Federation had not disclosed an inconsistency
prior to signature (which Nolte expressly admits the Russian Federation had not
done355) − it has not violated any international obligation or "necessarily acted
opportunistically" by invoking its domestic law to justify non-compliance with the
ECT after signature.356

201.

His argument is that notification of inconsistencies is not only not required under
the ECT, but also unfeasible, as even the state itself is not aware of
inconsistencies between (the provisional application of) the ECT and its domestic
law at the time of signature.357 According to Nolte, the Signatory State can
nevertheless then still invoke those inconsistencies with domestic law in
subsequent proceedings. Nolte even suggests that inconsistencies could in fact
be created subsequent to signature by a state's courts.358

202.

As noted by Klabbers, this view is not only incorrect, it also reveals major
inconsistencies in the Russian Federation's own assertions.359

203.

Nolte argues, for instance, that "a conclusive survey of internal law cannot be
achieved with certainty (at least when it comes to complex regimes such as that
of the ECT)".360 This is of course entirely inconsistent with the position taken by
the Russian Federation that "[a]ny investor at the time could easily establish that

352

Fax from Bamberger to Weis re. Jones’ memo (subject: "Provisional Application"), 10 November
1994, Exhibit HVY-224 ("One can question whether it [would] not defeat the objective and
purpose of Article 45(1) if a country through not delivering a declaration avoided the reciprocity
requirement of Article 45(2)(b).").
See paras. 168 and 196 above.
See Section 2.2 above.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 42 ("[the Russian Federation] invoked certain
limitations under Article 45(1) ECT from its internal law only after the present proceedings had
been brought" (emphasis added)).
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 42.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, paras. 30-45.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, paras. 43-44.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, paras. 12-14. See also Second
Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, para. 17.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 41 (emphasis added.).
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investment disputes had to be presented to a domestic court."361 If even the
Signatory State itself cannot identify inconsistencies with certainty, then certainly
an investor could not "easily" establish whether investment disputes arising from
a treaty providing for international arbitration were somehow subject to an
inconsistency between a treaty provision and Russian law.362
204.

In other words, while, on the one hand, the Russian Federation still argues that
the onus is on investors to check the domestic laws for inconsistencies under
Article 45(1) ECT (and that the alleged inconsistency with Article 26 ECT was
knowable to them),363 Nolte argues that such inconsistencies are not even
knowable to the states themselves,364 and can even be created after signature365
("and can even be created [...] afterwards, further undermining what little was
known at the moment of signature"366).

205.

This latter argument is also in stark contrast with the fact that Pellet
acknowledges that a state is not allowed to create inconsistencies after
signature.367 Pellet's previous opinion submitted in the enforcement proceedings
in France also emphasized that a state is always free to remove inconsistencies
to ensure conformity of its national law with the treaty – a point which, among
others, is notably absent from Pellet's Expert Report submitted in these
proceedings.368

206.

Nolte has to explicitly acknowledge that the Russian Federation's interpretation
of Article 45 ECT seriously undermines legal certainty.369 Nolte's only response
is that the Signatory States wanted to transfer the risk of legal uncertainty to
investors. As Schrijver confirms, however, that explanation is irreconcilable with
the object and purpose of a treaty that was actually aimed at attracting investors,

361

Defence on Appeal, para. 326 (emphasis added).
Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, paras. 12-14, and Second Expert
Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, para. 17.
Defence on Appeal, e.g. paras. 327-329, 333-336. Pellet has also argued that investors must
inspect the domestic law of the host state for possible inconsistencies, or else "they have only
themselves to blame". See Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, para. 28,
footnote 44, citing Pellet French Opinion (attached as Annex 1), para. 68. See also, for example,
Defence on Appeal, para. 304.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, paras. 30-45.
Expert Report of Prof. Nolte, Exhibit RF-D2, para. 44.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 14.
Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, paras. 75-77. See in particular para. 77 ("This
guideline would be infringed if, after committing to provisionally apply the treaty except for
provisions inconsistent with its domestic law, a signatory State unilaterally changes the rules of
the game to avoid its provisional obligations.").
Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, para. 28, citing Pellet French Opinion
(attached as Annex 1), para. 54. ("It would be contrary to this guideline if, after engaging to
apply the treaty provisionally with the exception of provisions that are incompatible with its
domestic law, a signatory State unilaterally changed the rules of the game in order to escape
its provisional obligations. […] while a State cannot add exceptions to the provisional application
ensuing from Article 45(1), nothing prevents that State from waiving them by partially adapting
its domestic law towards greater conformity with the Treaty.").
See Section 2.2.3 above.
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specifically also during the period of provisional application.370 An investment
treaty that leaves such a fundamental risk to be borne by investors will not attract
much investment, as explained by Klabbers:
"Professor Nolte's striking solution is to suggest that these risks are supposed to
be shouldered, under the ECT, by the investor […]. [W]hy would any investor
accept such a risk? Why would anyone be tempted to invest millions or even
billions in a project without any form of guarantee concerning legal protection of
the investment?"371

207.

Equally irreconcilable with the objective of the ECT of creating legal certainty and
transparency is Pellet's argument that, "if the exception in paragraph 2 were a
pure repetition of that admitted in paragraph 1, paragraph 2 would be totally
ineffective".372 As explained by Klabbers:
"It would be implausible to hold […] that the ECT drafters actually wanted to
design two systems: a relaxed system without notification requirements and
without much legal certainty for signatory states and investors (Article 45,
paragraph 1), and a stricter system by which the signatories 'have provided
themselves with the additional option to gain more legal certainty, and clarity'.
Surely the starting point of interpretation cannot be that parties must have
intended to create uncertainty when setting up an elaborate and very detailed
regime including dispute settlement provisions, in particular if they also agreed
on legal certainty and transparency as principal objectives during the same
negotiations." 373

208.

In light of the above, HVY have shown – and the Russian Federation through its
experts and other evidence has not been able to disprove – that the Russian
Federation bound itself to provisionally applying the ECT without qualification by
signing the ECT with no opt-out declaration.

370

Second Expert Report of Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D8, para. 18. See also Statement of
Appeal, para. 373.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 13.
First Expert Report of Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 50.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Klabbers, Exhibit HVY-D9, para. 5.

371
372
373
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4

PROVISIONAL APPLICATION OF THE ECT IS "NOT INCONSISTENT WITH"
RUSSIAN LAW

New exhibits:
−

The
o
o
o

Russian Federation’s exhibits to the Defence on Appeal:
Expert Report of Prof. Avtonomov (Exhibit RF-D4);
Expert Report of Prof. Marochkin (Exhibit RF-D6);
other exhibits: Decision No. 5-APU15-68 of the Supreme Court of the
Russian Federation of 8 September 2015 (Exhibit RF-293), Yu. A.
Tikhomirov, 'The Implementation of International Legal Acts in the
Russian Legal System', Russian Law Journal 1999, Nos. 3-4 (Exhibit
RF-264), and various sources relating to the involvement of Russian
members of Parliament and Government during the ECT
negotiations (Exhibits RF-265 through RF-268).

−

HVY’s exhibits to this deed:
o Second Expert Report of Prof. Stephan (Exhibit HVY-D11);
o Second Expert Report of Prof. Mishina (Exhibit HVY-D10);
o A. Nussberger and Y. Safoklov, in: B. Wieser (ed.), Handbuch der
russischen Verfassung (Verlag Österreich, 2014) (Exhibit HVY225).

Core issues:
!

Russian law does not limit the provisional application of the ECT.

!

When the Russian President or the Government agree to the provisional
application of treaties, the provisions of those provisionally applied treaties
(like in the case of ratified treaties) prevail over any provisions of Russian
federal laws that are inconsistent therewith pursuant to Article 15(4) of the
1993 Constitution. In the Customs Case, the Constitutional Court
confirmed that provisional application of treaties is fully in line with Russian
law and that under Russian law provisionally applied treaties are on an
equal footing with treaties ratified by the Russian Parliament. The
Constitutional Court has explicitly confirmed its decision in the Customs
Case in the Transport Cases, the Crimea Case and the Free Trade Zone
Case.
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!

It follows from this that the provisional application of the ECT and Article
26 thereof is not inconsistent with Russian law within the meaning of
Article 45 ECT.

!

The Russian Federation's experts, Avtonomov and Marochkin, completely
ignore the established case law of the Constitutional Court in their expert
reports. Instead, in an apparent attempt to divert the Court of Appeal's
attention from this case law, they refer to a set of incoherent and irrelevant
sources. However, none of these sources pertain to the provisional
application of international treaties under Russian law. In this chapter,
HVY will further explain this on the basis of two new expert reports by
Stephan and Mishina.

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

HVY’s position in the Statement of Appeal

209.

As HVY explained in their Statement of Appeal, provisional application of Article
26 ECT – and thus of the Russian Federation's unconditional offer laid down in
the ECT to settle investment disputes under the ECT through international
arbitration – is not inconsistent with Russian law.374 Provisional application of
international treaties is in accordance with the 1993 Constitution. Therefore,
Russian law does not prohibit the Russian President and Government from
agreeing to the provisional application of international treaties.375 This applies,
as HVY explained, no less to treaties that provide for the settlement of investment
disputes by means of international arbitration.376

210.

More strikingly: the Constitutional Court's established case law,377 the Russian
Federation's treaty practice378 and Russian legal doctrine379 show that under
Russian law provisionally applied treaties are on an equal footing with ratified
treaties and that under Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution380 provisions of
provisionally applied international treaties prevail over provisions of Russian
federal laws that are inconsistent therewith.381

374

Statement of Appeal, Section 5.
Statement of Appeal, Section 5.3.
Statement of Appeal, Section 5.4.5.
Statement of Appeal, Section 5.4.3.
Statement of Appeal, Section 5.4.4.
Statement of Appeal, para. 430.
Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution provides: "Universally recognised principles and norms of
international law and international treaties of the Russian Federation shall be a constituent part
of its legal system. If an international treaty of the Russian Federation provides for rules that
differ from those provided by the law, the rules of the international treaty shall apply." (Emphasis
added.) See Sworn English translation of the 1993 Constitution, Exhibit HVY-133.
As noted in the Statement of Appeal, para. 89, the Russian Parliament comprises the Duma
(Lower House) and the Federation Council (Upper House).

375
376
377
378
379
380

381
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211.

From this it follows that, not only on the basis of international law (as set out in
Chapters 2 and 3) but also on the basis of its own law, the Russian Federation
is obliged to provisionally apply the ECT as a whole and Article 26 ECT in
particular, even if (the content of) Article 26 ECT were inconsistent with federal
laws adopted by the Russian Parliament. The latter is not the case, as HVY
explained in the Statement of Appeal and will further explain below in Chapter
5, because Russian law provides for the arbitration of international investment
disputes.382

212.

The authority of the Russian President and the Government to agree to
provisional application of treaties (regardless of whether or not provisions in
these treaties are inconsistent with Russian federal laws or supplement these
laws) is therefore not contrary to the division of power and separation of powers
as laid down in the 1993 Constitution.383

4.1.2

The Russian Federation’s new exhibits

213.

With its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation has submitted two new
reports by Avtonomov and Marochkin to support its position that provisional
application of treaties is inconsistent with Russian law.

214.

Avtonomov argues that under Russian law the Russian President and
Government are not allowed to conclude treaties providing for provisional
application if the relevant treaty contains provisions that are inconsistent with
laws promulgated by the Russian Parliament.384 According to Avtonomov, the
(exclusive) legislative power of the Russian Parliament stands in the way of
provisional application of treaties containing provisions that are inconsistent with
provisions in the laws of the Russian Parliament. Therefore, the principle of
separation of powers allegedly precludes the Russian President from entering
into a treaty that provides for the provisional application of treaties of which the
content is inconsistent with Russian law. According to Avtonomov, international
treaties that have not been ratified by Parliament have the same status as
executive decisions such as presidential decrees, and can therefore only
override lower legislation.385

215.

According to Marochkin, the signing of a treaty by the Russian President or
Government does not constitute "consent to be bound" by that treaty.386
Marochkin argues, unlike Avtonomov, that provisionally applied treaties signed
by the Russian President or Government therefore do not qualify as "international

382

Statement of Appeal, Section 6. See Section 5 and in particular Section 5.4 below.
Statement of Appeal, Section 5.5.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, Sections III.A and III.B. See also Defence on
Appeal, Section II.C(b).
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 54-56.
Expert Report Prof. Marochkin, Exhibit RF-D6, paras. 12, 24, 26, 32, 40, 50 and 70

383
384
385
386
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treaties of the Russian Federation".387 On this basis, Marochkin argues that
references to "international treaties" in Article 9 of the 1991 Foreign Investment
Law and Article 10 of the 1999 Foreign Investment Law (jointly the ''Foreign
Investment Laws''), which allow international investment disputes to be
submitted to arbitration by treaty, do not comprise provisionally applied
treaties.388 Therefore, according to Marochkin, there is no legal basis in the ECT
for the settlement of disputes by arbitration.389
216.

Before HVY will discuss the content of the expert reports of Avtonomov and
Marochkin, they point out that these expert reports do not have the status of
independent expert reports. After all, both Avtonomov and Marochkin are tenured
professors at Russian state universities.390 Moreover, Avtonomov failed to
disclose the fact that he also acts as an advisor to an advisory body of the
Russian Government, namely the Russian Federation's Expert Council.391 The
experts of the Russian Federation on Russian law are therefore (completely)
dependent on the Russian Federation for their livelihoods.

4.1.3

HVY's comments on the Russian Federation's new exhibits

217.

With this deed, HVY submit new reports by Stephan and Mishina, which refute
what the Russian Federation and its experts claim.392 The reports by Stephan
and Mishina show that the provisional application of international treaties is not
inconsistent with Russian law, even if the content of the treaty is inconsistent with
the substance of laws enacted by the Russian Parliament. As explained below,
provisional application of international conventions is fully consistent with
Russian law.

218.

The new expert reports from HVY show that:
•

Avtonomov's and Marochkin's positions are contrary to the established case
law of the Constitutional Court on the provisional application of international
treaties (see Section 4.2 below);

387

388
389
390

391
392

Expert Report of Prof. Marochkin, Exhibit RF-D6, Section II.B Avtonomov, on the other hand,
believes that provisionally applied treaties are "international treaties of the Russian Federation"
within the meaning of Article 15(4) of the 1993 constitution. See Expert Report of Prof.
Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 55-56. See also Defence on Appeal, Section II.D.(g)(iv)(i).
Expert Report of Prof. Marochkin, Exhibit RF-D6, paras. 10, 12, 14, 24, Section II(C). See also
Defence on Appeal paras. 225 and 233.
Expert Report of Prof. Marochkin, Exhibit RF-D6, paras. 50, 71-72. See also Defence on
Appeal, paras. 228-234.
See Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, Annex A and Expert Report of Prof.
Marochkin, Exhibit RF-D6, Annex A. The same is true for Asoskov, see First Expert Report of
Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-50, Annex 1.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, Annex A.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, 22 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D11 and Second Expert
Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10.
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•

the position of Marochkin that provisionally applied international treaties are
not "international treaties of the Russian Federation" is incorrect (see
Section 4.3 below);

•

the Russian Federation and its experts are trying to divert the Court of
Appeal's attention from the established case law of the Constitutional Court,
which shows that provisional application of international treaties is consistent
with Russian law (see Section 4.4 below);

•

the sources of law cited by the Russian Federation do not pertain to
provisionally applied treaties (see Section 4.5 below); and

•

unlike Avtonomov argues, provisional application of international treaties is
not inconsistent with the principle of separation of powers under Russian law
(see Section 4.6 below).

219.

The core of HVY's comments to the Russian Federation's new exhibits is that, as
Professor Stephan and Professor Mishina explain in their (new) expert reports,
the Russian Federation and its experts do not address the clear and consistent
case law of the Constitutional Court, which irrevocably confirms HVY's position.
Instead, the Russian Federation and its experts (in an apparent attempt to divert
the Court of Appeal's attention from this case law) refer to a collection of
incoherent and irrelevant sources,393 none of which pertain to the provisional
application of international treaties by the Russian Federation and their
consistency with Russian law.394

4.2

The Russian Federation ignores decisive Russian legal sources regarding
the provisional application of international treaties

4.2.1

Russian case law and doctrine explicitly confirm that the provisional
application of international treaties, including treaties that are inconsistent
with laws enacted by the Russian Parliament, is in accordance with Russian
law

220.

Avtonomov claims that in none of the cases relied on by HVY and its experts did
the Constitutional Court answer the question if the 1993 Constitution precludes
the provisional application of international treaties.395

221.

That is incorrect. As Stephan and Mishina explain, it is established case law of
the Constitutional Court that the provisional application of treaties is in line with

393

Defence on Appeal, paras. 156-157, 161, 165, 167, 169, 171-174, 178, 180, 397-407, 415-418,
424 and 441. Expert Reports of Prof. Avtonomov and Marochkin.
See Section 4.5 below.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 23-25, 135-146. Defence on Appeal,
paras. 435-440.

394
395
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the 1993 Russian Constitution, even if the provisions of these treaties are
inconsistent with provisions in the laws enacted by the Russian Parliament.396
HVY will explain this below:
(a) As Stephan explains, in 2012 the Constitutional Court in Resolution 8-P (the
"Customs Case")397 explicitly ruled on the legal consequences of a treaty
that was provisionally applied, as provided for in the Federal Law on
International Treaties ("FLIT") and the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties.398 This case concerned a provisionally applied treaty which
provided for the imposition of a higher customs duty than the one provided
for under Russian federal legislation.399
Contrary to what the Russian Federation is arguing, the Constitutional Court
ruled400 that the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and the FLIT401
provide for provisional application and that both in Russian legal practice and
under the 1993 Constitution, provisionally applied treaties, like international
treaties of the Russian Federation ratified by the Russian Parliament, have
direct effect in the legal system of the Russian Federation and take
precedence over Russian laws. For the purpose of Article 15(4) of the
Constitution,402 provisionally applied treaties are on an equal footing with
ratified treaties in terms of their legal consequences and effect in the Russian
legal system. In that regard, see the Constitutional Court in the Customs
Case:

396
397
398

399

400
401

402

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 34-42 and Second Expert
Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 74-87.
The Customs Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-79).
In line with Article 25(1)(a) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Article 23(1) FLIT
confirms that under Russian law a treaty may be applied provisionally, in whole or in part, if the
relevant treaty so provides (''[a]n international treaty or a part thereof may, prior to its entry into
force, be applied by the Russian Federation provisionally if the treaty itself so provides or if an
agreement to such effect has been reached with the parties that have signed the treaty." See
First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-18).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 35. See also Statement of
Appeal, Section 5.4.3, in particular para. 468 and First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit
HVY-D4, paras. 194-205.
Defence on Appeal, para. 439.
The Customs Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-79), para. 4
("Paragraph 1 of Article 23 of the Federal Law "On the International Treaties of the Russian
Federation," whereby an international treaty or any part thereof may be applied provisionally by
the Russian Federation, before it enters into force, if this is provided for by the treaty or if an
agreement to this effect has been reached with the signatories of the treaty, effectively
reproduces the rule of paragraph 1 of Article 25 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties. Provisional application of an international treaty is used by the Russian Federation in
its inter-State interaction practices, typically where the subject-matter of the treaty is of special
interest to its parties who are interested, as a result, in making it effective before it has been
ratified or entered into force.").
Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution provides: "Universally recognised principles and norms of
international law and international treaties of the Russian Federation shall be a constituent part
of its legal system. If an international treaty of the Russian Federation provides for rules that
differ from those provided by the law, the rules of the international treaty shall apply." (Emphasis
added.) Sworn English translation of the 1993 Constitution, Exhibit HVY-133).
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"Acting in compliance with the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and the
provisions of the Federal Law "On the International Treaties of the Russian
Federation" in their literal interpretation, the public authorities and officials in the
Russian Federation consistently pursue a juridical policy whereby the rules of a
provisionally applied international treaty become a part of the Russian Federation
legal system and, just like the international treaties of the Russian Federation
that have entered into force, have priority over Russian laws in the absence of
an officially published text, including the instances where they change the
normative content of both individual and civil rights, liberties, and duties.
[...]
From the point of view of the requirements of Article 15 (part 4) of the Constitution
of the Russian Federation, which is interrelated with Articles 2, 17 (part 1), and
19 (part 1) of the Constitution, provisionally applied international treaties of the
Russian Federation, in terms of their legal consequences and their effect on
individual and civil rights, liberties, and duties in the Russian Federation, are
essentially equivalent to those international treaties that have entered into force
and have been ratified and duly published officially in the manner provided for by
federal laws." 403 (Emphasis added.)

(b) Avtonomov claims that the ruling of the Constitutional Court in Decision 476O and Decision 477-O (the "Transport Cases")404 does not support HVY's
position on the constitutionality of provisional application of treaties that are
inconsistent with, and take precedence over, federal law.405 That is incorrect.
Those cases also concerned a provisionally applied treaty concluded by the
Russian Government, which established higher customs duties than those
provided for in Russian federal law. In those cases, the Constitutional Court
explicitly decided that it would not examine the constitutionality of Article
23(1) of the FLIT, which confirms the possibility of provisional application of
treaties, since this question had already been answered (''has been
resolved'')406 by the Constitutional Court in the Customs Case.407 Moreover,
by doing so the Constitutional Court upheld the ruling of the lower court that

403
404
405
406

407

De Customs Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-79), para. 4.1
Decisions Nos. 477-O and 476-O of the Constitutional Court of 3 April 2012 (First Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibits M-92 and M-93).
Expert Report of Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, para. 144(a).
The Transport Cases (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibits M-92 and
M-93), para. 3 in both Decisions. See also Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVYD11, para. 37. The Constitutional Court ruled: "Consequently, the question raised by the
petitioners with respect to constitutionality test of paragraph 1 of Article 23 of the Federal Law
“On the International Treaties of the Russian Federation,”. has been resolved by Decision No.
8-P of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation of 27 March 2012 [the Customs Case],
and in this connection the proceedings initiated by the Constitutional Court of the Russian
Federation with respect to the complaint in question shall be terminated to this extent in
compliance with paragraph 3 of part one of Article 43 and Article 68 of the Federal Constitutional
Law “On the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation."
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 37 andSecond Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 87. The Constitutional Court closed the proceedings
under Article 68 of the Federal Constitutional Law on the Constitutional Court, because the
question with respect to the constitutionality of the provisional application of treaties under
national law had already been resolved (in the Customs Case), applying the legal basis for
closing the proceedings under Article 43(3) applicable in such cases.
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the customs duties laid down in the provisionally applied treaty had been
rightly imposed (instead of the customs duties provided for in federal law).408
(c) In 2014, the Constitutional Court ruled on the admissibility of the provisional
application of the Crimea Annexation Treaty in Resolution 6-P (the "Crimea
Case").409410 That treaty regulated the annexation of Crimea and its inclusion
in the Russian Federation as a federal republic, and of the city of Sevastopol
as a federal city. Moreover, the Crimea Annexation Treaty included a
regulation for the applicability and transition of all laws in the Crimea. As
explained in the Statement of Appeal,411 and by Stephan412 and Mishina,413
the Crimea Annexation Treaty consequently led to far-reaching changes to
Russian legislation. In the Crimea Case, the Constitutional Court confirmed,
in unmistakeable terms, that the provisional application of the Crimea
Annexation Treaty meant that it had legal effect as of the time of the signing
of that treaty ("as of the time of the signing of the Treaty in question").414 See
in this regard the Constitutional Court:
"At the same time, the possibility of application of an international treaty prior to
its entry into force, if so provided for by the treaty or if the signatory parties have
agreed to do so, arises from paragraph 1 of Article 25 of the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties of 23 May 1969, to which the Russian Federation is a
party, with the said paragraph being essentially reproduced in Article 23 of
Federal Law No. 101–FZ of 15 July 1995, “On the International Treaties of the
Russian Federation.” The admissibility of this statutory concept [provisional
application] has been confirmed by the Constitutional Court of the Russian
Federation in its Resolution No. 8–P of 27 March 2012 [the Customs Case], which
states, among other things, that provisional application of an international treaty
is generally used by the Russian Federation in its inter-State practices where the
subject-matter of a treaty is of special interest to its parties and, therefore, makes
them interested in making the treaty effective before its ratification or entry into
force. For purposes of the Treaty in question, the use of the opportunity, as
408

409

410
411
412
413
414

Decisions Nos. 477-O and 476-O of the Constitutional Court of 3 April 2012 (First Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibits M-92 and M-93), para 1. Moreover, these cases
confirm that Avtonomov's misleading – and otherwise irrelevant – assertion that in the Customs
Case the Constitutional Court had not ruled on provisions in the FLIT allowing provisional
application, is incorrect. Expert Report of Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, para. 144(a).
The Crimea Case (Exhibit M-85 with the First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4).
See also Statement of Appeal, paras. 471-472 First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVYD11, paras. 220-227.
The Crimea Annexation Treaty (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S39).
Statement of Appeal, paras. 471-475.
First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, para. 88-91; Second Expert Report Prof.
Stephan, 22 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 40-41, 51-55 and 72.
First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D4, paras. 220-227; Second Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 17, 27 and 79-84.
In that regard, see Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 41 ("In
upholding the provisional application of the Crimea Annexation Treaty, the Constitutional Court
necessarily upheld the provisional application of those of its terms that displaced inconsistent
norms of Russian public and private law during the period of provisional application.
Accordingly, Resolution 6-P makes clear again that treaties that are applied provisionally before
their ratification produce the same legal effect in, and occupy the same position in the normative
hierarchy of, the Russian legal system as after their ratification by the Federal Assembly. In
reaching its decision in Resolution 6-P, the Constitutional Court also referred directly to its
relevant holding in Resolution 8-P that confirms the legal status of rules found in provisionally
applicable treaties under Russian law.").
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permitted under both Russian and international law, to apply an international
treaty prior to its entry into force also means that as of the time of the signing of
the Treaty in question, as follows from Articles 2 and 5 of the Treaty in
conjunction with Article 67 (part 1) of the Constitution of the Russian Federation,
both the Republic of Crimea and the Federal City of Sevastopol have been within
the Russian Federation as its subjects."415 (Emphasis added.)

(d) Lastly, Stephan and Mishina point out that in Decision 1820-O of 2014 (the
"Free Economic Zones Case")416 the Constitutional Court reaffirmed that
the provisional application of treaties that are inconsistent with (provisions
of) Russian law is in line with Russian law and that, under Article 15(4) of the
1993 Constitution, such provisionally applied treaties prevail over Russian
law inconsistent therewith.417 In that regard, see the Constitutional Court:
"As a result [of the provisional application of the FEZ Agreement418], as from 6
July 2010, legal entities by virtue of Article 15 (part 4) of the Constitution of the
Russian Federation, whereby if an international treaty of the Russian Federation
establishes rules other than those provided for by law, then the rules of the
international treaty shall apply, were denied the opportunity to use, for the
purpose of international carriage of goods, passengers, and baggage between
Kaliningrad Oblast and the Republics of Belarus and Kazakhstan as members of
the Customs Union."419 (Emphasis added.)

222.

As Mishina explains, Russian legal doctrine also confirms the interpretation of
the case law of the Constitutional Court, which she and Stephan defend.420 In
that regard, see Osminin, for example:
"The option of provisional application, i.e. fulfilling specifically those obligations
on a provisional basis, prior to a final decision by the relevant body, is set forth
in the Law on Treaties. In addition, by way of Article 15, paragraph 4 of the
Russian Constitution, the provisions of Article 18 of the Vienna Convention of
1969 are also in force in Russia. From this it follows that exception(s) to the
federal law on the basis of provisional application are possible."421 (Emphasis
added.)

223.

And Kurdyukov:
"The Constitutional Court ruled on the need to officially promulgate provisionally
accepted international treaties as well as on the fact that these treaties must be
treated the same as international treaties that have been ratified and have
entered in force in terms of their legal implications (VII, para. 4.1). Hence, the
Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation has confirmed that an
international treaty becomes part of the legal system of the RF by provisional

415
416
417
418
419
420
421

The Crimea Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-85, para. 3.
The Free Economic Zones Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit
M-82).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 42 and Second Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 85.
The Free Economic Zones Agreement (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3,
Exhibit S-53).
The Free Economic Zones Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit
M-82), para. 2.1.
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 100-103. First Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Section II; see also Statement of Appeal, Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
B.I. Osminin, in: V.P. Zvekov, B.I. Osminin, (eds.), Commentary on the Federal Law “On
International Treaties of the Russian Federation”, Spark, 1996, p. 75 (First Expert Report Prof.
Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-33).
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adoption, and art. 15, par. 4 of the RF Constitution extends this to these
treaties."422 (Emphasis added.)

4.2.2

The Russian Federation and its experts sidestep the relevant sources of
law and do not substantiate their views

224.

As explained by Stephan and Mishina,423 Avtonomov and Marochkin ignore the
rulings of the Constitutional Court discussed above, and the relevant legal
doctrine that confirms the unambiguous meaning of those rulings. Instead, they
make it appear as if the Constitutional Court has not already ruled on the
questions at issue in the present case.

225.

That is incorrect. As Stephan explains, Avtonomov's analysis is completely off
the mark because he ignores primary and binding sources of law on the
provisional application of international treaties in the Russian legal order, such
as rulings of the Constitutional Court. Instead, Avtonomov refers to a random
collection of secondary sources, which, moreover, are irrelevant to the present
case. After all, none of these sources deals with the question of whether the
provisional application of international treaties is inconsistent with Russian law:
"To justify his conclusions on questions of Russian law, Professor Avtonomov
relies heavily on sources that shed no light on the meaning of the Russian
Constitution and have little if any authoritative value as a source of Russian law.
Symmetrically, he seeks to avoid or distinguish away, rather than accept at face
value, the single most important source of authority as to the meaning of the
Constitution, namely the jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court of the Russian
Federation." 424

226.

In addition, Stephan explains that Marochkin's argument, too, fully ignores the
established case law of the Constitutional Court, which shows that provisionally
applied treaties fall within the scope of "international treaties of the Russian
Federation" within the meaning of Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution.425 In that
regard, see Stephan:
"Professor Marochkin contends that provisionally applicable treaties are not
international treaties of the Russian Federation for purposes of the Russian
Constitution and Russian legislation, including in particular the 1991 and 1999
Federal Laws on Foreign Investment and the FLIT. He seems to suggest that the
definitional provisions found in Article 2 of the FLIT erase provisionally applicable
treaties from all legislative references to international treaties, including those
references in the FLIT itself. He implies that Russian legislation does not
recognize any treaties other than those that have entered into final and
conclusive force, and therefore does not apply to provisionally applicable
treaties. [...] each of these assertions is incorrect as a description of Russian law.
Russian legislation as well as the jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court

422

423
424
425

G. Kurdyukov, 'Agreement on provisional application of international treaties', (2014) 156(4)
Bulletin of the Kazan University, pp. 35-42, p. 41 (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit
HVY-D4, Exhibit M-80).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 16, 35 and Second Expert
Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 72 and 74-87.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 16.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 14 and 15.
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confirm that the category of “international treaties of the Russian Federation”
comprises provisionally applicable treaties. In particular, Article 15(4) of the
Russian Constitution, which specifies the effect and hierarchy of international
treaties within the Russian system of rule of law, encompasses provisionally
applicable international treaties made on behalf of the Russian Federation and
awaiting ratification by legislative approval. More generally, the Russian
Constitution and significant other Russian legislative acts count provisionally
applicable treaties as international treaties of the Russian Federation."426

227.

Mishina adds that Avtonomov's arbitrary references to statements by Russian
citizens who expressed their opinion on parts of the ECT before a committee of
the Russian Duma cannot support his position either.427 These statements to
which Avtonomov refers do not constitute an official position of the Russian Duma
and, moreover, say nothing about the provisional application of treaties. In that
regard, see Mishina:
"Professor Avtonomov attempts to base his argument on the status of
provisionally applied international treaties on miscellaneous statements and
comments made by various individuals in a session of a committee of the State
Duma and a plenary session of the State Duma. The statements that Professor
Avtonomov invokes do not convey the official position of the State Duma and in
any case do not deal with the effect of provisional application of international
treaties."428

228.

Furthermore, Stephan and Mishina confirm that all sources referred to by the
Russian Federation and its experts are irrelevant in the present case.429 HVY will
explain this below.
(a) Firstly, as Mishina and Stephan explain, none of the sources cited by the
Russian Federation and its experts discuss the legal status of provisionally
applied treaties in the Russian legal order.430 In that regard, see Stephan:
"Professor Avtonomov cites two pronouncements of the Plenum of the Supreme
Court, Resolution No. 8 of October 31, 1995 and Resolution No. 5 of October 10,
2003, as authority for the proposition that a provisionally applicable treaty cannot
displace Russian federal legislation […] neither is relevant to the question of the
legal effect of provisionally applicable international treaties of the Russian

426
427

428
429

430

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 14 and 15.
In paras. 59, 61-62, 87-89, 94-98, 108 and 128 of his Expert Report, Avtonomov refers to
statements made by random citizens in the Russian Parliament. As Mishina notes, in principle,
anyone can participate in parliamentary debates in the Russian Parliament, including non-Duma
members. The statements of citizens to which Avtonomov refers are therefore mainly made by
citizens who were not members of the Russian Parliament, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 125-126
("the Rules of the State Duma stipulate that parliamentary hearings have an informal character.
Not only members of the State Duma, but also invited members of the public can participate
and make statements during parliamentary hearings. For example, during the parliamentary
hearings on the ECT referred to by Avtonomov a range of representatives of academia, the
business world, energy industry and ministries made statements.").
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 115.
This includes, inter alia, the Plenum Resolutions; the Extradition Case; the Decision of the
Federal Arbitrazh Court of the Central District of 15 January 2003, No. A14-6964/02/203/27;
Decision No. 59-O09-35 of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation of 29 December 2009.
In addition, Decision No. 2531-O of the Constitutional Court of 6 November 2014 is also
irrelevant, because this case did not concern provisionally applied treaties.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 43 and Second Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 100, 115, 117-122 and 129.
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Federation. […] [The] authors and declarants [on which Professor Avtonomov
relies] do not discuss, even in passing, provisional application of any international
treaty. [The Constitutional Court decision Professor Avtonomov invokes] shows
that Resolutions No. 8 and No. 5 of the Plenum of the Supreme Court concern
only treaties that have entered into force, which means that they do not bear on
the legal status of treaties applied provisionally prior to their entry into force. […]
[Also t]he analysis of the legal effect of intergovernmental and interagency
agreements found in the authorities on which Professor Avtonomov relies simply
has no bearing on the question of the status under Russian law of the provisional
application of a treaty of the Russian Federation." 431

and Mishina:
"The statements that Professor Avtonomov invokes do not convey the official
position of the State Duma and in any case do not deal with the effect of
provisional application of international treaties [...] the Plenum Resolutions are of
no relevance to understanding the position of provisionally applied international
treaties since they do not deal with this issue. [...] Similarly, the Supreme Court's
Cassation Ruling No. 59-O09-35 does not deal with a provisionally applied
international treaty and is therefore equally inapposite [...] A proper assessment
of the debate in the parliamentary hearings shows that the debate did not concern
the ECT's provisional application."432

(b) Secondly, none of the sources of the Russian Federation or its experts take
the view that the provisional application of international treaties which are
inconsistent with or supplement the laws enacted by the Russian Parliament
is inconsistent with Russian law (let alone the 1993 Constitution and/or its
underlying principles).433 In that regard, see Stephan:
"Professor Avtonomov confuses his argument by basing it on authorities that do
not address provisional application of international treaties of the Russian
Federation. He seeks to repurpose these authorities for a proposition that they
do not support, namely his assertion that Russian law does not permit a
provisionally applicable treaty to contradict existing Russian federal legislation.
None does any such thing." 434

(c) Thirdly, none of the sources cited by the Russian Federation and its experts
discuss the established case law of the Constitutional Court on the
provisional application of international treaties, let alone cast doubt on this
case law. According to Stephan:
"the decisions and reasoning of the Constitutional Court have upheld the
consistency of provisional application with the Russian constitution and its
system of separation of powers, including where provisionally applicable treaties
contradicted federal statutes. […] Professor Avtonomov disregards evidence of
Russia’s own tradition with respect to the separation of powers, especially when
it comes to provisional application. Specifically, he attempts unsuccessfully to
explain away decisions by Russian courts that have addressed the question of
provisional application, but have done so without any reference to, much less
discussion of, foreign authorities or practice. Rather, these courts look at the
authoritative legal texts, in particular those that deal expressly with the legal

431
432
433
434

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 44-47.
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 115, 117, 118, 119, 129.
See also Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, 22 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 4347 and Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 49.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 43.
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effect of treaties in the Russian legal system, and their own jurisprudence, which
holds that a provisionally applicable treaty made on behalf of the Russian
Federation can override inconsistent legislation."435

(d) Finally, none of the sources of the Russian Federation and its experts can
detract from the established case law of the Constitutional Court, in which all
the questions of law relevant to this case have been answered. As the
highest judicial authority of the Russian Federation with exclusive
competence to interpret the 1993 Constitution, the rulings of the
Constitutional Court and its interpretation of the 1993 Constitution are
binding on all other state bodies and other judicial authorities, as Avtonomov
also acknowledges.436 In that regard, see Stephan:
"Professor Avtonomov concedes that “the Constitutional Court is the authoritative
interpreter of the 1993 Constitution within the Russian Federation’s judicial
system.” This authority rests on Article 125 of the Constitution, which establishes
the Constitutional Court’s jurisdiction. Articles 6, 79 and 106 of the Federal
Constitutional Law on the Constitutional Court make clear that its decisions take
precedence over all other official acts, including the decisions of other courts […]
The Court itself has declared that the other courts in the Russian judicial system,
including the Supreme Court and the High Arbitrazh Court, may apply
constitutional rules when necessary to decide a case, but have no right to
authoritatively expound on the meaning of the Constitution […] Moreover, the
decisions of the Constitutional Court, unlike pronouncements of other judicial
bodies in the Russian Federation, are authoritative not only as to their judgment,
but as to the reasoning contained in those judgments. […]
Professor Avtonomov attempts to evade the reasoning of Resolution 8-P of
March 27, 2012, the Constitutional Court’s most important discussion of
provisional application of an international treaty, by imposing an implausible
gloss on what the Court actually said and decided. He does not engage with the
fact that the Constitutional Court expressly held that, as to their legal effect,
provisionally applicable treaties are equal to ratified treaties, which is to say that
they have the same legal force and effect as treaties ratified by the Federal
Assembly and thus override inconsistent Russian legislation. […] [T]he
Constitutional Court itself has confirmed in its subsequent case law that the
constitutionality and permissibility of provisionally applied international treaties
overriding inconsistent Russian (federal) law is precisely the question that the
Constitutional Court answered affirmatively in Resolution 8-P."437

229.

Lastly, Avtonomov also fails to appreciate the treaty practice of the Russian
Federation, which confirms that the Russian Federation consistently applies
international treaties provisionally, including treaties that are inconsistent with
federal laws. In his First Expert Report Stephan described several examples of
such provisionally applied treaties, such as the Bering Sea MBA,438 the Crimea

435

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 18-19 and Chapter 2.3.3. See
also Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 105, 115, 117-119, 120,
122, 129.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 16 and Second Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 88-99.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 32-33 and 35-39. See also First
Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, paras. 100-126.
Bering Sea MBA (First Export Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-37). HVY note
that Stephan refers to this treaty as the "Maritime Boundary Agreement".

436
437
438
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Annexation Treaty,439 the U.S. Transit Agreement440 and the EDB Agreement.441
In the Statement of Appeal, HVY also explained that this treaty practice
demonstrates that, unlike the Russian Federation and its experts argue, the
provisional application of treaties that are inconsistent with Russian federal laws
is fully in line with Russian law.442
230.

In the Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation has not in any way disputed
this treaty practice. Avtonomov also gets no further than asserting (in vain) that
for one of these treaties, the EDB Agreement, it is "arguable" that a reference in
another treaty, that had been ratified, to international treaties that 'regulate
activities of the ECD', had (indirectly) led to the provisionally applied EDB
Agreement being agreed to by the legislature.443 According to Avtonomov, it is
"arguable" that the tax exemptions in the EDB Agreement were applied for this
reason – so not on the basis of the provisional application of the treaty – although
the existing tax legislation did not provide for this. As Stephan explains, this
theory is evidently contradicted by the official correspondence between the
Russian Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Finance and the Federal Tax authorities
on the provisional application of the EDB Agreement, to which Avtonomov also
refers.444 That correspondence confirms that the Ministries based their analysis
of the (direct and prevalent effect of) the EDB Agreement (merely and
exclusively) on its provisional application. In that regard, see Stephan:
"A careful reading of the correspondence between the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
the Ministry of Finance and the Federal Tax Service confirms the analysis in my
First Expert Report of. The Federal Tax Service asked the Ministry of Finance
whether the EDB Agreement was an “international treaty of the Russian
Federation” that displaced inconsistent Russian federal tax laws. The Ministry of
Finance explicitly confirmed that this was indeed the case. The Federal Tax
Service subsequently asked the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for a second opinion,
noting that the provisionally applied EDB Agreement creates tax exemptions that
are not included in the EDB Establishment Agreement. The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs endorsed the Ministry of Finance’s conclusion, clarifying that “there is no
difference in legal consequences between the provisional application of a treaty
and its entry into force,” such that the treaty was to be “applied provisionally in
its entirety. The Ministries of Finance and Foreign Affairs based their analyses of
the direct and overriding effect of the EDB Agreement solely on its provisional
application, and not on any “incorporation by reference” or indirect “legislative
approval."445 (Emphasis added.)

439
440
441
442
443
444
445

The Crimea Annexation Treaty (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S53). See Statement of Appeal, para. 486 and Exhibit HVY-D3, paras. 83-90.
United States Transit Agreement (Expert Report of Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S110). See also First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Section 2.2.3.3.
EDB Agreement (Expert Report of Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-44). See also
Expert Report of Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Section 2.2.3.4.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 486-487.
Expert Report of Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 156 and 159.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 56-60.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 59.
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231.

Consequently, the Russian Federation's treaty practice confirms that the
provisional application of international treaties containing provisions that are
inconsistent with Russian federal laws is fully consistent with Russian law.

4.3

The view that provisionally applied international treaties are not
“international treaties of the Russian Federation” is incorrect

232.

Marochkin argues that provisionally applied treaties like the ECT are not
"international treaties of the Russian Federation" that can directly affect the
Russian legal order and take precedence over laws of the Russian Parliament.446
According to Marochkin, only treaties that have been definitively concluded and
have entered into force can do so.

233.

This argument – which is also new – is incorrect. As shown by Stephan,
Marochkin's theory is directly at odds with the case law of the Constitutional
Court.447 The Constitutional Court has always confirmed that provisionally applied
treaties are “international treaties of the Russian Federation” within the meaning
of Article 15(4) of the 1993 constitution.448 Stephan says about this:
"The finding of the Constitutional Court—that the phrase “international treaties of
the Russian Federation” in Article 15(4) captures equally treaties that have finally
entered into force and provisionally applicable treaties—conclusively rebuts
Professor Marochkin’s strained argument. There is no debate between the
parties that the references to “international treaties” in Article 9 and Article 10 of
the 1991 and 1999 Foreign Investment Laws, respectively, reflect the wording in
Article 15(4) of the Constitution."449

234.

Stephan also explains that Marochkin’s theory that provisionally applied treaties
are not “international treaties of the Russian Federation”450 is also at odds with
the very act – the FLIT – on which he has based his theory. HVY explain this
below:
(a) In Article 2 of the FLIT, “international treaties of the Russian Federation” are
defined as international agreements regarding which the Russian Federation
has “expressed its consent to be bound”.451 However, this provision makes

446
447

448

449
450
451

Expert Report of Prof. Marochkin, Exhibit RF-D6, para. 10-12, section II.B. Also see Defence
on Appeal, para. 233.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 68-69. Crimea case, (Exhibit
M-85 to First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4), para. 3; the Free Economic Zones
Case (Exhibit M-82 to First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4), para. 2.1; and the
Transport Cases (Exhibits M-92 and M-93 to First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVYD4).
See Section 4.2.1 above; also see the Crimea Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit
HVY-D4, Exhibit M-85), para. 3.; the Free Economic Zone Case (First Expert Report Prof.
Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-82) para. 2.1; the Transport Cases (First Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibits M-92 and M-93) and the Customs Case (First Expert
Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-79), para. 4.1.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 69. Also see Section 4.2.1 above.
Expert Report Prof. Marochkin, Exhibit RF-D6, paras. 12, 14 and 24. See also Defence on
Appeal para 233.
The FLIT (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-18).
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no distinction between consent to provisional application of a treaty and
consent to its definitive entry into force.452
(b) Under Article 1(2) of the FLIT, the FLIT as a whole applies to “international
treaties of the Russian Federation”:
"This Federal Law is applicable to international treaties of the Russian Federation
(inter-state, intergovernmental and interagency treaties) irrespective of their kind
and title (treaty, agreement, convention, protocol, exchange of letters or notes,
and other kinds and titles of international treaties)."453 (Emphasis added.)

(c) Article 23 of the FLIT, which provides for the provisional application of
conventions, is part of the FLIT and can be found in Part II, entitled
“Conclusion of International Treaties of the Russian Federation”.454 From this
it also follows that the FLIT considers provisionally applied treaties to be
''international treaties of the Russian Federation''455
(d) Article 30 of the FLIT provides for the official publication of international
conventions (“Official publication of international treaties of the Russian
Federation”). Paragraph 2 indicates how provisionally applied treaties are
officially published.456 The FLIT, like the case law of the Constitutional Court,
obviously considers provisionally applied treaties to be "international treaties
of the Russian Federation”.457
4.4

The Russian Federation attempts to mislead the Court of Appeal by (without
reasons) ignoring established case law of the Constitutional Court on the
compatibility of provisional application with Russian law

235.

Avtonomov and Marochkin's attempt to circumvent and disregard the established
and crystal-clear case law of the Constitutional Court – which is explained in
Section 4.2.1 above – fails.

236.

Avtonomov attempts to paint an incorrect picture of the Customs Case and to
downplay its relevance. That attempt fails for the following reasons.

452

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 70; see also the Customs Case
(First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-79), para. 4: "Consent to
provisional application of an international treaty means that it becomes a part of the Russian
Federation's legal system and shall be applied on an equal basis with those international
treaties that have entered into force (unless specifically stipulated otherwise by the Russian
Federation), because provisional application would otherwise become meaningless. It is exactly
for this reason that neither the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties nor the Federal Law
"On the International Treaties of the Russian Federation" provides for any exceptions from the
principle of goodfaith performance of an international treaty with respect to provisional
application of international treaties […]"
The FLIT (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-18).
The FLIT (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-18).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, 22 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 74.
The FLIT (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-18).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 74.
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457
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(a) Avtonomov's argument,458 that the Constitutional Court in the Customs Case
only ruled that provisionally applied treaties should be published and did not
address the question whether the 1993 constitution allows provisional
application of treaties that are inconsistent with Russian federal laws, is
pertinently incorrect. As explained in Section 4.2.1, in the Customs Case the
Constitutional Court unambiguously confirmed that provisional application of
treaties is completely in line with Russian law. The Constitutional Court
explicitly held that the consistent legal practice of the Russian Federation is
to apply provisions of provisionally applied treaties with priority over
inconsistent Russian legislation,459 as under Article 15(4) of the 1993
constitution, provisionally applied treaties are on an equal footing with ratified
treaties in terms of their place in the Russian legal system.460 The
Constitutional Court itself has confirmed this ruling on several occasions
since then.461 As explained by Stephan, Avtonomov's argument also
disregards the fact that this ruling of the Constitutional Court was necessary
for the Constitutional Court to conclude that provisionally applied treaties,
like ratified treaties, must be officially published.462 The Constitutional Court
ruled that provisionally applied treaties, like ratified treaties, should be
published because provisionally applied treaties, like ratified treaties, can
directly affect the rights of individuals under Russian law.463 In that regard,
see Stephan:

458
459

460

461
462
463

Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 141-143. Also see Defence on Appeal,
para. 439.
The Customs Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-79), para.
4.1 ("Acting in compliance with the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and the provisions
of the Federal Law "On the International Treaties of the Russian Federation" in their literal
interpretation, the public authorities and officials in the Russian Federation consistently pursue
a juridical policy whereby the rules of a provisionally applied international treaty become a part
of the Russian Federation legal system and, just like the international treaties of the Russian
Federation that have entered into force, have priority over Russian laws in the absence of an
officially published text, including the instances where they change the normative content of
both individual and civil rights, liberties, and duties." (Emphasis added.)
The Customs Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-79), para.
4.1 ("From the point of view of the requirements of Article 15 (part 4) of the Constitution of the
Russian Federation, which is interrelated with Articles 2, 17 (part 1), and 19 (part 1) of the
Constitution, provisionally applied international treaties of the Russian Federation, in terms of
their legal consequences and their effect on individual and civil rights, liberties, and duties in
the Russian Federation, are essentially equivalent to those international treaties that have
entered into force and have been ratified and duly published officially in the manner provided
for by federal laws.").
See Section 4.2.1.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 35-36.
The Customs Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-79), para.
4.1 ("Acting in compliance with the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and the provisions
of the Federal Law "On the International Treaties of the Russian Federation" in their literal
interpretation, the public authorities and officials in the Russian Federation consistently pursue
a juridical policy whereby the rules of a provisionally applied international treaty become a part
of the Russian Federation legal system and, just like the international treaties of the Russian
Federation that have entered into force, have priority over Russian laws in the absence of an
officially published text, including the instances where they change the normative content of
both individual and civil rights, liberties, and duties. Indeed, the Agreement on the Procedure
for Individuals Moving Goods Intended for Private Use Across the Customs Border of the
Customs Union and Performing Customs Operations Related to Their Release, which was
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"Professor Avtonomov attempts to evade the reasoning of Resolution 8-P of
March 27, 2012, the Constitutional Court’s most important discussion of
provisional application of an international treaty, by imposing an implausible
gloss on what the Court actually said and decided. He does not engage with the
fact that the Constitutional Court expressly held that, as to their legal effect,
provisionally applicable treaties are equal to ratified treaties, which is to say that
they have the same legal force and effect as treaties ratified by the Federal
Assembly and thus override inconsistent Russian legislation. Professor
Avtonomov argues that the Court’s holding was limited to Article 15(3)’s
publication rule, and not the legal status of provisionally applicable treaties under
Article 15(4) in the face of conflicting Russian legislation.
The Court’s decision and reasoning contradict this argument. To reach its
conclusion that Article 15(3) requires the publication of provisionally applicable
treaties, the Constitutional Court had to address the legal force and effect of such
treaties in the Russian legal system. In other words, the Constitutional Court had
to decide whether provisionally applicable treaties were capable of affecting the
rights of individuals in Russia in the same way as ratified treaties."464

(b) Avtonomov's assertion that this judgment of the Constitutional Court can be
disregarded, because when giving its ruling on the provisional application of
treaties in the Russian legal order in the Customs Case, the Constitutional
Court allegedly exceeded the limits of the relevant dispute, is contrary to
fundamental rules of Russian constitutional law.465 As explained by Stephan
and Mishina, the case law of the Constitutional Court on the 1993
Constitution (and the constitutionality of laws) is a primary source of law that
is binding on all other courts and state bodies, regardless of whether the
ruling of the Constitutional Court is included in the operative part or in the
motivation part of the ruling.466 The Constitutional Court expressly ruled in
Decision No 118-O of 8 October 1998 that:
"The provisions of the motivation part of a resolution of the Constitutional Court
of the Russian Federation that contain interpretations of constitutional rules or
reveal the constitutional meaning of a law, on which the Constitutional Court of
the Russian Federation bases its conclusion contained in the operative part of

464
465

466

applied to the complainant in the case in hand, is still in effect within the territory of the Russian
Federation, even though it has not been officially published, exactly as an international treaty
that is applied provisionally: […] From the point of view of the requirements of Article 15 (part
4) of the Constitution of the Russian Federation, which is interrelated with Articles 2, 17 (part
1), and 19 (part 1) of the Constitution, provisionally applied international treaties of the Russian
Federation, in terms of their legal consequences and their effect on individual and civil rights,
liberties, and duties in the Russian Federation, are essentially equivalent to those international
treaties that have entered into force and have been ratified and duly published officially in the
manner provided for by federal laws. Therefore, any provisionally applied international treaties
should be officially published and/or promulgated just like those international treaties that have
entered into force." (Emphasis added.)).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 35-36.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 142-143. There, Avtonomov asserts:
"[…] the Constitutional Court is limited to reviewing only the subject matter of the case presented
to it, and the Constitutional Court’s statements regarding matters outside the scope of the
dispute are not binding on future courts."
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 32 and Second Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 88-99.
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this resolution, reflect the legal position of the Constitutional Court of the Russian
Federation and are also binding." 467

Stephan also explains that the Constitutional Court’s exclusive competence
to interpret the 1993 constitution is laid down in Article 125 of the 1993
Constitution and in Articles 6, 79 and 106 of the Federal Constitutional Law
on the Constitutional Court.468 Article 106 of the latter law states that the
judgments of the Constitutional Court take precedence over all other court
judgments, and that its interpretation of the 1993 Constitution is binding on
all Russian courts and state bodies:
"The interpretation of the Constitution of the Russian Federation offered by the
Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation shall be official and binding on all
representative, executive and judicial bodies of state power, local government
bodies, businesses, institutions and organisations, officials, citizens and their
associations."469

Avtonomov himself, nota bene, acknowledges that the Constitutional Court
(and not any other court) is the authority within the Russian legal system for
interpreting the 1993 Constitution:
"It is undisputed, of course, that the Constitutional Court is the authoritative
interpreter of the 1993 Constitution within the Russian Federation’s judicial
system."470

The ruling of the Constitutional Court in the Customs Case, that under Article
15(4) of the 1993 constitution, provisionally applied treaties are on equal
footing with ratified treaties, is therefore binding.
(c) Lastly, as explained by Stephan, the Constitutional Court itself has confirmed
in successive rulings – which Avtonomov has failed to appreciate471 – that
the constitutionality and admissibility of the provisional application of treaties
that are inconsistent with (provisions of) Russian laws is exactly the question
that was answered conformingly by the Constitutional Court in the Customs
Case.472 In that regard, see Stephan:
"the Constitutional Court itself has confirmed in its subsequent case law that the
constitutionality and permissibility of provisionally applied international treaties

467

468

469
470
471
472

Decision No. 118-O of the Constitutional Court of 8 October 1998, (Second Expert Report of
Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit M-115), para. 2. Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina,
Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 95.
Federal Constitutional Law on the Constitutional Court (Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan,
Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-125); Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11,
para. 32.
Federal Constitutional Law on the Constitutional Court of 21 July 1994, Exhibit HVY-137.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, para. 24.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 144. Also see Defence on Appeal, para.
440.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 39-42.
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overriding inconsistent Russian (federal) law is precisely the question that the
Constitutional Court answered affirmatively in Resolution 8-P."473

(d) More strikingly, even the Russian Federation’s expert in the Arbitrations,
Nussberger, acknowledges in her contribution to a 2014 commentary on
Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution474 that the Constitutional Court
confirmed in the Customs Case that provisionally applied treaties have the
same status as ratified treaties and therefore take precedence over federal
laws with which they are inconsistent:
"constitutional law however treats provisionally applied, international treaties that
have not yet been ratified equal to ratified international treaties, if they concern
individual legal positions (Resolution 27.3.2012 No. 8-P [the Customs Case])."475

(e) As evident from the report of the hearing of the Constitutional Court on the
Customs Case, Avtonomov has also misrepresented the position taken in
that case by the official representative of the Duma, Dr Viatkin. According to
Avtonomov, at the hearing Viatkin only stated that ratified treaties take
precedence over federal laws.476 This assertion is incorrect. As explained by
Stephan and Mishina, Viatkin definitely confirmed that the Duma was of the
opinion that provisionally applied treaties have immediate legal force in the
Russian Federation and take precedence over laws of the Russian
Parliament with which those provisionally applied treaties are inconsistent.477
Viatkin stated as follows at that hearing:
"The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties does not treat differently
performance of a provisionally applicable treaty and a treaty which
entered into force. In case of a discrepancy between a federal law and a
provisionally applicable treaty, we nevertheless consider that the
international treaty shall apply, as the meaning of provisional application
is, precisely, to apply the treaty immediately.'"478 (Emphasis added.)

473
474

475
476
477

478

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 39.
The Russian Federation continues to rely on Nussberger’s expert report submitted in the 2007
Arbitrations (Exhibit HVY-1), and cites it in paragraphs 180, 421, 426-427 and 434 of its
Defence on Appeal. As the scientific publication by Nussberger in 2014 shows, the findings in
the dated expert report of commissioned by the Russian Federation from Nussberger in 2007
are not only incorrect under Russian constitutional law, but also no longer endorsed by
Nussberger herself.
A. Nussberger and Y. Safoklov, in: B. Wieser (ed.), Handbuch der russischen Verfassung
(Verlag Österreich, 2014), Exhibit HVY-225 pages 162-163.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 148-149. Also see Defence on Appeal,
para. 439.
Statement by D.F. Viatkin, made on behalf of the State Duma before the Constitutional Court,
13 March 2012, minutes 18:03-18:29 (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4,
Exhibit M-78); Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras 29-30, 116, 133.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 24 and footnote 24.
Statement by D.F. Viatkin, made on behalf of the State Duma before the Constitutional Court,
13 March 2012, minutes 18:03-18:29 (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4,
Exhibit M-78). Also see Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 29.
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237.

Lastly, Avtonomov has failed to appreciate the later decisions of the
Constitutional Court, which confirm its ruling on the (constitutional) legality of the
provisional application of treaties in the Customs Case.479
(a) As explained by Stephan, in the Crimea Case the Constitutional Court
explicitly confirmed its earlier ruling in the Customs Case on the
constitutionality of the provisional application of treaties on the same basis
as ratified treaties – i.e. with priority over legislation of the parliament with
which it is inconsistent. In that regard, see Stephan:
"Resolution 6-P of March 19, 2014 upheld the constitutionality of the treaty
between the self-styled Republic of Crimea and the Russian Federation providing
for the incorporation of Crimea into the Russian Federation. […]
In upholding the provisional application of the Crimea Annexation Treaty, the
Constitutional Court necessarily upheld the provisional application of those of its
terms that displaced inconsistent norms of Russian public and private law during
the period of provisional application. Accordingly, Resolution 6-P makes clear
again that treaties that are applied provisionally before their ratification produce
the same legal effect in, and occupy the same position in the normative hierarchy
of, the Russian legal system as after their ratification by the Federal Assembly.
In reaching its decision in Resolution 6-P, the Constitutional Court also referred
directly to its relevant holding in Resolution 8-P that confirms the legal status of
rules found in provisionally applicable treaties under Russian law."480

Avtonomov’s interpretation of Article 15(2) and (4) of the 1993 constitution is
contrary to the Constitutional Court’s opinion in the Crimea Case. According
to Avtonomov the Russian President would be acting in violation of the 1993
Constitution if he were to conclude a treaty that provides for provisional
application if it included rules that were inconsistent with existing Russian
(federal) legislation.481 According to Avtonomov, an unratified treaty therefore
may not be inconsistent with federal laws that have been proclaimed by the
Russian Parliament.482
That is incorrect. On 18 March 2014, President Putin signed the Crimea
Annexation Treaty, which was inconsistent with laws enacted by the Russian
Parliament, because it changed the territorial boundaries and federal
composition of the Russian Federation, established (transitional) law for
Crimea and regulated Russian citizenship for residents of Crimea.483 A
479
480
481
482

483

See Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 134-146.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 40-41. Second Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 25-27, 79, 114.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, para. 54.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, para. 57(a) ("an unratified treaty concluded by
the President or the Government cannot contravene the federal statutes enacted by the Federal
Assembly.").
For example, see Act No. 4730-I of the Russian Federation of 1 April 1993 on the State Border
of the Russian Federation, (Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, Exhibit M103) Article 5(1); and Federal Act No. 187-FZ of 30 November 1995 on the Continental Shelf of
the Russian Federation (Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, Exhibit M104), Article 2. Also see Article 65 of the 1993 constitution and Second Expert Report Prof.
Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 28.
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necessary consequence of Avtonomov's argument is that President Putin
would have acted in violation of the 1993 Constitution and that the Crimea
Annexation Treaty therefore could not have effect in Russia.484 The
Constitutional Court, however, ruled that the Crimea Annexation Treaty could
(and was) provisionally applied and that this was fully in line with Russian
law, as explained above in no. 221(c).
(b) The Constitutional Court’s judgment in the Free Economic Zones Case also
confirms the constitutionality of the provisional application of treaties on the
same basis as ratified treaties.485 In that regard, see Stephan:
"The Constitutional Court cited Article 15(4) of the Russian Constitution as the
basis for its conclusion. As in Resolution 8-P, the Constitutional Court held
expressly that this provision applies equally to provisionally applicable treaties
and ratified treaties."486

4.5

The Russian Federation relies exclusively on sources and arguments that
are not about the provisional application of treaties

4.5.1

Russian sources of law concerning the question of whether treaties should
be ratified before their final entry into force are irrelevant

238.

The Russian Federation bases its position that only ratified treaties should take
precedence over federal laws on Plenum Resolution No. 8 and Plenum
Resolution No. 5 of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation (the "Supreme
Court"), Decisions No. 5-APU15-68 (the "Extradition Case") and No. 59-O0935 of the Supreme Court, as well as on Decision No. 2531-O of the Constitutional
Court.487 Avtonomov also refers to Decision No. 1344-O-R of the Constitutional
Court.488

239.

However, none of these judgments concerns the provisional application of
treaties in the Russian Federation. There is not even a single word in these

484

Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 114.
The Free Economic Zones Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit
M-82).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 42.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 424-425. Resolution No. 8 of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of
the Russian Federation of 31 October 1995 (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVYD3, Exhibit S-47); Resolution No. 5 of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of the Russian
Federation of 10 October 2003 (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S48); Decision No. 5-APU15-68 of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation of 8 September
2015, Exhibit RF-293; Decision No. 59-O09-35 of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation
of 29 December 2009 (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-59;
Decision No. 2531-O (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-49). The
Russian Federation’s reference to Decision No. A14-6964/02/203/27 of the Federal Arbitrazh
Court of the Central District of 15 January 2003 in footnote 624, para. 425 of its Defence on
Appeal is irrelevant. The international agreement at issue in that dispute was not a treaty of the
Russian Federation and did not provide for provisional application. In any event, in violation of
Article 85 DCCP the Russian Federation did not provide a copy of that decision in the present
case.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 144(c) and 145. Decision No. 1344-O-R
(First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-60).

485
486
487

488
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judgments about the provisional application of treaties.489 Stephan says about
this:
"Professor Avtonomov cites two pronouncements of the Plenum of the Supreme
Court, Resolution No. 8 of October 31, 1995 and Resolution No. 5 of October 10,
2003, as authority for the proposition that a provisionally applicable treaty cannot
displace Russian federal legislation. As I explained in my First Report, these
Resolutions do not provide the support that Professor Avtonomov claims. Both
address only the legal force of a treaty that has entered into force finally and
conclusively, and not through provisional application. As I explained in my First
Report, neither is relevant to the question of the legal effect of provisionally
applicable international treaties of the Russian Federation. [...]
Professor Avtonomov also relies on the Decision of the Supreme Court No. 59O09-35 of December 29, 2009 (Exhibit S-59). As I explained in my First Report,
this decision has nothing to do with provisional application and is irrelevant for
the discussion. […]
A case in point is Professor Avtonomov’s response to my discussion of the
Constitutional Court’s Decision No. 1344-O-R of November 19, 2009. […] As my
First Report made clear, however, that case did not involve provisional
application of a treaty. […]
_______________
The same is true for Decision No. 5-APU15-68 of the Supreme Court of the
Russian Federation of September 8, 2015, cited in Avtonomov Report at
¶ 144(c). The case did not deal with provisional application of an international
treaty, but rather the domestic legal effect of an unratified treaty that did not apply
provisionally."490

240.

These judgments relate to another (and for this case irrelevant) question, namely
the question of whether treaties that supplement or are inconsistent with Russian
laws must be ratified before they definitively enter into force, or about the place
in the Russian legal order of intergovernmental or interinstitutional agreements
that have definitively entered into force.

241.

HVY have already explained in detail that under Russian law, the requirements
for the definitive entry into force of international treaties (such as ratification) do
not stand in the way of their provisional application.491

242.

In addition, as noted by Stephan492, Avtonomov did not mention that in Decision
1344-O-R, the Constitutional Court explicitly ruled that the Plenum Resolutions,

489

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 44. For the same reason, the
article by Yu. A. Tikhomirov, 'The Implementation of International Legal Acts in the Russian
Legal System', Russian Law Journal 1999, Nos. 3-4 (Exhibit RF-264) is irrelevant to the present
case. That article – which has been submitted incompletely by the Russian Federation – says
nothing about the provisional application of treaties.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 44, 46.
Statement of Appeal, Section 5.3.3.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 46. Plenum Resolution No. 8
was issued shortly after the ratification of the FLIT. In this resolution, the Supreme Court
instructed lower courts on the primacy of ratified treaties that have entered into force over
Russian legislation. In Plenum Resolution No 5, the Supreme Court added that treaties that

490
491
492
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on which Avtonomov and the Russian Federation base their position, exclusively
pertain to treaties that have definitively entered into force. These resolutions –
from 1995 and 2003 – therefore do not concern international treaties that have
not yet definitively entered into force – such as international treaties that are
applied provisionally in anticipation of their definitive entry into force.493 The
Constitutional Court held:
"[R]esolutions of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation of
October 31, 1995, No. 8 and of October 10, 2003, No. 5 guided the courts on the
application of international treaties that have entered into force, but did not
concern the legal situation that arises after the signing of an international treaty
on condition of its subsequent ratification."494

243.

Contrary to Avtonomov's assertion495, it does not follow from the Plenum
Resolutions (and cannot follow from these resolutions) wat the is legal status and
effect of treaties that are provisionally applied. The Plenum Resolutions are in no
way concerned with the provisional application of treaties and their status in the
Russian legal system. Moreover, in 2012 the Constitutional Court explicitly
rejected the Russian Federation's untenable interpretation of the Plenum
Resolutions.496 In the Customs Case, the Constitutional Court ruled in crystal
clear terms that not only ratified treaties, but also provisionally applied treaties
take precedence over Russian national legislation.497

4.5.2

Russian legal sources and opinions as to whether intergovernmental and
interinstitutional agreements (may) prevail over federal law are irrelevant in
the present proceedings

244.

According to Avtonomov, HVY's position on the provisional application of
international treaties cannot be accepted, since this position would entail that any
Russian ministry and federal state body would be able to circumvent or set aside
federal law by concluding an international agreement with ministries or state
bodies from other countries.498

245.

Also this argument lacks relevance in this case. The ECT is a treaty between
states and was concluded on behalf of the Russian Federation by the
Government of the Russian Federation. Avtonomov's plea fails to take into
account that Russian ministries and federal state bodies are not competent to
conclude international treaties on behalf of the Russian Federation, which is the

493
494
495
496
497
498

enter into force without ratification take precedence over lower legislation. See First Expert
Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, paras. 112-113.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 46.
Decision No. 1344-O-R (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-60),
para. 5.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 424-425. Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 6566.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 46.
See para. 221(a) above.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 51-54. Also see Defence on Appeal,
paras. 408-410.
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very issue at stake in this case. As Stephan and Mishina explain, under the 1993
Constitution and the FLIT, only the Russian President and Government are
competent to conclude international treaties on behalf of the Russian
Federation.499 Ministries and federal state bodies are competent to conclude
intergovernmental and interinstitutional agreements, which is irrelevant in the
present case.500 In that regard, see Mishina:
"Professor Avtonomov and I agree that the ECT is an international treaty of the
Russian Federation, and not an intergovernmental or interagency agreement.
Accordingly, whatever the position may be with respect to intergovernmental and
interagency agreements, it has no bearing on the legal force and effect of a
provisionally applied international treaty of the Russian Federation (such as the
ECT)."501

246.

Moreover, HVY rely on the consistent case law of the Constitutional Court, which
specifically provides that on the basis of Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution,
provisionally applied international treaties of the Russian Federation, like the
ECT, have direct effect in the Russian legal system and prevail over federal
legislation of the Russian parliament. For this reason too, the Russian
Federation's assertions about intergovernmental and interinstitutional
agreements – which are absent in this case law502 – can be completely
disregarded.503 In that regard, see Stephan:
"The Constitutional Court has applied Article 15(4) time and again to provisionally
applicable treaties made on behalf of the Russian Federation, whether signed by
the President or the Government as a whole, but not other kinds or treaties, or
treaties that await legislative approval but are not provisionally applicable."504

499
500
501
502

503

504

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 62-63 and Second Expert
Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 20.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 61-64.
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 121-122.
The Constitutional Court refers to treaties provisionally applied between states ("inter-state
treaties"). For example, see the Customs Case (Expert Report of Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVYD4, Exhibit M-79) ("Provisional application of an international treaty is used by the Russian
Federation in its inter-State interaction practices, typically where the subject-matter of the treaty
is of special interest to its parties who are interested, as a result, in making it effective before it
has been ratified or entered into force." (Emphasis added.)); also see the Crimea Case (First
Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-85) ("The admissibility of this statutory
concept [provisional application] has been confirmed by the Constitutional Court of the Russian
Federation in its Resolution No. 8–P of 27 March 2012 [the Customs Case], which states,
among other things, that provisional application of an international treaty is generally used by
the Russian Federation in its inter-State practices where the subject-matter of a treaty is of
special interest to its parties and, therefore, makes them interested in making the treaty effective
before its ratification or entry into force." (Emphasis added.)
The Customs Case (Expert Report of Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-79); the
Transport Cases (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibits M-92 and M-93);
the Crimea Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-85) and the
Free Economic Zones Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-82).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 65.
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4.5.3

Russian legal sources and opinions as to whether intergovernmental and
interinstitutional agreements (may) prevail over federal law are irrelevant
to the present proceedings

247.

Avtonomov also draws attention to a number of sources of law and opinions
which show that administrative decisions of the Russian President and the
Government by virtue of domestic legislation do not take precedence over
Russian federal laws.505 Because international treaties are also concluded by the
Russian President and Government, according to Avtonomov international
treaties – analogously to administrative decisions of the Russian President and
Government – do not have precedence over Russian federal laws.506

248.

This argument fails. The comparison made by Avtonomov between
administrative decisions of the Russian President and Government (in their own
capacity) on the one hand and the conclusion by the President and Government
of international treaties on behalf of the Russian Federation on the other, cannot
hold. The Russian President and Government have the exclusive power to
conclude international treaties on behalf of the Russian Federation and to agree
on provisional application of those treaties.507 These provisions from the 1993
Constitution regarding this power of the Russian President and the Government
to conclude international treaties on behalf of the Russian Federation (evidently)
differ from the provisions that enable the President and the Government to issue
national decisions.508 In that regard, see Stephan:
"[…] the Russian Constitution draws sharp distinctions between the President
and Government’s authority with respect to international treaties made on behalf
of the Russian Federation, on the one hand, and their competence to enact
purely domestic law, on the other hand."509

249.

Avtonomov's assertion that the provisional application of international treaties
must be determined on the basis of the constitutional provisions applicable to
decisions of the Russian President and Government as laid down in Articles 15(2)
and (3) of the 1993 Constitution, and referred to in Articles 90(3) and 115(1) of
the 1993 Constitution,510 is therefore simply incorrect. The constitutional norms
mentioned by Avtonomov (and the sources invoked by him) relate exclusively to
the role of the Russian President and Government in the domestic legislative
process. Stephan makes clear that the role and status of international treaties of
the Russian Federation in the Russian legal system in general, and their position

505

Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 27, 38-40, 44-45.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 54, 57(a), 82, 84-86, 91(c), 106-107.
Also see Defence on Appeal, paras. 165-166, 169 and 410.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 29, 62-63 and Second Expert
Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 20.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 29 and Second Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 105-108.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 22, 29.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 26, 54, 56-57, 68, 82, 86, 107. Also see
Defence on Appeal, paras. 162-163, 179, 182, 402, 415, 425.
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507
508
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within the hierarchy of Russian legal standards in particular, are governed by
Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution.511 As explained in Section 4.2.1, the
Constitutional Court confirmed this and has repeatedly ruled that under Article
15(4) provisionally applied treaties have the same effect as ratified treaties.
250.

Stephan and Mishina confirm that the division of powers laid down in the 1993
Constitution, with regard to the conclusion of treaties on the one hand and
national regulations on the other, differ fundamentally.512

251.

On the basis of Articles 86 and 114(e) of the 1993 Constitution, primary
legislative authority within the Russian Federation at international level is
exclusively entrusted to the Russian President and Government. Based on these
provisions, the Russian President and Government shape the Russian
Federation’s foreign policy and may in that context conclude international
treaties.513 The only legislative power of the Russian Parliament at international
level relates to the ratification or termination of treaties concluded by the Russian
President or Government in accordance with Article 106(d) of the 1993
Constitution. However, the Russian Parliament plays no constitutional role in the
negotiations on (the content of) and the signing of international treaties, including
international treaties that provide for provisional application – which has not been
disputed by Avtonomov or the Russian Federation, either.514

252.

By contrast, the Russian Parliament has the (primary) legislative power regarding
domestic legislation. The Russian President can ratify or veto laws passed by the
Russian Parliament. The constitutional division of powers with regard to the
conclusion of treaties therefore fundamentally differs from the constitutional
division of powers with regard to domestic legislation.515

253.

As Stephan explains, the Constitutional Court recognised in the Customs Case
that international treaties have a distinct character under Russian law and have
a special status under Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution, which comprises
that provisions of international treaties take precedence over Russian law. The
Constitutional Court also explained that the reason for this lies in the fact that the
1993 Constitution recognises the importance of compliance with international

511
512
513
514

515

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 28.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 61-62 and Second Expert
Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 20, 105-108.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 62 and Second Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 20-23, 105-108 and 112.
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 20. The Russian Parliament
therefore plays no formal role in negotiating and signing treaties. However, the Russian
Parliament is informed about treaty negotiations, as it was informed about the Russian
Government’s negotiations relating to the ECT. See para. 2.2.2 above.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 61-62 and Second Expert
Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 105-108.
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obligations and international law, and therefore opens the Russian legal system
to this:
"as explained in my First Report and conceded by Professor Avtonomov, the
Russian Constitution establishes a hierarchy that gives precedence to the
“international treaties of the Russian Federation” over Russian legislation.
The Constitutional Court has explained why the Constitution establishes this
hierarchy. The Constitution adopts “the universal approach based on the
principle of performance of international obligations in good faith (pact sunt
servanda)” to recognize “the ever-increasing importance of treaties as a source
of international law and as a mean of developing peaceful cooperation among
nations, notwithstanding their constitutional and social systems.” Accordingly,
constitutional checks on the adoption of domestic law do not work in the same
way when it comes to international treaties of the Russian Federation."516

254.

Lastly, Avtonomov's comparison with the way in which the powers of the
executive and the legislative are divided in other states517 is also irrelevant. As
explained in Section 4.6.2, the 1993 Constitution contains a separate and
distinct regime for the conclusion of treaties. The constitutional practice of other
states cannot provide guidance on the question of the admissibility of provisional
application of treaties in the Russian legal system. Moreover, the practice of other
states cannot alter the binding interpretation of the relevant provisions of the
1993 Constitution by the Constitutional Court. As Stephan explains:
"Professor Avtonomov devotes a considerable portion of his analysis to a general
discussion of the concept of separation of powers, the hierarchy of legal norms,
and the practice of European countries regarding presidential or executive
lawmaking authority. This review of the abstract concept of separation of powers,
whether in a theoretical or comparative perspective, does not bring us any closer
to understanding what I indicated in my Report as the key issue for this appeal,
namely the consistency of the provisional application of an international treaty
pending its ratification with the particular system of separation of powers that
exists under the Russian Constitution. The sources Professor Avtonomov cites
either do not support Avtonomov’s position or fail to mention provisionally applied
treaties at all.
That Russia has a system of separation of powers is clearly right. How this
system works, and in particular how it applies to provisional application of
international treaties, cannot be ascertained by reference to abstract theoretical
principles or the practice of other European countries (with their own
constitutions and systems of separation of powers). Rather, one must consider
the significant and decisive body of legal authority specific to the issue of
provisional application of treaties within the Russian Federation. This authority
expressly maintains that provisionally applicable treaties fit within the Russian
constitution and legal system. In particular, the decisions and reasoning of the
Constitutional Court have upheld the consistency of provisional application with
the Russian constitution and its system of separation of powers, including where
provisionally applicable treaties contradicted federal statutes."518

516
517
518

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 30-31.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 72-77.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 17 and 18.
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4.6

The Russian Federation’s reliance on the separation of powers under the
1993 Russian Constitution is irrelevant and unfounded

4.6.1

The general principle of the separation of powers is irrelevant to provisional
application of the ECT

255.

Avtonomov's assertions on the separation of powers in the Russian Federation
are irrelevant to this case.519 The general provision regarding the separation of
powers, laid down in Article 10 of the 1993 Constitution, is irrelevant to the
provisional application of the ECT. This provision says nothing more than that
the Russian Federation has three separate and independent powers, but it does
not say anything about the precise competences of those distinctive powers and
what this means for international treaties.520

256.

Stephan and Mishina make clear that the direct effect of international treaties in
the Russian Federation is specifically governed by Article 15(4) of the 1993
Constitution and, as the Constitutional Court has ruled, this provision also applies
to treaties that apply provisionally.521

257.

Moreover, the Constitutional Court explicitly confirmed in the Crimea Case that
the direct effect of international treaties in the Russian Federation is specifically
governed by Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution, in accordance with the
principle of the division of powers.522 In that regard, see the Constitutional Court:
"Also, the Treaty in question is not inconsistent with the Constitution of the
Russian Federation in terms of the division of state power into legislative,
executive, and judicial branches as established by the Constitution or in terms of
the delimitation of competence among the federal government bodies, since, in
accordance with Article 8 of the Federal Constitutional Law “On the Procedure
for Admission to the Russian Federation and Creation of a New Subject within
the Russian Federation,” the question of its ratification shall be resolved by the
Federal Assembly." 523 (Emphasis added.)

258.

As Mishina explains, this judgment of the Constitutional Court endorses that the
provisional application of international treaties does not affect the separation of
powers:
"[…] the Constitutional Court specifically confirmed in Resolution No. 6-P of 19
March 2014 that the provisional application of an international treaty is in
conformity with the separation of powers under the Constitution […] In short,
Resolution No. 6-P of 19 March 2014 expressly disproves Professor Avtonomov's

519
520

521
522
523

Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 31-38. Also see Defence on Appeal,
paras. 155-183.
Article 10 of the 1993 Constitution provides that: "State power in the Russian Federation shall
be exercised on the basis of its division into legislative, executive and judicial power. The bodies
of legislative, executive and judicial power shall be independent." 1993 Constitution (First
Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-85).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 36 and Second Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 25-27.
The Crimea Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-85).
The Crimea Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-85), para. 2.
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contention that the provisional application of an international treaty signed by the
President or the Government on behalf of the Russian Federation creates a
conflict with the constitutional separation of powers."524

259.

Avtonomov's adverse position is not only directly at odds with the Crimea Case
– and not substantiated by any source of law – but also leads to the serious
accusation (which neither the Russian Federation nor Avtonomov would make)
that President Putin exceeded his constitutional powers and acted in violation of
"basic democratic norms"525 when he negotiated, approved and signed the
Crimea Annexation Treaty.526 After all, the Crimea Annexation Treaty provided
for provisional application and contained provisions (including on the territorial
boundaries and composition of the Russian Federation) that were inconsistent
with existing Russian federal laws, as explained above in para. 221(c).

4.6.2

Avtonomov has incorrectly portrayed the principle of the separation of
powers, as laid down Article 10 of the 1993 Constitution

260.

Based on an abstract reading of Article 10 of the 1993 Constitution, Avtonomov
describes the separation of powers in the Russian Federation as a strict (and
absolute) separation of powers according to the classical theories of 17th and
18th century philosophers.527 Allegedly, Article 10 of the 1993 Constitution should
be interpreted to mean that the power of the Russian President and Government
may not in any way prevail over the power of the Russian Parliament.528
According to Avtonomov, this makes it inconsistent with the separation of powers
under the 1993 Constitution for the President and the Government to conclude
treaties that are inconsistent with federal law.529 Avtonomov has not provided
relevant sources of law (for this assertion, either).

261.

Avtonomov’s argument is incorrect. After all, Avtonomov fails to appreciate that
the meaning of the separation of powers within the Russian Federation cannot
be determined on the basis of an abstract reading of Article 10 of the 1993
Constitution, but that for this purpose also other provisions of the 1993
Constitution and of the Federal Constitutional Laws, as well as the case law of
the Constitutional Court, must be consulted. In that regard, see Mishina:
"Article 10 of the Constitution does not go beyond establishing the separation of
powers in a general and abstract sense. Consequently, Article 10 of the

524
525
526
527
528
529

Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 25-26.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, para. 27.
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 114.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 30-37. Also see Defence on Appeal,
Section II(C)(b).
Also see Defence on Appeal, paras. 181, 388, 392, 398, 400-401.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, para. 54 ("The President, the Government and
its component entities are also prohibited, when acting unilaterally, from contravening a federal
statute […] Allowing these same entities to contravene a statute by concluding a treaty would
likewise violate the doctrine of separation of powers (reflected in Article 10), the supremacy of
federal laws (reflected in Article 4(2)), and the principle of the democratic, rule-of-law State
(reflected in Article 1(1).").
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Constitution must be read in conjunction with other provisions of the Constitution,
federal constitutional laws and federal laws, as well as the Constitutional Court's
case law, to determine which powers and competencies have been allocated to
the different branches of state power, and how the different branches of state
power are to interact in any given area."530

262.

As already explained by HVY531, a correct interpretation of the separation of
powers under the 1993 Constitution shows that it cannot be regarded as an
absolute separation of powers in line with classical theories. HVY add the
following to this.
(a) Mishina and the Russian Federation's own sources on the interpretation of
the 1993 Constitution, in particular the publications by Alekseev and
Shakhrai, unanimously confirm that the separation of powers within the
Russian Federation cannot be seen as an absolute separation of powers.532
As Mishina explains:
"Professor Alekseyev explains that the presidential power is dominant because
"the idea of presidential power is stretched through the project [of the
Constitution]". Describing the final draft of the Constitution, Professor Alekseyev
admits that, particularly because of the President's broad powers, "the initial idea
of enshrining the balanced power and its functional limitation in the Constitution
turned out to be unfulfilled". He further expressly acknowledges that the system
of separation of powers "is not done in a way which is described in textbooks,
not in its classic forms". Similarly, Professor Shakhrai underscores that the
Constitution's conception of the separation of powers "differs from the 'classical'
version." 533

(b) The 1993 Constitution in fact provides a system in which the power of the
Russian President and Government prevails over the power of the Russian
Parliament in various areas.534 This applies in particular with regard to the
Russian President and Government’s power to determine and implement
foreign policy and their powers to negotiate and conclude treaties on behalf
of the Russian Federation.535 In that regard, see Stephan:
''Authoritative sources make clear that the Russian approach to the constitutional
separation of powers is distinctive and by no means a translation of foreign
systems into Russian. Professor Avtonomov ignores the clear statement made
by the longtime chair of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation,
quoted in my First Report, that under the Russian Constitution the branches of
the state “do actually perform[] certain powers which according to the classic

530
531
532

533
534
535

Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 13.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 491-503.
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 39-40. S.S. Alekseyev,
Collected Writings, In 10 Volumes (Moscow, 2010), Volume. 4 (ASA-064), p. 87. The Second
Expert Report Prof. Mishina contains an English translation (Second Expert Report Prof.
Mishina (Exhibit HVY-D10, Exhibit M-144). S. M. Shakhrai, Constitutional Law of Russian
Federation. Textbook for Undergraduate and Postgraduate Students (Moscow, 2017) (ASA083), p. 74. The Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina contains an English translation (Second
Expert Report Prof. Mishina (Exhibit HVY-D10, Exhibit M-128).
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, paras. 31-32.
First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, paras. 30-34, and First Expert Report Prof.
Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, paras. 28-53.
First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, paras. 127-153.
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understandings of the separation of powers would fall within the competence of
other organs. […]
The point, however, is not that the Russian President, and the Government acting
on his behalf, have unlimited legal authority, but rather that their freedom from
legislative accountability is greater than under most European systems,
particularly in foreign policy and treaty making."

and Mishina:
"The President's powers are particularly broad in relation to international treatymaking. Article 80 of the Constitution endows the President with the authority to
represent the Russian Federation "within the country and in international
relations". […] Article 86 of the Constitution further stipulates that the President
"shall govern the foreign policy of the Russian Federation" and "conduct
negotiations and sign international treaties of the Russian Federation". In
addition to determining the foreign policy, the President is charged, by Article
32(1) of the FCL on the Government, with the direction of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs allowing him to supervise the implementation of the foreign policy. […]
The Government implements foreign policy as determined by the President
pursuant to Article 114(e) of the Constitution."536

(c) Avtonomov's view that the Russian Federation has a classical separation of
powers is therefore incorrect. In that regard, see Mishina:
"In short, the separation of powers established by the Constitution departs from
the classic trias politica notion. In particular, to quote Chief Justice Zorkin's
commentary to the Constitution, the President "is present both de facto and de
jure in all branches of power.""537

263.

Avtonomov has not substantiated his assertions on the separation of powers in
the Russian Federation. What is more, his claims are contradicted by prominent
Russian state scholars, such as Avakiyan, who nota bene acted as a state law
expert for the Russian Federation during the Arbitrations.538 These state law
experts qualify the Russian system of state as a "super-presidential republic", in
which the President is granted far-reaching powers at the expense of legislative
branch.539 See in this regard Avakiyan, for example:
"At the federal level, the Constitution consolidated a super-presidential republic,
the presidential capacity hypertrophied, the powers of the parliament rather
modest."540

536
537
538
539
540

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 20-22. Second Expert Report
Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 20.
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 43.
See Expert Report of S. A. Avakiyan dated 21 February 2006, Exhibit HVY-1; and Second
Expert Report of S.A. Avakiyan dated 19 January 2007, Exhibit HVY-1.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 21.
S.A. Avakiyan, The Constitution of Russia: A Complicated Jubilee, Russian Federation Today
(Nov. 2003) (assessment of Russian Constitution on the tenth anniversary of its adoption),
(Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-112).
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264.

Moreover, as Mishina explains, none of the sources referred to by Avtonomov
support his interpretation of the separation of powers as laid down in the 1993
Constitution:
(a) Contrary to what Avtonomov argues,541 Sakharov's comments on the 1989
draft Russian constitution are irrelevant to the interpretation of the principle
of separation of powers as laid down in the 1993 Constitution. As Mishina
explains,542 the 1989 draft constitution differs fundamentally from the 1993
Constitution, and the suggestion that the 1993 Constitution is based on it is
unfounded. Moreover, this draft constitution was based on the idea of a union
between the Soviet republics (each of which would have its own constitution)
and, unlike the 1993 Constitution, foresaw the unity of the legislative, the
executive and the judiciary, and not a separation of powers. The 1989 draft
constitution therefore does not support Avtonomov's position.
Furthermore, Sakharov (who died in 1989) may have been a world-famous
physicist, dissident and human rights activist, but he was not a constitutional
law expert or political scientist,543 and the personal view of one person about
a draft constitution that differs fundamentally from the final 1993 Constitution
– just like the personal view of the other hundreds, if not thousands, who
commented on the (many) draft constitutions for the Russian Federation –
cannot serve as a guideline for the interpretation of the 1993 Constitution.
(b) Avtonomov also states that in a number of documents (i.e.: the 1990
Declaration on the State Sovereignty of the RSFSR, the 1992 amendments
to the 1978 Constitution and Presidential Decree No. 1400), the significance
of the separation of powers was acknowledged.544 However, Avtonomov
does not in any way explain why the contents of these documents support
his view of the separation of powers. As Mishina explains, these documents
are completely irrelevant to the interpretation of the 1993 Constitution:

541
542

543
544

Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 32-33.
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, par. 34-35 (''First, 1989 Sakharov Draft
was not intended to be a constitution for the Russian Federation, simply because the Russian
Federation, as an independent political entity, did not exist at that time, and the RSFSR was
one of the constituent republics of the Soviet Union. Rather, the 1989 Sakharov Draft was a
constitutional project for a "Union of Soviet Republics of Europe and Asia […] a voluntary
association of sovereign republics (states) of Europe and Asia" ("Union"). Professor Avtonomov
has not pointed to a single source to support his insinuation that the 1989 Sakharov Draft
somehow served as a model (or as a conceptual starting point) for the drafting of the provisions
of the Constitution (as adopted in 1993) that deal with the separation of powers. [...] Second,
1989 Sakharov Draft did not contain a provision on the separation of powers. Rather, it featured
a "[U]nion central government", which included a "congress of [U]nion people's deputies",
"[U]nion council of ministers", a Union Supreme Court and was headed by the "president" of the
Union. The central government of the Union was to possess "the plenitude of supreme power
in the country, not sharing it with the executive [governing] bodies of any party". In contrast to
the separation of powers as traditionally understood, the 1989 Sakharov Draft appears to have
envisaged for the unity of legislative, executive and judicial functions in one state body.").
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 31.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, para. 35.
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"Professor Avtonomov does not explain why Article 10 of the Constitution should
be interpreted in light of the 1990 Declaration on the State Sovereignty of the
RSFSR, the 1992 Amendments to the 1978 Constitution of the RSFSR and
Presidential Decree No. 1400 dated 21 September 1993. Taken at their highest,
these documents merely state that the separation of powers is an important
constitutional principle. However, they are completely silent on how this
constitutional principle of the separation of powers is to be understood and
applied. Contrary to what Professor Avtonomov claims, in particular, Decree No.
1400 cannot possibly be considered as an example embodying the separation of
powers. In fact, Decree No. 1400 was found unconstitutional by the Constitutional
Court on the very same day it was issued. Among other grounds for its
unconstitutionality, the Constitutional Court decided that Decree No. 1400
contravened the principle of separation of powers."545

(c) Resolutions No. 2-P of 18 January 1996 and No. 16-P of 29 May 1998 of the
Constitutional Court cited by Avtonomov also confirm nothing more than the
existence of three distinct powers.546 In these judgments, the Constitutional
Court clarified that the state powers are on equal footing, that they operate
independently of one another, and that one state power cannot assume the
authority of another state power. However, these resolutions do not support
what Avtonomov claims about the separation of powers. As Stephan
explains, it was not ruled in these judgments that the separation of powers
in the Russian Federation is violated as a result of the effect on the Russian
legal order of provisionally applied international treaties.547 In these
judgments, the Constitutional Court does not even discuss the status of
provisionally applied treaties in the Russian legal order, let alone the
question of how provisional application relates to the separation of powers
as provided for in the 1993 Constitution.548 As already explained in Sections
4.2.1 and 4.6.1, the Constitutional Court only did that in later judgments
(meaning in the 2012 Customs Case and the 2014 Crimea Case)549 which
confirm that provisional application of treaties is completely in line with the
division and separation of powers under the 1993 Constitution.
(d) Lastly, the Russian Federation relies on a selective collection of statements
made by random Russian individuals (amongst whom members of the State
Duma)550 during the same period as that in which the negotiations on the
ECT took place.551 These statements do not, however, concern the

545
546
547
548
549
550
551

Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 37.
Expert Report Prof. Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, paras. 36-37. Also see Defence on Appeal,
paras. 398-399.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 18.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 18.
The Customs Case (Expert Report of Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-79) and the
Crimea Case (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-85).
See section 4.2.2 above on Avtonomov's references to statements made by random citizens in
the Russian parliament.
Defence on Appeal, para. 178. The Russian Federation is relying on statements made in the
following sources: Report visit Jones to Moscow 15-17 June 1993 of 18 June 1993, Exhibit RF265; Report of (informal) negotiations between the Russian Federation and the European
Commission, Exhibit RF-266; Message No. 174, Charter Seminar For Parliamentarians
September 1993 of 1 July 1993, Exhibit RF-267; and message from Shatalov to Maniatopoulos
of 10 October 1994, Exhibit RF-268.
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application and effect of provisionally applied treaties such as the ECT in the
Russian legal order. The Russian Federation believes that these statements
are relevant to assessing how the separation of powers is regulated in the
1993 Constitution, because these individuals declare in these statements
that it is important for the parliament to be involved in the negotiations on the
ECT.552 That is incorrect. These statements do not provide information that
is relevant to the present case. Moreover, as Mishina explains, statements
made by individual State Duma members, who are not authorised to
represent the State Duma in this respect, have no legal authority whatsoever:
"The Russian legal order has a closed list of sources of law, and "public
discourse" of an informal nature is not one of them. The statements made by
participants during parliamentary hearings are not sources of law. If adopted by
a majority of the members of the State Duma present, the feedback gathered
during parliamentary hearings can, at most, lead to the adoption of
recommendations of the hearings participants that can be directed to the State
Duma, the Government or any other body who in turn are free to proceed as they
wish."553

265.

In any event, if the Court of Appeal were to assign weight to the State Duma’s
formal position on the direct effect of provisionally applied treaties in the Russian
legal order (in particular with regard to Russian federal laws that are inconsistent
with it), the Court of Appeal need not look beyond the official statement that the
State Duma issued before the Constitutional Court regarding this specific matter
in the proceedings that led to the decision in the Customs Case (see Section 4.4
above).554 Through its representative to the Constitutional Court (Viatkin), during
the session the State Duma in no uncertain terms endorsed that provisionally
applied treaties (like ratified treaties) are applied with precedence over federal
laws that are inconsistent with them:
"The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties does not treat differently
performance of a provisionally applicable treaty and a treaty which entered into
force. In case of a discrepancy between a federal law and a provisionally
applicable treaty, we nevertheless consider that the international treaty shall
apply, as the meaning of provisional application is, precisely, to apply the treaty
immediately.'"555 (Emphasis added.)

552
553
554

555

Defence on Appeal, para. 178.
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 128.
Statement by D.F. Viatkin, made on behalf of the State Duma before the Constitutional Court,
13 March 2012, minutes 18:03-18:29 (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4,
Exhibit M-78).
Statement by D.F. Viatkin, made on behalf of the State Duma before the Constitutional Court,
13 March 2012, minutes 18:03-18:29 (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4,
Exhibit M-78). Also see Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D10, para. 29.
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5

ARTICLE 26 ECT IS “NOT INCONSISTENT WITH” RUSSIAN LAW
New exhibits:
−

The
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

Russian Federation’s exhibits to the Defence on Appeal:
Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov (Exhibit RF-D5);
Expert Report of Prof. Marochkin (Exhibit RF-D6);
Expert Report of Prof. Yarkov (Exhibit RF-D7);
Expert Report of Prof. Timmermans & Simons (Exhibit RF-D8);
Resolution No. 11535/13 of the Supreme Arbitrazh Court of 28
January 2014 (Exhibit RF-270);
V. Khvalei, "Constitutional Grounds for Arbitration and Arbitrability of
Disputes in Russia and other CIS countries", Journal of European
Law (2014), pp. 153-177 (Exhibit RF-269);
Resolution No. A71-1804/2011 of the Seventeenth Arbitrazh Court of
Appeal of 29 December 2012 (Exhibit RF-271).

−

HVY’s exhibits to this deed:
o Second Expert Report of Prof. Stephan (Exhibit HVY-D11);
o Ruling No. A40-165680/2016 of the Supreme Court of the Russian
Federation of 11 July 2018 (Exhibit HVY-D11);
o complete English translation of Ruling No. A40-48734/2018 of the
Supreme Court of the Russian Federation of 22 January 2019
o

o

(Exhibit HVY-227);
complete English translation of Ruling No. A40-185774/2017 of the
Supreme Court of the Russian Federation of 21 January 2019
(Exhibit HVY-228);
complete English translation of Resolution No. A71-1804/2011 of the
Seventeenth Arbitrazh Court of Appeal of 29 December 2012
(Exhibit HVY-229).

Key points:
!

Russian law expressly allows disputes about obligations based on
international investment treaties to be subjected to international arbitration
pursuant to such treaties. The Russian Federation and its experts Asoskov
and Yarkov failed to cite even one Russian legal source showing the
contrary.

!

The court judgments referred to by the Russian Federation and Asoskov
(the Public Procurement Case, the Bank of Kazan Case and Resolution
No. A41-29131/10 of the Supreme Arbitrazh Court of 3 April 2012) are
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about the arbitrability of disputes based on, and regarding, Russian law,
and are therefore irrelevant. The other judgments referred to by them (the
Bankruptcy Case and six Russian judgments, as these indirectly refer to
international law) are similarly disputes based on, and regarding, Russian
law, and are not about arbitrability at all.
!

The distinction according to Russian law between disputes under private
law and those under public law alleged by Asoskov is irrelevant to the
assessment of the question of whether international investment disputes
are arbitrable under a treaty.

!

Yarkov’s argument that HVY are not investors, as referred to in the Foreign
Investment Laws, must fail. First of all, Yarkov fails to appreciate that
HVY’s claim is based on the ECT rather than the Foreign Investment Laws.
The Foreign Investment Laws expressly provide that investment disputes
can be settled by means of international arbitration if provided for in the
relevant treaty. In addition, Yarkov is misinterpreting the Foreign
Investment Laws by wrongly reading into them conditions for application
such as “genuine foreign investment” and “contributing foreign capital to”
the Russian Federation and by analogously applying irrelevant rules that
only apply to domestic investors without any reason at all.

!

The argument of Timmermans and Simons that under Russian civil law
shareholders cannot bring any legal action against a third party for
damages inflicted on them via the company is irrelevant. After all, HVY’s
claim is not based on Russian civil law, but on the Russian Federation’s
violation of its obligations under the ECT.

5.1

Introduction

5.1.1

HVY’s position in the Statement of Appeal

266.

As HVY explained in their Statement of Appeal, Russian law allows disputes
about the violation of obligations based on an international investment treaty
(“International Investment Disputes”) to be settled by arbitration on the basis
of that treaty.556 Any distinction that could be made under Russian law between
(the arbitrability of) public-law and private-law disputes under Russian law cannot
apply to a treaty-based international investment dispute. HVY also explained that
the Russian Federation has not been able to cite any source of Russian law (law
or jurisprudence) which shows that Russian law prohibits the arbitration of
international investment disputes under a treaty.557

556

Statement of Appeal, Sections 6.3-6.4.
Statement of Appeal, Section 6.2.

557
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267.

The 1991 Foreign Investment Law558 and the 1999 Foreign Investment Law559
(the Foreign Investment Laws) also explicitly provide that international
investment disputes arising under a treaty may be settled through international
arbitration if the relevant treaty so provides (as the ECT does in Article 26).560
The established treaty practice of the Russian Federation also confirms that
international investment disputes under a treaty may be settled by means of
arbitration, irrespective of whether such treaty is applied provisionally or has
been ratified.561

268.

Therefore, Russian law did not preclude the Russian Federation from making an
unconditional offer to settle investment disputes through international arbitration
by agreeing to Article 26 ECT.562 Thus, Article 26 ECT is “not inconsistent with”
Russian law.

5.1.2

The Russian Federation’s new exhibits

269.

The Russian Federation submitted three expert reports with its Defence on
Appeal to support its argument that Article 26 ECT is inconsistent with Russian
law: the "Third Expert Report of Asoskov", the "Expert Report of Yarkov" and
the "Expert Report of Timmermans & Simons".563

270.

Professor Asoskov argues that public law disputes (such as disputes about
taxation or about expropriation decisions by Russian authorities) are in principle
non-arbitrable under Russian law.564 Asoskov suggests that the dispute between
HVY and the Russian Federation qualifies as a public law dispute under Russian
law. According to Asoskov, public law disputes are only arbitrable if a federal law
or ratified treaty provides for this and thus creates an exception to the alleged
principle of non-arbitrability.565 Asoskov argues (without specifying what this
would mean for the dispute between HVY and the Russian Federation) that the
provisions in the Foreign Investment Laws providing for the arbitration of
investment disputes do not create any (general) exception to the principle of the
non-arbitrability of public law disputes. According to Asoskov, HVY cannot rely
on Article 26 ECT because the ECT has not been ratified, meaning that no valid

558
559
560
561
562
563

564
565

English translation of Federal Law on Foreign Investment of 4 July 1991 (1991 Foreign
Investment Law) (Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-123).
English translation of Federal Law on Foreign Investment of 9 July 1999 (1999 Foreign
Investment Law) (Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-124).
Statement of Appeal, Section 6.3.
Statement of Appeal, Section 6.4; see also Expert Report of Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3,
para. 182-183; Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Section 3.2.2.
Statement of Appeal, Section 6.2.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov of 6 November 2017, Exhibit RF-D5, Expert Report Prof.
Avtonomov of 27 November 2017, Exhibit RF-D4 and Expert Report of Timmermans & Simons
of 3 November 2017, Exhibit RF-D8.
Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 9, 21, 50, 55, 76, 142. See also Defence
on Appeal, paras. 199-224.
Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 9, 21, 50, 93, 115-116, 118, 142. See
also Defence on Appeal, paras. 225-227.
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arbitration agreement was concluded between HVY and the Russian
Federation.566
271.

Professor Yarkov presents a new argument that the dispute between HVY and
the Russian Federation does not qualify as an international investment dispute
under the Foreign Investment Laws, since HVY never made an actual foreign
investment in the Russian Federation. Therefore, according to Yarkov, HVY
cannot invoke the Foreign Investment Laws.567

272.

According to Dr Timmermans and Professor Simons, shareholders have no right
of action under Russian law for compensation for loss comprising the
depreciation of the value, or loss, of their shares in a company.568

273.

Before addressing the content of these expert reports, HVY note that Asoskov
and Yarkov – as well as Avtonomov and Marochkin – also have full-time tenure
at Russian State universities.569 Moreover, Asoskov is a member of the Russian
Federation's Council on Codification of Civil Legislation, which is an advisory
body to the Russian Ministry of Justice.570 This means that Asoskov and Yarkov
are (completely) dependent on the Russian Federation for their livelihoods, thus
reducing the reliability of their Expert Reports.

5.1.3

The Russian Federation’s new exhibits do not detract from the conclusion
that Article 26 ECT is "not inconsistent with" Russian law

274.

The Russian Federation's exhibits do not alter the conclusion that the arbitration
of international investment disputes is not inconsistent with Russian law.
Therefore, the offer to arbitrate disputes arising under the ECT as enshrined in
Article 26 ECT cannot be inconsistent with Russian law in any event.

275.

The distinction that, according to Asoskov, should be drawn between Russian
"public law" disputes and Russian "private law" disputes is of no relevance for
investment disputes under an international treaty (such as the dispute between
HVY and the Russian Federation under the ECT). The Russian Federation and
Asoskov's reliance on this alleged difference therefore lacks any relevance to the
present case. This holds all the more true since, by virtue of the 1991 Foreign
Investment Law, Russian law has explicitly confirmed since 1991 that

566
567
568
569

570

Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 17, 30, 37, 113-114, 142. See also
Defence on Appeal, para. 241.
Expert Report Prof. Yarkov, Exhibit RF-D7, paras. 13, 29. See also Defence on Appeal, paras.
235-239.
Expert Report of Timmermans & Simons, Exhibit RF-D8, para. 50-52. Defence on Appeal,
paras. 242-251.
Asoskov is Professor of the International Private Law Department at the Russian School of
Private Law and Assistant Professor of the Civil Law Department at M.V. Lomonosov Moscow
State University (First Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-50, para.1). Yarkov is
Professor of the Department of Civil Procedure at Uralsky State Law University (Expert Report
Prof. Yarkov, Exhibit RF-D7, Annex A).
First Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-50, para. 1.
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international investment disputes arising under a treaty may be settled through
international arbitration.
276.

Below, HVY will explain that:
•

any difference under Russian law between domestic public and domestic
private law disputes does not apply to international law disputes such as
international investment disputes (see Section 5.2 below);

•

there is no basis for the assertion that Russian law only permits the
arbitration of private law disputes (see Section 5.3 below);

•

Asoskov fails to appreciate that Russian law expressly allows investment
disputes arising under international treaties to be settled by arbitration, and
that none of the restrictions asserted by him, or by Yarkov, apply here (see
Section 5.4 below); and

•

the absence in Russian law of a right of action for shareholders for loss of
share value, as claimed by Timmermans and Simons, is irrelevant in this
case (see Section 5.5 below).

277.

As Stephan explains, it is not true that international investment disputes under a
Russian law treaty are ("presumptively") not arbitrable, and the Russian
Federation and its experts rely on irrelevant sources. The Russian Federation
has failed to identify so much as one court ruling or legal provision showing that
international investment disputes are not arbitrable under Russian law.571

5.2

The alleged difference between Russian public law and private law disputes
does not apply to international law disputes such as those at issue in the
Arbitrations

5.2.1

It is irrelevant whether domestic public law disputes are not arbitrable
under Russian law, because the dispute between HVY and the Russian
Federation is an international law dispute

278.

Asoskov's suggestion572 (and the position of the Russian Federation)573 that the
dispute between HVY and the Russian Federation is not arbitrable under Russian
law, because public law disputes are (presumptively) not arbitrable under
Russian law, is based on a false assumption (which is fatal to that position). After
all, Asoskov and the Russian Federation ignore the fact that the dispute between
the Russian Federation and HVY that was the subject of the Arbitrations is an
international law dispute that is based on the Russian Federation’s violation of

571

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 150-207.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 9, 18, 21, 50, 52, 55, 76, 79, 142.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 199-224.
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its obligations under the ECT, and not a domestic Russian (public or private) law
claim for the vindication of any of HVY's rights under Russian law.574
279.

HVY have already explained575 that Article 26 ECT contains an unconditional
offer by the Russian Federation (and other Contracting Parties) to investors to
have disputes about an alleged violation of provisions contained in (Part III of)
the ECT settled by international arbitration. Article 26 ECT therefore only pertains
to international investment disputes based on alleged violations of the ECT.576
Article 26(6) ECT explicitly states that disputes as referred to in Article 26 ECT
shall be settled in accordance with the provisions of the ECT and applicable rules
and principles of international law, and therefore not under any national law.577
Therefore, Article 26 ECT does not relate to, and does not provide a basis for,
the settlement of disputes between investors and the Russian Federation
regarding violations of Russian public or private law through international
arbitration.

280.

According to Asoskov and the Russian Federation, the nature or legal basis of
the claim are irrelevant to its categorisation as a (presumptively non-arbitrable)
'public law' dispute.578 To support this position, the Russian Federation refers to
the Resolution of the Supreme Arbitrazh Court of the Russian Federation of 28
January 2014 (the "Public Procurement Case”).579

281.

In the Public Procurement Case, the Supreme Arbitrazh Court refused to enforce
an arbitral award made between a contractor and a municipal enterprise on the
basis of an arbitration clause in a procurement contract governed by the Russian
Public Procurement Law for central and local public procurement.580 The
Supreme Arbitrazh Court ruled that the Tribunal was not competent to examine
the dispute because such procurement contracts are concluded by government

574

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 99-100, 114.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 550-558.
Article 26 ECT provides in this regard: “(1) Disputes between a Contracting Party and an
Investor of another Contracting Party relating to an Investment of the latter in the Area of the
former, which concern an alleged breach of an obligation of the former under Part III shall, if
possible, be settled amicably. (2) If such disputes can not be settled according to the provisions
of paragraph (1) within a period of three months from the date on which either party to the
dispute requested amicable settlement, the Investor party to the dispute may choose to submit
it for resolution: […] (c) in accordance with the following paragraphs of this Article. (3) (a)
Subject only to subparagraphs (b) and (c), each Contracting Party hereby gives its unconditional
consent to the submission of a dispute to international arbitration or conciliation in accordance
with the provisions of this Article.” (Emphasis added.).
Article 26(6) ECT provides in this regard: "A tribunal […] shall decide the issues in dispute in
accordance with this Treaty and applicable rules and principles of international law".
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 57-59, Defence on Appeal, paras.
192-193, 197.
Resolution No. 11535/13 of the Supreme Arbitrazh Court of 28 January 2014, Exhibit RF-270.
An English translation of this Resolution is appended as an annex to the First Expert Report of
Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-50 (AVA14). As Mishina explains, the Supreme Arbitrazh Court
merged with the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation on 6 August 2014, see First Expert
Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, para. 90.
Federal Law No. 94-FZ "On Placing Orders for the Supply of Goods, Work and Services for
State and Municipal Needs" (the "Public Procurement Law").
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bodies on a public basis and in the public interest, for the purpose of serving a
central or local government interest, and are financed from public funds. This
concentration of public elements in one and the same legal relationship led the
Supreme Arbitrazh Court to conclude that disputes about procurement contracts
under that Law are non-arbitrable.581 According to the Russian Federation, this
implies that there is a presumption of non-arbitrability of public law disputes under
Russian law.582
282.

That is incorrect. The Public Procurement Case likewise does not support the
position of Asoskov and the Russian Federation, as HVY will explain below:
(a) The Public Procurement Case says nothing about the arbitrability of
international law disputes. The Public Procurement Case concerned a
contractual dispute between two Russian parties in the context of the
Russian Public Procurement Law, and concerned a Russian arbitration
under the Law on Domestic Arbitral Tribunals in the Russian Federation.583
However, the Arbitrations are not and were not based on any provision of
domestic Russian law (let alone the Public Procurement Law) but on Article
26 ECT, which specifically provides for arbitration on obligations under the
ECT. Therefore, nothing was considered in the Public Procurement Case
that has any relevance to the assessment of whether or not Article 26 ECT
is inconsistent with Russian law.
(b) Indeed, the reasoning of the Supreme Arbitrazh Court contradicts the
argument of Asoskov and the Russian Federation that the qualification of a
dispute as a domestic (presumptively non-arbitrable) public law dispute is
independent of the nature or legal basis of the claim. In its reasoning, the
Supreme Arbitrazh Court refers (repeatedly) to procurement contracts

581

582
583

The Supreme Arbitrazh Court held as follows: "[...] disputes out of contracts concluded in
accordance with the Law on Placing of Orders cannot be considered by arbitral tribunals
because of the special nature of such legal relations and the aggregate of requirements
imposed by the Law, and because of inconsistency between the legislative principles of
arbitration proceedings and the legislative principles of placing of orders. Relations arising from
the placement of orders are characterized by a combination of the following specific features:
a contract is entered into in the public interest, by a special public entity (a State or municipal
entity or a State-owned enterprise) and its purpose is to meet State or municipal needs, and
such needs are financed through respective budgetary funds. Therefore, contracts executed in
accordance with the procedure provided for by the Law on Contracts Placing have a public
basis, pursue public interests and are intended to achieve a result required for public purposes
to satisfy public needs which is achieved by spending budget funds. The concentration of such
socially significant public elements in a single legal relation does not permit the recognition of
disputes arising from the contracts as disputes of a solely private nature between private entities
that can be resolved privately by arbitral tribunals." (Emphasis added.), Resolution No.
11535/13 of the Supreme Arbitrazh Court, 28 January 2014 (First Expert Report of Prof.
Asoskov, Exhibit RF-50, AVA14), pp. 3-4.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 193, 197.
Federal Law No. 102-FZ ''On Domestic Arbitral Tribunals in the Russian Federation'' of 24 July
2002.
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concluded under the Russian Public Procurement Law and the public
aspects of that same Russian Public Procurement Law.
(c) That the erroneous position taken by the Russian Federation on the basis of
the Public Procurement Case, namely that it entails a categorical rule that all
disputes under Russian law in which public powers are exercised are nonarbitrable, regardless of the nature or legal basis of the claim, is apparent
simply from the later Decision of the Supreme Court of the Russian
Federation of 11 July 2018 (the "Metro Line Case").584 The Metro Line Case
also concerned the enforcement of an arbitral award from a Russian
arbitration under the Law on Domestic Arbitral Tribunals in the Russian
Federation, which award was made between two contractors, one of which
was entirely under the control of the Municipality of Moscow.585 The Supreme
Court ruled in this case that, in the absence of an explicit prohibition by the
legislature on the arbitration of public procurement disputes, such disputes
are arbitrable.586 In that regard, see the Supreme Court:
"Thus, an analysis of the legal regulations existing in the period of the disputed
legal relations, as well as those currently in force, does not allow the conclusion
that the federal legislature as part of its powers, in establishing a balance
between public and private interests in relations on the procurement of goods by
certain types of legal entities, has provided a rule for the non arbitrability of
disputes arising from contracts entered into as a result of such procurement.
The judiciary has the right to establish a balance in relations in order to protect
public order where there is a corresponding public order element. Such an
element of public order of the Russian Federation as the non-arbitrality of
disputes arising from relations regulated by Federal Law No. 223 has not been
found, and no evidence of a violation of other elements of public order, such as
budgetary costs, has been presented by the Claimant in the case." 587 (Emphasis
added.).

283.

This approach and decision run counter to the assertions of Asoskov and the
Russian Federation about a categorical prohibition independent of the nature or
legal basis of the claim. The Supreme Court makes it clear that even the question

584

Decision No. A40-165680/2016 of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation, 11 July 2018
(Exhibit HVY-226), ("Metro Line Case").
Metro Line Case, Exhibit HVY-226, p. 7.
Although this concerned a different procurement law than the one at issue in the Public
Procurement Case, namely a case concerning the procurement by state-owned companies
under the Federal Law No. 223-FZ "On the Procurement of Goods, Work and Services by
Certain Types of Legal Entities", the Public Procurement Law does not differ from this in any
material respect. After all, public procurement tendering by state-owned companies also
involves public interests, as in the Public Procurement Case. The Metro Line Case confirms
once again that the Russian court assesses the arbitrability of a dispute on a case-by-case
basis, specifically assessing whether an applicable Russian federal rule confers exclusive
jurisdiction on the public courts or expressly excludes the arbitrability of the type of dispute
concerned. See Section 5.3.3 below. See also the most recent case law in which the Supreme
Court of the Russian Federation maintains the approach from the Metro Line Case, Decision
No. А40-48734/2018 of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation, 22 January 2019,
Exhibit HVY-227 and Decision No. A40-185774/2017 of the Supreme Court of the Russian
Federation, 21 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-228, pp. 6-7.
Metro Line Case, Exhibit HVY-226, p. 12.
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whether a specific (Russian law) dispute is not arbitrable under Russian law is
determined by whether there is a relevant law that determines that type of
dispute, not a generic and arbitrary assessment of the question of whether "public
powers" are exercised, as advocated by Asoskov and the Russian Federation.588
The Supreme Court notes in this respect that the constitutional principle of legal
certainty requires the legislature to lay down a prohibition or restriction on
arbitration unambiguously in the law.589
284.

It follows a fortiori from the ruling of the Supreme Court in the Metro Line Case
that there is no ground for the application of any restriction applying to Russian
arbitrations of disputes concerning Russian Public Procurement law under the
Law on Domestic Arbitral Tribunals in the Russian Federation, to the international
arbitration of investment disputes under international law.

285.

As HVY explained in their Statement of Appeal,590 international law disputes do
not fall under the distinction asserted by Asoskov between Russian public law
disputes and private law disputes. This distinction is of no relevance whatsoever
to the assessment of the arbitrability of international law disputes. International
law occupies its own position within the Russian legal system, which is separate
from and prevails over Russian domestic law, whether public or private in nature.
If the Russian Federation concludes a treaty, the rights and obligations arising
under that treaty are of an international law nature.591 In that regard, see Stephan:
"As I observed in my First Report, and Professor Asoskov does not dispute it,
Russian law treats international law as a separate legal system. Its rules, even
though they have effect in the Russian legal system, do not become rules of
Russian (public or private) law but retain their international law character.
Russian law regards an international law dispute as existing in the “international
legal order.” Such a dispute arises when a subject of international law violates
an obligation imposed under international law, in particular an international
treaty, and a person empowered by international law seeks recourse under

588
589

590
591

Metro Line Case, Exhibit HVY-226, p. 12.
Metro Line Case, Exhibit HVY-226, p. 12. Neither at the time of the conclusion of the ECT nor
at the time of the commencement of the Arbitrations did Russian law comprise any legal rule
that international investment disputes arising under treaties are not arbitrable. On the contrary,
the Foreign Investment Laws explicitly confirm that international investment disputes arising
under a treaty may be settled through international arbitration. See also Section 5.4 and
Statement of Appeal, Section 6.3.
Statement of Appeal, para. 558.
See also the finding of the Constitutional Court in the Customs Case (discussed in Section
4.2.1 (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-79, para. 2 ("At the same
time, since constitutionally provided recognition of international treaties to which the Russian
Federation is a party as a component part of its legal system, setting forth conditions for direct
application of the rules contained in such treaties in the territory of the Russian Federation does
not change the legal nature and meaning of international treaties as a source of international
law stipulating rights and obligations of states that are parties to such international treaties as
subjects of international communication, the standards of international treaties introduced by
the federal legislator cannot affect the rights and obligations of the Russian Federation as a
party to an international treaty in relations with other member states.") (Emphasis added.); see
further Statement of Appeal, para. 559-562.
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international law for that violation. The rules of international law, and not
domestic law, govern such a dispute."592

5.2.2

Asoskov acknowledges that international law disputes form a separate
"third" category

286.

In his report from 2014, Asoskov described the distinction that according to him
must be made under Russian law between domestic "public law" disputes and
"private law" disputes, concluding firmly that only "private law" disputes are
arbitrable.593 Asoskov revised his position once Stephan had explained in his
First Expert Report, with reference to Russian sources of law, that Asoskov had
failed to appreciate that international law is a separate legal system from Russian
public law and private law.594 He now acknowledges that international disputes
do form a category that is distinct from Russian public law and private law
disputes. See Asoskov on this point:
"From the perspective of Russian law and Russian courts, one can refer to an
additional (third) category of international disputes only with respect to disputes
between sovereign States, international governmental organizations or
equivalent persons (so-called nations struggling for self-determination, which
some Russian authors recognize as independent actors of international law).
Private persons (natural persons and legal entities) cannot act as parties to
disputes among sovereign equals."595 (Emphasis added.)

287.

Asoskov then tries to make the Court of Appeal believe that this category of
international disputes, which he did not mention before and which is still denied
by the Russian Federation,596 is limited to disputes between States,
intergovernmental organisations or equivalent persons.597 According to Asoskov,
a dispute involving private parties (i.e. also disputes about obligations under
international law involving private parties) always qualifies as either a public law
dispute or a private law dispute.598

288.

However, Asoskov cites no source of law whatsoever to support his argument.599

289.

As Stephan explains,600 Asoskov fails to appreciate (and his report does not
address) the situation in which international law – including international treaties

592

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 120. First Expert Report Prof.
Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, paras. 21, 166-169.
First Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-50, para. 17 ("A similar approach, pursuant to
which only disputes arising out of civil law relations can be recognized as arbitrable, has
remained unchanged until the present." (Emphasis added.)).
First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, paras. 165-182.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, para. 70. The Russian Federation has
apparently overlooked this change of position of Asoskov. In para. 204 of the Defence on
Appeal, the Russian Federation argues that investment disputes based on a treaty do not
constitute a separate category.
Defence on Appeal, para. 204.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, para. 70.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, para. 74.
Furthermore, Asoskov's remark that private individuals or entities "cannot be parties to disputes
between sovereign equals" is of no relevance whatsoever to the present case.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 98-118.
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concluded between States – grants rights to private parties that they can enforce
directly against States. HVY will explain this below.
(a) Firstly, there is no basis in Russian law for suggesting that an international
law dispute based on an international treaty between States suddenly turns
into a Russian public law or private law dispute if a private party is involved:601
"Russian law does not treat international law differently depending on the status
of a legal subject invoking it. There is simply no authority that supports such a
conclusion. Russian law does not contain any rules that change the nature of
international law, depending on how domestic law defines the legal subject, for
instance, as either a public body or a private citizen." 602
"This new argument has no basis in Russian law, and Professor Asoskov does
not provide a single legal authority confirming his position. Once Professor
Asoskov accepts that states can delegate to international organizations or
“equivalent persons” the capacity to enforce duties owed to states under
international law without changing the character of the dispute, he has given
away the game. Delegating to a third party the capacity to bring a claim before
an international tribunal based on a legal commitment given to another state
under international law does not alter the nature of the dispute. Neither
international nor Russian law distinguishes between delegations to entities
created under international law, such as international organizations, and
delegations to persons with legal attributes under domestic law, such as legal or
natural persons. No matter to whom international law assigns standing to seek
redress for claims created by international law, the assertion of a treaty-based
right before an international tribunal constitutes an international law dispute."603

(b) Secondly, Asoskov's argument fails to recognise that what private parties
invoke when an international treaty grants them directly enforceable rights
against a State are obligations agreed between sovereign States.
Consequently, the legal nature of a claim of an investor against a State under
an international treaty is the same as that of a claim of a State against
another State:604
"Professor Asoskov alleges—but does not substantiate or refer to any authority—
that disputes involving private entities must be excluded from the category of
international law disputes because private entities cannot engage in international
law relations with States on the basis of sovereign equality. He overlooks that
what private parties invoke, when they exercise the right under an international
treaty (such as the ECT) to enforce treaty obligations directly against a State, is
601

602
603
604

See also the finding of the Constitutional Court in the Customs Case (discussed in Section 4.2.1
above), concerning the provisional application of a treaty to a Russian private person
("Ushakov") (Expert Report of Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D4, Exhibit M-79, para. 2 ("At the
same time, since constitutionally provided recognition of international treaties to which the
Russian Federation is a party as a component part of its legal system, setting forth conditions
for direct application of the rules contained in such treaties in the territory of the Russian
Federation does not change the legal nature and meaning of international treaties as a source
of international law stipulating rights and obligations of states that are parties to such
international treaties as subjects of international communication, the standards of international
treaties introduced by the federal legislator cannot affect the rights and obligations of the
Russian Federation as a party to an international treaty in relations with other member states."
(Emphasis added.)); see further Statement of Appeal, paras. 559-562.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 113.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 106.
It should be noted that under international investment treaties States may invoke the same
rights of action as investors.
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a right that arises directly out of the commitments made by states to one another
on the basis of sovereign equality. Moreover, when States join treaties that confer
on private persons rights to investment protection, they do so precisely to allow
these persons to enforce these rights directly against a state on a procedurally
equal footing. The international law nature of a sovereign commitment, therefore,
does not change just because it is an investor rather than its home state who
brings the claim. The substantive rule that an investor invokes still originates from
treaty commitments that states have made to other states on the basis of
sovereign equality and, as such, lacks the element of subordination that
Professor Asoskov says is necessary for applying the private-public dichotomy
in domestic Russian law."605

5.2.3

The legal authorities relied upon by the Russian Federation and Asoskov
do not support their position that a distinction between public and private
law disputes is relevant for the assessment of the arbitrability of
international law disputes

290.

Having acknowledged that the distinction posited by him between Russian public
law and private law disputes does not apply to international law disputes,
Asoskov attempts to escape the consequences of this acknowledgment by
refuting a position which HVY never adopted, namely that any dispute in which a
fleeting reference is made to an international treaty would qualify as an
international law dispute.606

291.

That is incorrect. What HVY did argue was that a dispute has an international law
character if a private party directly sues a State under a treaty in order to redress
a violation by that State of its treaty law obligations under that treaty. For such
international law disputes, any distinction between disputes under Russian law
is not relevant.607 In that regard, see Stephan:
"[…] claims derived from treaties (such as investor-state claims), and not based
solely on Russian legislation, do not fit into the distinction between public and
private law that applies to purely domestic rights."608

292.

Asoskov’s thus in vain refers to a number of Russian rulings609 containing a
fleeting reference to an international treaty and which, according to Asoskov,
were regarded as disputes under public or private law.610 In support of his theory,
and thus simply because of their fleeting reference to an international treaty,

605

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 114.
Second Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-203, paras. 57, 60-61.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 555-569.
First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Chapter 3.1, para. 172.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 62-66. Resolution No. KGA40/12036-09 of the Federal Arbitrazh Court, 26 November 2009 (AVA92); Resolution No. A4047723/09-84-216 of the Arbitrazh Court of Appeal, 7 September 2009 (AVA91); Resolution No.
A52-5278/2008 of the Federal Arbitrazh Court, 10 August 2009 (AVA90); Resolution No. A537504/2008-C4-10 of the Federal Arbitrazh Court, 18 March 2009 (AVA89); Decision No. 301ES17-2749 of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation, 14 April 2017 (AVA98); and
Decision No. 305-KG17-13231 of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation, 29 September
2017 (AVA99). Also see Defence on Appeal, para. 204.
Asoskov does not base the categorisation of these disputes as private law or public law on an
opinion of the judges concerned. He bases his categorisation on whether the dispute was dealt
with in civil proceedings or in administrative proceedings.
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Asoskov tries to compare these rulings with international law disputes. In doing
so, Asoskov is trying to refute a position never taken by HVY, namely that any
case in which an fleeting reference is made to an international treaty would not
qualify as a Russian law dispute.
293.

As Stephan explains, all the rulings relied on by Asoskov in support of his
incorrect interpretation of what constitutes a dispute under international law are
fully irrelevant. After all, none of these rulings concerned disputes about
obligations under international law where the claim was based on an international
treaty (the rights of action were based on, and the legal relationships were
governed by, Russian law, with the reference to international law being no more
than secondary) and none of these rulings concerned the arbitrability of
international law disputes. In this regard, see Stephan:
"[…] without exception, the cases cited by Professor Asoskov, even if read as
forcefully as possible in his favor, only prove an irrelevant and inconsequential
point. They represent instances where questions of international law arise in the
context of a dispute governed by domestic law. International law was only
tangentially relevant in these Russian domestic cases and was not the basis for
the claims in dispute. None involved arbitration. As a result, these cases do not
and cannot provide any answer as to arbitrability of investor-state treaty claims
in general or HVY’s claims in particular. Indeed, Professor Asoskov cites these
cases only because they contain references to international treaties, not because
they provide any authority on the issues of arbitrability."611

294.

Nor is there any basis for the Russian Federation's argument that Russian law
treats investment disputes under an international treaty in accordance with the
same rules as those applicable to disputes under Russian domestic law.612 HVY
will explain this below:
(a) The Russian Federation refers in support of its position to Resolution No.
A71-1804/2011 of the Seventeenth Arbitrazh Court of Appeal of 29
December 2012 (the "Bankruptcy Case").613 However, the Bankruptcy Case
comprises nothing more than that Russian bankruptcy law, including the time
limits contained therein, applies to foreign companies wishing to bring an
action before a Russian court to recover their debts from a bankrupt Russian
company. In this case, the Austrian Erste Group Bank AG filed its debt claim
against a bankrupt Russian paper mill after the expiry of the deadline set for
this purpose in the Russian Bankruptcy Act. The Seventeenth Arbitrazh
Court of Appeal upheld the lower court's ruling that foreign creditors, like

611
612

613

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, para. 122.
Defence on Appeal, para. 204. The same applies to Asoskov's reference to Resolution No. А4129131/10 of the Supreme Arbitrazh Court, 3 April 2012, First Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov,
Exhibit RF-50, AVA17, see Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, para. 54. This
case concerns only disputes under Russian domestic law.
Defence on Appeal, para. 204. Resolution No. A71-1804/2011 of the Seventeenth Arbitrazh
Court of Appeal of 29 December 2012, Exhibit RF-271. HVY submit with this Deed an English
translation of Resolution No. A71-1804/2011 of the Seventeenth Arbitrazh Court of Appeal, 29
December 2012, Exhibit HVY-229.
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Russian creditors, are bound by the time limits in the Russian Bankruptcy
Act for filing debt claims in respect of bankruptcies settled under Russian
law.614 The opinion in this ruling is not very surprising and completely
irrelevant to the present case. After all, the Bankruptcy Case is not about the
rights that a foreign company can invoke on the basis of an international
treaty, nor about the question whether a foreign company can settle a dispute
with the Russian Federation under that international treaty by means of
international arbitration.
(b) Asoskov also refers (again) to the thesis of Dr Doronina from 1996.615 As
Stephan explains, Doronina only discusses how investments are regulated
in the Russian Federation under domestic public law and private law.
However, Doronina does not address the questions of (i) how international
law regulates foreign investments and (ii) whether disputes between a
foreign investor and the Russian Federation arising under an international
treaty can be resolved by international arbitration. In this regard, see
Stephan:
"Professor Asoskov asserts that the “legal regulation of foreign investments is
based on the classical division into public law (administrative law) and private
law (civil law).” Yet the evidence he presents shows only that this “classical
division” is relevant to domestic legal regulation. He fails to present a single item
indicating that this division is relevant to international law, much less to the
specific question of the arbitrability of disputes arising from the international legal
regulation of foreign investment. Thus he cites to part of [Doronina's] dissertation
that discusses Russian domestic legal regulation of investments in Russia, but
not treaty regulation."616

(c) Finally, Asoskov617 relies on a commentary by Komarov, according to which
foreign trade disputes that are public in nature (such as disputes with the
customs authority with respect to the payment of customs duties) cannot be
settled by arbitration.618

614

615

616
617
618

In the Bankruptcy Case, the Seventeenth Arbitrazh Court of Appeal ruled as follows: "Thus, the
norms of Russian legislation on bankruptcy apply in respect of the legal relations between the
Bank, which is a legal entity established in Austria, and Bummash, in connection with the
bankruptcy of the latter. The fact that the Bank is a foreign legal entity does not affect the
contents of such legal relations and does not require insuring the interests of the Bank in a
different legal regime than that of other bankruptcy creditors. The Bank entering into a legal
relationship with a Russian legal entity to gain economic benefits for itself and assumed all risks
associated with the need to align its activities with legislation of the Russian Federation,
including being guided by Russian bankruptcy legislation in the event of the insolvency of its
Russian counterparty." see English translation of Resolution No. А71-1804/2011 of the
Seventeenth Arbitrazh Court of Appeal, 29 December 2012, Exhibit HVY-229, p. 3.
N.G. Doronina, Legal Regulation of Foreign Investments (Articulation of Problems and Alternate
Solutions), thesis for a Doctor of Law Degree, 1996, pp. 63-64 (Third Expert Report of Prof.
Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, AVA-66).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 126.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, para. 29.
A.S. Komarov, S.N. Lebedev, V.A. Musin (eds.), Commentary on the Law of the Russian
Federation "On International Commercial Arbitration": an article-by-article, scientific practical
commentary (St. Petersburg, 2007), pp. 26-27 (Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit
RF-D5, AVA-86).
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However, Komarov's commentary does not discuss international law, but
only disputes under Russian law that are governed by the 1993 International
Commercial Arbitration Law ("1993 International Commercial Arbitration
Law").619 As HVY have already explained above, HVY's view that the
distinction between private and public law disputes is irrelevant in this case
is not based on the fact that these disputes are "in any way connected with
international trade or investment".620 The basis for HVY's position is that the
dispute between them and the Russian Federation is based on international
law.621
In other words: these disputes concern claims asserted under an
international treaty (in this case, the multilateral investment treaty; the ECT),
for breach of international legal obligations assumed by a State pursuant to
that treaty, as opposed to claims asserted under Russian law. Such
international law disputes do not fall under any private-public distinction that
applies to disputes under domestic law.622 In this regard, see Stephan:
"[Professor Asoskov] cites to cases where Russian domestic law incorporates by
reference rules found in international treaties and applies them to domestic
disputes of a public law character.187 Throughout, he confuses domestic law
disputes that have international law elements, which may be characterized as
public or private depending on their domestic legal character, with disputes
governed fully by international law, including the provision of recourse and
remedy, as in this case.
_____________________________
187
Thus Professor Asoskov cites an academic commentary as authority for the
uncontested claim that Russian law does not provide a mechanism for settlement
of domestic trade law disputes, such as customs payments, by arbitration. 2017
Asoskov Report, ¶ 29 (citing Commentary on the Law of the Russian Federation
“On International Commercial Arbitration” (A.S. Komarov, S.N. Lebedev, V.A.
Musin, eds., St. Petersburg, 2007, at pp. 26-27 (AVA86))"623

5.3

Asoskov’s argument that only private law disputes are arbitrable under
Russian law is incorrect

295.

Asoskov states that there is a general rule of Russian law that only private law
disputes (private law within the meaning of Russian law) are arbitrable.624 This
argument is not only irrelevant in these proceedings, but also incorrect. As HVY
already explained in the Statement of Appeal,625 the Russian Federation is using
this reasoning as a smokescreen. Whether disputes about Russian 'public law'

619

HVY notes that Article 1 of the Russian International Commercial Arbitration Law was amended
in 2015. The Russian Federation and Asoskov refer to the version of the Russian Commercial
Arbitration Law that predates the 2015 legislative amendment. See also First Expert Report
Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, footnote 150.
Defence on Appeal, para. 203.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 114.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 119-121.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 126.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, para. 45. Also see Defence on Appeal,
para. 195.
Statement of Appeal, para. 549.

620
621
622
623
624
625
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are arbitrable is irrelevant for answering the question whether Article 26 ECT is
inconsistent with Russian law. HVY will explain this below.
5.3.1

The 1993 International Commercial Arbitration Law does not entail that
arbitration limited to private law disputes

296.

Asoskov relies on the 1993 International Commercial Arbitration Law to support
the difference between private and public law disputes.626 However, he fails to
appreciate the fact that the 1993 Russian International Commercial Arbitration
Law cannot (and does not) apply to a dispute such as the present one by virtue
of its own conditions for application. The 1993 International Commercial
Arbitration Law applies – with the exception of a couple of cases that are not
relevant here627 – only to commercial arbitrations with a place of arbitration in the
Russian Federation. However, that is not the case as regards the Arbitrations.628
Asoskov is therefore right not to state that the 1993 International Commercial
Arbitration Law applied to the Arbitrations between HVY and the Russian
Federation.

297.

Even if the 1993 International Commercial Arbitration Law were of any relevance,
that would not imply that arbitration would be limited to so-called "private law"
disputes. On the contrary:
(a) First, Article 1(5) of the 1993 International Commercial Arbitration Law
explicitly states that if an international treaty of the Russian Federation
contains provisions at variance with the rules of Russian arbitration law, the
rules of that international treaty prevail:
"If an international treaty of the Russian Federation establishes rules other than
those which are contained in the Russian legislation relating to arbitration (thirdparty tribunal), the rules of the international treaty shall be applied."629

626
627

628
629

Defence on Appeal, paras. 202-203.
The field of application of the 1993 International Commercial Arbitration Law is limited in Article
1(1) to arbitral proceedings with a place of arbitration in the Russian Federation ("The present
Law applies to international commercial arbitration if the place of arbitration is in the territory of
the Russian Federation."). The second sentence of Article 1(1) makes it clear that four of the
legal provisions (Articles 8, 9, 35 and 36) also apply in arbitration proceedings with a place of
arbitration outside the Russian Federation ("However, the provisions of Articles 8, 9, 35, and
36 apply also if the place of arbitration is abroad"). These four provisions concern the role of
the Russian public courts prior to and during arbitral proceedings (Article 8 provides that the
Russian court has no jurisdiction if there is a valid arbitration agreement, Article 9 provides that
parties to an arbitration agreement may apply to the Russian Preliminary Relief Judge before
or during arbitral proceedings), as well as the role of the Russian public courts in the recognition
and enforcement of arbitral awards (Articles 35 and 36). None of these cases apply here.
First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, para 175.
Law of the Russian Federation No. 5339-I of July 1993 "On International Commercial
Arbitration" (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-85). See also First
Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, para. 175.
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(b) Secondly, Asoskov630 describes the meaning of Article 1(2) of the 1993
International Commercial Arbitration Law incorrectly. As is clear on its face,
Article 1(2) of the 1993 Commercial Arbitration Law enumerates two types of
disputes which may be submitted to international commercial arbitration.
Disputes arising in the context of contractual or other civil law relationships
are only one of these two types:
"[…] the following may be referred to international commercial arbitration:
[1] - disputes resulting from contractual and other civil law relationships arising
in the course of foreign trade and other forms of international economic relations,
provided that the place of business of at least one of the parties is situated
abroad; as well as
[2] - disputes arising between enterprises with foreign investment, international
associations and organizations established in the territory of the Russian
Federation; disputes between the participants of such entities; as well as
disputes between such entities and other subjects of the Russian Federation
law."631 (emphasis and additions added by attorneys)

This alone shows that the scope of the 1993 International Commercial
Arbitration Law is not limited to private law disputes. In that regard, see
Stephan:632
"In his 2017 Report, unlike his 2014 Report, Professor Asoskov acknowledges
that these laws contain carve-outs for treaty-based arbitration. However, he
maintains that these carve-out provisions do not undermine his argument about
the limitation of arbitration to private law matters. In order to support this
contention, Professor Asoskov misrepresents the content of Article 1(2) of the
1993 ICA Law. The two sub-points contained in this provision refer to separate
forms of disputes. From a plain reading of the provision it becomes apparent that
the second sub-point is not limited to private law disputes." 633

(c) Finally, Asoskov's position634 is not supported by Komarov's commentary. As
Stephan explains, Komarov only comments on the first type of dispute
enumerated in Article 1(2) of the 1993 Russian International Commercial
Arbitration Law (namely disputes arising from contractual and other civil law
relationships). In that regard, see Stephan:
"The commentary that Professor Asoskov cites in support of his contention [by
Komarov] refers exclusively to the private law limitation under the first sub-point
of Article 1(2) of the 1993 ICA Law." 635

630
631
632
633
634
635

Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, para. 29. Also see Defence on Appeal,
para. 203.
Law of the Russian Federation No. 5339-I of July 1993 "On International Commercial
Arbitration" (First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-85).
See also First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, para 174.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 133. Third Expert Report of Prof.
Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, para. 29.
See para. 294(c) above.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 133.
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5.3.2

The Arbitrazh Procedure Code and the Russian Civil Procedure Code
demonstrate that claims arising under an international treaty can be
submitted to arbitration

298.

Similarly, neither the Arbitrazh Procedure Code nor the Russian Civil Procedure
Code support the contention of Asoskov that only private-law disputes can be
arbitrated.636

299.

As Stephan explains, the Arbitrazh Procedure Code and the Russian Civil
Procedure Code recognise the distinct character of international treaty rules
within the Russian legal system.637 Article 25 of the Russian Civil Procedure Code
as in force in 1994 provides:
"Courts shall also review cases with foreign citizens, stateless persons, foreign
enterprises, and organizations participating in them, provided that no alternative
is stated in interstate agreements, international agreements, or agreements
between the parties."638

Article 1(2) of the Russian Civil Procedure Code from 2002:
"If an international treaty of the Russian Federation has established the rules for
the civil court procedure different from those stipulated by the law, the rules of
the international treaty shall be applied."639

Article 3(3) of the 1995 Arbitrazh Procedure Code:
"If the rules of the court proceedings, established by an international treaty of the
Russian Federation, differ from those stipulated by the legislation of the Russian
Federation, the rules of the international treaty shall be applied."640

300.

This means that the Arbitrazh Procedure Code and the Russian Civil Procedure
Code expressly provide that claims under an international treaty are arbitrable,
regardless of any restrictions under Russian law on the arbitrability of domestic
'public law' disputes.641

301.

Asoskov himself nota bene acknowledges that the 1993 International
Commercial Arbitration Law, the Arbitrazh Procedure Code and the Russian Civil
Procedure Code recognise the distinct nature of dispute settlement on the basis
of an international treaty. In that regard, see Asoskov:

636

Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 24-25, 48, 108. Also
on Appeal, para. 195.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 128-133.
Civil Procedure Code of the Russian Federation in force in 1994 (First Expert
Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-87).
Civil Procedure Code of the Russian Federation in force in 2002 (First Expert
Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-89).
Arbitrazh Procedure Code of the Russian Federation from 1995 (First Expert
Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, Exhibit S-90).
First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, paras. 177-179.

637
638
639
640
641

see Defence
Report Prof.
Report Prof.
Report Prof.
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"There are indeed provisions [...] that recognize the possibility of dispute
resolution in accordance with other procedural rules established under the
international treaties of the Russian Federation."642

302.

However, Asoskov erroneously claims that the ECT cannot be considered an
"international treaty of the Russian Federation" as referred to in the 1993
Constitution, because the ECT was applied provisionally and had not been
ratified.643 As explained in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.3 above, provisionally applied
treaties, in accordance with Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution and case law
of the Constitutional Court, are in fact "international treaties of the Russian
Federation".

5.3.3

In any event, there is no all-encompassing prohibition of arbitration of
public law disputes in Russian law

303.

According to Asoskov, Russian law contains a general, all-encompassing
prohibition of arbitration of "public law" disputes. Any federal laws or ratified
treaties of the Russian Federation that provide for or permit disputes that
Asoskov describes as concerning "public law" to be submitted to arbitration would
constitute an exception to that general prohibition.644

304.

However, Asoskov has not mentioned one source of law that supports his
incorrect and illogical view of Russian law. Instead of the undetermined allencompassing principle alleged by Asoskov, the arbitrability of Russian law
disputes is determined on the basis of specific rules of law - contained in the
prevalent federal laws - which prescribe the exclusive competence of the public
courts or provide the framework for the arbitrability of a certain type of dispute.645

305.

This is also shown unequivocally by the sources of law that Asoskov invokes.
Incidentally, these sources of law all relate to Russian domestic disputes under
Russian law and do not pertain to international law disputes under a treaty.

306.

Askoskov646 first refers to Resolution 10-P of the Constitutional Court of 26 May
2011 (the "Bank of Kazan Case").647 The Bank of Kazan Case concerned the
enforcement of an arbitral award made under the Russian Domestic Arbitration
Act and specific provisions of the Russian Code of Civil Procedure and the Law
on State Registration of Real Estate and Transactions under which it is possible
to settle certain private law disputes concerning real estate through domestic
arbitration.648 The Presidium of the Higher Arbitrazh Court had referred the case

642

Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, para. 30.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 30, 36, 42-44, 113-114, 142.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 9, 21, 50, 55, 76, 142.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 140-148.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 45, 115.
Resolution No. 10-P of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation of 26 May 2011 (First
Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-50, AVA1).
Federal Law No. 102-FZ ''On Arbitral Tribunals in the Russian Federation'' of 24 July 2002.

643
644
645
646
647
648
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to the Constitutional Court because, according to the Presidium, the laws did not
make clear which private law disputes could be submitted to arbitration in
connection with the public-law registration of transactions relating to real estate.
According to the Presidium, this lack of clarity was unconstitutional. The
Constitutional Court rejected this argument. According to the Constitutional
Court, the statutory provisions clearly allowed private law disputes about real
estate to be settled by arbitration and the public law requirements for registration
of real estate did not change the nature of this legal relationship. 649
307.

It is evidently incorrect that an all-encompassing prohibition of arbitration of
"public law" disputes, which would also apply to international law disputes, would
follow from this case:650
(a) Firstly, the Bank of Kazan Case only relates to Russian domestic arbitration
under Russian law and the rules applicable thereto. The Constitutional Court
explicitly ruled that international arbitration under the International
Commercial Arbitration Law (which, as explained,651 relates to international
arbitrations that have their seat in the Russian Federation) fell outside the
scope of the proceedings.652 International arbitration under a treaty, such as
in the current dispute, was not addressed at all. Thus, the Constitutional
Court has not given a ruling on international arbitration under an international
treaty. For this reason alone, Asoskov's invocation of the Bank of Kazan
Case lacks any basis. In that regard, see Stephan:
"Resolution No. 10-P involved a question of the (non-)arbitrability of a specific
class of disputes arising under domestic Russian laws. The Constitutional Court
did not have to address, and did not address, disputes arising under international
law."653

(b) Secondly, the Bank of Kazan Case in fact emphasises that there can be no
generic and unwritten all-encompassing prohibition of arbitrability, which is
649
650
651
652

653

Resolution No. 10-P of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation of 26 May 2011 (First
Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-50, AVA1), para. 4.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 141-147.
See para. 296 above.
The Bank of Kazan Case Resolution No. 10-P of the Constitutional Court of the Russian
Federation of 26 May 2011 (First Expert Report Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-50, AVA1), p. 3 ("In
cases where supervisory proceedings were suspended by the Presidium of the Supreme
Arbitration Court of the Russian Federation in connection with a request to the Constitutional
Court of the Russian Federation, the subject matter of the dispute is the requirement of the
mortgagee to issue enforcement orders for the mandatory enforcement of the Arbitral Awards
of the arbitral tribunal to recover debt under the credit agreements and to enforce the recovery
of the real estate which was mortgaged under the mortgage agreements. In these cases, where
both the debtors and the mortgagor are called as parties, the rules determining the competency
of international commercial arbitration are not to be applied, and consequently, a check of the
constitutionality of the Law of the Russian Federation "On International Commercial Arbitration"
would in this case actually signify a check under the proceedings of abstract control of norms
on the basis of Article 125 (part 2) of the Constitution of the Russian Federation. Accordingly,
by force of clause 2 of the first part of Article 43 and Article 68 of the Federal Constitutional Law
"On the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation", proceedings in this case are to be
terminated.").
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 147.
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separate from legislation governing a certain (type of) dispute, as Asoskov
argues. The Constitutional Court bases its judgment precisely on the fact that
the applicable Russian federal legislation 'specifies' the required private law
nature of disputes about real estate. In that regard, see Stephan:
"[The Constitutional Court] concluded that the challenged provisions were not
unclear. They provided for the possibility to refer to arbitration “disputes arising
out of civil law relations, including relations concerning immovable property” and
the public law requirements for “State registration of transfer of title to such
property does not per se change the nature of the relations” that determine
whether or not a dispute may be submitted to arbitration. It ruled that “within the
current regulatory framework” the challenged legislation presented: "no
uncertainties as regards possible referral to arbitration of disputes arising out of
civil law relations […]"".654

308.

The Public Procurement Case likewise does not support the position of the
Russian Federation and Professor Asoskov. After all, as has been explained, the
Public Procurement Case only deals with the arbitrability of disputes between
Russian parties on the basis of Russian law.655 Moreover, in the Public
Procurement Case the Supreme Arbitrazh Court based the non-arbitrability of the
dispute on the specific rules of the Public Procurement Act.656

309.

Lastly, Asoskov refers to an article of Mr Khvalei.657 However, Khvalei offers no
more than a description of a number of specific Russian statutory provisions,
from which it follows that certain specified disputes, such as disputes with
Russian state bodies under Russian national laws on taxation, bankruptcy and
the creation and liquidation of legal entities, are non-arbitrable.658 However,
Khvalei does not assert that these specific Russian rules of law may in any way

654
655
656

657

658

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 143.
See para. 280 et seq. above.
Public Procurement Case (Resolution No. 11535/13 of the Supreme Arbitrazh Court of 28
January 2014, Exhibit RF-270. An English translation of this Resolution has been annexed to
the First Expert Report of Asoskov, Exhibit RF-50 (AVA14)), p. 4 ("Given the specifics of the
relations connected with placing orders and making contracts, the legislator ensured that they
are governed by a special Law on Placing of Orders, whose rules are special law as compared
to the general provisions of civil laws. The set of rules of the Law evidences that it is a complex
legislative act, which contains rules of both public and private law. The Law on Placing of Orders
does not mention arbitral tribunals and the term “court” used therein cannot be considered a
collective term covering arbitral tribunals or as a term that has different meaning in certain
provisions of the said Law.").
V. Khvalei, 'Constitutional Grounds for Arbitration and Arbitrability of Disputes in Russia and
other CIS countries', Journal of European Law 2014, pp. 153-177, Exhibit RF-269, pp. 165, 168,
169, 176. Defence on Appeal, para. 196 ("[D]isputes with the tax authorities concerning
payment of taxes are not arbitrable under Russian law, as they arise out of administrative
relations. [...] In principle, disputes between shareholders of a company and state authorities in
connection with the establishment, restructuring and liquidation of legal entities are of a publiclaw character, and therefore not arbitrable. [...] The RF Law 'On Insolvency (Bankruptcy)' states
that bankruptcy cases are reviewed by state arbitrazh courts and may not be referred to
arbitration. [...] [A]fter the court declares a debtor bankrupt and opens bankruptcy proceedings,
all claims of creditors relating to monetary obligations may be made only in the framework of
bankruptcy proceedings [...] the bankruptcy receiver is also not entitled to submit disputes under
transactions which he or she signs during liquidation of the company to arbitration.").
V. Khvalei, 'Constitutional Grounds for Arbitration and Arbitrability of Disputes in Russia and
other CIS countries', Journal of European Law 2014, pp. 153-177, Exhibit RF-269, pp. 165-175.
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be relevant to the arbitrability (or any other subject at issue in the present dispute)
of international investment disputes under a treaty.
5.4

Russian law expressly recognises
investment disputes are arbitrable

5.4.1

The Foreign Investment Laws entail that international investment disputes
under a treaty are arbitrable

310.

To support their argument that international investment disputes under a treaty
which "relate to the exercise of public law powers"659 are non-arbitrable because
of this, the Russian Federation and Asoskov base themselves on an incorrect
interpretation of the Foreign Investment Laws. They wrongly assert that the
Foreign Investment Laws do not provide that international investment disputes
under a treaty are arbitrable.660

311.

As HVY explained in Section 5.2.1 above, the present dispute is not a domestic
Russian-law dispute, but an international law dispute. Any limitations to the
arbitrability of "public law" disputes under Russian law shall not apply to this case
of an international law dispute. In any event, the Foreign Investment Laws
expressly confirm that international investment disputes under a treaty are
arbitrable under Russian law.

312.

The text of the 1991 Foreign Investment Law – which was in force when the
Russian Federation signed the ECT – is crystal clear:661

659

Defence on Appeal, para. 207.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 77-112. Also see Defence on
Appeal, para. 207.
HVY note that in its Defence on Appeal (para. 233(a)), the Russian Federation makes a curious
and misleading argument about the translation of the words "in effect" ("действующий") in the
certified translation submitted by HVY with the Statement of Appeal (Exhibit HVY-134). HVY
have filed with their Statement of Appeal certified translations of statutory provisions in order to
provide the Court with a correct translation of relevant Russian statutory provisions, and based
upon experience with attempts by the Russian Federation to create or make use of ambiguities
in translations, in order to confuse and mislead. The Russian Federation's argument in para.
233(a) of the Defence on Appeal is a good example of this. The Russian Federation asserts
that HVY, with the certified translation submitted with their Statement of Appeal, is "trying to
escape the clear text of Article 9 of the 1991 [Foreign Investment Law]" but does not assert that
the certified translation is incorrect or unclear at any point. The Russian Federation is unable
to make such an assertion. Marochkin and Asoskov use the same translation of Article 9 of the
1991 Foreign Investment Law which also speaks of "in effect" (Expert Report of Marochkin,
Exhibit RF-D6, para. 19, Second Expert Report of Asoskov, Exhibit RF-203, para. 102).
Incidentally, in its translation of the Customs Case (Exhibit RF-49, para. 4.1) the Russian
Federation uses the same translation of the Russian word ""действует" (which is the verb form
of "действущий") to "in effect", where the Constitutional Court finds: “[T]he Agreement “On the
Procedure for Carrying of Goods for Personal Use by Individuals Across the Customs Border
of the Customs Union and Performance of Customs Transactions Related to Their Release”,
which was applied with respect to the applicant in this case, is still in effect [«действует»] in
the Russian Federation though it has not been published officially as a provisionally applied
international treaty". (Emphasis added.). It will be clear that it is the Russian Federation that is
trying to escape the clear (and, from its point of view, unwelcome) wording of Article 9 of the
1991 Foreign Investment Law.

660
661

that

international,

treaty-based
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(a) As Stephan explains,662 Article 9 of the 1991 Foreign Investment Law
provides that international investment disputes arising under a treaty may be
settled through international arbitration if the relevant treaty so provides.
Article 9 of the 1991 Foreign Investment Law does not restrict the arbitrability
of "public law" disputes:
"Investment disputes, including disputes on matters of the size, terms, or manner
of payment of compensation shall be decided in the Supreme Court of the
RSFSR or in the High Arbitrazh Court of the RSFSR, unless another manner has
been provided by an international treaty in effect on the territory of the RSFSR.
Disputes of foreign investors and of enterprises with foreign investments with
state bodies of the RSFSR, enterprises, societal organizations and other legal
persons of the RSFSR, disputes between investors and enterprises with foreign
investments on matters connected with their commercial activity and also
disputes between participants in an enterprise with foreign investment and such
enterprise itself are subject to consideration in the courts of the RSFSR or, upon
agreement of the parties, in an arbitration tribunal, and in cases provided by
legislation, in bodies for the consideration of commercial disputes.
An international agreement in effect on the territory of the RSFSR may envisage
the use of international means for settling disputes arising in connection with
making foreign investments on the territory of the RSFSR." 663

(b) Contrary to what Asoskov asserts,664 Article 7 of the 1991 Foreign Investment
Law665 does not provide that Russian public courts have exclusive jurisdiction
to rule on expropriation disputes. This article only provides that an appeal
can be lodged with the Russian public courts against an expropriation
decision of a Russian state body. This is not in dispute and in no way
precludes the arbitrability of an international investment dispute between an
investor and the Russian Federation.666 In that regard, see Stephan:
"A review of the 1991 Law shows that Article 7(3) has nothing to do with this
dispute, and in particular does not impose an obstacle to its international
arbitration. One cannot understand the meaning of the third paragraph of that
Article without considering the language of the second. It provides: “Decisions
on nationalization are made by the Supreme Council of the RSFSR. Decisions
on requisition and confiscation are made under the procedure prescribed by the
legislation in effect in the territory of the RSFSR.” Once one reads these two
paragraphs in tandem, it becomes clear that the right of access specified in the

662
663
664
665

666

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 150-151.
English translation of Federal Law on Foreign Investment of 4 July 1991 (1991 Foreign
Investment Law) (Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-123).
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 82-86. Also see Defence on
Appeal, para. 213.
English translation of Federal Law on Foreign Investment of 4 July 1991 (1991 Foreign
Investment Law) (Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-123
("Decisions on nationalization are made by the Supreme Council of the RSFSR. Decisions on
requisition and confiscation are made under the procedure prescribed by the legislation in effect
in the territory of the RSFSR. Decisions of state bodies to confiscate foreign investments may
be appealed the courts of the RSFSR. Foreign investors shall be entitled to indemnification for
losses, including lost profit resulting from the implementation of instructions issued by public
authorities of the RSFSR of their officials in contravention of laws in effect in the RSFSR, or
resulting from improper discharge by such authorities or their officials of their duties with respect
to the foreign investor or a business with foreign investments." (Emphasis added.)).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 179-182.
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third paragraph is limited to legal challenges to decisions described in the second
paragraph. Article 7(3) of the 1991 Law is strictly limited to expropriation
(nationalization) decisions taken by specific state bodies."667

313.

The 1991 Fundamentals of Legislation on Foreign Investments in the USSR (the
"USSR Fundamentals") do not, contrary to what Asoskov argues, provide a
basis for a different interpretation of the 1991 Investment Law:
(a) As explained in the Statement of Appeal668 the USSR Fundamentals never
applied to the Russian Federation. The USSR Fundamentals contained only
recommendations and left it to the Soviet republics to adopt their own
investment laws and determine their content according to their own policies.
In addition, the USSR Fundamentals were issued by the USSR long after the
Russian Federation declared its independence and the USSR itself was
dissolved only months after the USSR Fundamentals Act were issued. In that
regard, see Stephan:
"Professor Asoskov in his 2017 Report continues to claim that the U.S.S.R.
Fundamentals of Legislation on Foreign Investment in the U.S.S.R. (U.S.S.R.
Fundamentals) limited the scope of the R.S.F.S.R.’s 1991 Law on Foreign
Investment. He ignores two fundamental points. First, the U.S.S.R.
Fundamentals did not impose rules that applied at any time in the Russian
Federation. The U.S.S.R. Fundamentals left it to the Union Republics, such as
the Russian Federation, to enact their own investment laws and tailor them to
their own investment policies. Second, the Russian Federation—and other Union
Republics—were in the midst of severing their ties with the U.S.S.R. Indeed,
Russia (then still the “Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic” or
R.S.F.S.R.) declared sovereignty (including as to its economic policies) long
before the U.S.S.R. Fundamentals were adopted. The U.S.S.R. itself came to an
end just a few months after the 1991 Law was enacted. Accordingly, the Russian
Federation was not bound in any way by the contents of the U.S.S.R.
Fundamentals and was free to determine the contents of the 1991 Law. More
importantly, the Russian Federation was free to define the permissibility of treatybased resolution of investment disputes in Article 9 of the 1991 Law on its own
terms, which the Russian Federation did. 669

(b) Therefore, as Stephan explains, the Russian Federation was free to
determine the content of the 1991 Foreign Investment Law and there is no
basis for Asoskov's attempt to carry over an alleged restriction in the USSR
Fundamentals to the 1991 Investment Law. Where the 1991 Foreign
Investment Law does not contain an alleged restriction from the USSR
Fundamentals, this simply means that the Russian legislator (independent of
the USSR) has not imposed this restriction. In that regard, see Stephan:
"Even within the context of Soviet law, Professor Asoskov ignores essential facts.
The reference to “civil law” that he seeks to transplant from the second paragraph
of Article 43 of the U.S.S.R. Fundamentals into Article 9 of the 1991 Foreign
Investment Law is simply not present in the latter provision, and that omission
was a choice of the Russian sovereign legislature. Therefore, Professor Asoskov

667
668
669

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 180.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 689-690.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 165.
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does not dispute that the wording of Article 9 of the 1991 Law departs from the
USSR Fundamentals."670

(c) Finally, and superfluously, Article 43 (first paragraph) of the USSR
Fundamentals also allowed an international investment dispute between an
investor and a State arising under a treaty to be submitted to arbitration,
without limitation to "private law" disputes.671 There is therefore no such
restriction even in the USSR Fundamentals. In that regard, see Stephan:
"In any case, the first paragraph of both Article 9 of the 1991 Foreign Investment
Law and Article 43 of the U.S.S.R. Fundamentals categorically permit the
agreement through a treaty to the arbitration of international investment disputes,
without any limitation or reference to “civil law” disputes.
Professor Asoskov’s attempt to read a “civil law” limitation into Article 9 of the
1991 Law, which contains no such language, thus gains no support from the 1991
U.S.S.R. Fundamentals."672

314.

In Article 10 of the 1999 Foreign Investment Law, the Russian Parliament
reconfirmed that international investment disputes under a treaty may be settled
through international arbitration if the relevant treaty so provides. Article 10 of
the 1999 Foreign Investment Law states:
"A dispute of a foreign investor arising in connection with its investments and
business activity conducted in the territory of the Russian Federation shall be
resolved in accordance with international treaties of the Russian Federation and
federal laws in courts, arbitrazh courts or through international arbitration (arbitral
tribunal)." 673

315.

In that regard, see Stephan:
"As I documented in my First Report, Russian law, far from forbidding arbitration
of investment disputes arising under a treaty, expressly authorizes this practice.
I reviewed Article 9 of the 1991 Law and Article 10 of the 1999 Law, each of
which endorses the use of “international means” (the 1991 Law) or “international
arbitration” (the 1999 Law) to resolve disputes involving foreign investment.
These provisions, I concluded, show that Russian law regards treaty-based
investment disputes as arbitrable. […]
By their express terms, these Laws acknowledge the validity of the settlement of
international investment disputes through arbitration and do not limit their
application to a particular sub-class of investment disputes. Professor Asoskov
fails to provide any evidence to support the notion that provisions in federal
legislation expressly endorsing treaty-based arbitration of investment disputes
were meant under Russian law to be hollow and inconsequential."674

316.

Also fundamentally incorrect is the (new) argument by Asoskov and Marochkin
that arbitration of international investment disputes on the basis of the Foreign

670

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 167.
First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, paras. 200-203.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 168-169.
English translation of Federal Law on Foreign Investment of 9 July 1999 (1999 Foreign
Investment Law) (Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-124). See
also Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 162.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 150.
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Investment Laws would only be allowed under a ratified treaty.675 Again, this
alleged restriction is not supported by the content of the Foreign Investment Laws
or by any other source of law.676 Moreover, as set out in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.3,
this statement is irreconcilable with the 1993 Constitution (in particular with
Article 15(4) of the 1993 Constitution), other federal laws (including the 1995
FLIT) and the case law of the Constitutional Court (the Customs Case, the
Crimea Case and the Free Economic Zones Case).
317.

With Asoskov's misleading characterisation677 of Article 10 of the 1999 Foreign
Investment Law as a ''blanket rule'' without independent meaning, the Russian
Federation is equally unable to escape the confirmation therein of the arbitrability
of international investment disputes. Asoskov does not provide any grounds for
the characterisation of Article 10 of the 1999 Foreign Investment Law as a
''blanket rule''. The same applies to the assertion that a "blanket rule" has no
independent meaning.678 As Stephan explains, Asoskov thus disregards the fact
that even general provisions ("blanket rules") under Russian law do in fact
contain a standard that provides a legal basis for further interpretation or
elaboration of that standard in other regulations or international treaties.679 This
has been confirmed by the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation.680 In
this regard, see Stephan:
"In Resolution No. 22-P, the Constitutional Court rejected a claim that blanket
provisions, because their operation depends on the content of other legal acts,
are unconstitutional on the grounds of uncertainty. The Constitutional Court ruled
that a blanket provision represents a legitimate and enforceable exercise of

675
676
677
678

679

680

Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 107-111. Expert Report Prof.
Marochkin, paras. 62, 66. Also see Defence on Appeal, para. 239.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 199-207.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 14, 107, 109-111. Also see Defence
on Appeal, paras. 216, 220-222.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 190 ("Professor Asoskov does
not provide any support for the suggestion that any Russian court or other state organ would
characterize Article 10 of the 1999 Foreign Investment Law in the abstract as a “blanket
provision,” and would deny it any meaning on that basis.").
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 191 ("[Professor Asoskov's]
argument mischaracterizes the role and significance of such provisions under Russian law.
Rather than lacking normative significance, a blanket provision creates a legal predicate for a
second legal measure that, when connected to the blanket provision, has normative legal
consequences. Thus, as explained in my First Report, even if Article 10 of the 1999 Law were
a blanket provision, this does not mean that the norm it contains can be ignored.").
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 193-195 ("Evaluating such a
model of legislative regulation, the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation has reached
the following conclusion: by itself, the blanket nature of the norms may not be indicative of their
unconstitutionality, since regulations directly establishing certain rules of behaviour may not
necessarily be contained in the same normative legal act as the rules stipulating the legal
liability for their violation, and because the evaluation of the degree of certainty of the concepts
set out in a law must be based not only on the text of the law and the language used in it, but
also their place in the system of regulations, as well as taking into account related offences […]
Moreover, the constitutionality of a blanket construction as such is not questioned also in cases
where the norms, whose non-observance entails criminal responsibility, are established in
regulatory legal acts. Legal structures of a blanket nature may refer to the provisions not only
of laws and the regulations in normative unity with them, but also to international treaties of the
Russian Federation, inasmuch as the Constitution of the Russian Federation recognizes them
as an integral part of the Russian legal system and establishes the priority of the rules
established by them in law enforcement practice (article 15, part 4) […]").
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legislative power, even in such a key sphere as criminal law. […] Accordingly,
the normative legal force of a provision such as Article 10 of the 1999 Law
(providing for the arbitrability of disputes arising under a class of international
treaties) is manifested as long as a corresponding treaty (in this case, one
expressing the acceptance of the Russian Federation to submit disputes arising
under that treaty to a prescribed form of international arbitration) applies." 681

318.

Asoskov and the Russian Federation further invoke a number of sources which
do not endorse their position. HVY will explain this below:
(a) The various explanatory notes682 prepared by the Russian Government for
the approval by the Russian Parliament of bilateral investment treaties (BITs)
between the Russian Federation and third countries do not support
Asoskov's argument that the Foreign Investment Laws do not provide for
arbitration.683 The quotations from the explanatory notes684 cited by Asoskov
only show that Russian legislation at the time did not include a specific
dispute settlement mechanism in some of these treaties. It does not follow
from this in any way that Russian law in force at the time prohibited arbitration
of international investment disputes. In addition, as HVY explained in the
Statement of Appeal,685 the Russian Federation and Asoskov cite the
explanatory notes to the BITs selectively. There are at least 25 other
explanatory notes to BITs concluded by the Russian Federation that provide
for the settlement of international investment disputes through international
arbitration and that do not mention any difference between the arbitration
clauses contained therein and Russian law.686 Above all, as again confirmed

681
682

683
684

685
686

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 193-194.
When submitting a signed treaty to the Duma for ratification, the President or the Government
(depending on who has signed the treaty) will also submit an explanatory note pursuant to
Article 16(4) of the FLIT. This discusses the need for ratification of the treaty, compliance of the
treaty with Russian law and other (financial and economic) consequences of ratification of the
treaty. If ratification of the treaty has budgetary consequences, the explanatory note will also
contain a government finding in this respect in accordance with article 104 of the 1993
Constitution.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 128-134, 141. Also see Defence
on Appeal, paras. 223-224.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 129-132; Explanatory Note “On
Ratification of the Agreement Between the Government of the Russian Federation and the
Government of the Argentine Republic on promotion and reciprocal protection of investments”
(AVA-73); Explanatory Note “On Ratification of the Agreement Between the Government of the
Russian Federation and the Government of the Republic of Lithuania on Promotion and
Reciprocal Protection of Investments” (AVA-81); Explanatory Note “To the Draft Federal Law
‘On Ratification of the Agreement Between the Government of the Russian Federation and the
Government of the Republic of Yemen on Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments’”
(RF-33); Explanatory Note “To the Draft Federal Law ‘On Ratification of the Agreement Between
the Government of the Russian Federation and the Government of the Republic of Armenia on
Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments’” (R32); Explanatory Note “To the Draft
Federal Law ‘On Ratification of the Agreement Between the Government of the Russian
Federation and the Government of the Syrian Arab Republic on Promotion and Reciprocal
Protection of Investments’” (R34). Also see Defence on Appeal, para. 223. Explanation of the
Issue of ratification of the Agreement between the Government of the Russian Federation and
the Government of Argentina concerning the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of
Investments (25 October 1999) (AVA-73).
Statement of Appeal, para. 711.
This concerns explanatory notes to BITs between the Russian Federation and Abkhazia (a part
of Georgia recognised as an independent state by the Russian Federation), Angola, Azerbaijan,
Bahrain, Bulgaria, Cambodia, China, Cuba, Denmark, Greece, Guinea, Indonesia, Jordan,
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by Stephan,687 the Russian Government's explanatory note to the ECT
explicitly confirms that Article 26 ECT is consistent with Russian law.688
Asoskov's attempt to find support for his argument in explanatory notes to
irrelevant BITs, at the same time ignoring the explanatory note to the ECT,
cannot benefit him.
(b) The Russian Federation's reference to a report by the Russian Minister of
Energy to the ECT Secretariat of 2004 can be of no avail to it either. 689 On
the contrary, this report states that investors in the Russian Federation enjoy
full and unconditional investment protection and that all investment disputes
can be resolved by means of international arbitration in so far as international
treaties of the Russian Federation provide for this.690
319.

Asoskov further argues (also for the first time) that the Russian Government does
not have the power to agree to an international investment treaty that provides
for arbitration of investment disputes.691 This argument is incorrect for the
following reasons:
(a) This equally unsubstantiated argument by Asoskov is based on the
misconception that the Russian President and the Government should not
have signed the ECT without prior authorisation by a federal law of the
Russian Parliament to that effect. This presumption, however, is incorrect
(see Section 4.6.2 above).
(b) Asoskov's argument ignores the fact that, under the 1993 Constitution – as
confirmed by the Constitutional Court – the Russian President and the
Government have the exclusive power to conclude treaties, which power is
independent of the powers of the Russian Parliament (see Section 4.6.2
above).692 This power also includes the power to conclude treaties with rules

687
688

689
690
691
692

Libya, Nicaragua, Qatar, Romania, Singapore, Slovakia, South Ossetia (a part of Georgia
recognised as an independent state by the Russian Federation), Turkmenistan, United Arab
Emirates, Uzbekistan, Venezuela and Zimbabwe.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Section 3.4. First Expert Report Prof.
Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, paras. 210-211.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 207 ("[...] the Explanatory Note
submitted by the Russian government in 1996 as part of the package of materials related to
parliamentary consideration of the ECT confirmed the consistency of Article 26 of the ECT with
Russian law.").
Defence on Appeal, paras. 226, 234, 331, 334. Russian Federation, Investment Climate and
Market Structure in the Energy Sector (C-008), Exhibit HVY-1.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 167-169.
Third Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-D5, paras. 119-122. Also see Defence on
Appeal, para. 173.
Statement of Appeal, Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4; in this context, see also Statement of Appeal,
Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4; in this respect, see also Karzov's comment on the Crimea Case: "The
Russian Federation belongs to a third group of State […]. In these States, the relevant
authorized bodies of state power are not limited in their right to make independent decisions
with respect to provisional application of international treaties, including those that require
adoption of a law in order to be entered into." (First Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVYD4, Exhibit M-73, p.7)
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of international law that deviate from federal laws of the Russian Parliament
(see Section 4.2.1 above). The Russian President and Government
therefore do not need authorisation from the Russian Parliament.
(c) In this context, Asoskov also completely disregards the treaty practice of the
Russian Federation, described by Stephan, of agreeing on arbitration on the
basis of international treaties, including treaties which provide for provisional
application and/or treaties which enter into force without ratification (and
without the further authorisation which according to Asoskov would be
necessary for that).693
(d) Moreover, as explained in this chapter, arbitration of international investment
disputes under a treaty is fully in line with Russian law and therefore there is
no need for further authorisation at all.
5.4.2

Yarkov's argument that the Foreign Investment Laws do not apply to the
present case is incorrect and irrelevant

320.

Yarkov claims that the Foreign Investment Laws are not applicable in this case
because HVY did not make a "genuine" foreign investment within the meaning of
the Foreign Investment Laws and (therefore) do not qualify as foreign investors
as referred to in the Foreign Investment Laws.694

321.

That argument is irrelevant to the present case and, moreover, incorrect under
Russian law.695

322.

Firstly, Yarkov's argument fails to recognize that HVY's claim in the Arbitrations,
as explained in Section 5.2.1 above, was based on the violation by the Russian
Federation of its obligations under the ECT (as also established by the Arbitral
Tribunal). HVY did not base their claims in the Arbitrations on the Foreign
Investment Laws, which, incidentally, is not disputed by the Russian
Federation.696 If HVY had based their claim in the Arbitrations on the Foreign
Investment Laws, the argument of the Russian Federation and Yarkov on this
point might have been relevant. As HVY's claims were based on the ECT, and
not the Foreign Investment Laws, this argument has no relevance whatsoever.

323.

HVY hereby note, in order to avoid misunderstanding, that in the Statement of
Appeal they only referred to the Foreign Investment Laws in support of the fact

693

First Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D3, para. 181; Second Expert Report Prof.
Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 117, 139.
Expert Report Prof. Yarkov, Exhibit RF-D7, paras. 14-15, 28. Also see Defence on Appeal,
paras. 235-237.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Section 3.5.2.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 215-218.
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that, contrary to what the Russian Federation asserts, international investment
disputes are arbitrable under Russian law:
"It seems to appear from the District Court's findings with respect to both Article
9 of the 1991 Foreign Investment Law and Article 10 of the 1999 Foreign
Investment Law that the District Court was looking for an offer of arbitration of
disputes under the ECT in Russian law itself,505 while the only relevant question
in the given context [...] is whether the type of disputes to which Article 26 ECT
relates can in principle be settled by international arbitration under Russian
law."697 (Emphasis added.).

324.

Secondly, the explanation that Yarkov tries to give to the Foreign Investment
Laws is in any case unfounded and incorrect. According to Yarkov, a foreign
investment must be a "genuine" foreign investment in order to be eligible for
protection.698 The Foreign Investment Laws do not include this requirement and
Yarkov does not mention a single source that supports this interpretation. In that
regard, see Stephan:
"Professor Yarkov’s interpretation of [the Foreign Investment Laws] lacks any
foundation in Russian law. Imposing on these statutes limitations that cannot be
found in their text, Professor Yarkov argues that they apply only to 'genuine
foreign investment,' which he claims requires a foreign contribution of capital.
Neither Law says this."699

325.

Contrary to what Yarkov argues700 the 1991 Foreign Investment Law does not
include a requirement that it must be a 'genuine foreign investment' (whatever
Yarkov may mean by that) or that 'foreign capital'701 must be 'contributed' to the
Russian Federation. HVY will explain this below:
(a) Firstly, there is nothing that shows that the scope of Article 9 of the 1991
Foreign Investment Law is limited to foreign investors with a 'genuine foreign
investment' in the Russian Federation or that 'foreign capital' must be
involved in the investment.
"Professor Yarkov’s proposition that the 1991 Law should be limited to 'genuine'
foreign investments, understood as those not made with resources with a
Russian provenance or by persons under the control or influence of Russian
nationals, lacks any basis in the text of the statute."702

(b) Secondly, the definition of foreign investment (in Article 2 of the 1991 Foreign
Investment Law) is unambiguous and does not contain requirements as to
the origin of the invested capital:

697
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236.
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702

Statement of Appeal, para. 687.
Expert Report Prof. Yarkov, Exhibit RF-D7, para. 14. Also see Defence on Appeal, para. 236.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 219 et seq.
Expert Report Prof. Yarkov, Exhibit RF-D7, paras. 13-14. Also see Defence on Appeal, para.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 220-224.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 222.
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"All types of property and intellectual assets, invested by foreigners in business
ventures and other types of activity with the aim of deriving profit (income) shall
be deemed foreign investments."703

Investments under this definition are therefore not limited to 'genuine foreign
investments' or investments involving 'foreign capital'. All forms of assets
invested by foreigners as foreign investment are included. In that regard, see
Stephan:
"The relevant restriction is that the investment be “by foreigners.” One can find
no reference to a “genuine” foreign investment that is limited to a contribution of
capital that has a foreign provenance."704

(c) Thirdly, it is also evident from Articles 3 and 4 of the 1991 Foreign Investment
Law that the restrictions which Yarkov is trying to introduce cannot be found
in the 1991 Foreign Investment Law. Article 3 provides that purchasing
shares is one of the ways of making an investment in the territory of the
Russian Federation:
"Foreign investors have the right to make investments on the territory of the
RSFSR by [...] purchasing [...] shares of participation in enterprises, bonds and
other securities, as well as property, which may belong to foreign investors of the
RSFSR."705

Article 4 provides that foreign investments may be made in any objects not
prohibited by law, including securities and property rights:
"Foreign investments on the territory of the RSFSR may be made in any objects
where they are not prohibited by the legislation, including [...] securities, [...]
property rights."706

Neither of these provisions requires that foreign investments within the
meaning of the 1991 Foreign Investment Law must be 'genuine'.707
326.

Nor does the 1999 Foreign Investment Law, contrary to what Yarkov asserts,708
require a 'genuine foreign investment' or 'foreign capital'709 that must be
contributed to the Russian Federation:
(a) Firstly, Article 10 of the 1999 Foreign Investment Law (which provides for the
possibility of submitting international investment disputes under a treaty to
arbitration) contains no requirements that a foreign investor should meet in
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English translation of Federal Law on Foreign Investment of 4 July 1991 (1991 Foreign
Investment Law) (Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-123).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 220.
English translation of Federal Law on Foreign Investment of 4 July 1991 (1991 Foreign
Investment Law) (Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-123).
English translation of Federal Law on Foreign Investment of 4 July 1991 (1991 Foreign
Investment Law) (Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-123).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 224.
Expert Report Prof. Yarkov, Exhibit RF-D7, paras. 10, 13-15.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 225.
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order to fall within the scope of this provision. Contrary to what Yarkov
asserts,710 this article does not guarantee that the foreign 'investment' is
protected, but that the foreign investor is protected.
(b) Secondly, the definition of a foreign investor in Article 2 of the 1999 Foreign
Investment Law is unambiguous and free from requirements with regard to
the nature and origin of the invested capital. Article 2 defines the concept of
a foreign investor as a foreign investor that is authorised to invest in the
Russian Federation.711 In that regard, see this provision:
""Foreign investor" shall mean: foreign legal entities, the civil legal capacity of
which shall be determined by the laws of the jurisdiction of their incorporation
and which have the right to invest on the territory of the Russian Federation under
the Laws of the jurisdiction of incorporation." 712

As Stephan clarifies:
"Again, one can find no restriction as to the nationality of stockholders or
controlling persons of such entities. Moreover, Article 4(2) of the 1999 Law
provides that:
Restrictive exemptions for foreign investors may be established by federal
laws only to the extent required for the purposes of protecting the
constitutional system, public morals and health, the rights and legal interests
of individuals and legal entities and the defense and security of the State.
This guarantee of the principle of legality, comparable to that found in Article 4
of the 1991 Law, is inconsistent with Professor Yarkov’s attempt to impose
unwritten restrictions through inventive use of analogy."713

(c) Thirdly, the fact that protection under the 1999 Foreign Investment Law does
not require 'genuine foreign investment' or contribution of 'foreign capital'
also follows from the distinction made in the 1999 Foreign Investment Law
between a "foreign investor" and a "commercial organization with foreign
investments". For example, Article 4(6) of the 1999 Foreign Investment Law
makes it clear that a commercial organisation acquires the status of a
'commercial organisation with foreign investments' as soon as a commercial
organisation has foreign participants. In that regard, see this provision:
"A Russian commercial organization receives the status of commercial entity with
foreign investments from the date that a foreign investor becomes its
participant."714
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Expert Report Prof. Yarkov, paras. 5, 10.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 225.
English translation of Federal Law on Foreign Investment of 9 July 1999 (1999 Foreign
Investment Law) (Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-124).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 225.
English translation of Federal Law on Foreign Investment of 9 July 1999 (1999 Foreign
Investment Law) (Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-124).
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Protection under the 1999 Foreign Investment Law thus does not require
'foreign capital that must be contributed to the Russian Federation'.
(d) Finally, Article 2 of the 1999 Foreign Investment Law, where it describes that
a "foreign investment"' is an "investment of foreign capital", explicitly states
that an "investment of foreign capital"' means "objects of civil rights belonging
to a foreign investor".715 In order to qualify as "foreign investment" under the
1999 Foreign Investment Law, it is therefore sufficient that the investment
belongs to foreign natural persons or legal entities. It is not required that the
investment (or the underlying capital) comes from abroad.716
327.

Yarkov uses two analogies in support of his argument, which are not valid:717
(a) Yarkov's analogous application of case law on domestic investments718 to
explain the concept of 'foreign investment' in the Foreign Investment Laws
fails. As Stephan explains, Yarkov, with the help of his analogy, fails to
provide an interpretation of this concept in the Foreign Investment Laws:
"Conceding that no judicial practice supports his restrictive interpretation of the
1991 and 1999 Laws, Professor Yarkov argues that he instead can rely on judicial
decisions applying the Investment Activity Law. He claims that this statute,
enacted before the 1991 Law, is sufficiently analogous to the 1991 and 1999
Laws to justify this interposition of judicial interpretation. The contention,
however, is groundless.'' 719

(b) Yarkov's analogous application720 of Law No 1488-1 on Investment Activity
in RSFSR ("Law No 1488-1") also lacks every ground.721 Law No 1488-1 is
not applicable to foreign investments722 and, incidentally, does not define the
terms "foreign investor" and "foreign investment" either. The Foreign
Investment Laws, on the other hand, have their own complete definitions of
these terms. Case law that attempts to tackle the gaps in Law No. 1488-1 is
therefore completely irrelevant to the interpretation of definitions in the
Foreign Investment Laws. As Stephan explains:
"[…] the Investment Activity Law does not purport to define “foreign investor” or
“foreign investment,” terms for which the 1991 and 1999 Laws provide fulsome
definitions. For this reason alone the statutes clearly are not analogous. For the
same reason, the judicial decisions addressing gaps in the Investment Activity
Law tell us nothing about what a Russian court would do when facing the
legislatively defined terms in the 1991 and 1999 Laws."723
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Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 225.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 225.
Expert Report Prof. Yarkov, Exhibit RF-D7, paras. 16, 18, 28.
Expert Report Prof. Yarkov, Exhibit RF-D7, paras. 16-17.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 229.
Expert Report Prof. Yarkov, Exhibit RF-D7, paras. 18-26.
Law No 1488-I ''On Investment Activity in the RSFSR'', 26 June 1991 (Expert Report Prof.
Yarkov, Exhibit RF-D7, VVY-01).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 232-235.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 231.
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Moreover, Yarkov and Asoskov directly contradict each other with regard to
the interpretation of 'foreign investments' on the basis of Act No. 1488-1. As
Stephan notes,724 Asoskov classifies Law No. 1488-1 in his 2014 expert
report as one of three "Laws on Investment Activity".725 According to
Asoskov, these "Laws on Investment Activity" apply only to special
investments in the construction of real estate, and not to investments such
as those of HVY:
"the prevailing view in contemporary Russian doctrine is that the Laws on
Investment Activity are applicable only to specific relations involving capital
development projects (construction of buildings, structures and other immovable
property)[…]".726 (Emphasis added.)

328.

Lastly, a recent amendment to the 1999 Foreign Investment Law shows that the
Foreign Investment Laws – as in force for the whole period relevant to this case
– did not require 'genuine foreign investment' or 'foreign capital'. As Stephan
explains, the 1999 Foreign Investment Law was amended on 31 May 2018. The
1999 Foreign Investment Law now provides for the first time that foreign entities
owned by Russian citizens are excluded from its application:
"If one had any doubts about this understanding of the 1991 and 1999 Laws as
broadly protective of foreign investors and excluding provenance limits on its
protection, recent Russian legislation should dispel them. In 2018, the Russian
Legislature enacted amendments to the 1999 Law to introduce into Russian law
the very rules that Professor Yarkov claims were already in force. It changed the
definition of “foreign investor” so as to exclude “a foreign legal entity controlled
by a citizen of the Russian Federation and/or a Russian legal entity” as well as
foreign nationals who also have Russian citizenship. It also amended the
definition of a foreign investment to require that the investment be “carried out
by a foreign investor directly and independently."727

The drafting history of these amendments clearly shows that the Russian
legislature and the Russian Government recognised that with these amendments
they introduced new requirements that would limit the future scope of the 1999
Foreign Investment Law and which previously did not apply to foreign
investors.728 The Government's explanatory note to the legislative proposal
stated the following on the subject:

724

725
726
727
728

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 231 et seq. ("Moreover,
Professor Yarkov's effort to analogize the Investment Activity Law to the 1991 and 1999 Laws
on Foreign Investment conflicts directly with Professor Asoskov's analysis of the Investment
Activity Law. In his 2014 Report, Professor Asoskov observed that, in addition to “the special
legislation on foreign investments […] Russian law previously contained and currently contains
laws on investment activity [including the Investment Activity Law.” Having noted the existence
of this statute, he proceeded to explain why this legislation had no bearing on the issues in
dispute in this case. […] Professor Asoskov thus concluded that the Investment Activity Law is
“not applicable in the present case, because the dispute here does not involve matters relating
to capital development projects (construction of buildings, structures and other immovable
property) in the Russian Federation.").
First Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-50, para. 96.
First Expert Report of Prof. Asoskov, Exhibit RF-50, para. 97.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 226.
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 227.
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"[T]here are many cases where Russian legal entities and citizens abuse the
rights of foreign investors in respect of investment projects actually being carried
out by such parties using companies registered abroad.
The key goals of the Draft Law are to create an effective mechanism to stop
Russian legal entitles and citizens obtaining unjustified advantages specified for
foreign investors and also to improve the provisions of the investment legislation.
[…]
The proposed amendments to the legislation will help to prevent capital flight
from the Russian Federation."729

The official opinion of the legislative committee on the state budget and financial
markets of the Russian legislature read as follows on the subject:
"[...] for the purposes of [the 1999 Foreign Investment Law], by contrast to the
current wording, a foreign organisation under the direct or indirect control of a
citizen of the Russian Federation or a Russian legal entity, and also a foreign
citizen who also has Russian Federation citizenship, is not deemed a foreign
investor."730 (Emphasis added.)

The newly introduced ownership requirements for foreign investors, which
Yarkov argues were already in place, were thus not in force before the legislative
amendment of 31 May 2018. In that regard, see Stephan:
"Only with these changes did Russian law contain the limitations that, according
to Professor Yarkov, would deny HVY the protection of the 1999 Law. […] The
legislative history to these amendments confirms that, in the view of the Russian
Government, these amendments changed the law and did not simply reaffirm
what already was implicit in existing legislation. […] The Government clearly
believed that the amendment was necessary to close a gap in existing law." 731

5.5

It is irrelevant whether shareholders can bring a legal action for derivative
losses under Russian civil law

329.

According to Timmermans and Simons, under Russian law shareholders may not
bring a legal action against third parties for compensation for loss from the
depreciation of the value, or loss, of their shares.732 Shareholders allegedly are
unable to claim derivative losses, including on behalf of the company.733
Therefore, if HVY as shareholders would lodge a claim against the Russian
Federation for compensation of their damages under Russian (civil) law, Russian
courts would declare these claims inadmissible.734

729

Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 227 on the Government's
explanatory note to the legislative proposal to amend the 1999 Foreign Investment Law.
Opinion of the Federation Council Committee on the Budget and Financial Markets of 29 May
2018, no. 3.5-04/801 (Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, Exhibit S-129).
Second Expert Report Prof. Stephan, Exhibit HVY-D11, paras. 226-227.
Expert Report of Timmermans & Simons, Exhibit RF-D8, paras. 19-33, 39-48, 50, 52.
Expert Report of Timmermans & Simons, Exhibit RF-D8, paras. 34-38, 51-52.
Expert Report of Timmermans & Simons, Exhibit RF-D8, paras. 48, 52. Also see Defence on
Appeal, paras. 246-249.

730
731
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733
734
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330.

The Court of Appeal can disregard the Expert Report Timmermans and Simons.
As HVY explained in their Statement of Appeal735 and again in Section 5.2.1
above, HVY, contrary to what Timmermans and Simons argue,736 did not bring a
claim against the Russian Federation under Russian (civil) law in their capacity
as shareholders of Yukos during the Arbitrations.737 After all, HVY's claim against
the Russian Federation was based on the Russian Federation's violations of
HVY's rights as investors under the ECT.

331.

It is therefore completely irrelevant whether shareholders can bring a legal action
for depreciation of the value, or loss, of their shares under Russian law.

735

Statement of Appeal, paras. 549, 554-555.
Expert Report of Timmermans & Simons, Exhibit RF-D8, para. 3-7, 19.
The assertion of the Russian Federation in its Defence on Appeal, paras. 242, 250 that its
assertions on this point are not disputed by HVY, is incorrect. See Statement of Defence, paras.
74, 198-200; Statement of Rejoinder, paras. 123-125; and Statement of Appeal, para. 549.

736
737
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6

HVY'S ARGUMENTS ON JURISDICTION ARE ADMISSIBLE; THE BURDEN
OF PROOF RESTS WITH THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

New Exhibits:
−

-

The Russian Federation’s exhibits to the Defence on Appeal:
o Expert Report of Prof. Snijders (Exhibit RF-D9).
HVY’s exhibits to this deed: –

Key points:
!

The Russian Federation asserts on the basis of Snijders' report that (i)
HVY are not allowed in these setting-aside proceedings to put forward
arguments in support of the Tribunal's jurisdiction which were either
rejected by the Tribunal or were not put forward by HVY during the
Arbitrations and that (ii) the burden of proof with respect to the Tribunal's
jurisdiction lies with HVY. Snijders' argument is incorrect on both points.

HVY are permitted to put forward arguments that have been rejected by the
Tribunal or have not been put forward in the arbitration
!

!

Dutch arbitration law does not limit the right of the party defending the
jurisdiction of the Tribunal in setting-aside proceedings to present factual
or legal arguments that were rejected by the Tribunal or were not put
forward in the arbitration. The Supreme Court (in the Smit v. Ruwa case)
has merely ruled that in setting-aside proceedings the right of claimants to
put forward new factual and legal arguments to argue an alleged lack of
jurisdiction on the part of the Tribunal is limited.
Even if the test from the Smit v. Ruwa judgment were also to apply to
arguments used to argue that the Tribunal rightly assumed jurisdiction,
HVY would be allowed to put forward the new factual and legal arguments
about which the Russian Federation is now complaining. After all, the
requirements of the Smit v. Ruwa judgment have been met.

The Russian Federation must prove the absence of an arbitration agreement
!

Articles 150 and 1076(1)(A)(a) DCCP provide (in line with international
practice) that a party which argues that there is no valid arbitration
agreement bears the burden of proof of this assertion. Snijders' opinion
that this conclusion cannot be accepted, is therefore irrelevant.
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6.1

Introduction

332.

In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation relies on the expert report of
Prof. Snijders in support of the following two propositions:
(i)

Arguments of HVY in support of jurisdiction of the Tribunal which were
rejected by the Tribunal or were put forward for the first time in these
setting-aside proceedings are allegedly inadmissible.

(ii)

The burden of proof for the existence of a valid arbitration agreement
and consequently the Tribunal's jurisdiction in the present setting-aside
proceedings allegedly rests with HVY.

333.

Below, HVY will comment on Snijders' arguments. Since this concerns subjects
of Dutch law, HVY decided to comment on Snijders' report themselves – referring
to case law and literature – instead of submitting their own expert report.

334.

It is significant that the Russian Federation did submit an expert report on Dutch
arbitration law rather than a response of its own attorneys. Dutch case law and
literature simply do not support the argument of the Russian Federation. This is
also acknowledged explicitly by Snijders for a significant part of his report:
"Undersigned has not found direct support for this view in case law or
literature."738 However, this comment is not yet satisfactory. As HVY will explain,
case law actually confirms the opposite of what Snijders tries to argue.

6.2

The arguments put forward by HVY in support of the Tribunal's jurisdiction
are all admissible

335.

Snijders argues that HVY's arguments that support the conclusion that the
Tribunal had are inadmissible if they were rejected by the Tribunal or put forward
by HVY for the first time in these setting-aside proceedings.

336.

As HVY already explained in the Statement of Appeal in response to para. 5.25
of the Judgment, this argument is contrary to Dutch arbitration law. The ground
for setting aside invoked by the Russian Federation is "absence of a valid
arbitration agreement" (Article 1065(1)(a) DCCP). The question at issue here is
therefore whether there was a valid arbitration agreement, not whether the
Tribunal rightly assumed jurisdiction on the grounds on which it did so. This is
also explicitly confirmed in the opinion of Advocate General Wesseling-van Gent
before the Breeders/Burshan judgment, which is repeatedly cited by the Russian
Federation.739 HVY have – in the words of the Russian Federation – moreover, a

738
739

Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, para. 60.
Opinion
of
Advocate
General
Wesseling-van
Gent,
7
November
2008,
ECLI:NL:PHR:2009:BG4003, RvdW 2009, 460, paras. 2.35 and 2.36. See also Statement of
Appeal, para. 637 et seq.
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"fundamental freedom" to treat their defence "in [their] own way in [their] own
procedural documents."740 This fundamental freedom can only be restricted by
law. The DCCP does not contain the restrictions advocated by Snijders. Nor are
these restrictions apparent from case law (based on the DCCP). Even in
scholarly literature no support for the position of Snijders can be found.
337.

As discussed, Snijders concedes that his views are not confirmed in case law or
scholarly literature:
"Undersigned has not found direct support for this view in case law or
literature."741

338.

In that respect, HVY note that Snijders himself made a considerable contribution
to the scholarly literature on Dutch arbitration law. In September 2018, after the
Expert Report Prof. Snijders – which is dated 27 November 2017 – the new, fully
updated version of Nederlands Arbitragerecht (Dutch Arbitration Law) was
published. This publication is not only intended as a discussion of the applicable
Dutch law, but also as "a contribution to the development of arbitration law".742
Nevertheless, the "view" expressed in the Expert Report Prof. Snijders does not
feature there at all – nor does it appear in other publications by Snijders. It is food
for thought that Snijders has expressed this "view" as a legal expert to the
Russian Federation but never before as an academic.

339.

According to Snijders' expert report, at most "various arrangements [...] can be
placed in the same key" and thus indirectly support this position:
"However, there are various arrangements that can be placed in the same key.
A key that can be designated thus that, for the sake of the effectiveness of the
administration of justice in arbitration, everything that could reasonably have
been argued by the interested party in the arbitration proceedings, cannot be put
forward for the first time in later proceedings before the public courts, in particular
setting-aside proceedings."743

340.

In short, also according to Snijders, Dutch arbitration law does not explicitly
restrict HVY's fundamental right to shape its own defences in these proceedings.
Given that there is no legal basis for such a restriction, Snijders' argument fails.

341.

In addition, the "various arrangements" mentioned by Snijders in this context
cannot be "placed in the same key". Snijders invokes Articles 1048a DCCP
(new), 1028(2) DCCP, 1052 (2) and (3) DCCP and 1065(4) DCCP. However,
these provisions consistently only apply to a claimant in setting-aside

740

Defence Deed of the Russian Federation, 24 April 2018, para. 14.
Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, para. 60.
https://www.wolterskluwer.nl/shop/boek/nederlands-arbitragerecht/NPNEDARRE
(most
recently accessed on 21 November 2018). The introduction of the book is dated May 2018, also
well after the publication of Prof. Snijders' Expert Report.
Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, para. 60.

741
742

743
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proceedings, i.e. the party arguing that the opinion of the Arbitral Tribunal is
incorrect:
•

Article 1048a DCCP (new) only denies the claimant in setting-aside
proceedings the possibility to complain about a violation by the Arbitral
Tribunal of its mandate if the claimant did not object to this timely during the
arbitration. In addition, this provision is irrelevant as it is not part of the DCCP
applicable to these proceedings, as Snijders concedes;744

•

Article 1028(2) DCCP only denies the claimant in setting-aside proceedings
the possibility to complain about a privileged position of the other party in the
appointment of the arbitrator(s) if the claimant did not object to this timely
time (i.e. within three months of the initiation of the arbitration);

•

Article 1052(2) in conjunction with 1065(2) DCCP only denies the claimant
in setting-aside proceedings the possibility to complain about lack of
jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal if it did not invoke this timely (i.e. before all
defences) during the arbitration;

•

Article 1052(3) in conjunction with 1065(3) DCCP only denies the claimant
in setting-aside proceedings the possibility to complain that the arbitral
tribunal is not composed in accordance with the rules applicable for this if it
did not invoke this timely (i.e. before all defences) during the arbitration; and

•

Article 1064(5) DCCP provides that the claimant in setting-aside proceedings
must include all grounds for setting aside in the summons on pain of this right
lapsing.

342.

These provisions do not apply to the defendant in setting-aside proceedings, i.e.
the party arguing that the opinion of the arbitral tribunal is correct. After all, the
"effectiveness of the administration of justice in arbitration" referred to by Snijders
is not affected if the setting-aside court, with or without any addition to the
grounds, finds that the arbitral tribunal rightly reached a certain opinion. The
effectiveness of the arbitration proceedings is only at issue if the setting aside
court were to rule that the arbitral tribunal wrongly reached a certain opinion on
the basis of an argument that could have been put forward in the arbitration but
was not. None of these provisions thus offer support, directly or indirectly, for the
restriction of the right of defendants in setting-aside proceedings to put forward
arguments in defence of the jurisdiction assumed by the arbitral tribunal.

343.

The Expert Report Prof. Snijders further refers to Article 1052(5) DCCP (which,
briefly put, provides that the jurisdiction of the court is revived if the arbitrators

744

Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, para. 62.
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decline jurisdiction based on the ground of absence of a valid arbitration
agreement).745 This provision does not offer support for Snijders' opinion either.
344.

Firstly, Article 1052(5) DCCP applies to cases in which the arbitral tribunal has
declined jurisdiction. In the present case, however, the Arbitral Tribunal has
accepted jurisdiction and, what's more, has done so on the ground put forward
by HVY (namely that HVY have validly accepted the offer of the Russian
Federation in Article 26 ECT to have disputes settled in arbitration). Article
1052(2) DCCP concerns a restriction of the possibility of challenging the
jurisdiction assumed by an arbitral tribunal, not of its defence.

345.

Secondly, Snijders' theory is contrary to the purport of Article 1052(2) DCCP. As
is evident from the Smit v. Ruwa judgment of the Supreme Court, Article 1052(2)
DCCP serves to prevent a party from saving grounds and arguments for a lack
of jurisdiction until the setting-aside proceedings.746 The reason for this is that
the efficiency of arbitration proceedings is undermined if the arbitral tribunal,
unaware of all possible arguments contesting its jurisdiction, accepts jurisdiction
and proceeds to a substantive assessment. That substantive assessment costs
time and money, whereas the arbitral tribunal might have declined jurisdiction if
it had been aware of all the arguments contesting its jurisdiction. It is important
for efficient administration of justice in arbitration that an arbitral tribunal is given
the possibility of declining jurisdiction by having all grounds for lack of jurisdiction
put forward during the arbitration and not after it.

346.

This reasoning does not apply to arguments supporting that jurisdiction. If it is
established in setting-aside proceedings that a valid arbitration agreement
existed (Article 1065(1)(a) DCCP), the Tribunal has rightly made a substantive
ruling. In that event, the arbitration has not been wrongly conducted, and arbitral
efficiency is not at issue. For this it is irrelevant whether the setting-aside court
comes to the conclusion that a valid arbitration agreement existed on a ground
other than the one accepted by the arbitral tribunal.

347.

In other words, while Snijders refers to the "requirements of effectiveness and
finality" of the arbitration,747 these are the very principles that have as their
consequence that the substantive decision of the arbitral tribunal should not be
set aside if the arbitral tribunal had jurisdiction to make a substantive ruling on a
ground other than the ground chosen by it (regardless of whether that other
ground had been rejected by the arbitral tribunal or had not been put forward in
the arbitration).

745
746
747

Defence on Appeal, para. 257 et seq. and Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, para.
66. See also Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, paras. 18 at d and 44.
HR 27 March 2009, NJ 2010/170 (Smit v. Ruwa), para. 3.4.1.
Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, para. 58.
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348.

Thirdly, to apply Article 1052(5) DCCP also to cases in which the arbitral tribunal
has accepted jurisdiction but rejected alternative grounds or arguments for
accepting jurisdiction would be at odds with the Supreme Court's case law. After
all, the Supreme Court has accepted an interpretation of Article 1052 and Article
1065 DCCP, "which as far as possible prevents unnecessary procedural acts
from being carried out".748

349.

Contrary to the case law of the Supreme Court, the assertion in the Expert Report
Prof. Snijders would in fact cause unnecessary procedural acts: in setting-aside
proceedings in which the arbitral tribunal wrongly accepted jurisdiction on ground
A, but had jurisdiction on ground B, the court would have no choice but to set
aside the arbitral award. In that case, the time and costs spent on the substantive
arbitral adjudication of the case would have served no purpose, while the
substantive arbitral adjudication of the dispute was objectively justified (on the
basis of jurisdiction ground B). The foregoing equally applies if an alternative
ground for jurisdiction has not been put forward during the arbitration but has
been brought before the setting-aside court.

350.

Unlike Snijders, the Russian Federation even asserts that if defendants in
setting-aside proceedings are allowed to put forward new arguments in support
of jurisdiction, there is a risk that the parties deliberately keep such arguments
back during the arbitration and save them for the setting-aside proceedings.749
The Expert Report Prof. Snijders does not confirm this argument. And rightly so,
because the Russian Federation fails to appreciate that there is no reason
whatsoever for the party that has itself turned to the arbitrators – and therefore
wishes them to have jurisdiction – to withhold arguments confirming that
jurisdiction.

351.

Snijders further takes the position that the "proper administration of justice in
arbitration"750 will be endangered and the effectiveness of arbitration will be
compromised if not all arguments in support of jurisdiction are put forward during
the arbitration.751 This argument does not succeed. After all, an arbitral tribunal
which accepts jurisdiction on the basis of arguments known to it will not have
arrived at a different decision if it had been aware of a further argument in support
of its jurisdiction.

352.

Lastly, Snijder fails to appreciate that it is the fundamental task of the court to ex
officio interpret and apply the law correctly (ius curia novit).752 Prohibiting the
setting-aside court from considering certain legal arguments in substantiation of

748

HR 27 March 2009, NJ 2010/170 (Smit v. Ruwa), para. 3.4.1.
Defence on Appeal, para. 273 et seq.
Defence on Appeal, para. 275 and Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, para. 65.
Defence on Appeal, para. 273 and Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, paras. 58-59.
Article 25 DCCP. See also Advocate General Wartels in his opinion before 10 June 2009,
ECLI:NL:PHR:2009:BC4725, paras. 5.13 and 5.14.
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750
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the jurisdiction of an arbitral tribunal will result – in certain circumstances – in the
court not being able to properly perform this fundamental task. In the present
case, for example, the jurisdiction of the Arbitral Tribunal partly depends on the
interpretation of Articles 1, 26 and 45 ECT in order to decide whether the Russian
Federation has agreed to provisionally apply the ECT with regard to HVY. In view
of the ex officio task of courts, the Court of Appeal cannot be forced to accept a
certain incorrect interpretation of the ECT simply because a certain interpretation
(or arguments in support of it) was allegedly not put forward at an earlier stage.
353.

The ex officio task of courts does not only concern Dutch law – which includes
the ECT because the Netherlands is a party to it – but also foreign and therefore
also Russian law.753 Therefore, the Court of Appeal cannot be forced to adopt the
District Court's incorrect interpretation with regard to the constitutional separation
of powers in the Russian Federation either.

354.

In short, there is no support in law, case law or literature for Snijders' argument
that the court should not consider an alternative (factual or legal) ground for
jurisdiction that was not accepted by the Arbitral Tribunal or not invoked in
arbitration.

6.3

HVY meet the requirements of the Smit v. Ruwa judgment for new factual
and legal arguments

355.

The Expert Report Prof. Snijders draws "a parallel with the limits drawn by the
Supreme Court for the claimant to put forward new grounds for lack of jurisdiction
in setting-aside proceedings" in the Smit v. Ruwa judgment (HR 27 March 2009,
NJ 2010/170).754 Unlike the Russian Federation,755 Snijders does not rely directly
on that judgment. This is because the judgment does not apply to the defendant
in setting-aside proceedings, as the Smit v. Ruwa judgment is based on the
purport (discussed above) of Articles 1052(2) and 1065(2) DCCP. Those
provisions – as set out above – only apply to the claimant in setting-aside
proceedings, i.e. the party asserting that an arbitral tribunal wrongly assumed
jurisdiction. However, even if it were assumed that the standard for introducing
new grounds from the Smit v. Ruwa judgment somehow applies 'in parallel' to a
defendant in setting-aside proceedings, all defences of HVY are admissible.

356.

Firstly, the Smit v. Ruwa test relates to the introduction of new grounds for
jurisdiction. From HVY's Notice of Arbitration and Statement of Claim in the
Arbitrations until now, HVY have consistently argued that there is an arbitration
agreement between them and the Russian Federation, because the Russian
Federation applied the ECT provisionally under Article 45 ECT and HVY

753

See HR 9 November 1990, NJ 1992, 212, para. 5.2.4. See also Advocate General Strikwerda,
in his opinion before HR 22 February 2002, NJ 2003, 483, at 16 and the sources quoted there.
Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, para. 58, also see paras. 49-50 and 57.
Defence on Appeal, para. 271 et seq.
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accepted the Russian Federation's offer for arbitration in Article 26 ECT.756 The
Arbitral Tribunal accepted this ground for jurisdiction. In these setting-aside
proceedings, HVY therefore do not invoke new or rejected grounds for setting
aside.
357.

Secondly, as the Court of Appeal confirmed in the present proceedings, the test
in Smit v. Ruwa is applied to determine:
"if and to what extent it is admissible that a party that invoked the absence of a
valid arbitration agreement before all defences in the arbitration proceedings,
substantiates this invocation by introducing new factual or legal assertions later
in the arbitration proceedings or in the setting-aside proceedings."757

358.

To this end, the setting-aside court:
"will have to determine whether a new factual or legal assertion, also in view of
the requirements of due process, is contrary to the aforementioned purport of the
statutory regulation. Possibly relevant in that respect, among other things, is the
extent to which the new assertions align with the previous positions (taken in the
arbitration proceedings), the reason for not submitting the new assertions sooner,
and whether the relevant party was or was not represented by an attorney in the
arbitration proceedings." 758

359.

Applying these criteria to the arguments to which the Russian Federation objects,
shows that they meet the standard from Smit v. Ruwa.

360.

Firstly, the Russian Federation objects to HVY's argument that the District Court
misinterpreted the phrase "not inconsistent with" in Article 45(1) ECT. Apart from
the fact that the Court of Appeal itself must interpret this phrase ex officio (see
para. 352 above), this argument is certainly admissible in the light of Smit v.
Ruwa. The reason for presenting this argument at this stage was the making of
this decision by the District Court. HVY consider this decision incorrect and
therefore objected to it in their Statement of Appeal. The interpretation advocated
by the District Court was never argued by the Russian Federation. HVY could not
present its argument before the District Court had rendered the Judgment.
Moreover, as the Supreme Court acknowledged, it is only appropriate, following
a decision of the District Court on appeal, to elaborate further on a ground
previously put forward (see para. 344 above) and, if necessary, to rectify
omissions.759

756
757
758
759

See, for example, YUL's Notice of Arbitration and Statement of Claim dated 3 February 2005,
paras. 1, 12 and 21.
Interlocutory Judgment of the Court of Appeal, 25 September 2018, para. 4.2.4.
HR 27 March 2009, NJ 2010/170 (Smit v. Ruwa), para. 3.4.2. Similarly, see the Interlocutory
Judgment of the Court of Appeal of 25 September 2018, legal finding 4.2.4.
HR 27 March 2009, NJ 2010/169 (Breeders/Burshan), legal finding 4.3.4 ("The application of
this provision also does not prevent HPB from addressing itself to the public court because,
even apart from the fact that the same public court declined jurisdiction on the initiative of HPB,
in the originating summons HPB has had the opportunity to invoke the ground for setting aside
that is being put forward now. HPB has not put forward any special facts or circumstances that
could justify a departure from the rule laid down by the legislature in Article 1064(5) DCCP.").
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361.

HVY's argument is further in line with the position taken by HVY in the Arbitrations
that Article 45 ECT "requires an analysis and determination whether the principle
of provisional application per se is inconsistent with the Constitution, laws or
regulation of the Russian Federation".760 It is also in line with the position taken
by HVY at first instance "that this provision allows only an assessment of whether
the principle of provisional application as such is contrary to the constitution, laws
or regulations of a Contracting State and not whether individual provisions of the
ECT are [...]".761

362.

HVY further note that the Russian Federation "also does not [make] clear in what
way the due process of law would oppose" HVY's argument, "or to what extent
this would unreasonably harm it in its defence".762 The procedural rights of the
Russian Federation have not been violated either, because it has had sufficient
opportunity (and has used this opportunity) in its Defence on Appeal to respond
to HVY's position regarding the interpretation of the phrase "not inconsistent
with".

363.

Secondly, the Russian Federation objects to HVY's discussion of and putting
forward arguments about the separation of powers under the constitution of the
Russian Federation. Apart from the fact that the Court of Appeal must interpret
Russian law ex officio (see para. 352 above), HVY note that these parts of their
Statement of Appeal are a response to the decision of the District Court on the
separation of powers under the constitution of the Russian Federation. HVY
believe this decision is incorrect and lacks the right context.763 As explained
above, HVY are (of course) allowed to challenge an incorrect ruling of the District
Court in their Statement of Appeal. HVY's argument is further in line with the
position taken by HVY in the arbitration that provisional application of the ECT is
not in itself incompatible with the constitution of the Russian Federation (see
para. 361 above). Lastly, also with regard to this argument, the Russian
Federation has had every opportunity to respond to HVY's position.

364.

Thirdly, while it may be that the specific reference to the IMS v. DIO judgment
was made for the first time on appeal, the argument that the Russian Federation
has no right to rely on (alleged) incompatibility of the provisional application of
Article 26 ECT with its domestic law, because it has previously always denied
such incompatibility, has been part of the debate between the parties as early as
the Arbitrations.764 The Russian Federation has even conceded that HVY put this
forward during the Arbitrations ("HVY's reliance on acquiescence, forfeiture of
rights and the pacta sunt servanda principle is untenable and rightly rejected by

760
761
762
763
764

Arbitral Interim Award (HEL), para. 292 (Emphasis added.).
Statement of Defence, para. II.128 (Emphasis added.).
Interlocutory Judgment of the Court of Appeal, 5 September 2018, para. 4.2.7.
See Statement of Appeal, paras. 64, 71-72, 420, 423, 666-682.
See for example Counter-Memorial on Jurisdiction and Admissibility (HEL), 30 June 2006,
Exhibit HVY-1, Chapter III.B.2.
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the Arbitral Tribunal"765), although in doing so it wrongly asserts that this
argument was rejected by the Arbitral Tribunal.
365.

Incidentally: the Arbitral Tribunal did not reject the position that the Russian
Federation is not entitled to rely on (alleged) incompatibility with its domestic law.
The Arbitral Tribunal merely ruled that the support the Russian Federation
expressed, during the ECT negotiations, for provisional application did not result
in its forfeiting its right to put forward "its own interpretation of the Limitation
Clause of Article 45(1) ECT".766 Reliance on the IMS v. DIO judgment and the
doctrines of estoppel and acquiescence is, however, not about the forfeiture of
rights in relation to the "interpretation" of Article 45(1) ECT, for this reliance
assumes that "own interpretation" of the ECT by the Russian Federation as point
of departure. This reliance is about the question whether, given that own
interpretation of the ECT, the Russian Federation can in good faith invoke its own
domestic law where it has previously consistently argued that that domestic law
was in accordance with the ECT.

366.

HVY's reliance on the IMS v. DIO judgment is therefore entirely in line with the
positions previously taken by HVY. In addition, the IMS v. DIO judgment is a
Dutch rule of law which the Court of Appeal is obliged to apply ex officio on the
basis of Article 25 DCCP, regardless of whether one of the parties has invoked
this rule, since the legal facts necessary for ex officio application form part of the
debate between the parties (and have done so as early as the Arbitrations).
Lastly, the Russian Federation has again not argued how its procedural rights
have been violated by HVY invoking the rule in IMS v. DIO. As in the cases
discussed above, there is no such violation.

367.

In short, even if it were assumed that the standard laid down by the Supreme
Court in the Smit v. Ruwa judgment somehow also applies to defendants in
setting-aside proceedings, all of HVY's defences to which the Russian Federation
has objected would meet that standard.

6.4

The burden of proof regarding the alleged absence of a valid arbitration
agreement lies with the Russian Federation

368.

In its Statement of Appeal, HVY submitted grounds of appeal against the District
Court wrongly ruling that HVY has the burden of proof with regard to the
jurisdiction of the Arbitral Tribunal to examine the dispute between HVY and the
Russian Federation.767 In response, the Russian Federation argues that the
District Court was right, because in arbitration proceedings the burden of proof
for the existence of a valid arbitration agreement lies with the claimant and since

765

Defence on Appeal, para. 253(c).
See the quote in Defence on Appeal, para. 306, which refers to HEL Interim Award, para. 288.
Statement of Appeal, Ground of Appeal 2.2 (para. 616 et seq.).

766
767
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"[t]he setting-aside proceedings are the extension of the arbitral proceedings",768
the burden of proof in the setting-aside proceedings also lies with the claimant in
the arbitration. In support of these assertions, the Russian Federation relies in
particular on the Expert Report Prof. Snijders, which (succinctly put) argues that
there would be an "unacceptable discrepancy" if the burden of proof in the
arbitration were to differ from that in the setting-aside proceedings. Snijders'
argument is unfounded for the following reasons. Incidentally, the Russian
Federation further relies on Meijer's thesis.769 However, the refutation of the
Expert Report Prof. Snijders below also refutes Meijer's arguments.
369.

Firstly, Snijders ignores the statutory rules of evidence. After all, the allocation of
the burden of proof in setting-aside proceedings, as in any civil law proceedings,
is laid down in the DCCP: Article 150 DCCP provides that the party invoking legal
consequences of facts or rights it has asserted, bears the burden of proof of
those facts or rights. It is the Russian Federation that in this case invokes the
legal consequence (namely the setting-aside of the Arbitral Awards) of the
alleged absence of a valid arbitration agreement. The ground for setting aside
invoked by the Russian Federation is also "absence of a valid arbitration
agreement" (Article 1065(1)(a) DCCP). Therefore, it is the Russian Federation
that bears the burden of proof of its assertion that there is no valid arbitration
agreement.770

370.

The allocation of the burden of proof in arbitration is irrelevant, for this allocation
is entirely left to the discretion of the arbitral tribunal (Article 1039(5) DCCP). The
discretionary choice of the arbitral tribunal regarding who bears the burden of
proof in an arbitration cannot of course determine the allocation of the burden of
proof in setting-aside (court) proceedings.

371.

Secondly, Article 1076(1)(A)(a) DCCP explicitly provides that in exequatur
proceedings concerning a foreign arbitral award, the burden of proof for the
absence of a valid arbitration agreement lies with the party against which
recognition or enforcement is sought. This shows that the Dutch legislature,
irrespective of where the burden of proof lies in the arbitration, apparently did not
see any obstacle in determining that the burden of proof in court proceedings
arising from arbitration lies with the party relying on the absence of a valid
arbitration agreement. To that extent - contrary to Snijders and Meijer - setting-

768
769
770

Defence on Appeal, para. 463.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 459, 460, 463.
Cf. Court of Appeal of 's-Hertogenbosch, 20 February 2007, ECLI:NL:GHSHE:2007:AZ9780,
legal finding 4.5.5, in the context of a claim for setting aside on the basis of Article 1065(c)
DCCP ("As [appellant] relies on the legal consequences of the alleged setting-aside ground it
has submitted, the burden of proof of the supporting facts and circumstances lies with it."). The
Russian Federation in its Defence on Appeal, para. 469 and footnote 689, refers to literature
and case law which are not relevant to the present case as they are about a claimant relying
on certain legal consequences of an agreement, and not about a claimant in setting-aside
proceedings relying on certain legal consequences of the alleged absence of an agreement.
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aside proceedings, like exequatur proceedings, do not count as an extension of
an arbitration either.
372.

Snijders argues that exequatur proceedings deviate from setting-aside
proceedings because exequatur proceedings are not about the validity of the
arbitral award. This alleged distinction is irrelevant. Both provisions correspond
in terms of the characteristic relevant here: both Article 1065(1)(a) DCCP and
Article 1076(1)(A)(a) DCCP provide for a party relying on the alleged absence of
a valid arbitration agreement. In both cases the question must be answered
whether the defendant in the arbitration has agreed to having the dispute decided
in arbitration. There is no distinction between both provisions that would justify a
difference with respect to the burden of proof. Snijders does not point to such a
difference either.771

373.

Snijders also acknowledged the similarity between the two provisions in his book
Nederlands Arbitragerecht ("Dutch Arbitration Law"). In this book, he notes that:
"Article 1076 DCCP has the same control function for foreign arbitral awards as
Article 1065 DCCP for Dutch arbitral awards."772

374.

Thirdly, it is also perfectly customary internationally to place the burden of proof
in setting-aside proceedings with the party asserting there is no arbitration
agreement. This is unmistakeably evident from Article 34(2) of the UNCITRAL
Model Law. The UNCITRAL Model Law is the most authoritative representation
of what is considered acceptable internationally in the field of arbitration, all the
more so because this law has adopted – sometimes even been verbatim – as an
arbitration law in national legislation by numerous countries. According to
UNCITRAL, no less than 80 states have based their arbitration legislation on the
UNCITRAL Model Law.773 Article 34(2) of the UNCITRAL Model Law provides
that "[a]n arbitral award may be set aside [...] only if [...] the party making the
application furnishes proof that [...] said [arbitration] agreement is not valid [...]"
(Emphasis added.). The Dutch legislature noted with regard to the arbitration law
applicable to the present proceedings: "Substantively there is no essential
difference between UNCITRAL Model Law and the present – amended –
legislative proposal […]."774 Snijders (and Meijer) – like the Russian Federation –
completely disregard the UNCITRAL Model Law on this point.

375.

As for Snijders, who does not devote a word to the rules on setting aside in the
UNCITRAL Model Law, this is all the more remarkable because elsewhere in his

771

Nor does the judgment of the District Court of Rotterdam of 18 May 2011
(ECLI:NL:RBROT:2011:BQ5670) cited by the Expert Report Prof. Snijders as substantiation
point to such a material difference.
Snijders, Groene Serie 2018, Article 1076, note 2.
See http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/arbitration/1985Model_arbitration_status
.html (last visited on 11 February 2019).
Memorandum of Reply, House of Representatives, parliamentary year 1985 - 1986, 18 464, no.
6, p. 4.

772
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report he does refer to the UNCITRAL Model Law775 and his C.V. even states
that he is a representative of the Netherlands in the UNCITRAL working group
engaged with arbitration (Working Group II on Arbitration and Conciliation).776 Is
it Snijders' opinion that the arrangement as laid down in the UNCITRAL Model
Law since 1985 and which forms the basis for arbitration legislation in 80 different
states, "leads to an unacceptable discrepancy between arbitral tribunals and
public courts"?777 It does not become clear from Snijders' report.
376.

The foregoing is further confirmed by Gary Born – an internationally renowned
arbitrator and author on arbitration – in his book International Commercial
Arbitration. Born considers it "particularly appropriate" that the burden of proof
for the absence of a valid arbitration agreement lies with the party challenging
the award:
"As discussed below, there is authority that the burden of proof of the existence
of an agreement to arbitrate in a non-recognition action under the Convention is
on the award-creditor. The better view, however, is that the award-debtor bears
the burden of proof of both the nonexistence and the invalidity of the arbitration
agreement under Article V(1)(a). The same analysis applies in the annulment
context." 778 (Emphasis added.)
"This is particularly appropriate in light of the fact that recognition proceedings
occur after an entire arbitral proceeding, including a jurisdictional decision by the
tribunal (absent which, jurisdictional objections under Article V(1)(a) will be
waived). In these circumstances, it is appropriate that the award-debtor be
required to prove both the non-existence and invalidity of the arbitration
agreement."779 (Emphasis added.)

377.

Fourthly, Snijders’ argument assumes that in arbitration the burden of proof for
arbitral jurisdiction always lies with the claimant. That is incorrect. For instance,
in these setting-aside proceedings the Russian Federation relies on alleged
illegalities to argue that the Arbitral Tribunal lacked jurisdiction. Apart from the
fact that those accusations are incorrect and under the ECT are not relevant to
the jurisdiction of an Arbitral Tribunal, it is commonly accepted internationally that
if a State argues that the Arbitral Tribunal lacks jurisdiction because of illegalities,
it is up to that State to prove that.780

378.

Snijders also argues that imposing the burden of proof on the claimants in the
setting-aside proceedings for their assertions regarding lack of jurisdiction is at
odds with the right of access to the courts under Article 6 ECHR. Leaving aside

775

Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, para. 64.
Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, para. 7.
Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, para. 34.
Gary Born, International Commercial Arbitration, 2nd edition 2014, p. 3190-3191.
Gary Born, International Commercial Arbitration, 2nd edition 2014, p. 3452.
See for example Unión Fenosa Gas/Egypt (ICSID case no ARB/14/4), majority award of 31
August 2018 (see https://www.italaw.com/cases/2456), para. 7.52 and dissenting opinion of
arbitrator Clodfelter, para. 4; Kim et al. v. Uzbekistan (ICSID case no ARB/13/16), decision on
jurisdiction (https://www.italaw.com/cases/5403), 8 March 2017, para. 417; and Fraport v.
Philippines (ICSID case no ARB/11/12), Exhibit RF-375, award, para. 481.
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778
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the irony of a state that could not care less about the proper administration of
justice invoking Article 6 ECHR in a case where precisely this is at issue, this
invocation fails. Article 6 ECHR does not preclude procedural limitations on the
invocation of lack of jurisdiction in setting-aside proceedings, let alone on
procedural rules on the allocation of the burden of proof. For example, Article
1065(2) DCCP provides that invoking lack of jurisdiction before the setting-aside
court is not possible if that invocation was not already made in good time during
the arbitration. Despite the fundamental right of access to the courts, a party can
thus entirely forfeit its right to invoke lack of jurisdiction in setting-aside
proceedings simply by not complaining in good time in the arbitration. Article 6
ECHR does not preclude this, nor does it preclude the normal allocation of the
burden of proof under Article 150 DCCP. The complete assessment carried out
by the setting-aside court in the context of Article 1065(1)(a) DCCP offers
sufficient protection from the perspective of Article 6 ECHR.
379.

Finally, Snijders refers to the judgment of the Supreme Court of 21 February
1913, NJ 1913, p. 584 (Offermeijer/Portheine) and later lower court judgments
based on that judgment.781 However, this judgment dates from long before the
UNCITRAL Model Law of 1985 discussed above, before the Arbitration Act of
1986 which, according to the legislature, does not differ materially from the
UNCITRAL Model Law on this point, before the introduction of Article 1076 DCCP
in which the legislature explicitly confirmed that in exequatur proceedings the
burden of proof for the absence of a valid arbitration agreement lies with the party
who wishes to have the exequatur refused, and before Snijders himself wrote
that Article 1076 DCCP has the same function for foreign arbitral awards as the
setting-aside proceedings in Article 1065 DCCP have for Dutch arbitral awards.

380.

In short, contrary to Snijders’ assertion, the burden of proof for the absence of
an arbitration agreement lies with the Russian Federation, the party that in the
present setting-aside proceedings invokes the legal consequences of the alleged
absence of a valid arbitration agreement.

781

Expert Report Prof. Snijders, Exhibit RF-D9, para. 32 and footnote 13.
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7

HVY ARE INVESTORS WITH AN INVESTMENT WITHIN THE MEANING OF
ARTICLE 1(6) AND (7) ECT
New Exhibits:
−

The
o
o
o
o

−

Russian Federation’s exhibits to the Defence on Appeal:
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet (Exhibit RF-D16);
literature (Exhibits RF-329–337, RF-350, RF-355–356 and RF-380);
foreign case law (Exhibits RF-354, RF-357–359, RF-369 and RF393);
arbitral awards (Exhibits RF-339–349, RF-351–353 and RF-360–
371).

HVY’s exhibits to this deed:
o Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver (Exhibit HVY-D12);
o Memorandum from the ECT Secretariat, 28 November 2017 (Exhibit
HVY-230);
o

o
o

o

Craig Bamberger, transcript of speech of 17 December 2018 during
the Conference on the 20th Anniversary of the ECT's Entry Into Force
(Exhibit HVY-231);
Judgment of French Supreme Court, 28 March 2018, (Komstroy
(formerly Energoallians) v. Moldova) (Exhibit HVY-232);
Presentation by Dr Esa Paasivirta regarding "Protection of Foreign
Investments: An Overview of International Law", Seminar for
participants in the negotiations on the Basic Agreement at the EEC,
Moscow, 27-30 September 1992 (Exhibit HVY-209);
Vattenfall v. Germany, ICSID case number ARB/12/12, Decision on
the Achmea Issue, 31 August 2018 (Exhibit HVY-234).

Key points:
!

The Tribunal had jurisdiction over the dispute between HVY and the
Russian Federation under Article 1(6) and (7) ECT in conjunction with
Article 26 ECT. HVY are undeniably Investors as defined in Article 1(7)
ECT, since it is not disputed that each of them is "a company […] organized
in accordance with the law applicable in [an ECT State]". HVY also held
Investments as defined in Article 1(6) ECT, since, as shareholders in
Yukos, they were each undisputed owners of "shares […] in a company".

!

The Russian Federation continues to attempt to add requirements to the
definitions in Article 1(6) and (7) ECT, relying to that end in its Defence on
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Appeal on a report by Pellet. However, as confirmed by the Dutch Supreme
Court, the French Supreme Court, the Swedish Court of Appeal and
numerous arbitral tribunals, this is clearly impermissible. As explained by
Schrijver in his expert report, such an attempt is contrary to international
law, since it is incompatible with the text of the ECT, the context of Article
1(6) and (7) ECT, the object and purpose of the ECT and the ECT's
drafting history, during which, nota bene, the conditions currently
advocated by the Russian Federation were considered and explicitly
rejected.
!

The alleged jurisdictional requirements that the Russian Federation is now
attempting to read into the ECT have been rejected by all state courts and
arbitral tribunals that have ruled on the matter. Even Pellet, the Russian
Federation’s own expert, ruled as a member of an arbitral tribunal that it
"would not be proper to read […] an artificial limitation into the plain
meaning" of the ECT.

!

Furthermore, the Russian Federation asserts that the Tribunal should have
denied jurisdiction due to alleged illegalities, based on an unwritten legality
requirement for the making of an Investment under the ECT, the concept
of piercing the corporate veil under international law or the law governing
Jersey and the Isle of Man. These assertions already fail given that the
Russian Federation's illegality allegations have no bearing on the facts.
Moreover, the jurisdiction of ECT arbitral tribunals is not subject to a
legality requirement as alleged by the Russian Federation. Nor is there a
rule of (inter)national law pursuant to which the corporate veil can be
pierced to assess the jurisdiction of an arbitral tribunal on the basis of
alleged circumstances that, like those cited by the Russian Federation,
have nothing to do with establishing jurisdiction under the ECT.

7.1

Introduction

381.

In their Statement of Appeal, HVY have explained that the Tribunal was correct
in its finding that HVY are "Investor[s]" with an "Investment" within the meaning
of Article 1(6) and (7) ECT. The fact that HVY meet the requirements set out in
Article 1(6) and (7) ECT is undisputed. Consequently, the Tribunal had
jurisdiction under Article 26 ECT to decide on the dispute between HVY and the
Russian Federation regarding their investments.782

382.

In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation does not deny that HVY and
their investments in Yukos meet all the requirements set out in Article 1(6) and
(7) ECT. Nevertheless, it argues that "HVY are not 'Investors' and their shares

782

Statement of Appeal, Part II, Chapter 9.
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[...] are not 'Investments' within the meaning of Article 1(6) and (7) ECT, because
the ECT does not protect 'U-turn' investments made by nationals of a host State
through sham companies".783 In support of this position, the Russian Federation
relies on an expert report by Pellet of 9 November 2017 (Exhibit RF-D16).784
383.

In addition, the Russian Federation argues that the Tribunal had no jurisdiction
because HVY "acquired their stake in Yukos in an illegal manner"785 and thus the
"Tribunal should have proceeded [...] to pierce HVY's corporate veil in order to
reveal the Russian Oligarchs behind it".786 Strikingly, the Russian Federation
does not find support for these latter standpoints in Pellet’s expert report, which
does not express an opinion on these issues. Instead, the Russian Federation
relies on other exhibits, including an expert report by Mr Michaelides on piercing
the corporate veil in Cyprus and judgments on the same subject under the laws
of the Isle of Man.

384.

The Russian Federation's exhibits cannot conceal the fact that its assertions on
both the law and the facts are completely incorrect. HVY submit with this deed
an expert report by Professor Schrijver of 21 February 2019.787 Schrijver explains
that Pellet tries to add requirements to Article 1(6) and (7) ECT that have no basis
whatsoever in those provisions. This attempt to distort the provisions of the ECT
is thus entirely unfounded.

385.

HVY will explain this in more detail in this chapter. Based also on Schrijver’s
expert report, HVY will set out below why Pellet’s position is completely incorrect,
since (i) HVY are Investors as referred to in Article 1(7) ECT (Section 7.2), (ii)
with an Investment as referred to in Article 1(6) ECT (Section 7.3), (iii) the
Russian Federation’s allegations regarding illegalities are – as explained in
Part III of this Deed – not only factually incorrect, but in any event have no role
at law in determining the question of jurisdiction (Section 7.4), and (iv) the
doctrine of piercing the corporate veil has no relevance whatsoever for the
Tribunal’s jurisdiction (Section 7.5).

386.

Before doing so, HVY note that preparations for a round of renegotiations on the
ECT are currently underway, which will (potentially) commence in 2019. The
discussions will likely include the introduction of new requirements for ECT
protection on the basis of an ECT Secretariat memorandum of 28 November

783
784
785
786
787

Statement of Appeal, para. 655.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet of 9 November 2017, Exhibit RF-D16. The First Expert Report
Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, relates to Article 45 ECT. See in this regard Chapters 2 and 3 above.
Statement of Appeal, para. 656.
Statement of Appeal, para. 710.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, 21 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D12. The First and Second
Expert Report Prof. Schrijver relate to Article 45 ECT. See in this regard Chapters 2 and 3
above.
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2017 approved by the parties to the ECT.788 In that memorandum, under the
heading "new approaches”, possible topics for consideration include the
introduction of a new requirement that investors must have "substantial business
activities" in the country where they have their seat, and a possible new provision
that "investors whose ultimate beneficiary is a national of the host State" can be
excluded.789 Apart from this, new investment treaties, such as the EU-Canada
Comprehensive Economic Trade Agreement (CETA) and the previously
proposed Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), contain
requirements different from the ECT and similar treaties concluded in the past.
387.

Pellet tries to take advantage of these developments by arguing that similar
requirements should be read into the ECT. In doing so, Pellet fails to appreciate
the fact that the aforementioned developments in fact only confirm the current
broad scope of protection of the ECT – after all, one can only renegotiate to
change something that was already previously agreed in the first place. The
memorandum approved by the ECT States also refers explicitly to "new
approaches" and "additional criteria" as regards Article 1(6) and (7) ECT, from
which it clearly follows that such new approaches and additional criteria currently
do not apply.790 As the Dutch government has also explicitly acknowledged,791
the provisions of an investment treaty such as the ECT, that have hence been
agreed upon, apply in full until the Contracting States agree to a different treaty
text. Provisions that apply under other, later treaties at variance with the ECT
show nothing other than the fact that the ECT negotiators did not opt for the

788

The ECT Secretariat’s memorandum was approved by the Energy Charter Conference on 28
November 2017, Exhibit HVY-230; Article 34(1) ECT provides that the Energy Charter
Conference is a body in which the Contracting Parties consult each other.
Memorandum from the ECT Secretariat (subject: "Modernisation of the Energy Charter Treaty"),
28 November 2017, Exhibit HVY-230, at 5.
Memorandum from the ECT Secretariat (subject: "Modernisation of the Energy Charter Treaty"),
28 November 2017, Exhibit HVY-230, at 5.
See e.g. List of Questions and Answers dated 21 May 2013, House of Representatives
parliamentary year 2012-2013, 33625, no. 5, p. 13 ("[...] all legal entities incorporated under
Dutch law [...] may avail themselves of investment protection and this is in principle regardless
of whether they also engage in business activities in the Netherlands [...] In this new generation
of bilateral investment treaties (“BITs"), companies without significant business activities will no
longer be able to avail themselves of investment protection.”); Answer to parliamentary
questions dated 13 May 2014, House of Representatives parliamentary year 2013-2014,
Appendix, no. 1934 ("These proposals will also be included in future Dutch BITs in so far as the
other party agrees" (Emphasis added.)); Answer to parliamentary questions dated 1 September
2015, House of Representatives parliamentary year 2014-2015, Appendix 3232 ("At present,
all companies that have established themselves in the Netherlands as legal entities and have
made an investment in a country with which the Netherlands has concluded a treaty on
investment protection may invoke that treaty. The current Dutch BITs do not impose any further
specific conditions on this. As I indicated in the letter of 25 June 2014 in response to the Van
Ojik motion (Parliamentary Document 21 501-02, no. 1397), I consider the use of a BIT by a
company that does not conduct substantial business activities to be undesirable. The
Netherlands wants to revise this." (Emphasis added.)).

789
790
791
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inclusion of such provisions in the ECT,792 but rather chose for other provisions
that were more common at the time.793
388.

The ECT drafting history shows that the ECT negotiators were well and fully
aware of the choices they made with regard to the scope of protection of the ECT.
As recently confirmed by Mr Bamberger, then Chairman of the Legal Advisory
Committee – the committee that advised on the legal aspects of the ECT during
the negotiations – there were differences of opinion on this very issue amongst
the ECT negotiators during the drafting process, but the parties expressly chose
for the current, broad scope of protection. As Bamberger explains:
"A fundamental investment question is who should enjoy the benefits of the
Treaty's investment protections and dispute resolution mechanisms, and the
negotiating parties were divided between those that wanted such benefits for all
companies organised in [Contracting Parties] without regard to substantive
connection or ultimate ownership. I would number among those that took that
position the UK […], the European Commission and Denmark and The
Netherlands. On the other side were those that wanted such benefits restricted
to investors with substantive ties to [Contracting Parties], and probably the
leading spokesman for that point of view was Norway. The ultimate solution
leaned in favor of the former position, generally according treaty benefits based
on formal organisation and employing unrestricted definitions […] subject to a
denial of benefits provision which could be invoked under prescribed
circumstances […]. As a corollary to this position, the negotiating parties
consistently rejected various kinds of proposals to condition eligibility of an
investment, such as by requiring cross-border flow of investment." 794 (Emphasis
added.)

389.

Under international law and Dutch law, the ECT negotiators' choice must be
respected.795 As the Russian Federation's expert, Pellet, himself states, "the duty
of the interpreter is ‘to interpret the Treaties, not to revise them'."796

390.

In the present case, this means that holding companies established in Cyprus or
the Isle of Man are protected under the ECT against unlawful expropriation of
their investment by the Russian Federation, regardless of whether such
companies are ultimately controlled by Russian nationals (which HVY are not, as
explained further below in Chapter 15, in particular Sections 15.3 and 15.4, of
this deed). Ownership and control of HEL and YUL is vested in GML and/or the
trustee of the Palmus Trust. Ownership and control of VPL is vested in the trustee

792

Contrary to the Russian Federation’s contention, these (draft) treaties between the EU and
Canada or the US cannot in any way be considered as "subsequent practice in the application
of the treaty which establishes the agreement of the parties regarding its interpretation" (Article
31(3)(b) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties ("VCLT")). See also Defence on
Appeal, Section IV(B)(b)(ii)(iv).
See Statement of Appeal, paras. 726 and 729.
Craig Bamberger, speech of 17 December 2018 during the Conference on the 20th Anniversary
of the ECT's Entry Into Force. HVY enter a transcript of this speech into evidence as Exhibit
HVY-231. See also presentation by Dr Esa Paasivirta, "Protection of Foreign Investments: An
Overview of International Law", Seminar for participants in the negotiations of the Basic
Agreement at the EEC, Moscow, 27-30 September 1992, Exhibit HVY-209.
See Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, paras. 10-14 and 125.
First Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D3, para. 16.

793
794

795
796
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of the Veteran Petroleum Trust, which is essentially a pension fund for retired
Yukos employees (see Section 16.3 at c).
7.2

HVY are each an Investor within the meaning of Article 1(7) ECT

391.

It is not disputed that HVY fulfil the requirements set out in Article 1(7) ECT,
namely, that they are each a "company" that is "organised in accordance with the
law applicable in that Contracting Party". Indeed, HEL and VPL are legal entities
("companies") organised under the laws of ("organised in accordance with the
law of") Cyprus (a "Contracting Party"), and YUL is organised in accordance with
the laws of the Isle of Man, which for the purposes of the ECT is considered to
be part of the United Kingdom (also a "Contracting Party").797 The Tribunal’s
ruling that HVY are Investors within the meaning of Article 1(7) ECT,798 and thus
fall within the scope of Article 26 ECT, is thus correct.

392.

Nevertheless, in an attempt to deny that HVY are Investors, Pellet tries to
convince the Court of Appeal to ignore the definition of Investor in Article 1(7)
ECT and to add requirements that have not been included in the Treaty. As
discussed below, reading such unwritten requirements into the ECT
fundamentally contravenes international law in general (as codified in, inter alia,
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties) and the applicable investment
treaty (i.e. the ECT) in particular. This is confirmed in the case law of, among
others, the Dutch Supreme Court and the French Cour de cassation.

7.2.1

The text of Article 1(7) ECT, the object and purpose of the ECT, the ECT
travaux and the case law all confirm that HVY are each an Investor within
the meaning of the ECT
a)

393.

It is evident from the text of Article 1(7) ECT that HVY are each an
Investor within the meaning of the ECT

Pellet cannot and does not deny that the interpretation of Article 1(7) ECT begins
with its text. Pellet further admits that HVY are Investors on the basis of the text
of Article 1(7) ECT. In fact, Pellet criticises the Tribunal for having interpreted it
too literally: "[…] the Arbitral Tribunal bases itself, exclusively, on a purely literal
interpretation of Article 1(7) ECT […]".799

394.

This would be difficult to deny, as the text of Article 1(7) ECT is crystal clear and
the opinion of the Tribunal on this point is correct. As previously explained by

797

Interim Award (YUL), paras. 403-405, Interim Award (HEL), paras. 403-405 and Interim Award
(VPL), paras. 403-405. See also Statement of Appeal, para. 725.
Interim Award (YUL), paras. 411-417, Interim Award (HEL), paras. 411-417 and Interim Award
(VPL), paras. 411-417. See also Statement of Appeal, paras. 725-738.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 4 (Emphasis added.).
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HVY800 and as set out by Schrijver,801 Article 1(7) ECT has a clear and
unambiguous meaning: an entity organised in accordance with the laws of an
ECT State is an Investor of that State. The clause "company or other organisation
organised in accordance with the law applicable in that Contracting Party" in
Article 1(7)(a)(ii) ECT contains a simple and unambiguous test for the nationality
of a company. This test includes only one requirement: an entity "organised in
accordance with the law" of the relevant ECT State is sufficient to establish that
the entity is an Investor within the meaning of the ECT. That HVY meet this
requirement is not in dispute in these proceedings (see para. 391 above).
395.

Article 1(7) ECT does not exclude any types of companies, and hence also not
holding companies or alleged "shell companies".802 Pellet acknowledges this:
"I have no doubt that the fact that Claimants were mere shell-companies is of no
consequence in the present case […] there is no basis under international law to
accord such a commercial entity any less entitlement to the protections afforded
under an investment treaty than any other commercial entity." 803 (Emphasis
added.)

396.

Pellet, as chairman of the arbitral tribunal in the RREEF v. Spain case, added to
the above that it is not possible to read a limitation into the definition of Article
1(7) ECT that is included in other investment treaties but is not evidenced by the
text of the ECT:
"There are examples of investment treaties that include within the definition of
investor only commercial entities that can demonstrate certain characteristics or
activities. There is no such limitation in the ECT or the ICSID Convention. It would
not be proper to read such an artificial limitation into the plain meaning of the
ECT, the ICSID Convention or into international law generally."804 (Emphasis
added.)

397.

These acknowledgements thus end the debate as to whether HVY are excluded
from the definition in Article 1(7) ECT because they are allegedly "shell
companies".805

800

Statement of Appeal, para. 725 et seq.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 20 et seq.
"[T]he beneficiaries are the veteran employees of Yukos who were intended to benefit from the
Mezzanine Amount under the Yukos Shares" (Interim Award (VPL), para. 480). See also Interim
Award (VPL), para. 420 opening words and at g and m through o.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 38. In this paragraph, Pellet is quoting
in part from RREEF Infrastructure (G.P.) Limited and RREEF Pan-European Infrastructure Two
Lux S.à r.l v. Kingdom of Spain, ICSID case number ARB/13/30, Decision on Jurisdiction of 6
June 2016, Exhibit HVY-184 (internal quotation marks omitted), an arbitration in which Pellet
was the chairman of the arbitral tribunal. See also Statement of Appeal, para. 728 and footnote
543.
RREEF Infrastructure (G.P.) Limited and RREEF Pan-European Infrastructure Two Lux S.à r.l
v. Kingdom of Spain, ICSID case number ARB/13/30, Decision on Jurisdiction of 6 June 2016,
Exhibit HVY-184, para. 145.
In so far as Pellet contends that in the present case holding companies are not protected
because they are supposedly owned or controlled by Russians, HVY refer to Section 7.2.3
below. In so far as Pellet contends that they are not protected in the present case because of
alleged irregularities, HVY refer to Section 7.4 below.

801
802

803

804
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Incidentally, the Russian Federation creates further confusion by employing the
term "shell companies" in the Statement of Defence on the basis of Exhibits RF329–331 in a different way than Pellet and translating that term as 'sham
companies'. What exactly the Russian Federation means to say there can remain
unanswered. This is because, under the definition employed by the Russian
Federation itself in its Defence on Appeal on the basis of its exhibits,806 HVY are
not "shell companies" since they had and still have "significant assets", namely,
a majority of the shares in Yukos and currently a claim against the Russian
Federation based on the expropriation of those shares.
In view of the above, Exhibits RF-332–337 are irrelevant, as they only discuss
that "shell companies" are sometimes established for illegitimate purposes. HVY
were, moreover, established for entirely legitimate purposes, including the
provision of pensions to former Yukos employees, and are part of a group
structure that is commonly used internationally, including holding companies (see
in this regard Chapter 15 of this deed and in particular Section 15.2).

398.

Nevertheless, in his expert report, Pellet still seeks to read unwritten
requirements into Article 1(7) ECT (see para. 404 et seq. below). First, it is
remarkable in this respect that, whereas Pellet as an arbitrator ruled that it is
impermissible to read requirements into the ECT that are not apparent from the
text (see above), Pellet argues as an expert that this is permissible after all.
Moreover, contrary to what Pellet states in his current capacity as an expert,
there is no basis whatsoever for this position. As explained by Schrijver, the term
Investor in Article 1(7) ECT has a "special meaning" within the meaning of Article
31(4) VCLT and this special meaning is decisive.807

399.

The Supreme Court has also confirmed that a special meaning in the sense of
Article 31(4) VCLT – such as that contained in Article 1(7) ECT – is decisive:
"The Court of Appeal sought to resolve this interpretation dilemma by – rightly
[...] – stating first and foremost that the present provision must be interpreted in
accordance with the rules laid down in Articles 31 and 32 VCLT. Under Article
31(4) VCLT, a term in the BIT must be assigned a special meaning if it is
established that this was the intention of the parties. The Court of Appeal was of
the opinion that the latter is the case with respect to the term investment as
defined in Article I (1)(a)(iii) BIT. The parties attached a broad meaning to this
term that differs from common usage." 808

400.

It is undeniable and not disputed in this case that Article 1(7) ECT defines the
notion of Investor, and the notion of Investor as contained in the ECT thus has
the special meaning given to it under that provision. Pursuant to the case law of
the Supreme Court and Article 31(4) VCLT, this special meaning must be

806

"A shell company is defined broadly as "a non-operational company – that is, a legal entity that
has no independent operations, significant assets, ongoing business activities or employees".
See Defence on Appeal, para. 658, with reference to Exhibits RF-329–331.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, par. 15-17.
HR 26 September 2014, NJ 2015/318 (Ecuador/Chevron), para. 5.2. With regard to the rule
from this case law, see also Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 16.
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respected. It is therefore not permitted to apply requirements outside of this
definition that the ECT negotiators expressly did not include. As Schrijver
concludes:
"The fact that States define investors in different ways for the purposes of their
investment treaties is but the normal consequence of the fact that States enjoy a
wide discretion in determining corporate nationality under international law. In
view of this range of available and permissible options, a choice for a particular
test is thus a deliberate one."809

401.

In addition, adding unwritten jurisdictional requirements to the ECT constitutes a
breach of the ECT. This was recently confirmed by the French Cour de cassation
in a case that concerned precisely the ECT definitions in question here. In that
case, the French Cour d'appèl had added requirements to the definition in Article
1(6) ECT. The French Supreme Court ruled in unmistakable terms that this was
unacceptable ("[...] the Court of Appeal breached the above text by adding a
condition not provided for in the treaty").810

402.

The above has also been confirmed in the case law of arbitral tribunals and state
courts in investment disputes. As Schrijver explains, arbitral tribunals established
pursuant to Article 26 ECT have repeatedly and consistently ruled that it is
incorrect to read any condition into the definition of Investor other than the
conditions expressly included in the text of Article 1(7) ECT.811 In the same vein,
ECT arbitral tribunals have rejected arguments according to which holding
companies were not deemed to be Investors within the meaning of Article 1(7)
ECT. Those ECT arbitral tribunals have expressly ruled that holding companies
– such as YUL and HEL – are protected under the ECT812 and that the use of
such companies in group structures is entirely legitimate ("legitimate corporate

809
810

811

812

Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 26.
"[…] la cour d’appel, qui a ajouté une condition que le traité ne prévoit pas, a violé le texte
susvisé", French Supreme Court, Komstroy (formerly: Energoallians) v. Moldova, 28 March
2018, Exhibit HVY-232, para. 4. See also Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVYD12, para. 110. See also the judgment on the ECT of the Svea Court of Appeal, Kyrgyz Republic
v. Petrobart Limited, discussed by Schrijver in the Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit
HVY-D12, para. 104.
See Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 64 with reference to Nykomb
Synergetics Technology Holding AB v. The Republic of Latvia (SCC case number 118/2001),
award dated 16 December 2003, para. 2.1; Petrobart Limited v. The Kyrgyz Republic (SCC
case number 126/2003), award dated 29 March 2005, p. 70; AES Summit Generation Limited
and AES-Tisza Erömü Kft v. The Republic of Hungary (ICSID case number ARB/07/22), award
dated 23 September 2010, paras. 6.1.2-6.1.6; Electrabel S.A. v. Republic of Hungary (ICSID
case number ARB/07/19), Decision on Jurisdiction, Applicable Law and Liability dated 30
November 2012, paras. 5.31, 5.46; and Masdar Solar & Wind Cooperative U.A. v. Kingdom of
Spain (ICSID case number ARB/14/1), award dated 16 May 2018, paras. 176-177.
See Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 65, with reference to RREEF
Infrastructure (G.P.) Limited and RREEF Pan-European Infrastructure Two Lux S.à.r.l. v.
Kingdom of Spain (ICSID case number ARB/13/30), Decision on Jurisdiction dated 6 June 2016,
Exhibit HVY-184, para. 145. See also Charanne and Construction Investments v. Kingdom of
Spain (SCC case number 062/2012), award of 21 January 2016, Exhibit HVY-183, paras. 412
and 414 and Isolux v. Spain (SCC case number 2013/153), Award, 12 July 2016, Exhibit HVY233, paras. 670-674. As Schrijver sets out, this is further supported – unlike the Russian
Federation states on the basis of outdated literature, Exhibits RF-355-356 – by rulings of arbitral
tribunals under treaties other than the ECT (Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVYD12, para. 68 et seq.
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planning").813 In addition to the aforementioned judgment in RREEF v. Spain, in
which Pellet confirmed that holding companies are not excluded from ECT
protection, Pellet also ignores these judgments in his expert report.
403.

In short, Pellet’s argument fails. As Schrijver confirms, HVY are Investors within
the meaning of the ECT, since HVY meet the requirements of Article 1(7) ECT,
and it is not permissible to add additional requirements to that Article.
b)

The object and purpose of the ECT confirm that HVY are each an
Investor within the meaning of the ECT

404.

Like the Russian Federation, Pellet is of the opinion that, notwithstanding the
above, Article 1(7) ECT should nevertheless be interpreted in a manner that
deviates from its obvious meaning, allegedly on account of the object and
purpose of the ECT and the context of that Article.814

405.

However, contrary to Pellet’s contention, the object and purpose of the ECT in
fact only serve to confirm that HVY are Investors within the meaning of Article
1(7) ECT (like the context thereof, as discussed below in Section 7.2.3).815

406.

As Schrijver explains, the object and purpose of the ECT is to raise capital in the
energy sector. To that end, the ECT had to create "a climate favourable to the
operation of enterprises and to the flow of investments" by means of a "stable,
transparent legal framework" and "full use of the potential of enterprises".816 A
transparent legal framework entails that no unwritten requirements can
subsequently be read into a treaty. Changing the rules later on in the game would
mean that investments already made would retroactively no longer be protected,
without the investors being able to know about it. The above strongly underscores
the position that all entities that fall within the definition of Article 1(7) ECT are
protected under the ECT.817

407.

Pellet, on the other hand, advocates excluding an investor from ECT protection
if the national(s) controlling that investor is from the same country as the ECT
State in which the investment is made.818 This evidently contravenes "a climate
favourable to the operation of enterprises and to the flow of investments" and the
"full use of the potential of enterprises". The only consequence of this is that an
investor from State A controlled by nationals from State B is in fact encouraged

813

814
815
816
817
818

Isolux v. Spain (SCC case number 2013/153), Award, 12 July 2016, Exhibit HVY-233, para.
701. Cf. also Alapli Elektrik B.V. v. Republic of Turkey (ICSID case number ARB/08/13), Exhibit
RF-139, award, para. 391. Both rulings also refer to rulings under other treaties that
acknowledge that the use of holding companies is in principle legitimate corporate planning.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, paras. 7 and 10.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, Section III.4.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 53.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, paras. 53-54.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 35.
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not to invest in State B. Instead of raising capital, capital is divested, contrary to
the object and purpose of the ECT.819
408.

When the ECT was concluded, both the ongoing 'capital flight' from Russia and
the Russian efforts to 'repatriate' capital to Russia were important issues of
concern and attention for the Russian Federation.820 This is confirmed, inter alia,
by Article 14 ECT and the corresponding notifications. Article 14(1) ECT in fact
guarantees "the freedom of transfer [of capital] into and out of [a Contracting
Party's] Area". However, former USSR States were permitted to apply
"restrictions on movement of capital by its own Investors", on the condition that
they would make a notification prior to 1 July 1995 that they intended to impose
such restrictions.821 The Russian Federation is the only ECT State to have made
such a notification.822 It follows that the Russian Federation in fact attempted to
prevent capital from leaving Russia as much as possible. Moreover, a few years
after the ECT was concluded, Putin stated that "a very stable, reliable and
favorable investment climate has been created in Russia" and that the return of
capital to the Russian Federation would be a positive consequence thereof:
"We all know well that this is the first step, more exactly, the first indication that
a favorable investment climate is developing in the country. The first indication
is always the return of your own national capital that had left the country. It is a
worldwide practice. It is a good signal."823

409.

It is therefore unsurprising that there is nothing in the object and purpose of the
ECT to show that the Treaty aims to deny investment protection to entities
controlled by nationals of the host State. On the contrary, the "flow of
investments" (Article 2 ECT) will only be enhanced if such protection is permitted
rather than excluded. Therefore, contrary to Pellet, Schrijver concludes that
adding such unwritten requirements and limiting investor protection is
incompatible with the object and purpose of the ECT:
"In sum, adopting an interpretation of Article 1(7) ECT that would impose
constraints on how investments can legitimately be structured, particularly in
spite of the clear wording of the treaty, would not be conducive to creating a
climate favourable to the operation of enterprises."824

c)

819
820
821
822
823
824

The travaux of the ECT also confirm that HVY are each an Investor
within the meaning of the ECT

Cf. Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 56.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 56.
ECT Decision with respect to Article 14(1) and (3) ECT.
ECT, footnote 46. See also Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 56 and
footnote 26.
Putin’s response to a question from a participant in a meeting of APEC members dated 19
October 2001, Exhibit C 1436, Exhibit HVY-1.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 54.
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410.

Pellet asserts that "there is not much to conclude from the travaux" with regard
to Article 1(7) ECT and subsequently does not (or barely) discuss the travaux.825
The fact that Pellet chose not to discuss the ECT travaux, however, is not
because few conclusions can be drawn from them, but rather because the
travaux do not in any way support his position (and that of the Russian
Federation).

411.

On the contrary, the travaux expressly support HVY's position. They confirm that
the ECT negotiators, for various reasons, explicitly chose a broad scope of
protection, which leaves no room for requirements not laid down in the ECT.826
This explicit choice by the negotiators of the ECT must be respected.

412.

For example, HVY explained in their Statement of Appeal that during the ECT
negotiations, proposals to include an additional test (in addition to or instead of
the criterion of incorporation in an ECT State) in Article 1(7) ECT were explicitly
rejected.827 This is confirmed by Schrijver:
"The record of negotiations – which, for convenience, I summarize in Appendix I
to this Opinion – confirms that the drafters of the ECT intentionally elected to use
the law of organization as the sole criterion for determining the nationality of
corporate investors, and that they did so to the exclusion of other requirements
or conditions. Indeed, it is clear from the record that the negotiators did consider
alternative definitions that were partly based on the criterion of control, or
otherwise considered to impose additional requirements. However, they
deliberately rejected all of such proposals during the course of the negotiations.
Among other examples, a proposal by Canada to require that corporate investors
be ultimately controlled by one or more persons from the home state – and
thereby excluding investors ultimately controlled by persons from the host state
– was soon discarded during the negotiations."828

413.

Pellet completely ignores the ECT negotiation history, including these proposals.
The reason for this is that, as Mr Bamberger confirmed, the ECT negotiators
explicitly rejected these proposals and instead chose to define the term Investor
"without regard to substantive connection or ultimate ownership", but rather
"based on formal organisation and employing unrestricted definitions [...]."829 The
absence of a "substantive connection" as a requirement to obtain the status of
Investor under the ECT is also confirmed by the fact that, years after the ECT
was concluded, the ECT States are now considering a round of renegotiations in

825

Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 34.
See Statement of Appeal, para. 727.
See Statement of Appeal, paragraph 727 and European Energy Charter Conference
Secretariat, Document 31/92 - BA 13, 19 June 1992, p. 14 (proposal of the Canadian
Delegation), Annex C 926, Exhibit HVY-1, European Energy Charter Conference Secretariat,
Room Document 12 - Working Group II, 9 September 1992, Annex C 928, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 2
(reservation of the delegations of Norway and the United States to revisit the definition of
‘Investor’).
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 59 with reference to Appendix I to
his report, paras. 145-183 and particularly with regard to the Canadian proposal, paras. 151154.
Transcript of speech by Craig Bamberger, Conference on the 20th Anniversary of the ECT's
Entry Into Force, 17 December 2018, Exhibit HVY-231. See also para. 388 above on Mr
Bamberger and his speech.

826
827

828
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which they may discuss the formulation of "additional criteria" aimed at ensuring
a "substantive connection":
"Covered investors, Article 1(7): Some recent IIAs include additional criteria for
the definition of covered investors (a company must have its 'seat' and engage
in 'real/substantial business' activities in the home State, exclusion of individuals
with dual nationality – including that of the host State –, exclusion of investors
whose ultimate beneficiary is a national of the host State."830

414.

The choices made by ECT negotiators were well-considered, as is evident from
the speech of Mr Bamberger cited above.831 The negotiators were well aware of
the scope of protection of the definitions of Investor and Investment. This is
evident, for example, from Exhibit HVY-230.832 This exhibit is a presentation
given at a seminar for participants in the ECT negotiations in Moscow in 1992.
The presentation shows that the ECT negotiators were presented with several
alternative requirements which were included in other investment treaties and
which could be included in the definitions in Article 1 ECT. These included
requirements for the place of the "centre of administration", "control of
ownership", but also the possibility of requiring that "the majority of shares are
owned by nationals of another State than the host state concerned". Ultimately,
the ECT negotiators made a deliberate choice not to include any of these
requirements in the definition of Investor, and to limit that definition to
incorporation under the law of the host state.

415.

Contrary to what Pellet argues, it is therefore clear not only from the text and
"special meaning" of Article 1(7) ECT, but also from the object and purpose and
the travaux of the ECT, that HVY are each Investors under the ECT.

7.2.2

Contrary to what Pellet argues, the ECT does not include a requirement that
an investor must be 'sufficiently foreign'

416.

Pellet states that HVY are not sufficiently "foreign" to enjoy ECT protection. He
bases this argument on the phrase "of another Contracting Party" in Article 26
ECT, which also features in other provisions.833 This argument must fail.

417.

First, under the definition in Article 1(7) ECT, an "Investor" comes from a
"Contracting Party" if it is "organised in accordance with the law applicable in that
Contracting Party" (Article 1(7)(a)(ii) ECT). The word "another" in the phrase "of
another Contracting Party" in Article 26 ECT merely stipulates that the Investor
must come from a different Contracting Party than the Contracting Party with

830

Memorandum from the ECT Secretariat (subject: "Modernisation of the Energy Charter Treaty"),
28 November 2017, Exhibit HVY-230, p. 3.
See para. 413 above.
Presentation by Dr Esa Paasivirta, "Protection of Foreign Investments: An Overview of
International Law", Seminar for participants in the negotiations of the Basic Agreement at the
EEC, Moscow, 27-30 September 1992, Exhibit HVY-209.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, paras. 11-12, 14 and 19 et seq. See also
Defence on Appeal, paras. 17, 655, 667 and Sections IV(C)(b)(ii)(i)-(iii).
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which there is a dispute. However, it is the definition of Article 1(7) ECT that
determines whether an Investor comes from one Contracting Party or from
another Contracting Party. As Schrijver explains:
"The definition of Article 1(7) ECT is such that a person or entity qualifies not
merely as an 'Investor' in the abstract, but as an 'Investor' of (or 'with respect to')
a particular Contracting Party (or a third state). As will be set out further below,
whether a person or entity qualifies as an 'Investor' of (or 'with respect to') a
particular Contracting Party depends, under the definition in Article 1(7) ECT, on
whether it has the nationality or is organised in accordance with the law
applicable in that particular Contracting Party. In other words, the question of
whether an 'Investor' is of a particular Contracting Party (or of another
Contracting Party) is determined by the definition in Article 1(7) ECT itself.
It is furthermore important to note that Article 26 ECT is applicable to a dispute
'between a Contracting Party and an Investor of another Contracting Party'. The
word 'another' is used in this context in a purely relational sense because it is
Article 1(7) ECT itself that defines the notion of 'Investor' 'with respect to a
Contracting Party'. Therefore, the phrase 'of another Contracting Party' in Article
26 ECT merely makes clear that the 'Investor' at issue is one of a Contracting
Party other than the Contracting Party that is party to the dispute. In itself,
therefore, the word 'another' has no bearing in and of itself upon the definition of
'Investor' in Article 1(7) ECT."834

418.

In short, the phrase "of another Contracting Party" in Article 26 ECT serves only
to make clear that an Investor incorporated under the law of one ECT State
enjoys investment protection in a dispute with another ECT State. However, it is
the definition of Article 1(7) ECT that determines whether an Investor can be
considered to be "of" a certain "Contracting Party" or "of" another Contracting
Party. Also in the other ECT provisions cited by Pellet, the term "of another
Contracting Party" only serves to distinguish between one ECT State (or
"Contracting Party") and the other. None of these provisions stipulate under what
conditions an Investor is to be considered as coming from ("of") one ECT State
or coming from another ECT State ("of another Contracting Party"), since that is
determined by the definition in Article 1(7) ECT. None of these provisions
therefore add a substantive requirement to the term Investor.

419.

Second, Pellet's assertion directly contradicts the express choice of the ECT
negotiators in favour, in Mr Bamberger's words, of "benefits for all companies
organised in [Contracting Parties] without regard to substantive connection or
ultimate ownership."835

420.

Third, Pellet also fails to point to any arbitral award based on the ECT that
supports his reading that a company must be sufficiently 'foreign' to be protected
under the ECT. Such a reference is impossible, because, as HVY discussed
above, ECT arbitral tribunals consistently ruled that there is no room whatsoever

834

Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, paras. 17-18; see also para. 120.
Transcript of speech by Craig Bamberger, Conference on the 20th Anniversary of the ECT's
Entry Into Force, 17 December 2018, Exhibit HVY-231. See also para. 388 above on Mr
Bamberger and his speech.

835
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for setting conditions on being an Investor that are not included in Article 1(7)
ECT (see para. 402 above). Since, in their view, there was no room whatsoever
for additional conditions, Pellet's defence that (some of) the rulings of these
arbitral tribunals are irrelevant because they did not assess the specific additional
conditions he advocates, also fails.836
421.

Pellet's position – as HVY set out in their Statement of Appeal – was for instance
explicitly rejected in the recent award in the ECT case Charanne v. Spain. In it,
Spain complained that claimants in the arbitration were insufficiently foreign
because Spaniards were the ultimately holding the rights to the claiming
companies.837 The arbitral tribunal rejected this argument on the basis of its ruling
that:
"[…] the drafters of the ECT did not want to exclude from the scope of its
application the investors as legal entities controlled by nationals of the
Contracting State receiving the investment." 838

422.

On this point, Pellet gets no further than stating that he does not agree with this
ruling, which may be the case but is not relevant.839

423.

Moreover, Pellet disregards the fact that this decision in the ECT case Charanne
v. Spain was a confirmation of the earlier award in the ECT case Isolux v. Spain.
In it, Spain also argued that the arbitral tribunal should did not have jurisdiction
because the claimants were (ultimately) controlled by Spaniards:
"The Kingdom of Spain argues that, behind the legal personality of IIN, there are
actually a Spanish company, Isolux Corsan S.A., and a Canadian company, PSP
Investments, exercising full and effective control of the Claimant. As far as Isolux
Corsan S.A. is concerned, it argues that the jurisdictional requirement of different
nationalities between the investor-claimant and Contracting Party-respondent
required under Article 26(1) of the ECT is not met. As regards the Canadian
company – PSP Investments –, it should be noted that Canada is not a
Contracting Party to the ECT, thus Canadian investors are not protected under
the ECT."840 (Emphasis added.)

424.

The arbitral tribunal in Isolux v. Spain rejected this argument in its entirety:
"[…] Before considering any other matter, the Arbitral Tribunal notes that the ECT
does not contain, as some Treaties do, a carve-out clause to exclude application
of the requirement to be organised pursuant to the laws of other Contracting
Party where a legal person is controlled by nationals of the other Contracting
State. […]

836
837
838
839
840

Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 40.
Charanne and Construction Investments v. Kingdom of Spain (SCC case number 062/2012),
award of 21 January 2016, Exhibit HVY-183, para. 411.
Charanne and Construction Investments v. Kingdom of Spain (SCC case number 062/2012),
award of 21 January 2016, Exhibit HVY-183, para. 416.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 28.
Isolux v. Spain (SCC case number 2013/153), Award, 12 July 2016, Exhibit HVY-233, para.
661.
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The arbitral jurisprudence invoked by the Respondent does not allow to depart
from the clear text of Article 1 (7) ECT. […]
In view of the above, the Arbitral Tribunal rejects the Objection to Jurisdiction B
raised by the Respondent, according to whom the jurisdictional requirement of
different nationalities between the investor-claimant and the Contracting Partyrespondent required under Article 26(1) of the ECT has not been met."841
(Emphasis added.)

425.

The Russian Federation still tries to dismiss Charanne v. Spain as a completely
different case, because in the present case allegedly involves illegal actions.842
Pellet does not support this interpretation by the Russian Federation in his expert
report. As will become clear from para. 495 below, this is not surprising. This is
because, this interpretation of Charanne v. Spain is not corroborated by that
decision but is based on a deliberately incomplete citation thereof.843

426.

Fourth, the Russian Federation in its Defence on Appeal further invokes Exhibit
RF-339, an ECT-based award in the Uzan v. Turkey case.844 Pellet does not
discuss this decision and that is also for a reason. The Russian Federation once
again deceives by failing to mention that the claimant in that case was a natural
person. It was an investor of Turkish nationality who lived in Turkey when he
invested in Turkey and until the dispute arose. Only later did Mr Uzan move to
another ECT State. The Arbitral Tribunal ruled that therefore Uzan was not an
"investor of another Contracting Party" but an "investor of the Republic of Turkey"
when he invested and that he was therefore not an international investor within
the meaning of the ECT:845
"In the view of the Tribunal, on the evidence that is available to it, the Claimant
is not a covered Investor as he is not an 'Investor of another Contracting Party,'
because on the date he made his investment, and at all times until the alleged
interference occurred, he was an investor of the Republic of Turkey."846

427.

Incidentally, the arbitral tribunal also considered that Mr Uzan probably had been
protected if he had invested in Turkey after he moved to another ECT State:

841

Isolux v. Spain (SCC case number 2013/153), Award, 12 July 2016, Exhibit HVY-233, paras.
670 - 674.
Defence on Appeal, para. 694.
In para. 694 of its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation makes it seem as if the arbitral
tribunal in Charanne and Construction Investments v. Kingdom of Spain (SCC case number
062/2012), award of 21 January 2016, Exhibit HVY-183, para. 415, finds that its ruling could
have turned out differently in the event of "fraud". However, in that paragraph the arbitral tribunal
spoke of "fraud directed at jurisdiction". The Russian Federation thus simply omitted the words
"directed at jurisdiction", probably because even the Russian Federation does not assert that
this is at issue in the present case, which indeed is not. It is already shown by the fact that the
Russian Federation also omitted these words from footnote 1162 that the omission of these
words is no coincidence.
See in this regard Defence on Appeal, para. 678.
See Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, p. 15, footnote 31.
Cem Cengiz Uzan v. Republic of Turkey (SCC case number V 2014/023), Award on
respondent's bifurcated preliminary objection, dated 20 April 2016, Exhibit RF-339, para. 152;
see also para. 148.

842
843

844
845
846
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"The Tribunal does not believe that a subsequent change in residence –
assuming it to have occurred – can of itself transform the Claimant into an
Investor with respect to domestic investments already made, who is entitled to
protections under the ECT, at least not in the absence of investments made as a
protected Investor under the ECT."847 (Emphasis added.)

428.

Any comparison with the present case is flawed. HVY (i) were not established in
the ECT State where they invested (the Russian Federation) but in "another
Contracting State" (namely Cyprus and the United Kingdom) and (ii) did not move
to another ECT State in search of protection under the ECT, but enjoyed that
protection from the moment they made their investments, years before the
dispute with the Russian Federation arose.

429.

Fifth, Pellet also argues that Article 1(7) ECT should interpreted by means of
'rules' alleged by him about who is or is not an investor under international law,
allegedly on the basis of Article 26(6) ECT or Article 31(3)(c) VCLT.848 This
reliance on alleged rules of international law must fail. As an arbitral tribunal
presided by Mr van den Berg recently ruled in the Vattenval v. Germany case,
Article 26(6) ECT is irrelevant for the assessment of the jurisdiction of an arbitral
tribunal849 and Article 31(3)(c) VCLT leaves no room "to substitute a plain reading
of a treaty provision with other rules of international law, external to the treaty
being interpreted, which would contradict the ordinary meaning of its terms."850

430.

Furthermore, the ECT is explicit about which investors fall or do not fall under the
protection of the ECT, and such an explicit wording overrides a principle of
international law to the contrary - if indeed this were to exist.851 In addition, there
simply is no rule of international law which entails that although HVY are
Investors based on the definition of Article 1(7) ECT, they are not protected under
that treaty.852

431.

Finally, the Russian Federation refers to a number of decisions which were not
rendered under the ECT (Exhibits RF-340–342) and from which it allegedly
follows that such a rule of international law does exist. These decisions are not
relevant (see para. 429). Moreover, they do not provide support to the
aforementioned alleged rule of international law. The decision in Lemire v.
Ukraine, Exhibit RF-340, says nothing more than that investment treaties "grant

847

Cem Cengiz Uzan v. Republic of Turkey (SCC case number V 2014/023), award on
respondent's bifurcated preliminary objection, dated 20 April 2016, Exhibit RF-339, para. 152.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 29 et seq. See also Exhibits RF-342
and 343.
Vattenfall v. Germany (ICSID case number ARB/12/12), Decision on the Achmea Issue, 31
August 2018, Exhibit HVY-234, para. 121: "In conclusion, Article 26(6) ECT, either viewed
through Article 42(1) ICSID Convention or interpreted independently of the ICSID Convention,
applies only to the merits of a dispute between the Parties. It does not apply to issues or
questions relating to the Tribunal’s jurisdiction."
Vattenfall v. Germany (ICSID case number ARB/12/12), Decision on the Achmea Issue, 31
August 2018, Exhibit HVY-234, para. 154: See also Statement of Rejoinder, paras. 166-168.
On this point, see Statement of Rejoinder, para. 167.
See Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, paras. 128-129. See also Statement
of Rejoinder, paras. 169-176.

848
849

850
851
852
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rights to foreign investors" and not to "their own citizens". HVY are – as stated –
companies under the law of ECT States other than the Russian Federation. The
decision in Mihali v. Sri Lanka, Exhibit RF-341, concerns a case of (i) abuse of
right, (ii) during the transfer of a claim. Neither is at issue in the present case.
The Russian Federation does not assert that there was an abuse of right (see
Section 7.5.2 below) and the Arbitrations are not based on claims transferred to
HVY.
432.

As discussed above, the authors of the ECT were, contrary to what Pellet asserts,
clear as to what suffices to qualify as an Investor eligible for ECT protection:
incorporation in an ECT State.

7.2.3

"Control" does not play a role under Article 1(7) ECT and HVY are in any
event not under the control of Russian nationals

433.

Pellet further asserts that HVY are not protected on the basis of Article 1 ECT
because '"investments by nationals or controlled by them of one State in the
territory of the very same State are not protected by the ECT".853 That assertion
is incorrect and, moreover, irrelevant.

434.

Firstly, Schrijver confirms that – as HVY set out earlier in their Statement of
Appeal854 – "control" does not play any role in the context of Article 1(7) ECT,
and this is also evident from case law (see Section 7.2.3 (a)). Secondly, control
over HVY is not exercised by Russian nationals, but by nationals of other ECT
States, as previously explained by HVY855 and established by the Arbitral
Tribunal,856 and further explained below (Section 7.2.3 (b)).
a)

435.

"Control" does not play any role under Article 1(7) ECT

HVY have set out above that the text of Article 1(7) ECT is decisive and crystal
clear. Article 1(7) ECT does not contain any reference to "control" and therefore
this concept does not play any role in the definition. As confirmed by Schrijver,
no unwritten (jurisdictional) requirements – such as a requirement with regard to
control over the Investor within the meaning of Article 1(7) ECT – can be added
to the Treaty text.
"The fact that States define investors in different ways for the purposes of their
investment treaties is but the normal consequence of the fact that States enjoy a
wide discretion in determining corporate nationality under international law. In

853
854
855
856

Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 35. See also, for example, Defence
on Appeal, para. 655 (Emphasis added.).
Statement of Appeal, Section 9.2.
Statement of Appeal, para. 733.
Interim Award (YUL), paras. 536-537, Interim Award (HEL), paras. 535-536 and Interim Award
(VPL), paras. 547-548.
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view of this range of available and permissible options, a choice for a particular
test is thus a deliberate one.
Hence, the fact that an entity is 'organized in accordance with the law' of a
Contracting Party must be taken to mean what it says: the law of organization –
and not, say, the nationality of the controlling shareholders or siège social – is
determinative of whether an entity can be considered an 'Investor' of a particular
Contracting Party within the meaning of, and for the purpose of, the ECT."857

436.

It has also been pointed out above that the ECT negotiators have at different
times considered including a requirement based on "control" in the definition of
Article 1(7) ECT, but have rejected this each time (see para. 412 above).
Moreover, several ECT arbitral tribunals have expressly rejected the argument
that alleged control over the Investor by (legal) persons from the host state (see
para. 421 et seq. above). In addition, Pellet's suggestion also fails for other
reasons. First, Schrijver explains that the concept of "control" does not feature in
Article 1(7) ECT, but that it does feature in Article 17 ECT. Article 17 ECT
provides that a host State has the right to deny the substantive protection
("Investment Promotion and Protection") available on the basis of Part III of the
ECT to an Investor that has no substantial business activities in the host State,
provided that that Investor is owned or controlled by nationals of a non-ECT
State.858

437.

Pursuant to Article 17 ECT the substantive rights of Part III of the ECT can only
be denied. As confirmed by Schrijver, it is evidently only possible to deny rights
to an entity that would otherwise (without such denial) be entitled thereto –
namely an entity that does qualify as an Investor within the meaning of Article
1(7) ECT. Article 17 ECT thus confirms that (ownership or) control is not part of
the definition in Article 1(7) ECT. Contrary to the denial of the relevance of Article
17 ECT by Pellet,859 Article 17 ECT thus confirms precisely that the requirement
of "control" set by the Russian Federation is irrelevant to Article 1(7) ECT.860

438.

This has also been confirmed repeatedly by ECT arbitral tribunals, including
those in the Plama v. Bulgaria case, in which Mr Van den Berg was one of the
arbitrators.861

857

Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, paras. 26-27 and 59-61.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, paras. 30-31.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 13.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, paras. 30-34 and 66.
See Plama Consortium Limited v. Republic of Bulgaria (ICSID case number ARB/03/24),
decision regarding jurisdiction of 8 February 2005, para. 128; Energoalliance Ltd. v. Republic
of Moldova, ad hoc arbitration under the UNCITRAL Rules, award of 23 October 2013, para.
144 ("The definition of 'Investment' under Article 1(6) refers to the Investor’s investment, in other
words it is again here irrelevant who owns or controls the Claimant at any material time"); and
Charanne and Construction Investments v. Kingdom of Spain (SCC case number 062/2012),
award of 21 January 2016, Exhibit HVY-183, paras. 413-415 and Isolux v. Spain (SCC case
number 2013/153), Award, 12 July 2016, Exhibit HVY-233, paras. 670-671 ("the Arbitral
Tribunal notes that the ECT does not contain, as some Treaties do, a carve-out clause to
exclude application of the requirement to be organised pursuant to the laws of other Contracting

858
859
860
861
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439.

Moreover, as Schrijver points out, Article 17 ECT only applies to entities owned
or controlled by "citizens or nationals of a third state" (Article 17(1) ECT) or in
respect of which it has been established that the investment originates from an
"Investor of a third state" (Article 17(2) ECT).862 This is clearly not the case with
regard to HVY: even the Russian Federation does not assert that HVY are
controlled by persons from a "third state". It asserts – wrongly – that HVY are
controlled by persons from the Russian Federation, at the time an ECT State.

440.

Second, as Schrijver explains, the definition of Investment in Article 1(6) ECT
("owned or controlled directly or indirectly by an Investor") and the statement
attached to that article show that the ECT negotiators were fully aware of the
possibility that ownership and control of an investment could diverge, for example
where an investment was made by a holding company over which a single
majority shareholder exerts control. The negotiators were thus aware of the
concept of "control" in the context of the question whether an Investment is
owned by an Investor, but deliberately did not use this concept in the context of
the question of who is an Investor withint the meaning of Article 1(7) ECT.863

441.

Third, in Article 26(7) ECT, the negotiators used the criterion of "control" to
extend the types of claimants that can initiate arbitration under the ICSID
Convention. Article 26 (7) ECT allows subsidiaries incorporated in the host State
to be considered as "a national of another Contracting Party" and thus to conduct
ICSID arbitrations. While Article 26(1) refers to "control", Article 1(7) ECT does
not. As Schrijver set out: "[this] establishes once more that the drafters intended
the latter [Article 1(7) ECT] to have an autonomous meaning, one that is
unrelated to the issue of control."864 Furthermore, the inclusion of a provision
such as Article 26(7) ECT, under which it is possible for subsidiaries incorporated
in the host State to be considered a "national of another Contracting Party",
shows that the negotiators' intention was to make the scope of protection of
investors under the ECT as broad as possible - an objective which is also in line
with the object and purpose of the ECT.865 This also argues against the
interpretation advocated by Pellet.

442.

862
863
864
865

It thus follows clearly from both the text and the context of Article 1(7) ECT that
the concept of "control" is irrelevant to the definition of Investor under the ECT
and this concept certainly cannot limit the scope of that definition, nor can it thus
limit the jurisdiction of an arbitral tribunal under the ECT.

Party where a legal person is controlled by nationals of the other Contracting State."). On this
subject, see also Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, paras. 64 and 66.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 35.
See Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 34.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 46.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, paras. 45-48.
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b)

"Control" over HVY is not exercised by Russian nationals but by
nationals of other ECT States

443.

Even if the concept of "control" were to play a role in the context of Article 1(7)
ECT (which is expressly not the case), control over HVY is not exercised by
Russian nationals, but by nationals of other ECT States, as the Tribunal has
ruled. Ownership and control of HEL and YUL is vested in Gibraltar-based GML
and/or the Guernsey-based trustee of the so-called Palmus Trust. Ownership and
control of VPL is vested in VSP, the Jersey-based trustee of the VP Trust. As
HVY will explain below in Sections 15.2 and 15.3 of this deed, this ruling is
correct. In Section 15.4, HVY further refute the allegations of the Russian
Federation that there is (new) evidence that the beneficiaries of the trusts,
instead of GML and the trustees, have control in fact over HVY.

7.3

HVY held Investments within the meaning of Article 1(6) ECT

444.

The meaning of Article 1(6) ECT is also entirely clear. It is undisputed that HVY's
shares in Yukos fall within the definition of an Investment under that article, as
that definition is, in so far as relevant: "Investment means every kind of asset [...]
[which] includes [...] shares [...] in a company".866 That is logical too, because
shares in a company are a textbook example of an investment.

445.

Furthermore, it is undisputed in these proceedings that HVY held shares in
Yukos.867 According to the Tribunal, the shares were validly transferred to and
paid for by YUL868 and HEL.869 VPL's shares were also validly transferred to it
according to the Tribunal.870 The proceeds from these shares would benefit
retired former employees of Yukos under the terms of the pension scheme of the
Veteran Petroleum Trust and the shares were therefore transferred to VPL for no
consideration.

446.

Although Pellet is well aware that the shares in Yukos clearly meet the definition
of Article 1(6) ECT, he again tries to introduce a new requirement, namely that
"it is required that funds with a foreign origin are injected on the territory of a
Contracting State".871 Pellet then claims, on the basis of this alleged requirement
that has no basis in the ECT, that the shares in Yukos held by HVY nevertheless
do not qualify as an Investment. As explained by Schrijver,872 this argument is
entirely unfounded and no additional requirements can be read in the definition
of Investment in Article 1(6) ECT.

866
867
868
869
870
871
872

Internal quotation marks have been omitted.
Statement of Appeal, para. 740.
Interim Award (YUL), para. 431.
Interim Award (HEL), para. 430.
Interim Award (VPL), paras. 466-474.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 67.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 83 et seq.
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447.

First, as Schrijver observes, the definition of Article 1(6) ECT is unambiguous
and broad.873 This clearly follows, for example, from phrases like "every kind of
asset" and "owned or controlled directly or indirectly". The choice of the phrase
"owned or controlled" shows that the definition of "Investment" refers to full
ownership, legal ownership without factual control (i.e. economic ownership) and
factual control without legal ownership. This follows both from the use of the
disjunctive "or", which confirms that legal ownership is sufficient to be considered
as Investment, and from the "Understanding" adopted by the ECT States with
respect to Article 1(6) ECT, which explains that "control of an Investment"
constitutes effective control.874

448.

In addition, the definition of Investment also includes other categories of assets
which may not be considered as traditional investments, such as a right to carry
out an activity on the basis of a licence (Article 1(6)(f) ECT). Therefore, as in the
Ecuador v. Chevron case, the definition in Article 1(6) ECT is unmistakeably
broad.875 There is thus no room for reading requirements into Article 1(6) ECT
that would undermine this broad meaning.

449.

Second, it is directly contrary to the object and purpose of the ECT to adopt
requirements that do not feature in the definition of Article 1(6) ECT. As Schrijver
confirms, the adoption of requirements not included in Article 1(6) ECT precludes
the creation of a stable and transparent framework for foreign investments.876

450.

Third, it is clear from the ECT's travaux that the authors of this Treaty intended
at an early stage to give investors as much freedom as possible in setting up
their investments, as also explained by Schrijver.877 This, too, is incompatible
with reading additional criteria into Article 1(6) ECT.

451.

Fourth, ECT arbitral tribunals have refused to apply additional requirements in
addition to the clear definition of Investor in Article 1(6) ECT.878

873

Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, paras. 86-87.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 87. The "Understanding" to Article
1(6) ECT provides: "For greater clarity as to whether an Investment made in the Area of one
Contracting Party is controlled, directly or indirectly, by an Investor of any other Contracting
Party, control of an Investment means control in fact, determined after an examination of the
actual circumstances in each situation. In any such examination, all relevant factors should be
considered, including the Investor’s (a) financial interest, including equity interest, in the
Investment; (b) ability to exercise substantial influence over the management and operation of
the Investment; and (c) ability to exercise substantial influence over the selection of members
of the board of directors or any other managing body. Where there is doubt as to whether an
Investor controls, directly or indirectly, an Investment, an Investor claiming such control has the
burden of proof that such control exists."
HR 26 September 2014, NJ 2015/318 (Ecuador/Chevron), para. 5.2. With regard to the rule
from this decision, see also Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 16.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 94, with reference to part III.4 of
his report.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, paras. 94-95.
See for example Anatolie Stati, Gabriel Stati, Ascom Group SA and Terra Raf Trans Traiding
Ltd v. Kazakhstan (SCC case number V 116/2010), Award of 19 December 2013, para. 806.

874
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877
878
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452.

In particular, ECT arbitral tribunals unanimously rejected Pellet's argument that
an Investment within the meaning of Article 1(6) ECT requires an injection of
foreign capital.879 Take for example the award in the RREEF v. Spain case. In it,
the arbitral tribunal, chaired by Pellet himself, explicitly rejected the criterion
currently defended by Pellet:
"[…] there is no requirement for any assumption of risk contained in the ECT or
the ICSID Convention just as there is no requirement for funds to be brought into
a State from overseas in order for a national of one State to have an investment
in another State […]. It would be improper to read such criteria as those proposed
by the Respondent into those international instruments."880 (Emphasis added.)

453.

This is not very surprising, certainly in cases in which ECT protection is sought
for a dispute in relation to shares. The ECT explicitly provides for the protection
of shares in Article 1(6) ECT. Shares in a company can (often) easily be
purchased on a secondary market without this leading to a (new) capital injection
in that company, let alone an injection of foreign capital, whatever that may be.
The inclusion of shares in Article 1(6) ECT would be rendered meaningless (in
part) if it is assumed that there is an unwritten requirement that an Investment
within the meaning of Article 1(6) ECT requires an injection of foreign capital.

454.

Pellet and the Russian Federation are still trying to rely on the Salini decision and
other arbitral and court decisions under the ICSID Convention.881 Those awards
are not relevant in the current proceedings, as they refer to the interpretation of
the term "investment" in the ICSID Convention.882 Unlike Article 1(6) ECT, that
convention does not define the term "investment". Therefore, the starting point
for determining the meaning of "investment" under the ICSID Convention cannot
be a definition (i.e. the "special meaning" agreed upon by the parties within the
meaning of Article 31(4) VCLT), but must be the common meaning of the word
"investment". Moreover, the Salini ruling does not mention the origin of the
invested capital as a requirement for the qualification as an "investment" under
the ICSID Convention. Arbitral tribunals based on the ICSID Convention have
also unanimously rejected this requirement.883 Even Pellet recently rejected such

879

880

881
882

883

See for example RREEF Infrastructure (G.P.) Limited and RREEF Pan-European Infrastructure
Two Lux S.à.r.l. v. Kingdom of Spain (ICSID case number ARB/13/30), Decision on Jurisdiction
dated 6 June 2016, Exhibit HVY-184, para. 158; Yukos Capital SARL v. Russian Federation
(PCA case number 2013-31), Interim Award on Jurisdiction dated 18 January 2017 Exhibit
HVY-144, para. 460, including dissenting opinion from Prof. Brigitte Stern, Exhibit HVY-145,
para. 90.
RREEF Infrastructure (G.P.) Limited and RREEF Pan-European Infrastructure Two Lux S.à.r.l.
v. Kingdom of Spain (ICSID case number ARB/13/30), Decision on Jurisdiction dated 6 June
2016, Exhibit HVY-184, para. 158. See in this regard Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver,
Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 98 et seq.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 62 et seq. and the Russian
Federation’s Exhibits RF-344-349 and 393.
For the same reason, the publication by Gaillard and Banifatemi entered into evidence by the
Russian Federation as Exhibit RF-350 is not relevant: the publication refers to the ICSID
Convention and not to the ECT.
Typically, Pellet himself quotes Carabtube / Kazakhstan himself (see Second Expert Report
Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, paras. 62 and 63) while the Tribunal ruled, nota bene, that "the
origin of capital used to make an investment is immaterial for jurisdiction purposes" and "the
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a requirement as co-arbitrator in a case under the ICSID Convention (Capital
Financial Holdings Luxembourg v. Republic of Cameroon): "It is true that the
origin, the source of the investment itself, certainly is not relevant under Article
25 of the ICSID Convention [...]".884
455.

Lastly, Pellet mentions the decision of the Paris Court of Appeal in Komstroy
case (formerly: Energoallians) v. Moldova to support its argument that additional
requirements can be read in the definition of Investor.885 As discussed above (see
para. 401), this judgment was recently set aside by the French Supreme Court,
which found that adding requirements to Article 1(6) ECT comprises a breach of
the text of the ECT. This authoritative decision shows once again that reading
unwritten requirements into the definition in the ECT is clearly impermissible and
contravenes international law.886

456.

In short, contrary to what Pellet argues, there is no room for adopting
requirements in addition to the clear wording of Article 1(6) ECT. The additional
requirement advocated by Pellet of an injection of foreign capital in Article 1(6)
ECT was unanimously rejected by all the arbitral tribunals that have ruled on it.

7.4

The alleged illegalities are irrelevant for the jurisdiction of the Tribunal and
those allegations are in any event incorrect

457.

HVY set out in their Statement of Appeal that the illegalities alleged by the
Russian Federation cannot in any way affect the validity of the arbitration
agreement between HVY and the Russian Federation, and therefore are
irrelevant for assessing the Tribunal's jurisdiction.887

458.

In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation maintains that the Tribunal
should have decided that it had no jurisdiction due to alleged illegalities.
Surprisingly, this position is not supported by Pellet, who does not discuss this
subject in his Second Expert Report. Instead, the Russian Federation relies on a
number of awards that it submitted with its Defence on Appeal, Exhibits RF-360–
371). As HVY explains below in Section 7.4.1, these exhibits actually confirm
HVY's position. Moreover, as HVY explain in Section 7.4.2, the Court of Appeal

884

885

886
887

capital can come from the investor's own funds located in any country […]". See also Third
Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 102 and the arbitral case law cited there.
"Il est vrai que l'origine, comprise comme la source de l'investissement comme telle, n'est certes
pas pertinente selon l'article 25 de la Convention CIRDI" (Capital Financial Holdings
Luxembourg SA v. Republic of Cameroon, ICSID case number ARB/15/18, Exhibit RF-351,
para. 426 (Emphasis added.)). The Arbitral Tribunal held that under the ICSID Convention, the
origin of the capital may be relevant in determining whether the investor himself made a risky
investment. That question is not relevant in the present case, as the Russian Federation - rightly
- is not asserting that HVY's investments were not risk-bearing.
Second Expert Report Prof. Pellet, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 69. The Russian Federation has
submitted this judgment and the arbitration that preceded it as Exhibits RF-352-354. See also
Defence on Appeal, para. 706.
Supreme Court of France, Komstroy (formerly: Energoallians) v. Moldova, 28 March 2018,
Exhibit HVY-232. See Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, par. 110.
Statement of Appeal, para. 815 and Statement of Rejoinder, paras. 195-196.
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must disregard the Russian Federation’s assertions about alleged illegalities,
because these assertions have no bearing on the facts.
7.4.1

The alleged illegalities are irrelevant to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal

459.

The definition of Investment in Article 1(6) ECT contains no exception in the event
that an investment was allegedly made illegally. The rest of the ECT also contains
no such jurisdictional limitation. With its Defence on Appeal, the Russian
Federation submitted Exhibits RF-360–RF-371, which, according to the Russian
Federation, show that the Tribunal should have nevertheless declined jurisdiction
based on the illegalities alleged by the Russian Federation. Those exhibits,
however, do not support this argument.

460.

First, only Exhibits RF-370 and RF-371 relate to the ECT, and in fact confirm
that, based on consistent arbitral case law, alleged illegalites are not relevant
under the ECT to assessing an arbitral tribunals's jurisdiction.

461.

Exhibit RF-370 concerns the case of Mamidoil v. Albania. According to the
arbitral tribunal in that case, alleged illegalities in relation to a treaty like the ECT
– which does not contain a legality requirement – are only relevant to the
substantive assessment of the claim (the "substance") and not for jurisdiction:
"This principle is reiterated in Article 2 of the Greek-Albanian BIT, and likewise
applies to the substance of the protection when the relevant international
instrument, such as the ECT in this case, does not specifically refer to a
requirement of legality."888 (Emphasis added.)

462.

Exhibit RF-371 concerns Blusun v. Italy, in which the arbitral tribunal also found
that alleged illegalities are, at most, only relevant for the substantive assessment
of a claim ("substantive protections") and thus not for jurisdiction. The arbitral
tribunal substantiated this conclusion with reference to the arbitral award in
Plama v. Bulgaria, in which Mr Van den Berg was one of the arbitrators:
"This conclusion is consistent with numerous other decisions and awards. In
particular, the Plama tribunal found that because: '… the ECT should be
interpreted in a manner consistent with the aim of encouraging respect for the
rule of law … the substantive protections of the ECT cannot apply to investments
that are made contrary to law.'"889

888
889

Mamidoil Jetoil Greek Petroleum Products Societe S.A. v. Republic of Albania (ICSID case
number ARB/11/24), Award, Exhibit RF-370, para. 360.
Blusun S.A., Jean-Pierre Lecorcier and Michael Stein v. Italian Republic, ICSID Case No.
ARB/14/3, Exhibit RF-370, para. 264. See also Plama Consortium Limited v. Republic of
Bulgaria (ICSID case number ARB/03/24), Final Award, Annex C 994, Exhibit HVY-1, paras.
138 and 139, in which the arbitral tribunal continued the line of its decision on jurisdiction, Annex
C 248, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 128 and 130.
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463.

Both arbitral tribunals thus concurred with the consistent case law based on the
ECT. In addition to the aforementioned Plama v. Bulgaria case, the arbitral
tribunal in Anatoli v. Stati, for example, held:
"[...] the Tribunal notes that the ECT contains no requirement in this regard.
Indeed, if the contracting states had intended there to be such a requirement,
they could have written it into the text of the Treaty, as explained in the ICSID
case of Saba Fakes v. Turkey. This consideration is even more valid in view of
the extremely detailed definition of investment and other details regulated in the
ECT. At least with regard to jurisdiction, the Tribunal does not see where such a
requirement could come from. Whether that aspect is also relevant for the merits
of the case, will have to be examined later in this Award."890

464.

Second, this consistent case law follows the text of the ECT. Indeed, not one
article in the ECT relevant to the jurisdiction of the tribunal, including Articles 1(6)
and 26 ECT, contains any requirement in respect of the legality of the investment.
As Schrijver explains, no unwritten requirements for jurisdiction can be read into
the ECT.891 According to Schrijver, the fact that the ECT does not contain any
explicit legality requirement with regard to jurisdiction entails that, under the ECT,
alleged illegalities cannot lead to a lack of jurisdiction of the tribunal. They could
at most lead to the claim being declared inadmissible or substantively denied by
the tribunal:
"Unlike explicit treaty clauses demanding compliance with domestic law, which
limit the host States’ consent to arbitrate to disputes relating to legal investments,
and thus operate at the level of jurisdiction, the application of such general
principles in the context of treaties not containing such clauses can only affect
the admissibility of a claim or the substantive protection to be accorded to that
investment, but not whether an asset qualifies as an 'Investment' in the first
place."892

465.

Third, the ECT States themselves have confirmed that the ECT contains no
legality requirement for jurisdiction. They noted that certain other treaties do have
such a requirement.893 As shown by the ECT Secretariat's memorandum, the
ECT States will discuss whether negotiations need to be opened on amending
the ECT to include such a requirement in the Treaty.894 This, too, confirms that
there is currently no such requirement.

466.

This ends the debate on the matter with regard to the ECT. The other new
exhibits Russian Federation, Exhibits RF-360–RF-369, do not relate to the ECT,
but to other investment treaties. For this reason alone they cannot lead to the
conclusion that a legality requirement must be read into the ECT for the purposes
of the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. Moreover, these exhibits in fact illustrate why

890

Anatolie Stati, Gabriel Stati, Ascom Group SA and Terra Raf Trans Traiding Ltd v. Kazakhstan
(SCC case number V 116/2010), Award of 19 December 2013, para. 812.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 13.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 104. See also paras. 104-107.
Memo from the ECT Secretariat (subject: "Modernisation of the Energy Charter Treaty"), 28
November 2017, Exhibit HVY-230, at 5.
Memo from the ECT Secretariat (subject: "Modernisation of the Energy Charter Treaty"), 28
November 2017, Exhibit HVY-230, at 4.
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reading a legality requirement into Article 1(6) ECT is not possible. Unlike the
ECT, many investment treaties do contain an explicit legality requirement. This
is the case, for example, in the investment treaties discussed in the decisions
submitted by the Russian Federation as Exhibits RF-361, RF-362, RF-365, RF367 and RF-368.895 With the exception of Exhibit RF-361, the Russian Federation
has failed to mention this point. This underscores that if states have not included
such a requirement in a treaty – as is the case with the ECT – it was done
deliberately, and that choice must be respected.
467.

This leaves Exhibits RF-360, RF-363, RF-364, RF-366 and RF-369. Exhibit RF360 does not help the Russian Federation. It concerns an arbitral award in the
proceedings between Spentex and Uzbekistan based on a BIT between
Uzbekistan and the Netherlands which contained no legality requirement, and in
which (the majority of) the arbitral tribunal ruled that a tribunal has jurisdiction
even if the investment in question had been obtained through corruption:
"Interestingly, the tribunal was split on the precise legal consequences that would
befall a claim tainted by corruption. While one member of the tribunal was of the
opinion that a finding of corruption would result in the tribunal being deprived of
jurisdiction, the (undisclosed) majority preferred to treat the issue as a matter of
admissibility of claims. In the end, the tribunal noted that it did not need to resolve
the issue, as both findings resulted in the dismissal of the claims." 896 (Emphasis
added.)

468.

The remaining new Exhibits RF-363, RF-364 and RF-369 – aside from the fact
that they are not judgments under the ECT – do not support the Russian
Federation's argument that a legality requirement pertaining to jurisdiction should
be read into treaties that do not explicitly provide for such a requirement.897

895

Metal-Tech Ltd. v. Republic of Uzbekistan, ICSID Case No. ARB/10/3, Exhibit RF-361; AmpalAmerican Israel Corporation and others v. Arab Republic of Egypt, ICSID Case No. ARB/12/11
(2016), Exhibit RF-362; Ioannis Kardassopoulos v. The Republic of Georgia, ICSID Case No.
ARB/05/18 (Decision on Jurisdiction, 2007), Exhibit RF-365; Teinver S.A., Transportes de
Cercanías S.A. and Autobuses Urbanos del Sur S.A. v. The Argentine Republic, ICSID Case
No. ARB/09/1, Exhibit RF-367; Gustav F. W. Hamester v. Republic of Ghana (2010), Exhibit
RF-368. It also contains such an explicit provision, but the Russian Federation has reported this
in footnote 1240. In addition, Fraport AG Frankfurt Airport Services Worldwide v. Republic of
the Philippines (I) (ICSID Case No. ARB/03/25), Exhibit RF-147, contains a judgment submitted
by the Russian Federation at first instance, but relied upon again in its Defence on Appeal. For
examples of investments by the Russian Federation with such a provision, see: Third Expert
Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, footnote 49.
Vladislav Djanic, "In newly unearthed Uzbekistan ruling exorbitant fees promised to consultants
on eve of tender process are viewed by tribunal as evidence of corruption leading to dismissal
of all claims under Dutch BIT", in Investment Arbitration Reporter, 22 June 2017, Exhibit RF360.
In the decision in Exhibit RF-363, the arbitral tribunal ruled in paras. 132 and 138 that alleged
illegalities must always be assessed as part of the substantive assessment of the claim and not
part of the jurisdiction assessment; in the decision in Exhibit RF-364 the arbitral tribunal did not
get to the question of whether the claim must be ruled inadmissible in the event of an illegal
investment or should be denied in that event; Exhibit RF-366 does not pertain to a decision in
the basis of an investment treaty; and in Exhibit RF-369, no distinction is made between lack of
jurisdiction, inadmissibility and denial of the claim on substantive grounds.

896

897
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469.

Lastly, HVY would like to draw attention to an additional point in relation to Exhibit
RF-364. That decision concerns a BIT between the United Kingdom and
Uzbekistan and is therefore irrelevant to the ECT. Moreover, the arbitral tribunal
in this case did not have to address the question of whether an illegal investment
leads to inadmissibility or lack of jurisdiction. However, the arbitral tribunal did
rule that protection under the BIT can only be absent if an illegality is involved in
making an investment, and not in the event of an illegality in its implementation:
"In order to lose the protection under the BIT, it is however necessary, as largely
agreed in the above cited cases, that the illegality affects the 'making', i.e. arises
when initiating the investment itself and not just when implementing and/or
operating it […]."898

470.

Furthermore, the Russian Federation concedes in its Defence on Appeal that
only illegalities in making investments can be relevant for the assessment of
Tribunal’s jurisdiction.
"[...] it is well established as a matter of international law and public policy that
an investment made in violation of host State law is not entitled to the protections
of an investment treaty – and, accordingly, that a tribunal does not have
jurisdiction over claims arising from an illegal investment."899
“HVY also [argue] that "the protection of the ECT could only be withheld for
investments, the making as opposed to the later performance of which is
unlawful". This uncontroversial proposition simply restates the extensive body of
law detailed immediately above.”900 (Emphasis added; other emphasis in both
quotes in original.)

471.

The reason for this is that, if a State imposes sanctions on an investor which is
protected by an investment treaty and alleges that these sanctions are imposed
due to alleged illegalities in the implementation of that investment, the investor
who believes that these sanctions are unjustified must be able to have these
sacnctions reviewed by an arbitral tribunal under the respective investment
treaty. If the legality of the implementation of the investment would be a condition
for the jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal, such review would be impossible.

472.

In short: it follows even from the Russian Federation’s own exhibits that no
legality requirement can be read into the ECT for assessing the jurisdiction of the
arbitral tribunal. What is more, these exhibits show that – as acknowledged by
the Russian Federation – in any event protection may be withheld only in the
event of illegalities when making the investment, and not when implementing it.

898

Exhibit RF-364, para. 707.
Defence on Appeal, para. 719.
Defence on Appeal, para. 719.

899
900
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7.4.2

The Court must disregard the Russian Federation’s assertions about
illegalities and those assertions are incorrect

473.

As an ancillary point, exclusively in case the Court of Appeal would rule that the
alleged illegalities may be relevant to determine the jurisdiction of the Tribunal,
HVY note the following regarding the Russian Federation’s assertions about the
period before HVY made their investments.

474.

First, the Arbitral Tribunal rightly ruled that HVY validly obtained their
investments. The transfer of the shares to HVY was, as will be set out in Chapter
16 below, legally valid and the assertions suggesting otherwise are false. For
example, at the time the Russian Anti-Monopoly Committee assessed the
transfers of the Yukos shares to HEL. When doing so, this committee could also
examine all previous transfers. The committee approved the transfer and would
not have done so if it had found that this transfer or one of the preceding share
transfers were contrary to Russian laws and regulations.

475.

The alleged illegalities by parties other than HVY are irrelevant to the Tribunal’s
jurisdiction in respect of HVY. As rightly ruled by the Tribunal, HVY's investments
were not directly related to these alleged illegalities. The changes in Yukos’
shareholder structure in the period after 1995 and 1996 furthermore served
various legitimate objectives (see Section 16.4 in this regard), including the
preparation for the proposed merger of Yukos and Sibneft, to improve the
efficiency of the group structure, and to benefit retired Yukos employees.

476.

That settles the matter. Moreover, the Russian Federation is obliged under
Russian law to prosecute criminal offences (see the introduction to Chapter 12
below). With regard to the alleged illegalities in the privatisation of Yukos and the
subsequent period of consolidation, it has not done so in the more than 23 years
that have passes since the privatisation of Yukos. For example, it has never
prosecuted the people of whom it alleges in these proceedings that they bribed
Russian government officials, or those officials themselves. This is despite the
fact that these officials are still residing undisturbedly in the Russian Federation.
Furthermore, the Russian Federation's reliance on criminal allegations in these
Dutch civil proceedings is contrary to various fundamental principles of the Dutch
legal system (see section 12.1). All of this entails that in these proceedings, the
Russian Federation cannot rely on the alleged illegalities.

477.

Lastly, the Russian Federation’s allegations about illegalities are also factually
untrue. HVY will explain this in Part III of this deed.

478.

For the foregoing reasons, the Russian Federation’s assertions about illegalities
cannot lead to the conclusion that the Arbitral Tribunal had no jurisdiction.
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7.5

The corporate veil cannot be pierced

479.

In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation argues for the first time in these
setting-aside proceedings that the Tribunal "could have, and should have, lifted
HVY's corporate veil to expose the Russian national investors beneath" based
on either international or national law.901 To support this argument, the Russian
Federation relies on an expert report by Mr Michaelides of 26 November 2017
regarding the law of Cyprus on "piercing the corporate veil"902 and on a number
of decisions on the same subject on the law of the Isle of Man, Exhibits RF-357371. The Russian Federation concludes that this should have prompted the
Tribunal to decline jurisdiction.

480.

The Tribunal ruled that HEL and YUL were owned and controlled by a company
from Gibraltar and/or the trustee of the Palmus Trust, and that VPL was owned
and controlled by the trustee of VP Trust. This was and is correct (see Chapter
15 of this deed). Piercing the corporate veil therefore cannot and will not lead to
'exposure' of Russian citizens behind HVY. Therefore, the Court of Appeal will
not have to answer the question of whether HVY's corporate veils can be pierced.

481.

Exclusively in the alternative, HVY will explain below that it is out of the question
that the Tribunal lacks jurisdiction on account of piercing the corporate veil.

482.

HVY first note that international law explicitly acknowledges legal persons as
independent legal entities.903 The Russian Federation's reliance on piercing the
corporate veil is yet another false attempt by the Russian Federation to deny that
HVY are legal persons.

7.5.1

Piercing the corporate veil cannot lead to lack of jurisdiction

483.

In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation keeps discussing piercing the
corporate veil (doorbraak van aansprakelijkheid), but fails to explain how this
could lead to a lack of jurisdiction of the Tribunal. There is, in any case, no such
thing: piercing the corporate veil is a legal fiction that allows a claimant to recover
damages not only from a legal entity but also from a director or shareholder of
that entity. The purpose of this notion is to create a possibility for establishing
liability of (and claiming damages from) a director or shareholder in addition to

901
902

903

Defence on Appeal, para. 710.
Expert Report by Michaelides of 26 November 2017, Exhibit RF-D17. HVY would note that
Michaelides relies in part on Cypriot decisions that were provided with the expert report
exclusively in the Greek language (Annexes 10, 12, 13 and 18). These annexes cannot be
considered by the Court of Appeal, and therefore also cannot support Michaelides’ Expert
Report (see HR 15 January 2016, NJ 2017, 382, para. 3.3.4).
See for example ICJ, Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, Limited (Belgium v.
Spain), ICJ Rep. 1970, Decision of 5 February 1970, Annex C 930, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 3943 and 50.
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the legal entity with direct liability. This doctrine of tort law has nothing to do with
denying arbitral jurisdiction.
484.

On substance, the Russian Federation does not appear argue that the Tribunal
lacked jurisdiction on the basis of piercing the corporate veil, but rather on the
grounds of (i) international arbitral case law on abuse of right, (ii) allegedly
"established principles" of international law on the identification of legal entities,
and (iii) national law on piercing the corporate veil. As discussed below, none of
these three assertions hold (see re (i), Section 7.5.2; re (ii) Section 7.5.3 and re
(iii) Section 7.5.4). It should also be noted that the Russian Federation is not
relying on its expert on international law, Pellet, for the international law aspects
of any of these three assertions. This despite the fact that international law is
relevant to all three assertions, as is explained below.

7.5.2

The acquisition of Yukos shares by HVY was not an abuse of right

485.

In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation relies on three awards
(Cementownia v. Turkey, Phoenix Action v. Czech Republic and Alapli Elektri v.
Turkey) that according to it entail that the Tribunal should have declined
jurisdiction on the basis of the concept of abuse of right.

486.

Prior to its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation never reffered to
Cementownia v. Turkey in these proceedings. Before the district court, it did
invoke Phoenix Action v. Czech Republic904 and Alapli Elektri v. Turkey905, but
not within the context of piercing the corporate veil. With regard to Alapli Elektrik
v. Turkey, the Russian Federation exclusively relied on the opinion of one of the
arbitrators, Mr Park, until the Defence on Appeal. It was not until in the Defence
on Appeal that the Russian Federation invoked the dissenting opinion of one of
the other arbitrators, Ms Stern.906 HVY therefore believe that the Russian
Federation's reliance on these awards falls within the scope of this deed.

487.

Firstly, these three awards do not relate to piercing the corporate veil. They relate
to claimants who (i) acquired their claim under an investment treaty via a
structure with the exclusive purpose of obtaining protection under that investment
treaty, (ii) after a dispute had already arisen or was foreseeable.907 Under those

904

905
906

907

See Summons, para. 269 and Statement of Defence, para. 237. Both times the Russian
Federation cited another part of this award (to wit: para. 97) than it cited in its Defence on
Appeal (to wit: Defence on Appeal, paras. 143-144).
Statement of Defence, para. 234.
In its para. 234 of its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation relied on paras. 333-336 from
Alapli Elektrik B.V. v. Republic of Turkey (ICSID case number ARB/08/13), Award, Exhibit RF139, as well as paras. 357-358. In the Defence on Appeal, para. 713, the Russian Federation
relies on para. 393 from Alapli Elektrik v. Turkey. Paras. 337-389 from Alapli Elektri v. Turkey
contains the opinion of only Mr Park, and paras. 390-417 concern the opinion of only Ms Stern.
See also Defence on Appeal, para. 714 (“Notably, in such cases, tribunals pierced the corporate
veil and dismissed claims for abuses of the corporate form intended to access treaty dispute
mechanisms." (Emphasis added.)).
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circumstances, some arbitral tribunals have disregarded the acquisition of the
litigious claim as an "abuse of right" or as not bona fide, and declined jurisdiction:
"As attested to by arbitral practice, there may be an exception to the above in
rare circumstances where a particular corporate restructuring had been
performed abusively and solely with a view to obtaining the protection of a treaty
for the purposes of a dispute that had already arisen, or had otherwise been
clearly imminent.39 In these exceptional circumstances and not otherwise, it may
be necessary to look beyond the formal nationality claimed by an investor to
inquire whether the incorporation in a particular jurisdiction has not been effected
for improper purposes, and thus amounted to an abuse of right."908 (Emphasis
added.)

488.

It is already evident from the quotes from Cementownia v. Turkey and Phoenix
Action v. Czech Republic in the Defence on Appeal that extraordinary
circumstances are required for there to be an "abuse of right". For Alapli Elektri
v. Turkey, this is not immediately evident from the Defence on Appeal because
this award is quoted there in a misleading manner. According to Stern, there is
nothing illegitimate about establishing a corporate structure to obtain protection
under an investment treaty. She referred to this as "legitimate corporate
planning".909 However, Stern believed that the corporate restructuring in the
matter of Alapli Elektri v. Turkey was impermissible, as it “was precisely
performed at a moment when the facts at the root of the dispute presented to the
Tribunal were already known”.910 Stern therefore also explicitly confirmed the
extraordinary circumstances that are required for there to be an abuse of right.
The Russian Federation failed to mention any of this in its Defence on Appeal.

489.

In the present case, the Russian Federation does not even argue that HVY
obtained claims under the ECT (i) via a restructuring with the exclusive objective
of obtaining ECT protection and (ii) after the dispute with the Russian Federation
already existed or was foreseeable. The argument of the Russian Federation on
abuse of right therefore fails already because it is insufficiently substantiated.

490.

Re (i): the Russian Federation asserts that HVY were allegedly “abused the
corporate form to channel claims by Russian nationals to international
proceedings against Russia”.911 However, the Russian Federation has not
asserted that protection under the ECT was the reason why HVY acquired their
shares in Yukos, let alone that this would have been the sole reason. On the
contrary: the Russian Federation is essentially arguing that HVY were
established and acquired their shares in Yukos for a different purpose, namely

908
909
910
911

Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 72.
Alapli Elektrik B.V. v. Republic of Turkey (ICSID case number ARB/08/13), Award, Exhibit RF139, para. 391.
Alapli Elektrik B.V. v. Republic of Turkey (ICSID case number ARB/08/13), Award, Exhibit RF139, para. 393. Incidentally, Stern's opinion was not supported by the other two arbitrators.
Defence on Appeal, para. 714.
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to allegedly evade taxes.912 Moreover HVY did not acquire their shares for the
sole purpose of obtaining ECT protection (see also Section 16.3).
491.

Re (ii): it is not in dispute in these setting aside proceedings that HEL acquired
shares in Yukos in 1999 and 2000,913 YUL in 1999,914 and VPL in 2001.915 Nor is
it in dispute that the dispute commenced in July 2003. 916 The Arbitral Tribunal
also established that it had never been foreseeable for HVY that the Russian
Federation would abuse tax measures in order to destroy Yukos,917 which has
not been challenged by the Russian Federation in these setting aside
proceedings. HVY therefore did not acquire their Yukos shares after the dispute
with the Russian Federation had already arisen or was already foreseeable.

492.

The concept of abuse of right cited by the Russian Federation clearly does not
apply to HVY in light of the foregoing.

7.5.3

No identification
international law

493.

The Russian Federation is also asserting, referring amongst others to the
aforementioned award in the case Cementownia v. Turkey, that it is "a
fundamental principle of international law that abuse of the corporate structure
[...] justifies piercing the corporate veil"918 and that this should lead to a lack of
jurisdiction of the Arbitral Tribunal. It appears that the Court of Appeal interprets
this argument as an appeal to identification of legal entities under international
law.919 If HVY understand the argument of the Russian Federation correctly, it is
asserting that such identification applies in this case because "the Russian
Oligarchs abused the HVY corporate form to further their criminal enterprise."920

494.

The law does not support an argument of this kind. Identification of legal entities
(vereenzelviging) can only be at issue if – as formulated by the Netherlands
Supreme Court – "the difference in identity between these legal persons is
abused, and what was intended with this abuse should not be respected at
law".921 A situation of this kind of an abuse of a difference in legal identity may,
according to the Supreme Court, thus "be of such an exceptional nature that

of

legal

entities

under

established

principles

of

identification of the legal persons involved – completely disregarding the
difference in identity – is the most appropriate form of redress [...]".922

912
913
914
915
916
917
918
919
920
921
922

Defence on Appeal, para. 710.
Interim Award (HEL), para. 430.
Interim Award (YUL), para. 431.
Interim Award (VPL), paras. 470-471.
Final Awards, para. 63.
Final Awards, para. 1578.
Defence on Appeal, para. 711.
Court of Appeal’s interim judgment of 25 September 2018, para. 6.7.
Statement of Appeal, para. 714.
Supreme Court 13 October 2000, NJ 2000, 698, para. 3.5 (Emphasis added.).
Supreme Court 13 October 2000, NJ 2000, 698, para. 3.5.
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Identification of legal entities is therefore a legal fiction used to prevent the
intended objective of the abuse of the difference in identity between (legal)
entities from being respected in court.
495.

This is no different under international law. Application of the doctrine of
identification of legal entities can only serve to undo in court what parties
intended by abusing a difference of identity in legal entities, but cannot serve to
undo in court something that was not at all intended by the abuse. This is
precisely why disregarding a difference in identity within the context of jurisdiction
can only be an issue in the event of an abuse of right as described above. This
is confirmed by Schrijver.923 This is also evident from the award in the Charanne
v. Spain case, which the Russian Federation quotes in its Defence on Appeal.924
However, in its quote the Russian Federation has omitted the words "fraud
directed at jurisdiction”. When this omission is ignored, it is evident from this
award that piercing the corporate veil in the assessment of jurisdiction under the
ECT is only possible in the case of fraud with respect to jurisdiction:
"While it is perfectly conceivable to lift the corporate veil and ignore the
legal personality of an investor in the case of fraud directed at
jurisdiction, as could be an instrumental transfer of the assets of the
investment after the emergence of the dispute, there is no basis for
importing to the ECT a general rule according to which the nationality of
the investor should be analysed according to an economic criterion,
when the ECT itself refers to the legal criterion of incorporation of the
company under the law of a Contracting Party."925 (Emphasis added.)

496.

The Russian Federation further attempts to create the impression that there is
room for identification of legal entities under international law in view of Tokios
Tokelés award, but that is incorrect. In that case, the arbitral tribunal did not
decide under which conditions there is room for such identification; rather, it only
ruled that there was no room for identification in the case at hand.926

497.

Applied to the jurisdiction of an arbitral tribunal, the foregoing entails that the
doctrine of identification of legal entities can only be applied if the alleged abuse
of a difference in identity between (legal) persons was committed with the
objective of establishing jurisdiction under the ECT. As the Russian Federation
has not even asserted that HVY has committed any illegalities with the objective

923

Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, para. 131.
Defence on Appeal, para. 694. That this is not an accident is shown by the fact that the Russian
Federation also omitted these words in footnote 1162.
Charanne and Construction Investments v. Kingdom of Spain (SCC case number 062/2012),
award of 21 January 2016, Exhibit HVY-183, para. 415.
"The ICJ did not attempt to define in Barcelona Traction the precise scope of conduct that might
prompt a tribunal to pierce the corporate veil. We are satisfied, however, that none of the
Claimant's conduct […] constitutes an abuse of legal personality." Tokios Tokelés, para. 56.
The Russian Federation cites paras. 54 and 55, where the arbitral tribunal discussed Barcelona
Traction as if that is the arbitral tribunal’s own opinion. This is incorrect, as evident from para.
56 of the same award.

924
925
926
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of establishing jurisdiction under the ECT, there is no basis to decline jurisdiction
under the ECT on the basis of identification.
7.5.4

There can be no lack of jurisdiction due to piercing the corporate veil under
national law

498.

Lastly, the Russian Federation asserts that the Expert Report Michaelides,
Exhibit RF-D16, and its Exhibits RF-357-359 entail that the Tribunal should have
declined jurisdiction due to piercing the corporate veil under the domestic law of
the states in which HVY were established.927 This argument equally fails.

499.

The Expert Report Michaelides and Exhibits RF-357-359 are irrelevant.
According to the Russian Federation, Article 1(7) ECT entails the application of
national law on piercing the corporate veil. The Russian Federation offers no
substantiation for this except for one footnote in its Defence on Appeal in which
it does nothing more than quote Article 1(7) ECT. 928 On this point, it is not relying
on Pellet, and Michaelides does not even address it. That is not without cause:
national law on piercing the corporate veil is irrelevant under Article 1(7) ECT.

500.

First, as also confirmed by Schrijver, although Article 1(7) ECT refers to national
law, it does so exclusively for the question of whether a company is “organised
in accordance with the law applicable in a Contracting State”. That provision does
not leave room for an assessment of whether, on the basis of domestic law,
abuse has been made of the structure under company law.929

501.

After all, a company established under a the laws of an ECT State continues to
be established under these laws, even, for example, where the national laws of
an ECT State would permit identification of one legal entity with another (legal)
entity. This is why, as also confirmed by Schrijver, domestic law on piercing the
corporate veil is irrelevant to jurisdiction under Article 1(7) ECT.

502.

Second, the identification of HVY with their respective shareholders under
national law – even if this were possible – does not at all lead to identification of
HVY with Russian citizens. HEL and YUL are each (indirect) subsidiaries of GML
Limited, which was established in Gibraltar. Furthermore, ultimate ownership and
control of GML rest with the trustees of seven trusts established under the laws
of Guernsey, while ownership and control of VPL rest with the trustee of a trust
established under the laws of Jersey. The Russian Federation has not asserted
that the laws of Gibraltar, Guernsey and Jersey provide for the identification of
legal persons and did not describe any circumstances that would justify such
identification. Gibraltar is an ECT State, and, for the purposes of the ECT, Jersey

927
928
929

Defence on Appeal, para. 715 et seq.
Defence on Appeal, para. 715 and footnote 1223.
Third Expert Report Prof. Schrijver, Exhibit HVY-D12, paras. 133-134.
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and Guernsey are deemed to be part of the United Kingdom, an ECT State.
Identification could therefore only concern residents of other ECT States, and
even then HVY would still be protected by the ECT.
503.

Lastly, as evidenced by the Russian Federation’s own exhibits, Cypriot law and
the law of the Isle of Man are no different from Dutch law or international law with
regard to abuse of the difference in identity between (legal) persons. In those
jurisdictions, piercing the corporate veil is only possible if there is an abuse of a
difference in identity between (legal) persons, in order to redress that abuse.

504.

For example – as Michaelides shows – in 2012 the Cypriot Supreme Court
endorsed an English judgment in which it was ruled that piercing the corporate
veil is only possible in the event of:
"impropriety […] linked to the use of the company structure to avoid or conceal
liability” and then "only so far as necessary to provide a remedy for the particular
wrong […]."930 (Emphasis added.)

505.

As the Russian Federation itself argues, the Isle of Man applies English common
law in respect of piercing the corporate veil.931 What is stated above on Cypriot
law therefore equally applies to the Isle of Man. This also follows from the
Russian Federation's own exhibits. For example, in 2008 a district court on the
Isle of Man upheld that "[i]t was, however, insufficient that the company had been
involved in some impropriety, not linked to the use of the company structure to
avoid or conceal the liability."932

506.

In short, both in Cyprus and the Isle of Man, it is evidently impossible to disregard
the difference in identity between HVY and other (legal) persons in order to
achieve an objective other than redressing the alleged abuse of identity (by
holding shareholders and/or directors liable for the wrongdoings of a company).
When applied to the present case, it follows from the Russian Federation's own
exhibits that the laws of Cyprus and the Isle of Man offer no reason for the Arbitral
Tribunal's lack of jurisdiction, when no abuse of the difference of identity between
HVY and other (legal) persons has been asserted pertaining in any way to that
jurisdiction.

930

See Expert Report by Michaelides, Exhibit RF-D16, para. 25.
Defence on Appeal, para. 718.
Kakay / Frearson & Other, High Court of Justice of the Isle of Man, Decision of 20 June 2008,
Exhibit RF-359, para. 36. The opinion in the decision entered into evidence as Exhibit RF-358
does not differ significantly.

931
932
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8

THE COMPLAINTS CONCERNING ARTICLE 21 ECT FAIL
New Exhibits:
−

The Russian Federation’s exhibits to the Defence on Appeal: -

−

HVY’s exhibits to this deed:
o Judgment Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017,
ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695 (Exhibit HVY-235);
o Judgment Supreme Court 18 January 2019, ECLI:NL:HR:2019:54
(Exhibit HVY-236);
o Arbitral awards (Exhibit HVY-237).

Key points:
!

The measures taken by the Russian Federation against Yukos are not
exempted from protection under the ECT by the carve-out for taxation
measures in Article 21 ECT. This also means that the referral provision
included in Article 21(5) ECT does not apply. This has been confirmed
again by five decisions that were published after the submission of the
Statement of Appeal.

!

Firstly, three new arbitral awards confirm that Article 21 ECT only applies
to bona fide taxation measures. Article 21 ECT does not apply to measures
which a State purports to be taxation measures, but which actually serve
a different purpose.

!

Secondly, the Amsterdam Court of Appeal recently ruled that the
measures taken by the Russian Federation against Yukos were not bona
fide taxation measures. The Supreme Court has concurred with this ruling
in January 2019.

8.1

Introduction

507.

HVY have argued in their Statement of Appeal that, contrary to what the Russian
Federation maintains in its Defence on Appeal,933 the carve-out for taxation
measures in Article 21(1) ECT does not affect the Tribunal's jurisdiction:

933

See Defence on Appeal, setting-aside grounds 1.D (part IV.D) and 2.C (part V.C).
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(i)

Article 21(1) ECT is irrelevant to the jurisdiction of the Arbitral Tribunal
because this provision contains an exemption from the substantive
protection under the ECT and not from the arbitration provision in Article
26 ECT;934

(ii)

Article 21(1) ECT applies only to bona fide taxation measures. According
to the Tribunal, the measures taken by the Russian Federation targeted
at Yukos were not bona fide. The argument put forward by the Russian
Federation against that ruling is merely a disguised appeal;935 and

(iii)

alternatively, even if the alleged taxation measures against Yukos were
covered by the exemption in Article 21(1) ECT, HVY's investments would
still be protected by the ECT. This is because the claw-back in Article
21(5) ECT expressly provides protection against expropriation through
taxation. Referral of the present dispute on the basis of Article 21(5) ECT
to the so-called competent tax authorities, including those of the Russian
Federation, was not necessary in this case. This is because that referral
would have been futile in the present situation: the key to the Tribunal's
decision was not Russian tax law, but the manner in which the Russian
government, including the Russian tax authorities, tried to destroy Yukos
and the motives they had for doing so. The tax authorities could not take
relevant opinions on this point. Moreover, Russian tax authorities
themselves had participated in the destruction of Yukos, making it highly
unlikely that their opinion would add anything.936

508.

As set out by HVY, the setting-aside grounds presented by the Russian
Federation based on the alleged violation of the mandate by the Tribunal,
violation of public policy and lack of reasoning of the rulings of the Tribunal with
respect to Article 21 ECT, also fail (amongst others) because of the above.937

509.

After the submission of the Statement of Appeal, five decisions were rendered
confirming HVY's arguments above at (ii). The most recent of these decisions
was rendered by the Supreme Court on 18 January 2019. In its interim judgment
of 18 December 2018, the Court of Appeal acknowledged that the parties could
submit exhibits to the Court of Appeal prior to the oral hearing. The Court of
Appeal has set a deadline of four weeks prior to the first day of oral hearing. The
Court of Appeal has reserved the right, even if the parties enter exhibits into

934
935
936
937

See Statement of Appeal, paras. 758-761.
See Statement of Appeal, paras. 743-748.
See Statement of Appeal, paras. 750-757, 762-768.
See with regard to the alleged violation of the mandate: Statement of Appeal, paras 762-768;
with regard to the alleged violation of public policy: Statement of Appeal, paras. 769-770; and
with regard to the alleged lack of reasoning, Statement of Appeal, paras. 744-745. With regard
to the alleged lack of reasoning, references to the Statement of Defence, paras. I.179-199,
II.638-663 and Statement of Rejoinder, paras. 399-422 were mistakenly omitted in the footnotes
of the Statement of Appeal.
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evidence in accordance with that deadline, to "refuse such exhibits as being
contrary to due process, [...] if these are entered into evidence at an
unnecessarily late date" (para. 2.11). Since HVY now have the aforementioned
five new decisions, they consider it appropriate - also in light of the Court's
previous finding - to enter these decisions into evidence as an exhibit on the first
possible cause-list date. The Russian Federation can thereby comment on these
exhibits in its response deed without having to wait until the oral pleadings. This
is appropriate for the requirements of hearing both sides of the argument ánd for
the efficient conduct of these proceedings. Therefore, HVY enter these five
decisions into evidence with this deed and will explain below which parts of these
decisions they wish to invoke in the present proceedings.
8.2

The Amsterdam Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court have confirmed
that the measures taken by the Russian Federation against Yukos were not
bona fide taxation measures

510.

In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation asserts that the measures it
took against Yukos were bona fide taxation measures, in particular in light of
certain ECtHR judgments.938 HVY have already explained in the Statement of
Appeal that and why this assertion must be rejected and refer to it.939

511.

To (further) support the above arguments, HVY submit a judgment of the
Amsterdam Court of Appeal of 9 May 2017, Exhibit HVY-235, and the judgment
of the Supreme Court of 18 January 2019 rejecting the appeal in cassation
against that judgment, Exhibit HVY-236. The judgments concern proceedings
between OOO Promneftstroy and Yukos Finance B.V. with regard to the
recognition in the Netherlands of the bankruptcy of Yukos. The Amsterdam Court
of Appeal held in its extensively reasoned judgment that, notwithstanding the
aforementioned ECtHR judgments, the measures taken by the Russian
Federation against Yukos were not bona fide taxation measures:
“Based on what is stated in paragraphs 4.60.2-4.60.5, the conclusion is justified
that not only were Russian rules of (tax) law violated, but that this was done with
the evident intention of precipitating an inability to pay and ultimately the
bankruptcy of Yukos Oil. The approach chosen by the authorities permits no
conclusion other than that they did not choose it to arrive at the orderly and
legitimate charging and collection of taxes owed, but to bring Yukos Oil into a
situation in which it would not be able to pay its debts any longer and would go
bankrupt in the end, which is what actually happened. The Court of Appeal infers
from these circumstances (which are briefly summarised but discussed at length

938

939

Defence on Appeal, paras. 831 et seq. referring, inter alia, to ECtHR OAO Neftyana Kompaniya
Yukos/Russia (case number 14902/04), Judgment of 20 September 2011 and ECtHR,
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev/Russia (case numbers 11082/06 and 13772/05), Judgment of 25
July 2013.
For sources see par. 507 at (i), (ii) and (iii) above and in particular the footnotes listed there.
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above), viewed in conjunction and in their mutual context, that the aim was to
(ultimately) precipitate the bankruptcy of Yukos Oil.”940 (Emphasis added.)

512.

The Amsterdam Court of Appeal considered that it came to this conclusion partly
because it based its ruling on facts that were not at issue before the ECtHR and
because the ECtHR applies a more limited framework for its assessment than
the Court of Appeal.941 Both circumstances also applied to the Tribunal.942

513.

In its judgment, the Amsterdam Court of Appeal also confirmed numerous
circumstances on which the Tribunal had also based its ruling - as part of the
"totality of evidence" and the "review of the entire record" by the Arbitral
Tribunal943 - that the taxation measures against Yukos were not bona fide:
(i)

The Russian Federation claimed VAT from Yukos which was not
substantively owed:944
"The fact that the tax authorities have claimed payment of VAT that – as the tax
authorities are aware – is not substantively owed, have nevertheless imposed
VAT assessments and are not willing to deem a request for application of the
zero rate with the available evidence sufficient, as well as that the court
subsequently has not honoured complaints against this even though the
Constitutional Court’s case law offers the room to do so, gives rise to the
suspicion that a goal other than taxation was being pursued."945

(ii)

The Russian Federation imposed penalties on Yukos which were not
due, inter alia for VAT which was not owed:946
"In the proceedings before the ECtHR, Yukos Oil argued that the penalties and
surcharges in connection with the tax assessments for 2000 and 2001 should not
have been imposed, especially not in the amounts as imposed. Giving extensive
reasons, the ECtHR decided that those penalties/surcharges were indeed too
high in part. The Court of Appeal adopts that assessment, for which none of the
parties have stated reasons to call this assessment into question. It is added that
since the VAT is considered not to be owed, the penalties imposed on this VAT,
including the single penalty of 20% as well as the increased penalties of 40%
(intent) and 80% (intent and recidivism), were not due."947

940
941
942
943

944
945
946
947

Judgment Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695
(Promneftstroy et al./Godfrey et al.), Exhibit HVY-235, para. 4.60.6.
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695 (Promneftstroy et
al./Godfrey et al.), Exhibit HVY-235, see, for example, paras. 4.20, 4.38.1
See Statement of Appeal, para. 746.
Final Awards, para. 1404. See also Statement of Defence, paras. I.97, 112-115, 188-198,
II.417-425, 638-662; Rejoinder, paras. 229-234, 399-422; and Statement of Appeal, paras. 744745.
See inter alia Final Awards, para. 757 at (i).
Judgment Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695
(Promneftstroy et al./Godfrey et al.), Exhibit HVY-235, para. 4.38.2.
See in this regard Final Awards, para. 757 at (ii) - (iv).
Judgment Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695
(Promneftstroy et al./Godfrey et al.), Exhibit HVY-235, para. 4.39 The Amsterdam Court of
Appeal did not address the other reasons established by the Tribunal why fines were wrongly
imposed (see Final Awards, para. 757 (iii) and (iv)).
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(iii)

YNG, Yukos' main subsidiary, was sold at auction irregularly:948
"In this connection, the price that the sale by auction of (the shares in) YNG
fetched is also significant and, to that extent, deserves special attention. [...] In
view of the fact that not all shares were auctioned off (but approximately 80%,
i.e. only the ordinary shares), the market value in any event totalled at least
USD 12.88 billion. On the basis of applicable Russian legislation (the Order), in
principle the opening price for the auction had to be set on the market value. In
the auction conditions, however, this statutory rule was rendered inoperative for
this auction and the opening price was set at USD 8.8 billion. No reason was
given for this.
In the end, Baikal Finance Group paid a purchase price of USD 9.35 billion." 949
"On balance, however, the consideration of all the established facts and
circumstances described above in their mutual context – even if we consider the
comments made by Promneftstroy et al. in that regard – cannot justify any
conclusion other than that the Russian authorities, when selling (the shares in)
YNG by auction, did not seek in good faith to obtain the highest possible
proceeds to discharge the outstanding tax debts. If they had, they would have
ensured a longer period between the announcement and the actual auction and
a better provision of information, because this would have increased the chances
of financially strong bidders, whether or not from other countries. As the ECtHR
also noted, this would have been possible; there was no special urgency at that
stage. Furthermore, the Russian authorities did not follow the customary rules,
without giving any explanation. Given the situation, the auction conditions that
departed from the Order could not reasonably serve the purpose of maximising
the proceeds and were not explained either." 950 (Emphasis added.)

(iv)

Yukos' repeated proposals to pay the tax assessments were ignored:951
"It is also an established fact that Yukos Oil made several proposals for – partial
– payment of its debts in order to prevent the auction from being held. None of
those proposals were accepted. Negotiations were not even commenced. That
is hard to understand if the Russian authorities did indeed only have the
legitimate aim of tax collection in mind." 952

(v)

At the request of YNG's ultimate acquirer – Rosneft, a Russian State
company - the Russian tax authorities waived a large part of YNG's tax
liabilities and showed leniency in the payment of the remaining debts,
something that Yukos had always been denied:953
"It is an established fact that after the bankruptcy virtually all of Yukos Oil’s assets
got into the hands of Russian state-owned companies, and Rosneft in particular.
[...] At the request of Rosneft as the next owner of YNG, the Russian tax
authorities cancelled much of the tax debts that YNG had on account of profit tax
that it and/or Yukos Oil had evaded, to the extent that they related to YNG. YNG

948
949
950
951
952
953

See Final Awards, para. 759 at (iii).
Judgment Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695
(Promneftstroy et al./Godfrey et al.), Exhibit HVY-235, para. 4.44.6.
Judgment Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695
(Promneftstroy et al./Godfrey et al.), Exhibit HVY-235, para. 4.47.
See Final Awards, para. 759 at (ii).
Judgment Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695
(Promneftstroy et al./Godfrey et al.), Exhibit HVY-235, para. 4.44.7.
See inter alia Final Awards, para. 759 at (ii) and (iii). See also, in particular, paras. 1007-1010
("Once it is State-Owned, YNG's Fate Improves, with Reductions in Tax Liabilities and Dramatic
Increase in Value") and 1033, 1036-1037.
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was also permitted to pay off the remaining debts in instalments, with the interest
liabilities having been mitigated substantially. The permits that threatened to be
withdrawn have been maintained. So the leniency that Yukos Oil had asked for
in vain has been shown to Rosneft."954 (Emphasis added.)

514.

OOO Promneftstroy then lodged an appeal in cassation against the Amsterdam
Court of Appeal’s judgment. As mentioned above, on 18 January 2019 the
Supreme Court dismissed all complaints in cassation and thus confirmed the
Amsterdam Court of Appeal's judgment, Exhibit HVY-236. The Supreme Court
found, inter alia:
"In that assessment, the [Court of Appeal] was allowed to link the bankruptcy
judgment to violations of Russian rules of (tax) law in proceedings that preceded
that bankruptcy judgment and that had the evident intention of precipitating the
bankruptcy of Yukos Oil."955 (Emphasis added.)
"For the Court of Appeal's opinion in para. 4.44.6 that the auction's opening price
was too low - because it was not set at the market value according to the
applicable Russian legislation - it is furthermore not relevant at whose request
Dresdner issued a report in which YNG's value was appraised. The point is that
the Dresdner report determined YNG's value at between USD 18.6 and USD 21.5
billion and a valuation by JP Morgan at between USD 19 and USD 25 billion,
which meant that the market value of approximately 80% of the shares was at
least USD 12.88 billion. On that basis, the Court of Appeal concluded that setting
the opening price at USD 8.8 billion deviated from Russian legislation." 956
"In para. 4.53, the Court of Appeal found that when answering the question
whether the course of the bankruptcy proceedings justifies the conclusion that
there was an improper intention should one should also take into account what
happened after the bankruptcy. It is evident from para. 4.54 that the Court of
Appeal referred here to the circumstance that almost all of Yukos Oil's assets
ended up in the hands of Russian state companies, especially Rosneft, in various
ways, and that the Russian tax authorities subsequently waived a large part of
the tax liabilities at Rosneft's request. As a result, Rosneft has grown from a
modest company into a large and important oil company" 957 (Emphasis added.)

515.

In short, the judgments of the Amsterdam Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court
have confirmed the Arbitral Tribunal's opinion that the measures taken by the
Russian Federation against Yukos at the time were not bona fide taxation
measures.

8.3

Three new arbitral awards confirm that Article 21 ECT only exempts bona
fide tax measures from ECT protection

516.

The Arbitral Tribunal ruled that Article 21 ECT does not apply to the measures
taken by the Russian Federation against Yukos because Article 21 ECT does not

954

Judgment Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695
(Promneftstroy et al./Godfrey et al.), Exhibit HVY-235, para. 4.54.
Judgment Supreme Court 18 January 2019, ECLI:NL:HR:2019:54 (Promneftstroy et al./Godfrey
et al.), Exhibit HVY-236, para. 4.4.3.
Judgment Supreme Court 18 January 2019, ECLI:NL:HR:2019:54 (Promneftstroy et al./Godfrey
et al.), Exhibit HVY-236, para. 4.7.3.
Judgment Supreme Court 18 January 2019, ECLI:NL:HR:2019:54 (Promneftstroy et al./Godfrey
et al.), Exhibit HVY-236, para. 4.7.4.

955
956
957
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apply to taxation measures that are not bona fide.958 In its Defence on Appeal,
the Russian Federation asserts that the Tribunal's ruling is contrary to the
relevant case law and literature.959
517.

HVY have already explained that and why this assertion of the Russian
Federation is incorrect and refer to it. Three arbitral awards rendered after the
submission of HVY's Statement of Appeal confirm this once again: Article 21 ECT
only applies to bona fide taxation measures.960

518.

Firstly, in its award of 15 February 2018, the tribunal in Novenergia II/Spain
confirmed the Tribunal's ruling on Article 21 ECT:
"[…] the Tribunal in the Yukos case took the following view:
'[I]n any event, the carve-out of Article 21(1) can apply only to bona fide
taxation actions, i.e. actions that are motivated by the purpose of raising
general revenue for the State. By contrast, actions that are taken only
under the guise of taxation, but in reality aim to achieve an entirely
unrelated purpose (such as the destruction of a company or the
elimination of a political opponent) cannot qualify for exemption from
the protection standards of the ECT under the taxation carve-out of
Article 21(1).'
The Tribunal agrees that for the taxation carve-out to apply, the taxation measure
in question needs to have been adopted in good faith. […]" 961 (Emphasis added.)

519.

Secondly, in its award of 2 May 2018, the tribunal in Antaris/Czech Republic
reached the same conclusion:
"Similarly situated tribunals have limited the application of Article 21 of the ECT
to state actions directed at raising general revenue for the state. The Yukos
tribunal declared that "Article 21 applies only to actions that are motivated for the
purpose of raising general revenue for the State." The Tribunal is persuaded that
Article 21 was not intended to encompass measures which had principal
objectives other than the raising of revenue, but rather to exempt measures which

958

959
960

961

Final Awards, para. 1430: ("the Article 21 carve-out does not apply to the Russian Federation's
measures because they are not […] a bona fide exercise of the Russian Federation's tax
powers.").
Defence on Appeal, para. 818.
See Statement of Defence, paras. I.398-406 and the sources listed there. In addition, HVY refer
to the award in arbitration Isolux v. Spain (SCC case number 2013/153), Arbitral Award, 12 July
2016, Exhibit HVY-233, para. 729 (translation: "The Arbitral Tribunal considers that in order to
decide whether or not a taxation measure can be considered in the "carve-out" from Article
21(1) of the ECT, it is necessary to determine whether its purpose really is tax-related, that is
to say, if the measure was enacted in good faith. Article 21(1) ECT is a tax exemption clause
similar to many other clauses included in Treaties relating to investment. It excludes the powers
of Contracting States to legislate on taxes from international supervision. Such exclusion is no
longer justified if the State uses its prerogatives in the taxation framework to achieve other
purposes. In this case, the taxation measures are not enacted in good faith and cannot activate
the "carve-out".").
Novenergeia v. Spain (SCC case number 2015/063), Arbitral Award, 15 February 2018, Exhibit
HVY-237, para. 521.
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formed part of a Contracting Party’s general tax regime, aimed principally at
raising revenue." 962 (Emphasis added.)

520.

One of the arbitrators in this case delivered a separate opinion, in which that
arbitrator expressly concurred with the Arbitral Tribunal's opinion on Article 21
ECT. Therefore, the tribunal decision was unanimousl:
"Article 21 of the ECT refers the Tribunal to the domestic law of a Contracting
Party, when considering a measure which is presented as a taxation measure.
However, whether it constitutes a tax for the purposes of the ECT is in the end a
matter of treaty interpretation.
The Solar Levy was purposefully construed as 'a withholding tax' so that 'it cannot
be legally contested', particularly in international arbitration proceedings. In view
of this aim, I am convinced that the contested measure (the Solar Levy) should
not escape the legal scrutiny of the Tribunal as to its conformity with the
substantive obligations of the Respondent under the ECT."963 (Emphasis added.)

521.

Thirdly, in its award of 15 June 2018, the tribunal in Antin v. Spain confirmed the
Arbitral Tribunal's ruling:
"The Tribunal considers that if a measure bears the hallmarks of a tax under the
applicable domestic law and under the general approach taken by international
law, it is very likely that the measure will be excluded by operation of ECT Article
21. However, in exceptional circumstances a measure that bears such hallmarks
could not benefit from the taxation exclusion if a claimant is able to demonstrate
a lack of good faith on the part of the respondent."964 (Emphasis added.)

522.

In short, three recent arbitral awards confirmed the – correct – decision of the
Arbitral that Article 21 ECT only applies to bona fide taxation measures. In other
words, measures aimed at raising general revenue for the State. As follows from
the recent rulings of the Amsterdam Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court, the
taxation measures for Yukos were not bona fide in any way: on the contrary,
according to the Amsterdam Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court, the
measures were aimed at precipitating Yukos' bankruptcy. It is therefore clear that
Article 21 ECT does not apply, so that neither the carve-out for taxation measures
in Article 21(1) ECT nor the referral provision in Article 21(5) ECT apply.

962

963

964

Antaris Solar GmbH and Dr. Michael Göde v. Czech Republic (PCA case number 2014-01),
including Declaration arbitrator Tomka and (partial) Dissenting opinion of Mr Born, 2 May 2018,
Exhibit HVY-238, para. 521.
Antaris Solar GmbH and Dr. Michael Göde v. Czech Republic (PCA case number 2014-01),
including Declaration arbitrator Tomka and (partial) Dissenting opinion of Mr Born, 2 May 2018,
Exhibit HVY-238, declaration by arbitrator Tomka paras. 11-12. Although arbitrator Gary Born
did submit a dissenting opinion, this did not concern the aforementioned ruling of the tribunal
on Article 21 ECT, which he in fact expressly confirmed ("I concur with the Tribunal's
conclusions regarding its jurisdiction under […] the ECT").
Antin v. Kingdom of Spain (ICSID case number ARB/13/31), Arbitral Award of 15 June 2018,
Exhibit HVY-239, para. 314.
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9

THE COMPLAINTS CONCERNING THE DAMAGE ESTIMATE FAIL
New exhibits:
−

The Russian Federation’s exhibits to the Defence on Appeal:
o Second Expert Report of Prof. Dow (Exhibit RF-D18);
o Expert Report of Hermes (Exhibit RF-D19)

−

HVY’s exhibits to this deed:
o Second Expert Report of Giles, 19 February 2019, Exhibit HVYD13.

Key points:
!

In his new expert report, the expert of the Russian Federation Professor
Dow has revised his earlier accusation that the Tribunal counted the same
amount twice in its damage estimate. The complaints of Dow (and Hermes,
the other expert of the Russian Federation), boil down to the accusation
that the Tribunal's damage estimate is inconsistent because it estimated
higher dividends than those of the average company in the RTS Index. In
essence, these complaints therefore entail a reassessment of the damage
estimate, for which there is no room in these setting aside proceedings.

!

Moreover, the damage estimate is not inconsistent. The Tribunal did not
rule that Yukos could not make higher dividend distributions than the
average RTS company. Dow and Hermes have not referred to any
passage in the Arbitral Awards in which the Tribunal would have ruled this.
What is more: during the Arbitrations, HVY asserted and proved that Yukos
performed better than the average of the RTS Index. The Russian
Federation and Dow did not dispute this during the Arbitrations. It is
therefore not surprising that the Tribunal used a total return in its damage
estimate that was higher than the average of the RTS Index (but was still
well within the bandwidth of that index).

!

The damage experts of both Parties did in fact introduce the RTS Index in
the Arbitrations a long time before the hearings, contrary to what Dow and
Hermes argue, in order to shift the equity value of companies over time.
That these adjustments were made with respect to subsidiaires of Yukos
does not mean that the Tribunal’s damage estimate was unforeseeable.
After all: Yukos’ subsidiaires to which the adjustments were made, were
also companies. Moreover, HVY’s expert also used an index to shift the
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value of Yukos as a whole. The use of the RTS Index by the Tribunal was
therefore entirely foreseeable, and certainly not a 'surprise decision'.
!

In the Second Expert Report, it is explained that and why the other
complaints of Dow and Hermes fail as well.

9.1

Introduction

523.

In the Statement of Appeal, HVY explained that and why the Russian
Federation’s complaints on the Tribunal’s damage estimate must fail.965 The
essence of these complaints is that the Russian Federation is of the opinion that
the Tribunal’s damage estimate was too high. In fact, the Russian Federation is
requesting the Court of Appeal to redo the Tribunal’s damage estimate based on
substantive arguments which, apart from their inaccuracy, the Russian
Federation and its expert Dow could have already made during the Arbitrations,
but – for their own reasons – did not do. There is no room for a substantive
reassessment in these setting aside proceedings, also in view of the restraint
with which arbitral awards and damage estimates in particular must be assessed.

524.

HVY submitted with the Statement of Appeal an expert report by Mr Giles966 in
which the assertions from Professor Dow’s expert report967 were refuted. In its
Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation submitted new expert reports of
Dow968 and Hermes.969 The Russian Federation persists in arguing, based on
these reports, that (i) the motivation of the Arbitral Awards is flawed because the
damage estimate contains an (indirect) double count, (ii) the Tribunal violated its
mandate by treading outside de boundaries of the dabate between the Parties,
and (iii) made a surprise decision. As a result of this, the Tribunal's damage
estimate would be too high.

525.

Because Dow and Hermes largely repeat in their expert reports what the Russian
Federation asserted before the District Court, firstly HVY refer to their earlier
submissions in these annulment proceedings for the refutation of the positions of
the Russian Federation.970 In addition, HVY hereby submit a new expert report of
Giles (Exhibit HVY-D13), in which he explains why the assertions in the new
expert reports of Dow and Hermes are incorrect. HVY explain below, with

965

See, inter alia, Statement of Appeal, Chapter 11.
First Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D5.
First Expert Report Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-85.
Second Expert report Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-D18.
Expert Report Hermes, Exhibit RF-19.
See, inter alia, Statement of Appeal, Chapter 11; Statement of Rejoinder, sections 3.3 and 5.3;
Statement of Defence, sections I.3.4.3, II.3.2 and II.4.1.

966
967
968
969
970
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reference to this Second Giles Expert Report, that and why the critique of Dow
and Hermes on the damage estimate fails.
9.2

Dow and Hermes concede that the Tribunal did not count the same amount
twice

526.

HVY have previously explained that it is incorrect that the Tribunal counted one
part of the awarded amount twice in its damage estimate.971 As Giles explained
in his first expert report, Dow (and the Russian Federation) essentially argued
that the Tribunal’s estimate of HVY's dividend loss was too high from an
economic perspective in relation to its estimate of Yukos’ equity value that HVY
have lost.972 No double counting occurred.

527.

In his second expert report, Dow concedes that his earlier assertion that the
Tribunal counted one part of the damage amount twice is incorrect.973 Dow
acknowledges that no actual double counting occurred, but in his second expert
report he only argues that in his opinion the damage estimate of the Arbitral
Tribunal 'effectively' comprises a double count ("did 'effectively' award the same
amounts twice").974 Also Hermes does not refer to an actual double count.
According to Hermes, the Tribunal was "inconsistent" because "there is a
difference" between the dividends Yukos would have generated according to the
Tribunal and the dividends that the companies included in the RTS Oil & Gas
Index (the "RTS Index") would have generated:975
"The main inconsistency in the two calculations (the value of the Yukos shares
as at 30 June 2014 and the expected dividend flow until 30 June 2014) is that
there is a difference between the dividend flow generated by the companies
included in the RTS Oil & Gas index and the dividend flow Yukos would have
generated according to the Tribunal." (emphasis added by lawyers)

528.

That "there is a difference" between the dividends that the Tribunal estimated for
Yukos and the dividends of companies in the RTS Index is nothing more than
that: a difference. It is not an inconsistency and certainly not a double counting.
As Giles concludes in his report:

971

Statement of Appeal, section 11.3; Statement of Rejoinder, section 3.3.4(b) (para. 338-349);
Statement of Defence, para. II.145-159, 564-571.
First Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D3, para. 9-13, 31-33. See also Statement of Appeal,
para. 789.
Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 18, 19; Second Expert Report Prof. Dow,
Exhibit RF-D18, para. 6a, 40.
Second Expert report Prof. Dow, RF-D18, para. 6a, 40. Prof. In para. 5 (i.e. the summary of his
expert report) of the Second Expert Report, Exhibit RF-D18, Dow states that the Tribunal
counted the cashflows twice: once as equity and once as dividend, but this assertion is
contradicted by the rest of his report. Obviously, a future cashflow cannot be counted as equity.
Expert Report Hermes, Exhibit RF-D19, para. 100.

972
973
974

975
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"Prof Dow's acknowledgement that there was no actual double counting confirms
my view that his arguments amount to an opinion that the Tribunal's damages
Award was too high."976

529.

The Tribunal therefore did not count the same damage amount twice. As HVY
explained in their earlier sumbissions, in any event Dow’s criticism does not
prove a lack of reasoning in the estimation of the damage.977 After all, the Tribunal
gave more than sufficient reasons for its estimate of the dividends and equity
value that HVY missed.978 The assertion that a damage component is too high
(whether or not in relation to another damage component) is irrelevant in this
respect, and in any event goes beyond the boundaries applicable to the
assessment of the damage estimate in setting aside proceedings.979

9.3

The Tribunal rightly ruled that Yukos’ total return was higher than the
average of the RTS Index

530.

Furthermore, the complaints of Dow and Hermes regarding the alleged
inconsistency in the damage estimate can be reduced to a single erroneous train
of though.980 According to Dow and Hermes, the damage estimate is inconsistent,
because the Tribunal calculated Yukos’ equity value by adjusting the estimated
equity value of Yukos in 2007 over time based on the RTS Index.981 According
to Dow and Hermes, this inherently means that in the opinion of the Tribunal,
Yukos must be equated “in all respects” with the average of the companies in the
RTS Index.982 This is why Dow and Hermes assert that in estimating the
dividends missed by HVY, the Tribunal should have departed from the average
of the RTS Index.983

531.

That train of thought is incorrect. After all, in no way did the Tribunal – as
explained by Giles in his first expert report – rule that Yukos’ performance was
equal to that of an average company in the RTS Index.984 The Tribunal merely
ruled that of the indices introduced in the Arbitrations, the RTS Index was the
“most appropriate index” to adjust Yukos' value to the valuation date.985 The
Tribunal used the RTS Index exclusively for that purpose. This does not entail

976

Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 19.
Statement of Appeal, section 11.3 (in particular para. 790); Statement of Rejoinder, section
3.3.4(b) (in particular para. 342); Statement of Defence, para. II.145-159 and II. 564-571.
Statement of Appeal, para. 790; Statement of Rejoinder, section 5.3.2; Statement of Defence,
para. II.636 (and section II.3.2).
Statement of Appeal, para. 581; Statement of Rejoinder, para. 338 and 392; Statement of
Defence, para. I.157 and II.145-148.
See Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, section 4.
See, for example: Second Expert report Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-D18, para. 97; Expert Report
Hermes, Exhibit RF-D19, para. 99-100.
Second Expert report Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-D18, para. 94. Also see Expert Report Prof. Dow,
Exhibit RF-85, para. 64; Expert Report Hermes, Exhibit RF-D19, para. 101; Summons, para.
449 and Statement of Reply, annex 1, para. 70.
Second Expert report Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-D18, section IV; Expert Report Hermes, Exhibit
RF-D19, para. 101.
Statement of Appeal, para. 788.
Final Awards, para. 1788.

977
978
979
980
981
982

983
984
985
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that in the Tribunal’s opinion, the total return (the sum of the equity value and
dividend distributions) that Yukos would generate would be equal to the total
return of the average company in the RTS Index. Neither Dow nor Hermes point
to any passage in the Arbitral Awards in which the Tribunal would have ruled this.
532.

As calculated by Giles, the damages awarded by the Tribunal amount to a total
return (equity value and dividend distributions) of Yukos over the relevant period
of 24%.986 The average annual overall return was 3.3%. Although this is more
than the average of the RTS Index, it is still well within the bandwidth of the
companies represented in the RTS Index.987

533.

The Tribunal’s decision to base its estimate on a total return that is higher than
the average of the RTS Index is completely in line with the assertions of the
parties and their experts in the Arbitrations. HVY inter alia submitted extensive
evidence in the Arbitrations demonstrating that Yukos’ annual production grew
faster than that of comparable companies inside and outside of Russia, and that
its performance was better than the average of the RTS Index. 988 Kaczmarek, the
damage expert on HVY’s side in the Arbitration Proceedings, also showed during
the Arbitration Proceedings that in his opinion, “[i]n comparison to many of its
Russian competitors, Yukos traded at a notable premium and achieved relatively
greater operational and financial success in the period following Russian
privatization through 2003”.989

534.

This assertion was not disputed by Dow and the Russian Federation in the
Arbitration Proceedings.990 See Giles on this:
"36. In his First Report, Mr Kaczmarek illustrated that Yukos enjoyed rapid growth
in annual production relative to its Russian (second only to Sibneft) and
international peers (which saw no growth or reductions in production during the
same period). This growth was fueled by two factors:

986
987
988
989
990

a.

Yukos was the largest integrated petroleum company in Russia in terms of
production and the second largest (after Lukoil) in terms of both proved oil
reserves and refining volumes;

b.

It had one of the largest proved hydrocarbon reserves of any private oil
company in the world; and

c.

Yukos was able to operate in a cost-efficient manner, having the lowest
lifting costs per barrel of oil amongst its peers.

Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 33-34.
Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 33-34.
Statement of Defence, para. II.570-571 and First Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D5, para.
83. See also Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 35-39.
First Navigant Report, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 194.
Incidentally, in these setting aside proceedings the Russian Federation explicitly acknowledged
that Yukos was more profitable in 2004 than many comparable companies. Statement of Reply,
para. 41: “Nor did the Russian Federation dispute that Yukos was more profitable than many
comparable companies before 2004, compared against the book value of its assets (or against
any other suitable criterion).”
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37. Further, Yukos achieved levels of growth which indicate that it was able to
enjoy much higher profit margins and cash flow generation as compared with its
peers and simultaneously grow reserves and production. As Mr Kaczmarek
observed, “the sustained and profitable growth in production and reserves that
Yukos was able to achieve during the period caused the price of Yukos’ shares
to significantly outperform its competitors”. There was therefore every reason to
believe that Yukos could continue to grow in value more quickly than its closest
competitors. The evidence put forward by HVY was based on Yukos or assets
formerly owned by Yukos.
38. Prof Dow challenged some assumptions made by Mr Kaczmarek during the
Arbitrations, but I have found no evidence that Prof Dow questioned the superior
performance of Yukos that Mr Kaczmarek documented. In contrast to the above,
Prof Dow now claims that Yukos’s relative performance was never discussed by
the parties. This is clearly misleading."991

535.

The assumption of Dow and Hermes that the Tribunal allegedly ruled that Yukos
should be regarded as an average company in the RTS Index is therefore not
only incorrect, but is also at odds with the positions of both parties in the
Arbitrations.

9.4

The Tribunal remained within the scope of the parties' debate

536.

As HVY has explained in earlier procedural documents in this case, the Tribunal
did not go beyond the limits of the parties' debate in its damage estimate.992 After
all, the Tribunal based its estimate of Yukos' equity value on a valuation by
Kaczmarek of Yukos as at 2007. During the Arbitrations, Dow proposed certain
“corrections” on this valuation, all of which were accepted by the Tribunal. The
Tribunal subsequently adjusted the resulting equity value on the basis of the RTS
Index in time from 2007 to 2014. The Tribunal also took the calculations of
Kaczmarek and the subsequent adjustments suggested by Dow as a starting
point when estimating HYV's lost dividends.993

537.

However, Dow and Hermes (continue) asserting that the damage estimate by the
Tribunal was nevertheless unforeseeable. Firstly, Dow and Hermes claim that
the use of the RTS Index to shift Yukos' estimated equity value over time was
not proposed by the parties, at least not before the hearings, and that when they
did, the Tribunal rejected that use in para. 1789 of the Arbitral Awards.994 That is
incorrect. Contrary to what Dow and Hermes argue, the Tribunal did not, in para.
1786 of the Arbitral Awards, reject the use of the RTS Index because reference

991

Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 36-38, with reference to First Navigant
Report, para. 155, 197, 200, 205.
Statement of Appeal, section 11.2; Statement of Rejoinder, section 3.3; Statement of Defence,
sections II.3.2 and 3.3.
Statement of Appeal, para. 778; Statement of Defence, Part I section 3.4.3(a), para. 148, 153154; Statement of Defence, Part II: section 3.2.1(iii), para. 537-543, annex 4, section 4.2.4(f)(i)
para. 114-118, Statement of Rejoinder, section 3.3.2, para. 284-287, 289, section 3.3.3(a),
para. 299-300 and section 3.3.3(c), para. 304-314.
Second Expert report Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-D18, para. 20. See also Second Expert Report
Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-D18, para. 4, 5.c, 5.e, 6, 8, 9, 10, 15, 19, 22, 24, 31, 38, 42, 57, 70, 71,
97. Expert Report Hermes, Exhibit RF-D19, para. 47.

992
993

994
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was made to it too late, as HVY have already explained.995 In the excerpt cited
by Dow, the Tribunal held that "(…) these figures were only introduced by
Claimants at a very late stage of the proceedings (through demonstrative exhibits
at the Hearing and in Claimants’ Post-Hearing Brief) and could therefore not be
properly addressed by Respondent." "These figures", however, does not apply
to the use of the RTS Index but rather to certain calculations that HVY submitted
in their Post-Hearing Brief.996
538.

Contrary to what Dow and Hermes argue, the use of the RTS Index was also part
of the proceedings long before the hearings in the Arbitrations.997 Kaczmarek
already used the RTS Index in his first expert report to adjust the value of the
parts of Rosneft that originally did not belong to Yukos998 and in his second expert
report to transpose the value of Yukos’ interest in Sibneft, Rospan, Tomskneft
and a number of other participating interests from 2007 to 31 December 2005.999

539.

Dow also used the RTS Index before the hearing, twice.1000 In his second expert
report in the Arbitration Proceedings, Dow endorsed use of the RTS Index to
transpose the value of Tomskneft and Samareneftegaz – two former parts of
Yukos “in the same way Mr. Kacmarek adjusts values over time when valuing
bankruptcy lots - by using the RTS-index."1001 Additionally, Dow applied the RTS
Index to transpose the value of most of Yukos’ assets on the auction dates back
in time to December 2004.1002 The use of the RTS Index to transpose assets over
time was also discussed with Dow extensively at the hearing.1003 See Giles on
this:1004
"When, referring to the auction values of the Yukos’s assets in his Second Dow
Arbitration Report, Prof Dow states that “[o]ne can estimate the values on auction
dates by adjusting the November 2007 values back to the auction dates in the
same way Mr. Kaczmarek adjusts values over time when valuing bankruptcy lots
– by using the RTS [Oil & Gas] index”. By stating this and by using the RTSbased adjustment, Prof Dow provides an endorsement of the Tribunal’s
methodology. This is further corroborated by Prof Dow’s testimony on day 12 of
the Hearing, when he said that “by definition [the RTS Oil & Gas Index] is a
reliable index of Russian share prices’ changes because it is built up of Russian
share companies’ price changes” and then confirmed twice that he used it himself
to project value at different points in time ("Mr Pinsolle: (…) I just wanted to
confirm that [Prof Dow] has made use of the RTS Index to project a value from

995
996
997
998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004

Statement of Rejoinder, para. 310-313.
Statement of Rejoinder, para. 310-313.
See in this context, inter alia, Statement of Rejoinder, para. 304-314.
First Navigant Report, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 456 (see reference in Statement of Rejoinder, para.
306).
Second Navigant Report, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 134, footnote 282 (see reference in Statement
of Rejoinder, para. 306).
The Russian Federation also recognises this in so many words (see Defence on Appeal, para.
914 ("professor Dow also applied the RTS Oil & Gas Index.")).
Second Dow Report, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 519 (see reference in Statement of Rejoinder, para.
307).
Second Dow Report, Exhibit HVY-1, annex 28.3 (see reference in Statement of Rejoinder,
para. 307).
See Statement of Rejoinder, para. 307.
Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 50.
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one date to another. […] [Prof Dow]: Yes, I think that's what I've done here.")."
(Emphasis added.)

540.

Secondly, Hermes claims that the Tribunal's damage estimate was
unforeseeable because even if the parties had already used the RTS Index, the
RTS Index would only have been used to transpose the value of components of
Yukos and that this would have happened over shorter periods of time than in
the Tribunal's estimate.1005

541.

This argument is also nonsensical, as there is no relevant difference between the
use of an index to estimate the value of a company’s components on the one
hand and the value of the company as whole on the other. After all, the
subsidiaires of Yukos to which Kaczmarek applied the RTS Index were also
companies. In that regard, see Giles:1006
"53. It should be noted, however, that Yukos’s components were in themselves
companies and as such there is no difference between valuing components of
Yukos and Yukos itself as the mother company. Moreover, once the principle of
using an index to shift the value of an asset in time was introduced and endorsed
by Prof Dow using it himself, there is no reason to suggest that a change of time
period or a slight change in the mix of assets being adjusted invalidates the
principle. The length of time of the adjustment (Hermes state that the RTS-based
adjustment had previously only been used for a much shorter period)1007 or the
direction (i.e., backwards or forewords in time), for example, are not relevant and
Prof Dow never suggested that his acceptance of the technique was qualified or
was dependent on the time or the direction or the specific asset. Certainly, the
application of such an adjustment to Yukos as a whole is more relevant than the
application to individual assets because the index itself is based on large Russian
oil and gas companies not individual assets."

542.

The length of the period of time over which the RTS Index is used is not a relevant
difference, either.1008 The Tribunal was free to use the RTS Index in its damage
estimate as the RTS Index had been suggested and extensively applied by both
Parties. If Dow and/or the Russian Federation had believed that the Tribunal
should only have used the RTS Index to value parts of Yukos or only over a
certain period of time (which would be incomprehensible, in view of the
foregoing), then they could and should have made this objection in the
Arbitrations. Opposition after the fact of a certain use of a method put forward by
the parties themselves has nothing to do with violating the mandate or a surprise
decision. This is a disguised (and, moreover, groundless) appeal.1009

543.

Moreover, contrary to what Dow and Hermes have argued, use of an index to
adjust the value of Yukos as a whole most certainly is part of the arbitration file.
After all, Kaczmarek used the MSCI World Energy Index to transpose the value

1005

Expert Report Hermes, Exhibit RF-D19, para. 83, 130.
Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 53.
Expert Report Hermes, Exhibit RF-D19, para. 83.
Expert Report Hermes, Exhibit RF-D19, para. 83.
Statement of Rejoinder, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 308 and 309.
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1007
1008
1009
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of Yukos as a whole over time. Dow didn’t complain about this use of an index in
the Arbitrations.1010
544.

Thirdly, Dow and Hermes continue to allege that it was unforeseeable that the
Tribunal would estimate Yukos' equity value by adjusting a value based on a
Comparable Companies model over time using the RTS Index, but calculate
HVY's dividend loss separately based on a DCF-model.1011 According to Dow,
the Tribunal should have applied an integrated approach.1012

545.

That, too, is incorrect, as HVY have already explained.1013 It must be put first and
foremost that both an estimate of Yukos’ equity value based on the Comparable
Companies method and the estimate of HVY's lost dividends on the basis of data
from a DCF model were uncontestably parts of the arbitration file, in the same
way that the adjustment of values over time based on the RTS Index was. Dow
confirmed during the hearings that the Comparable Companies valuation of
Yukos after application of his corrections yielded a "useful" valuation.1014 If Dow
(or the Russian Federation) had been of the opinion that Yukos’ equity value
should not have been estimated on the basis of a Comparable Companies
valuation transposed on the basis of the RTS Index while the dividends were
being calculated on the basis of data from a DCF model, it would have been up
to Dow (or the Russian Federation) to bring this up in the Arbitrations.1015 See
also on this Giles:
"[…] At the Hearing the RTS-based adjustment was moreover discussed
extensively by Prof Dow, the Tribunal and Claimant’s counsel. Prof Dow had the
opportunity to explain any flaws or limitations that he perceived to be present in
the technique or the relationship to Total Return, but he did not do so. Prof Dow
could have argued to the Tribunal that once Mr Kaczmarek decided to use the
RTS-based adjustment, he should (in Prof Dow's view) have fixed the amount of
dividends at а level that is consistent with the average level of dividends that was
actually paid over this period by the companies in the RTS Oil & Gas Index.
Again, he chose not to do so.
61. Second, given no fundamental criticism of the technique by the Parties or
their experts it was entirely foreseeable that the Tribunal would conclude it had
been endorsed by the Parties and would adopt a very similar approach."1016

546.

In this context, contrary to what Hermes argues, it was also not inconsistent that
the Tribunal used data from the DCF model for the calculation of the dividends,
while it found the DCF model unsuitable for the calculation of Yukos' equity

1010

Second Navigant Report, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 100 and footnote 199 ("Appendix AN.1. The
MSCI world energy index increased 40.4 percent from 24 October 2003 to 19 December 2004.
Accordingly, we estimate that the enterprise value of Yukos would also have increased by 40.4
percent from US$ 32.3 billion to US$ 45.5 billion."). See in this respect Second Expert Report
Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 54.
Second Expert report Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-D18, para. 24-26.
Second Expert report Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-D18, para. 13 and section IV.
Statement of Rejoinder, para. 315-317.
Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 63. Awards, para. 186, 1783,1787.
Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 56-61.
Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 60-61.
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value.1017 After all, the fact that the Tribunal did not consider the DCF model
suitable for valuing Yukos' equity value does not mean that the Tribunal could
not use this model for estimating the HVY's lost dividends either, all the more so
because not the same data from the model were concerned at each time .1018
547.

Finally, Hermes and Dow are maintaining their argument that the valuation dates
chosen by the Arbitral Tribunal were unforeseeable.1019 This argument also fails.
HVY requested the Arbitral Tribunal to determine the reference date for the
damage estimate at the date of the expropriation or at the date of the Final
Awards, depending on the question of on which date Yukos' value was higher.1020
The Tribunal ruled that this principle was legally correct and, in line therewith,
estimated the total damages incurred by HVY on the date of the Final Awards,
because this amount was higher than the estimate at the date of the expropriation
(19 December 2004).1021

548.

The assertion of Dow and Hermes that the damage estimate was unforeseeable
therefore cannot hold.

9.5

Dow’s and Hermes’ assertions regarding the relationship between equity
value and dividend distributions are also incorrect

549.

Lastly, Dow’s and Hermes’ assertions about the alleged inverse relationship
between a company's equity value and its dividend distributions are also
incorrect.1022 As explained by Giles, in the theory of economics, it is assumed that
there is such inverse relationship for a single company at a singe point in time.1023
However, what Dow and Hermes are arguing (i.e. that the alleged inverse
relationship between equity and dividend distributions also applies to different
companies and across time) has no basis in economic theory or practice.1024

550.

As shown by Giles in his first report, there is already no inverse relationship
between the dividend distributions and equity value between the individual
companies in the RTS Index, let alone that such a connection could be
extrapolated to different companies within that index over a longer period of
time.1025 Dow acknowledges this in his second report by endorsing that the total
return generated by a particular company depends on the specific circumstances
in relation to that company, including the extent to which this company is able to

1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1025

Expert Report Hermes, Exhibit RF-D19, para. 95.
Statement of Rejoinder, para. 396.
Second Expert report Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-D18, para. 17-18; Expert Report Hermes, Exhibit
RF-D19, para. 116-118.
Statement of Appeal, para. 776-778, 782; Statement of Rejoinder, sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.4(a)
(para. 323-337); Statement of Defence, para. I.153.
Statement of Defence, Annex 4 para. 128.
Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, section 6.
Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 67-68.
Second Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D13, para. 67-68.
First Expert Report Giles, Exhibit HVY-D5, sections 5-7.
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discover oil and gas and the extent of the risks in its business operations (referred
to with the corporate finance term "beta").1026 As Dow himself puts it in his second
expert report: 1027
"For firms in the RTS Index, the difference in returns is probably caused by more
than the luck of a coin flip – but it is no less unpredictable before-hand.
Presumably, some companies discovered more or less oil and gas than was
expected, or were awarded more or less lucrative exploration contracts than
expected. These unexpected changes naturally caused their total returns to
diverge ex-post, from what was expected ex-ante, and from each other."

551.

Where the specific circumstances differ from one company to another, it is
therefore not the case that the total return of one oil company is the same as
that of another one. And certainly no inverse relationship exists between the
equity value of one company and the dividends distributed by another
company. For a further discussion about this subject matter, and in respect of
HVY’s defences against Dow’s and Hermes’ other accusations, HVY refer to
the Second Expert Report Giles.

1026

Second Expert report Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-D18, para. 82.
Second Expert report Prof. Dow, Exhibit RF-D18, para. 76.

1027
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10

NO VIOLATION OF THE PERSONAL MANDATE OF ARBITRATORS
New Exhibits:
−

The
o
o
o
o
o

−

HVY’s exhibits to this deed:
o Second Expert report of Em. Prof. Coulthard and Prof. Grant of 25
January 2019 (Exhibit HVY-D14.);
o excerpt from parliamentary history of the Dutch Arbitration Act
(Exhibit HVY-240);
o article: "Nieuwe handelskamer: betere doorstroming zaken

o
o
o
o

Russian Federation’s exhibits to the Defence on Appeal:
Third Expert Report of Chaski (Exhibit RF-D20);
First Expert report of Prof. Daelemans (Exhibit RF-D21);
Second Expert Report of Prof. Daelemans (Exhibit RF-D22);
letter from Mr Fortier of 20 November 2015 (Exhibit RF-394);
literature (Exhibits RF-395–RF-405).

gerechtshoven", 10 January 2018 www.rechtspraak.nl (Exhibit
HVY-241);
Expert statement by Gary B. Born with regard to the arbitration BSG
Resources v. Guinea (Exhibit HVY-242);
Witness statements in Naftogaz/Gazprom tribunal (Exhibit HVY244);
Ruling by Svea Court of Appeal Stockholm 13 September 2018
(Exhibit HVY-245);
M. Erard, "Write yourself invisible", in: NewScientist, 25 November
2017 (Exhibit HVY-243)

Key points:
!

With its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation submitted three new
expert reports (Second Expert Report of Dr. Chaski and First and Second
Expert Reports of Prof. Daelemans) to support its assertion that Valasek
– the Tribunal’s assistant – wrote parts of the Arbitral Awards. In addition,
it has submitted publications on the role played by secretaries of arbitral
tribunals in drawing up parts of arbitral awards.

!

These exhibits are irrelevant. Dutch arbitration law provides that a
secretary of an arbitral tribunal, or an assistant such as Valasek, may draw
up arbitral awards, or at least parts of those awards, provided this is under
the supervision of the arbitral tribunal. Moreover, during the Arbitrations
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the Russian Federation was aware of the part played by Valasek. It could
and should have raised complaints in that regard during the Arbitrations,
but it has failed to do so. It can no longer complain about this at this time.
This ground for setting aside is therefore little more than yet another
diversion by Russian Federation.
!

In any event, there is no proof that contrary to the explicit statements made
by the Chairman of the Tribunal, Valasek actually wrote (parts of) the
Arbitral Awards, let alone that he should have done so without the
supervision of the Tribunal. Instead, Chaski and Daelemans arrive at
widely varying and irreconcilable conclusions as to who may have written
which part of the Arbitral Awards. This is not surprising, because Chaski’s
and Daelemans’ methods contain (the same) fatal errors. For example,
their methods are fundamentally unsuitable for drawing conclusions as to
who authored a text that – like the Arbitral Awards – was written collectively
by multiple authors. This is all the more true given the fact those authors
in turn consulted a wide variety of written material created by numerous
other authors (the parties’ procedural documents, case law, expert reports,
witness statements, session transcripts, exhibits etc.).

10.1

Introduction

552.

In their Statement on Appeal, HVY have set out that the Russian Federation’s
assertions regarding the alleged role played by the assistant to the Tribunal, Mr
Valasek, are irrelevant under Dutch law. The Russian Federation did not assert,
let alone prove, that the Tribunal’s assistant acted without the Tribunal’s
supervision.

553.

Furthermore, the Russian Federation’s assertions regarding Valasek’s role in
drawing up the Arbitral Awards is based exclusively on speculation and
demonstrably unreliable analyses. Before the District Court, the Russian
Federation invoked reports by Chaski of 11 September 2015 and 13 January
2016.1028 In their report of 3 March 2017, Professor Coulthard and Professor
Grant concluded that the First and Second Expert Reports by Chaski were not
relevant and had no evidentiary value because the results presented by Chaski
were unreliable and meaningless.

554.

In response to the First Expert Report by Coulthard and Grant, the Russian
Federation submitted three new reports with its Defence on Appeal: one by
Chaski of 17 November 2017, one by Daelemans of 22 November 2017, in which

1028

First Expert Report Dr. Chaski, Exhibit RF-189, Second Expert Report Dr. Chaski, Exhibit RF215, respectively.
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Daelemans allegedly validates the First and Second Expert Reports Chaski, and
one of the same date in which Daelemans presents his own findings.1029 The
Russian Federation also submitted a note by Mr Fortier, the Chairman of the
Arbitral Tribunal, and a number of international publications regarding the role of
secretaries to arbitral tribunals.
555.

As HVY will explain in this chapter based on its new exhibits, any reliance on the
Third Expert Report Dr. Chaski, the First and Second Expert Report Prof.
Daelemans and the other exhibits of the Russian Federation must fail:
•

Firstly, even if it were true that Valasek authored parts of the Arbitral Awards,
as the Russian Federation asserts and Chaski and Daelemans claim to
demonstrate, this has no consequences. This is because Dutch arbitration
law expressly allows an assistant to the arbitral tribunal to draw up a draft of
an arbitral award, provided he does so under the supervision of the arbitral
tribunal. Chaski and Daelemans do not address to what extent the Tribunal
supervised Valasek's work. Furthermore, during the Arbitrations, the Russian
Federation was aware of Valasek’s involvement and did not complaint about
it. Valasek's alleged involvement therefore in any event was not a prohibited
delegation of the mandate of the Arbitral Tribunal or a de facto appointment
of a fourth arbitrator, with an arbitral tribunal composed of an even number
of arbitrators as a consequence. His involvement therefore cannot lead to
the Arbitral Awards being set aside (see Section 10.2 below).

•

Secondly, there is no proof whatsoever – and the Russian Federation has
provided no proof – evidencing that Valasek was actually the author of parts
of the Arbitral Awards. As established by Coulthard and Grant in their second
expert report of 25 January 20191030 Chaski’s and Daelemans’ reports do not
provide such evidence. In fact, the methods of Chaski and Daelemans led to
contradictory, irreconcilable conclusions regarding who the author was of
which part of the Arbitral Awards. What is more, their methods contain fatal
errors. For example, their methods are fundamentally unsuited to analysing
who authored a text written by multiple authors collectively and while using
texts written by yet other authors (see Sections 10.3 and 10.4 below).

10.2

Dutch arbitration law allows assistants to arbitral tribunals to draft (parts
of) arbitral awards

556.

The reports by Chaski and Daelemans are irrelevant, because at most they claim
to answer the question of whether Valasek wrote parts of the Arbitral Awards.
However, as already set out by HVY in their Statement of Appeal, Dutch

1029

The Third Expert Report Dr. Chaski, Exhibit RF-D20, the First Expert Report Prof. Daelemans,
Exhibit RF-D21 and the Second Expert Report Prof. Daelemans, Exhibit RF-D22, respectively.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, 25 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-D14.

1030
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arbitration law allows a secretary of an arbitral tribunal – and an assistant to an
arbitral tribunal is nothing different – to draft arbitral awards or parts thereof under
the supervision of the arbitral tribunal.1031 This is confirmed in Article 1033 DCCP
and in the parliamentary history of that provision, Exhibit HVY-240.1032
557.

Based on Article 1033 DCCP, a secretary of an arbitral tribunal must be
independent and impartial; and if not the parties may challenge him. When this
provision was proposed, the Minister of Justice stated that this was necessary
because it was common (and even occurs "often") that the secretary of the
arbitral tribunal draws up “the first draft of the award”:
"In addition to the reference to the grounds for challenging that also apply to
judges, to which Article 626 restricts itself, the first paragraph introduces a more
general ground for objection that is derived from Article 19 of the UNCITRAL
Arbitration Rules: «Any arbitrator may be challenged if circumstances exist that
give rise to justifiable doubts as to the arbitrator's impartiality or independence».
A secretary of an arbitral tribunal may be challenged for the same reason as an
arbitrator. In particular for permanent arbitral tribunals, a (legally schooled)
secretary usually attends the sessions. He also often draws up the first draft of
the award."1033 (Emphasis added.)

558.

Members of the House of Representatives subsequently asked whether it was
actually necessary to be able to challenge secretaries. The Minister of Justice’s
response confirmed again that “it is evident from practice that a secretary
attached to the arbitral tribunal can play an important role [...] in the creation of
the award” :
“The members of the VVD group have expressed the opinion that the secretary
has no function in which partiality or dependence, or impartiality or
independence, plays a real role. If this argument were to be accepted,
challenging the secretary would need to be revised or deleted, according to these
Members.
The undersigned does not agree with that position. Practice shows that a
secretary attached to the arbitral tribunal can play an important role in the
arbitration proceedings and in the creation of the award. Impartiality and
independence are certainly important in performing this work. Consequently, the
rules for challenging the secretary in Articles 1033 through 1035 are
necessary.”1034 (Emphasis added.)

559.

Article 1033 DCCP was therefore specifically implemented because under Dutch
arbitration law it is customary for a secretary of an arbitral tribunal to write a draft

1031

See Defence on Appeal, paras. 794-798, and the sources referenced there.
Excerpts from parliamentary history of the Dutch Arbitration Act, Exhibit HVY-240
Excerpts from parliamentary history of the Dutch Arbitration Act, Exhibit HVY-240, Explanatory
Memorandum, House of Representatives parliamentary year 1983-1984, 18 464, no 3, p. 12.
Excerpts from parliamentary history of the Dutch Arbitration Act, Exhibit HVY-240,
Memorandum in Reply, House of Representatives parliamentary year 1985-1986, 18 464, no 6,
p. 18.

1032
1033
1034
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of the arbitral award, and that is why it is necessary for him to be impartial and
independent.
560.

In that regard, arbitration proceedings do not differ from Dutch court proceedings.
There, it is customary and completely acceptable for drafts of rulings to be drafted
by court clerks or other court officials (see, for example, the press release from
the ‘s-Hertogenbosch Court of Appeal of 1 January 2018, Exhibit HVY-241)1035
and for a judge to discuss the dispute with his court clerk. The issue is whether
the decision was taken by the court. As rightly held by the Amsterdam Court of
Appeal, this is no different under Dutch arbitration law:
"It is imaginable that the arbitrator discussed the dispute between the parties with
mr. Samson – a situation, incidentally, that is not uncommon among courts – and
also that during the handling, the arbitrator gave mr. Samson an opportunity to
ask the parties substantive questions, but this does not in any way mean that the
decision was not made exclusively by the arbitrator, mr. Hammerstein."1036
(Emphasis added.)

561.

The Russian Federation is also relying on an opinion by Advocate General
Timmerman in the Meavita case to claim the contrary. According to the Russian
Federation, it follows from that opinion that, under Dutch law, "drawing up all
decisions themselves"1037 is a "key duty"1038 of judges and arbitrators, and that
this is a "fundamental principle of (regular and arbitral) procedural law".1039
However, none of this follows from this opinion. The opinion merely defends the
position that a judgment cannot be rendered "before all of the judges have
concurred with the ultimate text of the decision", in part because the process of
drafting the text is important.1040 The opinion does not in any way discuss the role
played by clerks in drawing up court decisions, let alone that Timmerman might
have taken the position that judges are not permitted to have their clerks draft a
judgment. The opinion of Advocate General Timmerman is therefore by no
means relevant to the role and functioning of a secretary in an arbitration.

562.

Against the backdrop of what was discussed above, the Court of Appeal need
not consider and cannot assign any weight to the random selection of literature
on the alleged practice of international arbitration entered into the proceedings
by the Russian Federation, Exhibits RF-395–405. These exhibits are little more
than an attempt by the Russian Federation to distract the Court of Appeal’s
attention from the fact that it has not even found one source on the Dutch
arbitration law applicable here that supports its position.

1035

Rechtspraak.nl, "Nieuwe handelskamer: betere doorstroming zaken gerechtshoven", 10
January 2018, Exhibit HVY-241
Amsterdam Court of Appeal, 17 April 2018, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2018:1305, para. 2.4.
Defence on Appeal, para. 967.
Defence on Appeal, para. 967.
Defence on Appeal, para. 967.
Opinion by AG Timmerman for Supreme Court 18 November 2017 (Meavita), NJ 2017/202,
para. 3.23.

1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
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563.

In any event, the Russian Federation’s assertions regarding the practice of
international arbitration are incorrect. In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian
Federation cites Mr Gary Born on this point – an internationally renowned
arbitrator and writer on arbitration.1041 This is the very same Mr Born who recently
stated – in proceedings, unrelated to the present case, between BSG Resources
Limited and Mr Brower and Mr Daly (arbitrator and secretary, respectively, in an
arbitration between BSG Resources Limited and Guinea) – that usually,
secretaries play a role similar to that played by clerks in court proceedings, that
parties objecting to that must bring this up when the secretary is appointed and
that absent such objections arbitral tribunal decides on the basis of its procedural
discretion how it will use the secretary, Exhibit HVY-242:
"If either party wishes to lodge an objection or request that any special
procedures be put into place with respect to the tribunal secretary, that party
must do so during the appointment process."1042
"In terms of duties, a tribunal secretary often fulfils a role very similar to that of a
law clerk for a judge."1043
"Third, absent agreement by the parties, the role of a tribunal secretary is subject
to the arbitral tribunal’s procedural discretion, provided that the arbitrator(s)
retain their ultimate decision-making authority. It is elementary that the arbitral
tribunal possesses broad procedural discretion over the conduct of the arbitral
proceedings. That procedural discretion extends to the use and definition of a
tribunal secretary (absent contrary agreement by the parties)."1044

564.

In addition, Born concluded that the parties who lose in arbitration increasingly –
like in the present case – employ guerrilla tactics, and called for courts to resist
such tactics:
"In recent years, litigious parties to arbitrations that are dissatisfied with the result
of the proceeding, or indeed even the direction of the proceeding, sometimes
throw caution to the wind and employ any possible "guerrilla" tactic, including
ancillary litigation or intimidation, to achieve a certain result."1045
"National courts play a vital role in protecting the international arbitral process.
While courts could exist without international arbitration, international arbitration
most certainly could not exist without national courts. In my view, it is essential
to have regard to these critical policy objectives."1046

565.

Upon the appointment of Valasek, the Russian Federation did not bring up that
it wished to limit the Arbitral Tribunal’s discretion in defining the course of the

1041

Defence on Appeal, Section (b)(vi).
Expert declaration by Gary B. Born with regard to the request of BSG Resources Limited v. C.N.
Brower and M. Daly, 17 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-242 , para. 15.
Expert declaration by Gary B. Born with regard to the request of BSG Resources Limited v. C.N.
Brower and M. Daly, 17 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-242 , para. 16.
Expert declaration by Gary B. Born with regard to the request of BSG Resources Limited v. C.N.
Brower and M. Daly, 17 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-242, para. 17 at c.
Expert declaration by Gary B. Born with regard to the request of BSG Resources Limited v. C.N.
Brower and M. Daly, 17 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-242, para. 58.
Expert declaration by Gary B. Born with regard to the request of BSG Resources Limited v. C.N.
Brower and M. Daly, 17 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-242, para. 60.

1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
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proceedings, let alone that it requested the Arbitral Tribunal that it restrict its use
of Valasek. Any argument that it did not concur with the role given to Valasek by
the Arbitral Tribunal fails for that reason. Nor did the Russian Federation
subsequently complain during the Arbitrations about the nature or scope of
Valasek’s role. Therefore, it can no longer do so during these setting-aside
proceedings either. This, too, means that the reports by Chaski and Daelemans
reports are irrelevant.1047
566.

In short: even if the Russian Federation’s assertion that Valasek in fact wrote the
Arbitral Awards or parts thereof were true, this is still not contrary to Dutch law,
provided that this occurred under the supervision of the Arbitral Tribunal.
However, the Russian Federation does not even assert that the Arbitral Tribunal
failed to exercise supervision over Valasek's activities, and the reports by Chaski
and Daelemans reports do not pertain to this. On the contrary, the Chairman of
the Arbitral Tribunal stated that Valasek carried out his activities "under the
Tribunal's direction".1048 The Arbitral Tribunal therefore did not delegate its
mandate to Valasek, nor was even number of arbitrators appointed. The Russian
Federation's assertions about Valasek therefore cannot in any way lead to the
setting aside of the Arbitral Awards. This entails that the reports by Chaski and
Daelemans in support of these assertions are irrelevant.

10.3

There is no proof whatsoever that Valasek wrote the Arbitral Awards or any
part thereof

567.

In the alternative, the Russian Federation failed to meet its obligation to allege
facts and its burden of proof of its assertion that Valasek wrote the Arbitral
Awards or at least parts thereof. This is because it has not made this plausible
in any way. What's more: the reports submitted by the Russian Federation merely
illustrate that it is not possible to determine who wrote which part of the Arbitral
Awards, let alone that it is possible to say anything about the Arbitral Tribunal
allegedly having delegated the taking of decisions – and not the writing out of
them – to Valasek.

568.

The Russian Federation itself has provided a – second1049 – unambiguous
statement by the chairman of the Arbitral Tribunal in which he confirms – again
– that "Mr Valasek was not involved in and did not play any role in the [Yukos]
tribunal's decision-making process" and that "Mr Valasek did not write the
tribunal's reasoning and conclusions of the Yukos awards." (Exhibit RF-394).

1047

See Statement of Appeal, paras. 792-793. See also Expert declaration by Gary B. Born with
regard to the request of BSG Resources Limited v. C.N. Brower and M. Daly, 17 January 2017,
Exhibit HVY-242, para. 18.
Jurisdictional Hearing Transcript, Day 10 (closing remarks by chairman), Exhibit HVY-1, p.
244:5-10.
For the first statement by Mr Fortier, see Exhibit RF-195, Annex B. For more details on this,
also see Statement of Appeal, para. 794.

1048
1049
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569.

Against these unambiguous statements by the chairman of the Arbitral Tribunal,
the Russian Federation has submitted no less than five reports by Chaski and
Daelemans who claim to be able to assess on the basis of linguistic
characteristics which of the analysed parts of the Arbitral Awards were written by
Valasek and which were not.

570.

However, these reports are completely unsuitable for this, as the Arbitral Awards
were undisputedly written collectively by multiple authors. In such cases, it is not
possible to identify the author of a text on the basis of the use of linguistic
characteristics (also referred to as stylometric analysis). This is not only evident
from the First Expert Report Coulthard and Grant and the Second Expert Report
Coulthard and Grant, more on which later below, but also confirmed by Argamon,
an expert in the area of the identification of authors based on linguistic
characteristics. He is not involved in the present proceedings nor was he
approached by HVY. Argamon refers to collective authorship as the method for
preventing the identification of the author of a text based on linguistic
characteristics, Exhibit HVY-243:
"the most promising way to evade stylometric analysis is to write collaboratively
[…]: one person writes the text, someone else edits it. Rather than depending on
a machine to alter your style or doing it yourself, this is a case of the linguistic
fingerprints of two or more people cancelling each other out."1050

571.

Chaski and Daelemans do not refer in their reports to any independent scientific
publication whatsoever showing that the identification of individual authors is
possible when a text is written collectively by multiple authors. Not only are there
no independent scientific publications, but Chaski and Daelemans themselves
have not authored any such publications. Chaski and Daelemans do not even
refer to any previous case in which they successfully identified authors of a text
that was written collectively by various authors.1051

572.

The only case known to HVY in which Chaski attempted to identify the author of
a text written collectively by multiple authors concerns the ongoing setting-aside
proceedings about an arbitral award rendered in proceedings between Naftogaz
and Gazprom – a company of which the Russian Federation is the majority
shareholder. In those proceedings, Chaski, hired by Gazprom, also asserts that
the secretary of the arbitral tribunal wrote (parts of) the arbitral award. Based on
Chaski’s report, Gazprom requested a Swedish court of appeal to suspend the
enforceability of the judgment. The Swedish court of appeal granted this request
ex parte. Naftogaz then obtained statements from the entire arbitral tribunal –
including two former Justices with the Swedish Supreme Court – and from the
secretary and submitted these to the Swedish court of appeal. They stated that

1050
1051

M. Erard, "Write yourself invisible", in: NewScientist, 25 November 2017, Exhibit HVY-243.
Dr. Chaski refers to earlier court proceedings in which she was involved. However, even apart
from the question of whether these proceedings mean that her methods have value, none of
those proceedings involved a text that had been drawn up collectively by multiple authors.
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the secretary did not write the judgment, but that it was written by the arbitrators
collectively. They offered to repeat their statements under oath.1052 Naftogaz also
entered a written submission into evidence in which it explained the unsuitability
of Chaski’s method for identifying the author of parts of the arbitral award. The
Court of Appeal subsequently reversed its previous decision, ruling that, prima
facie, Gazprom had not put forward any setting-aside ground that would likely
lead to the arbitral award being set aside.1053 In short, in the only case in which
Chaski applied her method to a text written collectively by multiple authors, the
Court of Appeal held that a claim based thereon had no chance of success.
573.

In view of the foregoing, the Court of Appeal cannot give any weight to the reports
by Chaski and Daelemans, and the Russian Federation has not satisfied its
obligation to allege facts, let alone its burden of proof regarding the role allegedly
played by Valasek in writing the Arbitral Awards.

10.4

Coulthard and Grant confirm that Chaski and Daelemans do not, and
cannot, provide evidence of Valasek’s authorship of the Arbitral Awards

574.

That the Court of Appeal cannot give any weight to the reports by Chaski and
Daelemans is also confirmed by Coulthard and Grant in their Second Expert
Report Coulthard and Grant. As to be discussed below, this Report shows that:
(i)

Chaski and Daelemans draw conclusions about the authorship of the
Arbitral Awards that are directly at odds with each other and which
cannot be reconciled (Section 10.4.1); and

(ii)

Chaski’s and Daelemans’ methods contain fatal flaws (Section 10.4.2).

10.4.1 Chaski and Daelemans draw irreconcilable conclusions regarding the
authorship of the Arbitral Awards
575.

Coulthard and Grant confirm that the reports by Chaski and Daelemans show
that the Russian Federation’s own experts fundamentally disagree on the
authorship of countless passages from the Arbitral Awards, while they both claim
that their results are 95% or more accurate.

576.

As Coulthard and Grant note, Chaski and Daelemans collectively presented six
very differing models for the alleged identification of (members of) the Arbitral
Tribunal or Valasek as the author of parts of the Arbitral Awards. Each of those
models has a different purported degree of reliability:
"Whereas Dr Chaski and Prof Daelemans purport to be able to give a reliable
answer to the apparently simple question "which subsections of the Arbitral

1052
1053

Statements of arbitral tribunal in Naftogaz / Gazprom, Exhibit HVY-244
Swedish Court of Appeal of Stockholm, Judgment (Gazprom/Naftogaz), 13 September 2018,
Exhibit HVY-245.
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Awards, if any, did Mr Valasek write?", it becomes increasingly clear that the
methodologies they are using not only cannot provide a reliable answer, they
cannot even provide the same answer on different occasions. In fact, they offer
six differing sets of answers to the 112 authorship questions. As we noted in
C&G1, CH1 and CH2 provide two sets of answers, whose totals differ
significantly from each other. Prof Daelemans provides another four sets of
differing answers in D2 Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4. Each one of these 672 answers
comes with its own assessed probability, but the probabilities for the 6 answers
to each of the 112 questions do not agree […]."1054

577.

For example, Daelemans purportes that one of his models shows with 95%
certainty that Valasek wrote a total of 34% of the examined sections of the Arbitral
Awards. At the same time, however, Chaski contends that one of her models
shows with 100% certainty that Valasek wrote a total of 71% of those same
sections.
"So, whereas CH1 claims that, based on a model with 100% certainty, Mr Valasek
wrote 80 of the 112 subsections, which she expressed as a massive 71% of the
Arbitral Awards, Prof Daelemans claims with 95% certainty that Mr Valasek wrote
34% of the subsections of the Arbitral Awards."1055

578.

It is simply impossible for Daelemans to be able to establish with nearly 100%
certainty that Valasek did not write 66% (= 100% - 34%) of the examined sections
of the Arbitral Awards and for Chaski to be able to establish with nearly 100%
certainty that he did write more than 71% of those same examined sections. That
is as though two weathermen give a weather forecast, with the one forecasting a
overwhelmingly sunny day with nearly 100% certainty while the other forecasts
an overwhelmingly rainy day with nearly 100% certainty.

579.

However, the actual differences between Chaski’s and Daelemans’ models are
even more significant. That much becomes clear if one looks at Chaski’s and
Daelemans’ analyses of the various sections of the Arbitral Awards. Both Chaski
and Daelemans analysed Section IX of the Final Awards. As noted by Coulthard
and Grant, Chaski states in her first report that Valasek wrote 22 of the 28
subsections of Section IX. According to Daelemans’, however, Valasek only
wrote 3 of those same 28 subsections. Chaski only attributes 2 of those 3
subsections to Valasek, and the other subsection to the Arbitral Tribunal. In a
similar manner, Chaski identifies Valasek as the author of 17 of the 26
subsections of Section X of the Final Awards. Daelemans attributes only 1 of
these same 17 subsections to Valasek.
"Thus, while Dr Chaski attributed 22 of the 28 sub-sections to Mr Valasek, Prof
Daelemans attributed only 3 to him and of these three, one, B2b, had been
attributed by Dr Chaski to the Tribunal and a second, C4d, Prof Daelemans had
himself attributed to Dr Poncet in his Table 1. The results for Section X are

1054
1055

Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 6.2.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 2.8.
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equally bad: Prof Daelemans agrees with only one of Dr Chaski's 17 attributions
to Mr Valasek, subsection C1."1056

580.

In addition, Coulthard and Grant also note that this does not mean that, where
Chaski and Daelemans both attribute a subsection to Valasek, this implies that
there is any degree of certainty to that attribution.
"Far from supporting or validating Dr Chaski's attributions, Prof Daelemans
actually discredits them. It matters not that Dr Chaski and Prof Daelemans may
happen to agree on the attribution of certain subsections of the Arbitral Awards
to Mr Valasek; the fundamental and widespread disagreements between Dr
Chaski and Prof Daelemans mean that no evidential value can be given to any
such agreed attributions."1057

581.

Coulthard and Grant further note that in turn, Daelemans’ models contradict each
other. That is because Daelemans presents numerous outcomes of between
34% and 60% as though each of those outcomes is 95% certain.
"Indeed, Prof Daelemans provides not one but five different answers to the 'how
many' question. These answers are not only significantly different from each
other, but also from Dr Chaski's three attempts—CH1 (Table 6), claimed 71.43%,
CH2 (Table 8), 59.82% and CH2 (Table 9), 72.32%. To these three claims Prof
Daelemans adds:
!

At least 62% of the Arbitral Awards sections were written by Valasek
(D2-§5.6).

!

With 95% confidence, 60% of the Final Awards were written by Valasek
(D2-§4.5).

!

At least 51% of the text of the three selected chapters of the Final
Awards studied were mainly written by Mr Valasek, with 99%
confidence (D1-§2.1).

!

At least 41% of the Arbitral Awards sections were written by Mr Valasek
(D2-§5.5).

!

With 95% certainty, at least 34% of the sections of the Final Awards
were written by Valasek (D2-§4.4).

It is immediately obvious that Prof Daelemans' figures vary wildly, and that 34%
and 60% cannot both be correct attributions for the same set of subsections with
the same claimed 95% certainty."1058

582.

Daelemans attempts to obscure these differences by adding the words “at least”.
However, that is a trick, as he also admits in the Second Expert Report Prof.
Daelemans. There, Daelemans states that he actually concludes that 38% of the
examined sections were written by Valasek, but that a margin of error applies to
that percentage and that, because he wanted to be on the lower end of that

1056

Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 6.10. Also
see paragraph 2.7.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 6.10.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, paras. 6.5-6.6.
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margin of error, he states that Valasek wrote at least 34% of the examined
sections.
"Given the reliability of the model in cross-validation, it can be argued that 38%
of the sections of the Final Awards have been written by Valasek (.41 *.92). If we
want to be very conservative, we can take the lower bound of the confidence
interval and say that with 95% certainty, at least 34% of the sections of the Final
Awards were written by Valasek (.41 *(.92-.08))." 1059

583.

As Coulthard and Grant note, in so doing Daelemans creates the impression that
his models support the possibility that far more than 34% of the examined
sections were written by Valasek. However, that is not evidenced by his models:
"It is also evident that at times Prof Daelemans' uses the unspecific "at least", for
example "[w]ith 95% certainty, at least 34% of the sections of the Final Awards
were written by Valasek". This phrase might erroneously suggest that his figures
support the possibility that many more subsections were written by Mr Valasek
and thus provide support for Dr Chaski's figures. Such an implication is deceptive
because statistically the "at least" is a pair with an unstated "at most", which in
fact is not much greater. In this case, it would have been more transparent had
Prof Daelemans made clear that, in his own interpretation of his own results, his
methodology can only provide support for around 38% of the sections of the Final
Awards despite Dr Chaski's much larger claim."1060

584.

The Russian Federation is therefore wrongly attempting to create the impression
that Daelemans concludes with 95% certainty that Valasek wrote between 41%
and 62% of the Arbitral Awards.1061 Daelemans presented the results of two
different models each of which he claimed was 95% certain. He did not present
a range of possible results where the range would have 95% certainty.

585.

In view of the above, Coulthard and Grant rightly conclude that there is "massive
disagreement"1062 between Chaski and Daelemans and that their conclusions are
"diametrically opposed and irreconcilable”.1063 Therefore, according to Coulthard
and Grant, the conclusions of Chaski and Daelemans have no probative value
whatsoever.
"[…] the fundamental and widespread disagreements between Dr Chaski and
Prof Daelemans mean that no evidential value can be given to any such agreed
attributions."1064

586.

In short, none of the models of Chaski and Daelemans furnishes proof that
Valasek wrote any part of the Arbitral Awards.

1059

Second Expert Report Prof. Daelemans, Exhibit RF-D22, p. 9.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 6.11,
footnote 18.
Defence on Appeal, para. 1061.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 6.1.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, heading Chapter
6. Also see paragraph 6.8.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 6.10.
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10.4.2 Chaski’s and Daelemans’ methods are fatally flawed
587.

It is not surprising, according to Coulthard and Grant, that Chaski’s and
Daelemans’ models arrive at diametrically opposed outcomes, in the light of three
fundamental, fatal flaws that Coulthard and Grant identified in those models.1065

588.

First, Chaski’s and Daelemans’ models attribute sections from the Arbitral
Awards to a single author (or to a non-existent hybrid author). As Coulthard and
Grant note, the Arbitral Awards – just like court judgments and arbitral awards
generally – draw extensively from a substantial amount of written material that
was available to the Arbitral Tribunal (in the form of written submissions of the
parties, expert reports, witness statements, transcripts of hearings, exhibits,
etc.). That means that the Arbitral Awards were not written by just one author in
any event. However, Chaski’s and Daelemans’ models cannot cope with these
influences by other authors on the Arbitral Awards.
"Firstly, the techniques and methods used by Dr Chaski and Prof Daelemans are
not suited to dealing with multiple authorship (see §§3.1-3.26 below), All
arbitration awards, like court judgements and many legal genres, whether
produced by a single named arbitrator or by a panel, have multiple authors. This
is because such texts draw explicitly and implicitly on source documents, such
as submissions by the parties, precedents and other legal sources. However, Dr
Chaski and Prof Daelemans must ignore this fact because (i) their methods
cannot assign multiple authorship to a single text and (ii) they can only attribute
to known authors."1066

589.

For example, both Chaski and Daelemans refer to Valasek as the author of a part
of the Arbitral Awards with more than 98.9% certainty, while at least 59% of the
words from that subsection (also after a clean up by Chaski) originate from a
single written submission prepared by the team of attorneys of one of the parties
in the Arbitrations:
"To give just one single example of the consequences of this failure, both Dr
Chaski and Prof Daelemans attribute one particular subsection of the Arbitral
Awards, Section XII, subsection A1, to Mr Valasek and claim over 98.9%
confidence in the reliability of their decisions. However, as we demonstrate in
detail below, 59% or more of the words and phrases in the subsection were in
fact 'borrowed' by the Tribunal from a single document submitted by one of the
parties in the arbitration."1067

590.

Also in another respect the Arbitral Awards were almost certainly not written by
a single author. As noted in Coulthard and Grant’s First Expert Report and
confirmed in their Second Expert Report, the Arbitral Awards are almost certainly
the result of a collective writing process in which various authors prepared,
rewrote, revised and ultimately finalised parts of the Arbitral Awards. Unlike
Chaski contends, Chaski’s and Daelemans’ models cannot cope with that, either:

1065

Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 6.1.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 2.3.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 2.3.
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"In C&G1 (C&G1-§§5.27-5.34), we identified the problem created for Dr Chaski's
approach by joint executive and revisionary authorship, (although we did not
use those terms there), and illustrated our points using the simple image of colour
blending as presented in Figure 1, (C&G1-§5.29) and reproduced above in §3.11,
to convey the complexity of the task facing anyone trying to attribute multiauthored texts. We concluded by saying that "Dr Chaski’s assumptions about the
production of the Arbitral Awards are overly simplistic and hence implausible"
and added that they "compromise her method of authorship attribution" (C&G1§5.34). The same criticism applies to D2."1068

591.

According to Coulthard and Grant, it is not surprising, that Chaski and Daelemans
cannot get anywhere with texts that were composed collectively by multiple
authors. In their opinion, current analytical techniques are not suitable for the
successful analysis of who wrote what section of a text written collectively by
multiple authors.1069

592.

Second, Coulthard and Grant note that Chaski and Daelemans made fatal errors
when selecting the texts on the basis of which their models were to attribute
authorship and that they did not assess how those models would cope with text
that was not composed by members of the Arbitral Tribunal or Valasek.
"Secondly, Dr Chaski made fatal mistakes when she selected the writing
samples to be used in training their computerised systems to recognise the
styles of the individual candidate authors, (see §§4.1-4.9 below; see also
C&G1-§§6.1-6.19).
The training documents were not taken from the same genre as the Arbitral
Awards texts and this has serious consequences, (D1-§6.4 agrees that it is
“very difficult to attribute authorship to a text in one genre based on a model
trained on texts in [an]other genre”).
The amount of data used for training by both Dr Chaski and Prof Daelemans
varied widely between the four candidate authors—the sample used for Dr
Poncet was 2.5 times the size of that used for Judge Schwebel—and this
despite the fact that Prof Daelemans admits that “in very skewed datasets, the
most frequent author in the training data would have a higher chance to be
selected a priori”, (D2-§6.3).
Neither Dr Chaski nor Prof Daelemans pre-tested their respective models
against texts that were known to have been written by authors other than the
four candidates. Therefore, they did not know how their models would respond
when trying to attribute a text, such as for example subsection XII A1 referred
to above, that was substantially or totally written by someone other than one of
their four authors."1070

593.

Third, Chaski artificially divided the sections of the Arbitral Awards to be
examined into subsections and Daelemans accepted that division without
question. However, according to Coulthard and Grant, the majority of the

1068

Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 3.23.
Coulthard and Grant also explain that Chaski’s assertion that she does take that circumstance
into account does not hold.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, paras. 2.3 and
3.22.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 2.4.
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subsections created by Chaski are far too short to be subjected to a successful
authorship analysis.
"The third fatal flaw, (see §§5.1-5.17 below), is that Dr Chaski's division of the
Arbitral Awards into subsections for the purpose of authorship attribution, a
division which Prof Daelemans apparently accepted without question, actually
undermined their endeavour. Dr Chaski's division produced large numbers of
very short subsections—almost 50% of them contained fewer than 200 words.
However, internationally recognised researchers agree that this is beyond the
reliable limit for frequency-based authorship attribution methods such as those
applied by both Dr Chaski and Prof Daelemans."1071

594.

According to Coulthard and Grant, the possibility cannot in any way be ruled out
that the designation of Valasek as the author of certain sections is the direct
result of this error.

595.

Chaski and Daelemans place heavy reliance on the results of their so-called
"cross validation". This cross validation purportedly shows that Chaski’s and
Daelemans’ models do successfully recognise the members of the Arbitral
Tribunal and Valasek as separate and distinguishable authors. Coulthard and
Grant have demonstrated in their Expert Report that this is incorrect. The cross
validation consisted of Chaski and Daelemans applying their models to texts by
one or the members of the Arbitral Tribunal or to Valasek. In doing so, Chaski
and Daelemans apply the assumption that, if their models are able to identify
texts by a previously identified author, they can also do so in the case of texts
prepared collaboratively by multiple authors. However, they did not test this
entirely unlikely assumption at all. As such, the results of Chasksi's and
Daelemans' cross validation have no probative value whatsoever.
"Dr Chaski and Prof Daelemans both rely on cross validation as a method to test
their attributions. Cross validation is a statistical method which assesses how
reliable a predictive model is within a known or training data set, in order to
provide a method of estimating how well it will generalise to new unknown data.
However, cross validation only works if the original training data set and the new,
unknown data set are sufficiently similar. In fact, Prof Daelemans and Dr Chaski
used for cross validation purposes the characterisations of individual authorial
styles based on training texts that were chosen specifically to represent single
author styles. They then applied these single author characterisations to the
Arbitral Awards texts, which we know are multi-authored, simply assuming that
their models trained on single-author academic article subsections could reliably
identify individual authors in multi-authored texts as well. They did not test this
assumption, even though it finds no support anywhere in the academic literature.
This is the equivalent of comparing apples with oranges whilst pretending that
the comparison is between apples and apples." 1072

596.

In addition to Chaski’s and Daelemans’ contradictory results, according to
Coulthard and Grant, the aforementioned fatal errors in Chaski’s and Daelemans’

1071

Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 2.5.
Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 3.21.
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methods entail that their reports do not constitute any proof of who wrote what
section of the Arbitral Awards.
"Given these multiple and reinforcing flaws, and widely differing claims about the
extent of Mr Valasek's contribution, it is evident that the authorial attributions of
Dr Chaski and Prof Daelemans are intrinsically and irredeemably unreliable. In
our view they are based on unsound forensic linguistic analysis and do not
constitute reliable evidence to help determine who authored which parts of the
Arbitral Awards. Quite clearly, the authorial questions raised in this case cannot
be answered by the techniques applied to the task by Dr Chaski and Prof
Daelemans."1073

597.

In short, the Russian Federation cannot comply with its obligations to allege facts
and provide evidence with regard to its allegation that Valasek wrote the Arbitral
Awards by referring to the reports by Chaski and Daelemans, leaving aside the
fact that they state nothing about the question of whether Valasek would have
done so without the Arbitral Tribunal’s supervision.

1073

Second Expert Report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant, Exhibit HVY-D14, para. 2.9.
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PART III: THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION IGNORES ITS OWN MALA FIDE CONDUCT
AND ATTEMPTS TO CREATE A DISTRACTION WITH FALSE ACCUSATIONS
11

THE ATTACK ON YUKOS WAS MALA FIDE AND THE RUSSIAN
FEDERATION USED THE ENTIRE STATE APPARATUS IN THE UNLAWFUL
EXPROPRIATION

11.1

The Russian Federation was pursuing not a legitimate, but a political and
economic objective

598.

The fact that improper motives are the basis for the prosecution of Yukos and the
individuals affiliated with it is relevant to the assessment of the unclean hands
accusations, as explained in Section 1.3. This concerns a State that has
launched an attack on all parties affiliated with Yukos Oil using improper motives,
and the unclean hands accusations must be viewed in that light. Just as the
Russian Federation falsely accused Yukos and the individuals affiliated with it at
the time, it is doing the same now. In these setting-aside proceedings, the
Russian Federation has not undergone any transition that changed it from a mala
fide into a bona fide party to the proceedings.

599.

As regards HVY in these setting-aside proceedings, the existence of such an
improper motive has been established. In its Final Awards, the Arbitral Tribunal
ruled that there had been a “full assault on Yukos and its beneficial owners in
order to bankrupt Yukos and appropriate its assets while, at the same time,
removing Mr. Khodorkovsky from the political arena.”1074

600.

According to the Russian Federation, the Arbitral Tribunal got it all wrong. Below,
in Section 11.2, HVY will illustrate that the manner in which the additional
assessments, which ultimately led to Yukos’ bankruptcy, were determined and
imposed already shows that the Russian Federation’s motive in this case is mala
fide. Before they do so, HVY would call to mind the fact that the Arbitral Tribunal
is not the only authority who drew those conclusions and that the Russian
Federation’s absurd and excessive criticism of the Arbitral Tribunal is also
inappropriate in that regard. To illustrate this, HVY refer to the following (nonexhaustive1075 list of) independent courts and instances that ruled in the same
sense. HVY realise that these sources all have free evidentiary value:

1074
1075

Final Award (HEL), para. 515.
There are various other, similar decisions, in particular within the context of requests for
extradition and legal assistance. Moreover, there are also numerous independent NGOs that
believe that the Yukos case was politically motivated, including Amnesty International, Freedom
House, Human Rights First, Human Rights Watch, the International League of Human Rights,
the Lantos Foundation for Human Rights and Justice, and the Jacob Blaustein Institute for
Human Rights and Justice. On 24 May 2011, Amnesty International named Khodorkovsky and
Lebedev “prisoners of conscience”, and concluded, for example: "Whatever the rights and
wrongs of Mikhail Khodorkovsky and Platon Lebedev's first convictions there can no longer be
any doubt that their second trial was deeply flawed and politically motivated," said Nicola
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(i)

Judgment by the Court of Appeal of Amsterdam (recently upheld by the
Supreme Court1076) in the case between Yukos Finance B.V. and OOO
Promneftstroy, which upheld the same conclusion drawn by the District
Court of Amsterdam1077:
“Based on what is stated in paragraphs 4.60.2-4.60.5, the conclusion is
justified that not only were Russian rules of (tax) law violated, but that
this was done with the evident intention of precipitating an inability to
pay and ultimately the bankruptcy of Yukos Oil. The approach chosen
by the authorities permits no conclusion other than that they did not
choose it to arrive at the orderly and legitimate levy and collection of
taxes owed, but to bring Yukos Oil into a situation in which it would not
be able to pay its debts any longer and would go bankrupt in the end,
which is what actually happened. The Court of Appeal infers from these
circumstances (which are briefly summarised but discussed at length
above), viewed in conjunction and in their mutual context, that the aim
was to (ultimately) provoke the bankruptcy of Yukos Oil.” 1078

(ii)

Judgment by the District Court of Amsterdam in the cases between
Yukos Capital Limited v. OOO Promneftstroy and Financial Performance
Holdings B.V. v. OOO Promneftstroy:
“Both this District Court (in its judgment of 31 October 2007) and the
Court of Appeal of Amsterdam (in its judgment of 9 May 2017) arrived
at the conclusion in the Halloween proceedings that ‘recognition’ of the
judgment by means of which Yukos Oil was declared bankrupt in the
Russian Federation in 2006, in the sense that Dutch legal
consequences must be attached to it, is contrary to public policy
because, in summary, it can be derived from all of the circumstances of
the case that the intention was to provoke the bankruptcy of Yukos Oil.
In their debate regarding the test of public policy, in these proceedings
the parties have not put forward any new arguments as compared to
what was discussed and decided in the Halloween proceedings. In the
current proceedings the District Court adopts the opinion of the
aforementioned courts in the Halloween proceedings, that no legal
consequences can be attached to the bankruptcy in the Netherlands,
as its own.” 1079

(iii)

Arbitral award of 12 September 2010, rendered between the former
Yukos shareholder RosInvestCo UK Ltd. and the Russian Federation:
The arbitral tribunal concluded in an extensively reasoned award,
totalling 284 pages, that there was “unlawful expropriation” (para. 633).
According to the arbitral tribunal, the acts could “only be understood as

1076
1077
1078
1079

Duckworth, Amnesty lnternational's Director for Europa and Central Asia. […] For several years
now these two men have been trapped in a judicial vortex that answers to political not legal
considerations." See Russian businessmen declared prisoners of conscience after convictions
are upheld, Amnesty International Press Release, May 24, 2011, Amnesty International
Website, Annex (Merits) C 1450, Exhibit HVY-1.
Supreme Court 18 January 2019, ECLI:NL:HR:2019:54.
Amsterdam District Court, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2007:BB6782.
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695, para. 4.60.6.
Amsterdam District Court 5 December 2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653 (Yukos Capital /
Promneftstroy), para. 4.23 and ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8618 (Financial Performance Holdings /
Promneftstroy), para. 4.13.
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steps under a common denominator in a pattern to destroy Yukos and
gain control over its assets.”1080

(iv)

Arbitral award of 20 July 2012, rendered between parties including the
former Yukos shareholder Quasar de Valores SICAV S.A. and the
Russian Federation.
"Based on the extensive record in this proceeding, the Tribunal
concludes that Yukos' tax delinquency was indeed a pretext for seizing
Yukos assets and transferring them to Rosneft. As discussed above,
this finding supports the Claimants' contention that the Russian
Federation's real goal was to expropriate Yukos, and not to legitimately
collect taxes."1081

(v)

Resolution 1418 of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
of 25 January 2005. The Resolution determines, for example:
"In view of paragraphs 8 to 13 above, the Assembly considers that the
circumstances of the arrest and prosecution of leading Yukos
executives suggest that the interest of the state's action in these cases
goes beyond the mere pursuit of criminal justice, and includes elements
such as the weakening of an outspoken political opponent, the
intimidation of other wealthy individuals and the regaining of control of
strategic economic assets."1082

(vi)

Resolution of the United States Senate of 18 November 2005:
"Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate that (1) the criminal justice
system in Russia has not accorded Mikhail Khodorkovsky and Platon
Lebedev fair, transparent, and impartial treatment under the laws of the
Russian Federation" 1083

(vii)

1080
1081
1082
1083

1084

1085

Report of 21 December 2011 of the Presidential Council of the Russian
Federation.1084 On instructions from the President at that time,
Medvedev1085, the Presidential Council investigated the criminal
proceedings against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev and was extremely
critical. The Council concluded, for example, that the Khodorkovsky

RosInvestCo UK Ltd. V. The Russian Federation (SCC arbitration number V 079/2005), final
award of 12 September 2010, Annex (Merits) C-1049, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 621.
Quasar de Valores SICAV S.A. and others v. The Russian Federation (SCC arbitration number
V 024/2007), arbitral award of 20 July 2012, RME-3383, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 177.
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Resolution 1418 (2005), Annex (Merits) C
491, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 14.
U.S. Senate, 109th Congress, 1st Session, S. Res. 322, Expressing the sense of the Senate
on the trial, sentencing, and imprisonment of Mikhail Khodorkovsky and Platon Lebedev,
Considered and agreed to on November 18, 2005, Annex (Merits) C 543, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 3.
Report on the Results of Public and Scientific Analysis of the Materials of the Criminal Case
against M. Khodorkovsky and P. Lebedev (Judged by the Khamovnichesky Court of Moscow,
Which Rendered the Corresponding Verdict on December 27, 2010) (unanimously approved by
the Russian Presidential Council for Civil Society and Human Rights on December 21, 2011),
Annex (Merits) C 1290, Exhibit HVY-1.
In 2008, Vladimir Putin could not be re-elected as president due to a constitutional restriction
to successive terms in office. That’s why Dmitri Medvedev was elected president in 2008, and
of course, in 2012 again decently made room for Putin.
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judgment is “profoundly unjust” and a “staggering document of legal
nihilism”.
(viii)

Denial by the German Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation’s
request for legal assistance to examine Prof. Luchterhandt (24
September 2013).1086 Correspondence from the German Ministry of
Justice regarding the Russian request for legal assistance to examine
Prof. Luchterhandt as a witness confirms that, with reliance on German
public policy, requests for legal assistance from the Russian Federation
in respect of Yukos were always denied for constitutional reasons:
“The Russian Public Prosecutor’s Office has already made several
requests for legal assistance in the Yukos/Khodorkovsky cases, which
were always rejected due to the constitutional objections by the Federal
government with reliance on Article 2(b) of the European Convention on
Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters, and a brief reference to breach
of German public policy. (...) As the present case is part of the same
complex of subjects and, therefore, the same constitutional objections
apply, the intention is to act, after the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is
consulted, as described above.” 1087

(ix)

Decision by the Dutch Minister of Justice and Security to refuse
cooperation in a request for legal assistance from the Russian
Federation in the case of Yukos. In a letter of 16 October 2018 to the
attorneys of Khodorkovsky, Charnysheva, Yukos Finance B.V., Yukos
International (UK) BV and Petroval, the Minister confirmed that he
refused to comply with the Russian Federation’s request for legal
assistance in respect of Yukos:
“By means of a declaration of 14 February 1969, based on Article 2 of
the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters, the
Netherlands reserved the right to refuse a request for legal assistance
when a suspect is being prosecuted in connection with their beliefs,
political convictions, nationality, race or ethnicity. In national legislation
(Article 5.1.5. of the Dutch Criminal Code (new) and Article 552l of the
Dutch Criminal Code (old)), it also enshrined that a request for legal
assistance is not complied with in cases in which there is cause to
suspect that the request was made for the benefit of an investigation
that has been instituted for the purpose of prosecuting, punishing or
otherwise penalise the suspect in connection with their religious,
ideological or constitutional convictions, nationality, race or ethnicity.
It have come to the conclusion that in the case mentioned, there are
grounds for the suspicion mentioned in Article 552l Criminal Code (old).

1086

1087

Verbalnote of the Auswärtiges Amt, 24 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-246. Luchterhandt was
one of the three foreign experts involved in the Presidential Council report. See paras. 600(viii)
and 680 below on the request for legal assistance in relation to Luchterhandt.
Correspondence from the Ministry of Justice of the Federal Republic of Germany concerning
the denial of the Russian Federation’s request for legal assistance to examine Prof.
Luchterhandt of August 2013 (Exhibit HVY-247), p. 2.
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I have decided for that reason not to comply with the present request
for legal assistance.”1088

(x)

Judgment of the Bow Street Magistrates Court (of Great Britain) of 18
March 2005 denying the Russian Federation’s request for the extradition
of Maruev and Chernysheva. The Magistrates Court held, amongst
other:
"[A]nd I have reached the inevitable conclusion that President Putin
directed that Miss Chernysheva and Mr Khod[o]rkovsky should be
prosecuted.
[…]
In view of the facts that I have outlined I am satisfied that it is more likely
than not that the Prosecution of Mr Khodorkovsky is politically
motivated. As the allegation against these defendants is on the basis of
a conspiracy of Mr Khodorkovsky, in my view it is the inevitable
conclusion that the Prosecution of these two defendants is also
politically motivated."1089

(xi)

Judgment of the Bow Street Magistrates Court (of Great Britain) of 23
December 2005 denying the Russian Federation’s request for the
extradition of Temerko:
"I have come to the conclusion that the motivation for the charges
against Mr Temerko are inextricably entwined with the motivation for the
prosecution of Mr Khodorkovsky. I therefore find that the prosecution of
Mr Temerko is politically motivated and the request for his extradition is
made for the purpose prosecuting or punishing him on account of his
political opinions."1090

(xii)

Judgment of the Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania of 16
October 2006, granting political asylum to Babenko.
"[T]he data collected in the materials of the request for asylum with no
doubt prove that the so-called "OC Yukos (Mikhail Khodorkovsky's)"
trial in the Russian Federation was politicised, i.e., the circumstances
of the criminal prosecution suggest that the interest of the State's action
in these cases goes beyond the mere pursuit of criminal justice, to
include such elements as to weaken an outspoken political opponent
and to regain control of strategic economic assets." 1091

1088

1089
1090
1091

Letter from the Minister of Justice and Security to the attorneys of Khodorkovsky, Chernysheva,
Yukos Finance B.V., Yukos International (UK) BV and Petroval, 16 October 2018, Exhibit HVY248.
The Government of the Russian Federation v. Dmitry Maruev and Natalya Chernysheva, In the
Bow Street Magistrates’ Court, March 18, 2005, Annex (Merits) C 462, Exhibit HVY-1, pp. 4-5.
The Government of the Russian Federation v. Alexander Viktorovich Temerko, In the Bow
Street Magistrates’ Court, December 23, 2005, Annex (Merits) C 464, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 5.
Decision to Grant Refugee Status to Igor Babenko, Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania,
October 16, 2006, Annex (Merits) C 468, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 20.
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(xiii)

Judgment of the High Court of Olomouc (Czech Republic) of 31 July
2007, denying the Russian Federation’s request for the extradition of
Vybornova:
"In judging the case, however, we also cannot overlook the political
dimension of the criminal activity for which Elena Vybornova should be
extradited for criminal prosecution on the basis of the request of the
Russian Federation, in connection with the company YUKOS - Moscow
and with respect to the way this case has been portrayed, especially by
the mass media." 1092

(xiv)

Judgment of the Swiss Federal Court of 13 August 2007 denying various
requests for legal assistance from the Russian Federation within the
context of a criminal investigation into amongst others Lebedev and
Golubovich:
"All these elements clearly corroborate the suspicion that these criminal
proceedings were orchestrated by the regime in power with a view to
subordinating the class of rich "oligarchs" and eliminating potential or
sworn political opponents. It follows that, in compliance with article 2 of
the EIMP, the request for mutual legal assistance should not be
granted."1093

(xv)

Decision by the Senior Prosecutor of Lithuania of 24 August 2007 to
deny the request from the Russian Federation for the extradition of
Brudno:
"It is evident from the aforementioned documents that charges made by
the Russian Federation against shareholders and executives of Yukos
Oil Company have certainly been made seeking to prosecute and
punish them for their political opinions. (…) It thus follows that M.
Brudno is prosecuted for his belonging to a social group related to M.
Khodorkovsky and characterized by common, permanent, invariable
features (a group of persons in the Yukos case), which is prosecuted by
the Russian Federation. It is therefore very likely that prosecution of M.
Brudno is politically motivated and the request for his extradition is
made for the purpose of prosecuting or punishing him for his political
opinions." 1094

(xvi)

Decision by the City of Westminster Magistrates’ Court (of England and
Wales) of 19 December 2007 to deny the Russian Federation’s request
for the extradition of Azarov:
"I conclude that this request is linked to the events surrounding the
notorious cases involving NK Yukos and Mikhail Khodorkovsky. That
there is a "reasonable chance" or "reasonable grounds for thinking" or
a "serious possibility" that this prosecution is being pursued for a

1092
1093
1094

Decision to Deny Extradition of Elena Vybornova to the Russian Federation, High Court of
Olomouc, Czech Republic, July 31, 2007, Annex (Merits) C 461, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 6.
Judgment of the Swiss Federal Tribunal, August 13, 2007, C, L, E, F & G v. Swiss Federal
Prosecutor’s Office (1A.17/2007/col), Annex (Merits) C 482, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 11.
Decision to Deny Extradition of Mikhail Brudno to the Russian Federation, Prosecutor General’s
Office of Lithuania, August 24, 2007, Annex (Merits) C 469, Exhibit HVY-1, pp. 4-5.
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collateral purpose because of the defendant's imputed political
opinions. (…) There is, in my mind, a strong suspicion that the
prosecution is being brought for political and economic reasons. For
those reasons I find the defendant would be prejudiced at any trial in
the RF. Given the high profile of this case, and on the basis of the
defence evidence, I am not confident that a fair trial will be possible.
The uncontested expert evidence suggests the judiciary in a case such
as this will be pressured to support the prosecution. The evidence
suggests the judiciary lacks independence; the surprisingly low acquittal
rates, and the requirement on judges to "justify" acquittals, is
worrying." 1095

(xvii)

Decision by the Brandenburgisches Oberlandesgericht (of Germany) of
29 January 2008 to deny the Russian Federation’s request for the
extradition of Zabelin:
"Der CMB ist der Ansicht, dass der Verfolgte zu einer gesellschaftlichen
Gruppe von Geschäftsleuten gehöre, die in Beziehung zu Y… stünden.
Die Gruppe sei Opfer von politischen Repressalien durch die
Regierungsbehörden. Deshalb seien gesetzmäßige, unparteiische und
faire Gerichtsverfahren nicht zu erwarten."1096

(xviii)

Decision by the Nicosia District Court (of Cyprus) of 10 April 2008
denying the Russian Federation’s request for the extradition of
Kartashov:
"Bearing in mind the aforementioned evaluation and given that the
charges that the Respondent is facing in Russia belong to the wider
framework of the Yukos affair, I adjudge that the extradition of the
Respondent to Russia shall not be granted on account of the political
intervention in instigating these proceedings against him and in
accordance with article 3 of the European Convention on Extradition.
[…] I must also point out that the evidence presented by the witnesses
of the applicant state was heavily tinted with political overtones. The
views about prejudice and hate towards Russia, defamation of the good
name of Russian Justice by Western Mass Media and political
interventions in the decisions of Swiss Courts in order to serve the
interests of the West, can only be regarded as clearly political views."1097

(xix)

Decision by the Public Prosecutor's Office of Lithuania of 28 January
2011 to deny the Russian Federation’s request for the extradition of
Dubov:
"It is evident from the aforementioned documents that the charges made
by the Russian Federation against shareholders and executives of NK
Yukos have certainly been made seeking to prosecute and punish them
for their political opinions. It thus follows that Vladimir Dubov is
prosecuted for his belonging to a social group associated to Michail

1095

1096
1097

The Government of the Russian Federation v. Andrei Borisovich Azarov, In the City of
Westminster Magistrates’ Court, December 19, 2007, Annex (Merits) C 465, Exhibit HVY-1,
pp. 4-5.
Decision by the Brandenburgisches Oberlandesgericht, 29 January 2008, Exhibit HVY-249, p.
5.
In the matter of the Application by the Russian Federation for the extradition of Kartashov
Vlatislav Nicolay, Nicosia District Court, Cyprus, Judgment, April 10, 2008, Annex (Merits) C
460, Exhibit HVY-1, pp. 58-59.
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Khodorkovsky and characterized by common, permanent, invariable
features (a group of persons in the NK Yukos case), which is prosecuted
by the Russian Federation. It is therefore very likely that prosecution of
Vladimir Dubov is politically motivated and the request for his extradition
is made for the purpose of prosecuting or punishing him for his political
opinions." 1098

(xx)

Decision of the City Court of Prague of 24 March 2011 to deny the
Russian Federation’s request for the extradition of Spirichev:
"After gathering the reports, based on the facts contained therein, the
state attorney arrived to conclude that a decision on admissibility of A.V.
Spirichev's extradition to the Russian Federation for prosecution is
impossible, as even the guarantees given by the Prosecutor General's
Office of the Russian Federation fail to rebut the well-founded suspicion
that the criminal proceedings in the requesting state would not comply
with the principles stipulated in Article 3 and 6 of the Convention for the
protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms and that the
anticipated sentence of imprisonment in the requesting state would not
be served in line with the requirements of Article 3 of the
Convention."1099

(xxi)

Decision by the Princely Court of the Principality of Liechtenstein of 20
June 2012 to deny the Russian Federation’s requests for legal
assistance within the context of a criminal investigation into
Khodorkovsky:
"The facts of the case thus remain as confused. (..) The requesting
authority was asked several times to clarify the facts and to provide
intelligible translations. However, any and all addenda that were
received were unable to satisfy this requirement.
[…]
All these facts clearly confirm the suspicion that the criminal
proceedings in the present case are being used by the ruling state
authorities to call the rich 'oligarchs' to order and to eliminate potential
or declared political opponents." 1100

(xxii)

Decision by Interpol of 26 June 2015 to no longer include Pavel Ivlev in
the Interpol systems:
"As a result of this procedure and after an in-depth study of all the
available elements, the Commission concluded that the case was of a
predominantly political nature and that consequently retaining the data
challenged in INTERPOL's files would not be compliant with
INTERPOL's rules."1101

1098

1099
1100
1101

Decision to Deny Extradition of Vladimir Dubov to the Russian Federation, Prosecutor’s General
Office of the Republic of Lithuania, January 28, 2011, Annex (Merits) C 1310, Exhibit HVY-1,
p. 9.
Prague City Court, Ruling, 24 March 2011, Exhibit HVY-250 p. 24.
Princely District Court of the Principality of Liechtenstein, Ruling, 20 June 2012, Exhibit HVY251, p. 5 and p. 8.
Interpol decision, 26 June 2015, Exhibit HVY-252.
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(xxiii)

Decision by Interpol of 1 April 2016 to no longer include Vladimir Dubov
in the Interpol systems:
"Based on information at its disposal, the Commission concluded that
this case had a predominantly political nature, and that consequently
retaining the data challenged in INTERPOL's files and communicated
by Russia concerning your client would not be compliant with
INTERPOL's rules. As a consequence, the Commission has instructed
that this data be destroyed."1102

(xxiv)

Decision by Interpol of 29 June 2016 to remove information about and
data of Nevzlin from the Interpol systems:
"Accordingly, for the purposes of this review, the commission finds, in
light of the above, that the political aspects of the case predominate
over the ordinary-law crime aspects. And in view of this finding of
political predominance, it also finds that considerable doubts were
raised that the predominantly motivated proceedings against the RP
were based on the rule of law, and that the above-mentioned
information provided by RP is sufficient to hold that the suits lack due
process."1103

(xxv)

Reports of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights of the
Council of Europe of 29 November 2004 and 7 August 2009:
"In view of the numerous procedural shortcomings and other factors
pertaining to the political and economic background detailed in the
report, the draft resolution concludes that the circumstances of the
arrest and prosecution of leading Yukos executives suggest that the
interest of the State’s action in these cases goes beyond the mere
pursuit of criminal justice, to include such elements as to weaken an
outspoken political opponent, to intimidate other wealthy individuals and
to regain control of strategic economic assets."1104
"The legal justification of the new criminal cases against Mr
Khodorkovsky and Mr Lebedev has me perplexed. I should like to stress
from the start that I am not trying to play the role of a judge - but I am
trying to understand the reasoning behind the accusations. As a matter
of fair trial, any accusation must fulfil minimum standards of logic in
order for a meaningful defence to be at all possible. (…) But the facts,
whatever they may be, must, at least arguably, constitute a criminal
offence in order for a criminal trial to make any legal sense at all. I
consider that my mandate as parliamentary rapporteur covers the
possibility of making such an abstract assessment. The defence
lawyers have stressed the fundamentally illogical nature of the new
charges and the failure of the prosecution, so far, to even identify any
specific acts or omissions of the accused to which the charges shall be
attached." 1105

1102
1103
1104

1105

Interpol decision, 1 April 2016, Exhibit HVY-253.
Interpol decision, 29 June 2016, Exhibit HVY-151, pp. 33-35.
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Doc. 10368 of November 29, 2004, Report
of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights, The circumstances surrounding the arrest
and prosecution of leading Yukos executives, Annex (Merits) C 490, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 1.
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Doc. 11993 of August 7, 2009, Report of the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights, Allegations of politically-motivated abuses of
the criminal justice system in Council of Europe member states, Annex (Merits) C 494, Exhibit
HVY-1, para. 99.
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"To the extent that it is at all clear what the new charges imply, they
would appear to be in contradiction of Mr Khodorkovsky's and Mr
Lebedev's first conviction." 1106
"All Yukos-related cases are also characterised by excessive length of
proceedings and of pre-trial detention, and the systematic intimidation
and persecution of the lawyers and human rights activists that dare to
stand in the way of the authorities."1107

601.

It is important – also in terms of the provision of proof at issue here – that all of
these courts and instances always arrived at the conclusion that the Russian
Federation’s motives were improper. They did not come at these conclusions
lightly. The three arbitral awards (Rosinvestco, Quasar and the Arbitrations)
concerned cases in which the Russian Federation was able to fully explain its
accusations and defences for years on end, with hundreds of pieces of evidence
and weeks of examinations of witnesses and experts. The decisions of the Dutch
courts in Yukos cases (including the case that has recently been finally and
conclusively settled by the Supreme Court) concerned cases in which parties
friendly with the Kremlin were able to fully present the same accusations and
defences (assisted by the same attorneys that assisted the Russian Federation,
using the same arguments, and with help from the Russian Federation1108). The
requests for extradition (including Interpol red notices) and requests for legal
assistance always involved requests that the Russian Federation was able to
substantiate with any and all of the false accusations it desired; in principle, these
are requests that must be complied with by the seized state on the basis of
convention obligations.1109 The latter is particularly relevant, and it shows how
easy it is for the Russian Federation to abuse its international powers and to
make life difficult for the people affiliated with Yukos: each time, they must
provide proof in all of those countries, and must convince the responsible

1106

Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Doc. 11993 of August 7, 2009, Report of the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights, Allegations of politically-motivated abuses of
the criminal justice system in Council of Europe member states, Annex (Merits) C 494, Exhibit
HVY-1, para. 100.
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Doc. 11993 of August 7, 2009, Report of the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights, Allegations of politically-motivated abuses of
the criminal justice system in Council of Europe member states, Annex (Merits) C 494, Exhibit
HVY-1, para. 125.
For example, the case that led to the District Court of Amsterdam judgments of 8 December
2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8618 and ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653, was argued for
Promneftstroy by mr. Meijer and mr. Verkerk, among others, who assist the Russian Federation
in this case (and who sat behind mr. Van den Berg and provided him with notes or told him what
to say during the hearing of 19 June 2018). During the proceedings before the District Court of
Amsterdam referred to above, no representative of Promneftstroy was present, other than the
attorneys, but the Russian Federation’s team of international attorneys was present. During the
hearing, furthermore, Promneftstroy’s attorneys had to acknowledge – after being explicitly
asked to do so by the District Court and after first evading the issue – that the Russian
Federation was sharing information with Promneftstroy. It is therefore not surprising that the
arguments in the case before the District Court of Amsterdam were primarily “borrowed” from
the present proceedings, including the many “unclean hands” accusations.
This is the case in the Netherlands based on Article 5.1.4 et seq. of the Dutch Code of Criminal
Procedure. See also Expert Report of Prof. Klip, 21 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D15, paras.
154 - 159.

1107

1108

1109
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ministries and legal institutions not to comply with requests for extradition,
requests for legal assistance and red notices. This was no different in the
Netherlands, where the Dutch government attached much importance to
maintaining good relations with Russia and wanted to refrain making any
statements about the Yukos case1110, until the Minister of Justice and Security
had no choice but to make a decision within the context of the request for legal
assistance, as explained above. It is significant that that the Minister refused to
cooperate in a request for legal assistance, despite all the information that the
Russian Federation provided, and was able to provide, to the Dutch government
within that context. The threshold for not cooperating with a request for legal
assistance under convention law is exceptionally high, as also confirmed by
Klip.1111
602.

An “improper purpose” is an abstraction that, by its very nature, cannot be easily
specified, as it is a false excuse used to mask the true purpose. And yet the
improper purpose is easily derived – as many judicial and other instances have
already done – from the manner in which the additional assessments were
determined and collected (Section 11.2), from the manner in which the Russian
Federation has dealt with Yukos and the individuals and companies affiliated with
it (Section 11.3), and from the unlawful huge additional assessments themselves
(Chapter 14).

603.

In addition, there is the special circumstance that the Putin regime made its
malicious intentions known in 2003 in an exceptionally transparent manner. HVY
already explained those intentions at first instance and in its Statement of Appeal,
and they can be summarised as follows.1112

604.

The main reason for the expropriation was that Putin began to view
Khodorkovsky as a political opponent. Khodorkovsky was becoming increasingly
active on both the social and political level. In 2003, Yukos was one of Russia’s
most successful and valuable enterprises. Khodorkovsky et al. had already

1110

This is evident from information made public as part of a Wob [freedom of information] request.
It is evident, for example, from the background briefing that Prime Minister Balkenende received
prior to his visit to Vladimir Putin on 6 November 2007 that Balkenende was focusing on
“strengthening the bilateral relations” and that the Dutch government’s position was that it would
make no statements regarding the political motivation behind the Yukos case. In respect of that
Wob request: a party that is anonymous for the time being and is probably affiliated with the
Kremlin (this originates from the same team that is assisting both Promneftstroy and the
Russian Federation) has recently been requesting information, using various Wob requests filed
with various ministries, about contacts between the Yukos parties and the Ministry, as is evident
from the decisions published by those ministries. This is a rather cynical use of the Wob right,
as it is crystal clear that the actions by the Russian Federation are what forced the Yukos parties
to seek such contact, in order to explain why the Dutch government should not turn a blind eye
to what this case is really about or to the consequences it will have if the Netherlands fails to
acknowledge that the Russian Federation and the parties affiliated with it are abusing the Dutch
rule of law, and that the Dutch government must weigh this when the Russian Federation
requests extradition or cooperation.
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, 21 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D15, paras. 154 - 159.
See, for example, Statement of Defence, paras. I.5-7; Statement of Appeal, paras. 119-134.

1111
1112
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implemented a large modernisation project that converted Yukos from a loose
collection of seriously antiquated Soviet production units into a modern,
vertically-integrated and international oil group. Now that this had been
completed, Khodorkovsky et al. could leave responsibility for day-to-day
operations to highly experienced professionals with a long history of employment
in the top of the Western oil industry.1113 This gave Khodorkovsky et al. an
opportunity to pursue other ambitions as well.1114 These ambitions related to
promoting civil society in Russia and its politics.1115 That ambition was not only
personal, but was also related to Yukos. Yukos was supporting educational and
philanthropic projects. For example, the Open Russia Foundation established by
Yukos in 2001 focused on improving education, empowering journalism and
protecting human rights in Russia.1116 These are the very areas in which
Khodorkovsky et al. are still active.1117

1113
1114

1115

1116

1117

They included: Jacques Kosciusko-Morizet, Michel Soublin, Sarah Carey, Steven Theede and
Bruce Misamore.
Khodorkovsky was engaged in various social projects aimed at teaching social and democratic
values to youngsters. The goals pursued by him included internet use in education (by means
of the Federation of Internet Education); social commitment and to fight drug addiction among
youngsters (by means of New Civilization); and support of journalism (by means of the Club of
Regional Journalism). Khodorkovsky was also involved in the Open Russia foundation, which
he chaired. In 2003, Open Russia sponsored various projects aimed at promoting social
commitment, such as the Booker Prize, Internews (a professional association for journalists)
and the School of Young Leaders. In 2013, Yukos committed USD 100 million over a 10-year
period in support of the Moscow State Humanities University. See Witness Statement by
Vladimir Dubov of 15 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 59-61.
As co-founders of Open Russia, Vladimir Dubov and Leonid Nevzlin supported Khodorkovsky
in his pursuit of these goals. Dubov was a member of the Supervisory Council and Nevzlin was
Vice Chairman. In addition, Nevzlin was involved in "Jewish life in Russia and Jewish
philanthropy". In June 2003, he was elected Rector of the Russian State University for
Humanities (RSUH). Shortly afterwards, however, he was forced to surrender this position as
he fled from Russia. Witness Statement by Leonid Nevzlin, 15 February 2019, Exhibit HVYG1, paras. 18-28.
In connection with the Russian authorities’ attack against Yukos, Open Russia was closed down
in 2006 after authorities had frozen its bank accounts. Open Russia was relaunched in
September 2014 as a pro-democratic NGO with focus on independent media, political
schooling, the rule of law and support for political prisoners. See http://www.openrussia.org.
The Russian authorities have blocked this website for people living in Russia since 2017. See
The Moscow Times, "Russia Blocks Khodorkovsky's Open Russia Website”, 12 December
2017, Exhibit HVY-254. Open Russia’s office in Moscow has been repeatedly subjected to
searches by the Russian authorities, most recently in August 2018. See Vedomosti,
"Investigative Committee gives reasons for investigations into Open Russia", 9 August 2018,
Exhibit HVY-255.
Khodorkovsky has continued his fight for civil rights and Open Russia is still active abroad (the
Russian Federation has designated Open Russia as an ‘undesirable organisation’, banning it
in 2017 in an attempt to counter any opposition). Until today, the Khodorkovsky Foundation still
supports 1,000 students from 20 different traditional Russian universities each year by giving
grants for humanitarian studies. Recently (in 2018), various new projects kicked off, such as
the Social Science Laboratory for students interested in the social sciences, and Russian
Readings (conferences at various British universities). Other projects, such as the Hill
Foundation, have been providing students enrolled at Oxford University with student grants
since 2001. See The Khodorkovksy Foundation & Hill Foundation, accessible at:
https://www.khodorkovsky.com/foundation/, last accessed on 20 February 2019. Nevzlin, too,
also continued his efforts for society after his flight from Russia, continuing his philanthropical
work in Israel by means of the Nadav Foundation and additionally holding board positions at
various organisations, including the Jewish Agency for Israel, the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem and Tel Aviv University. In addition, he was a board member of Trustees of KerenHayesod-United Israel Appeal and was chairman of the International Board of Governors of Beit
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605.

Furthermore, Yukos planned on merging or entering into another form of
economic collaboration with ExxonMobil or ChevronTexaco. In 2003 Yukos was
already conducting talks with these American oil companies in order to achieve
that goal.

606.

As parliamentary elections were scheduled for December 2003 and a presidential
election for March 2004, the combination of Khodorkovsky’s increasing political
involvement with Yukos’ growing economic power was perceived as a threat by
the Russian authorities, and by Putin in particular. The Putin regime, including
one of his most powerful comrades and current Rosneft CEO Igor Sechin, also
considered Yukos an attractive company to appropriate, and knew that it would
be wise to achieve this before Yukos completed the intended collaboration with
the American oil companies. If those mergers had proceeded, then large and
influential American companies would be given a voice in the largest Russian oil
company, after which appropriating Yukos would not be possible without a
serious confrontation with the United States.

607.

An example of how the Putin regime scarcely veiled its malicious intentions was
the TV recording of a meeting held between Putin and the Russian Union of
Industrialists and Entrepreneurs on 19 February 2003.1118 During that meeting,
Khodorkovsky voiced his opinion on corruption inside the Russian government in
general and in particular in connection with the acquisition of the oil company
Northern Oil (Severnaya Neft) by the State-owned company Rosneft for a price
that exceeded the market value by roughly 300%, a fact that indicates
government corruption:

1118

Hatfutsot (The Museum of the Jewish People). See Witness Statement by Leonid Nevzlin, 15
February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G1, paras. 27-28.
HVY entered a video of that meeting into the Arbitrations. See Video recording and transcript
of the meeting of the members of the Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs with President
V. Putin held in the Ekaterinsky Hall, Kremlin, on February 19, 2003, Annex (Merits) C 1396,
Exhibit HVY-1.
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608.

Khodorkovsky probably failed to realise that the corruption went all the way up to
the top of the Russian Government, and Putin responded furiously to these
accusations and threatened to put Yukos under a microscope. Putin defended
Rosneft’s acquisition, which he said was important because the State-owned
company needed more reserves:1119

1119

Video recording and transcript of the meeting of the members of the Union of Industrialists and
Entrepreneurs with President V. Putin held in the Ekaterinsky Hall, Kremlin, on February 19,
2003, Annex (Merits) C 1396, Exhibit HVY-1. This also follows from a BBC documentary, in
which a larger part of the meeting was broadcasted. See BBC, "Putin, Russia and the West",
as broadcast by VPRO on 8 February 2011, Exhibit HVY-256. In the last 18 minutes of the first
part of this documentary, the preparation of the attack on Yukos in 2003 is discussed.
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609.

Mikhail Kasyanov, Russia’s Prime Minister at the time, was present at this
meeting and responded by saying:
"During the meeting, President Putin reacted very angrily to what I regarded as
being a quite cautious and prudent comment by Khodorkovsky. This happened
during the course of a presentation that Khodorkovsky was giving on the
problems of corruption.
Using graphs and tables to explain dependence of investment climate on the
level of corruption in the country, Khodorkovsky as an example said words to the
effect that the conditions of purchase of a private company – Severnaya Neft –
by state-owned Rosneft were non-transparent and not profitable for the state.
Putin immediately and angrily reacted to Khodorkovsky’s comment, saying that
Rosneft was the only state-owned oil company, and it did not have adequate
reserves. Therefore, it was the right thing to do for it to purchase another oil
company with good reserves. Then Putin added in an angry manner that many
people knew how and at what price Yukos had been bought and that it would be
better not to elaborate on this.
Putin’s reaction obviously went beyond the bounds that would be appropriate for
such a situation. Participants of the meeting were extremely surprised and
impressed by that reaction. After the meeting was over I went to Putin’s office to
speak to him about what had happened. I said to him, ‘Vladimir Vladimirovich,
Khodorkovsky is right about this and you apparently don’t have sufficient
information on that transaction’. Putin was very angry and told me, ‘Don’t defend
those oligarchs’. He would not discuss it further. That was the end of the
conversation. I began to get concerned that things were starting to turn in the
wrong direction. For me, at least in retrospect, this was probably a turning point
in my relationship with President Putin."1120

610.

But Khodorkovsky continued his involvement with Russian politics even after this
incident. Khodorkovsky was transparent about his personal funding of political

1120

Witness Statement by Mikhail Mikhailovich Kasyanov of 8 July 2009, Annex (Merits) C 446,
Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 10-12. Kasyanov was Russia’s Prime Minister from May 2000 until
February 2004.
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parties in the Duma, including the Liberal Democratic parties Yabloko and Union
of Right Forces. That was unique for Russia at the time.1121 Khodorkovsky's overt
funding was therefore at odds with the existing political culture.1122
611.

In the meantime, the Kremlin was searching for ways to discredit Khodorkovsky
and to justify taking action against him. A rumour was spread that Khodorkovsky
was preparing a coup d’état, after which Putin sent an ominous signal to
Khodorkovsky during an enacted press conference on 20 June 2003, by saying
that individuals who believed they had a commercial or political voice “are no
longer alive or have been sent far away”.1123

612.

Khodorkovsky’s political ambitions and the confrontation between him and Putin
thus formed the basis for the coordinated efforts of the Russian authorities to
eliminate Khodorkovsky as a potential political opponent, to force Yukos into
bankruptcy and to transfer its valuable assets to the Russian State, via the Stateowned company Rosneft. The Russian state apparatus, including the tax
authorities, investigative services and various judicial bodies, were subsequently
put into play in order to achieve this dual objective. State-owned Rosneft – a
marginal State-owned company that needed more reserves according to Putin –
suddenly became one of the world’s largest oil companies. Putin’s friend and
former KGB colleague Igor Sechin was appointed to personally oversee the

1121

1122

1123

Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 64 ("First, it
put pressure on other political parties to be more transparent about their sources of financing.
This proved an uncomfortable question for many. Second, it provided journalists with the
necessary information to start asking questions about how political parties were raising their
funds. Finally, it permitted those political parties who were receiving open financial support to
become more independent.").
Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 64 ("Mikhail
Khodorkovsky’s attempt to render transparent the whole question of payments to those in
positions of political responsibility sent shockwaves through the entire Russian political
system.").
BBC, "Putin, Russia and the West", as broadcast by VPRO on 8 February 2011, Exhibit HVY256. In the last 18 minutes of the first part, the preparation of the attack on Yukos in 2003 is
discussed.
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transfer of Yukos’ assets to Rosneft.1124 It is generally assumed that Putin,
through those loyal to him, Putin acquired a large stake in Yukos’ former assets
and built up his wealth with companies that are controlled by his inner circle,
including Rosneft.1125
11.2

The mala fide intent is already apparent from the manner in which the
additional tax assessments were determined and collected

613.

In the Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation asserts that Yukos was
involved in large-scale tax fraud and that therefore upholding the Arbitral Awards
would even put Dutch public policy at stake. That is turning things upside down.
As repeatedly confirmed by Dutch courts, it was in fact the Russian Federation
which, under the pretext of tax measures, brought Yukos to ruin in a manner
contrary to Dutch public policy.1126

614.

HVY will explain in Chapter 14 that Yukos used a corporate structure that
complied with Russian law and was fully known to the Russian authorities. This
structure was recommended by PwC and was customary for Russian oil
companies. From this alone it follows that the additional tax assessments against
Yukos had no legitimate basis. Moreover, the manner in which the Russian
authorities dealt with the collection of the additional tax assessments shows all
the more that the Russian Federation was not concerned with legitimate taxation.

1124

See, for example, the Judgment of the English Westminster Magistrates' Court of 28 June 2018,
Exhibit HVY-257, para. 151 ("I accept there is much evidence which indicates that Mr Sechin
was involved in appropriating the oil giant Yukos for Rosneft. Mr Sechin is well-known as being
part of the powerful siloviki who defend the State." and para. 174: "What appears to be said by
someone from Rosneft in a covertly recorded conversation is “If Igor Ivanovich [Sechin] gives
the order, they will find a way of to get everyone”. I find the tenor of the conversation was
threatening on occasions and the impression received was that Sechin would use the power he
had to put pressure on others.").
The acquisition of Yuganskneftegaz enabled Rosneft to go public in London and Moscow in
March 2006. In the prospectus, Rosneft valued Yuganskneftegaz, which was acquired for USD
9.35 billion, at USD 55.78 billion: exactly 70% of its own valuation at the IPO in the amount of
USD 79.8 billion. The Russian State retained 85% of the shares. The free float of just under
15% raised USD 10.7 billion for the State-owned equity holding company Rosneftegaz, which
sold blocks of shares to strategic parties such as BP, Petronas, CNPC and individuals loyal to
the Kremlin such as Abramovich and Derispaska. What then happened to the proceeds has
never become clear. Rumour has it that part of the proceeds is managed for Putin by his best
friend, cellist Sergei Roldugin, in offshore companies. In any event, Roldugin's (modest) musical
oeuvre does not explain what the Panama Papers show he ended up with: Roldugin owns 7
companies in the British Virgin Islands and Panama with a balance sheet total of EUR 2 billion
and a shareholding of over 3% in Bank Rossiya (popularly referred to as the "Putin Bank") and
can take out unsecured loans from Russian State-owned banks of over EUR 500 million. See,
for example, The Guardian, "Sergei Roldugin, the cellist who holds the key to tracing Putin's
hidden fortune”, 3 April 2016, Exhibit HVY-258 and The Guardian, "Revealed: the $2bn
offshore trial that leads to Vladimir Putin”, 3 April 2016, Exhibit HVY-259. The Russian company
Gunvor has acquired a large part of Yukos' oil distribution. The U.S. Department of the Treasury
already concluded in 2014 that Putin personally has a stake in Gunvor. See U.S. Department
of the Treasury, "Treasury Sanctions Russian Officials, Members Of The Russian Leadership's
Inner Circle, And An Entity For Involvement In The Situation In Ukraine”, 20 March 2014,
Exhibit HVY-260 ("Putin has investments in Gunvor and may have access to Gunvor funds.").
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695. Amsterdam District
Court 5 December 2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653 (Yukos Capital / Promneftstroy) and
ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8618 (Financial Performance Holdings / Promneftstroy).

1125

1126
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The way in which the taxes were collected was an essential link in the actions of
the Russian Federation against Yukos, ultimately culminating in Yukos'
bankruptcy.1127
615.

As HVY explained in the Statement of Appeal, Yukos was one of the largest
taxpayers in the Russian Federation1128, which is why it was under constant close
scrutiny by the Russian tax authorities. In April 2003, the Russian tax authorities
issued even an official report following a Yukos tax investigation for the years
2000 and 2001. That report did not ask any questions about Yukos' tax policy,
let alone that it showed any irregularity. The tax authorities subsequently
confirmed on three further dates, namely 1 September, 1 October and 1
November 2003, that Yukos had no outstanding tax debts.1129 However, from
December 2003 onwards, the tax authorities quickly subjected Yukos to all kinds
of re-audits. These investigations were conducted within an exceptionally short
period of time, in no time resulting in tax assessments totalling more than USD
24 billion.1130 Combined with these additional tax assessments, Yukos's total tax
burden was three times that of its Russian competitors. And the total tax burden
for, for example, the year 2002 was even higher than Yukos’ total turnover for
that year.

616.

The manner in which the Russian authorities handled the collection of these tax
assessments speaks volumes, and the list of violations of fundamental legal
principles in the collection of the additional tax assessments is accordingly
lengthy. For the extensive debate held on this subject, HVY refer the Court of
Appeal to the procedural documents in the Arbitrations1131, the Final Awards and
Annex 4 to the Statement of Defence. By way of illustration, HVY present below
a modest selection from the many facts which, individually and collectively, leave
no doubt that the Russian tax authorities were not engaged in legitimate tax
collection. HVY will confine themselves to obvious violations in the proceedings
involving the imposition, determination and collection of the additional tax
assessments, the Yuganskneftegaz auction and the Yukos bankruptcy
proceedings.
The proceedings involving the imposition, determination and collection of the
additional tax assessments had nothing to do with the legitimate collection of
taxes

1127

1128
1129
1130
1131

In this context, the Russian Federation states: "[t]he demise of Yukos Oil is the result of a
massive tax fraud which (rightly) led to additional tax assessments." Defence on Appeal, para.
1215. This Section 11.2 will show that this statement is untenable.
Statement of Appeal, para. 127.
Statement of Appeal, para. 127.
Statement of Appeal, para. 128. Final Award (HEL), paras. 581 and 589.
See in particular HVY's Memorial on the Merits, the Russian Federation's Counter-Memorial on
the Merits, HVY's Reply on the Merits and the Russian Federation's Rejoinder on the Merits.
This subject was also discussed during the hearings. See, for example, HVY's Opening
Presentation, Exhibit HVY-1.
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1132

1133

1134

1135

(i)

The tax authorities applied very short and unreasonable payment
deadlines when collecting the additional tax assessments. Yukos
received multibillion tax assessments,1132 which it had to pay within a few
days, without being allowed access to the documentary evidence
allegedly supporting the assessments. Moreover, the authorities did not
even wait for the deadlines and immediately took follow-up action.1133

(ii)

When the additional tax assessments were established, Yukos was
denied the right to a fair trial. The evidence relied on by the tax
authorities was made available for inspection only shortly before the
hearing in 21 unorganised 'cucumber crates' with a total weight of 450
kilos.1134 Yukos was not given a real opportunity by the Moscow Arbitrazh
Court to inspect the case file and, despite repeated requests to that end,
Yukos was not allowed to add evidence to the case file at first instance
and on appeal. The whole procedure – i.e. both at first and second
instance – took only two months, despite the amount of procedural
documents, the complexity of the subject matter and the impact of the
claims of the Russian tax authorities.1135

(iii)

Judges who threatened to rule in Yukos' favour were skilfully removed
from their position. After Judge Natalya Cheburashkina initially granted
a suspension request from Yukos on 19 May 2004, a higher court

Regarding the additional tax assessment for 2000, for example, see Final Award (HEL), para.
521 ("On the same day, 14 April 2004, a tax payment demand was issued to Yukos in the
amount of RUR 80,179,841,454 (USD 2.8 billion). Payment was due just two days later, on 16
April 2004. Also on 14 April 2004, a related fine was issued, imposing penalties in the amount
of RUR 19,195,696,780 (USD 671 million). Payment of this sum was also due on 16 April 2004.
The total amount payable within two days by Yukos was thus approximately USD 3.48 billion.").
The same applied to the additional assessments for the years that followed. See Final Award
(HEL), paras. 547, 559 and 568.
See, for example, Final Award (HEL), para. 522 ("On 15 April 2004, the Tax Ministry registered
its claim with the Moscow Arbitrazh Court. On the same day, a ruling of the Moscow Arbitrazh
Court prohibiting Yukos from alienating and encumbering “in any way” its assets, including
shares and other securities, was issued. Writs of enforcement were also issued. On 16 April
2004, a resolution of the bailiffs was issued and enforcement proceedings were commenced.").
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695. The Amsterdam Court
of Appeal has also referred to this issue as the "cucumber crates issue". As the documents
were offered in unorganised cucumber crates shortly before the hearing, it was not possible to
determine whether these were the same documents that had been sent by the authorities to the
District Court. On the first day of the hearing, it turned out that the tax authorities and the
Moscow Arbitrazh Court did have an organised file at their disposal, of which no copy had been
provided to Yukos.
On that point, see also ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos v Russia (Application No
14902/04), judgment of 20 September 2011, Exhibit HVY-57, para. 551 ("Having regard to the
above, the Court finds that the applicant company's trial did not comply with the procedural
requirements of Article 6 of the Convention for the following reasons: the applicant company
did not have sufficient time to study the case file at first instance, and the early beginning of the
hearings by the appeal court unjustifiably restricted the company's ability to present its case on
appeal. The Court finds that the overall effect of these difficulties, taken as a whole, so restricted
the rights of the defence that the principle of a fair trial, as set out in Article 6, was contravened.
There has therefore been a violation of Article 6 § 1 of the Convention, taken in conjunction with
Article 6 § 3 (b).").
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intervened.1136 Cheburashkina was removed from the case by the deputy
president of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court for alleged bias. However, the
newly appointed judge Mikhailova took the view that the arguments of
the Russian tax authorities were unfounded and withdrew when the
pressure became too much for her.1137

1136

1137

1138

1139
1140

(iv)

In the 2001 additional tax assessment procedure, Yukos did not stand a
chance. Almost all (procedural) requests from Yukos, such as challenges
of judges and requests for more preparation time, were refused outright
or not even considered. Yukos trading companies were denied access
to the proceedings and Yukos was not allowed to prove that Yukos' tax
structure with trading companies was legitimate and that tax had already
been paid in a regular manner on the basis of transfer prices that were
realistic and at arm's length, even though the court was obliged under
Russian law to grant such a request.1138

(v)

Moreover, Yukos found it impossible to defend itself due to the numerous
raids on its offices, where documents and servers were taken away
without leaving any copies. Yukos' attorneys were thrown behind bars
shortly before hearings.1139

(vi)

The tax authorities frustrated (voluntary) payment by Yukos by
accompanying the additional tax assessments with attachments (socalled freezing orders and collection orders) on Yukos' main assets.1140
Moreover, the attachments made were disproportionate to the amount of

See the quote from Cheburashkina in Amsterdam District Court 5 December 2018,
ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653, para. 4.26.16 ("I am under a pressure beyond compare. Ministry
people were out to influence me for a verdict as I was considering one of the many ministry
suits against the Yukos-to redress a miserly two thousand roubles.").
See Moscow Court of Arbitration, Ruling of 19 July 2004, Case No A40-218391/04 76-276,
Exhibit HVY-261 ("Judge LR. Mikhailova applied to recuse herself (…) due to the fact that
statements in the mass media related tot he present case were regarded as psychological
pressure on the court in order to avoid an impartial hearing of this case."). The 'mass media'
reports referred to in this quote by Judge Mikhailova concerned the accusation by the Russian
tax authorities that she had ties with Mr Pepelyaev, a Yukos lawyer. These allegedly
unauthorised 'ties' were said to have consisted of Judge Mikhailova publishing documents in a
scientific legal journal of which Mr Pepelyaev was one of the editors. Mikhailova believed that
the arguments of the Russian tax authorities were unfounded ("Judge Mikhailova believes
arguments of the RF MTD [Russian tax authorities] to be unfounded with regard to dependence
because cooperation with magazines does not constitute a violation of the law."). See Moscow
Court of Arbitration, Ruling of 19 July 2004, Case No A40-218391/04 76-276, Exhibit HVY-261,
p. 3. Nevertheless, the pressure became too great for her and she withdrew. See also Final
Award (HEL), para. 538.
On the basis of Article 82(1) of the Russian Arbitrazh Procedural Code, the court was obliged
to grant such a request if specialist knowledge is required with regard to the positions taken by
the parties.
For more detail regarding this, see Section 11.3.
Despite the various measures taken by the Russian tax authorities, Yukos paid large sums of
money, but the freezing orders prevented it from paying all the additional tax assessments and
all collection costs at once. See HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 337, 344
and 682.
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the tax debt,1141 so that the Russian tax authorities were also in breach
of the principle of proportionality applicable under Russian law.1142

1141
1142
1143

1144

1145
1146

(vii)

Yukos constantly made payment proposals to the Russian tax
authorities, but these proposals were systematically rejected or even
completely ignored.1143

(viii)

After the payment deadlines had expired, the additional assessments
were increased by, for example, a 'collection levy' of 7% due to Yukos’
failure to make voluntary payment. The collection levies themselves
were always for tens or hundreds of millions of dollars and were,
according to the ECtHR, therefore out of all proportion. 1144 The ECtHR
therefore came to the conclusion that a violation of Article 1 of the First
Protocol had taken place, despite the broad margin of appreciation of
the Russian State expressly observed by the ECtHR.1145

(ix)

The amounts due under the additional tax assessments for the years
2002 and 2003 were also declared immediately due and payable without
judicial intervention, whereas the latter was in fact required by Russian
law.1146

(x)

The total amount of the additional tax assessments for 2000-2004
consisted of fines amounting to more than RUB 242.8 billion

For example, assets worth at least USD 35 billion were seized for a claim of USD 3 billion. See
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 683.
See Article 91(2) of the Russian Code of Judicial Procedures ("Security measures have to be
proportional to the demands made.").
Final Award (HEL), paras. 977-980 ("The Russian Federation never showed any interest in
Yukos' offers"). Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695, para.
4.44.7 ("None of those proposals were accepted. Negotiations were not even commenced. That
is hard to understand if the Russian authorities did indeed only have the legitimate aim of tax
collection in mind.”). Also see Igor Ivanovich Shuvalov, Putin's then assistant, who confirmed
to Rosbalt in 2013: "We understand your proposal, but we have our own plans with Yukos." See
Rosbalt, "Geraschenko: Corruption in the Russian Federation began to take off particularly after
1991", 29 May 2013, Exhibit HVY-262. Attempts at mediation by Jean Chrétien, former Prime
Minister of Canada who knew Putin from the G8, were also of no avail. See also Statement of
Defence, para. II.423 and Statement of Appeal, para. 129.
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos v Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of
20 September 2011, Exhibit HVY-57, para. 655 ("Whilst the Court may accept that there is
nothing wrong as a matter of principle with requiring a debtor to pay for the expenses relating
to the enforcement of a debt or to threaten a debtor with a sanction to incite his or her voluntary
compliance with enforcement writs, in the circumstances of the case the resulting sum was
completely out of proportion to the amount of the enforcement expenses which could have
possibly been expected to be borne or had actually been borne by the bailiffs. Because of its
rigid application, instead of inciting voluntary compliance, it contributed very seriously to the
applicant company's demise.").
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos v Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of
20 September 2011, Exhibit HVY-57, operative part at 3.
In fact, Russian law requires judicial intervention if the tax debt imposed is based on a legal
reclassification of the status of the tax subject and the nature of its activities or of a legal
reclassification of the nature of the transactions, as was the case here. See Article 45 of the
Russian Federation Tax Code.
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(approximately EUR 6.6 billion) - i.e. more than 35%.1147 Part of these
fines (approximately EUR 1.7 billion) was also clearly time-barred,1148 the
so-called wilful offender fines were 'improper'1149 both in respect of
VAT1150 and income tax, the so-called repeat offender fines should not
have been imposed either1151 and there was no way that Yukos could
have avoided the fines.1152
The auction of YNG had nothing to do with the legitimate collection of taxes1153
(i)

(ii)

The bailiff's order to sell off the YNG shares held by Yukos was riddled
with procedural defects and in violation of Russian (substantive)
execution law:
a.

The order did not mention the number of shares to be sold, thereby
- wrongly - giving the Russian tax authorities a carte blanche to sell
all shares under execution.

b.

The right invoked by Yukos to designate - as a debtor - the assets
to be sold off (first) to pay a debt in full was ignored.1154

c.

The execution was in violation of statutory provisions that ensure
that the debtor's company's survival is not unnecessarily
endangered.1155

In the proceedings against the relevant bailiff's order, basic principles of
due process were violated:
a.

1147
1148
1149
1150
1151
1152

1153

1154
1155
1156

The Moscow Arbitrazh Court ruled on 6 August 2004 that the seizure
of the YNG shares was unlawful, and that the Russian authorities
should first have seized Yukos' 20% interest in Sibneft. 1156 This rare
victory won by Yukos did not last long.

Final Award (HEL), para. 599.
Final Award (HEL), para. 718. This concerned the fines for the 2000 tax year.
Final Award (HEL), para. 750.
Final Award (HEL), para. 744.
Final Award (HEL), para. 728.
Final Award (HEL), para. 729. Also see Final Award (HEL), para. 731 ("even if the legality of
Yukos' tax optimization scheme was, in certain regions and respects, questionable and
vulnerable to attack by the tax authorities, it could not be characterized as a 'wilful offense'").
See also Statement of Appeal, paras. 131-133. The Tribunal also described the YNG auction
as "one of the most striking episodes in the saga of Yukos' demise". See Final Award (HEL),
para. 981. The Russian Federation goes on the offensive here, asserting that Khodorkovsky et
al. complicated the auction. The following examples will show that this claims is absurd.
Contrary to the actions of the Russian authorities, Khodorkovsky et al. have tried to prevent the
auction by legal means.
See Article 46 (5) of the Federal Law on Enforcement Proceedings.
See, for example, Article 59 of the Federal Law on Enforcement Proceedings.
Decision of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court of August 6, 2004 (August 13, 2004), Annex (Merits) C
141, Exhibit HVY-1.
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(iii)

1157
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162

b.

The Russian tax authorities appealed the judgment even before the
appeal period had started. On the day the Russian tax authorities
appealed, and before the judgment was put down in writing, the
Ninth Arbitrazh Court of Appeal nevertheless ruled that the tax
authorities were admissableand scheduled to hear the case one
week later.1157

c.

Yukos did not receive a copy of the judgment and was not allowed
to examine the court ruling until the day before the hearing of the
Ninth Arbitrazh Court. A request for extension filed by Yukos was
denied because the Ninth Arbitrazh Court of Appeal decided that one
day's preparation time was sufficient.1158

d.

The Ninth Arbitrazh Court set aside the court ruling in its ruling of 23
August 2004 on the grounds that the bailiffs supposedly had full
discretionary power to determine the order of the seizures.1159

e.

A (substantive) appeal lodged by Yukos on 17 August 2004 - within
the appeal period - was not taken into consideration by the Ninth
Arbitrazh Court of Appeal by ruling of 30 August 2004, because the
court decision appealed by Yukos had already been set aside by the
decision of 23 August 2004.1160

The Russian authorities dealt Yukos the fatal blow1161 late 2004 by first
auctioning off crown jewel YNG, accounting for 60% of Yukos' oil
production, which really did not serve any reasonable purpose
whatsoever:
a.

YNG's value was many times higher than the tax debt determined at
the time and the authorities had already seized other Yukos assets
that could have been auctioned off without destroying Yukos.1162

b.

The authorities resolved the mismatch by imposing the 2001-2003
additional tax assessments at lightning speed and proceeding to

The Ninth Arbitration Court of Appeal, Ruling of 11 August 2004, Exhibit HVY-263.
The Ninth Arbitration Court of Appeal, Ruling of 23 August 2004, Exhibit HVY-264, para. 20.
Resolution of the Ninth Arbitrazh Court of Appeal of August 18, 2004 (August 23, 2004), Exhibit
HVY-1, Annex (Merits) C 144. See HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 349.
The Ninth Arbitration Court of Appeal, Ruling of 30 August 2004, Exhibit HVY-265, paras. 6-7.
In the words of the Arbitral Tribunal this was the "point of no return for the survival of Yukos".
See Final Award (HEL), para. 1038.
Final Award (HEL), para. 988 ("On 20 July 2004, the Ministry of Justice announced its plan to
sell YNG in order to satisfy Yukos' tax debt for the year 2000. Mr. Misamore testified that at the
time of this announcement the only tax levied against Yukos and confirmed by the courts was
for the year 2000, in the amount of approximately USD 3.42 billion, which Yukos had already
started to pay. In the circumstances, he viewed the seizure of YNG as disproportionate and
unjustified.").
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recover the additional tax assessments without judicial intervention,
in violation of Russian law.1163
(iv)

1163

1164

1165

1166

1167

1168

The YNG auction was in fact a race of the tax authorities to get YNG
auctioned off as quickly as possible and for the lowest possible price:1164
a.

The period between the announcement and the auction was too
short,1165 so that Russian bidders could not obtain approval from
their GMS and Russian banks could not provide financing.1166

b.

Although the valuation "ordered" by the Russian authorities was
already far too low, the auction's opening price was then, contrary to
Russian regulations, set even lower than the assessed market
value.1167

c.

The Russian State suddenly threatened to withdraw several licences
needed by YNG for the production of oil because of the non-payment
of the alleged tax debts.1168 At that time, Yukos was unable to pay

Final Award (HEL), para. 996 ("On 29 October 2004, following an audit that began on 23
September 2004, YNG received a tax reassessment for transfer pricing violations, in the amount
of USD 2.35 billion for the year 2001. On the same day, following an audit that began on 1
October 2004, the tax authorities issued a decision finding YNG liable for a tax offense for the
year 2002 in the amount of USD 1.03 billion. A further tax audit on YNG was commenced on 12
October 2004, resulting in a tax assessment on 3 December 2004 of USD 1.22 billion for the
year 2003.").
Final Award (HEL), para. 987 ("As is evident from the chronology of events recounted in Chapter
VIII.B, and as observed by the ECtHR, the Russian authorities 'were unyieldingly inflexible' as
to the pace of the enforcement proceedings, acting very swiftly.”).
Final Award (HEL), para. 1022 ("The Tribunal also finds that the Russian authorities deliberately
ignored the advice of Dresdner that haste in carrying out the auction could decrease the price.
The Tribunal notes that the Quasar tribunal criticized Respondent’s decision to hold the auction
only one month after its announcement, and found that “the auction procedure was highly
irregular in a number of ways that all relate to the extraordinary speed with which it was
conducted."").
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695, para 4.44.3 ("It is not in
dispute that there was only one month between the announcement on 19 November 2004 and
the day of the auction on 19 December 2004. The applicable RFV regulations (Order No. 418
of the RFV, 29 November 2001, Procedure for Organising and Conducting Tenders (hereinafter
'the Order')) provide in principle for a period of two months. Why that period was deviated from
was not explained. The one-month period was so short that it caused problems for both Russian
bidders and foreign bidders; for Russian bidders because of the Russian law requirement (for
this type of major business) to obtain approval from the Annual General Meeting; and for both
categories because of the need to obtain FAS (Federal Antimonopoly Service) approval, which
had 30 days to give such approval, with a one-time extension of 20 days. It also made it more
difficult for (Russian) banks to provide finance.").
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NLGHAMS:2017:1695, para. 4.44.6 ("In view of
the fact that not all shares were auctioned off (but approximately 80%, i.e. only the ordinary
shares), the market value in any event totalled at least USD 12.88 billion. On the basis of current
Russian legislation (the Order), in principle the opening price for the auction had to be set at
the market value. In the auction conditions, however, this statutory rule was rendered
inoperative for this auction and the opening price was set at USD 8.8 billion. No reason was
given for this.”).
Final Award (HEL), paras. 1627-1628 ("[T]he Tribunal needs to contrast these actions of Yukos
with a series of actions of Respondent before the YNG auction which must have depreciated
the auction price very significantly and thus served the Russian Federation objective of
acquiring the Yukos assets at a bargain price. 1628. Those actions of Respondent include: The
threat by Russia’s Ministry of Natural Resources to withdraw YNG’s operating licenses").
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the licence fees for its licences because YNG's bank accounts were
frozen. Shortly afterwards, the Russian State provided additional
reasons for the withdrawal of YNG's licences. This time it concerned
various "rather serious" breaches of a technical nature.1169

(v)

1169

1170

1171

1172

1173

1174

1175

d.

The Russian authorities further depreciated the value of the shares
by imposing enormous tax assessments on YNG prior to the auction,
which after the auction and after YNG had been annexed by Rosneft,
virtually disappeared completely .1170

e.

There was no proper prospectus or comparable document and no
possibility of on-site inspection, to speak to the management or to
perform due diligence.1171

The YNG auction was rigged and resulted in State-owned company
Rosneft acquiring the shares.1172 At the 10-minute auction, only two bids
were submitted, both by Baikal (which outbid itself).1173 It was (ultimately)
the Russian State that financed Baikal's bid.1174 Baikal was founded
shortly before the auction and was taken over by Rosneft a few days
after the auction.1175

See, for example, The Moscow Times, "New Threat to Yukos Licenses Issued”, 18 October
2004, Exhibit HVY-266 ("Natural Resources Minister Yury Trutnev said Saturday that Yukos'
main production unit, Yuganskneftegaz, could lose its licenses over what he termed "rather
serious" technical violations. Yugansk, which pumps 1 million barrels of crude per day, is
already facing the loss of its licenses over unpaid taxes."There is a feeling that
Yuganskneftegaz did not comply with the technical regime [of the production license agreement]
in a rather serious way on a number of its fields," Trutnev told NTV television on Saturday. "We
must verify this," he said, without elaborating on the alleged violations.").
Final Award (HEL), para. 1021 ("In the opinion of the Tribunal, the imposition during the few
weeks prior to the auction of massive tax liabilities on YNG (which were cancelled in the months
after the acquisition of YNG by Rosneft) appear designed specifically to depress the value of
YNG. The amount of the tax liabilities imposed which were subtracted from the Dresdner
valuation cannot be justified. In addition, in the view of the Tribunal, the failure by YNG to pay
its mineral extraction tax was inextricably linked to the asset freeze of Yukos’ cash.").
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695, para. 4.44.3 ("There
was no proper prospectus or similar document and no possibility for the prospective auction
buyer to inspect the facility on site and/or to speak to the management or to perform due
diligence").
Final Award (HEL), para. 986 ("The Tribunal notes that its findings are consistent with those of
the RosInvestCo and Quasar tribunals, which found 'many aspects of the YNG auction more
than suspect' and concluded that "the auction of YNG was rigged.”).
Final Award (HEL), para. 1003 ("The auction of YNG took place on 19 December 2004 at 4:00
p.m. Baikal opened the bidding at USD 9.35 billion. Gazpromneft’s representative then asked
for a recess and left the room to make a call. Upon his return, Baikal was declared the winner
with its opening bid. The bidding process was over within ten minutes.").
Baikal won the auction with its bid of USD 9.35 billion. Before the auction, Baikal had paid the
mandatory deposit of USD 1.77 billion. Shortly after the auction, Baikal was taken over by
Rosneft, which provided Baikal with an interest-free loan to pay the remainder of the purchase
price for YNG.
Final Award (HEL), para. 1006 ("On 22 December 2004, Rosneft purchased Baikal, before it
had paid the balance of the purchase price for the YNG shares. Rosneft’s purchase was
announced publicly the following day."). Rosneft had already requested permission from the
Russian antitrust authority on 20 December 2004 to acquire Baikal. See Final Award (HEL),
para. 1005 ("What was not public knowledge at the time President Putin gave his press
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(vi)

1176

1177

1178

1179

YNG's tax assessments - imposed before the 'auction' - were drastically
reduced again after Rosneft's takeover.1176 Also the fines and interest,
and assessments for previous years almost disappeared overnight.1177
After YNG had been annexed by Rosneft, YNG was allowed to prove, by
means of experts, that the transfer prices paid were realistic and at arm's
length. Tax assessments imposed on YNG were largely reversed with
the notorious reduction of the amount equivalent to approximately USD
4 billion, or 83%.1178 Rosneft was allowed to repay the drastically reduced
tax debt quarterly for a period of five years. The intentions expressed to
withdraw critical licences (which depreciated the price of YNG at auction)
were also not implemented.1179

conference was the fact that, the previous day, the State-owned company Rosneft had sought
and obtained antimonopoly clearance to acquire Baikal.”).
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695, para. 4.54 ("At the
request of Rosneft as the successive owner of YNG, the Russian tax authorities cancelled much
of the tax debts that YNG had on account of profit tax that it and/or Yukos Oil had evaded, to
the extent that they related to YNG.")
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695, para. 4.54 ("YNG was
also permitted to pay off the remaining debts in instalments, with the interest liabilities having
been mitigated substantially.”).
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695, para. 4.44.10
("Subsequently, in later proceedings, YNG's tax debts were reduced by 83% and Rosneft was
given the opportunity to pay off the debts in instalments, without (default) interest.").
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695, para. 4.44.10 ("Also,
the intentions expressed to YNG by the Russian authorities to withdraw certain key licences
were not implemented”).
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The Yukos bankruptcy proceedings1180 had nothing to do with the legitimate
collection of taxes1181

1180

1181

1182

1183

(i)

Through the Yukos bankruptcy, the Russian Federation and Rosneft1182
colluded with receiver and former KGB agent Rebgun to play Yukos'
assets into the hands of Rosneft.

(ii)

Among other things, Rebgun frustrated the rescue of Yukos by thwarting
a rehabilitation plan,1183 ensured that Rosneft would obtain the vast

The effect of the actions of the Russian Federation described above was that Yukos could no
longer meet its obligations under a loan agreement with a syndicate of Western banks (the loan
was linked to the intended merger with Sibneft). Rosneft then purchased the money loan from
the syndicate at full nominal value plus a surcharge for costs. In return, the syndicate had to file
for the bankruptcy of Yukos. See also Final Award (HEL), para. 1148 ("It thus appears to the
Tribunal that the Western Banks, since Yukos was not reimbursing the loan, were actively
“encouraged” to enter into the Confidential Sale Agreement in order to accomplish their
objective of being paid. While, as the Tribunal said earlier, Yukos must shoulder some of the
blame for not paying the Western Banks and thereby increasing its exposure to the risk that it
could be petitioned into bankruptcy, it appears undeniable to the Tribunal that initiating
bankruptcy was not a goal of the Western Banks, but rather the objective of Rosneft, in the
interests of its owner, the Russian Federation. The Tribunal concludes that in the end the
bankruptcy was initiated by the Russian Federation. The separate and parallel bankruptcy
petition filed by Rosneft-controlled YNG on 24 March 2006 reinforces this conclusion."). As
agreed, the syndicate filed for bankruptcy on 6 March 2006, after which the supervision
procedure was started with the appointment of Mr E.K. Rebgun as receiver. Yukos was declared
bankrupt by judgment of 1 August 2006 by the Moscow Arbitrazh Court, with Mr E.K. Rebgun
being appointed receiver.
Final Award (HEL), para. 1180 ("it is evident to the Tribunal that the totality of the bankruptcy
proceedings reviewed in this chapter were not part of a process for the collection of taxes but
rather, as submitted by Claimants, indeed the “final act of the destruction of the Company by
the Russian Federation and the expropriation of its assets for the sole benefit of the Russian
State and State-owned companies Rosneft and Gazprom."").
Final Award (HEL), para. 1141 ("Having considered the extensive record and the maze of
documents as well as the Parties' arguments, the Tribunal concludes that while it is undisputed
that the Western Banks formally initiated the bankruptcy proceedings, and that Yukos is partly
to blame for giving the Banks the incentive to enter into the Confidential Sale Agreement with
Rosneft, the role of Rosneft and of Respondent in creating the conditions for Yukos' bankruptcy
cannot be ignored.”).
Notwithstanding a decision of the US bankruptcy court, Rebgun refused to send the
rehabilitation plan to Yukos's creditors and management prior to the creditors' meeting in order
to keep the rehabilitation plan outside the creditors' meeting. Rebgun himself then put it to the
vote at the creditors' meeting regarding the rehabilitation plan and the bankruptcy of Yukos.
When the creditors’ committee was thus allowed to vote on this rehabilitation plan on 20 July
2006 and 25 July 2006, the committee rejected this plan on improper grounds. After all, the
sound rehabilitation plan provided for the swift and full payment of all of Yukos’ creditors, and
offered Yukos’ creditors a more attractive liquidation scenario than the one in Rebgun’s report.
In fact, Yukos could have continued as a viable enterprise under the rehabilitation plan, it would
not have been declared bankrupt, and its shares in Yukos Finance would not have been
auctioned off. On the other hand, in the liquidation scenario, all of Yukos’ assets would be sold
at fire sale prices in bankruptcy auctions, creditors would not be paid in full, and there would
even be a deficit. Although the rejection of the rehabilitation plan therefore cannot be explained
logically, because this plan was demonstrably more favourable to Yukos' creditors, this plan
was nevertheless rejected by the creditors' committee, in which the Russian tax authorities,
Rosneft and YNG (by then owned by Rosneft) together held more than 93.8% of the votes. Also
see Final Award (HEL), para. 1180 ("In light of the above conclusions, the Tribunal cannot
accept that it was in any sense proper or fair for the creditors' committee to reject the
Rehabilitation Plan, for the court to declare Yukos bankrupt, or for Yukos to have been deprived
of all of its remaining assets through a hasty and questionable liquidation process.").
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majority of Yukos' assets through a series of shady auctions, and
cleverly eliminated the auction surplus, to Rosneft's great benefit.1184
(iii)

1184

1185

1186

1187

Claims of parties related to Yukos were not admitted to the bankruptcy,
but pseudo-claims of parties related to the Russian State were.1185 For
example, Rosneft devised a claim for damages with regard to
mismanagement at YNG, which was admitted to the bankruptcy without
further judicial review.1186 New claims of the Russian tax authorities were
allowed in the bankruptcy without any review, such as a new additional
tax assessment for the year 2004 in the equivalent amount of
approximately EUR 3.2 billion and the equivalent amount of EUR 10.26
billion in unspecified claims. EUR 6.7 billion of the unspecified claims are
said to relate to "profit tax" (outside the tax assessments), but the
background of this "profit tax" is not explained anywhere.1187

When, as a result of the liquidation proceeds, a surplus ultimately arose, Rebgun, instead of
paying all claims, paid only part of all claims and waited for new claims. That surplus had already
arisen after part of Yukos' assets had been sold, but Rebgun nevertheless continued with further
auctions, resulting in a surplus of USD 3 billion after 14 auctions on 1 August 2007, the date by
which the bankruptcy was originally due to be completed under Russian law. Rebgun should
then have ended the bankruptcy under Article 57 of the Russian Bankruptcy Order Act at that
time. Instead, Rebgun paid out only part of the amounts due on the claims submitted and asked
the Moscow Arbitrazh Court to extend the bankruptcy, which was granted on 8 August 2007.
Subsequently, on 8 August 2007, seven new claims in the amount of approximately RUB 1.2
billion (approximately EUR 35.3 million) were filed and allowed by the Moscow Arbitrazh Court.
At the end of the three-month extension of the bankruptcy, the total even stood at 13 additional
claims totalling RUB 239.5 billion (approximately EUR 6.7 billion). The vast majority of the
claims filed were from the Russian tax authorities (90%) and were based on taxes with unclear
bases, said to have arisen during the bankruptcy proceedings. Rosneft also filed additional
claims, including through the acquired Yukos subsidiaries Tomskneft and Samaraneftegaz, thus
once again benefiting from the Bankruptcy Judgment. Yukos' ultimate bankruptcy estate was a
total amount of over RUB 877 billion (approximately EUR 24.56 billion). Rebgun thus obtained
an amount that was twice as high as he had promised Yukos' creditors 15 months before and
when the need for liquidation still had to become apparent. This amount of RUB 877 billion
(approximately EUR 24.56 billion) made it possible to settle all registered claims, amounting to
RUB 709 billion (97.7% of which was held by the Russian tax authorities and Rosneft). After
payment of all registered claims, a surplus of RUB 168 billion (approximately EUR 4.7 billion)
remained. This amount was then used to pay approximately 68% of the additional claims (again
mostly from the Russian tax authorities and Rosneft). See also Final Award (HEL), para. 1096
("The Tribunal observes that Respondent held (directly or through Rosneft) 97.67 percent of all
claims against Yukos and received (directly or through Rosneft) approximately 99.71 percent
of the bankruptcy proceeds.").
Final Award (HEL), para. 1179 ("Thus, the Tribunal views as improper and unfair that, for
example: All claims filed by Rosneft and the Federal Taxation Service, valued in the billions,
were peremptorily accepted by the Court, while the many claims filed by Yukos’ affiliated
companies were rejected by the Court in a very summary way").
It is clear from the Moscow Arbitrazh Court's award of 12 October 2006 that Rosneft and Rebgun
had acted in concert. Yukos itself was no longer able to conduct a defence after Rebgun had
withdrawn the powers of attorney of Yukos' attorneys. Rebgun, for his part, did not raise any
substantive defence against the claim being allowed. Rosneft's claim was nothing more than
hot air. Final Award (HEL), para. 1179 ("The Tribunal is also troubled by the fact that Rosneft’s
acquisition of YNG (discussed in Chapter VIII.F of this Award) generated a claim of almost USD
10 billion against Yukos in the bankruptcy, including a claim based on the attribution to Yukos
of debts owed to YNG by Yukos’ trading companies.").
Final Award (HEL), para. 1179 ("Yukos was saddled with a claim of some USD 6 billion that
related only to the profit tax to be collected by the Federal Taxation Service as a result of the
liquidation of Yukos' assets in the bankruptcy").
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(iv)

In the proceedings by or against Yukos and/or its affiliated entities such
as Yukos Capital and Glendale Group Limited (now Financial
Performance Holdings B.V., "FPH"), the work of the attorneys for Yukos
entities1188 was made difficult by intimidation on the part of the Russian
authorities and claims were dismissed on improper grounds:
a.

1188

1189

1190

1191

Yukos Capital's claim was initially refused by the Russian court
because it was supposedly not due and payable, even though Yukos
had acknowledged that it was.1189 The appeal was heard without
Yukos Capital and its attorney Titievskaya being present, because
during raids on Titievskaya's home the powers of attorney required
for the proceedings were among the documents seized.1190 The
appeal proceedings were then suspended pending a criminal case,
but the criminal case never took place and the suspended
proceedings were not resumed so that no substantive decision was
ever made.1191

Yukos Capital and FPH are, simply put, entities of the former Yukos camp that are or have been
involved in proceedings against Rosneft, Promneftstroy and/or the Russian Federation for
years.
See,
for
example,
Amsterdam
District
Court,
5
December
2018,
ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653 and ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8618 for the proceedings of Yukos
Capital and FPH against Promneftstroy. There is also currently an ECT arbitration pending
between Yukos Capital and the Russian Federation in connection with the expropriation of loans
provided by Yukos Capital to Yukos, which the Russian Federation has effectively expropriated
with its attack on Yukos.
Amsterdam District Court 5 December 2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653, para. 4.26.1 (“Yukos
Capital's claims by virtue of money loans were not admitted to the list of recognised claims in
the supervision proceedings of Yukos Oil by decision of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court (judge
[name 10]) of 19 July 2006 (see 2.22), since early repayment of the loans (on the ground that
Yukos Oil was supposedly no longer able to repay the loans on time as a result of additional
assessments) was considered inadmissible, although Yukos Oil had acknowledged that the
claims eligibility.”).
Amsterdam District Court 5 December 2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653, para. 4.26.2 ("On 6
August 2006 and 10 November 2006, raids were carried out by the public prosecution service
of the Russian Federation and the police on the offices and homes of the Russian lawyers of
Yukos Capital, [name 8] and [name 9], at any rate on the home of the latter's father. In the
course of these raids, all the material that the lawyers had in their possession concerning Yukos
Capital and FPH (including the powers of attorney required for the proceedings) was seized,
without leaving any copies or even a police report. In addition, [name 8]’s husband was
threatened with criminal prosecution and [name 8] was questioned about her assistance
provided to Yukos Capital. All this happened without there being any criminal suspicion with
regard to [name 8], as Mr Van Dijk stated on behalf of Promneftstroy when being asked on the
occasion of the oral arguments hearing on 5 September 2018. The oral hearing of the appeal
against the rejection of the first claim for recognition of Yukos Capital's claim therefore took
place as a result of all this without the presence of Yukos Capital and its lawyer, evidenced by
the letter from [name 8] to Yukos Capital of 17 August 2006.").
Amsterdam District Court 5 December 2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653, para. 4.26.2
("Subsequently, Yukos Capital's appeal proceedings against the judgment of 19 July 2006 were
suspended until a final and conclusive judgment had been rendered in a specific criminal case,
since the outcome of that criminal case was considered relevant for the assessment of Yukos
Capital's claim (see 2.22). However, a criminal case (in which the validity of the loans of Yukos
Capital to Yukos Oil was assessed) never took place and the suspended proceedings were not
resumed. In Yukos Capital's appeal, therefore, no substantive decision was ever made.").
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617.

b.

Yukos Capital's proceedings to have its claim allowed even after
Yukos' bankruptcy was pronounced were heard at first instance1192
and on appeal1193 without the presence of Yukos Capital or its
attorney and without the defences of the other parties to the
proceedings against recognition were made known to Yukos Capital.
In Yukos Capital's appeal in cassation, no judgment was ever
rendered.1194

c.

FPH's claim based on promissory notes was denied, whereas
Deutsche Bank's claim based on an identical promissory note was
allowed in the bankruptcy.1195

The foregoing leaves little to the imagination. In the end, the Arbitral Tribunal
therefore strongly condemned the actions of the Russian authorities:
"After having now traversed, at some length, the treatment of Yukos by Russian
tax authorities, the bailiffs and the courts, and having considered the totality of
the evidence, especially the VAT evidence, the Tribunal has concluded that the
primary objective of the Russian Federation was not to collect taxes but rather to
bankrupt Yukos and appropriate its valuable assets." 1196

11.3

The Russian Federation conducted a campaign of intimidation and abuse
of power on an unprecedented scale

618.

It is particularly cynical that the Russian Federation accuses Khodorkovsky et al.
of acting unlawfully. It was precisely the Russian authorities that completely

1192

Amsterdam District Court 5 December 2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653, para. 4.26.3 ("On 6
October 2006, Yukos Capital filed a second petition (this time in the bankruptcy of Yukos Oil)
for recognition of its claims pursuant to the loans. This case was heard at first instance on 27
November 2006 without the presence of Yukos Capital or its attorney and without the defences
of the other parties to the proceedings against recognition having been informed to Yukos
Capital. By decision of 4 December 2006 of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court (judge [name 10]), the
petition was denied, again with the finding that the claims were not due and payable and that
the borrowed money actually belonged to Yukos Oil.").
Amsterdam District Court 5 December 2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653, para. 4.26.4 ("In the
appeal lodged by Yukos Capital, the decision of 4 December 2006 was upheld by decision of
22 February 2007 (see 2.25). The appeal was also heard without the presence of Yukos Capital
and its lawyer and without the position of the other party was made known to Yukos Capital").
Amsterdam District Court 5 December 2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653, para. 4.26.5 ("Yukos
Capital's appeal in cassation against the decision of 22 February 2007 was suspended at the
request of Yukos Oil's receiver by decision of the Federal Arbitrazh Court of the Moscow Region
of 31 May 2007 (see 2.26) pending the outcome of two sets of proceedings initiated by the
receiver to invalidate Yukos Capital's loans. Due to the termination of the bankruptcy of Yukos
Oil, no decision was rendered in the proceedings for invalidating the loans. Accordingly, the
appeal in cassation against the decision of 22 February 2007, in which the decision of 4
December 2006 was upheld, was also never finalised. A negative declaratory decision (such as
the decision of 4 December 2006 to the effect that Yukos Capital's claims will not be admitted
to the list of creditors in the bankruptcy) is only eligible for recognition (in the sense that, in
Dutch proceedings, the consequence of dismissal of the claim is attached thereto) if it has been
decided on with authority of res judicata. Due to the suspension and the discontinuation of the
claim validation proceedings (as a result of the termination of the bankruptcy), that stage has
not been reached. In such a case, it is unacceptable that the decision of 22 February 2007
should (in fact) be given authority of res judicata by improper recognition.").
Register of creditors’ claims of OAO Yukos oil company, 30 October 2007, Exhibit HVY-267.
Final Award (HEL), para. 756.

1193

1194

1195
1196
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disregarded the applicable Russian and international legislation. The Putin
regime has used the full power of the state apparatus to destroy Yukos. This
resulted in an unprecedented and unlawful intimidation campaign against Yukos,
its employees and external lawyers and advisors. The Russian authorities seized
almost all of Yukos’ accounting records and filed criminal charges against Yukos’
middle and senior management. Other Yukos employees have been put under
pressure to make false statements. Employees who refused to do so either fled
Russia or were sentenced to years in prison for absurd charges. Other
employees were physically beaten up. Nine lawyers were also faced with
disciplinary proceedings, searches of their offices and other forms of intimidation.
If the purpose of the Russian authorities had been the legitimate collection of tax,
this course of events is inexplicable. HVY will explain this in more detail in this
section.
619.

The starting shot for the campaign of government terror1197 took place on 19 June
2003 with the arrest of Alexey Pichugin, who was then repeatedly (but
unsuccessfully) put under pressure to make false statements about
Khodorkovsky et al.1198 Platon Lebedev was arrested in a hospital in Moscow
soon after that, on 2 July 2003. He had been admitted to that hospital for
treatment of a chronic illness, but was however immediately taken away in
handcuffs and thrown into prison. Khodorkovsky was the next target. He was
arrested with a large display of power on 25 October 2003 by a heavily armed
special unit on the runway of an airfield in Siberia.1199 It was immediately clear
that Khodorkovsky’s arrest was politically motivated, and that it was dangerous
to talk about it in public:
"Following Mr. Khodorkovsky’s arrest, concerns were expressed in private.
However, almost no one dared to voice in public their support for Mr.
Khodorkovsky. Those, however, who had the courage to voice their support
ended up suffering the consequences of their actions. For example, shortly after
Mr. Arkady Volsky, the then head of the Union of Industrialists and
Entrepreneurs, publicly stated his support for Mr. Khodorkovsky, elections were
organized to replace him. Following three voting attempts, Mr. Alexander
Shokhin, known for his loyalty to the authorities, was elected as the Union’s new
head. Mr. Mikhail Kasyanov, who was then Russian Prime Minister, also
expressed his disapproval of Mr. Khodorkovsky’s arrest and the mounting attack

1197

1198
1199

In the Arbitrations, Theede and Schmidt compared the campaign of government terror to the
old Soviet practices. Theede: “[I]t was a Stalinesque-type of environment there. It was a fearful
kind of a place to have to work. We never knew when we were going to have another raid, and
people would come in and as I said yesterday, knock computers off the desks, tip desks over,
and just roughneck through the place; or when someone would be called in for questioning to
the Prosecutor’s Office with totally unknown and illogical results.” See Merits Hearing
Transcript, Day 11, p. 15. Statement by Schmidt of 6 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para.
34 ("I find that the whole Yukos affair, as regards the cases brought against Yukos' management
and other persons related to Yukos as well as against the company itself, has been a Stalinisttype repression disguised under the appearance of judicial and para-judicial proceedings.”).
HVY will discuss Pichugin in para. 631 et seq. of this Deed.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 108-122.
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on Yukos. Mr. Kasyanov was dismissed from his position as Prime Minister in
February 2004." 1200

620.

Khodorkovsky and Lebedev were ultimately sentenced by the Russian court to
eight years’ imprisonment for alleged fraud and tax evasion,1201 among other
things because Yukos had evaded taxes by using trading companies in the lowtax region Lesnoy.1202 Those trading companies were allegedly not entitled to the
tax advantages in that region. Mr Yuri Schmidt, a leading human rights lawyer
with an impressive track record, stated that he had never experienced a trial in
which the rights of the defence had been so systematically violated:
"As a lawyer, I have known and practiced law during the Khrushchev and
Brezhnev eras. However, I have never, in my entire professional life, seen such
a mockery of justice and violations of the most basic standards of due process
and fundamental rights, including the right to a fair trial, at all stages of a
case."1203

621.

According to Mr Schmidt, there is no doubt that the prosecution of Khodorkovsky
and Lebedev is politically motivated.1204 In the Arbitrations, HVY submitted a
statement by Schmidt that shows that the Russian State not only completely
disregarded the right to a fair trial, but also bullied, intimidated and physically
abused the lawyers of Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. Because of Schmidt’s fragile
health, it was not certain whether he would be able to come to the Peace Palace
for the hearings in the Arbitrations. Schmidt has therefore concisely reconfirmed
his statement on video. This video was submitted in the Arbitrations.1205 The
screenshot below is from minute 2:05. HVY invite the Court of Appeal to watch
the entire 11-minute, 44-second video.

1200

Statement by Illarionov of 11 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 41.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 115.
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev have also been convicted of a number of other criminal offences.
Those convictions are unfounded but will not be discussed here in detail. For an overview of all
the alleged criminal offences, HVY refer to ECtHR 25 July 2013, Khodorkovsky and Lebedev v
Russia, paras. 97-118 and 265.
Statement by Schmidt of 6 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 23.
Statement by Schmidt of 6 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 12 ("I strongly believe that
Mr. Khodorkovsky has faced a political trial in the sense that his prosecution, trials and
sentencing have been initiated and conducted by the Russian Federation for political motives.
The systematic harassment and intimidation of Mr. Khodorkovsky's lawyers as well as in-house
counsel and external lawyers of Yukos are blatant examples of the political character of the
case. They are a reflection of the coordinated attacks on Yukos and Mr. Khodorkovsky in which
various authorities, from all three branches of the Russian State – be it the Ministry of Justice,
the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Prosecutor General's Office, the Investigative Committee of
the Prosecutor General's Office, the FSB, Russian courts at all levels, as well as the Federal
Service for the Execution of Punishments - worked in unison to achieve the desired outcome.").
Video recording and transcript of Yuri Schmidt of August 1, 2010, and statement of authenticity,
Annex (Merits) C 592, Exhibit HVY-1.

1201
1202

1203
1204

1205
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622.

In retrospect, it was not necessary to record the video. In the Arbitrations, the
Russian Federation chose not to hear Schmidt as a witness in crossexamination.1206 This is telling, and the reason why the Russian Federation did
not wish to draw attention to Schmidt in the Arbitrations is evident: there is no
legitimate reason for restricting the rights of the defence in this way, and
harassing the lawyers of Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. It is worth noting that
Schmidt, who has represented several political dissidents in the Soviet Union
since the 1970s, could explain this first-hand: the Ministry of Justice has twice
tried to strike Schmidt off the roll, and also tried to prosecute Schmidt for
defamation.1207 Yuri Schmidt died on 12 January 2013.

623.

HVY have already extensively discussed the political nature of the proceedings
against Khodorkovsky in the Arbitrations. The following aspects stand out:
(a)

the Russian authorities have set up a special task force to fabricate
evidence against Khodorkovsky and Yukos. This team was already
hard at work before an official charge was brought.1208

(b)

1206
1207
1208
1209

the brutal manner of the arrests and imprisonment of Khodorkovsky
and Lebedev was completely unnecessary, and the violence used by
the Russian Federation was disproportionate.1209 The Arbitral Tribunal
established in the Final Awards that “the ECtHR, in its judgment of 31
May 2011, criticized the manner of Mr. Khodorkovsky's arrest, the

Final Award (HEL), para. 175.
Final Award (HEL), para. 175.
Statement by Illarionov of 15 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 35-36.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, paras. 108-112.
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denial of bail, violations of due process and attorney-client privilege,
and the subjection of Mr. Khodorkovsky to inhuman and degrading
treatment in his pre-trial detention.”1210
(c)

all intimidations and bullying during the criminal proceedings have at
least caused Khodorkovsky and Lebedev much psychological and
physical discomfort and in other cases unacceptably undermined their
rights to a fair trial and an effective remedy. Typical examples are the
fact that Khodorkovsky and Lebedev were displayed in a cramped steel
cage during the days of the hearing, that important witnesses could not
be heard by the defence, and that requests for extension of the pre-trial
detention were granted without any substantive review;

(d)

the Russian authorities systematically harassed Khodorkovsky’s and
Lebedev’s lawyers.1211 A good example is Anton Drel. Drel was a
lawyer at ALM Feldmans. Shortly after the arrests of Lebedev and
Khodorkovsky, ALM Feldmans was subjected to several searches.
Drel’s confidential files relating to, for example, the criminal cases of
Lebedev and Khodorkovsky were seized. The confidential documents
seized were subsequently used as allegedly incriminating evidence
against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. Lawyers from ALM Feldmans
were also asked to answer questions. When a lawyer refused to do so
on the basis of professional privilege, the investigating officers bluntly
announced that this was “‘a big mistake’ and that as a consequence
ALM Feldmans would be subjected to an extensive tax re-audit”.1212
The authorities have kept their word, and the tax investigation has
come about. ALM Feldmans was subsequently told by the public
prosecution service that “it would benefit the firm if Anton Drel and ALM
Feldmans parted ways. The partners approached Drel and, as a result,
he left the firm in December 2004".1213 The Russian authorities,
incidentally, continued their attacks on ALM Feldmans unrelentingly
(see para. 629(i) below), and the firm ceased to exist in October
2005.1214 The offices of other lawyers of Khodorkovsky and Lebedev
were also searched and documents were seized that had nothing to do
with Khodorkovsky or Lebedev. In addition, lawyers themselves were
detained and searched, physically beaten up,1215 and no fewer than
nine lawyers of Khodorkovsky and Lebedev were faced with

1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215

Final Award (HEL), para. 788. See also HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para.
117 et seq.; HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 25 et seq.
Statement by Schmidt of 6 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 13 et seq.
Statement by Pavel Ivlev, 20 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-268, para. 13.
Statement by Pavel Ivlev, 20 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-268, para. 24. See also paras. 712.
Statement by Pavel Ivlev, 20 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-268, para. 25.
Statement by Schmidt of 6 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 18.
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disciplinary proceedings. Schmidt formulated this very well in his
statement:
"That so many lawyers could face so many misfortunes and systematic attacks
in one way or another can hardly be viewed as a coincidence. We are used to
seeing defense lawyers harassed and intimidated in Russia, but the case of Mr.
Khodorkovsky and persons related to Yukos stands in a category of its own when
it comes to contempt for defense lawyers, attacks designed to control lawyers
through intimidation, extract data from them in defiance of the most basic notions
of privilege and serve as a warning to other lawyers in the case."1216

(e)

Khodorkovsky and Lebedev were sentenced for absurd charges. In this
connection, the US Senate adopted a resolution considering that “the
trial, sentencing, and imprisonment of Mikhail Khodorkovsky and Platon
Lebedev have raised troubling questions about the impartiality and
integrity of the judicial system in Russia”.1217 Also Amnesty International
ultimately recognised Khodorkovsky and Lebedev as “prisoners of
conscience”.1218 In the Arbitrations, HVY entered an expert report by
Kovalev into evidence. Kovalev is a prominent Russian politician,
former member of the State Duma, and the first Russian ombudsman.
HVY asked Kovalev to assess whether the trial against Khodorkovsky
and Lebedev is politically motivated:
"The answer to the question, "Was the Russian Judiciary independent of the
Executive branch of power in the Yukos and Khodorkovsky/Lebedev cases
examined by Russian courts?" is unequivocal and definitely negative. The
extraordinary dependence and servility of judges in this case was due to its
clearly political nature." 1219

The Russian Federation has no answer to this severe criticism, and has
not even contested Kovalev’s conclusions in the Arbitrations. In this
context, the Arbitral Tribunal ruled that “Respondent also chose not to
cross-examine Dr. Kovalev, whose evidence, accordingly, also stands
unchallenged".1220
(f)

1216
1217

1218

1219
1220

the Russian State deliberately - and contrary to Russian law - placed
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev in two penal colonies thousands of
kilometres from Moscow. This made Khodorkovsky and Lebedev

Statement by Schmidt of 6 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 15.
U.S. Senate, 109th Congress, 1st Session, S. Res. 322, Expressing the sense of the Senate
on the trial, sentencing, and imprisonment of Mikhail Khodorkovsky and Platon Lebedev,
Considered and agreed to on November 18, 2005., Annex (Merits) C 543, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 1.
Russian businessmen declared prisoners of conscience after convictions are upheld, Amnesty
International Press Release, May 24, 2011, Amnesty International Website, Annex (Merits) C
1450, Exhibit HVY-1.
Expert Report of Kovalev of 2 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 48.
Final Award (HEL), para. 801.
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difficult to reach for lawyers, and the lawyers were hardly able to
consult with their clients.1221
624.

The Russian Federation has barely reacted in the Arbitrations to HVY’s above
assertions, and has in no way whatsoever given a plausible explanation for this
excessive course of events.1222
The Russian State has pursued a coordinated strategy to paralyse the defence
of Yukos

625.

It would soon become clear that the Russian authorities also regarded Yukos as
prey. The Russian authorities carried out around 150 raids from July 2003 to
December 2004.1223 It was evident that it was not the Russian authorities’
intention to “find” evidence. For example, Yukos’ administrative records were not
systematically searched, but truckloads full of documents were seized at random,
without copies being left behind, or the authorities explaining at all what exactly
had been thrown into boxes. Laptops, servers and computers were taken without
explanation. The real purpose of the Russian authorities with the seizures was
to intimidate Yukos and to obstruct Yukos as much as possible in its defence and
business operations. Misamore states as follows in this respect:
"31. Also, in July 2003, the Russian authorities raided Yukos' Moscow offices-in
an incredible scene full of armed, masked officers--during which they trawled
through our computer records for approximately 17 hours. This was to begin a
wave of raids on Yukos' Moscow headquarters and other companies affiliated
with Yukos by investigative officers from the General Prosecutor's Office,
sometimes accompanied by officers of the Federal Security Service (FSB) and
heavily armed police officers. During these raids, Yukos' personnel were often
intimidated and threatened by the Russian authorities. For instance, Irina Golub,
Head of Yukos' Accounting Department, informed me that the authorities had
threatened Yukos employees and their families by telling them that they would
be sent to jail if they refused to assist the authorities. I was informed by other
employees that the Russian authorities also raided individuals' homes, in one
case breaking into the dacha of Mikhail Trushin, First Vice President of YukosMoscow, and causing extensive damage.
32. Large numbers of documents and electronic files were seized by the Russian
authorities during these raids, without providing copies to Yukos or leaving any
record of the documents seized. To my knowledge, no documents or electronic
files that were seized were ever returned to Yukos. The loss of key company
documents as a result of these seizures created great difficulties not only in

1221
1222

1223

HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 115; HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit
HVY-1, para. 36 et seq.
HVY's Post-Hearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 158 ("The Respondent has failed to address
its egregious conduct in relation to the persecution of Messrs. Khodorkovsky and Lebedev the
Respondent has yet to explain how the treatment it reserved to Messrs. Khodorkovsky and
Lebedev—which ultimately led Amnesty International to declare them prisoners of conscience
and state that “[f]or several years now these two men have been trapped in a judicial vortex
that answers to political not legal considerations” — can be justified any other way than a
politically driven attack to silence a political opponent and behead Yukos’ management.").
HVY’s Post-Hearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 161; Exhibit HVY-1, Statement by Pavel Ivlev,
20 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-268, para. 43.
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managing the company, but in preparing the annual financial statements for 2003
and later periods to be audited by PwC."1224

626.

This statement is confirmed by Frank Rieger, Yukos’ Financial Controller. Rieger
states that individual employees of Yukos were intimidated, documents were
randomly loaded into trucks by the authorities, and that ultimately 60-70% of
Yukos’ accounting records were seized:
"27. One of the more debilitating aspects of the Russian Federation's campaign
against Yukos, as far as the day to day operation of the company was concerned,
was the frequent searches and seizures which began in late Spring or early
Summer 2003. In the case of the Accounting Department, for example, which
was headed by Ms. Irina Golub, typically 20 to 25 persons would arrive to conduct
a search. During a search, Yukos employees would be forced to stop their work.
I recall that, on one occasion, I was told that the Deputy Chief Accountant, Ms.
Panagushina, had been pulled to one side by the Russian authorities and told
that they knew that she had grandchildren, a dacha etc. and that she had better
tell them what they wanted to hear. Another employee, Mr. Khomenko, resigned
from all his positions at Yukos, including as a member of the Board of Directors
of Yukos Trading House, immediately after he was told by the Prosecutor's staff
that this would be best for him. These searches took place on a regular basis
from July 2003 right through to my departure in March 2006, and I understand
continued thereafter. They were carried out by, among others, the Russian tax
authorities, the Prosecutor's General Office, the Bailiffs and the Special Purpose
Police Unit (OMON).
28. The actual seizure of documents was not done in any systematic fashion.
The Russian authorities would simply seize large batches of documents, place
them in boxes and take them away. There were literally lorry loads of documents
being taken away from Yukos Departments. In the case of the Accounting
Department, I would say that approximately 60% to 70% of its documents were
removed. When you take into account the fact that all the day to day business
operations of the company were reflected in paperwork, such as invoices, bills,
etc., we soon reached a stage where Yukos employees didn't have access to the
basic data they needed to perform their functions. I recall that when we asked to
keep copies of the documents seized, the Russian authorities refused, claiming
that the documents would be returned. They never were, to my knowledge; nor
were we provided with lists of the seized documents. Laptops, servers and
computers were also taken away from employees without signature." 1225

627.

Rudolf Mhkitaryan, an in-house lawyer who had to flee Russia after being
appointed head of Yukos’ legal department in Russia, states that Yukos’ legal
department became a special target of the raids with the aim “to interfere with
[Yukos’] ability to develop and present an organised legal defence to the tax
reassessments that were the vehicle for the expropriation”.1226 The indiscriminate
seizure of truckloads of documents has nothing to do with the legitimate gathering
of evidence. It is illustrative that the Russian authorities have tried to seize Yukos
documents outside Russia through requests for legal assistance. All these
requests have been consistently denied. This is how the Tribunal Féderal Suisse
ruled:

1224

Statement by Misamore of 28 July 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 31 and 32.
Statement by Rieger of 9 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 27-28.
Statement by Rudolf Mkhitaryan, 2 August 2018, Exhibit HVY-269, para. 17.

1225
1226
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"Il en résulte qu'en dépit d'abondantes redites, l'exposé des faits fourni par
l'autorité requérante ne satisfait pas aux exigences posées aux art. 14 CEEJ et
28 EIMP. Il s'apparente bien plutôt à une recherche indéterminée de moyens de
preuve, pour laquelle la Suisse ne saurait accorder sa collaboration"1227

The Dutch government also recently refused to cooperate with the Russian
requests for legal assistance.1228 The “very dismissive attitude in strong wording
by a large number of different States over a considerable period of time is
unprecedented in the international legal assistance relations in criminal
proceedings of the Council of Europe”1229, and speaks volumes. The ECtHR has
also held that a number of the search warrants have resulted in a violation of
Article 8 ECHR because they “gave the authorities unfettered discretion in
deciding what documents to seize”.1230 Lastly, it is not apparent from the
additional tax assessments and tax fines imposed on the basis of which Yukos
was fiscally prosecuted that any use was made of information which was not
already known to the Russian tax authorities. It is therefore blatantly impertinent
for the Russian Federation to blame Yukos for not being able to submit opinions
of external advisors with positive advice on the tax optimisation.
628.

Besides obstructing Yukos’ defence and business operations, the raids were also
clearly intended to intimidate Yukos and its employees. This is already apparent
from the statements of Misamore and Rieger: individual employees of Yukos
were threatened, and it was made clear to them that they had better tell what the
authorities wanted to hear. The intimidation is also evident from the way in which
the raids were carried out. Yukos was suspected of a financial economic offence.
Nevertheless, the raids were carried out by masked men armed with automatic
rifles:

1227

Judgment of the Swiss Federal Tribunal, January 4, 2006, F, P, W & M v. Swiss Federal
Prosecutor’s Office (1A.215/2005/col), Annex (Merits) C 476, Exhibit HVY-1.
Letter from the Minister of Justice and Security to the attorneys of Khodorkovsky, Chernysheva,
Yukos Finance B.V., Yukos International (UK) BV and Petroval, 16 October 2018, Exhibit HVY248.
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, 21 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 219.
European Court of Human Rights, Aleksanyan v. Russia (Application No. 46468/06), Judgment,
December 22, 2008, Annex (Merits) C 449, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 216.

1228

1229
1230
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629.

Not only Yukos was handled in this way, but also many other organisations that
had ties with Khodorkovsky, including Yukos-sponsored charities and
organisations. An absolute low point was the Podmoskovny Lyceum. This school
was invaded with brutal force in May 2004 and all possessions were confiscated.
Khodorkovsky states as follows on this:
"[I]t was not only my house that had been surrounded by machine gunners. There
were unfortunately also machine gunners at a boarding school that our Group
and the Company have been sponsoring for the past seven years. To be honest,
I don't have all that high an opinion of our esteemed Procuracy-General's ability
to observe of the law or readiness to follow it. But this is something I didn't even
expect from them. Why they needed to conduct not just ordinary searches, but
searches with armed backup, with machine gunners – with all these theatrics
we've gotten used to there in Moscow – at a boarding school where 120 children
study is something I don't understand. What they could have been looking for
there, I don't understand." 1231

630.

The situation was that many lower-ranking employees no longer dared to work
for Yukos and resigned. Middle and senior management fled Russia. There was
every reason to do so. Yukos employees who did not give in to the pressure from
the Russian authorities were thrown in prison, were denied essential medical
treatment, were physically abused and were hounded nationally and
internationally.1232 In the period up to April 2006, no fewer than 35 high-ranking
Yukos officials and employees were interviewed, arrested or convicted.1233 HVY
make a modest selection from the many examples:
(a)

Vasily Aleksanyan.1234 A dire example of the consequences of the
Russian Federation’s attacks on Yukos executives and employees is
the arrest and detention of Aleksanyan. Aleksanyan was a talented
Harvard law graduate who worked at Yukos as the Head of the Legal
Department and assisted Khodorkovsky in his criminal proceedings.1235
On 1 April 2006, Aleksanyan was appointed Executive Vice President
of Yukos. Five days later, on 6 April 2006 – after he had said on
Russian television that in a civilised country a company like Yukos
would not be driven into bankruptcy and that Yukos was not insolvent –
Aleksanyan was forcibly arrested by an armed arrest team. The arrest
was broadcasted live on television.

1231
1232
1233
1234
1235

YUKOS REVIEW, Special Issue, 2003 – ATTACK ON YUKOS, Annex (Merits) C 22, Exhibit
HVY-1, pp. 2-3.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 123-166; HVY's Reply on the Merits,
Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 57-70; HVY's Post-Hearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 150-156.
Final Award (HEL), para. 789.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 123-133; HVY's Reply on the Merits,
Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 59-61. See also Annex (Merits) C 598 and Annex (Merits) C 1458.
In this position, Aleksanyan was the direct superior of the Russian Federation’s “crown witness”
in these proceedings, Mr Golobolov. However, his fate and actions are in stark contrast to those
of Gololobov. HVY refer to Pravo, "From Harvard to the Remand Centre: The Life and Death of
a Corporate Lawyer in Russia", 19 October 2018, Exhibit HVY-270.
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During his imprisonment Aleksanyan became seriously ill. In prison he
was diagnosed with AIDS, got lymphatic cancer, and became almost
blind. Despite his very serious medical condition, and in spite of no fewer
than three provisional orders of the ECtHR to that effect, the Russian
authorities denied Aleksanyan the necessary medical treatment
(including antiviral drugs and chemotherapy) during his two years and
eight months’ pretrial detention.1236 In the meantime, the Russian State
tried to take advantage of Aleksanyan’s poor health situation by holding
out to him the prospect of freedom and medical treatment, on the
condition that he would make an incriminating statement against
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. However, Aleksanyan consistently refused
to do so.
The Russian Federation has always maintained, including before the
ECtHR, that Aleksanyan was provided with the necessary medical care.
This is diametrically opposed to the facts, as the ECtHR has also
observed.1237 Once Aleksanyan had refused to make a false statement,
the Russian Federation put him in a special prison where there was
mould growing on the walls.1238 Via a video link with the Supreme Court,

1236

1237

1238

Final Award (HEL), para. 789. In this regard, the Arbitral Tribunal found that: "Mr. Theede
appointed Vasily Aleksanyan as Executive Vice President of Yukos to serve as the main point
of contact for the bankruptcy. Shortly afterwards, on 6 April 2006, Mr. Aleksanyan was arrested
at home by masked and armed men and charged with embezzlement allegedly committed when
he was head of the Yukos legal department. A few months after his detention, he was diagnosed
with lymphoma and AIDS. It is alleged that he was offered medical treatment and freedom in
return for evidence against Messrs. Khodorkovsky and Lebedev, an offer which he refused. He
remained in pre-trial detention for almost three years in conditions described by Russia’s own
human rights council as “simply monstrous.” His treatment was criticized by the ECtHR, whose
initial interim measures were ignored by the Russian Federation, but after the ECtHR issued a
final judgment, the authorities released Mr. Aleksanyan on bail (for USD 1.8 million) and finally
dropped charges against him due to the statute of limitations. Claimants’ expert witness on the
independence of the Russian judiciary, Dr. Sergei Kovalev, whom Respondent chose not to
cross-examine, described Mr. Aleksanyan’s treatment as “[o]ne of the most glaring examples
of pressure exerted on individuals associated with Mikhail Khodorkovsky and Yukos.”"
(Emphasis added.).
The specific HAART treatment had already been prescribed to Aleksanyan in November 2006.
The Russian Federation tried to argue before the ECtHR that it did make the medicines
available. The ECtHR forcefully rejected that argument: "the applicant's complaint concerns not
so much access to the necessary drugs as the authorities' refusal to place him in a specialised
clinic. The Court accepts that complex medicinal treatment often requires constant supervision
by specialist doctors, and taking drugs without such supervision may cause more harm than
good". See European Court of Human Rights, Aleksanyan v. Russia (Application No. 46468/06),
Judgment, December 22, 2008, Annex (Merits) C 449, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 150. The fact that
the Russian Federation withheld the necessary treatment from Aleksanyan for as long as
possible at any cost is evident from the fact that on three occasions the ECtHR ordered by way
of interim measures that Aleksanyan be provided with the necessary medical treatment. The
ECtHR found that the Russian Federation had refused “to implement the interim measure”.
Aleksanyan died not long after his release. See Statement of Appeal, para. 10.
Speech of Vasily Aleksanyan before the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation (video link),
22 January 2008, Annex (Merits) C 598, Exhibit HVY-1 ("My conditions of confinement have
sharply deteriorated ever since. Here is this ward in the pretrial detention centre No. 99/1 - it is
a special prison, not a public one. You can hardly find it. There are no more than 100 persons
there at peak times. I was kept in such cells! They still remember Beria and Abakumov! It is a
prison cell where fungus, mildew and staphylococci get into your skin. And these people know
that my immunity is damaged. They are simply fascists.").
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Aleksanyan gave an extensive explanation of the horrific treatment he
received – and a look at the video shows the full range of deceitfulness
of the Russian authorities’ narrative that it was not their fault that
Aleksanyan did not get treatment.1239 The video, which is entered into
evidence as an exhibit, speaks volumes. When watching the video it is
immediately clear that Aleksanyan's condition is weak, that he is visibly
in a lot of pain, and that he has trouble standing, which he nevertheless
attempts to do because it is customary to stand when addressing the
court.

(b)

The ECtHR ruled that "the national authorities failed to take sufficient
care of the applicant's health to ensure that he did not suffer treatment
contrary to Article 3 of the Convention".1240 The harsh reality is that
Aleksanyan died on 3 October 2011 at the age of only 39 as a result of
his illness combined with the fact that the Russian authorities had
systematically denied him proper medical care.

(c)

1239

1240
1241

Svletlana Bakhmina.1241 Bakhmina, deputy head of Yukos’ legal
department, and mother of two young children, was summoned on 7
December 2004 to be questioned as a witness. When she refused to

Video of the speech of Vasily Aleksanyan before the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation
(video link), 22 January 2008, Exhibit HVY-271. See minutes 9:42-10:12: "Nobody had any
intention of giving me medical treatment. I have never refused treatment, I'm not suicidal. I
repeat again may anyone who makes that claim, try experiencing just a part of the suffering I've
gone through here. Moreover, I have a small child who is dependent on me, born in 2002. And
they say I don't want treatment? I don't want to live?! It's lies. So, I ask you, once and for all, to
forget these insinuations and never use them. I… I've made so many attempts to get that
treatment! Nothing! <...>."
European Court of Human Rights, Aleksanyan v. Russia (Application No. 46468/06), Judgment,
December 22, 2008, Annex (Merits) C 449, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 158.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 134-138; HVY's Reply on the Merits,
Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 67-70.
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provide the statement requested by the Russian authorities, she was
arrested on suspicion of embezzlement and sentenced to six and a half
years in prison in a penal camp. Bakhmina twice requested to be
released on parole. Both requests were rejected and consequently
Bakhmina had to deliver her third child in prison. The very likely reason
she was given six and a half years in prison is that Bakhmina would
have been eligible for the so-called “young mothers parole” at a
sentence of six years or less, i.e. she would not have to serve the
sentence until her children had reached the age of fourteen. After
continuous worldwide criticism on her imprisonment,1242 Bakhmina was
released on parole on 21 April 2009.
A report by the Council of Europe’s Committee on Legal Affairs and
Human Rights established in no uncertain terms that “The harshness of
the treatment of the young mother working for the Yukos legal
department, Mrs Bakhmina, and of the terminally ill lawyer, Mr
Aleksanyan, in the latter case even ignoring several injunctions of the
European Court of Human Rights, far exceeds normal law enforcement
practices”.1243
(c)

1242

1243

1244

1245

Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov.1244 Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov, former
director of Fargoil, was lured back to Russia under false pretences after
his flight from Russia and immediately detained by the Russian
authorities (see his witness statement1245 on the fate that befell him,
which is only partially described by HVY below). When Valdes
Seibatdalov did not cooperate sufficiently in the investigation, he was
thrown out of a window. According to the Russian authorities, he “fell
from the window in an unfortunate way”, but medical investigation does
not support this reading. Valdes Seibatdalov was very likely already

U.S. Department of State, 2007 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices – Russia, 11
March 2008, Exhibit HVY-272, ("In April Svetlana Bakhmina, a lawyer who had worked for
Yukos Oil Company (Yukos), was sentenced to six-and-a-half years in prison on embezzlement
charges linked to the Khodorkovskiy case. Some human rights groups consider Bakhmina a
political prisoner. Several organizations expressed concern about reports regarding Bakhmina's
lack of access to her family and medical treatment while in custody. Some observers claimed
that she was being held in an attempt to pressure Dmitriy Gololobov, her former boss at Yukos,
to return from London. In September 2006 Bakhmina's lawyers requested the court postpone
the imposition of her sentence until her youngest child turned 14; Bakhmina's youngest child
was five years old, and the law allows for applications to delay sentencing in such cases. On
October 2, the Simonovsky court in Moscow rejected the request and sent Bakhmina to a
women's penal colony in the central part of the country. Many observers saw the treatment of
Bakhmina as politically motivated.").
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Doc. 11993 of August 7, 2009, Report of the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights, Allegations of politically-motivated abuses of
the criminal justice system in Council of Europe member states, Annex (Merits) C 494, Exhibit
HVY-1, para. 125.
Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov has both Russian and Spanish nationality. Pursuant to the Russian
surname law, his name is “Antonio Valdes Garcia". He is referred to with this name especially
in the Russian proceedings. The facts referred to here were drawn from, inter alia, his witness
statement, Statement by Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov, 4 January 2008, Exhibit HVY-273.
Statement by Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov, 4 January 2008, Exhibit HVY-273.
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unconscious before falling from the window and some injuries cannot
have been caused by the fall. Valdes Seibatdalov has signed a
statement, which had been drawn up in advance, under great pressure
in the hospital. Valdes Seibatdalov has again escaped Russia using his
Spanish passport. Spain subsequently refused the extradition of Valdes
Seibatdalov to Russia. After his second flight from Russia, Valdes
Seibatdalov stated via his lawyer that the false statement had been made
under great pressure. Nevertheless, this statement was still used later
as incriminating evidence in the second criminal proceedings against
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev.1246 HVY hereby submit a statement of
Valdes Seibatdalov made in full liberty.1247 In this statement Valdes
Seibatdalov describes in detail how he was put under pressure to make
a false statement about Khodorkovsky et al.:
"The paper he [a general of the FSB, Mr Yurchenko] had was a schematic
drawing showing movements of money out of Russia. It was printed on A4 sized
paper. I did not know anything about the document Yurchenko brought and I
could not answer any questions about it. I gave the paper back to Yurchenko and
told him that I did not know anything about it. During this conversation, Yurchenko
said to me that: "All these things are decided at the Kremlin. Now that you are
here, you can decide whether to go home or go to jail.""1248 (Emphasis added.)

And when Valdes Seibatdalov had still not made an incriminating
statement after two months, the following happened:
"One night in August of that year, after I had been in custody of government
authorities in Russia for two months or so, I went to sleep as usual and came to
in terrible pain in a hospital bed at the Istra Hospital. This hospital is in the region
near the base and was named for city and the Istra River. The room I was in was
dirty. When I awoke, a laceration on my chin was being sutured. The same
guards from the base were in the hospital room. There was intense pain in my
face and my leg. I recall that everything that I looked at literally appeared upside
down, as if the furniture and people in the room were hanging from the ceiling. I
did not understand what was happening. I asked for a mirror and what I saw was
horrible. My face was puffed up and looked like hamburger meat.
71. Shortly after I regained consciousness in the Istra hospital, Kozlovsky [a
subordinate of Yurchenko, attorney] came to see me. Kozlovsky said to me: "Why
don't you just croak. It would be better if you croaked." Kozlovsky told me that no
one could help me in the hospital.”1249 (Emphasis added.)

(d)

1246
1247
1248
1249
1250

Vladimir Pereverzin.1250 Pereverzin, former employee of Yukos, was also
put under severe pressure to make false statements against
Khodorkovsky et al. Pereverzin describes in an article in the Financial
Times that "[o]ne of the main pieces of evidence against me was my
official ‘labour book’ which said I worked for Yukos. They threw me in

Statement by Pavel Ivlev, 20 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-268, para. 55.
Statement by Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov, 4 January 2008, Exhibit HVY-273.
Statement by Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov, 4 January 2008, Exhibit HVY-273.
Statement by Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov, 4 January 2008, Exhibit HVY-273.
HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 62-63 and 518.
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jail for this, just for working for Yukos”.1251 Pereverzin was sentenced to
11 years’ imprisonment on the basis of fabricated charges (stealing oil
from Yukos). He was assaulted in prison. The living conditions in the
prison were so bad that Pereverzin became desperate. After the
authorities had ensured that Pereverzin was not eligible for early release,
he deliberately injured himself, to make sure that he would at least be
transferred to a hospital: "I bundled together several shaving blades and
I planned to cut my stomach so that my guts would nearly fall out. They
would have to transfer me to hospital".1252 Pereverzin wrote about what
had happened to him in a book "Hostage. The Story of a Yukos
Manager".
(e)

Vladimir Dubov.1253 Dubov was a board member of Yukos from 1997
through 1999 and a member of the Duma from December 1999. On 27
October 2003, two days after the arrest of Khodorkovsky, at Putin’s
personal request, Dubov was removed from the list of candidates for the
December 2003 State Duma elections. Vladislav Surkov, Putin’s Deputy
Chief of Staff, in a personal capacity advised Dubov to leave Russia as
soon as possible: "On the same occasion, Vladislav Surkov also
personally advised me that I should leave the country. He said words to
the effect that "Putin had gone absolutely berserk over Khodorkovsky"
and advised that it would be best and safest for me to leave the
country".1254 Dubov left Russia the same day.

(f)

Frank Rieger.1255 Frank Rieger, the former Financial Controller and
acting CFO of Yukos, was coercively asked by the Russian State to make
a false statement. Rieger was arrested at Moscow airport on 9 May 2006
for questioning. During this interview, Rieger was put under pressure to
sign an incriminating statement, which had been drawn up in advance,
against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. Rieger was released only after
having been interviewed for almost 8 hours. He never received a copy of
his interview, despite a request to that end. The German embassy
advised Rieger - Rieger has German nationality - to leave Russia.1256

(g)

1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256
1257

Since 2004 the Russian State has issued a so-called Red Notice against
fifteen persons related to Yukos.1257 With a Red Notice a country can, via

The Financial Times, "Ex-Yukos manager tells of brutal jail regime", 26 February 2012, Annex
(Merits) C 1467, Exhibit HVY-1. Also see HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para 62.
The Financial Times, "Ex-Yukos manager tells of brutal jail regime", 26 February 2012, Annex
(Merits) C 1467, Exhibit HVY-1. Also see HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para 62.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 123.
Statement by Dubov of 15 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 80.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 132-133.
Statement by Rieger of 9 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 32-37.
Natalia Chernysheva, Vladimir Dubov, Mikhail Elfimov, Dmitry Gololobov, Irina Golub,
Aleksandr Gorbachev, Pavel Ivlev, Vladislav Kartashov, Ivan Kolesnikov, Andrey Leonovich,
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Interpol, request the police in other countries to cooperate in the
detection of a fugitive by arresting and extraditing him. The individual
concerned has, except in the requesting country, almost no possibilities
to challenge the Red Notice. The Red Notice and Interpol are based on
the principle of mutual trust between civilised countries. The Russian
State has abused this principle and used the Red Notice as a means of
putting pressure on Yukos employees. The request for extradition of the
persons concerned to the Russian Federation has been rejected by
courts in Cyprus, Great Britain, Israel, Lithuania and the Czech Republic.
The courts in these countries all ruled that the prosecution of Yukos
employees was politically motivated.1258 Interpol also came to the
conclusion in August 2016 that “the political aspects of the case
predominate over the ordinary-law crime aspects” in the prosecution of
Nevzlin.1259 All Red Notices against former Yukos employees have since
been withdrawn (after about 10 years).
(h)

Alexey Pichugin.

631.

HVY will discuss the final example of the Russian Federation’s mala fide conduct
against Yukos employees in slightly more detail: the fate of Alexey Pichugin.

632.

Pichugin was Head of Yukos' internal economic security department (responsible
for building surveillance, screening of new employees and investigation of theft
within the company).1260 That was part of Yukos' security division, which was
headed by Mikhail Shestopalov.1261 When Pichugin was arrested on 19 June
2003 as part of the campaign against Yukos, he was married and had three
young children.1262 Since his arrest, the Russian authorities have constantly put
pressure on him (including by administering psychotropic drugs to him)1263 to give
false testimony against, mainly, Nevzlin and Khodorkovsky.1264 Pichugin has
consistently refused to do so to this day. The fabricated cases against him were
thus continued. He stood two criminal trials and was eventually convicted and
sentenced to life imprisonment. The convictions were based on hearsay

1258

1259
1260
1261
1262
1263
1264

Dmitriy Maruev, Andrey Nikolaev-Polynovskiy, Aleksey Spirichev, Mikhail Trushin and Elena
Vybornova.
See the extradition requests of Chernysheva, Maruev, Temerko, Gorbachev and Azarov to
Great Britain. These requests would each and everytime be rejected on the basis of the political
motivation of their prosecutions (see the exhibits from the Arbitrations: Annex (Merits) C 462465, Exhibit HVY-1). Israel has refused the extradition of Nevzlin (Annex (Merits) C 466,
Exhibit HVY-1). Extradition requests of Brudno and Babenko to Lithuania would also be
rejected (Annex (Merits) C 468-469, Exhibit HVY-1). Cyprus was requested the extradition of
Kartashov. This request has been rejected as well (Annex (Merits) C 460, Exhibit HVY-1). The
request to the Czech Republic to extradite Spirichev was also rejected (Annex (Merits) C 461,
Exhibit HVY-1). See also HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 123.
Interpol decision of 29 June 2016, Exhibit HVY-151, para. 135.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 2.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 4.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 1.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 10.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, paras. 9, 12, 32-34.
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statements (again in many instances based on further hearsay statements) from
convicted felons, many of whom later retracted their statements and confirmed
that they had been induced by the prosecution to give false testimony (which,
given the brutality of the authorities, is already an exceptional fact).1265 The
ECtHR found on several occasions that Pichugin’s human rights had been
violated and that he should receive new fair trials.1266 The Russian Federation
has refused to comply with the ECtHR judgments. Pichugin is currently serving
a life sentence in the notorious “Black Dolphin” prison in Siberia, making him
“Russia's longest serving political prisoner”.1267 The pressure on Pichugin to
provide false testimony, now in exchange for a pardon or reduction in his
sentence, continues to this day.1268
633.

The Russian authorities have fabricated a case against Pichugin with the
intention of using him as a means to substantiate charges against Yukos
managers, especially Nevzlin and Khodorkovsky. The Russian authorities
miscalculated: Pichugin refused to give false testimony. The criminal charges

1265

Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 21.
Pichugin v. Russia (2012), ECtHR judgment, 23 October 2012, Exhibit HVY-274; Pichugin v.
Russia (2017), ECtHR judgment, 6 June 2017, Exhibit HVY-275.
According to Irwin Cotler, former Minister of Justice and Advocate General of Canada, and
Chairman of the Raoul Wallenberg Centre for Human Rights; see The Hill, "For the Sake of
Human Rights, We Must Stand for the Nameless", 16 February 2018, Exhibit HVY-276
("Former mid-level Yukos manager Alexei Pichugin, jailed since 2003, remains Russia's longest
serving political prisoner."). The case of Pichugin is often cited as an example of the cynical
lack of respect for human rights by the Russian authorities: see, inter alia, Pierre-Yves Le
Borgn', Rapporteur on the implementation of ECtHR judgments of the Parliamentary Assembly
of the Council of Europe ("The European Court of Human Rights required that Mr Pichugin
should be given a fair trial, but that has not happened. Mr Pichugin has never been able to
defend himself in any acceptable way. He has been interrogated without the presence of his
lawyers and his close family have been threatened with arrest if he refuses to collaborate with
the authorities against the former directors of Yukos. […] I wish to speak out against that
fundamental violation of the European Convention on Human Rights by the Russian Federation,
against the lack of respect for the judgment handed down by the Court, and against methods
that are tantamount to moral torture. We are talking about political persecution and a break with
the rule of law and the values of the Council of Europe." (Emphasis added.). REPORT,
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, 11th session 2017, 24 April 2017, AS (2017)
CR
11
(also
available
at
http://assembly.coe.int/Documents/Records/2017/E/1704241500E.htm). See also: Euractiv,
"Joining the community of nations serves Russia’s best interests", 18 September 2017, Exhibit
HVY-277 ("This week the Council of Europe's Committee of Ministers, consisting of the
European Justice ministers, will review the state of enforcement of judgments by the European
Court of Human Rights. On the agenda for the umpteenth time: the case of Alexey Pichugin,
Russia's long-serving political prisoner. […] Mr Pichugin was subjected to secret trial,
interrogation with psychotropic drugs, and his case has been the subject of not one, but two
ECHR judgments, each finding that his prior trials were unfair and he should be provided new
trials that comport with the convention on human rights. […] Meaningful action in the case of
Mr Pichugin, who has already been imprisoned for more than 14 years, would be a first step to
Russia’s turning from isolation toward the community of nations. It is the right thing to do, not
just for the individuals whose cases would be impacted, but for the world at this critical moment
in history." (Emphasis added.).
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 32 ("During all these years, the
Russian authorities have repeatedly tried to force me into giving false testimony against
primarily Messrs Khodorkovsky and Nevzlin, in exchange for clemency or a reduction of my
sentence. To this end, investigators have put me under completely illegal pressure over many
years. My continuous refusal to provide any sort of false testimony is the real reason why I was
sentenced to life imprisonment and is the reason why I am still held in prison today.").

1266
1267

1268
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first brought against Pichugin related to an incident in which Viktor Kolesov1269
was robbed and beaten up in the street in October 1998, and an incident in
November 1998 in which a small homemade explosive was detonated outside
the apartment of Ms Kostina.1270 Both cases had been previously closed by the
authorities as unsolved acts of hooliganism. The basis for the allegations against
Pichugin were statements from convicted criminals (who were serving their
prison sentences) who said that they had heard that Pichugin had ordered the
commission of the 1998 incidents.1271 Conveniently, they had allegedly heard this
from a man who could no longer be heard, Mr Gorin. Gorin and his wife had
disappeared without a trace in November 2002, after being robbed and attacked
by armed men in their home; their bodies were never found. Pichugin was also
charged with the alleged murder of the Mr Gorin and his wife, again solely based
on the dubious statements of these convicted prisoners.1272
634.

The first trial against Pichugin was held behind closed doors in 2004-2005.1273
The evidence linking Pichugin to the crimes was based solely on three witness
statements.1274 One witness (Korovnikov) testified that Pichugin asked him to
murder Gorin back in 1998 (but he did not go through with it), and two other
witnesses stated that Gorin had told them that Pichugin was involved in the 1998
incidents.1275 The first 'confession' (the alleged murder of Gorin) thus created the
building block for further convictions: the other witnesses would base their
statements on what they had allegedly heard from Gorin, who could not then be
questioned about this.

635.

The first witness, the prisoner Igor Korovnikov, was a convicted felon serving a
life sentence since 2000 for numerous cases of rape and murder committed
between 1998 and 1999.1276 In 2003, Korovnikov 'recalled' that he had discussed
the crimes with Pichugin. Although Korovnikov claimed to have met once with
Pichugin and to have seen him one other time, Korovnikov was unable to identify
him in a photo array and had to be first shown Pichugin’s photograph before he
could identify him.1277 Korovnikov changed his testimony a number of times
during his interrogations, also stating that his future was now “in the hands of the

1269
1270
1271
1272
1273

1274
1275
1276
1277

Kolesov was a mid-level manager at Rosprom, a Yukos-affiliated company, who had stated that
he was happy in his job, had no conflict with Yukos and did not have any enemies.
Her daughter was Olga Kostina, a former FSB official working at the offices of the Mayor of
Moscow, who had previously worked as a trainee at Yukos.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, paras. 14-17.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 14.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 13. See also Pichugin v. Russia
(2012), ECtHR judgment, 23 October 2012, Exhibit HVY-274, para. 48. This was said to be
necessary because state secrets were involved, but there was no factual basis at all for this
claim.
Pichugin v. Russia (2012), ECtHR judgment, 23 October 2012, Exhibit HVY-274, para. 198.
See also Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, paras. 14-17.
Pichugin v. Russia (2012), ECtHR judgment, 23 October 2012, Exhibit HVY-274, paras. 198199.
Pichugin v. Russia (2012), ECtHR judgment, 23 October 2012, Exhibit HVY-274, para. 200.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 14.
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President of Russia” (referring to Mr Putin, and apparently referring to what he
hoped to get in return from the regime).1278 Two hearsay testimonies of convicted
felons were also added to the file: Peshkun's and Smirnov's.1279 Peshkun testified
that the disappeared Mr Gorin had told him about Pichugin's involvement in the
alleged crimes.1280 Peshkun would later retract his incriminating statement
against Pichugin, saying that the investigators had coerced him to provide false
testimony.1281 As to Smirnov, he did not testify in from of the jury, and the court
simply relied on his pre-trial testimony.1282
636.

The judge prohibited Pichugin’s defence lawyers from critically questioning
Korovnikov, the only witness who had purportedly spoken to Pichugin himself
about the crimes1283 (the ECtHR ruled that this was a violation of Article 6
ECHR).1284 Notwithstanding the lack of any evidence other than the dubious
testimony of the prosecutor’s witnesses, Pichugin was sentenced to 20 years’
imprisonment.1285 In a damning judgment, the ECtHR concluded that Pichugin
had not had a fair trial and that "the most appropriate form of redress would, in
principle, be trial de novo or the reopening of the proceedings".1286 The Supreme
Court of the Russian Federation refused to enforce the ECtHR ruling.1287

637.

Pichugin was put under constant pressure to give false testimony. In July 2005,
the Russian Federation brought further set of criminal charges against Pichugin,
this time also involving fabricated allegations against Nevzlin.1288 The new
charges concerned crimes that had taken place in 1998 and 1999. Pichugin was
charged with the organisation of an attempted murder of Yevgeny Rybin and the

1278

Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 15.
Pichugin v. Russia (2012), ECtHR judgment, 23 October 2012, Exhibit HVY-274, paras. 198199.
Pichugin v. Russia (2012), ECtHR judgment, 23 October 2012, Exhibit HVY-274, para. 199.
Statement by Alexey Peshkun, 12 May 2004, Exhibit HVY-278, para. 3. Witness Statement by
Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 16.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 17 ("What is more, during
closing statements by the prosecutors, they made reference to pre-trial statements by a witness
who had not testified at all during the course of the trial.").
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 15 ("…when my lawyer
attempted to cross-examine Mr Korovnikov to get to the bottom of his changing recollection of
events, the judge cut off questioning and directed Mr Korovnikov that it was unnecessary for
him to answer my lawyer’s questions.").
Pichugin v. Russia (2012), ECtHR judgment, 23 October 2012, Exhibit HVY-274, paras. 210212 ("The Court observes that the presiding judge dismissed all questions concerning Mr K.’s
criminal record, the reasons for not giving testimony inculpating the applicant during his first
questionings in 1999 and his motivation for starting to give such evidence in 2003, as well as
concerning possible pressure on him from the prosecuting authorities (see paragraphs 56, 63
and 64 above).").
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 18.
Pichugin v. Russia (2012), ECtHR judgment, 23 October 2012, Exhibit HVY-274. Witness
Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 28.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 29 ("At the time, I retained some
hope that this judgement from the ECtHR would make a difference and enable me to face a fair
trial. However, this did not happen. On remand, the Russian Supreme Court concluded that no
new trial was necessary as the violations of my rights established by the ECtHR had allegedly
not taken place. The ECtHR judgment was simply ignored, and the sentence remained
unchanged.").
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 19.

1279
1280
1281
1282

1283

1284

1285
1286
1287

1288
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murders of tea shop owner Valentina Korneyeva and the mayor of the town of
Nefteyugansk, Vladimir Petukhov. In all three cases, it was alleged that Pichugin
had instructed others to commit the crimes at the behest of Nevzlin.1289
638.

The recipe for securing the conviction was again the same as in the first case:
witnesses supposedly had heard from someone else, who had heard from Gorin
about alleged the involvement of Pichugin and Nevzlin.1290 Like in Pichugin’s first
case, the prosecutor’s case was based on hearsay testimony. Each charge was
based on hearsay statements made by convicted felons (namely Mikhail
Ovsyannikov, Gennady Tzigelnik, Vladimir Shapiro and Yevgeny Reshetnikov)
who were already serving sentences.1291 About seven years after the crimes had
been committed, those men suddenly “recalled” having committed those crimes
and that Gorin, who has disappeared, had told them that the crimes had been
commissioned by Pichugin at the behest of Nevzlin. Moreover, Tzigelnik testified
that he had received all information from Shapiro,1292 who had allegedly received
it from Gorin.1293 Reshetnikov told the court he had received the information only
from Tzigelnik (in other words: triple hearsay). Ovsyannikov’s statement was also
based on what he had allegedly heard from Gorin.1294 In other words: the charge
against Pichugin was entirely based on hearsay evidence (up to third degree)
from prisoners, all leading to a missing person. Here, too, those men later
recanted their testimony against Pichugin and admitted to having given false
testimony due to pressure from the investigators and prosecution.1295 Time and

1289

Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 20.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 20 ("In relation to each one of
the charges brought against me, as had already happened in my first trial, there was no physical
or other substantive evidence linking me (or Mr Nevzlin) to the underlying crimes. Instead, each
of the charges was based on hearsay statements by men who confessed to the crimes, but
claimed that they had been hired by someone else who had told them that I, and ultimately Mr
Nevzlin, were behind them.").
Reshetnikov was in the judgment of 13 November 2000 (Exhibit YLR-12)convicted for the
attempted murder of Rybin. During those proceedings, Reshetnikov denied having been
instructed by anyone to kill Rybin and the court made no finding whatsoever with regard to the
identity of the person who had paid Reshetnikov for this job.
During the court proceedings, Tzigelnik testified that he had received all instructions from
Shapiro, who had supposedly heard from Gorin that Nevzlin and Pichugin had contracted the
crimes. See Excerpts from ECtHR Application No. 38958/07 (Pichugin v. Russia), 30 July 2008,
Exhibit HVY-279, para. 17.
During the court proceedings, Shapiro voluntarily confessed to Korneeva's murder and testified
that Gorin had forced him to commit the crime and had told him that it was Pichugin who had
hired him, although throughout the investigation and court proceedings he had given
contradictory evidence regarding the circumstances of the murder and the role/participation of
others in the crime (see Excerpts from ECtHR Application No. 38958/07 (Pichugin v. Russia),
30 July 2008, Exhibit HVY-279, para. 17).
Excerpts from ECtHR Application No. 38958/07 (Pichugin v. Russia), 30 July 2008, Exhibit
HVY-279, para. 17.
During Pichugin's second trial, Ovsyannikov informed the court that he had given false
testimony against Pichugin under physical and psychological pressure from investigators
(Excerpts from ECtHR Application No. 38958/07 (Pichugin v. Russia), 30 July 2008, Exhibit
HVY-279, paras. 35-38). Similarly, Shapiro (who had given contradictory statements throughout
the proceedings) admitted that the correct testimony was the one where he had not given
Pichugin's and Nevzlin's names in connection to the crimes (Excerpts from ECtHR Application
No. 38958/07 (Pichugin v. Russia), 30 July 2008, Exhibit HVY-279, pp. 79-81). Furthermore,
both Tzigelnik and Reshetnikov admitted during Nevzlin's trial in absentia that they had given

1290

1291

1292

1293

1294
1295
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again, the Russian authorities in those false declarations used Gorin as the
person who allegedly incriminated Pichugin, knowing full well that Gorin could
not be heard.1296
639.

The defence of Pichugin, who persisted in his refusal to give false statements
against Khodorkovsky and Nevzlin all that time, was of no avail.1297 Pichugin was
sentenced to life imprisonment in a second show trial.1298 In parallel, Nevzlin was
convicted as the person who had allegedly commissioned Pichugin to commit
those crimes. Russia had requested Nevzlin's extradition, but the Israeli Supreme
Court did not allow itself to be fooled by the unsound hearsay evidence and
refused extradition.1299

640.

The ECtHR considered the circumstances surrounding the second criminal trial
of Pichugin and ruled that "the way the domestic courts assessed and admitted
the evidence in the applicant’s case created a disbalance between the defence
and the prosecution, thus breaching the equality of arms between the parties".1300
Again, reopening the case was the appropriate remedy,1301 and again the
Russian Supreme Court refused to comply with the ECtHR’s ruling.1302

641.

The accusation concerning the murder of mayor Petukhov is particularly
illustrative of the Russian prosecutor's mala fide working method. Petukhov was
shot dead on 26 June 1998 on his way to work. The gunmen were immediately
identified by the police as Popov and Prikhodko, two members of the organised

1296

1297

1298

1299

1300
1301
1302

false testimony against Pichugin and Nevzlin following the investigators' offer of a reduced
sentence if they provided such testimony.
Although it remains a mystery why Pichugin specifically was used as a pawn to conduct a case
against the Yukos managers, one explanation could be that Gorin’s unsolved disappearance
could thus be put to good use against Yukos, and as Pichugin incidentally knew the Gorin
couple, he moved into sight. The prosecutors came up with the theory that Pichugin had
instructed Gorin to commit crimes, and that Pichugin had later given orders for the abduction or
murder of the Gorins, who, after all, knew too much because of previously made-up orders. All
of this was made up. It is true that Pichugin and Gorin knew each other: both of them had
worked at Bank Menatep. Except for the fabricated de auditu statements, there was not a single
piece of evidence of Pichugin holding any grudge against Gorin or having asked him to commit
any crimes.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, para. 22 ("None of the above mattered
or could have mattered in my trial as the result was predetermined. In fact, just a day after the
charges against Mr Nevzlin and myself were announced, Deputy Prosecutor General V.
Kolesnikov appeared on multiple televised Russian news shows stating our guilt as a proven
fact. Investigator Burtovoi from the General Prosecutor’s Office publicised selective portions of
the underlying case file in the mass media, thus depriving me of the right to an unbiased jury
trial.").
Pichugin was initially convicted to 21 years' imprisonment for these crimes. However, following
the overturning of this second conviction by the Russian Supreme Court (as it concluded that it
was “based on assumptions” and that “exculpatory evidence was used to substantiate a guilty
verdict”) Pichugin was again convicted of those crimes, this time with life imprisonment. See
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, paras. 25-26.
Witness Statement by Leonid Nevzlin, 15 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G1, para. 42; see also
more generally paras. 41-50, where Nevzlin discusses the political nature of the allegations
made against him and the countless violations in the criminal proceedings conducted against
him in Russia.
Pichugin v. Russia (2017), ECtHR judgment, 6 June 2017, Exhibit HVY-275, para. 38.
Pichugin v. Russia (2017), ECtHR judgment, 6 June 2017, Exhibit HVY-275, para. 47.
Witness Statement by Leonid Nevzlin, 15 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G1, para. 30.
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crime group Kamyshinskaya. Both criminals were apparently killed in 1998,
closing the case.1303 After five years the investigation was 'reopened' when
convicted felons Tzigelnik and Reshetnikov all of a sudden – and in a clear
contradiction of the identification of Popov and Prikhodko by eye witnesses
directly after the murder – confessed they had killed Petukhov on instructions
from Pichugin and Nevzlin, and that the instructions again appeared to have been
passed on via Gorin. The way the Russian Federation works is particularly
cynical, given its failure to investigate the actual circumstances surrounding the
murder of the mayor. And there seems to be a special reason for this. In 2006
Litvinenko, the former FSB officer murdered on Putin’s instructions,1304 testified
that the murder of mayor Petukhov had been commissioned by the Russian FSB
URPO’s (Upravlenie Razrabotki i Presecheniya Deyatelnosti Prestupnyx
Organizatzii or Administration for Investigating and Suppressing Criminal
Organization Activity).1305
642.

The Pichugin case is a telling example of the Russian authorities’ abuse of the
power of the state apparatus. They do everything in their power to create
'evidence' against their opponents by extorting false testimonies. It is difficult to
imagine the threat that this poses to Russians who may come within the reach of
the power of that apparatus. The Pichugin case also evidences how the judiciary
assists the Russian authorities and how they bend to the will of the prosecutors
and the executive power. Pichugin is still in a Russian prison to this day, and the
Russian authorities have not felt inclined to reconsider his sentence, in spite of
the ECtHR judgments. He is still under constant pressure to give false
testimony.1306 This is best illustrated by Pichugin himself, and HVY end by citing
his witness statement:
"34. In January and June 2016, I was visited again by three operative agents of
the MVD [Ministry of Internal Affairs] and the FSB in [prison] FKU IK-6,
Orenburg Region (Black Dolphin), who had a conversation with me, without my
lawyer being present, about my brother and my mother; I understood that they
could be used as a tool to pressure me in order to make me provide false
testimony against Mr Khodorkovsky. I also learned that the residences of my
mother and my brother had been searched. My brother was ultimately forced to
leave Russia, fearful for his life and freedom. He was granted political asylum in
Lithuania.
35. The Russian state has not only taken my freedom but has ruined my life for
refusing to give false testimony. As a result, I have been denied an opportunity
to raise my children (my youngest son was only five years old when I was
arrested in 2003); and I am now hardly allowed to see them, and I have never
met my grandchildren. My mother is about to turn 80 and she is losing hope of
seeing me outside the prison bars."1307

1303

1304
1305
1306
1307

Rights in Russia, "Vera Vasilieva on removal of Aleksei Pichugin from penal colony to unknown
location", 5 July 2016, Exhibit HVY-280; Novaya Gazeta, "Reporter Vera Chelischev, head of
the courts desk", 3 July 2015, Exhibit HVY-281.
See below, para. 695(b).
Affidavit – Sworn Statement of Alexandr V. Litvinenko, 11 April 2006, Exhibit HVY-282.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, paras. 32-34.
Witness Statement by Alexey Pichugin, Exhibit HVY-G2, paras. 34-35.
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643.

Not only Yukos employees were subjected to impermissible pressure and
intimidation (only a few examples of which have been given here). 1308 Yukos’
external lawyers were also intimidated in a blatant and large-scale manner. The
following examples stand out:
(i)

ALM Feldmans. ALM Feldmans was a law firm that did a lot of work for
Yukos. This law firm also became the target of raids and other forms of
intimidation and terror. For example, the Russian public prosecution
service, supported by heavily armed police officers, invaded ALM
Feldmans’ office on 12 November 2004. Coincidentally, this raid
happened at about the same time as the announcement of the decision
to auction Yuganskneftegaz on 19 December 2004. Apart from the
timing, it was also striking that the police officers did not have a search
warrant. This did not prevent them from demanding access to all
documents relating to Yukos and Menatep. If this ‘request’ was not
complied with, all the files would be destroyed. After the search of the
ALM Feldmans office was completed, policemen accompanied a number
of lawyers home. The homes of these lawyers were also searched. The
only purpose of the searches was to create fear amongst ALM Feldmans’
employees. Tellingly, the homes of three trainees, young women in their
early twenties, were not skipped.1309 To top it all off, ALM Feldmans also
had to deal with an audit after the search itself.1310
The actions of the Russian State with regard to ALM Feldmans have
been strongly condemned by the Russian legal profession. The dean of
the Moscow Bar Association, Genri Renzik, even qualified this conduct
as contrary to “the very foundations of the legal profession”.1311

(j)

Pavel Ivlev. A partner at ALM Feldmans, Ivlev was interrogated at a
police station in Moscow on 16 November 2004 and put under pressure
to make an incriminating statement. Ivlev refused, and felt compelled to
leave Russia for reasons of safety.1312 He was not thanked for this. Ivlev
received a call from the Russian police in December 2004 and was
ordered to return to Russia. If Ivlev was not prepared to do that, “people
may suffer”.1313 Ivlev stated the following about the charges against him:
"The charges against me are outrageous. It is true that I assisted Yukos in
optimizing its tax structure, but there was not anything illegal about that. To begin
with, the tax optimization was fully in accordance with the relevant Russian law

1308
1309
1310
1311
1312
1313

See HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 138-142; HVY's Reply on the Merits,
Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 66-70; HVY's Post-Hearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 159-160.
Statement by Pavel Ivlev, 20 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-268, para. 16.
Final Award (HEL), para. 784.
Renzik’s quote is included in an article from The Moscow Times. See The Moscow Times,
"Lawyers Call Yukos Raids Illegal”, 13 October 2003, Exhibit HVY-283.
Statement by Pavel Ivlev, 20 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-268, paras. 26-28.
Statement by Pavel Ivlev, 20 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-268, para. 29.
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and was more or less used by every major Russian company at the time. At what
is more, even if one wold assume that the trading companies were somehow not
entitled to the tax benefits in question, it is simply absurd to prosecute a lawyer
for having given – to the best of his professional abilities – legal advice to his
client on this matter."1314 (Emphasis added.)

After the investigation into Ivlev had been suspended for almost 14
years, the Russian Federation reactivated the criminal investigation in
April 2018 and summoned Ivlev to appear in court on absurd accusations
(briefly put: stealing all Yukos oil, in quantities even greater than those
for which Khodorkovsky and Lebedev had been convicted in their second
show trial)1315.
(k)

Elena Agranovskaya. Shortly after Ivlev had fled, even more lawyers
from ALM Feldmans were questioned. For example, Elena
Agranovskaya, partner at ALM Feldmans, was questioned and detained
in December 2004. As a result of the lengthy interrogations,
Agranovskaya went into shock and had to stay in a prison hospital for a
week. She was only released on 17 December 2004, after she had
signed a written declaration promising not to attempt to flee Russia.
Agranovsky’s detention was purely instrumental. During her
imprisonment she was told repeatedly: "If Ivlev comes, we will let you
go".1316

(l)

Maria Titievskaya and Yan Das Gupta. When Yukos was declared
bankrupt, Yukos Capital still had a large claim against Yukos. Yukos
Capital had by then already been brought under the control of a Dutch
foundation and put out of the reach of the Russian State. Yukos Capital
unsuccessfully filed its claim with Yukos’ receiver for verification. Before
the Russian courts Yukos Capital “surprisingly” was not succesful either.
Yukos Capital was assisted in those proceedings by Titievskaya and Das
Gupta. These lawyers were also put under pressure by the Russian
authorities, and during a search of the office of Titievskaya the entire file
was seized. Titievskaya could therefore no longer represent Yukos
Capital, nor could she transfer the file to another law firm. Yukos Capital
could therefore no longer be represented in the proceedings.1317 On 5
December 2018, the Amsterdam District Court established the following
about this:
“4.26.2 On 6 August 2006 and 10 November 2006, raids were carried out by the
public prosecution service of the Russian Federation and the police on the offices
and homes of the Russian lawyers of Yukos Capital, Titievskaya and Das Gupta,
or at any rate on the home of the latter's father. All the material that the lawyers
had available concerning Yukos Capital and FPH (including the powers of

1314
1315
1316
1317

Statement by Pavel Ivlev, 20 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-268, para. 34.
On this point, see also para. 1346.
Statement by Pavel Ivlev, 20 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-268, para. 37.
Statement by Rudolf Mkhitaryan, 2 August 2018, Exhibit HVY-269, paras. 49-53.
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attorney required for the proceedings) was seized, without leaving any copies or
even an official report. In addition, Titievskaya's husband was threatened with
criminal prosecution and Titievskaya was questioned about her assistance
provided to Yukos Capital. All this happened without there being any criminal
suspicion with regard to Titievskaya, as mr. Van Dijk stated on behalf of
Promneftstroy when being asked on the occasion of the oral arguments on 5
September 2018. The oral hearing of the appeal against the rejection of the first
claim for recognition of Yukos Capital's claim took place as a result of all this
without the presence of Yukos Capital and its lawyer."1318

644.

The number of attorneys of Khodorkovsky et al., Yukos and group entities put
under pressure, interrogated by the investigative services, being removed from
the bar, and whose offices were searched and documents seized, already
reveals that there is a coordinated strategy to avoid a fair trial. It is chutzpah that
the Russian Federation, in these setting-aside proceedings, dares to accuse HVY
of unlawful actions while the authorities themselves have breached each and
every conceivable standard for a fair trial.

645.

In the Arbitrations, the Russian Federation did not contest, or barely contested,
HVY’s assertions about the campaign of Stalinist government terror.1319 We do
not see Mikhailov, who is now being put forward as a witness, providing any
explanation or justification for any of the above violations. The Russian
Federation did not dare to offer him as a witness in the Arbitrations either. It is
striking that the Russian Federation did not even dare to cross-examine Schmidt
and Kovalev as witnesses.1320 Also, the Russian Federation has not summoned
even a single witness in the Arbitrations to dispute the statements by Dubov,
Misamore, Nevzlin and Schmidt. This is remarkable and it did not escape the
Arbitral Tribunal's attention:
"The Tribunal notes again that the Russian Federation called no fact witnesses
of their own to contradict or weaken the testimony of Claimants’ fact witnesses.
Respondent chose not to cross-examine Mr. Schmidt, simply noting instead that
as he was Mr. Khodorkovsky’s criminal lawyer his statement is “special pleading.”
Respondent also chose not to cross-examine Dr. Kovalev, whose evidence,
accordingly, also stands unchallenged." 1321

646.

The Arbitral Tribunal invited the Russian Federation to address the usefulness
and necessity of the facts described above.1322 Also to the explicit question of the
Arbitral Tribunal, the Russian Federation only provided a general answer. This
truly is not sufficient. The Arbitral Tribunal therefore could only rule that “[t]he
Tribunal accepts the evidence of Claimant's witnesses who testified with respect
to the campaign of harassment and intimidation conducted by Respondent

1318

Amsterdam District Court 8 December 2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8653, para. 4.26.2.
HVY Post-Hearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 156-165 ("The destruction of Yukos was
achieved through a campaign of terror conducted by the Russian authorities. The underlying
facts of this campaign of terror stand uncontested by the Respondent, and so the Respondent
now merely alleges the irrelevance of these facts to the dispute and the lack of the Tribunal’s
jurisdiction over these facts").
Final Award (HEL), para. 801.
Final Award (HEL), para. 801.
Final Award (HEL), para. 802.

1319

1320
1321
1322
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against Yukos”.1323 The unprecedented harsh treatment of managers of Yukos,
its middle management, company lawyers and external lawyers and advisors is
also proof, also according to the Arbitral Tribunal, of HVY’s central claim that the
Russian authorities were seeking to destroy Yukos.1324
As a result of persistent, severe pressure, PwC has withdrawn its
unqualified audit opinions for a technical reason
647.

PwC’s decision in 2007 to withdraw its unqualified audit opinions for Yukos’
financial statements for the period 1995-2004 must be seen in the perspective of
the intimidation campaign described above. PwC too was put under severe
pressure by the Russian State to provide its cooperation to the prosecution and
expropriation of Yukos. PwC’s cooperation was of particular importance to the
Russian State because PwC is a reputable international accounting firm. Not a
single independent court would have considered it plausible that PwC would have
failed to spot a multibillion-dollar fraud. Therefore, in order to give the additional
tax assessments an appearance of credibility, it was necessary for the Russian
Federation to be able to assert that Yukos misled PwC. Moreover, in 2007 the
Russian authorities were diligently fabricating a second criminal case
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. As HVY will explain in paras. 1010 and 1346 below,
that case was based on the accusation that Khodorkovsky and Lebedev had
embezzled Yukos' entire oil production in the period 1997-2003. To this end, the
Russian authorities had to 'prove' that it was not Yukos, but Khodorkovsky and
Lebedev who controlled the trading companies, and thus that PwC had been
misled. Below, HVY will explain that PwC initially continued to stand firmly behind
its unqualified audit opinions but ultimately, under persistent pressure from the
Russian State, gave in, and has found an ingenious escape route by withdrawing
the unqualified audit opinions for a technical reason.

648.

The Russian Federation states in its Defence on Appeal that Yukos deceived
PwC.1325 It follows from this section that this is not true. But first, HVY would like
to draw the court's attention to what the Russian Federation did not do. Neither
in the Arbitrations nor in these setting-aside proceeding has the Russian
Federation offered a witness who is willing to testify that PwC has been misled
by Yukos. One can imagine why. Douglas Miller, who was responsible for Yukos
at PwC Moscow and was closely involved in the audit of Yukos from 1996 to early
2004, was interrogated extensively by Mikhailov on several occasions. Clearly,
this did not produce the result that Mikhailov was looking for. In the second
criminal proceedings, the Russian authorities then summoned other PwC
employees as witnesses.1326 But he Russian Federation does apparently not dare

1323
1324
1325
1326

Final Award (HEL), para. 804.
Final Award (HEL), paras. 811 and 820.
Defence on Appeal, para. 587.
Final Award (HEL), para. 1215.
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to have an independent court or tribunal examine PwC employees. It is in any
event telling that the Russian Federation has not ensured PwC’s appearance in
the Arbitrations. The President of the Arbitral Tribunal established with good
reason during the hearing that “there are a number of Russian PwC retired or
continuing employees who could have come and answered questions from the
Claimants and from the Tribunal. And that is an empty chair that, to us, says a
lot."1327 HVY therefore ask the Court of Appeal to ignore all of the Russian
Federation’s claims regarding Yukos’ alleged deception of PwC. The same
applies to the statement given by Mikhailov, who, as will become apparent in this
section, was one of the main instruments of the Russian Federation’s campaign
against PwC.
649.

The truth is that PwC was the architect of Yukos’ tax-optimisation structure. PwC
advised Yukos about the use of trade companies established in low-tax regions
and ensured that the results of those companies could be included in the
consolidation in Yukos’ financial statements (see Section 14.7). The re-audit for
the 2000 financial year, conducted by the Russian tax authorities in December
2003, came as a complete surprise to PwC. PwC studied the report of the tax
authorities and came to the conclusion that the tax authorities had not come up
with any new facts whatsoever. PwC therefore arrived at the conclusion that there
had been no deception or fraud on the part of Yukos, but rather an incorrect
decision of the tax authorities. Therefore PwC did not feel obliged to withdraw its
unqualified audit opinions with regard to the financial reports prepared under
Russian law and the consolidated financial reports prepared in accordance with
US GAAP. However, it did prove to be impossible for PwC to continue its work
for Yukos. The tax authorities had seized an important part of the Yukos
accounting records, and key persons including Khodorkovsky were no longer
available. PwC therefore decided to stop working for Yukos.

650.

The Russian authorities slowly increased the pressure on PwC. 1328 The first
employees of PwC were summoned by the Russian authorities as early as in
2004.1329 In March 2006, a claim was subsequently filed by the Russian tax
authorities, who accused PwC of having evaded taxes by wrongly deducting USD
15 million in expat salaries. In December 2006, the suspicion was added that
PwC had allegedly deliberately helped Yukos evade taxes. In addition, the
Russian public prosecution service was conducting a criminal investigation into
the role of PwC staff in the tax fraud allegedly committed by Yukos. 1330 In the
course of 2007, some twenty heavily armed police officers with great display of
power carried out a raid at PwC, seizing a huge number of documents. Mike

1327
1328

1329
1330

Merits Hearing Transcript, Day 21, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 8.
HVY described the raid on PwC at length in the Arbitrations. See HVY's Memorial on the Merits,
Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 143-151; HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 439-507;
HVY's Post-Hearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 135-155.
Statement by Rieger of 9 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 18.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, par. 145.
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Kubena, PwC Moscow’s CEO, reported to the US embassy that the raid was a
“disgrace” and that the police and criminal investigators had treated staff
“shockingly”.1331 The ambassador wrote in a cable of 12 March 2007 that the
police and criminal investigators “took with them a significant amount of
documentation, none of which Kubena judged to be relevant to the tax case
against the firm.”1332 The pressure on PwC was further intensified by the threat
that PwC might lose its licence, which it needed in order to operate as auditor in
Russia. That this threat was not taken lightly is apparent from the fact that the
US ambassador brought this up with the Russian Minister of Finance, Alexei
Kudrin.1333 The risk of losing the licence continued to hang over PwC like a sword
of Damocles because the Russian Federal Tax Authorities almost simultaneously
announced an extensive investigation into all of PwC’s accountancy activities in
Russia. At that same time various Russian (State-owned) companies ended their
cooperation with PwC.1334
651.

The pressure on PwC was piled on more and more in the course of 2007, to such
an extent that PwC even feared it would have to stop all its activities in Russia.
It is therefore not surprising that the US ambassador concluded in his report to
Washington in late March 2007 that the future of PwC in Russia was under
serious threat. It turned out that PwC’s licence was only renewed in May 2007
after the US ambassador to Moscow had made a case for this with the Russian
Minister of Economic Affairs, German Gref.1335

652.

The renewal of the licence did not yet signal the end to all of PwC’s problems.
The investigation into PwC’s accountancy activities in Russia had not yet been
completed and thus PwC’s future in Moscow was still uncertain. Moreover, the
criminal investigation into PwC for its involvement in Yukos was still running. In
confidential talks at the US embassy which were leaked later via Wikileaks,
Kubena stated that the pressure put on PwC was politically motivated. According
to Kubena, the Russian State tried to use PwC to justify ex post facto its attack
on Yukos.1336 The purpose was apparently to have PwC withdraw its unqualified

1331

U.S. State Department Cable No. 07MOSCOW1028, “GOR Agencies visit PwC Moscow Office
March 9”, March 12, 2007, para. 2, Wikileaks Website (downloaded on 5 September 2011),
Annex (Merits) C 1353, Exhibit HVY-1.
U.S. State Department Cable No. 07MOSCOW1028, “GOR Agencies visit PwC Moscow Office
March 9”, March 12, 2007, para. 2, Wikileaks Website (downloaded on 5 September 2011),
Annex (Merits) C 1353, Exhibit HVY-1.
HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 490; U.S. State Department Cable No.
07MOSCOW1354, “Ambassador’s 3/27 meeting with Finance Minister Kudrin”, March 28, 2007,
para. 3, Wikileaks Website (downloaded on 13 September 2011), Annex (Merits) C 1355, U.S.
State Department Cable No. 07MOSCOW1028, “GOR Agencies visit PwC Moscow Office
March 9”, March 12, 2007, para. 2, Wikileaks Website (downloaded on 5 September 2011),
Annex (Merits) C 1353, Exhibit HVY-1.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 148.
HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 491.
U.S. State Department Cable No. 07MOSCOW5083, “Update on PWC’s Yukos, Russian tax
cases”, October 19, 2007, Annex (Merits) C 1359, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 3.
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audit opinions and to have it state that it had been misled by Yukos for many
years. The pressure put on PwC ultimately led to a climax in June 2007.
653.

According to the Russian Federation, PwC was compelled to establish in the
course of 2007 that it had been misled by Yukos’ senior management and that
PwC thereupon decided to withdraw its unqualified audit opinions.1337 The
Russian Federation refers in this context to PwC’s letter of 15 June 2007, and
even asserts in its Defence on Appeal that PwC allegedly claimed to have been
deceived by Khodorkovsky et al.1338 The Russian Federation is seriously bending
the truth here. Not only does it ignore the pressure exerted on PwC, but it also
gives an improper interpretation of the letter of 15 June 2007.

654.

That PwC’s decision to withdraw its unqualified audit opinions cannot be
appreciated separately from the severe and unlawfulpressure exerted on PwC
by the Russian authorities, is evident.1339 This is also apparent from the fact that,
on the evening before the withdrawal of the unqualified audit opinions, Elisabeth
Filapova, one of the then partners of PwC Moscow, made it informally known to
Yukos that PwC was withdrawing the unqualified audit opinions because of the
threat that PwC would have to leave Russia otherwise. On the evening before
the withdrawal, Filapova spoke with Viktor Gerashchenko, chairman of the Board
of Directors of Yukos from June 2004 to August 2006 and former president of the
Central Bank of the Russian Federation. Gerashchenko stated as follows with
regard to this conversation:
"The night before PwC released its statement disowning its audit reports,
Filapova called asking to meet with me. As I was at my dacha, I invited her to
come meet me there. She did so and told me, that she wanted to apologise.
Filapova said: "We are very sorry, but PwC is forced to take this step because
we want to stay in Russia" and "I do not want you to be surprised by what will
happen. I have been asked by PwC management to inform you of this decision
before it is announced in the media"."1340 (Emphasis added.)

655.

That the ultimate withdrawal was the consequence of a quid pro quo arrangement
with the Russian public prosecution service, also follows from the fact that PwC’s
problems disappeared like snow in summer once the withdrawal statement had
been issued.1341 Within a week, the Russian public prosecution service issued a
decision closing the prosecution of PwC and its employees and several weeks
later the Supreme Arbitration Court also dismissed the charges in one of the court
cases against PwC itself.

1337

Russian Federation's Counter Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 710.
Defence on Appeal, para. 587.
Statement by Kosciusko-Morizet of 15 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 25 (“PwC
undoubtedly opted in the end for the most pragmatic approach so as to maintain its office in
Russia and protect its employees from being sued. It is indeed telling that the legal actions
against PwC ceased after its radical change of position.").
Statement by Victor Gerashchenko, 8 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-284), para. 32.
HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 500. This did not escape the Arbitral Tribunal’s
notice either. See Final Award (HEL), para. 1252.
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656.

As mentioned, the Russian authorities’ increased pressure came to a climax in
June 2007. PwC’s future in Russia was seriously threatened. In addition, Douglas
Miller, who was responsible for Yukos at PwC Moscow, was personally subjected
to a criminal investigation. PwC and Miller were looking for a way to get away
from the increased pressure from the Russian authorities without having to take
the utterly implausible position that Yukos had apparently been able to evade
taxes running in the billions without their being aware of this. PwC and Miller
eventually found an ingenious “way out”, cleverly using the possibility offered by
US GAAS to auditors to withdraw unqualified audit opinions when new
information emerges that was not yet known at the time of the relevant audits.1342
In such a situation, the auditor is required to conduct an additional investigation
into the authenticity, reliability, relevance and materiality of this information. In
doing so, the auditor must also discuss the new information with his client. When
the investigation does not produce satisfactory results or when an auditor is
unable to conduct an adequate investigation (because, for example, he can no
longer question the client, as in this case), he must issue an opinion that his
reports may no longer be relied on.

657.

In May 2007, Miller was subjected to intensive interrogation by, among others,
Mr Mikhailov, senior prosecutor with the Russian public prosecution service. The
Russian Federation entered a witness statement by this Mikhailov into evidence
as Exhibit RF G-4 to its Defence on Appeal. It is telling that Mikhailov does not
state anything about how he had put witnesses like Miller under pressure.
Mikhailov concludes each interrogation with the question whether the unqualified
audit opinions could still be relied on. Each time, Miller answered that PwC did
not intend to withdraw its unqualified audit opinions. Mikhailov increased the
pressure by making it clear that Miller’s attitude could have consequences for
him and PwC. Miller felt this pressure, but knew that there was no basis for
withdrawing the unqualified audit opinions. As he stated:1343
"He would ask if I believed we needed to withdraw our opinions. I said, no."1344

1342

1343

1344

US GAAS (Generally Accepted Auditing Standards) prescribes (SAS 1, as amended by SAS
98):".04 When the auditor becomes aware of information which relates to financial statements
previously reported on by him, but which was not known to him at the date of his report, and
which is of such a nature and from such a source that he would have investigated it had it come
to his attention during the course of his examination, he should, as soon as practicable,
undertake to determine whether the information is reliable and whether the facts existed at the
date of his report. In this connection, the auditor should discuss the matter with his client at
whatever management levels he deems appropriate, including the board of directors, and
request cooperation in whatever investigation may be necessary."
HVY hereby submit the quotes, invoked by them, taken from the transcript of Douglas Miller’s
deposition (meaning: testimony given under oath) in the United States of 5 November 2013
(Excerpts from Transcript of the deposition of Douglas Miller, 5 November 2013, Exhibit HVY285). This deposition was taken for the benefit of various Dutch Yukos proceedings. On that
occasion, Mr Miller was represented by an attorney referred to in the excerpts as Mr Curtis. The
questions asked by mr. E.R. Meerdink (acting on behalf of the Yukos parties concerned) are
marked in this exhibit with “Q” and Mr Miller’s answers to those questions with “A”.
Excerpts from Transcript of the deposition of Douglas Miller, 5 November 2013, Exhibit HVY285, p. 83.
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"Q. Did -- in addition to asking that question with regard to the audit opinions,
did the GPO or anyone at the GPO, Mr. Mykhailov in particular, suggest what
possible consequences it could have if there was no withdrawal of the audit
opinion?
A. There were times when he inferred or maybe stated directly that it could have
consequences for the firm.
Q. That it would have consequences for the firm.
A. Yes.
Q. Did you –
A. And for me
Q. And for you
Did you perceive that as a threat of sanctions?
A. It -- it -- yeah. I -- I mean -- did I feel pressure? Yes. Absolutely."1345
"Q. Why did you not just promise him to do what he wanted, withdraw the audit
reports in those first set of 4 May interrogations?
A. I didn't believe we had a basis to. I didn't think there was a reason to pull the
opinions."1346

658.

On 4 June 2007 the examination of Miller continued. His interviewers showed
him various documents which allegedly originated from the accounting records
seized from Yukos. His interviewers wanted for PwC to withdraw the unqualified
audit opinions based on these documents. By stating with regard to some of the
documents that these were new to him and PwC, Miller created room for PwC to
withdraw the unqualified audit opinions. After all, Miller and PwC knew that it was
impossible to investigate the new information in more detail and to discuss it with
Yukos’ management. As a result, without having to make any statements about
the reliability, relevance and materiality of the new information, PwC could
withdraw its unqualified audit opinions, thus evading the pressure from the
Russian authorities rather than yielding to it.

659.

The letter sent by PwC on 15 June 2007 was entirely drafted in compliance with
the line discussed above. In its letter, PwC first of all stated that it had obtained
new information that raised questions and that the information might have been
relevant for its reports had it been available at the time of the audits.
"The information that has come to our attention indicates that facts and
circumstances existed at the dates our Reports were issued that may have

1345
1346

Excerpts from Transcript of the deposition of Douglas Miller, 5 November 2013, Exhibit HVY285, pp. 84 and 85.
Excerpts from Transcript of the deposition of Douglas Miller, 5 November 2013, Exhibit HVY285, p. 85.
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affected those Reports had those facts and circumstances been known to us at
the time" 1347 (Emphasis added.)

660.

PwC subsequently indicated that no satisfactory investigation could be carried
out into the reliability, relevance and materiality of the new information:
"The Company is currently in bankruptcy proceedings and the former executives
of the Company responsible for the Management Representations upon which
we relied are no longer employed by the Company. The Company's books and
records, financial statements and other audit evidence related to the Company's
audit are no longer available to us. Therefore, we are not currently in a position
to conduct any satisfactory investigation and audit procedures to determine the
effect of the new information on the Company's financial statements."1348
(Emphasis added.)

661.

Thus, contrary to what the Russian Federation asserts, the decision to withdraw
the unqualified audit opinions is not based on the conclusion that PwC was
misled by Yukos, but on the conclusion that it was not possible to examine the
authenticity, reliability and relevance of the newly obtained information.1349

662.

This also means that is has by no means been established that there existed any
inconsistency between the new information and the information and/or
management representations already known at PwC, let alone that any
inconsistent information would have had material effects for the reliability of the
financial reports prepared by Yukos.

663.

In its letter, PwC subtly but unmistakably emphasised that the decision to
withdraw had nothing to do with the tax fraud allegedly committed by Yukos, for
PwC chose to explicitly refer to the topics to which the new information pertained.
None of these topics concerned the alleged tax fraud. Thus PwC left no room for
doubt that even in June 2007 it still had not received any information based on
which even a suspicion of fraud could be based.

664.

Based on the documents presented on 4 June 2007, PwC decided to withdraw
the unqualified audit opinions, after it was established that no satisfactory
investigation into the new information could be instituted. In the period between
4 June 2007 and 15 June 2007, the authorities asked PwC several times about
the withdrawal of the unqualified audit opinions. The authorities set PwC an
ultimatum and even sent PwC partner Alexey Kondrashov a list of grounds that
PwC could include in its letter. During a meeting attended by Miller, Kondrashov
and Mikhailov, at which feelings ran high, Mikhailov announced in an intimidating
way that he had been working on a report which would conclude that “PWC was

1347

Letters from ZAO PwC Audit to Mr. Rebgun dated June 15, 2007, Annex (Merits) C 611, Exhibit
HVY-1.
Letters from ZAO PwC Audit to Mr. Rebgun dated June 15, 2007, Annex (Merits) C 611, Exhibit
HVY-1.
That an auditor in such a situation has no choice but to withdraw the unqualified audit opinions,
has been acknowledged in so many words by the Russian Federation’s expert in the
Arbitrations. See Final Award (HEL), para. 1250.
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deceived”, but that he could just as easily change this conclusion into “PWC was
complicit”. Miller stated:
"Q. Mr. Miller, just before the break we were discussing your contacts with the
GPO, but before I continue with that I'd like just one clarifying question, to pose
that to you. That is about the -- as to the Postanovleniye, the resolution of
denial to initiate prosecution, which is Exhibit 9. At the end of this document it is
stated that there is denial to prosecute PriceWaterhouseCoopers; is that right?
A. Yes.
Q. And it -- during that meeting that you discussed that you had at the offices of
the GPO with, amongst others, Mr. Mykhailov, Mr. Mykhailov suggested that
this particular outcome could be different; is that right? You said previously in
the record, if I recall correctly, maybe I'm wrong, that the outcome for PWC
could be different when he was pressing you for the timing.
A. So I was paraphrasing. What I think -- it was in Russian, but I think he
basically said in response to something that Alexey Kondrashov said, he got
frustrated and said, "I spent the last two or three days" - whatever it was - "you
know, few, past couple of nights working on this Postanovleniye that said that
PWC was deceived by Yukos. In four hours I can - four or eight hours I can turn
it around to say that - that PWC was complicit."1350

665.

Mikhailov did not have to rewrite his report. After PwC had withdrawn its
unqualified audit opinions on 15 June 2007, the public prosecution service made
it known several days later that it had decided not to pursue the criminal
prosecution of PwC and its employees.1351

666.

It is very telling that PwC in its letter of 15 June 2007 to the withdrawal of its
unqualified audit opinions does not in any way whatsoever refer to tax fraud,
money-laundering, embezlement or irregularities during the privatisation,
payments to Yukos’ former management or any other complaint against Yukos
and/or Khodorkovsky et al. If the re-audits of December 2003 and 2004 had
actually produced any proof of tax evasion, PwC would already have withdrawn
its unqualified audit opinions in 2004. The Arbitral Tribunal’s has also recognised
this.1352 It follows from the fact that PwC withdrew the unqualified opinions only
in June 2007, following severe and unlawful pressure from the Russian
authorities, and from the specific wording of the letter of 15 June 2007, that PwC
to this day is simply not convinced that Yukos has committed tax fraud. Miller
explicitly stated under oath that the withdrawal of the unqualified audit opinions
indeed had nothing to do with the tax fraud, money-laundering practices or
embezzlement allegedly committed by Yukos:
"Q. Is it correct that within your withdrawal letter you did not base the withdrawal
on embezzlement, tax fraud, or money laundering? Correct?

1350
1351
1352

Excerpts from Transcript of the deposition of Douglas Miller, 5 November 2013, Exhibit HVY285, pp. 106-107.
HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 500.
Final Award (HEL), para. 1237.
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A.
The withdrawal letter speaks for itself. There were four points in the
withdrawal letter.
Q. I understand that.
And do they include embezzlement?
A. They do not.
Q. And what about tax fraud?
A. Does not.
Q. And money laundering?
A. It does not.
Q. When PWC found out about the tax reassessments -- we already talked
about that briefly -- is it fair to say that at no time prior to 2006 the tax
reassessments for any of the Court cases were considered by PWC as a reason
for withdrawing its audits?
A.
I don't recall any conversations about withdrawing the opinion prior to
2007."1353

667.

In the Final Awards, the Arbitral Tribunal in no uncertain terms rejected the
Russian Federation’s assertion that PwC had withdrawn its unqualified audit
opinions because it had been misled by Yukos.1354 After a discussion of the
overwhelming evidence, the Arbitral Tribunal ultimately arrives at the conclusion
that “PwC was clearly pressed by the Russian authorities to find grounds for
withdrawing its audits of Yukos”.1355 The Arbitral Tribunal subsequently rightly
drew the conclusion that the way in which PwC was put under pressure by the

1353

Excerpts from Transcript of the deposition of Douglas Miller, 5 November 2013, Exhibit HVY285, p. 103.
Final Award (HEL), paras. 1245 and 1246.
Final Award (HEL), paras. 1245-1253. See also Final Award (HEL), para. 1223 ("Although Mr.
Miller was not offered as a witness, the Tribunal does not accept his denial in another forum of
any link between PwC’s decision to withdraw the audits and the pressure against PwC mounted
by the Russian authorities. Mr. Miller was then subjected to six sessions of interrogation. When
he was recalled from London his superiors instructed him to cooperate with the Russian
authorities. The March 2009 e-mail exchange with the prosecutor’s office, suggests that he was
prepared to cooperate when he testified in Mr. Khodorkovsky’s second trial. Moreover, the
candid views expressed by PwC officials in the U.S. Embassy’s cables published by Wikileaks
confirm that PwC was under pressure. The cables demonstrate that PwC was concerned not to
aggravate its difficulties with the Government (“better not raise the public profile of the case in
ways that could come back to hurt the prospects for a reasonable solution”); that PwC was
anxious not to lose its license or its business in Russia; that it considered the Yukos cases to
be politically motivated and saw some connections between the withdrawal of the audit opinions
and PwC’s treatment by the Russia Government; and that it felt that criminal charges in the
expatriate tax case were being used as a “pressure tactic.” The Embassy considered PwC to
be under duress and concluded that “the political and legal concerns that are driving the
heightened scrutiny of PWC’s accounting practices appear to have taken on a life of their own.").
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Russian State was also proof for the series of politically motivated attacks to
which Yukos would ultimately succumb.1356
Until today, the Russian Federation continues its campaign of state terror
and makes it abundantly clear that no dissent is tolerated
668.

As described above, the Russian Federation entered a witness statement by
Mikhailov into evidence as Exhibit RF G-4. Mikhailov’s statement shows that the
criminal investigation into Yukos is still ongoing. This means that the Russian
Federation has still not stopped its terror campaign. With regard to Khodorkovsky
and Lebedev, Mikhailov states in his witness statement that they were convicted
in the Russian Federation for “tax evasion through transfer pricing, and other
criminal conduct”.1357 It is true that after Khodorkovsky and Lebedev had already
been sentenced to eight years’ imprisonment in a show trial, in February 2007
new, obscure charges were pressed against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. These
charges allegedly showed that Khodorkovsky and Lebedev were suspected of
embezzling hundreds of millions of tonnes of oil of Yukos between 1998 and 2003
and of laundering the proceeds thereof.

669.

The absurdity of this accusation is already apparent from the fact that the amount
of oil that Khodorkovsky and Lebedev have allegedly embezzled according to the
Russian public prosecution service was about the same as the total oil production
of Yukos in the years in question.1358 Moreover, it appeared that the new charges
were partly based on the same facts as those on which Khodorkovsky and
Lebedev had been convicted the first time, which - of course - is contrary to the
universal ne bis in idem principle. Expert statements showing that Khodorkovsky
and Lebedev could in fact impossibly have misappropriated the amount of oil
claimed by the Russian public prosecution service (moreover the same oil on
which the additional tax assessments were based) were, without any reasons,
considered by the court as incriminating evidence and used as a basis for the
convictions of Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. Furthermore, many crucial defence
witnesses brought forward by the defence were not summoned by the public
prosecution service.1359

670.

It is therefore unsurprising that the whole free world watched this show trial with
disbelief. HVY refer merely by way of an example (one out of many) to the report

1356

Final Award (HEL), para. 1253. See also Statement of Defence, paras. I.114, II.423 and II.643.
In paras. 66-70 of Annex 4 to the Statement of Defence, HVY have described the opinion of the
Arbitral Tribunal regarding the withdrawal of the unqualified audit opinions.
Statement by Mikhailov, Exhibit RF-G4, para. 2.
HVY would like to remind the court: the additional assessments (both VAT and corporate income
tax) with which Yukos was forced into bankruptcy were levied at Yukos on the proceeds of the
sale of the same oil. Insanely enough, according to the second show trial, that oil had never
belonged to Yukos, because it had been stolen by Khodorkovsky and Lebedev.
Statement by Schmidt of 6 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 23 and 33.
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by the correspondent of the daily newspaper NRC Handelsblad of 29 December
2010, which among other things states the following:
“Curious turn in Moscow
On the second day of reading the judgment in the Khodorkovsky case the
absurdity appeared to win from reason when judge Viktor Danilkin named two
exculpatory witness statements to confirm the guilt of oil tycoon Mikhail
Khodorkovsky and his business partner Lebedev. It concerns the witness
statements by German Gref, the former Minister of Economic Development and
currently director of Sberbank, and Viktor Khristenko, the present Minister of
Trade and Industry, between 1999 and 2008 as vice prime minister charged with
the supervision of the oil fields. […] Both defence witnesses had in June called
the accusations of the public prosecution service implausible. Khristenko said
that it was impossible to steal two hundred million tonnes of oil from
Khodorkovsky’s company Yukos. This would have immediately come to light
because this oil was transported via pipelines and his Ministry would have been
familiar with this. According to Gref, Yukos had not violated any law when it
purchased oil at a lower price from its subsidiaries than it would have had to pay
in Europe. Khristenko confirmed this. To the astonishment of the attorneys of
Khodorkovsky, who is considered by prime minister Putin as a political threat,
judge Danilkin yesterday called both witness statements incriminating, without
any further explanation.”1360

and according to a report in NRC Handelsblad of 27 December 2010:
"The charge lacks any cohesion and has been negated by Khodorkovsky’s
defence attorneys and several prominent (former) ministers. Also, many crucial
witnesses have not been summoned by the public prosecution service. The
second case against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev (...) even lacks any appearance
of such legal logic. Both were charged with having misappropriated oil and
committing money laundering for an amount of almost 50 billion dollars. By way
of comparison: in 2003 the market value of Yukos was approximately 30 billion
dollars. A curious accusation. How can anyone steal more from himself than he
actually owns? It’s also an accusation by which the state is making a fool of itself.
In the first case Khodorkovsky had been convicted for tax evasion on oil
apparently stolen. A more remarkable example of breaching the principle that
one cannot be punished twice for the same offence is hardly conceivable.
Therefore this is a “show trial”.”1361

671.

The second criminal proceedings illustrate even more that the prosecution of
Khodorkovsky et al. was politically motivated and that the subsequent tax
assessments on Yukos only served as an excuse for the unlawful expropriation
of Yukos. Telling is also that the Russian public prosecution service actively
approached (potential) witnesses in order to ensure that they would testify
aggressively against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. It turned out for instance that
Mikhailov, who in these Dutch setting-aside proceedings was shamelessly put
forward as a witness by the Russian Federation, contacted former PwC partner
Douglas Miller in the course of 2009 with that purpose. In 2007, Mykhailov had
put improper pressure on Miller to get PwC to withdraw its unqualified audit
opinions (as discussed above). In 2009, Mykhailov indicated that Miller might be
summoned as a witness in the second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and
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NRC Handelsblad, "Curieuze wending in Moskou", 29 December 2010, Exhibit HVY-286.
NRC Handelsblad, "Chodorkovski opnieuw schuldig", 27 December 2010, Exhibit HVY-287.
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Lebedev. In March 2009, Mikhailov appeared to have made it clear in an email
what Miller and other PwC staff were expected to do in preparation: answers had
to be coordinated and testimonies against the suspects had to be aggressive.1362
The public prosecution service was apparently very keen to keep up the
appearance that there was a factual basis for the new accusations against
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. In any event the prosecutors were not interested in
the truth.
672.

Miller subsequently had a meeting with Mikhailov in April 2009. During this
meeting, Mikhailov claimed that Khodorkovsky and Lebedev must have
withdrawn hundreds of millions of dollars from Yukos and he wanted Miller to
explain how that could have happened. Miller subsequently made it clear that it
was impossible that Khodorkovsky and Lebedev could have withdrawn such
huge amounts from Yukos without PwC’s knowing and that PwC had never
established any form of misappropriation.
"I remember him basically asking for help and maybe some speculation on -- that
large amounts had been going out of the company. And I would just tell him that
I don't -- certainly while we were auditing that, I don't think the amounts he was
talking about could have possibly gone missing.
Q. What was he talking about?
A. Hundreds of millions of dollars."1363

673.

Based on his contacts with Miller, Mikhailov apparently found that Miller’s
testimony would not help the Russian public prosecution service. By email
Mikhailov stated that it might be “favourable” if Miller did not testify.1364 The
Russian Federation’s attorneys in the Arbitrations apparently arrived at the same
conclusion: the Russian Federation in any event did not want to use its excellent
contacts with Miller to enable him being questioned as a witness in the
Arbitrations.1365

674.

In the Arbitrations, HVY already referred to the many reports and publications
showing that the rights of defence were violated on a large scale in the second
criminal proceedings.1366 In this Deed, HVY will only discuss the report issued by
the Presidential Council of the Russian Federation for Civil Society and Human
Rights (the “Presidential Council”) concerning the second criminal proceedings
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HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 496.
Excerpts from Transcript of the deposition of Douglas Miller, 5 November 2013, Exhibit HVY285, p. 123.
Email from Mikhailov to Miller, 12 May 2009, Exhibit HVY-288.
HVY's Post-Hearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 154 ("Against this background, the
Respondent’s statement to the Tribunal that “we repeatedly asked PwC to cooperate […] [w]e
wanted them here” rings hollow, especially in the face of the evidence of the extensive and
ongoing cooperation between PwC and the Russian Federation.").
See the publications cited by the Arbitral Tribunal in para. 791 of the Final Awards.
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against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev (the “Presidential Council Report”).1367 The
Presidential Council Committee comprised six leading Russian lawyers and
economists1368 and three foreign experts.1369 The nine experts examined the case
independently of each other and unanimously came to the same conclusion: the
second criminal judgment is fundamentally flawed.
675.

The Presidential Council Report is important because it crushes the Russian
Federation’s claim that Yukos was evading taxes on a massive scale by using
“sham companies” in the various low-tax regions. Mind you, this report was
written on the initiative of Medvedev, the Russian President, by a committee
established by him.

676.

In the Arbitrations, HVY submitted the Presidential Council Report as well as an
English translation of the experts’ individual conclusions. The general
conclusions of the report were damning, and the individual reports also require
little explanation, for example:
"S.M. Guriev:
"The process of structuring and functioning of Yukos Oil Company described in
the verdict is not in itself evidence of the illegality of the actions of the Company’s
managers... All major oil companies (both Russian and foreign) are vertically
integrated… There are no doubts that functioning in the vertical integration mode
has no relation whatsoever to law violations"
[…]
"the actions described in the verdict are normal business practice for a vertically
integrated company in a market economy"
O. Luchterhandt:
"The verdict is profoundly unjust. First, it is substantially inconsistent with the
fundamental principles of the rule of law (Article 1 of the Russian Constitution).
Second, it is profoundly unlawful also because it condemns the accused for
crimes they did not commit and the essential elements of which, according to the
court’s own findings, were obviously lacking. On the whole, the course of the
proceeding and the verdict are characterized by disregard for nearly all basic
principles of a fair trial [Page 22] to a disturbing degree… the analysis shows a
frightening number of violations of the basic criminal law principles solemnly
proclaimed in the Russian Constitution.""

1367

1368

1369

Report on the Results of Public and Scientific Analysis of the Materials of the Criminal Case
against M. Khodorkovsky and P. Lebedev (Judged by the Khamovnichesky Court of Moscow,
Which Rendered the Corresponding Verdict on 27 December 2010) (Unanimously approved by
the Russian Presidential Council for Civil Society and Human Rights on 21 December 2011),
Annex (Merits) C 1290, Exhibit HVY-1.
The six Russian experts are: Sergei Guriev (New Economic School), Anatoly Naumov
(Academy of the Prosecutor General’s Office of the Russian Federation), Oksana Oleinik (Ural
State Law Academy), Mikhail Subbotin (Institute of World Economy and International Relations
of the Russian Academy of Sciences) and Astamur Tedeyev (National Research University
Higher School of Economics).
The three foreign experts are: Ferdinand Feldbrugge (Leiden University), Jeffrey Kahn (SMU
Dedman School of Law) and Otto Luchterhandt (Freie Universität Hamburg).
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[…]
"The second verdict against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev is in many respects
more contradictory, arbitrary and malicious than the first one. It is yet another
striking document of legal nihilism in the Russian justice system, since it almost
does not even hide the arbitrary approach to the law and its malicious distortion."
O.M. Oleinik:
"The verdict adopted contains numerous legal errors and inaccuracies. It violates
a series of civil law rules. It completely ignores prior decisions both of the courts
of general jurisdiction and arbitrazh courts, and violates the requirements of the
RF Constitutional Court."" 1370

677.

The Russian authorities gave a predictable response. Immediately following
Putin’s return to the Kremlin1371 the Russian authorities did not announce that the
recommendations of their own advisory body would be taken to heart. On the
contrary: an investigation would be conducted into the independence and
impartiality of the members of the Presidential Council.

678.

For example, the offices and country house of one of the experts, Mikhail
Subbotin, Senior Researcher at the Institute of World Economy and International
Relations of the Russian Academy of Sciences, were searched in September
2012. His computers with his email correspondence were seized as a result of
which he was no longer able to do any research work.1372 In that same period the
research centre of Sergei Guriev, another expert and dean of the Russian New
Economic School, was raided and all computers present were seized here too.
Subsequently the Russian authorities pointed their attention to Guriev personally.
In an interview with the New York Times, Guriev stated as follows on this:
"As for me, interrogations started in February 2013. After that, I heard that in
February, a colleague of Mr. Putin had talked to him about my situation, and the
president had reassured the colleague that I had nothing to worry about. This did
not stop the investigation — I was interrogated twice and received demands for
all sorts of documents and personal information. Moreover, the investigators
introduced "operative measures" — the police euphemism for surveillance.
Whenever I or my wife (who has nothing to do with the case) crossed the Russian
border, we were subjected to special attention."1373

679.

To put him under further pressure, Guriev was called as a “witness” in case
18/41-03, the “Mother File”: the general file created for the purpose of
prosecuting Yukos and all persons affiliated with it (more about which in Section

1370

Report on the Results of Public and Scientific Analysis of the Materials of the Criminal Case
against M. Khodorkovsky and P. Lebedev (Judged by the Khamovnichesky Court of Moscow,
Which Rendered the Corresponding Verdict on 27 December 2010) (Unanimously approved by
the Russian Presidential Council for Civil Society and Human Rights on 21 December 2011),
Annex (Merits) C 1290, Exhibit HVY-1.
In 2008, Vladimir Putin could not be re-elected as president due to a constitutional restriction
to successive terms in office. That’s why Dmitri Medvedev was elected president in 2008, and
of course, in 2012 again decently made room for Putin.
Radio Free Europe, "Critics of Khodorkovsky Verdict In Kremlin Crosshairs”, 23 August 2013,
Exhibit HVY-289.
The New York Times, "Why I Am Not Returning to Russia", 5 June 2013, Exhibit HVY-290.
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12.2). On 25 April 2013, a number of investigating officers visited Guriev’s office.
They presented a court order to seize all his email correspondence over the past
five years. In addition, the investigating officials stated that, if necessary, Guriev’s
home would be searched as well. In May 2013 Guriev saw no other possibility
than to retire from his deanship of the Russian New Economic School and flee to
France. Guriev stated as follows on this:
"The Khodorkovsky trials showed there is one simple but effective remedy:
witnesses who left Russia are alive and well. Those who stayed and refused to
cooperate with the prosecutors ended up in prison. One of them, Vasily
Aleksanyan, did not live to see his 40th birthday."1374

680.

Besides Guriev and Subbotin, at least two other experts were harassed by the
Russian State. For example the committee members Astamur Tedeyev and
Oksana Oleinik, chairperson of the Business Law department of the National
Research University Higher School of Economics, were asked to come to the
police station in the summer of 2013, where they were interrogated.1375 The
Russian authorities also pursued the German expert, Otto Luchterhandt. The
Russian authorities asked Germany for legal assistance to examine Luchterhandt
as a witness. The questionnaire was nothing more than an indictment in disguise,
in which Luchterhandt was accused of being part of a campaign directed against
the Russian State. The request for legal assistance was rejected by the German
authorities on 24 September 2013.1376 Luchterhandt got the message and for fear
of being arrested no longer dares to travel to Russia.1377 The message from the
Russian Federation is clear: those who speak up against the Russian Federation
can count on repercussions for expressing their independent opinions.

681.

The retaliation against the experts of the Presidential Council make it all the more
clear: Russia does not tolerate any criticism of the prosecution of Khodorkovsky
et al. and the destruction of Yukos. This way the Putin regime tries to create its
own alternative truth. This makes it extremely difficult for HVY to find experts and
witnesses in Russia willing to make an objective statement. The intimidation
campaign thus also limits HVY in furnishing evidence to this day.

682.

Meanwhile, there can be no misunderstanding whatsoever that this campaign,
and the threat of action against former Yukos managers and individuals assisting
Yukos or the parties affiliated with it, is continuing to this day – using all means
of power of the State illegitimately.

683.

That applies in the first place to Khodorkovsky. Although he was released just
before the Winter Olympics in Sochi, Khodorkovsky is still the victim of political
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The New York Times, "Why I Am Not Returning to Russia", 5 June 2013, Exhibit HVY-290.
Radio Free Europe, "Critics of Khodorkovsky Verdict In Kremlin Crosshairs”, 23 August 2013,
Exhibit HVY-289.
Verbalnote of the Auswärtiges Amt, 24 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-246.
Der Spiegel, "Krass rechtswidrig”, 21 October 2013, Exhibit HVY-291.
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persecution. Khodorkovsky applied for, and was granted, political asylum in the
United Kingdom in 2015.1378
684.

The release was the result of a political deal with Putin personally. It was agreed
with Putin that Khodorkovsky was to be released if he made it clear in a
handwritten letter to Putin, inter alia, that he would leave Russia and had no
ambitions to become politically active.1379 Khodorkovsky agreed to write this letter
because, unlike in previous negotiations, Putin did not require Khodorkovsky to
make a confession.1380 Putin actually granted Khodorkovsky a pardon on 20
December 2013, and Khodorkovsky was released the same day.1381 The fact that
none of the normal procedures were followed when this pardon was granted
illustrates once again that in the Yukos-related cases any important decisions
can only be taken by Putin.

685.

Khodorkovsky was initially reluctant to criticise Putin. The crisis in Ukraine, and
in particular the decision to open fire on peaceful demonstrators with live
ammunition, was a turning point for Khodorkovsky.1382 Such a decision can only
have been taken with Putin's consent. Khodorkovsky then travelled to Kiev to
demand international attention for Russia's involvement in suppressing the
peaceful protests in Ukraine. On 11 March 2014, during a speech at the Kiev
Polytechnic Institute, Khodorkovsky also condemned the Russian occupation of
Crimea.1383 This was clearly not to the Kremlin’s liking. In the Russian State
Duma, there were calls to initiate a criminal investigation into Khodorkovsky’s
speeches in the Ukraine on account of extremism. This was the first sign that the
Kremlin would not let Khodorkovsky's criticism go unnoticed.

686.

An international conference took place in Kiev on 24 and 25 April 2014.
Khodorkovsky co-organised the conference. The aim of that conference was to
improve the dialogue between Russia and Ukraine, and to counter Russian
propaganda about the Ukraine crisis. At that conference, Khodorkovsky
announced that Open Russia, the NGO that had been dismantled during the
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BBC, "Russian ex-tycoon Khodorkovsky may seek UK asylum", 23 December 2015, Exhibit
HVY-292.
See Khodorkovsky.com, Transcript of the Khodorkovsky press conference of 22 December
2013, Exhibit HVY-293. See the answer to the RAI question: "I have no intention of getting
involved in political activity (which I said in a letter to president Putin and have confirmed
numerous times already). I intend to engage in civic activity. To put it another way, the struggle
for power is not for me. Well, and beyond that, it’s not for me to decide, after all."
Reuters, "Inside Germany's campaign to free Khodorkovsky", 26 December 2013, Exhibit HVY294."Khodorkovsky had refused to sign a pardon letter with an admission of guilt, so a
compromise was needed whereby he could ask for a pardon without admitting guilt. Genscher
helped establish the official reason for the release: as a humanitarian gesture because of
Khodorkovsky’s mother’s ill health."
The Moscow Times, "Putin's Pardon Motivated by Domestic Concerns, Khodorkovsky Says",
28 January 2014, Exhibit HVY-295.
The Guardian, "Exiled oligarch Mikhail Khodorkovsky: I have no obligations to Putin", 19
February 2016, Exhibit HVY-296.
Khodorkovsky.com, Transcript of Khodorkovsky’s speech at the Kiev Polytechnic Institute, 11
March 2014, Exhibit HVY-297.
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attack on Yukos by the Putin regime, would be relaunched.1384 The aim of the
new Open Russia is "to support the people and social movements that are trying
return Russia to its original, European trajectory. "1385 This brought Khodorkovsky
back to a collision course with the Putin regime. It is clear that the regime does
not want Open Russia around. For example, Vladimir Kara-Murza, the Vice
President of Open Russia, was poisoned with a complex substance in Moscow
on 26 May 2015. Kara-Murza survived this incident, but was poisoned again on
2 February 2017.1386 The Russian authorities did not wish to investigate the two
incidents. Typically, the Russian authorities found it opportune to repeatedly
arrest the leader of Open Russia in St Petersburg, Andrei Pivovarov, on
ridiculous charges.1387 Nevertheless, Khodorkovsky has continued to build up
Open Russia. Khodorkovsky announced, for example, that, after the Irish court
had lifted the attachment of a EUR 100 million fund in 2016, a large part of this
money would be used "to finance his Open Russia organization”.1388
687.

These developments have led to the new threats against Khodorkovsky
becoming increasingly powerful. For example, after Khodorkovsky had
announced that Open Russia would reopen its doors, Igor Sechin, Rosneft's
CEO, gave an interview to Der Spiegel in September 2014.1389 In this interview,
Sechin accused Khodorkovsky of involvement in the murder of Vladimir
Petukhov, the then mayor of Nefteyugansk. That was a terrifying threat, because
the murder of Petukhov has already been used by the Kremlin as an excuse to
convict Yukos-related persons.1390 A few months later Ramzan Kadyrov, the
Chechen ruler loyal to Putin, declared that Khodorkovsky was his "personal
enemy".1391 Kadyrov is a dangerous man. That Khodorkovsky had to take the
threats seriously is clear from the events after the murder of Boris Nemtsov. The
Russian liberal politician was liquidated in the centre of Moscow on 27 February
2015. Only the Chechen gunmen were arrested for that murder.1392 Shortly
afterwards, Khodorkovsky was warned by journalists that his name was also on

1384

On relaunching Open Russia, see: The Guardian, "Mikhail Khodorkovsky breaks political
silence, saying he would lead Russia”, 6 August 2015, Exhibit HVY-298.
Screenshot of Khodorkovsky.com of 22 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-299.
BBC, "Poisoned critic Vladimir Kara-Murza leaves Russia for treatment", 19 February 2017,
Exhibit HVY-300; Independent, "Vladimir Kara-Murza, a twice-poisoned Russian dissident,
says: 'If it happens a third time, that'll be it'", 18 March 2017, Exhibit HVY-301.
Pivovarov was arrested in 2015 because, for the purposes of checking the signatures for the
regional election voting lists, a police officer was alleged to have been paid bribes. Institute of
Modern Russia, "Andrei Pivovarov: the Victim of Kostroma”, 25 September 2015, Exhibit HVY302. Pivovarov was arrested again in October 2018, this time because he had allegedly stolen
a mobile phone at knifepoint. Crime Russia, "Moscow Chairman of Khodorkovsky's Open
Russia detained for robbery”, 22 October 2018, Exhibit HVY-303.
RTE, "Freezing order lifted on Russian ex-oligarch Mikhail Khodorkovsky's €100 million fund",
7 December 2016, Exhibit HVY-304. The Irish Times, "Judge revokes order freezing Mikhail
Khodorkovsky assets", 7 December 2016, Exhibit HVY-305. The Irish authorities had levied
that attachment as a result of the Russian criminal investigation into Khodorkovsky. The
attachment was lifted because there was no well-founded suspicion against Khodorkovsky.
Der Spiegel, "Russia Didn't Initiate the Ukraine Crisis", 2 September 2014, Exhibit HVY-306.
See above, para. 631 et seq.
BBC, "Nemtsov murder: Yashin sceptical of Russian arrests", 9 March 2015, Exhibit HVY-307.
BBC, "Nemtsov murder: Yashin sceptical of Russian arrests", 9 March 2015, Exhibit HVY-307.
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the death list.1393 On 10 March 2015, as a further threat, a large funeral wreath
was left at the front door of Olga Pispanen, Khodorkovsky's press secretary.1394
The Russian authorities decided - not surprisingly - not to open an investigation.
688.

The Russian authorities have also gradually put increasing pressure on Open
Russia. For example, on 16 April 2015 the Russian authorities raided Open
Russia, supposedly to prevent extremist activities. Open Russia was said to have
made signs and pamphlets for a demonstration of the Russian opposition three
days later. Khodorkovsky spoke emphatically about this incident in the media:
"The fact that the Open Russia office in Moscow was raided is not surprising – it
has long been known that our government panics on any pretext
But what is surprising is the Russian government’s attitude towards its own
reputation: the raid took place at exactly the moment when President Putin was
speaking of “the usefulness of the opposition’s participation in elections.”"1395

689.

Open Russia had regular unwanted visits from the Russian investigative
authorities thereafter. For example, on 22 December 2015 Open Russia’s
Moscow office was searched, supposedly "in connection to the 2003 Yukos case"
(all based on the Mother File – more about this in Section 12.2). That is absurd.
No Open Russia employee has ever worked for Yukos, and the new 'suspects'
were mere children or even toddlers at the time of Yukos' existence.1396 Open
Russia was banned in April 2017 as an "undesirable" organisation in Russia.1397
It has thus become a criminal offence for Russian citizens to associate
themselves with Open Russia. For example, Anastasia Sevchenko, of the Open
Russia Movement,1398 has been under house arrest since 20 March 2018 and

1393
1394
1395
1396

1397
1398

The Telegraph, "Putin critics step up security amid reports of Boris Nemtsov-style 'hit list'", 14
March 2015, Exhibit HVY-308.
Daily Mail, "Putin's 'death list': President's archenemies receive chilling threats from 'Chechen
hitmen who killed Nemtsov'", 14 March 2015, Exhibit HVY-309.
Khodorkovsky.com, "Khodorkovsky’s Statement On Open Russia Office Raid", 16 April 2015,
Exhibit HVY-310.
Meduza, "Police search for the Yukos case in ‘Open Russia’: The Investigative Committee
ransacks the offices and employee apartments of Khodorkovsky's NGO", 23 February 2015,
Exhibit HVY-311: ("One of the episodes of this case is connected with the loss of the Apatit
chemical company in 1993. According to investigators, Mikhail Khodorkovsky and Platon
Lebedev embezzled 20% of the company in the excess of $280 million. In court, the episode
was thrown out of the case because of the statute of limitations. Now, however, this episode is
once again one of the reasons for the searches. "None of the current Open Russia employees
and activists has worked for Yukos. Some of them were only a few years old in 1993. The idiocy
has entered the final phase,” Mikhail Khodorkovsky commented on the situation. Indeed, many
of those who were searched today were children or teenagers during Apatit’s privatization. For
example, Andrei Pivovarov was 11 years old and Natalia Gryaznevich was four years in 1993;
another activist, Mikhail Roskin was two years old. Roskin joked: "Twelve years ago (i.e. in
2003, when they opened the case) fabulous criminal prospects opened before me, but I chose
to go to school and went into the sixth grade.").
Amnesty International, "Russian authorities ban Khodorkovsky’s organization Open Russia as
‘undesirable’", 28 April 2017, Exhibit HVY-312.
Khodorkovsky.com, "Kremlin Launches Unprecedented Attack On Open Russia Movement
Activists", 23 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-313. The publication explains that the indictment
against Sevchenko was fabricated: "There is strong evidence to suggest that prosecutors may
be manipulating current legislation in order to hinder the work of future civil activists in Russia.
As a civil initiative, the Open Russia Movement is not registered as a legal entity. The Movement
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could be sentenced to six years in prison for "repeated participation in the
activities of an undesirable organization".1399
690.

The Putin regime has also otherwise made it impossible for Khodorkovsky to
return to Russia, inter alia by imposing on him a fabricated tax assessment, which
has been ruled by the ECtHR to be contrary to the ECHR,1400 a ruling which is
ignored by the Russian Supreme Court.1401 Should Khodorkovsky return to
Russia, he would at least not be allowed to leave Russia because of the
outstanding debt, that is, if he would not be imprisoned. Illustrative in this context
is the situation of Lebedev. Lebedev was released on 23 January 2014, but was
still ordered to pay RUB 17 billion to the Russian State.1402 Because of this
outstanding debt, the Russian authorities will not give Lebedev a passport, and
therefore he cannot travel abroad.1403 As a result, Khodorkovsky and Lebedev
still do not have complete freedom of movement.

691.

All these events did nothing to silence Khodorkovsky's criticism of the Putin
regime. Putin apparently came to the conclusion that he had made a mistake,
and that he should not have released Khodorkovsky. It is now clear that Putin's
goal is to silence Khodorkovsky once and for all. On 6 August 2015,
Khodorkovsky's 82-year-old father was questioned for three hours about the
murder of Petukhov.1404 If Khodorkovsky is convicted of this murder, he could be
sentenced to life imprisonment. On 23 December 2015, the Russian court

1399
1400

1401

1402
1403
1404

itself has never been officially recognised as ‘undesirable’ and does not appear on the Russian
Ministry of Justice list of ‘undesirable organisations’. Both of these, coupled with the fact that
the Movement does not receive funding from outside of Russia, signify that Anastasia cannot
be (legally) convicted under article 284.1."
Amnesty International, "Russia: First criminal case under "undesirable organizations" law marks
a new level of repression", 23 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-314.
Khodorkovsky was sentenced in Russia to pay RUB 17.5 billion in outstanding 'tax liabilities’ of
Yukos. The ECtHR has ruled in clear terms that Russian law does not provide a basis for this
conviction and that Russian courts had therefore violated his fundamental rights. See ECtHR,
25 July 2013, Khodorkovsky v. Russia, paras. 884-885 ("884. (…) the Court observes that the
judgment of the Meshchanksiy District Court, in the part concerning the civil claim, was very
short and did not refer to any provision of the domestic law, as if it were an insignificant matter
(see paragraph 272 above). The Meshchanskiy District Court’s conclusions on a civil claim
worth over RUB 17 billion (over EUR 500 million at the time) run to a few lines and contained
neither any reference to legal norms, nor any comprehensible calculation of damages (see
paragraphs 267 and 268 above). The City Court, while upholding the award made by the District
Court, did not refer to any legal provision either (see paragraph 319 above) and was equally
laconic. 885. On the strength of the above the Court concludes that neither the primary
legislation then in force nor the case-law allowed for the imposition of civil liability for unpaid
company taxes on that company’s executives. This leads the Court to the conclusion that the
award of damages in favour of the Tax Service was made by the Meshchanskiy District Court
in an arbitrary fashion and thus contrary to Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the Convention.
Therefore, there was a violation of that provision.").
Nevertheless, the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation refused to reverse the civil-law
conviction on 23 January 2014. TASS, "Lawyers to press for annulment of multibillion fine for
Khodorkovsky, Lebedev", 23 January 2014, Exhibit HVY-315.
BBC, "Khodorkovsky associate Platon Lebedev to be released", 23 January 2014, Exhibit HVY316.
Russia Beyond, "Platon Lebedev restricted from foreign travel – lawyer", 14 April 2014, Exhibit
HVY-317.
The Guardian, "Mikhail Khodorkovsky's father questioned in Russia over 1998 murder", 6
August 2015, Exhibit HVY-318.
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ordered the arrest of Khodorkovsky in relation to this.1405 This was the direct
reason for Khodorkovsky to apply for asylum in the United Kingdom.1406
692.

As already explained, the Russian authorities have already tried to blame Yukos
(Pichugin and Nevzlin) for the 1998 murder of the Siberian mayor (see para. 641
above). As is known, Pichugin was convicted in a show trial, which led to
unequivocal condemnations by the ECtHR,1407 which were ignored by the
Russian Federation.1408 The conviction of Nevzlin was equally absurd, something
that Nevzlin is understandably still very angry about:
"My conviction was based entirely on double- or triple-hearsay witness testimony,
most of which was given by convicted criminals who, many years after the alleged
events took pace, claimed to “have recalled” that someone told them what that
someone had heard from yet another person saying about me. Later on, those
“witnesses” confessed that they had been coerced by the Russian lawenforcement officers into making false statements against me. On top of that,
large parts of the hearsay testimony merely consisted of 'opinion testimony' from
people who were speculating about my alleged 'motives' to commit the crimes of
which I was charged. This testimony and the resulting conviction defied any
common sense.
47. I will give just a few examples. The trial judge accepted the following
reasoning presented by the prosecution: I allegedly oversaw the Yukos Security
Division; Mr Pichugin worked within the Yukos Security Division; Mr Pichugin
allegedly hired third persons to commit crimes; so, I must have ordered Mr
Pichugin to do whatever he did. This reasoning is absurd in many aspects. First,
I was never involved with Yukos' Security Division, nor did I ever have any
operational control over it. The Security Division was run by Mr M.I. Shestopalov,
and there was strict adherence to the chain of command. As a result, I could
never have been able to give Pichugin any instructions. Second, I never had any
social relationship with Pichugin. The diary of my meetings kept by my former
secretary, who produced it to the investigators when she was interrogated,
revealed that I had met Pichugin only once in 1995, whereas the crimes I was
charged with were committed in 1998 -2002. Mr Pichugin testified in a sworn
statement that he knew me only superficially from company events. The
prosecution did not present any evidence of any relationship between us. Third,
half of the alleged crimes occurred when I was not even working with Yukos; I
worked at ITAR-TASS. Last but not least, the evidence in the Pichugin case is
hollow and largely based on “sudden recollections” by jailhouse confessors that
they were guilty of the alleged crimes and that Mr Pichugin, whom none of these
men had ever met or spoken to, was behind the commission of the crimes.
Notably, four of these witnesses subsequently admitted that they had been
coerced by the Russian investigators into naming Pichugin and me, and that their
evidence was untrue."1409

693.

With regard to Nevzlin the highest Israeli court already arrived at the conclusion
that "there was not a single piece of direct evidence linking Nevzlin to

1405

BBC, "Russia Khodorkovsky: Court orders exiled tycoon's arrest", 23 December 2015, Exhibit
HVY-319.
BBC, "Russia Khodorkovsky: Court orders exiled tycoon's arrest", 23 December 2015, Exhibit
HVY-319.
Pichugin v. Russia (2012), ECtHR judgment, 23 October 2012, Exhibit HVY-274, paras. 193-

1406
1407

214.

1408
1409

See paras. 636 and 639 above.
Witness Statement by Leonid Nevzlin, 15 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G1, paras. 46 and 47.
Nevzlin has also been convicted of other criminal offences. In his statement (paras. 41-50), he
explains that these criminal convictions were also based on quicksand.
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involvement in those acts"1410 and Interpol found that the prosecution of Nevzlin
was politically motivated.1411
694.

The attack on Yukos is therefore still continuing, and several people are still being
detained or persecuted by the Russian authorities. Pavel Ivlev can be added to
this list. HVY have already explained in this deed that Ivlev, a Russian lawyer
who had advised Yukos, inter alia about its corporate structure, was put under
pressure by the Russian authorities to make an incriminating statement. Ivlev
refused to do so, and fled to the United States in November 2004. The Russian
authorities issued an international arrest warrant, but Interpol finally found that
the prosecution of Ivlev was politically motivated.1412 Nevertheless, and almost
14 years after his flight from Russia, Ivlev was summoned in April 2018. Ivlev
had allegedly colluded with Khodorkovsky et al. to embezzle oil on a large scale.
This shows that the Putin regime does not care about all the criticism of the
second criminal proceedings against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. The Russian
investigative services even refused to add the Presidential Council report, which
found that the second criminal judgment against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev was
"profoundly unjust", to the Ivlev file as evidence.1413 That makes perfect sense,
because the same charges are now rehashed to sentence another, and equally
innocent, man to a long prison sentence.

695.

The Russian Federation will undoubtedly, as it did in the Defence on Appeal,
ignore all the above evidence and will continue to insist that the Russian
Federation is a state in which this kind of misconduct and this kind of total
disregard for the rule of law does not occur. Wrongly so. The unlawful
expropriation of Yukos by the Russian State fits into a consistent pattern in which
state instruments are used improperly for personal gain, and/or to eliminate
political opponents. It is important to pause to reflect on that pattern. It shows
that the Russian Federation is indeed prepared to use all means of power of the
State for improper purposes against critics and opponents of the Kremlin. It is
important for the Court of Appeal to be aware of this, because the same applies
in the present case and there is every reason not to assume that the Russian
Federation is acting in good faith. The pattern of the Russian Federation's
conduct in other cases is evidence supporting this. HVY could cite countless
examples, but will confine themselves to just a few:
(a)

1410
1411
1412
1413

Vladimir Gusinskiy. Gusinskiy built up the media empire Media Most in
the 90s. After President Yeltsin appointed Putin as Prime Minister on 10

Supreme Court of Israel Sitting as a High Court of Justice, Judgment May 14, 2008, Annex
(Merits) C466, Exhibit HVY-1.
Interpol decision, 29 June 2016, Exhibit HVY-151.
Interpol decision, 26 June 2015, Exhibit HVY-252.
Institute for Modern Russia, "Pavel Ivlev: “For me, Navalny is foremost a competent and
thoughtful lawyer”", Exhibit HVY-320. https://imrussia.org/en/news/189-pavel-ivlev-for-menavalny-is-foremost-a-competent-and-thoughtful-lawyer.
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August 1999, Gusinskiy as well as his media company regularly
expressed criticism of Putin. This has cost him dearly. Gusinskiy was
arrested by the Russian public prosecution service in June 2000 on the
pretext of fraud in obtaining a broadcasting licence. At the same time,
State-owned company Gazprom demanded payment of an alleged debt
from Media Most. When Gusinskiy was in prison, he received a visit from
the Russian Minister for Press and Mass Media. The Minister offered to
have all criminal charges dropped if Gusinskiy sold Media Most to
Gazprom at a price to be determined by Gazprom.1414 Gusinskiy decided
to give in, and accepted the offer from the Russian State. And indeed,
Annex 6 to the Sale and Purchase Agreement contains the condition that
the criminal prosecution against Gusinskiy be terminated.1415 This Annex
has been co-signed by the Minister for Press and Mass Media.1416 The
ECtHR considered it sufficiently proven that criminal prosecution and
detention had been used as part of “commercial bargaining strategies”,
and that Gusinskiy had only been thrown into prison to intimidate him.1417
The only thing the Kremlin apparently learned from this case is that such
improper practices (which could be considered as “incontrovertible
proof”) should not be put on paper;

1414
1415
1416
1417
1418
1419

(b)

Alexander Litvinenko. Litvinenko was a former FSB officer, and an
outspoken critic of Putin. In November 2006, Litvinenko was poisoned
with radioactive polonium in a hotel in London. In 2015, the British
Parliament commissioned a Public Inquiry into the circumstances of
Litvinenko's death. The British Parliament may decide to do so to obtain
clarification of events that affect the public interest. The investigation into
the murder of Litvinenko was headed by Sir Robert Owen, a former judge
of the High Court of England and Wales. The in-depth investigation
report of 328 pages concluded that it is very likely that Putin had
personally ordered the murder;1418

(c)

Anna Politkovskaya. Politkovskaya was a journalist with the Russian
newspaper Novaya Gazeta, one of the few independent newspapers in
Russia. Politkovskaya was a passionate and critical reporter who
exposed political and social abuses. Politkovskaya fiercely opposed
what she called Putin's "mafia state".1419 Politkovskaya was also
extremely critical of the Russian army's brutal crackdown on the
Chechen insurgents. Politkovskaya was regularly threatened, and had

ECtHR 19 May 2004, Gusinskiy v. Russia, app. no. 70276/01, para. 27.
ECtHR 19 May 2004, Gusinskiy v. Russia, app. no. 70276/01, para. 28.
ECtHR 19 May 2004, Gusinskiy v. Russia, app. no. 70276/01, para. 29.
ECtHR 19 May 2004, Gusinskiy v. Russia, app. no. 70276/01, para. 76.
The Litvinenko Inquiry - Report into the death of Alexander Litvinenko, Presented to Parliament
pursuant to Section 26 of the Inquiries Act 2005 of January 2016, Exhibit HVY-321, para. 9.215.
ECtHR 17 July 2018, Mazepa and others v. Russia, app. No. 15086/07, para. 77.
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already been poisoned once in 2004. Politkovskaya was ultimately shot
dead in the lift of her apartment complex on 7 October 2006.
Politkovskaya is one of the six journalists of Novaya Gazeta to have been
murdered since 2001. Igor Domnikov, Yuri Shchekochikhin, Anastasia
Baburova, Stanislav Markelov and Natalia Estemirova had to pay the
same price for their criticism of Putin's regime.1420 A recurring theme in
these murders is that the hired killers were convicted, but that the identity
of the people who commissioned the killings remains a mystery. Of
course, the authorities refused to investigate the possible involvement of
the FSB. The ECtHR therefore ruled in 2018, in a case brought by
Politkovskaya's relatives, that the Russian authorities had done too little
to establish the identity of the person who had ordered the murder:
"79. In view of the above, the Court is not persuaded that the investigation into
Anna Politkovskaya’s killing has met the adequacy requirement."1421

(d)

1420
1421
1422

Sergei Magnitsky. In June 2007, heavily armed Russian police officers
raided three Hermitage Capital Management (indirect) subsidiaries. The
official reason was that a Hermitage Capital Management subsidiary was
suspected of tax fraud. During the raid, many documents, including the
company seals, were confiscated. These documents were then used to
gain effective control of the companies. In the meantime, a number of
other companies had brought proceedings in the Moscow District Court,
alleging - on the basis of forged contracts - to have claims against the
three subsidiaries totalling USD 1 billion. The corrupt officials then
instructed a lawyer, with the help of the stolen company seals, to
recognise these claims in court. The fictitious debt was then used to
show that the three subsidiaries were loss-making. On this basis, the
criminals obtained a tax refund of USD 230 million. At the request of
Hermitage Capital Management, the Russian lawyer Magnitsky
examined this case, discovered the conspiracy, and publicised it. He
mentioned the name of Lieutenant Colonel Kuznetsov. Magnitsky paid a
heavy price for this, as he was arrested by order of the same police
officer on suspicion of being a co-perpetrator of financial fraud and was
prosecuted and imprisoned. He became ill in prison and was assaulted
several times by prison guards. Despite repeated requests, he was
denied medical help. Magnitsky eventually died in the Russian prison on
16 November 2009, at the age of 37. In typical fashion, it were not the
persons guilty of Magnitsky's death who were prosecuted, but Magnitsky
who was posthumously convicted by the Russian court of tax evasion.1422

The Nation, "'Novaya Gazeta' Continues to Be the Watchdog of Russian Democracy", 10 April
2018, Exhibit HVY-322.
ECtHR 17 July 2018, Mazepa and others v. Russia, app. No. 15086/07.
NOS, "Rusland veroordeelt dode advocaat", 11 July 2013, Exhibit HVY-323.
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The Englishman Bill Browder, owner of Hermitage Capital Management,
for whom Magnitksy was working, decided to take action and put the
international spotlight on Magnitsky's case. In the United States, this has
resulted in the Magnitsky Act, which allows the US government to punish
perpetrators of human rights violations, freeze their assets and refuse
them entry into the US.1423 Similar legislation has also been adopted in
Canada, the United Kingdom and the Baltic States.1424 In addition, the
Dutch government has submitted a proposal for EU Human Rights
Sanctions, inspired by the Magnitsky Act.1425 This proposal was adopted
unanimously by the other Member States. Lastly, the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe, moreover, expressed its opinion on
the failure of the Russian rule of law with regard to Magnitsky in no
uncertain terms.1426
(e)

Boris Nemtsov. Nemtsov was a successful Russian politician in the
1990s, serving as Deputy Prime Minister under President Yeltsin.
Nemtsov was an outspoken critic of Putin. For example, Nemtsov
reported in detail on the massive corruption in the preparations for the
Olympic Winter Games in Sochi, thereby financially affecting the clique
around Putin. In the weeks before his death, Nemtsov also worked on a
report on the involvement of the Russian armed forces in the war in
Ukraine. Nemtsov was shot dead on a bridge near the Kremlin on 27
February 2015. This is a site guarded by many security cameras. As it
happened, all security cameras had been switched off for maintenance
purposes at the time of the murder. The view of the only working (private)
camera was blocked by a van of the city cleaning department. Nemtsov's
apartment was searched the same night of the murder, and the draft
report on Russian interference in Ukraine was seized. Putin then
announced a thorough investigation. The fact that this was a sham
investigation is already evident from the fact that it was headed by
General Alexander Drymanov, who gives primary importance to the
interests of the Kremlin and not to the finding of the truth. This is the
same general who oversaw the second criminal proceedings against
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. The thorough investigation never
materialised. In June 2017, five Chechen men were convicted of the

1423
1424
1425
1426

Public Law No: 112-208, Russia and Moldova Jackson–Vanik Repeal and Sergei Magnitsky
Rule of Law Accountability Act of 2012, Exhibit HVY-324.
NRC Handelsblad, "Blok: 'Hopelijk eind dit jaar zicht op EU-brede aanpak
mensenrechtenschenders'", 19 November 2018, Exhibit HVY-325.
Politico.eu, "In accountability drive, Dutch seek targeted EU human rights sanctions", 10
December 2018, Exhibit HVY-326.
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, “Resolution 1966 (2014): Refusing impunity
for the killers of Sergei Magnitsky", Exhibit HVY-327.
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murder of Nemtsov, but the person who ordered the murder is still
walking around a free man and very probably resides in the Kremlin;1427
(f)

Sergei Skripal. Skripal is a former employee of the Russian military
intelligence service GRU, who ultimately provided intelligence to the
British Secret Service. On 4 March 2018 Skripal, together with his
daughter who was visiting him in Salisbury, was poisoned with the nerve
agent novichok. It is impossible for non-state actors to get their hands on
novichok. It was therefore immediately clear that the poisoning of Skripal
was meant as revenge and as a signal to everyone performing
clandestine work for the Russian Federation: if you blow the whistle
about this, you will be an outlaw for the rest of your life. While he denied
issuing the order for this act, Putin did not conceal his sympathies on
that point, describing Skripal when prompted at a press conference as
"a spy, a traitor to the motherland" and "just a scumbag".1428 The British
police soon targeted two men as suspects, who turned out to be Russian.
The Russian PR machine immediately went into overdrive. The two men,
Aleksandr Petrov and Rieskab Bishuriv, appeared on Russian state
television saying that they had come to England to visit Salisbury
Cathedral.1429 These tourists were soon exposed. The real names of the
men are Aleksandr Mishkin and Anatoli Chepiga, both senior officers in
the Russian military intelligence service.1430 It is therefore obvious that
this operation could not have been performed without the knowledge of
the Kremlin.

(g)

Aleksey Navalny. Navalny is a Russian political activist, opposition
leader and has been exposing corruption within the Kremlin for years.
Navalny has been obstructed by the Kremlin for just as long. On 18 July
2013, Navalny was sentenced in a show trial to five years' prison camp
for the misappropriation of the equivalent amount of EUR 400,000.
Witnesses for the defence were of course not heard. This sentence has
been suspended. In addition, on 30 December 2014 Navalny was again
found guilty of misappropriation in another case, and sentenced to a
suspended prison sentence of three and a half years. Navalny's brother,
Oleg, did actually have to serve time for three and a half years. The
ECtHR has ruled that this trial does not meet the requirements of a fair
trial. The criminal convictions were the reason Navalny was excluded

1427

1428
1429
1430

The Guardian, "Nemtsov family dismisses verdict as five found guilty of murder", 29 June 2017,
Exhibit HVY-328; De Volkskrant, "Poetin is niet geïnteresseerd in de ontmaskering van de
moord op Nemtsov", 29 June 2017, Exhibit HVY-329.
NOS, "Poetin noemt ex-spion Skripal een klootzak", 3 October 2018, Exhibit HVY-330.
RT, "'We're not agents': UK's suspects in Skripal case talk exclusively with RT's editor-in-chief",
14 September 2018, Exhibit HVY-331.
NRC Handelsblad, "Identiteit tweede Russische verdachte in Skripal-zaak bekend", 8 October
2018, Exhibit HVY-332. Financial Times, "Skripal poisoning suspect alleged to be a colonel in
Russia's GRU", 26 September 2018, Exhibit HVY-333.
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from the Russian presidential elections of March 2018. Navalny is also
frequently arrested by the Russian authorities without reason. In a recent
judgment, the ECtHR ruled that the persecution of Navalny is politically
motivated.1431
696.

The Russian Federation has built up a track record that any democratic state
under the rule of law would be deeply ashamed of. The pattern is clear: critics of
the Kremlin either end up in prison or are murdered. The Council of Europe notes
with concern that:
"a number of high-profile cases, such as the second trial of M. Khodorkovsky and
P. Lebedev, the proceedings against the managers and lawyers of
HSBC/Hermitage, the investigation into the murder of A. Politkovskaya, the
prosecution of Y. Samodurov and the dismissal of judge Kudeshkina and several
other judges, give rise to concerns that the fight against “legal nihilism” launched
by President Medvedev is still far from won". 1432

697.

The Russian Federation could not care less about all these international
condemnations. Criticism of the situation in Russia, and Russian aggression in
other countries, is dismissed as Western propaganda or Russophobia.1433 The
Russian Federation regularly threatens to leave the Council of Europe (and
therefore to withdraw from the jurisdiction of the ECtHR).1434 Meanwhile, a culture
of fear has developed in Russia, in which ordinary Russian citizens do not dare
go against the interests of the Russian State, and in particular the clique around
Putin. The Russian Federation will undoubtedly want to dismiss the facts
described above as an attempt to stir up sentiment and Russophobia, but that is
by no means the case. The legal nihilism, in which the rule of law is pushed aside
in favour of a select group around the President, is also important in the present
setting-aside proceedings, because it affects the furnishing of proof in this case

1431

1432

1433
1434

ECtHR, 15 November 2018, Navalnyy v. Russia, app. no. 29580/12. ("174. At the core of the
applicant’s Article 18 complaint is his alleged persecution, not as a private individual, but as an
opposition politician committed to playing an important public function through democratic
discourse. As such, the restriction in question would have affected not merely the applicant
alone, or his fellow opposition activists and supporters, but the very essence of democracy as
a means of organising society, in which individual freedom may only be limited in the general
interest, that is, in the name of a “higher freedom” referred to in the travaux préparatoires (see
paragraph 51 above). The Court considers that the ulterior purpose thus defined would attain
significant gravity. 175. In the light of all the above-mentioned elements, and in particular the
sequence and pattern of the events in the present case (see paragraphs 167-68 above), viewed
as a whole, the Court finds it established beyond reasonable doubt that the restrictions imposed
on the applicant in the fifth and the sixth episodes pursued an ulterior purpose within the
meaning of Article 18 of the Convention, namely to suppress that political pluralism which forms
part of “effective political democracy” governed by “the rule of law”, both being concepts to
which the Preamble to the Convention refers (…). 176. Accordingly, the Court concludes that
there has been a violation of Article 18 in conjunction with both Article 5 and Article 11 of the
Convention.").
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Doc. 11993 of August 7, 2009, Report of the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights, Allegations of politically-motivated abuses of
the criminal justice system in Council of Europe member states, Annex (Merits) C 494, Exhibit
HVY-1.
Atlantic Council, "From the Azov Sea to Washington DC: How Russophobia Became Russia’s
Leading Export", 30 November 2018, Exhibit HVY-334.
Heinrich Böll Stiftung, "A Classic Dilemma: Russia's Threat to Withdraw from the Council", 21
February 2018, Exhibit HVY-335.
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in a general sense and, in particular, should be taken into account when
assessing the reliability of the evidence submitted by the Russian Federation.
11.4

The judicial authorities were part of the State apparatus and were not
independent and impartial

11.4.1 Introduction
698.

In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation presents some serious
accusations directed at HVY, Yukos and Khodorkovsky et al. For example, the
Russian Federation asserts that Yukos committed tax fraud for years and does
not shy away from accusing Yukos of involvement in murder. These accusations
are substantiated by references to rulings by its own judiciary.1435 No significance
may be ascribed to these rulings, or any other ruling of the Russian courts in
Yukos-related cases, in these setting-aside proceedings. After all, the Yukosrelated cases in the Russian Federation were not adjudicated by independent,
impartial courts. HVY will explain this below.

699.

Before addressing the lack of independence and impartiality of the Russian
courts, HVY will make some remarks on the functioning of the Russian public
prosecution service (the Prokuratura). Unlike in the Netherlands, the Russian
Federation’s public prosecution service is not independent from the Russian
President and Government. This is relevant because, as a rule, the judicial
authorities – particularly in politically sensitive matters – unthinkingly and
uncritically go by what the Russian public prosecution service tells them. The
head of the Russian public prosecution service, the Procurator General, is
appointed or dismissed by the Federal Council (the Upper House of Russia’s
Parliament), on the nominatoin of the Russian President. It is generally known in
Russia that the Russian public prosecution service is not independent from the
Russian President and his Government. For example, the Official Country Report
(2017) of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs states that:
"The Prokuratura in Russia functions almost entirely as the prosecutor on behalf
of the government, is therefore very influential and is considered nonindependent from the government. According to sources, the Prokuratura is a
decisive factor for the outcome of legal proceedings. The views of the
Prokuratura are often adopted by the courts."1436

700.

The criminal investigation into Khodorkovsky et al. is supervised by the
Investigative Committee. Colonel Mikhailov, an informal statement of whom was
submitted by the Russian Federation with its Defence on Appeal, also works for
the Investigative Committee as Head of the Investigation Section.1437 The

1435

See paras. 584 and 586 of the Defence on Appeal for the accusations of tax fraud and para.
541 of the Defence on Appeal for the accusation of murder.
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Algemeen ambtsbericht Russische Federatie juli 2017,
Exhibit HVY-336, para. 2.3.4.
Statement by Mikhailov, Exhibit RF-G4, para. 1.

1436
1437
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Investigative Committee has been an independent body since 2011, and
investigates certain serious crimes. As the Investigative Committee reports
directly to the Russian President, it is even less independent and impartial than
the Russian public prosecution service.
"The Investigative Committee does not answer to the Prosecutor General, but is
directly subordinated to the President of the Russian Federation "who realizes
the management of the activities of the Investigative Committee", approves its
statutory documents and is responsible for its budget. The President directly
appoints the Chairman of the Investigative Committee (without needing to consult
or to obtain the consent of the Legislature), and the Chairman must submit annual
reports to the President on the Investigative Committee's policies and activities.
Thus, the President exercises de facto control over the investigation of serious
crimes in the Russian Federation"1438

701.

It is clear that the Russian public prosecution service and the Investigative
Committee were instructed by the Government to keep the criminal investigation
into Khodorkovsky et al. and Yukos open. The Russian public prosecution service
should take a decision on prosecution within two months of opening an
investigation. The preliminary investigation in case 18/41-03 (the Yukos Mother
File, to be discussed in more detail in Sections 12.1 and 12.2) was opened on 20
June 2003. The Russian public prosecution service still has no intention of
closing this file. For example, on 13 July 2018 Colonel Mikhailov again requested
an extension of the preliminary investigation in case 18/41-03. The preliminary
investigation in case 18/41-03 has therefore already exceeded the statutory term
more than 100 times.1439 This further illustrates that this case was opened "for
reasons that have nothing to do with proper administration of justice".1440

11.4.2 Reports and other evidence show that Russia’s judiciary is not independent
and impartial in Yukos cases
702.

It follows from various (recent) investigation reports and decisions of
supranational organisations and international non-governmental organisations
that the Russian judiciary is insufficiently independent and impartial, certainly in
cases regarding interests that the Russian State considers its own.

703.

This politically sensitive conclusion has already been drawn repeatedly in Dutch
case law. The Amsterdam Court of Appeal concluded in Yukos Capital/Rosneft
on the basis of the evidence submitted (largely the same evidence) that the
decisions of the Russian court to quash the Russian arbitral awards rendered in
favour of Yukos Capital were so likely to be the result of an administration of
justice that should be qualified as partial and dependent that those judgments
could not be recognised in the Netherlands.1441 The Amsterdam District Court

1438

Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, 17 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D16, no. 38.
Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, 17 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D16, no. 79.
Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, 17 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D16, no. 79.
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 28 April 2009, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2009:BI2451, JOR 2009/208
(Yukos Capital/Rosneft).

1439
1440
1441
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also accepted in a judgment of 5 December 2018 that the claim validation
proceedings of two Yukos entities in the Russian Federation involved
irregularities that fit into “a larger whole of [...] irregularities in proceedings
concerning Yukos companies inside and outside the Russian Federation”, for
which reason the subsequent judgments rendered by the Russian courts could
not be recognised in the Netherlands.1442
704.

In non-Yukos-related proceedings, too, the The Hague Court of Appeal
acknowledged that the Russian judiciary is not independent and impartial in
cases in which major interests of the State are at stake. In a 2011 judgment, the
The Hague Court of Appeal held that a relevant aspect to consider when
answering the question whether there is proper legal process in the Russian
Federation is whether the matter concerns "considerable interests that the
Russian government considers its own”.1443 In another case, which was not linked
to Yukos either, the Amsterdam Court of Appeal held that the Russian courts
cannot automatically be assumed to be impartial in cases involving considerable
interests that the Russian State considers its own.1444 Foreign courts, such as the
English High Court, have come to a similar conclusion.1445 These well-founded
conclusions are based on the following.

705.

The constitutional separation of powers lies at the heart of judicial independence.
This means that the judiciary must be independent from the executive1446 and the

1442

Amsterdam District Court 5 December 2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8618, paras. 4.16.15-19.
The Hague Court of Appeal 22 March 2011, ECLI:NL:GHSGR:2011:BQ5233 (evident from
Supreme Court 9 November 2012, ECLI:NL:HR:2012:BX0331, NJ 2012/638) (Ingosstrakh
Insurance Company/receiver A.I. En'Kov). Briefly put, this case concerned the following. In a
dispute with a Russian insurer, Ingosstrakh, a Russian receiver argued on appeal, inter alia,
that despite a choice of forum the Dutch court always had jurisdiction as forum necessitatis, as
any adjudication of the receiver’s claims against the insurer (a Russian State-owned company)
before the Russian court would not be fair and objective, and no claim against this insurer had
ever been awarded in Russia. The Court of Appeal denied the receiver’s appeal, as the insurer
had contested the latter point with sufficient reasons and the receiver had not presented any
further substantiation. This Court of Appeal continued: "Also apart from this, it is not sufficiently
evident from what the receiver has asserted and the exhibits submitted by him that the forum
designated by the Ingosstrakh rules does not provide for proper legal process in a business
dispute such as the one at issue (which does not concern considerable interests that the
Russian government considers its own) and that for that reason or for another reason the
receiver cannot be required to submit the dispute to that court for judgment”.
Amsterdam Court of Appeal, 18 September 2012, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2012:BY5010, paras. 2.0

1443

1444

and 2.11.

1445

1446

Cherney v Deripaska [2008] EWHC 1530 (Comm), [2009] 1 All ER (Comm) 333, para. 248. The
company involved in the dispute in question – the largest aluminium company in Russia, which
supplies aluminium for, among other things, the manufacture of weapons and aircraft –
represented a significant and even strategic interest for the Russian State. The question was
whether, in these circumstances, the claimant could be required to initiate proceedings in
Russia. The High Court concluded "I do however regard there as being a significant risk of
improper government interference if Mr Cherney were to bring the present claims in Russia
where they would be very high profile proceedings indeed, such that substantial justice may not
be done to him if he is required to proceed there. I am not satisfied that, if he is so required,
justice will be done" and went on to grant leave for Deripaska to be called as a defendant in the
proceedings in England. The English Court of Appeal upheld the judgment and specifically ruled
that the court of first instance had applied the correct criterion.
See, for example, ECtHR 16 July 1971, 2614/65 (Ringeisen v. Austria).
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legislature.1447 Protection against outside pressure is key in this regard.1448
Political interference in the course of justice puts the independence of the judicial
system under pressure. The aspects to be considered here regarding a judge’s
personal independence1449 include, for example, the judge’s appointment (and
how he is appointed)1450, the duration of his term of office,1451 his dismissal and
his remuneration.1452 Functional independence means that the judge only
administers justice in accordance with the law, without having to follow orders or
instructions from other state bodies or higher courts.1453 Actual independence is
the situation in which the judge actually feels at liberty to give the decision that
he believes he should give according to his legal conscience. The Russian
judiciary is characterised by a structural lack of constitutional, personally
functional and actual independence, as a result of which there is actually no
independent legal system, particularly in politically sensitive and strategic
matters like Yukos.
706.

To answer the question of whether the judiciary is sufficiently independent, it
must be determined whether there is a “legitimate fear” of a doubt of partiality,
with the appearance of partiality also being relevant. That is because the interest
at stake is "the confidence which the courts in a democratic society must inspire
in the public".1454 In addition, among other things the manner of appointment, the
term of office, the presence of safeguards against outside pressure and the
question of whether the judge (court) is also perceived to be independent.

707.

In the Arbitrations, HVY have submitted an expert statement by Sergei Kovalev.
Kovalev is a prominent advocate of human rights and in 1994 was appointed as

1447

ECtHR 18 December 1980, 8603/79, 8722/79, 8723/79 & 8729/79 (Crociani and others/Italy).
P. Smits, Artikel 6 EVRM en de civiele procedure, Deventer: Kluwer 2008, p. no. 6.4.
M. Kuijer, 'The Blindfold of Lady Justice. Judicial independence and Impartiality' in: Light of the
Requirements of Article 6 ECHR, Nijmegen: diss. 2004, p. 209.
International principles and regulations prescribe that appointments be made based solely on
qualifications and integrity. See, inter alia: Principle 10 of the quoted UN Basic Principles on
the Independence of the Judiciary, Art. 44 of Recommendation CM/Rec.(2010)12 of the
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe to the Member States regarding the
independence, effectivity and responsibility of the courts; Para. 2.12.2 of the European Charter
on the statute for judges from 1998; Art. 5 of the Magna Carta for judges, the Consultative
Council of European Judges (2010)3 of 19 November 2010; Para. 27.3 of the report by the
Venice Commission, Report on the Independence of the Judicial System, Part I: the
Independence of Judges, CDL-AD(2010)004.
ECtHR 28 June 1984, 7819/77; 7878/77 (Campbell and Fell v. United Kingdom), para. 78: "[i]n
determining whether a body can be considered to be "independent’—notably of the executive
and of the parties to the case—the Court has had regard to the manner of appointment of its
members and the duration of their term of office, the existence of guarantees against outside
pressures and the question whether the body presents an appearance of independence." Also
see the references to previous judgments in para. 78 that have been omitted here.
M. Kuijer, The Blindfold of Lady Justice. Judicial independence and Impartiality in Light of the
Requirements of Article 6 ECHR, Nijmegen, diss. 2004, p. 210.
See inter alia Principles 1-7 of the UN Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary,
Articles 11 and 22 of Recommendation CM/Rec.(2010)12 of the Committee of Ministers of the
Council of Europe to the Member States regarding the independence, effectivity and
responsibility of the courts, Articles 2-8 of the Singhvi Declaration and Value 1 of the Bangalore
Principles of Judicial Conduct.
ECtHR 28 October 1998, nos. 28194/95 (Castillo Algar v. Spain), para. 45.

1448
1449
1450

1451

1452
1453

1454
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Russia’s first ombudsman. In 2009, the European Parliament awarded Kovalev
the Sakharov Prize for his human rights efforts in Russia. Kovalev stated as
follows:
"During the relevant period, from 2003 onward, the judicial system in Russia was
not (and is still not) independent. The very notion of the 'Russian Judiciary' seems
to be a misnomer given that for a branch of power to exist, it must be
independent, and no such independent branch of power exists in the country. In
Russia, however, the principle of separation of powers exists only in the language
of the Constitution. The independence of the Russian judiciary is simply
simulated by the current political system." 1455

708.

The Russian Federation did not contest Kovalev’s conclusions in the Arbitrations.
The Arbitral Tribunal therefore observed in the Final Awards that "[the]
Respondent also chose not to cross-examine Dr. Kovalev, whose evidence,
accordingly, also stands unchallenged".1456 Kovalev is also not exactly alone in
the statement cited above. According to the reports by numerous international
organisations, Council of Europe resolutions, parliamentary motions, studies,
reports and press releases, court judgments and arbitral awards cited here, the
Russian judiciary is (systematically) not independent and impartial in cases
involving the interests of the Russian State. That was even unreservedly
acknowledged by then President Medvedev during a speech on 15 July 2008:
"We must take all necessary means to strengthen the independence of judges.
It would seem that existing legislation should provide for it. However, it goes
without saying that pressure and influence occur, that administrative leverage is
applied, that direct bribery is often used."

709.

In (further) substantiation, HVY will refer to recent reports by the International
Commission of Jurists (“ICJ”). The ICJ is an international human rights NGO in
Geneva. The commission consists of sixty eminent judges and attorneys from
various countries. The Dutch members of the commission are Prof. Jenny
Goldschmidt, professor of Human Rights at Utrecht University, and Prof. Egbert
Myer, former judge with the ECtHR. The ICJ’s object is to promote and supervise
the realisation of human rights, the separation of powers and the independence
of the judicial system.

710.

In its recommendations to the Commission on Human Rights of February 2015
for the purposes of the meeting of that Commission’s meeting from 16 March to
2 April 2015, the ICJ noted that without structural reforms, Russia cannot qualify
as a state under the rule of law according to the criteria in Article 14 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR):1457

1455

Expert Report of Sergei Kovalev of 15 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 19.
Final Award (HEL), para. 804.
International Commission of Jurists, Recommendations to the Commission on Human Rights of
February 2015 for the purposes of the meeting of that Commission from 16 March to 2 April
2015, Exhibit HVY-337, p. 1.

1456
1457
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"Judicial independence remains weak in the Russian Federation, with many
judges lacking an understanding of what it means in practical terms to exercise
independent judicial power. In many cases, judges are prone to undue influence,
either from outside interests, or from inside the judicial hierarchy. This
submission addresses three aspects of the administration of the judiciary which
are of particular concern in protecting judicial independence:
•

The selection, appointment and promotion process for judges, in which
a gap between law and practice, and “extra-procedural” influence and
shortcuts persist;

•

The judicial disciplinary system, in particular dismissals of judges; and,

•

The recent process of appointment of judges to the new Supreme Court.

Without comprehensive reform addressing these structural deficiencies, the right
of everyone to fair proceedings before competent, independent and impartial
tribunals established by law, guaranteed under Article 14 of the ICCPR, is
impeded."1458

711.

The way the appointment, remuneration, assessment and sanctioning of judges
are regulated in Russia also precludes an independent and impartial judiciary.
On this basis alone, the conclusion must be drawn that the Russian judiciary is
systematically not independent and impartial in cases involving the interests of
the Russian state.

712.

In a report of 12 November 2013, the Commissioner for Human Rights at the
Council of Europe, referred to the systemic, substantive and institutional
shortcomings (“key systemic factors”), which cause a lack of independence of
the Russian judiciary.1459 The Russian President himself appoints the most
important officials within the Russian judiciary, including the Presidents of the
courts. In their turn the Presidents of the courts have a great deal of organic and
political power within the judicial organisation. The President is responsible for
the allocation of cases to individual judges; politically sensitive cases are thus
referred to the 'right' judges.1460 The court President decides on promotions and

1458

1459
1460

International Commission of Jurists, Recommendations to the Commission on Human Rights of
February 2015 for the purposes of the meeting of that Commission from 16 March to 2 April
2015, Exhibit HVY-337, p. 1.
Report of the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe following his visit to the
Russian Federation from 3 to 12 April 2013, 12 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-338.
The report of the International Commission of Jurists, "The state of the judiciary in Russia" of
November 2010, to be discussed below, Exhibit HVY-339, states on p. 7: “Allocation of cases
by court presidents is highly problematic, as cases are often assigned to certain judges to
achieve a needed result or reassigned when judges do not agree to rule in a way required from
a judge.” Also see the ICJ’s 2017 report to be discussed below: "The ICJ reiterates its previous
recommendation that a clear, transparent, credible system of automatic allocation of cases is
introduced in courts to uphold independence of those judges deciding on individual cases as
well as the judiciary as a whole". The president’s power regarding, among other things, the
allocation of cases is also discussed in the ECtHR judgment Igor Kabanov v Russia of 3
February 2011. The president of the regional district court of Archangelsk submitted a request
for disbarment of the attorney Kabanov due to disagreeable comments he made in a criminal
case. That same president subsequently composed the division of the court which was to
assess Kabanov’s appeal against his suspension. The ECtHR considered this to be contrary to
the principle of impartiality and presumed that a violation of Article 6(1) of the ECHR had
occurred
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the permanent appointment of new judges. 1461 The President is in charge of the
remuneration of individual judges and the awarding of bonuses. The President
also decides on disciplinary measures and may make recommendations to the
“qualification collegium” for the dismissal of a judge.1462
713.

As a follow-up to its reports in 20101463 and 20121464 (more on which later), in
November 2014 the ICJ published a lengthy and detailed report about the
appointment procedure for judges in Russia entitled: “Appointing the judges:
Procedures for Selection of Judges in the Russian Federation".1465 In this report,
the ICJ concludes that already the origin and recruitment of judges from mainly
the investigative authorities preclude independence.1466 That same report points
out that the court presidents – appointed by President Putin himself1467 – guide
court appointments on grounds other than statutory grounds.1468

714.

Through the qualification collegiums, the court presidents play a central role in
appointments, assessments, promotions, disciplinary procedures and
dismissals. The ICJ states:
"Although qualification collegiums have rather broad powers they are
nevertheless dependent and are influenced by court presidents. The powers of
the collegia include consideration of applications to hold judicial office and
recommending the candidate for the office, appointment of examination
commissions, attestation of judges and decisions on qualification classes of
judges, dismissal of judges, recommendations on awarding judges, etc. As
collegiums are heavily influenced by court presidents, in practice, it is court
presidents who often have such powerful tools at their disposal."1469

715.

In its report to the United Nations Human Rights Council, UN Special Rapporteur
on Independence of Judges and Lawyers Gabriela Knaul reports in respect of
the appointment procedure in Russia:

1461

See Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, "Report (13018) on The honouring of
obligations and commitments by the Russian Federation”, 14 September 2012, Exhibit HVY340, para. 323 et seq. The decision-making power regarding the permanent appointment was
changed by law in 2009, but the president still fully had that power in the relevant prior period.
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, "Report (13018) on The honouring of
obligations and commitments by the Russian Federation", 14 September 2012, Exhibit HVY340, para. 329 "Disciplinary proceedings can be initiated by court presidents, giving rise to
concerns regarding the impartiality of court presidents and the objectivity of the information
collected, especially because the disciplinary bodies tend to follow the court presidents' advice."
International Commission of Jurists, "The state of the judiciary in Russia" of November 2010,
Exhibit HVY-339.
International Commission of Jurists, "Securing justice: The disciplinary system for judges in the
Russian Federation" of December 2012, Exhibit HVY-341.
International Commission of Jurists, "Appointing the judges: Procedures for Selection of Judges
in the Russian Federation" of 2014, Exhibit HVY-342.
International Commission of Jurists, "Appointing the judges: Procedures for Selection of Judges
in the Russian Federation" of 2014, Exhibit HVY-342, p. 59.
See para. 712.
International Commission of Jurists, "Appointing the judges: Procedures for Selection of Judges
in the Russian Federation" of 2014, Exhibit HVY-342, p. 59.
International Commission of Jurists, "The state of the judiciary in Russia" of November 2010,
Exhibit HVY-339, p. 13.

1462
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1464
1465
1466
1467
1468
1469
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"The examination process can be, and often is, manipulated by the president of
the court where the vacancy is located. There is also a real risk that newly
appointed judges may feel indebted towards the president of their court."

716.

Under Putin, the Kremlin’s control over the judiciary was secured, both as a result
of changes to the appointment procedures and of specific appointments. For
example, Putin appointed loyal supporters to important judicial offices. Not only
the influential presidents of the Arbitrazh courts, but also the president of the
Constitutional Court and the president of the Arbitrazh Court of Cassation, were
and are appointed by Putin. A key figure in the Arbitrazh system in the period
relevant for this case was Anton Ivanov, a confidant of Putin and Medvedev, and
also originating from St. Petersburg. In July 2004, Ivanov, up till then a university
law lecturer, was appointed to the board of Gazprom Media, a division of Stateowned company Gazprom, of which Medvedev was the CEO from 2002 to 2008.
In 2005, at the age of 39, Ivanov, unhindered by any judicial experience, was
appointed by Putin to the most senior position in the Russian civil-law system,
president of the Arbitrazh Court of Cassation. In 2011 Medvedev, who by then
was temporary President, extended Ivanov’s appointment.

717.

Putin's influence on the appointment of the highest judges is particularly relevant
given the influence they have on lower judges.

718.

In an interview with NRC Handelsblad in 2010, former judge Kudeshkina said:1470
“The current situation is far worse than in the Soviet Union: judges have even
fewer rights and have become even more dependent on those in power.”
and
“The president of a court is very powerful. He or she allocates the cases to the
judges and gives them bonuses which, based on a monthly salary of between
EUR 400 and 700, can be as much as EUR 4,700. The Russian president
determines whether a court president is reappointed or not.”

719.

The Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe established (like
the ICJ1471):
"End-of-year bonuses and other payments can sometimes be larger than annual
salaries, and court presidents enjoy discretion in making such determinations.
The court president could also have a decisive influence in cases related to
allocation of housing to judges. Quite often, those additional benefits are taken

1470
1471

NRC Handelsblad, "Ik kan iedereen recht in de ogen kijken", 13 February 2010, Exhibit HVY343.
International Commission of Jurists, "The state of the judiciary in Russia" of November 2010,
Exhibit HVY-339, p. 25: "In fact, healthcare access, end of year bonuses and other payments
can sometimes be larger than annual salaries while court presidents take decisions on the
distribution of those benefits among judges. No general rules exist for allocation of various
material benefits, including housing, and court presidents enjoy discretion in making such
determinations."
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from budgets of local authorities rather than the federal budget, which in itself
can be a factor detrimental to judicial independence."1472

720.

In the aforementioned report Appointing the judges: Procedures for Selection of
Judges in the Russian Federation, the ICJ concludes:
"Beyond appointment, further steps in the judicial career are also affected by lack
of fairness and transparency. The evaluation criteria used in promotions of
judges — for example, the number of decisions overturned on appeal — may
themselves undermine personal independence of judges." 1473

while the ICJ concludes in “The state of the judiciary in Russia”:
"The mission was consistently told that loyalty of a judge and “political sensitivity”
are the most important factors for determining promotion, while independent and
principled judges often have much lesser chances to be promoted or appointed
as a court president." 1474

721.

In its report “Securing justice: The disciplinary system for judges in the Russian
Federation”, published in December 2012 following a fact-finding mission, the
ICJ states how the system and practical application of disciplinary sanctions also
affect the independence of the judiciary in Russia.

722.

The system is characterised by:
(i)

vague grounds for disciplinary sanctions: "Several aspects of the
grounds of disciplinary action against judges appear to be highly
problematic. These include the vague language of the legal provisions
regarding the grounds for disciplinary action".1475 The Russian
Federation was unable or unwilling to remedy this systematic defect, so
the ICJ again repeated its recommendation in its report of January 2017:
"Court presidents play a significant role in the evaluation of judges.
Safeguards need to be put in place to ensure that the procedure of
evaluation is transparent and is based on clear criteria objectively
applied in a particular case."1476

(ii)

1472

1473
1474
1475
1476

the absence of a time-limitation period, which leads to a permanent
“exposure” of the judge: "In practice, the absence of a time limitation
increases the power of Court Presidents over judges, since they will keep
information about misconduct or mistakes made by a Judge during the

Report of the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe following his visit to the
Russian Federation from 3 to 12 April 2013, 12 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-338, footnote to
para. 49.
International Commission of Jurists, "Appointing the judges: Procedures for Selection of Judges
in the Russian Federation" of 2014, Exhibit HVY-342, p. 59.
International Commission of Jurists, "The state of the judiciary in Russia" of November 2010,
Exhibit HVY-339, p. 14.
International Commission of Jurists, "International standards on the independence, efficiency
and quality of justice", 17 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-344, p. 32.
International Commission of Jurists, "International standards on the independence, efficiency
and quality of justice", 17 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-344, p. 5.
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course of his or her career and have the power to use that information to
recommend their dismissal at any point";1477
(iii)

an unusually high percentage of dismissals of judges, which is intended
in particular to serve as an example and to ensure obedience: "Perhaps
most significantly, the example of those who have been subject to
disciplinary proceedings and dismissal serves to "encourage the others"
to conform to the practices and expectations of the judicial
establishment, for example to follow the line expected by a court
president or the local authorities";1478 and

(iv)

unrelenting psychological pressure on judges to comply with the
expectations of the executive: "Many judges feel constant pressure to
conform to expectations inconsistent with the independent exercise of
the judicial function, and are acutely and constantly aware that if they do
not do so, they will face dismissal."1479

723.

The Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe has confirmed
these conclusions.1480

724.

The 'assessments' have major financial consequences for the individual judges.
Under the system, in the event of dismissal, they do not only lose their salary,
but also pension entitlements, the right to reside in inexpensive flats and judicial
immunity.1481

725.

The report for the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (13018) of
14 September 2012 concludes that the Putin regime uses the aforementioned
means to strengthen its influence over the judiciary:
"317. The poor state of judicial independence is clearly facilitated by a legislative
and administrative framework that fails to protect judges from undue influence by

1477
1478
1479
1480

1481

International Commission of Jurists, "Securing justice: The disciplinary system for judges in the
Russian Federation" of December 2012, Exhibit HVY-341, p. 30.
International Commission of Jurists, "Securing justice: The disciplinary system for judges in the
Russian Federation" of December 2012, Exhibit HVY-341, p. 8.
International Commission of Jurists, "Securing justice: The disciplinary system for judges in the
Russian Federation" of December 2012, Exhibit HVY-341, p. 10.
Report of the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe following his visit to the
Russian Federation from 3 to 12 April 2013, 12 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-338, para. 56:
"The lack of clear criteria as to the grounds on which a disciplinary procedure against a judge
could be initiated appears to be one of the main factors undermining the independence of
judges. The statistical data shows that the application of disciplinary proceedings against judges
is frequent." And in para. 58: "In 2008, the Constitutional Court ruled in its decision that
disciplinary measures should be applied in those cases, where the infraction is entirely
"incompatible with the honour and dignity of judges. However, vague grounds for disciplinary
responsibility are reportedly used in order to put pressure on judges. In particular, the
requirement to avoid “anything which can undermine the authority of the judiciary" may be –
and allegedly is – used to justify abusive dismissals, thus jeopardising the independence and
impartiality of judges.”
International Commission of Jurists, "Securing justice: The disciplinary system for judges in the
Russian Federation" of December 2012, Exhibit HVY-341, p. 32.
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State or private interests. The way the judiciary operates puts pressure on judges
through a complex system which is not always apparent or visible and includes
not only external pressure, but also internal mechanisms and bureaucracy.
318. These internal mechanisms have become more significant as a result of the
government's drive to strengthen the powers of the executive, known in Russia
as "strengthening the vertical power". Political interference has increased under
laws brought into force in the wake of the Beslan siege, allegedly for "counterterrorism" purposes. The executive wields considerable power through the High
Qualification Collegium and Judicial Qualification Collegia, which is intended to
be a body of judicial self-governance controlling the appointment, promotion and
dismissals of judges."1482 (Emphasis added.).

726.

Thus, the Putin regime has secured that judges are loyal to the regime:
"The system pressures judges to show loyalty to State bodies or certain officials
and to take into account political considerations. Threats to judicial independence
are reported to be particularly acute in cases where powerful political or
economic actors have an interest in the outcome of a case. The most notorious
examples are the cases involving Yukos and Mr Mikhail Khodorkovsky." 1483

727.

The mindset of the Russian judges is thus strongly focused on the interests of
the State, and is far from independent, as the Commissioner for Human Rights
of the Council of Europe also observes,1484 and this is – again on the basis of
their research and interviews with Russian judges – also clearly established by
the ICJ.1485

728.

In October 2009, a report was published entitled “The Judicial System of Russia.
Current Issues”, which was exceptional for Russia.1486 The report was published
at the instigation of the Institute of Contemporary Development (ICD - INSOR),

1482

Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, "Report (13018) on The honouring of
obligations and commitments by the Russian Federation”, 14 September 2012, Exhibit HVY340.
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, "Report (13018) on The honouring of
obligations and commitments by the Russian Federation”, 14 September 2012, Exhibit HVY340, para. 323 et seq., para. 334.
Report of the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe following his visit to the
Russian Federation from 3 to 12 April 2013, 12 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-338, para. 45:
"Several of the Commissioner's interlocutors underlined that this [that judges are not perceived
as independent and impartial by the general public] was partially due to the attitudes and mindset of individual judges, most of whom were trained and began their career in a different legal
system. Quite often, judges see their role in defending what are perceived to be the best
interests of the state, rather than individual human rights."
The ICJ report of 2012 offers special insight into the lack of independence of the judiciary.
International Commission of Jurists, "Securing justice: The disciplinary system for judges in the
Russian Federation" of December 2012, Exhibit HVY-341, p. 7: “In conversations with judges
and former judges, apart from those at the highest levels of the judicial hierarchy, the notion of
the judiciary as a strong, independent, check on executive power is strikingly absent. The
mindset of judges themselves, both collectively and individually, is perhaps the most deeprooted obstacle to an effective and independent judiciary. Judges seem to lack a sense of
autonomy and authority, or indeed their right to such authority; instead they often appear to
operate in a state of constant anxiety about the whims of their more senior colleagues, by whom
they are easily intimidated. One former judge told the ICJ mission that: "[j]udges don't decide
independently. We are not talking about oppression - they are just begging for instructions.
They are just used to working like that."
Center for Political Technologies (commissioned by the Institute of Contemporary
Development), Judicial System of Russia. Current Issues, October 2009, Annex (Merits) C
1335, Exhibit HVY-1.
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1484

1485
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of which the then President of Russia, Dmitri Medvedev was chairman and which
was prepared by the Centre for Political Technology. The report was based on a
sociological survey consisting in particular of discussions with Russian judges,
retired judges, academics, attorneys, businessmen and NGOs. They concluded
that the Russian judiciary is dependent on the executive and on those who are
closely associated with it in cases pertaining to state interests:
"The experts are convinced that at the present moment a judge in an important
case does not occupy the position of an arbitrator but a priori takes the side of
the State, defending and supporting the interests of State officials and not the
rights of those who have the law on their side." 1487

729.

The report confirms that the dependence of the Russian judges is maintained by
the system, which consists of interconnected mechanisms: the power of the court
president, the mindset of judges, the bonus system and the threat of disciplinary
measures, which ensure that “if a judge would try to act differently from what he
was told he simply wouldn’t survive in this system.”1488 The experts point out that
those in power ensure that unfavourable court decisions, even if they are in line
with the law, are set aside on appeal and referred back. The setting-aside
percentage subsequently constitutes a ground for the dismissal of judges who
applied the law in the wrong cases. Judges therefore think hard about whether a
decision can be handed down in the relevant case based on the law.

11.4.3 The practice of telephone justice is still widespread in the Russian
Federation
730.

A consequence of the foregoing defects and an important feature of the Russian
legal system – which would also be applied so frequently in the Yukos cases – is
‘telephone justice’.1489 ‘Telephone justice’ is the practice in which the adjudicating
judge receives substantive instructions from the executive regarding what his
decision in the case should be. These instructions come either directly by
telephone, but generally indirectly, in other words, via internal influence by a
higher court or by a judge from the case court with considerable responsibility for
policy, who complies with the wishes of the state and if necessary, enforces these
internally. The instructions may also entail detailed indications regarding the
desired tempo of the proceedings, the calling of witnesses and dealing with other
evidence. The result of the system is that the judiciary complies with the wishes
of the executive, even without instructions.

1487

Center for Political Technologies (commissioned by the Institute of Contemporary
Development), Judicial System of Russia. Current Issues, October 2009, Annex (Merits) C
1335, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 10.
Center for Political Technologies (commissioned by the Institute of Contemporary
Development), Judicial System of Russia. Current Issues, October 2009, Annex (Merits) C
1335, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 10.
Derived from Russian term телефонное право (telefonnoe pravo).

1488

1489
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731.

The poor functioning of the Russian judiciary was also strikingly phrased by
Medvedev when, after two weeks as president of the Russian Federation, he
explicitly admitted during an official opening speech at a meeting on 20 May 2008
about the review of the legal system that telephone justice and corruption are
common occurrences in the Russian legal system. The official English translation
by the Kremlin itself reads:
"What is our main objective? Our main objective is to achieve independence for
the judicial system. It is a well-known principle that courts must be subject to the
law, and, indeed, this is the basis of respect for justice and for the belief in its
fairness. This is our basic task and it is hugely important. To move in this
direction, we need to consider a range of issues associated with preparing a
series of measures aimed at eliminating the miscarriage of justice. As we all
know, when justice fails it often does so because of pressure of various kinds,
such as surreptitious phone calls and money – there is no point in beating around
the bush."1490 (Emphasis added.)

732.

The Russian government acknowledged the existence of telephone justice
before a special rapporteur of the United Nations Human Rights Council:
"[the] Government itself acknowledges that the practice of ‘telephone justice’ or
‘justice for money’ persists in the country”, noting that “cases have been reported
that in the past judges have sometimes failed to make independent decisions as
they feared to have their judgment overturned after they received ‘advice’ from
the prosecutor’s office, the respective appeal court or their own court
chairperson."1491

733.

In its report “The State of the Judiciary in Russia”, the ICJ stated that:1492
"Threats to judicial independence are reported to be particularly acute in cases
where powerful political or economic actors have an interest in an outcome of a
case, but pressure on judges permeates the judicial system as a whole."
"Methods of inappropriate influence on judges are multifarious and range from
manipulation of promotions or benefits to applying direct pressure on a judge
regarding a concrete case and the chilling effect on judges of dismissing
colleagues perceived to be too independent or outspoken."

734.

The ICJ also observed – again following extensive research and interviews with
judges – that the practice of 'telephone justice' had increased under the Putin
regime:
"Judges were said to be often directly instructed on how to resolve a case. One
dismissed judge was genuinely surprised at the mission's "ignorance" about the
de facto obligation of judges to receive instructions on certain cases from court
presidents. In fact, the mission was told that there has been an increase of
telephone justice and a broadening of other means of exerting influence upon

1490
1491

1492

The Kremlin, "Moscow Opening Address at a Meeting to Discuss Improving the Judicial
System", 20 May 2008, Exhibit HVY-345.
Report of the Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers, Mr Leandro
Despouy, to the United Nations Human Rights Council, Addendum: Mission to the Russian
Federation, A/HRC/11/41/Add.2 (March 23, 2009), Annex (Merits) C 503, Exhibit HVY-1, para.
58.
International Commission of Jurists, "The state of the judiciary in Russia" of November 2010,
Exhibit HVY-339, p. 7.
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judges. The practice of the president directing instructions as to the expected
outcome of cases is said to be routine. However, as was stressed often, there is
no need to give instructions in every case, as judges are aware of the
expectations. If the expectations are not met, a decision may be revoked and a
judge may face disciplinary measures due to a poor record, pushing justice to
the sidelines."1493 (Emphasis added.)

735.

It is difficult for NGOs observing the processes in Russia to explain to its
audience in the West how absurdly the legal system operates:
“Legal cases in Russia are so absurd that you can hardly believe your own ears
and eyes. You are witness to the formalisation of a decision that was already
taken elsewhere a long time ago.
[…]
Almost everything is decided at the top. I once had a candid conversation with a
judge of one of Moscow’s district courts, who has since resigned. When she had
to render a decision on a traffic accident, she received a phone call from Olga
Yegarova, the head of Moscow City Court, who dictated the judgment to her.
Many judges have had the same experience. The Russian courts must defend
the interests of the regime. It is impossible to challenge any government
decisions or, for example, election fraud in court. A judge knows that the (Security
Service) FSB has kompromat (blackmail material) about her (three quarters of all
judges are women), so she will do what they ask her to. There are close
friendships between judges and members of the public prosecution service and
they do each other favours.”1494

736.

The effect of the system of telephone justice, and the characteristics of a lack of
independence of the judges, was also brought to light in the Yukos cases
themselves.

737.

Soon after the second Russian criminal case against Khodorkovsky, Natalya
Vasilieva, press officer of the Khamovnichesky district court in Moscow, where
the trial took place, stated in an interview that the presiding judge Danilkin was
frequently summoned to the Moscow Arbitrazh Court, where he received
instructions regarding all important aspects, including the witnesses to be heard.
Vasilieva also confirmed that this was the way things went in all politically
sensitive cases in Russia, in which the outcome was also determined in advance.
The interview with Vasilieva, broadcast by news channel gazeta.ru, with English
subtitles, and the text of the interview in English are hereby submitted as
evidence.1495 Vasilieva stated that the Moscow Arbitrazh Court controlled every
aspect of the entire criminal trial and that the interference of the Moscow
Arbitrazh Court, of all courts, was not at all limited to “high profile cases”. The
judgment in the second criminal case was not written by Danilkin, but by the
Court of Cassation and was given to Danilkin, as a judge with the

1493

International Commission of Jurists, "The state of the judiciary in Russia" of November 2010,
Exhibit HVY-339, p. 7.
Raam op Rusland, "De rechtbank dient de belangen van het regime", 29 April 2018, Exhibit
HVY-346.
Video recording of Gazeta.ru’s interview with Ms Natalya Vasilieva, Exhibit HVY-347. See also
Transcript of Gazeta.ru’s interview with Ms Natalya Vasilieva, Exhibit HVY-348.

1494
1495
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Khamovnichesky district court, by the Moscow Arbitrazh Court. Danilkin was
furious that he simply had to do whatever he was told and was driven to total
despair. However, Vasilieva explained that if a judge refuses, it is made clear to
him that he should think of family and children; in the best situation, he will be
dismissed.
738.

The public reading of the voluminous judgment was also a chaotic spectacle.
Danilkin had never before seen the judgment, which was largely literally identical
to the complaint by the Russian public prosecution service. The final part of the
judgment – a Russian judge must write the judgment himself outside the
presence of all others1496 – was handed out to Danilkin only during the public
reading.

739.

Understandably, judge Danilkin denied the influencing. However, Vasilieva was
backed up by another former court employee, Igor Kravchenko.1497 Vasilieva
resigned a few weeks after the interview, soon after FSB employees in civilian
clothing had searched the home of her in-laws.

740.

HVY also refer to an article of 11 June 2004 in Ria Novosti in which judge
Cheburashkina is quoted.1498 On 19 May 2004, judge Cheburashkina granted a
request by Yukos to suspend the execution of the collection of the 2000 additional
assessment. After she took this decision, she was then removed from the case.
Regarding the pressure put on her, Cheburashkina stated as follows:
"I am under a pressure beyond compare. Ministry people were out to influence
me for a verdict as I was considering one of the many ministry suits against the
Yukos-to redress a miserly two thousand roubles. Vsevolod Kurkov, ministry
legal board vice-manager, harassed me with no end of procedural demands,
which clashed with the Arbitration Procedural Code," an exasperated
Cheburashkina said to court."

741.

The facts were raised in the Arbitrations in, among other things, the (undisputed)
witness statement by Yuri Schmidt:

1496

In the English translation, Article 298 of the Russian Code of Criminal Procedure provides:

1497

1498

Article 298. Secrecy of the Judges' Conference
1.
The sentence shall be passed by the court in the retiring room. During the passing of
the sentence in this room may be present only the judges, included into the
composition of the court on the given criminal case.
2.
After the end of the working hours, as well as in the course of the working day, the
court shall have the right to have an interval for a break exiting out of the retiring room.
The judges shall have no right to divulge the judgements put forth in the discussions
and in passing the sentence.
Kravchenko stated in The New York Times that Danilkin was frequently summoned to appear
at the Moscow City Court and was entirely desperate. Kravchenko was dismissed after he had
allowed Khodorkovsky’s attorneys to show a single barrel of crude oil in the courtroom as
evidence; see The New York Times, “Bosses pressed Russian judge, official says”, 15 April
2011, Exhibit HVY-349.
Ria Novosti, "Yukos vs. Tax Ministry: Court meets judge challenge", 11 June 2004, Exhibit
HVY-350.
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"The influence of the Executive over the Judiciary is also amply shown in the
case of Yukos’ alleged tax debts. The fact that the Tax Ministry challenged the
only judge who ruled in favor of the company, Judge Cheburashkina, is selfexplanatory. The Moscow Court accepted the challenge and Judge
Cheburashkina was replaced by another judge who was naturally more favorable
to the Prosecution's theories."1499

11.4.4 The manipulation of the legal proceedings in Armenia and the involvement
of the Russian Federation therein
742.

As the Amsterdam District Court also acknowledged in its judgment of 5
December 2018, the proceedings conducted in Armenia regarding the control of
Yukos CIS Investment Limited ("Yukos CIS") yield a striking example of the way
in which the Russian Federation and State oil company Rosneft have used
telephone justice in the Yukos cases.1500 Rosneft bought the shares in Yukos
CIS, an Armenian Yukos subsidiary, from Rebgun, the receiver in Yukos’
bankruptcy, for an amount that was far below their actual value. The finding in
various Armenian judgments was that Rosneft was the new shareholder of Yukos
CIS. In preliminary relief proceedings in the Dutch courts, Rosneft then
successfully relied on these judgments in the Netherlands, allowing it to take over
control of Wincanton Holding B.V. (“Wincanton”), a Yukos CIS subsidiary.1501

743.

The manipulation by Rosneft and the Russian Federation came to light after Surik
Ghazaryan, a judge who was dealing with one of the Armenian lawsuits regarding
the control of Yukos CIS at first instance ("Ghazaryan"), stated (and repeated
under oath) that he had been subjected to pressure from superiors to decide the
case in Rosneft's favour.1502 Judge Ghazaryan stated, inter alia, that he had
received detailed instructions on the conduct of the proceedings from judges of
the Armenian Court of Cassation and that he did not write the judgment of 23
February 2011 in that case himself, but that this judgment was handed to him

1499

Statement of Schmidt of 6 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 43. See also HVY Memorial
on the Merits, paras. 583-585.
See Amsterdam District Court 5 December 2018, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:8618, para. 4.16.16:
"The defects, identified above, in the proceedings of Yukos Capital and FPH fit in the wider
context of irregularities - some of which have been established before and some of which have
not been refuted sufficiently in the present proceedings - in proceedings relating to Yukos
companies in and outside of the Russian Federation; the latter pertains, for example, to
Armenia. The course of events in the run-up to and the occurrence of Yukos Oil Company’s
bankruptcy is a striking example. Also the pressure brought to bear on judges in Russia [...] or
even Armenia (Ghazaryan, who stated under oath that a judgment pronounced by him on 23
February 2011 was not written by him, but was handed to him on a USB-stick by a judge of the
Armenian Court of Cassation) to obtain a judgment favourable to the state or for a state
company, shows that in proceedings regarding companies and persons affiliated with Yukos
Oil, a fair trial was not something that could be taken for granted." See also Exhibit HVY-140
and Statement of Appeal, para. 9.
Statement of Appeal, para. 9 (final sentence) and Amsterdam Court of Appeal judgment 17 May
2011, case number 200.067.301/01 SKG, Exhibit HVY-141.
Statement of Surik Ghazaryan, 19 October 2012, Exhibit HVY-351 and Record of the witness
examination of Ghazaryan, 17 February 2014, Exhibit HVY-352.
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from above on a USB stick with the instruction to pronounce this judgment as his
own.1503
744.

Rosneft's international team of attorneys, led by the same Baker Botts LLP
partners who also assisted the Russian Federation in the Arbitrations,1504 tried to
call the testimony of Judge Ghazaryan into question.1505 A large number of
evidentiary documents entered into evidence by the Yukos parties in the Dutch
proceedings demonstrate how malicious the attempt by Rosneft and its attorneys
was to raise doubts about the truthfulness of Judge Ghazaryan’s statement.
These evidentiary documents,1506 including email correspondence between
various members of the Rosneft team, show that, with a view to the recognition
of the decisions of the Armenian courts in the Dutch proceedings, Rosneft used
the influence of the Russian Federation in Armenia to determine the outcome
and reasoning of the decisions made in that country. This evidence shows, nota
bene, that the judgment of 23 February 2011, which Judge Ghazaryan stated
was provided to him with the instruction that he pronounce it as his own, was
actually written by Rosneft's international team of attorneys at Baker Botts' offices
in Moscow.1507

745.

Rosneft’s interference in the proceedings conducted before Judge Ghazaryan
began in the run-up to a decision by the Armenian Civil Court of Appeal of 27

1503

Statement of Surik Ghazaryan, 19 October 2012, Exhibit HVY-351, para. 20; Record of the
witness examination of Ghazaryan, 17 February 2014, Exhibit HVY-352, p. 10.
The Russian Federation was assisted in the Arbitrations by the following Baker Botts partners:
Michael S. Goldberg, Jay L. Alexander, Johannes Koepp and Alejandro Escobar. Of these
attorneys, Goldberg, Alexander and Koepp were involved in Rosneft's representation in the
proceedings concerning the control of Yukos CIS and Wincanton. Goldberg and Alexander were
present at the witness examination of Judge Ghazaryan and passed their instructions on to
Rosneft's Dutch attorney in this respect. See Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13
August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, paras. 10 and 558. Also Baker Botts partners Ryan Bull (then
based in Moscow) and John Sheedy and Baker Botts employee Isabella Sarkisyan were
involved in influencing the Armenian proceedings. The content of this compensation
arrangement is evident from the judgment of the Amsterdam District Court of 3 September 2014,
ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2014:2014:6287, para. 2.6.1.
They contended, inter alia, that Judge Ghazaryan had been bribed by the Yukos parties to make
his statement. As shown by the procedural documents submitted as evidence by the Yukos
parties in the Dutch proceedings concerning Yukos CIS, to which HVY will refer, those parties
have been transparent from the outset about the compensation they granted to Judge
Ghazaryan and his family. As a result of making his statement, Judge Ghazaryan was no longer
safe in Armenia and had no independent means of subsistence in the United States, where he
and his family had been granted political asylum. For that reason, the Yukos parties have been
covering his living costs for some time. The content of this compensation arrangement is also
evident from the judgment of the Amsterdam District Court of 3 September 2014,
ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2014:2014:6287, para. 2.6.1.
The relevant parts of the procedural documents of the Yukos parties, containing an explanation
of the manipulation of the Armenian proceedings by Rosneft and the Russian Federation, are
hereby entered into evidence in the Dutch proceedings by HVY. These are (in chronological
order): the Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354; the Extracts from
Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353; and Extracts from Written
Arguments on appeal, 28 and 29 November 2016, Exhibit HVY-355. The exhibits to these
procedural documents are entered into evidence in digital form with this Deed.
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, Section 2.4.5;
Extracts from Written Arguments on appeal, 28 and 29 November 2016, Exhibit HVY-355,
Chapter 2 (in particular nos. 74-80).
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1506
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October 2010.1508 In the judgment that Ghazaryan had given earlier in the same
proceedings on 13 August 2010, he had declined jurisdiction. This reasoning was
strategically unfavourable to the Rosneft team because – in the words of Baker
Botts partner Ryan Bull – it would have enabled the Yukos parties to argue before
“western courts” that the Yukos parties did not have access to justice in
Armenia.1509 Consequently, the Rosneft team drew up a draft appeal judgment
setting aside Ghazaryan's judgment for four of the parties involved and referring
the case back to the civil court at first instance.1510
746.

The case thus came before Judge Ghazaryan once again. Rosneft’s attorneys
instructed their contacts at the Armenian public prosecution service that Judge
Ghazaryan should hold several hearings with the aim of creating an appearance
of due process.1511 However, this instruction was not followed. Ghazaryan closed
the proceedings on 17 February 2011 and announced that he would render
judgment on 23 February 2011.1512 The Rosneft team was unhappy about this
state of affairs because before the Dutch court it was difficult to justify the fact
that there would not be more than one hearing.1513 Rosneft employee Nikita
Tolstikov emailed Baker Botts partner Johannes Koepp, one of the Russian
Federation’s attorneys in the Arbitrations, saying that Ghazaryan had behaved
strangely at the hearing.1514

747.

Baker Botts and certain "Dutch consultants" advised Rosneft that a "wellconsidered and reasoned judgment in the case" was necessary in view of the
proceedings in the Netherlands.1515 According to Baker Botts and the Dutch
consultants, the reasoning of Judge Ghazaryan’s judgment had to include the
statement that the Yukos parties had no interest in the avoidance of the purchase

1508

1509
1510

1511

1512
1513

1514
1515

With regard to Rosneft's manipulation of the rulings and judgments in these proceedings (i.e.
the so-called Second Civil Proceedings on the Merits (case no. 1494)), see: Deed containing
exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, Section 1.2.6, and Extracts from Ancillary
Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, Section 2.4 (Section 2.4.2 of which
specifically pertains to Rosneft's role in the formation of the judgment of the Armenian Civil
Court of Appeal of 27 October 2010).
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, paras. 118
and 124.
See the Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353,
Section 2.4.2 (in particular paras. 125-131), from which it is evident that Baker Botts attorneys
Bull, Sheedy and Sarkisyan, among others, were involved in the writing of the judgment of 27
October 2010.
Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, paras. 128-143, Extracts
from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, paras. 132-138 and
148-151.
Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, para. 133, Extracts from
Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, para. 150.
Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, paras. 128-143, Extracts
from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, paras. 132-138 and
148-151.
Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, para. 141.
Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, paras. 135-136; Extracts
from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, para. 150.
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agreement between receiver Rebgun and Rosneft. See in that regard the memo
on this subject that was circulated within the Rosneft team on 17 February 2011:
"Consultants’ Recommendations with Respect to Subsequent Strategy
(concurred with Baker Botts and the Dutch consultants)
Armenian law allows for reconsideration of the case on its merits but it is not
recommended because such reconsideration with a subsequent reapplication of
the expedited hearing procedure (expedited to ensure a decision prior to the
appeal in the Netherlands with respect to the powers and authority, March 16,
2011) will be difficult to justify in the Dutch case. (Note: The lead Dutch attorney
representing former YUKOS management in the legal actions in the
Netherlands was present at the court session on February 17, 2011.)
The most acceptable option is a well-considered and reasoned judgment in the
case without the court’s reconsideration of the case. Moreover, the rationale for
the judgment and its inclusion of the following points are of the utmost (!!!)
significance.
Grounds for the expedited hearing procedure
o

After studying the claim, Rosneft and Registrar’s statements

and Claimants’ confirmation at the February 17 session that their
claims and the cause of action have not changed compared to the
original claim statement, the Court determined that, for the reasons set
forth below, Claimants do not have any interest in challenging the
transaction and none of their rights could have been violated by the
transaction. Therefore, the claim is manifestly unfounded and the case
is subject to an expedited hearing procedure. (…)."1516

748.

The email correspondence within the Rosneft team shows that the judgment
handed to Judge Ghazaryan on a USB stick on 23 February 2011 had been
drafted by the Rosneft team at Baker Botts' offices in Moscow on the previous
days.1517 A memo authored by Ryan Bull of 21 February 2011 contained the
reasoning of the judgment in judgment language ("The court concludes that they
are not 'interested' in the Agreement, and therefore this action should be
dismissed").1518 This reasoning is the same as in the judgment, as actually
pronounced by Judge Ghazaryan.1519 The text of the judgment is furthermore

1516

1517

1518

1519

Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, paras. 130-134 and Exhibit
636; and Extracts from Written Arguments on appeal, 28 and 29 November 2016, Exhibit HVY355, para. 77.
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, paras. 152176; and Extracts from Written Arguments on appeal, 28 and 29 November 2016, Exhibit HVY355, paras. 78-79.
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, para. 159
and Exhibit 768; and Extracts from Written Arguments on appeal, 28 and 29 November 2016,
Exhibit HVY-355, para. 79.
See Extracts from Written Arguments on appeal, 28 and 29 November 2016, Exhibit HVY-355,
para. 79, and the comparison table entered into evidence with that document as Exhibit G513C.
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almost identical to Rosneft’s Russian draft of it of 22 February 2011.1520 The
Yukos parties appealed Judge Ghazaryan’s judgment, including in cassation, but
to no avail. The Rosneft team also co-authored the judgments rendered by the
Armenian Civil Court of Appeal and the Armenian Court of Cassation using track
changes.1521
749.

The Rosneft team also co-authored various judgments of the Armenian
administrative court, including a judgment of 10 August 2010 sent by Rosneft
employee Tolstikov to Rosneft employee and decorated FSB officer Akhkubek
Akhkubekov.1522 The Yukos parties lodged an appeal in cassation against this
judgment. The judgment of the Armenian Court of Cassation was actively cowritten by Rosneft’s in-house lawyer Elena Zavaleeva,1523 who has been a
member of Rosneft’s management board since 2018.1524 Her changes were
incorporated into the judgment of 29 October 2010 actually rendered by the
Armenian Court of Cassation. On the basis of this rigged judgment of the
Armenian Court of Cassation, the Amsterdam Court of Appeal ruled in its
judgment in preliminary relief proceedings of 17 May 2011 that for the time being,
Rosneft should be considered the new shareholder of Yukos CIS and that the
Yukos directors of Wincanton had therefore been lawfully dismissed and should
transfer Wincanton’s administrative records to Rosneft.1525

750.

The Russian Federation’s executive must have been aware, up to the highest
level, of Rosneft's influence on the judiciary in Armenia. This follows simply from
the fact that there was a close connection (even a personal union) at the highest
level between Rosneft and the Russian Federation’s executive, as the
Amsterdam Court of Appeal also acknowledged.1526 Igor Sechin, Rosneft's

1520

Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, paras. 174177; Extracts from Written Arguments on appeal, 28 and 29 November 2016, Exhibit HVY-355,
para. 79.
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, Sections
2.4.6-2.4.8.
Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, Section 1.2.3; Extracts from
Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, Section 2.5, particularly
Section 2.5.4.
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, Section 2.5.5;
Extracts from Written Arguments on appeal, 28 and 29 November 2016, Exhibit HVY-355,
paras. 81-85.
See: Elena Zavaleeva’s profile on Rosneft’s website, 15 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-356,
which also states that since 2017 she has been Rosneft’s State Secretary, i.e. the person who
maintains contact with government authorities on behalf of Rosneft. This position was held by
Kalanda at the time that Rosneft’s contacts were used. Zavaleeva accompanied Kalanda’s team
on the trip to Armenia.
Statement of Appeal, para. 9 and Exhibit HVY-141. See also Extracts from Written Arguments
on appeal, 28 and 29 November 2016, Exhibit HVY-355, para. 85.
Cf. Amsterdam Court of Appeal, 28 April 2009, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2009:BI2451, para. 3.9.1:
"There is a close connection between Rosneft and the Russian State. It is undisputed that the
Russian State owns the vast majority of the shares in Rosneft and that the majority of Rosneft's
directors are politically appointed persons who combine their position at Rosneft with Russian
government positions. Igor Sechin, Chairman of Rosneft's Board of Directors, was at the time
also Deputy Head of the Presidential Administration and Advisor to President Putin and is now
also Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation.”

1521
1522

1523

1524

1525
1526
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current CEO and Rosneft’s Chairman of the Board from 2004 through 2011, is a
former KGB colleague of Putin, Putin’s former Deputy Chief of Staff and one of
his most important confidants. In addition to being Rosneft’s Chairman of the
Board, Sechin was also Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation
between 2008 and 2012, i.e. at the time of Rosneft’s intervention in the Armenian
proceedings.1527 It is therefore difficult to maintain that the Russian Federation
had no knowledge of the manipulation of the Armenian judicial process.
751.

Indeed, the evidence entered into evidence in the Dutch proceedings by the
Yukos parties shows that the (executive of the) Russian Federation not only knew
about Rosneft’s active manipulation of the Armenian judicial process, but was
also actively involved in it. HVY will briefly explain this below.
•

Firstly: Rosneft gained its influence over the Armenian judges through
interference on a political level, namely through a visit by Rosneft's then
State Secretary and Vice President Larisa Kalanda and her team to the
office of the Armenian President.1528 Kalanda and her team met with the
legal advisor to the Armenian President and later Prosecutor General of
the Armenian public prosecution service, Gevorg Kostanyan, who also
actually co-authored at least one judgment.1529 The help of such a highranking and politically connected official thus cannot have been realised
without the involvement of the Russian executive.

•

Secondly: following Kalanda's visit to Armenia, collaboration between
the Russian and Armenian public prosecution services started. That
collaboration was formalised with the signing of an agreement between
the Russian public prosecution service and the Armenian public
prosecution service regarding the protection of state interests between
the Russian Federation and Armenia, in which respect – according to
public reports – Armen Nikoghosyan specifically, the head of the
Department for the Protection of State Interests, was accorded particular
recognition (Nikoghosyan was to play a significant role in the
manipulation of the judgments).1530 That the Armenian public prosecution

1527
1528
1529

1530

Amsterdam Court of Appeal, 28 April 2009, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2009:BI2451. See also Final
Award (HEL), para. 1468 and footnote 1905.
Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, paras. 17-24; and Extracts
from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, Section 2.2.
In his role as assistant to the Armenian President, Kostanyan was charged with 'supervising'
legal matters with a major state interest, including the Yukos-related cases, because they
involve major Russian (and therefore also Armenian) state interests. Kostanyan was involved
in the drafting of at least one judgment of the Armenian administrative court. See in this regard:
Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, paras. 24 and 104-108;
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, paras. 7 and
32-38 and Section 2.6.4.
See Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, paras.
40-45 and the sources cited there. As explained in paras. 52 and 53 of the Extracts from
Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, Nikoghosyan was rewarded
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service helped to influence the Armenian proceedings is evident from the
fact that Rosneft's Armenian attorney Edward Mouradian passed on
Rosneft’s detailed instructions to Nikoghosyan about its desired course
as regards the Armenian proceedings and that these instructions
(including, for example, the instruction to share draft judgments with
Rosneft's attorneys in advance) were followed.1531 One of Rosneft’s
Armenian attorneys emailed his colleague saying that the contacts
between Rosneft’s attorneys and Nikoghosyan were "top secret" (and
gave the instruction that this email be deleted after reading).1532
•

Thirdly: the Russian public prosecution service was involved – together
with Rosneft – in directing the Armenian public prosecution service in the
Yukos-related proceedings, in particular with regard to the criminal
prosecution of the Armenian Yukos director Armen Mikayelyan.1533 This
is revealed by, for example, Rosneft’s active interference in the way the
Armenian authorities had to organise the criminal file against Yukos
director Mikayelyan ("interrogation, declaration, and so on"),1534 and by
the fact that Rosneft passed its detailed instructions on to
Nikoghosyan1535, who discussed Rosneft’s instructions with "colleagues
from the RF" (i.e. the Russian Federation’s public prosecution
service).1536 This is also an illustration of the extent to which the Russian
Federation uses criminal law for civil purposes – a classic example of
misuse of power.

•

1531
1532
1533
1534
1535
1536
1537

1538
1539

Fourthly: the Russian Federation's contribution to the events in Armenia
is reflected in the Russian secret services’ close involvement in the
manipulation of the Armenian Yukos proceedings.1537 Rosneft passed its
instructions on to the Armenian judiciary via Akhkubek Akhkubekov,1538
as Rosneft also acknowledged before the Amsterdam District Court.1539
According to the annual report of the Rosneft affiliate RN Vlakra and

with an expensive wristwatch during the ceremony of the collaboration between the Russian
and the Armenian Public Prosecution Services.
See Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, paras.
40-57 and the sources and exhibits cited there in para. 40.
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, para. 41 and
Exhibit 732.
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, Section 2.8.
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, para. 333
and Exhibit 826.
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, paras. 335342.
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, paras. 51 and
91 and Exhibit 740.
See in this regard: Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, paras. 2528 and 83-86; and Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY353, paras. 63, 64, 310 and 311.
See, inter alia: Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, paras. 25-28
and 83-86.
Statement of Rejoinder of Rosneft (page 247), 21 May 2014, Exhibit HVY-357.
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Russian media reports, Akhkubekov (born 1971) studied at the FSB
Academy in 1997, was stationed by the FSB in the rebellious republic of
Dagestan, for which he was awarded the Russian Order for Bravery, and
holds the rank of captain within the FSB.1540 The evidence also shows
that Rosneft’s Vice President Sergei Tregub, who has a background in
the Russian military intelligence service, was involved in the
manipulation of the Armenian judgments.1541 When Tolstikov's
instructions regarding the content of the judgment of 10 August 2010
were not (fully) followed, Tolstikov asked Tregub and Akhkubekov for an
"operational discussion".1542 Tolstikov emailed them the instructions on
the desired content of the judgment that the Armenian Court of Cassation
was to render on 29 October 2010. One of those instructions was that
Rosneft should be able to co-write the reasoning of the judgment in
advance.1543 The reasoning of this judgment also actually corresponded
to Tolstikov's instructions to Akhkubekov and Tregub. 1544 This same
judgment was recognised by the Amsterdam Court of Appeal on 17 May
2011.1545
•

Fifthly: the involvement of the Russian Federation’s attorneys in the
manipulation of the Armenian judgments and the proceedings
concerning these in the Netherlands is a strong indication that the
Russian Federation was involved in this, or at least had knowledge of
it.1546 Baker Botts partners Bull, Koepp and Sheedy were involved in
devising and – in the case of Bull – in writing the judgments in Armenian
Yukos proceedings. Goldberg and Alexander, the most experienced
partners within the Baker Botts team, were present at the witness
examination of Judge Ghazaryan and attempted – by giving instructions
to Rosneft’s Dutch attorney – to have him disclose the names of those
who had helped him flee Armenia (the sinister reason for which is
obvious). Goldberg, Koepp and Alexander were also the attorneys of the
Russian Federation in the Arbitrations as well as in the Quasar
Arbitration.

1540
1541
1542
1543
1544
1545

1546

Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, para. 25 (footnote 16).
Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, paras. 25-28.
Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, paras. 83-86 and Exhibit 624.
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, para. 62.
Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, para. 86.
Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, para. 86; Extracts from
Written Arguments on appeal, 28 and 29 November 2016, Exhibit HVY-355, para. 85. Also see:
Statement of Appeal, para. 9 (final sentence) and Exhibit HVY-141.
Goldberg, Alexander and Koepp assisted the Russian Federation during the Arbitrations. See
the first page of the Arbitral Awards. According to Rosneft, the politically influential contacts that
Rosneft used to get a hold on the Armenian judges were contacts "on the level that BB is
dreaming of". Deed Containing Exhibits, 11 September 2013, Exhibit HVY-354, para. 19 and
Exhibit 587 (page 2).
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752.

Rosneft acknowledged the authenticity of the evidence in the aforementioned
proceedings.1547 Still, in the Russian Federation’s characteristic style, Rosneft put
forward the bizarre defence that it was actually the Yukos parties that influenced
the proceedings in Armenia. That defence reeked of implausibility, if only
because the Yukos parties have been unsuccessful in all Armenian proceedings.
Furthermore, it transpired that Rosneft had threatened Yukos' Armenian lawyer
and forced him to report to Rosneft.1548 Rosneft also alleged that the Yukos
parties had obtained evidence unlawfully, without – when this assertion was
contested by the Yukos parties – providing any evidence to support this
assertion. Rosneft also tried to get the evidence removed from the proceedings
in other ways, with as final attempt a change of claim to the effect that it no longer
wanted to rely on the Armenian judgments. That change of claim was refused.1549

753.

The fact that the Russian Government interfered in the Armenian Yukos
proceedings by, inter alia, writing judgments itself in order to mislead the Dutch
courts (and thus to gain control of Yukos' foreign assets) shows what Rosneft
and the Russian Federation are capable of outside of the Russian legal system.
How far their influence extends closer to home can be readily imagined. The
influence of the Russian Government – in particular the Russian public
prosecution service and the Russian secret services – on Russian judges is
obviously (even) greater than the influence that, as shown by the Armenian
evidence, was exerted on the Armenian judges. For this reason, too, the
decisions of Russian courts in Yukos cases cannot be followed.

11.4.5 Conclusions
754.

The foregoing abundant evidence shows that the Russian judiciary is not
independent and impartial in cases involving the interests of the Russian State.
That was and is very clear in all cases involving Yukos. This means that the Court
of Appeal cannot rely on the accuracy or validity of any judgment handed down
by Russian courts in Yukos-related cases since the attack launched by the
Russian authorities against Yukos and individuals involved in Yukos in 2003.

1547

Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, para. 21. Nor
did Baker Botts dispute, in the proceedings that resulted in the judgment of the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia of 18 August 2017 (Exhibit RF-294), that Baker Botts
attorneys co-authored letters of instruction and draft judgments in the Armenian proceedings.
Baker Botts raised a number of formal defences in those proceedings, following which the case
was dismissed.
Extracts from Ancillary Statement of Defence, 13 August 2014, Exhibit HVY-353, Section 2.7.
The District Court found that, Rosneft, by no longer relying on the Armenian judgments, deviated
from the course it had set itself and developed near the end of the proceedings a complete new
line of reasoning. The District Court held that could not be accepted, in view of the requirements
of due process referred to in Article 130(1) of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure (Cause-List
Decision of Amsterdam District Court, 21 January 2015, Exhibit HVY-358, para. 19).

1548
1549
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12

THE MALA FIDE CONDUCT OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION CONTINUES,
INCLUDING IN THESE PROCEEDINGS

755.

It is clear from the foregoing that in the prosecution of Yukos and all parties
affiliated with it, the Russian Federation has had improper intentions – its actions
are not bona fide, but mala fide. That mala fide conduct continues in these setting
aside proceedings, which should have consequences for the assessment of the
accusations made by the Russian Federation.

756.

Section 12.1 discusses the fact that the way in which the Russian Federation
expresses these criminal allegations runs counter to fundamental principles of
criminal law that are part of Dutch public policy. It is explained in Section 12.2
that the Russian Federation withholds evidence, which should have
consequences for the assessment in this case. Section 12.3 discusses why the
witnesses presented by the Russian Federation are not reliable. It is explained
in Section 12.4 that the Russian Federation is using "experts" in a misleading
manner to create evidence in support of its positions. Finally, in section 12.5
evidence is submitted demonstrating that the false, distracting and misleading
stories, which the Russian Federation tells in the Defence on Appeal in the
context of the alleged illegalities, are part of a pattern that the Russian Federation
commonly uses, which serves as supporting evidence in the context of assessing
the "unclean hands" allegations.

757.

Obviously, HVY are presenting all these points in this Chapter 12 because they
are important in the appreciation of the "unclean hands" allegations of the
Russian Federation, all of which accusations are also substantively incorrect for
a large number of reasons, as discussed in detail in Chapters 13 et seq.

758.

It is appropriate to consider one particular topic here, as it will be revisited in
several sections of this chapter: an important share of the Russian Federation’s
accusations concern crimes allegedly perpetrated in Russia in 1995 and 1996,
for which no prosecution has been pursued by the Russian Federation to date.
This is all the more relevant, as under Russian law – unlike in the Netherlands –
the Russian Federation is obliged to prosecute if it has a prosecutable case. This
is confirmed by Professor Thaman in his expert report of 17 February 2019.1550
Thaman is emeritus professor of law at Saint Louis University, where he taught
criminal law, criminal procedure law, comparative criminal procedure law and
international criminal law from 1995 until his retirement in 2016. Thaman is
regarded as a leading researcher and author in the field of comparative criminal
procedure law. As part of his comparative law research, since 1991 Thaman has
mainly focused on criminal law and criminal procedure law of the Russian
Federation and other former Soviet republics.

1550

Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, 17 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D16
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759.

Thaman writes the following about the obligation to prosecute under Russian law:
"Under the principle of legality in Russian law, law enforcement officials have
the duty to investigate and charge any crimes which come to their attention. In
order to comply with this duty, they have a wealth of tools, open and secret, to
gather information to confirm or dispel any suspicions of criminal wrongdoing.
Investigative organs have no discretion to hold off on initiating an investigation
or prosecuting if they become aware of what could conceivably have been
serious criminal conduct. It would violate a suspect's rights, including the right
to know what crime he is suspected of100, the presumption of innocence101, due
process102, the right to a speedy and public trial103, and the applicable statutes
of limitations104 to wait for years to initiate an investigation of potentially criminal
acts, whether it be due to utter incompetence of investigative and prosecuting
organs, or for ulterior purposes unrelated to criminal justice, such as to prevail
in a civil suit."1551 (Emphasis added.).

760.

The fact that the Russian Federation, until recently, did not even initiate a formal
criminal investigation into the Yukos privatisation, has still not identified and
notified any suspects, and has still not issued an indictment in relation to the
Yukos privatisation, can only mean that the Russian Federation does not have a
prosecutable case and therefore does not itself believe in its allegations of
illegalities. After all, the Yukos privatisation took place more than twenty years
ago and the Russian Federation has been aware of all the relevant facts for
years. Moreover, its criminal investigation into Yukos has been ongoing since
2003. Although it did prosecute and convict some persons, this prosecution did
not pertain to the alleged illegalities linked to the Yukos privatisation, which are
at issue in these setting aside proceedings. And all of this while serious
allegations of bribery are now being made, and the Russian Federation has had
years to investigate these. It failed to do so. The Russian Federation has never
prosecuted the individuals allegedly responsible for 'bribery'. For the record: the
managers who received the fees simply were and are located in the Russian
Federation.1552

761.

Thaman is clear about what this means, given the obligation – under Russian law
– to prosecute:
"The Prosecutor General who was, and likely still is, despite the introduction of
the Investigative Committee in 2010, the most powerful law enforcement official
in Russia, was on top of the process of privatization of Yukos from the
beginning. On more than one occasion the Prosecutor General was publicly
called upon to look into the legality of the transactions and the prosecutor's
office responded in lawful fashion to complaints about civil or administrative
illegalities in the privatization process through its powers of "general
supervision". The fact that the investigative organs of the Russian Federation
did not initiate a criminal investigation in relation to such a publicly-discussed
privatization and did not bring any charges in relation thereto in the course of
trials conducted against Yukos-related individuals during the last 15 years can
only lead to one conclusion – that in their minds, there was insufficient proof
pointing to the elements of the crime of bribery (or any other crime or

1551
1552

Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, para. 80.
Except for one Yukos Director who passed away in 2007.
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administrative violation) during the privatization of Yukos in 1995 and 1996."1553
(Emphasis added.).

762.

In short: the fact that the Russian Federation has an obligation to prosecute
crimes, and was aware, moreover, of the facts on which it now bases its criminal
charges, means that not prosecuting the alleged illegalities must have as
consequence that the Russian Federation cannot invoke those alleged illegalities
in these proceedings.

12.1

The criminal accusations are contrary to fundamental principles of criminal
law

12.1.1 Introduction
763.

A special situation arises in this case. The Dutch (civil) court is requested by a
foreign state to determine whether crimes have been committed in that foreign
state, while the foreign state has not even prosecuted those 'crimes' in that
foreign state. The Court of Appeal is asked to assume that all of the Russian
Federation’s allegations are true, and to use these as a basis for setting aside
the arbitral awards.

764.

In HVY's opinion, this is at odds with a number of fundamental principles of the
Dutch legal order. The Russian Federation's accusations have essential flaws.
In addition, in these civil proceedings the safeguards are lacking that would be
available to HVY if they were required to conduct a defence in criminal
proceedings against the Russian Federation's accusations. HVY will explain that
in this section. They will also refer to an expert report by Professor Klip of 21
February 2019.1554 Klip is a professor of criminal (procedure) law and crossborder aspects of criminal law at Maastricht University. Klip is a leading expert in
the Netherlands and in Europe in the field of international and European Criminal
Law and Criminal Procedure Law. In his report, Klip identifies a number of
fundamental criminal law principles and rules on which the Dutch (and
international) legal system is based and which must be taken into account in his
opinion when, as in this case, the Dutch court is asked by a foreign state to
assess whether crimes have been committed in that foreign state:
"At issue here are points of departure in a democratic state subject to the rules
of law which on the one hand govern the conduct of the state and secure citizens'
rights while on the other hand ensuring the enforcement of law and order and the
protection of society against crime. That which is described as a citizen's right
frequently bears the character of an obligation falling on the state. It is the
balance between the two which characterises a state subject to the rule of law

1553

1554

Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, para. 81. The obligation to prosecute under
Russian law entails that criminal proceedings before the criminal court must be initiated as soon
as there is sufficient evidence of criminal offences. Opening an investigation is not enough, let
alone opening an investigation without identifying and informing suspects. See on this point
Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, paras. 42 and 67.
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, 21 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D15.
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and by reference to which such a state is to be distinguished from a state that
operates and punishes repressively, lacking independent judicial control:
punishment in the absence of criminal law."1555

765.

HVY will explain in more detail that the Russian Federation's criminal charges
conflict with many of the fundamental principles described by Klip. This is
important, because these fundamental principles of the rule of law apply to a
state, such as Russia, when that state makes criminal accusations and asks a
foreign court to assess whether criminal acts have been committed in that state
– even when this occurs in civil proceedings such as the proceedings at hand.
This means that if a state violates those fundamental principles when making the
criminal accusations, those criminal accusations cannot be regarded as proven,
or at any rate that those violations must weigh heavily in the assessment made
by the court as to whether these criminal accusations are well-founded.

12.1.2 The right to a fair trial
766.

One of the most important principles discussed by Klip is the right to a fair trial.
That right also plays a special role in criminal law. As Klip explains in his report,
this right has various facets in a criminal context.1556
(a)

The right to be presumed innocent

767.

A first facet is the right to be presumed innocent (the presumption of innocence).
Before HVY will explain this further, first a brief comment in response to the Court
of Appeal’s interim judgment of 25 September 2018 in the motion proceedings.
In the ancillary action, HVY argued that the Russian Federation should not be
allowed to put forward its unclean hands allegations in these setting aside
proceedings, also in view of the presumption of innocence. The Court of Appeal
did not agree on this point and HVY will, of course, take this decision as the
starting point in this deed. At this stage of the setting aside proceedings, the issue
is not (or no longer) whether the unclean hands allegations can be made, but
whether they can be accepted.

768.

HVY believe that they cannot. That does not just follow from the fact that these
allegations are incorrect (as will be discussed below in Chapters 13-18), but also
from the conduct of and the violations of the law by the Russian Federation that
HVY address in this chapter 12, including the violation of the presumption of
innocence. In the interim judgment, the Court of Appeal, did not yet decide on
this point. This was also not possible because in the procedural phase the Court
of Appeal was not yet able to take cognisance of the expert reports of Thaman
and Klip, nor of HVY's detailed position, which is (partly) based on these reports.

1555

Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 8.
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 22 et seq.

1556
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769.

The Russian Federation asks the Court of Appeal to rule that HVY have
committed criminal offences, or at least that alleged criminal offences committed
by third parties can be attributed to HVY, and that on that basis it would be an
appropriate sanction that HVY cannot rely on ECT protection. Therefore, this is
not a civil law discussion; the finding of a criminal offence and the sanction of
depriving HVY of its rights under the ECT are not of a civil law nature but take
place in an international law context. To the extent that the sanction of deprivation
of rights must not already be qualified as a punitive sanction in view of its farreaching nature, it should be considered equivalent to a punitive sanction as far
as HVY are concerned, and HVY should be offered equivalent protection.

770.

Precisely in this case, it is important for the presumption of innocence to be
respected. After all, the Russian Federation is not just some party voicing criminal
accusations. On the contrary: the Russian Federation is a state, in the territory
of which the alleged crimes occurred, and that has the option of prosecuting
these alleged crimes in criminal proceedings, with all of the safeguards attached
to such proceedings for the accused.1557 In short, it is in the Russian public
prosecutor's own hands to try to obtain a guilty verdict. As long as he does not
even try to do so and does not initiate prosecution, while – as has been explained
above – under Russian law he is even obliged to do so if he has a prosecutable
case, it can only be assumed in this case that there is no prosecutable case and
that the alleged criminal offences have not taken place.

771.

Regarding the meaning of the presumption of innocence in this case, HVY also
note the following. The accusation that a citizen has committed a criminal act
ranks as the most serious allegation that a state can make against a citizen. This
is one of the reasons why every state governed by the rule of law observes the
principle that a suspect must be presumed innocent until the contrary is proved
by the criminal court. As Klip emphasises, the obligation to respect the
presumption of innocence rests on all public bodies. Although it does not prevent
the public prosecution service from investigating a suspect and, in that context,
from also taking punitive measures or making public announcements, the public
prosecution service may never present the guilt as certain. Other public bodies
may not do so either, certainly not outside the context of criminal proceedings
because the rights of the defence would otherwise be eroded. Klip notes the
following in this respect:

1557

See also Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, pars. 27 ("The prosecution may express
incriminating statements within the context of the trial that are related to the guilt of persons but
may not do so outside of that context. In this respect significance is to be attached to statements
of the Russian Federation relating to criminal acts allegedly committed by your clients or
persons previously affiliated with Yukos. This is especially the case because the Russian
Federation is not simply a random party in a civil action but is at the same time the party which
is the only one in the country which has all options of investigation and criminal prosecution at
its disposal." (emphasis added by attorney).
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"Should bodies of the civil authority other than the Public Prosecution Service
make statements about the issue of guilt outside the context of regular criminal
proceedings they render persons de facto defendants who do not receive a fair
trial in which they can conduct a defence against the allegations. Criminal
proceedings come with all safeguards and it is therefore mandatory that the civil
authorities express suspicions about criminal acts in that context."1558

772.

The Russian Federation completely disregards the presumption of innocence in
these setting aside proceedings. It presents its accusations that Khodorkovsky
et al. and HVY have committed crimes as established facts without any nuances,
and without taking into account the fact that until now it has not prosecuted
anyone in connection with the Yukos privatisation, and without taking into
account the many facts of this case that demonstrate that the alleged crimes
were not committed (and which HVY will explain in detail in the following sections
of this deed). Indeed, the Russian Federation even defends the precise opposite
of the presumption of innocence, namely a kind of 'presumption of guilt'. See, for
example, para. 737 of the Defence on Appeal:
"The absence of prosecution is in any event, as is customary in several
jurisdictions and also under Dutch law[1292], not decisive evidence for the question
of whether or not criminal behaviour has occurred."

773.

A few paragraphs further on, the Russian Federation subsequently concludes:1559
"For these reasons, the absence of prosecution of the illegal manipulation of the
privatisation of Yukos by the Russian Oligarchs cannot therefore be seen as
evidence of the innocence of the Russian Oligarchs."

774.

Its 'expert' Pieth clearly shows that he does not properly understand how the
presumption of innocence works:
"[T]he absence of prosecution cannot cause unlawful conduct to be lawful, even
where blatantly illegal acts are "of public notoriety." […] The absence of
prosecution, therefore, cannot bе interpreted bу any means as а determination
of the Oligarchs' innocence."1560

775.

These excerpts express a complete lack of understanding of what the
presumption of innocence even entails. Klip does not have anything good to say
about this in his report:
"The standard set down in the Defence on Appeal (“absence of prosecution
cannot be seen as evidence of innocence”)9 is contrary to this. Were evidence of
innocence to be taken as the general starting point for judicial decisions, this
would be a grave breach of the fundamental principles of the European and
Dutch legal system." 1561

1558
1559
1560
1561

Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 24.
Defence on Appeal, para. 741.
Exhibit RF-D14, para. 85.
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 26; see also para. 35 ("It is for the public
prosecutor to demonstrate that a criminal act has been committed (Article 6, Directive
2016/343).12 The defendant is not obliged to demonstrate anything. In criminal proceedings the
defendant has no obligations at all. He may remain silent and choose not to furnish any
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776.

In fact, the Russian Federation is presenting the guilt of Khodorkovsky et al. as
an established fact not only in the context of these proceedings. On the contrary,
the Russian Federation is conducting an intensive public campaign in which it is
trying to portray Khodorkovsky et al. as serious criminals. For example, the
Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation has set up an organisation which
calls itself the "Centre for Legal Protection" and has set up a separate website in
which the Russian Federation presents its falsified description of the "Yukos
case". Khodorkovsky et al. are portrayed in a scandalous manner on that website
as criminals. For example, the following is stated: "CORRUPTION OF PUBLIC
OFFICIALS – Bank Menatep paid 4 government-appointed directors of Yukos,
who were managing the business before, during and after the privatisation,
$600m between 1998-2003 to facilitate the oligarchs taking control of Yukos."1562

777.

It is clear from the attitude adopted by the Russian Federation in these
proceedings (guilty until proven innocent) and the statements referred to above
that it has made, and continues to make outside of these proceedings, that the
Russian Federation is biased with regard to the question of whether or not HVY
and/or Khodorkovsky et al. have committed the alleged criminal offences.

778.

Klip therefore concludes that the Russian Federation is violating the presumption
of innocence:
"In paragraphs 18 and 19 (above), I referred to the public announcement of the
Investigative Committee of Russia, as well as the decision to extend the
preliminary criminal investigation 18/41-03, in which your clients in the present
civil proceedings have been mentioned in a relevant criminal context. This must
be considered stigmatising and constitutes an infringement of the presumption
of innocence. All the more so since, as I understand it, your clients are not
regarded as suspects by the Russian Federation. While prosecuting authorities
may have limited powers in the event of suspicion of a criminal offence to
infringe the presumption of innocence of a suspect who has not yet been
convicted, such an infringement is not acceptable if natural or legal persons are
not regarded as suspects."1563

779.

1562
1563
1564
1565

In his report, Thaman also concludes that the Russian Federation has violated
the presumption of innocence. In particular, he discusses the Witness Statement
by Mikhailov, which the Russian Federation has submitted in these setting aside
proceedings.1564 Thaman observes that Mikhailov presents it as a proven fact that
the crimes allegedly targeted by the Russian criminal investigation were actually
committed by the (unspecified) perpetrators. According to Thaman, this is
contrary to the presumption of innocence.1565

evidence. Under no circumstance is he obliged to demonstrate his innocence. Indeed: it may
not be deduced from the fact that the defendant has remained silent or has failed to furnish any
exculpatory evidence that he has committed the act.").
Screenshot of ICLP website of 23 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-359.
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 28.
Statement by Mikhailov, Exhibit RF-G4.
Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, footnote 101 ("In relation to the presumption
of innocence, I note that the tone in which the declaration of Colonel Mikhailov was drafted and,
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780.

In view of the bias of the Russian Federation, it is impossible to trust that the
Russian Federation is telling the truth in these proceedings. Nor is it possible to
trust that the Russian Federation is not withholding any exculpatory evidence.
This in itself justifies the Court of Appeal assuming that the alleged crimes did
not take place. Dutch law contains various open norms that enable the Court of
Appeal to not accept the assertions by the Russian Federation that are contrary
to the presumption of innocence – briefly put: all accusations of alleged crimes
(including, for example, due process, the (procedural) reasonableness and
fairness and the obligation of the Russian Federation to litigate in good faith). As
far as HVY are concerned, it is even necessary to do so.
(b)

781.

The right to be judged within a reasonable period

The right to a fair trial also implies that a suspect has the right to be tried within
a reasonable period. Every suspect must have the opportunity to continue his life
at some point without having the accusations constantly hanging above his head.
See Klip's report:
"One of the basic rules of a fair trial is that the defendant must be judged within
a reasonable term (Article 6(1), ECHR/ Article 47, EU Charter). Both society and
the suspected citizen benefit where a suspicion does not remain in uncertainty
for too long and where an accusation that has been made it is dealt with.
Society's interest lies in the guilty being punished and in retribution of
unlawfulness. The interest of the accused citizen lies in that he must be placed
in a position where he can defend himself (Article 6(1) and (3)(b), ECHR) and in
that he, irrespective of the question of whether he is found guilty or innocent, can
carry on with his life after the criminal proceedings. After all, in a state subject to
the rule of law, both the guilty and the innocent find their way back to society."1566

782.

The right to be judged within a reasonable period has various consequences.
These include that a state that suspects a criminal offence sets up an
investigation, conducts that investigation expeditiously and, if it comes to the
conclusion that criminal offences have been committed, opens criminal
proceedings and strives for an expeditious handling of the case. This is
absolutely essential both for the state and for the suspect, as Klip explains:
"The lengthier the passage of time, the more difficult it is as a rule to discover
reliable evidence of a criminal act that has been committed. This also echoes in
the position of the defendant who, as time goes by, will find it increasingly difficult
to have access to exculpatory evidence."1567

1566
1567

in particular, his choice of words declaring the facts of the alleged illegalities to be established,
leaves no doubt as to his opinion on the guilt of the (unnamed) perpetrator(s), which is at odds
with the principle of the presumption of innocence. Indeed, the European Court of Human Rights
held recently that similar wording used by the Russian Prosecutor went "clearly beyond a
description of a 'state of suspicion' [and constituted a violation of] the principle of the
presumption of innocence"—see Stirmanov v. Russia, Application no. 31816/08, Judgment of
January 29, 2019 (ECtHR, Third Chamber) (Exhibit TH-51).").
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 38.
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 39.
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783.

The right to be judged within a reasonable time is being violated in this case by
the Russian Federation in a particularly extreme way. An important share of the
alleged illegalities being invoked by the Russian Federation in these setting aside
proceedings pertain to alleged crimes in connection with the privatisation of
Yukos. That was now more than 23 years ago. Because of its own involvement
in the privatisation, the Russian Federation was aware of all relevant facts from
the very onset. A criminal investigation into Yukos has also been ongoing since
2003. From this Yukos 'main case file', a new criminal file was split off in
December 2016 that allegedly focuses on "money laundering as part of, and in
connection with, the illegal manipulation of the privatisation of Yukos in 1995 and
1996".1568 To date, none of these files has led to the identification of a suspect,
let alone a formal complaint in connection with the privatisation of Yukos in 1995
and 1996.
“Despite this unusually long preliminary investigation, it appears that the
Investigative Committee has not yet been able to assemble sufficient evidence
to identify anyone as a suspect or accused, since nobody has been notified that
he or she is considered as a suspect, let alone as an accused. The Russian
Federation does not contend that anyone has yet been named as a suspect or
accused, much less that anyone is actually being prosecuted. This would
include not only the 'individuals associated with Bank Menatep', but also the
Yukos Managers who, according to the Russian Federation, are guilty of bribereceiving, and have remained in the Russian Federation's jurisdiction up until
this day."1569

784.

This is very striking. This is very striking, as the Russian Federation is obliged
under Russian law – contrary to what it asserts, as explained above1570 and unlike
in the Netherlands – to prosecute if it has a prosecutable case.

785.

In these setting aside proceedings, the Russian Federation alleges that it has
access to “rock solid evidence” that Yukos was privatised “in a fraudulent
manner” in 1995 and 1996 and that the Yukos Directors were allegedly
“bribed”.1571 If that were true, then the Russian Federation would be obliged to
prosecute. However, between December 1995 and December 2016, the Russian
Federation did not even start a criminal investigation into the privatisation of
Yukos. A ‘preliminary investigation’ into the privatisation of Yukos was not
opened until December 2016.1572 In addition, to this day no one has been

1568
1569
1570

1571
1572

Defence on Appeal, para. 737.
Expert Report Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, para. 69.
Defence on Appeal, para. 739: "As a mater of prosecutorial practice around the world, it is well
known that prosecutors may choose to pursue "only those very few charges which are the
easiest to prosecute", such as tax-related offenses1296 or immigration-related offenses,1297 even
when the accused is suspected of much more serious crimes.” (Emphasis added.)
Written Arguments Russian Federation in the ancillary action, para. 34.
In his analysis of the status of the criminal file opened in 2016, Professor Thaman notes that
opening a criminal file means nothing more than that a further investigation is being conducted
and that it has not been established by any means that criminal offences were perpetrated, by
anyone whosoever. See Expert Report Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, par. 68 ("I understand
that, on December 5, 2016, the Investigative Committee initiated a criminal case, and has thus
reached Phase 1 as defined above. I note that the Russian Federation has not submitted the
formal resolution of the Investigative Committee to initiate a criminal case. I also note that the
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prosecuted in connection with the Yukos privatisation, which can only mean that
the Russian Federation itself does not believe its allegations about crimes, and
also has no evidence of them, let alone “rock solid evidence”.
786.

Thaman comes to the same conclusion in his report:
"The Prosecutor General who was, and likely still is, despite the introduction of
the Investigative Committee in 2010, the most powerful law enforcement official
in Russia, was on top of the process of privatization of Yukos from the
beginning. On more than one occasion the Prosecutor General was publicly
called upon to look into the legality of the transactions and the prosecutor's
office responded in lawful fashion to complaints about civil or administrative
illegalities in the privatization process through its powers of "general
supervision". The fact that the investigative organs of the Russian Federation
did not initiate a criminal investigation in relation to such a publicly-discussed
privatization and did not bring any charges in relation thereto in the course of
trials conducted against Yukos-related individuals during the last 15 years can
only lead to one conclusion – that in their minds, there was insufficient proof
pointing to the elements of the crime of bribery (or any other crime or
administrative violation) during the privatization of Yukos in 1995 and 1996."1573

787.

Based on the combination of the absence of prosecution, the obligation of the
Russian authorities to prosecute and the vagueness of the Russian Federation's
accusations (to be discussed below), Thaman even concludes that it should be
assumed that the alleged illegalities did not take place:
"As the Russian Federation barely substantiates its bribery and money
laundering allegations, one can only guess which legal provisions might apply,
when the alleged offenses might have been committed, who might have
perpetrated the alleged offenses, and what the applicable statute of limitations
might be. To make natural persons or legal entities answer charges that relate
to events that occurred some 20 years ago, without even being able to explain
what specific conduct is now said to have been improper, violates universal
notions of due process and the right to a fair trial. Without notice of the precise
charge, it is impossible for the person investigated to mount a proper defense.
As long as none of these elements have been more closely defined, one should
assume that none of the alleged violations have been committed, and that it is
for that reason that no one was prosecuted for over two decades."1574
(Emphasis added.)

1573

1574

initiation of a criminal case says little about the actual presence of a violation as not all elements
of a crime, including the perpetrator, need to be identified before initiating a criminal case").
Expert Report Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, para. 81. Also see Expert Report of Prof. Klip,
Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 40 ("I understand that there is an obligation under Russian criminal
procedure to prosecute. In that light, the continuation of the investigation into the 1995-1996
share transactions requires an explanation. What is relevant in this context is whether the
government was aware of the privatisation process. I have understood from you that the
privatisation process was managed by the government and that public authority bodies were
charged with the organisation of individual auctions and published announcements to that effect
in the newspaper. On that basis, the failure to prosecute leads to a number of questions: Does
this mean that the Public Prosecution Service was of the opinion that no criminal offences
occurred? Does this mean that undesirable conduct occurred which had not been made an
offence? Does this mean that there was reason to apply a statutory ground for dismissal? Does
it mean that the Public Prosecution Service was of the opinion that, when it took note of the
facts, the case had since been time-barred? Does it mean that the facts were only discovered
very recently? The sum of all of this raises in my mind the question of whether the Russian
Public Prosecutor ever had a prosecutable case and, even more so, whether it now has a
prosecutable case.”)
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 98.
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788.

HVY agree. Because of the extreme violation of the right to a trial within a
reasonable period of time means that in these setting aside proceedings in the
Netherlands more than 23 years after the alleged facts, the Russian Federation
cannot rely on the alleged crimes. In any event, the violation of the right to a trial
within a reasonable period should weigh very heavily in the court’s assessment
of whether those criminal accusations were rightly made. If the Russian
Federation had acted expeditiously in accordance with its obligations and had
opened criminal proceedings in connection with the Yukos privatisation years
ago, the Court of Appeal would not now have to examine the criminal accusations
of the Russian Federation, in addition to which HVY would have had less difficulty
in accessing exculpatory evidence. If the Russian Federation had made its
accusations directly in the context of criminal proceedings, HVY would have had
access to the entire criminal case file, including documents enabling it to defend
itself against the accusations. Therefore, HVY suffered a concrete disadvantage
resulting from the violation of the right to a trial within a reasonable period.
(c)

789.

The right to be apprised of the charge

The right to a fair trial also has a second consequence that is relevant to this
case: the suspect must know what he should defend himself against.1575 The
state that accuses a citizen of a criminal offence must sufficiently specify the
accusation. Klip comments in this respect:
"Only where the defendant knows specifically what he has been accused of is he
in a position to defend himself. Only then will he be in a position to claim and to
prove that he did not do so, that the act was not criminal, that he is no longer
eligible for prosecution, that he has already been accused of the act or that
conduct performed by third parties cannot be ascribed to him. In a situation where
these specification requirements have not been fulfilled, every individual and
every legal person will have difficulty in defending himself against vague
accusations."1576

790.

In short, if a state believes that a criminal provision has been violated, it should
explain which criminal provision that might be. In addition, the state must specify
who, when, where and in what way the criminal provision concerned was
violated. If the state does not do this, it is impossible for the accused to conduct

1575

This obligation also exists under Russian law; see Expert Report by Thaman, Exhibit HVYD16, para. 52 ("When the suspect is identified, he or she receives the protection of his or her
rights under the CCP-RF, which includes the right to know of what he or she is suspected, to
receive a copy of the document that serves as a ground for considering him or her a suspect
and the right to avail himself or herself of the advice of defense-counsel") and para. 59 ("The
accused is also guaranteed a list of rights per § 47(4) CCP-RF in many respects identical with
the rights of the suspect").
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 30. The right to be apprised of the charge
also exists under Russian law, as confirmed by Thaman (Expert Report of Prof. Thaman,
Exhibit HVY-D16, para. 52 ("When the suspect is identified, he or she receives the protection
of his or her rights under the CCP-RF, which includes the right to know of what he or she is
suspected, to receive a copy of the document that serves as a ground for considering him or
her a suspect and the right to avail himself or herself of the advice of defense-counsel") and
par. 59 ("The accused is also guaranteed a list of rights per § 47(4) CCP-RF in many respects
identical with the rights of the suspect")).

1576
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an effective defence, because he does not know what to defend himself against.
Nor is it possible in such a situation to properly assess whether the alleged crimes
are already time-barred.
791.

The Russian Federation has not satisfied the requirement of specifying its
allegations. To this day, HVY have not received any notice that they have been
designated as suspects in connection with the Yukos criminal investigations
launched in 2003 and 2016. Nor do HVY know of any third parties designated by
the Russian Federation as suspects in connection with the privatisation of Yukos.
The Russian Federation is not alleging in these proceedings, either, that it has
designated someone as a suspect in the privatisation of Yukos. Nor is it alleging
that it has already issued a formal complaint against anyone in connection with
the privatisation of Yukos.1577

792.

Apart from the lack of a formal complaint against HVY, the “unclean hands”
accusations put forward by the Russian Federation in these setting aside
proceedings are extremely vague. The persons who committed alleged criminal
offences are almost never referred to by name. The Russian Federation only
speaks in general about "the Russian Oligarchs". Nowhere in the Defence on
Appeal – or the other procedural documents of the Russian Federation – can an
explanation be found regarding which specific provisions of the Russian Criminal
Code have been violated, let alone when and by which specific action that may
have occurred.1578

793.

Klip draws the following conclusion on this point:
"In the specific circumstances of your case I note that over a long period of time,
vague allegations have been made against your clients, or individuals previously
affiliated with Yukos to whom the Russian Federation refers as ‘Russian
Oligarchs', to the effect that offences have allegedly been committed or are being
committed. Various offences are mentioned, but a specification of the defendants
concerned is missing. If the identity of those accused is not clear, it is not clear
who it is who must defend himself."1579

794.

Thaman also examines in his expert report the lack of precision in the
accusations of the Russian Federation and finds sufficient ground in it to assume

1577

Also see the Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, par. 69 ("Despite this unusually
long preliminary investigation, it appears that the Investigative Committee has not yet been able
to assemble sufficient evidence to identify anyone as a suspect or accused, since nobody has
been notified that he or she is considered as a suspect, let alone as an accused. The Russian
Federation does not contend that anyone has yet been named as a suspect or accused, much
less that anyone is actually being prosecuted. This would include not only the 'individuals
associated with Bank Menatep', but also the Yukos Managers who, according to the Russian
Federation, are guilty of bribe-receiving, and have remained in the Russian Federation's
jurisdiction up until this day.").
Expert Report Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16,para. 99.
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 31.

1578
1579
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that the alleged illegalities did not occur, and that no one was prosecuted for that
reason.1580
795.

Therefore, even disregarding that there is still no formal complaint, the
allegations of the Russian Federation are furthermore insufficient to be used by
a criminal court as a basis for any conviction. By extension, the same accusations
in these setting aside proceedings cannot lead to the conclusion that criminal
acts have taken place, let alone criminal acts that could be attributed to HVY.
(d)

796.

The right of inspection of the entire file on which the accusation is
based

A third consequence of the right to a fair trial that is relevant in this case is the
right to inspect the entire dossier on which the charge is based. See Klip's report:
"A consequence of the right to a fair trial and the equality of arms principle is that
the suspect must be able to inspect the materials brought against him and that
he may inspect the trial documents (Articles 30-32 Code of Criminal Procedure)
at such point in time that permits him to prepare himself properly against the
accusations brought against him.11 That inspection also serves the interest of
enabling the suspect to dispute the lawfulness of the obtaining, and the reliability,
of the material or to allow him to claim that the Public Prosecution Service was
biased with respect to the suspect. In addition the Public Prosecutor is obliged
to collect not only incriminating evidence but also evidence exculpating the
suspect. It is not only the duty to find out the truth but also the right to a fair trial
that mandates this approach. On the basis of the overview of all the evidence the
defence may be placed in a position in which it can select its litigation strategy
and conduct its defence. If the right of inspection is lacking, the conduct of the
Public Prosecutorescapes control. This applies the more so if the investigation is
not placed before an independent court."1581

797.

This right has also been violated by the Russian Federation. The Russian
Federation refuses to give HVY or Khodorkovsky et al. access to the Yukos
criminal case file that was already opened in 2003,1582 while using documents
from that file against HVY in these setting aside proceedings.

1580

Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, para. 98. In his first Expert Report Pieth
mentions a number of provisions of the Russian criminal code but does not explain why these
provisions are applicable, in his opinion, in this case, or on the basis of which alleged set of
facts. See First Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D13, paras. 82-86.
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 33.
In the context of HVY's attempt to enforce the Arbitral Awards in France, HVY have also pointed
out to the French court that the Russian Federation refuses to grant HVY access to the Yukos
criminal case file opened in 2003. In response, the Russian Federation put forward the incorrect
assertion that HVY had in fact had access to that file. In addition, on 27 April 2017, the Russian
Federation offered HVY the possibility to consult a recently opened criminal case file, allegedly
pertaining to the Yukos privatisation, which had been split off from the main case file. This
proposal was not acceptable to HVY, because it is in no way verifiable whether the Russian
Federation has actually included all documents from the main file opened in 2003 pertaining to
the Yukos privatisation in the newly opened file (i.e. also documents that show that the alleged
illegalities did not take place). The proposal made by the Russian Federation in France
illustrates the bad faith with which the Russian Federation tries to deceive HVY (and in this
example the French court as well).

1581
1582
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798.

HVY explain this in detail below in Section 12.2.

12.1.3 The right to access to the natural court
799.

A second fundamental principle that Klip discusses is the right to access the
natural court which is also laid down in Article 17 of the Constitution ("addressing
the court provided to him by law"). Klip notes the following in this respect:
"13. Article 17 of the Constitution provides that no person may be prevented from
addressing the court provided to him by law. Every situation in law lays down the
citizen’s natural court. The law prescribes the competent court and sets out the
applicable procedures and rules. (...)
14. Each of these areas of law provides the relevant competences for the civil
authority and formulates the conditions according to which a citizen's rights may
be infringed upon. Criminal law and criminal procedure provide the civil authority
with the weightiest resources and possibilities which may result in a serious
breach of privacy, deprivation of rights or property rights and even the deprivation
of freedom. (...) On the other hand he [the criminal; attorney] is provided with
means by which he can conduct a defence against an accusation to the effect
that a criminal act has been committed. He may enjoy the services of counsel
(Article 6(1) and (33)(b) and (c) ECHR) and may counter the accusation, as well
as the evidence, using the means provided by law. Where the allegations have
been made outside of criminal proceedings, he lacks this framework and cannot,
in essence, defend himself. Were a civil authority, making use of its powers in
the context of civil proceedings, and subsequently deploy these as a private party
in a civil law dispute, then the accused citizen is deprived de facto of the means
permitting him to conduct a defence against the accusations made. A fair criminal
procedure requires the prosecution and the defendant do battle with equal
weapons.” 1583 (Emphasis added.)

800.

The criminal charges of the Russian Federation are a flagrant violation of the
right of access to the natural court. A court in setting aside proceedings is not a
criminal court and setting aside proceedings do not provide the same safeguards
as criminal proceedings. The natural court for HVY and Khodorkovsky et al. is a
Russian criminal court and not the civil division of the Court of Appeal of The
Hague. This observation is relevant because on the one hand, the Russian
Federation is using its powers of criminal procedure to influence the outcome of
these setting aside proceedings (a criminal investigation is in progress,
investigative resources have been deployed, and the evidence obtained from this
is being used in these proceedings), while on the other it has failed to specify its
accusations in a criminal lawsuit in Russia. This is all the more problematic as
the Russian public prosecutor is obliged to prosecute if they actually believe that
crimes have been committed, in respect of which there is furthermore sufficient
proof.

801.

Because the Russian Federation has not prosecuted HVY (or anyone else) to
date in connection with the privatisation of Yukos, HVY are being denied the right
to conduct a defence using the means that Russian criminal law makes available

1583

Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 13 and 14.
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to them. What is more, because most of the Russian Federation’s accusations
concern alleged crimes by Khodorkovsky et al., who are not party to these
proceedings, HVY have no choice but to conduct a defence against allegations
that do not even concern their own conduct. This would not be permitted in a
criminal lawsuit, either.
802.

See also Klip's opinions on this point:
"In the concrete circumstances of this case I detect a number of aspects which
foster the suspicion that the Russian Federation is using the resources of criminal
law (accusations are being made, investigatory means are being deployed, a
criminal investigation is ongoing), but none of these are specified in criminal
proceedings. In the civil action, which is not a proper forum for this purpose,
references are being made to a process under criminal law and information
derived from it has possibly been used. Yet your opposing party in civil law is not
simply a random party but is the authority in the Russian Federation enjoying the
sole and exclusive power to start criminal proceedings. In principle, the natural
court for offences committed in Russia is a Russian criminal court and not the
civil section of the Court of Appeal of The Hague." 1584

12.1.4 Prohibition of détournement de pouvoir
803.

The prohibition of détournement de pouvoir (abuse of power) described by Klip
is based on the notion that the:
"the establishment of a legal framework for government action and the allocation
of powers [takes place] in a given context. Powers under administrative law are
conferred in a context of administrative law and serve to uphold objectives
relevant to administrative law. Powers conferred under criminal law enable the
authorities to ensure that criminal offences can be prosecuted. In a democratic
society, powers under criminal law are not designed to assist the authorities in
proceedings the purpose of which is not that of determining whether criminal acts
have been performed (Articles 17 and 18 ECHR).3 For that reason, the
Netherlands, for example, may not permit any extradition or provide legal
assistance if the prosecution is politically motivated (Article 10(1) Extradition Act
and 5.1.5(4) Dutch Code of Criminal Procedure). In such a case the prosecuting
state actually has a different (and therefore impermissible) objective that is other
than that the prosecution of criminal offences."1585

804.

In this case, the Russian Federation acts in violation of the prohibition of
détournement de pouvoir. As explained, a criminal investigation regarding has
been ongoing in the Russian Federation since 2003, from which a new criminal
file was seperated in December 2016 that is specifically focused on the
privatisation of Yukos, according to the Russian Federation.1586 What the Russian
Federation fails to mention in this repect to the Court of Appeal is that the new
criminal case file regarding the Yukos privatisation was opened
influence the outcome of current setting aside proceedings. Even
criminal case file was opened in December 2016, the Russian
admitted this. On 22 December 2015, the Russian Investigative

1584
1585
1586

in order to
before this
Federation
Committee

Expoert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 15.
Expert Report Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 17.
See para. 783 above; also see Defence on Appeal, para. 737.
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announced that it would investigate the acquisition and disposal of Yukos shares
in connection with the present proceedings.1587 See the press release that was
published at the time on the website of the Investigative Committee:
"In connection with international litigation initiated on behalf of foreign companies
Hulley Enterprises Limited, Yukos Universal Limited and Veteran Petroleum
Limited aimed at the forced recovery from the Russian Federation funds
amounting to more than 50 billion US dollars, the investigators are checking the
information submitted by plaintiffs to international and foreign courts of justice to
see if the shares of OAO NK YUKOS were acquired and then disposed of
lawfully."1588

805.

As mentioned, a broader criminal investigation into Yukos has been ongoing
since June 2003. Every six months the competent Russian authorities decide to
extend the investigation for yet another six months. The preceding applications
for extension also state that the extension of the investigation is linked to these
setting aside proceedings. See, for example, the most recent application for
extension of 13 July 2018:
"The period of the preliminary investigation into this criminal case has been
extended on repeated occasions pursuant to the established procedure and was
most recently extended on 26.02.2018 by the Deputy Chairman of the
Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation to 206 months, i.e., until
[02.09.2018].
During the extended period of the preliminary investigation into the case in
connection with the international court proceedings, initiated on behalf of the
foreign companies Hulley Enterprises Limited, Yukos Universal Limited and
Veteran Petroleum Limited, aimed at the enforced recovery from the Russian
Federation of funds in an amount of over US$50 billion dollars, the investigators
have obtained new evidence and verified existing evidence of the embezzlement
by the group of persons under the leadership of M.B. Khodorkovsky of shares in
YUKOS NK OJSC during its privatization in 1995-1996 and the subsequent
legalization of the embezzled property. The obtaining and verifying of this
evidence are still ongoing to date."1589 (Emphasis added.).

806.

In short, the reason for the ongoing investigation in Russia lies in these setting
aside proceedings. This is the complete opposite of how a criminal investigation
should proceed and contrary to the prohibition against détournement de pouvoir,
as Klip also concludes:.
"18. In your case, I conclude that the Russian investigative authorities are (also)
using the resources of criminal law for the express purpose of utilising them for
the benefit of the present civil proceedings. In his decision to extend the
preliminary criminal investigation of 13 July 2018 opened on 20 June 2003 by
Colonel of Justice S.A. Mikhailov, the English translation given to me states:
“During the extended period of the preliminary investigation into the case in
connection with the international court proceedings, initiated on behalf of the
foreign companies Hulley Enterprises Limited, Yukos Universal Limited and
Veteran Petroleum Limited, aimed at the enforced recovery from the Russian
Federation of funds in an amount of over US$50 billion dollars, the investigators
have obtained new evidence and verified existing evidence of the embezzlement

1587
1588
1589

Also see Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, para. 20.
Also see Expert Report Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, Exhibit TH-1.
Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, para. 48.
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by the group of persons under the leadership of M.B. Khodorkovsky of shares in
YUKOS NK OJSC during its privatization in 1995-1996 and the subsequent
legalization of the embezzled property. The obtaining and verifying of this
evidence are still ongoing to date.”12
19. The fact that the criminal investigation (also) serves the purpose of gathering
evidence in the present civil proceedings has also been made public. The
Investigative Committee of Russia reported on 22 December 2015: “The Main
Investigations Directorate of Russia’s Investigative Committee is investigating a
criminal case against former main shareholders and top managers of OAO NK
YUKOS over stealing by them oil from YUKOS subsidiary oil companies and
selling it and money laundering (paragraph “a” and “b” of part 3 of article 160,
part 3 of article 174.1 of the RF Penal Code). In connection with international
litigation initiated on behalf of foreign companies Hulley Enterprises Limited,
Yukos Universal Limited and Veteran Petroleum Limited aimed at the forced
recovery from the Russian Federation funds amounting to more than 50 billion
US dollars, the investigators are checking the information submitted by plaintiffs
to international and foreign courts of justice to see if the shares of OAO NK
YUKOS were acquired and then disposed of lawfully. Today, 22 December 2015,
in order to check the information on money laundering, the Investigative
Committee in cooperation with divisions of the Interior Ministry is searching
residences and offices of businessmen and other people financed from abroad
from accounts of organizations that used be to or possibly even now are
controlled by Mikhail Khodorkovsky, Leonid Nevzlin and other members of their
group.”13 This creates the strong impression that the preliminary criminal
investigation is being held with a view to a non-criminal lawsuit, namely the
present civil lawsuit. This runs counter to the prohibition of détournement de
pouvoir.”1590 (Emphasis added.)

12.1.5 The audi alteram partem principle
807.

As Klip explains, the audi alteram partem principle also plays an important role
in the question of the (in)admissibility of the criminal accusations made by the
Russian Federation. Klip explains this as follows:1591
"The audi alteram partem principle is at the heart of proceedings in all areas of
law. If only one party may argue the case, then it is uncertain that a complete
picture has been obtained. In the specific context of an allegation that a criminal
act has been committed, we see this back in the specification of the accusation
in the charge (indictment), the following criminal proceedings in which the
defendant is in a position to share his views about the case and may also furnish
evidence putting the case in a different perspective.13 A citizen who is accused
by the state without having been involved in criminal proceedings but who has
been the object of the accusation of having committed criminal acts in a civil
action lacks, in civil proceedings, the resources that are at his disposal in criminal
proceedings. This applies both to the citizen regarded as a suspect by the state
against whom no proceedings have been conducted and to the citizen who is
regarded as a suspect but who is the object of a criminal accusation in civil
proceedings."

808.

1590
1591

In this case, the principle of audi alteram partem is of particular significance. After
all, the accusations of the Russian Federation mainly concern alleged conduct of
persons – Khodorkovsky et al. – who are not party to these proceedings, and
who have not been able to defend themselves in appropriate criminal
proceedings with all the constitutional guarantees regarding audi alteram partem.
Expert Report of Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, paras. 18 and 19.
Expert Report Prof. Klip, Exhibit HVY-D15, para. 36.
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This is an additional reason to exercise restraint in dealing with the accusations
made by the Russian Federation and to not make any criminal law findings
against persons who are not party to these setting aside proceedings and who
have not had the opportunity to exercise their right to audi alteram partem.
12.2

The Russian Federation is withholding evidence

809.

As HVY have described above in Section 11.3, between July 2003 and
December 2004 the Russian authorities carried out approximately 150 raids in
the context of the attack on Yukos.1592 The locations raided include Yukos itself,
its employees, lawyers and former lawyers, and at various government agencies
such as the Russian Federal Property Fund.1593 As already explained, the
purposes of those raids included intimidation and paralysing the defence of
Yukos'. For example, during these raids, the authorities seized the entire Yukos
administration.1594 The seized documents and data carriers are still in the
possession of the Russian Federation to this day, and no copy thereof has been
provided.1595

810.

The approximately 150 raids by the Russian authorities formally took place in the
context of the criminal investigation opened on 20 June 2003 under file number
18/41-03 (the "Motherfile"). Since then, all Yukos-related criminal investigations
have been covered by this Motherfile. The Motherfile is still formally in the
"investigation phase", which allows the prosecutor under Russian law to refuse
the defence access to it.1596 Indeed, the public prosecutor has consistently done
so. Since June 2003, the investigation phase of the Motherfile has been extended
every six months, most recently on 17 July 2018.1597 The investigation has been
ongoing now for nearly sixteen years.

811.

The Motherfile contains all the evidence and all documents collected by the
Russian authorities in connection with their investigation into everything related
to Yukos.1598 This includes many documents that can serve as possible
exculpatory evidence in the Yukos-related criminal prosecutions within the
Russian Federation and in the many civil, arbitral and human rights proceedings
elsewhere.1599 The Motherfile is still being extended with documents. In 2018,
further raids took place on various offices and homes of the political opposition

1592
1593
1594
1595
1596
1597
1598
1599

HVY Post-Hearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 161; Statement by Pavel Ivlev, Exhibit HVY268, para. 43.
For more detail in this regard, see Section 17.12.
See para. 619 above, and Statement by Misamore, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 31 and 32.
Statement by Michael Cotlick, 14 November 2018, Exhibit HVY-360, para. 9.
Statement by Michael Cotlick, 14 November 2018, Exhibit HVY-360, para. 41.
See Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, 17 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D16, Exhibit TH-51. The
investigation was extended by this decision by another period of six months, until 2 March 2019.
Statement by Michael Cotlick, 14 November 2018, Exhibit HVY-360, paras. 4-5. As indicated
by Cotlick, the Motherfile contains "tens if not hundreds of thousands of documents."
Statement by Michael Cotlick, 14 November 2018, Exhibit HVY-360, para. 7.
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and human rights activists in Russia, under the cover of the Motherfile.1600 The
request for legal assistance to the Netherlands, which was refused by the Dutch
Minister of Justice and Security because it was politically motivated, was also
done in the context of the Motherfile.
812.

Although the Russian public prosecutor has already prosecuted many Yukosrelated persons under criminal law, much of the content of the Motherfile has
never surfaced. This is because every time the Russian public prosecutor
actually prosecutes, the prosecutor opens a new – separate – criminal file. The
prosecutor then fills this criminal file with documents from the Motherfile, but
selects only the material from the Motherfile that he can use to substantiate his
accusations. Such a criminal file is therefore a limited and one-sided
representation of the available evidence. The defence is subsequently given
access only to this criminal file. In this way, between 2003 and 2013 alone the
Russian prosecutor separated 38 criminal files against 56 persons from the
Motherfile,1601 as depicted in the following illustration:

813.

Evidence that contradicts the theories of the Russian investigative authorities is
deliberately disregarded. Evidence that contradicts the theories of the Russian
investigative authorities is actively withheld from the judicial process. This is

1600

Vedomosti, "Investigative Committee gives reasons for investigations into Open Russia", 9
August 2018, Exhibit HVY-255; Interfax, "Searches at Open Russia linked with the Big YUKOS
Case", 9 August 2018, Exhibit HVY-361
Expert Report of Prof. Thaman, 17 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D16, Exhibit TH-48 ("During
the period 2003–2013, 38 criminal cases against 56 individuals accused of committing various
crimes were separated from Criminal Case No. 18/41-03 into separate proceedings.").

1601
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always the case in prosecutions against Yukos-related persons.1602 This conflicts
with fundamental principles of the rule of law.1603 For example, Dutch criminal law
is geared towards finding out the truth, which is why the public prosecutor is
obliged to collect exculpatory evidence and to involve it in the judicial process.
814.

Instead of complying with the obligation, the Russian Federation is using the
Motherfile as an instrument for the purpose of the present proceedings. This is
all the more problematic as the attorneys of the Russian Federation, unlike HVY,
do have full access to the Motherfile. The Director General of the International
Legal Protection Centre established by the Russian Federation and discussed
above publicly confirmed this in an interview with Vedomosti on 5 October 2016:
"There's nothing unusual about our lawyers getting access to the materials from
the criminal case. What would have been odd is if they hadn't got such
access."1604

815.

The fact that the attorneys of the Russian Federation have access to the
Motherfile while HVY has not, is contrary to HVY's right to a fair trial and the
equality of arms principle.

816.

Incidentally, the Russian Federation’s attorneys also assist it in an another
manner in the withholding of evidence. For example, the law firm White & Case,
which used to be a lawyer for Yukos and a number of entities in the Menatep
Group, refuses to return its files to its former clients of the Menatep Group.1605
The relevant White & Case files are relevant to the unclean hands allegations,1606
because White & Case has in the past carried out a due diligence investigation
into the origin of the Yukos shares held by entities affiliated to GML and because
it assisted Yukos in the listing of its shares on the New York Stock Exchange.
HVY have initiated legal proceedings in the US against White & Case (a
discovery request) to enforce access to the documents. White & Case is
conducting an extensive defence in those proceedings, including via the
submission of a statement by mr. R.S. Meijer from the firm Houthoff, which is
assisting the Russian Federation in these proceedings. By decision of 19
February 2019, the United States District Court Southern District of New York
rejected HVY's request for inspection at first instance. HVY are currently
preparing an appeal against this rejection. The bizarre thing about the entire

1602

The second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev provides an example of this: the
defence requested access to the Motherfile because that file most likely contained exculpatory
evidence that was being withheld. The Russian public prosecutor opposed this and, not
unexpectedly, the Russian court concurred with him. See below, para. 1348, for more about
this.
See Section 12.1 above.
SeeVedomosti, "Taking Russia to court must be costly”, 5 October 2016, Exhibit 12-T to
Statement by Michael Cotlick, 14 November 2018, Exhibit HVY-360.
See Memorandum of Law in opposition to Petitioners' application for an order pursuant to 28
U.S.C. § 1782 to conduct discovery for use in a foreign proceeding, 29 October 2018, Exhibit
HVY-362.
For example, for the assessment of the unclean hands allegations related to the privatisation
of Yukos.

1603
1604
1605

1606
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issue is that White & Case at an earlier stage voluntarily surrendered to the
Russian authorities copies of the same files that HVY now request to inspect,
when the Russian Federation raided White & Case’s offices in Russia in the
context of the Motherfile.1607
817.

1607

1608

1609
1610

1611

Only certain parts of the Motherfile have been disclosed in the meantime, for
example because they were submitted by the Russian public prosecutor in one
of the Russian criminal proceedings against individuals previously affiliated with
Yukos or by the Russian Federation in the present proceedings. However, the
further content of the Motherfile has been kept secret for more than 15 years.
Part of that content is highly relevant to the assessment of the unclean hands
allegations of the Russian Federation. For example, to the best of HVY's
knowledge, the Motherfile contains the following documents that have been
withheld by the Russian Federation to date:1608
(i)

The complete case file (all case documents and the evidence introduced)
of the 1996 judicial proceedings on the privatisation of Yukos, in which
the Russian authorities defended the legality of the LFS auction and
investment tender of Yukos.1609

(ii)

The due diligence investigation carried out by White & Case in 2001 into
the origin of the Yukos shares held or controlled by entities affiliated with
the Menatep group.1610

(iii)

The documents collected and prepared by other law firms and by Yukos
itself, including Yukos' legal department, in the preparation of the listing
of Yukos shares on the New York Stock Exchange.

(iv)

Legal opinions of Yukos' legal department on the commercial structure
of Yukos.

(v)

All the internal documents of Yukos regarding the privatization, including
all minutes of board and shareholders' meetings.1611

Statement by Michael Cotlick, 14 November 2018, Exhibit HVY-360, Exhibit 8-T. The “search
protocol” is a list of eight pages of documents that were "surrendered voluntarily" by White &
Case.
As regards some of these categories, the Russian Federation has deliberately submitted only
some of the documents, precisely in order to create a misleading impression. One example of
this is the confidential correspondence of advisors of Yukos and GML concerning the
recognition of the so-called "Tempo Agreements" in Yukos’ financial statements. See below,
para. 1422, for more about this.
Including the case documents of the parties and the evidence introduced in those proceedings.
For more about this, see the Statement by Michael Cotlick, 14 November 2018, Exhibit HVY360, paras. 6-7. Also see Statement by Rob Meijer, 29 October 2018, Exhibit HVY-363, para.
25.
Statement by Michael Cotlick, 14 November 2018, Exhibit HVY-360, para. 8. The Russian
Federation has only introduced a few documents from this category into these proceedings.
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818.

(vi)

Numerous documents prepared by or in the hands of public authorities,
including the State Committee on Management of State Property and the
Russian Federal Property Fund, in connection with the privatisation of
Yukos.1612

(vii)

All (complete) interrogation records of the individuals whose evidence
has now been submitted by the Russian Federation, including Anilionis,
Zakharov, Golubovich and Gololobov.1613

(viii)

Agreements that the Russian authorities have concluded with individuals
in exchange for testimony, including at least Gololobov.1614

The Russian Federation has already been repeatedly caught red handed, when
it turned out that it deliberately took away, withheld or only partially submitted
documents and then made misleading statements about them which it knew to
be incorrect. By way of illustration, HVY refers to a number of telling examples:
(i)

1612

1613

1614

1615

For years, the Russian Federation argued that Bank Menatep never
made the USD 359 million in investments in Yukos required under the
privatisation conditions. That assertion was not only incorrect but also
deliberately false. After all, since 2003 the Russian Federation already
possessed the (seized) transfer confirmations which proved the
contrary.1615 HVY happened to come across the transfer confirmations,

See Protocols of search & seizure in the period 2003-2007, Exhibit HVY-364, p. 18-37. About
the State Committee on Management of State Property and the Russian Federal Property Fund,
see Section 17.2 below.
It is unclear how many interrogation records the Motherfile includes. The interrogation of
Golubovich, which the Russian Federation designates in these setting aside proceedings as the
"First Witness Interrogation", clearly builds on an earlier witness interrogation. See Transcript
of the examination of Aleksey Golubovich of 15 September 2015, Exhibit RF-299, p. 8
("Investigator's question: Yesterday we spoke about the companies Laguna and Monblan.").
The Russian Federation did not submit the transcript of that earlier witness interrogation.
Statement by Statement by Markus Burianski, 31 August 2016, Exhibit HVY-365, para. 6
("Mr. Gololobov did not finally agree to execute any written Declaration until July 26, 2016, and
did not consent to the Russian Federation’s submission of this written Declaration to any court
until August 2016, when certain criminal charges pending against Mr. Gololobov were formally
withdrawn in the Russian Federation.").
For example, in para. 34 of its Summons, the Russian Federation asserted with regard to the
privatisation of Yuks that there is “no evidence that Laguna ever made even one of the promised
investments”. In recognition proceedings of the Arbitral Awards in Germany and France, the
Russian Federation even alleged in 2016 and 2017, respectively, that Khodorkovsky et al. had
one of the former managers of Yukos falsely certify that the investment obligations had been
met. In France, the Russian Federation asserted in its case document of 6 April 2017 that "[h]e
did not hesitate to certify as to the discharge of the said obligations even though the
corresponding investments had never actually been made". In Germany, the Russian
Federation asserted in its case document of 20 April 2016 that "in 1998 Mr. Kazakov, an
employee of Mr. Muravlenko confirmed that the oligarchs had met their investment obligations
in accordance with the investment tenders, although he stated later that the oligarchs had never
operated any of the investments."
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because the Russian Public Prosecutor did enter them into evidence in
the second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev.1616

1616

1617

1618
1619

1620

(ii)

The Russian Federation has tried to conceal the fact that it had twice
successfully defended the privatisation of Yukos before its own
courts.1617 The Russian Federation has removed the entire case files
relating to its attack on Yukos from the archives of the Russian courts.
Then, during the Arbitrations, the subsequent recognition proceedings
and the present setting aside proceedings, the Russian Federation
deliberately withheld the case files, hoping that HVY would not discover
them and the Court of Appeal would never become aware of them.
Although HVY have managed to find copies of the judgments, the
Russian Federation keeps withholding case documents and evidence
from those proceedings.1618

(iii)

The Russian Federation argued in the French recognition proceedings,
referring to Russian regulations, that the government had conferred
certain powers on the incumbent management of Yukos in the context of
the privatisation. This is again incorrect and deliberately false. After all,
the Russian Federation knew that the regulations in question did not
apply at all to the privatisation of Yukos. The Russian Federation was
also in possession of evidence that it had repealed the regulations in
question before privatisation, but withheld it. HVY accidentally
discovered that the regulations had been repealed, as this was
addressed in the 1996 court rulings on the privatisation of Yukos.1619

(iv)

The Russian Federation lied during the first instance pleading before the
Court that it had only recently gained access to Yukos' shareholders'
register because the register was allegedly encoded.1620 In the Defence

See Payment Orders No. 2, 5, 6 and 20, 12 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-366; Payment Order
No. 15, 12 August 1998, Exhibit HVY-367. Also see the Proof of completion of the investment
programme of 18 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-368; Proof of completion of the measures from
the investment programme of 14 December 1998, Exhibit HVY-369.
Decision of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court of 28 March 1996, Exhibit HVY-185, Decision of the
Moscow Arbitrazh Court of 30 May 1996 on appeal, Exhibit HVY-186, Decision of the Moscow
Federal Arbitrazh Court of 24 July 1996 in cassation, Exhibit HVY-187. Decision of the Moscow
Arbitrazh Court of 28 September 2005, Exhibit HVY-188, Decision of the Ninth Commercial
Court of 26 December 2005, Exhibit HVY-191.
Statement by Michael Cotlick, 14 November 2018, Exhibit HVY-360, paras. 22-23.
This concerned the Regulations on investment tender of 15 December 1994, Exhibit MP-012,
as cited in Pieth’s First Expert Report. Those regulations had allegedly entered into force as a
result of a decision by the GKI of 24 July 1995 (GKI Order 995r of 24 July 1995). However, as
shown by the decision of the Russian Court, this GKI Order was annulled by decision of the GKI
of 25 October 1995. See Arbitrazh Court in Moscow of 28 March 1996, Exhibit HVY-185 (“RF
State Property Committee Order No. 995r of 24.07.95, which approved the Regulations on
Investment Tenders for Sale of AOOT NK YUKOS Shares, was repealed by State Property
Committee Order No. 1547r of 25.10.95."
See the Official record of the oral arguments of 9 February 2016, p. 5, in which the comments
of Mr. Van den Berg are included: “HVY have accused the Russian Federation of having the
shareholder register in its possession for quite some time. That is indeed the case. But it was
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on Appeal, the Russian Federation persists in this lie and states that it
lacked "technical knowledge and the necessary software" to open files.
As a result, it only managed to inspect the shareholders' register in
October 2015. Moreover, the shareholders' register was allegedly
"factually encoded" because the shareholders' register contained
complex transactions.1621 Those assertions are also incorrect and in
violation of the obligation to tell the truth. The Russian authorities had
already obtained a physical copy of Yukos' shareholders' register in
2005; therefore, no digital decryption was needed at all.1622 Moreover,
the interrogation records of the subsequent interrogations show that the
Russian authorities had already familiarised themselves with Yukos'
shareholders' register.1623
819.

All the examples discussed above show that the Russian Federation, in
connection with the allegations which it itself refers to as "unclean hands",
abuses its factual power over the evidence (by withholding relevant evidence)
and puts forward false assertions in violation of the obligation to tell the truth.
The conclusion that must be drawn from this is that with regard to none of the
allegations that the Russian Federation has made contrary to its (procedural)
obligations, she has discharged the burden of proof.

820.

Confronted with examples of its withholding of evidence and failure to tell the
truth, the Russian Federation is trying to launch a counter-attack by claiming that
Khodorkovsky et al. ordered the large-scale destruction of evidence.1624 That
transparent attempt must fail. The Russian Federation had already put forward
the same assertion in the Arbitrations. It then argued that Khodorkovsky et al.
had ordered the destruction of evidence relating to alleged tax fraud. HVY
subsequently proved that this assertion was incorrect.1625

821.

Nothing else follows from Gololobov's statement, which the Russian Federation
also cites in this context, either. Mr Gololobov claims that he and other former

1621
1622
1623

1624
1625

encoded. It took until October 2015 to break the code. That is why the Russian Federation has
not provided the shareholder register earlier.”
Defence on Appeal, paras. 730 and 1237-1241.
Correspondence between M-Reestr and the Russian public prosecutor of February and March
2005, Exhibit HVY-370.
For example, see the Transcript of the examination of G.P. Anilionis of 18 January 2007, RME3581, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 33 ("Question of investigator: In your documents, in the register, we
saw movement of "NK YUKOS" shares. In other words, major volume of "YUKOS Universal"
shares was transferred to "MQD", we see that bills of exchange are about payment between
themselves?" Also see Transcript of the examination of Aleksey Golubovich of 15 September
2015, Exhibit RF-299, p. 27 ("Investigator's question: Let me refresh your memory. Based on
data from M-Register (M-Reyestr), Yukos Universal shares in YUKOS to MQD International in
March 1998. Subsequently, almost immediately, that same March, MQD International
transferred these shares to such companies as Hawksmoor, Avimore, Medusa, Ebon Crown
and Kandall. This scheme did not end there – the shares moved even further.").
Defence on Appeal, para. 604, referring to the Statement by Dmitry Gololobov of 26 July 2016,
Exhibit RF-G2.
See HVY’s Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 76 et seq.
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Yukos employees were instructed to destroy documents after October 2003. This
too is nothing more than a modified version of an accusation that the Russian
Federation already made in the Arbitrations1626 and that HVY already rebutted at
that time.1627 No such instruction was ever given. Moreover, Gololobov's
statement, as HVY will explain below,1628 is unreliable for several reasons and,
in addition, demonstrably incorrect in many respects. This applies for example to
Gololobov's accusation that Khodorkovsky et al. destroyed evidence by having a
truck full of documents driven into the Volga.1629 Therefore, no value can be
attached to the statement in any event.
12.3

The witnesses presented by the Russian Federation are not reliable

822.

In Section 11 HVY already demonstrated that the Russian Federation exercised
physical and psychological pressure on a large and gross scale on individuals to
give false testimonies. By doing so, the Russian authorities made it very clear
that it is not possible for Russian citizens to go against the interests of the Kremlin
with impunity. Russian citizens are still regularly reminded today that going
against the interests of the Kremlin has serious personal consequences and that
the formal and informal power of the state apparatus will then be deployed.1630 In
itself this means that witness statements submitted by the Russian Federation
cannot be trusted.

823.

In addition to this general point, below HVY will address a number of other
aspects which suggest that the content and background of the witness
statements submitted by the Russian Federation are unreliable.

824.

First, the statement by Dmitry Gololobov.1631 Mr Gololobov started working for
Yukos' legal department in mid-1996, where he eventually became a subordinate
of Vasily Alexanyan, Head of Legal Affairs. Gololobov only took over the position

1626

Russian Federation's Counter-Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 681.
HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 76 et seq., in particular para. 82.
See Section 12.3 below.
In para. 604 of its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation relies on Gololobov's allegation
that Bank Menatep destroyed evidence in 1999 by having a truck full of documents being driven
into the Volga. However, Mr Gololobov has no personal knowledge of this. He was not involved
in this. First of all, he relies on two newspaper articles, but they only describe the accident and
do not contain any evidence that this concerned the deliberate destruction of evidence. In
addition, Mr Gololobov refers to an alleged conversation with Mikhail Dodonov, who allegedly
told Gololobov that he had organised the accident (Statement of Dmitry Gololobov, Exhibit RFG2, para. 38). All of this was invented. Dodonov has confirmed in writing that he had nothing to
do with the accident, did not even work at Bank Menatep during the period in question and that
he has never discussed this matter with Gololobov either. See Letter from Mikhail Yuryevich
Dodonov to GML, 19 September 2016, Exhibit HVY-371( "I would like to make you aware that
the above statements by Mr Gololobov are an outright lie. I left Menatep Bank in March 1997
and have not worked there again since. In 1999, I was working in LLC YUKOS-Moskva, of which
Mr Gololobov, as someone with whom I was in frequent contact at that time, was well aware. I
had nothing to do with the alleged incident with the truck and the Menatep Bank documents,
described by Mr Gololobov as stated above, and have never discussed it with Mr Gololobov.").
See Section 11.3 above.
Statement by Dmitry Gololobov of 26 July 2016, Exhibit RF-G2.

1627
1628
1629

1630
1631
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of Head of Legal Affairs much later, when Alexanyan, after the arrest of
Khodorkovsky, resigned to assist Khodorkovsky and Lebedev.1632 Afterwards
Gololobov also came into the picture with the Russian public prosecutor, who
mainly suspected him of involvement in alleged illegalities surrounding the
acquisition of VNK by Yukos.1633
825.

Gololobov fled to England at the end of 2004, where he was granted political
asylum after convincing the English authorities that the charges against Yukos
and against him personally were politically motivated. Incidentally, that was not
the only time that Gololobov would strongly insist that the attack on Yukos was
politically motivated.1634

826.

Gololobov is now being put forward by the Russian Federation as an important
witness, whose testimony would confirm the illegal conduct of Khodorkovsky et
al. and HVY.1635 The true story is different. After many years, and with assistance
from the attorneys from White & Case1636, the Russian authorities have convinced
Gololobov to make a deal with the Russian public prosecutor. The offer was that
all charges against him would be dropped if he signed a “witness” statement.1637

1632

The Russian Federation makes it appear that Gololobov has been one of the most important
lawyers of Khodorkovsky et al. from quite some time (Defence on Appeal para. 537), but that is
incorrect. In any case, Gololobov knows nothing about the privatisation, because he was not
there.
Gololobov was charged with facts similar to those with which Nevzlin was charged. The Russian
prosecutor stated that Gololobov was one of the senior members of a criminal organization led
by Khodorkovsky. At the request of the Russian authorities, Gololobov was also included on
Interpol's wanted list.
See the Transcript of the examination of Dmitry Gololobov, 6 September 2004, Exhibit HVY372, and the statement on behalf of Gololobov of 6 June 2004 attached to it: "The ‘VNK case’
has been under investigation for 6 years, its investigation has never been associated with
incriminatory conclusions in respect of D.V. Gololobov. The conduct of a search at this time, 6
years later, is evidence of the political motivation of this investigative action and of the striving
by the RF Prosecutor General’s Office to paralyze the defense in the criminal cases associated
with Yukos Oil Company". Also see, for example General Obvious: Did Khodorkovsky steal
YUKOS?, Dmitry Gololobov, 28 March 2016, Exhibit DG-072, in which Gololobov states for
example the following about the objectives of the Russian public prosecutors: "The main target
of the investigators and their statements is, naturally, the judgment of the Hague tribunal, which
hangs over Russia's foreign assets like a sword of Damocles. Of course, it is extremely unlikely
that the investigators' arguments about the illegality of a privatisation that took place twenty
years ago, which were made in the thirteenth year of the investigation of the "YUKOS case",
would have any effect for Western judges. […] Anyone who has followed the development of
the case understands perfectly well that in numerous trials, including the proceedings in the
European Court, all possible material violations were already repeatedly examined in the past
years, and it is indeed time already to come up with something new that can favourable "sold"
to the international courts." (Emphasis added.).
Defence on Appeal, para. 515.
See the Statement by Markus Burianski, 31 August 2016, Exhibit HVY-365, par. 6 ("Counsel
for the Russian Federation (including representatives of the law firms Hanotiau & van den Berg
and White & Case LLP) first began meeting with Mr. Gololobov in London, England, in January
2016 in order to discuss the criminal activities of Mr. Gololobov’s former employers (the Russian
Oligarchs Leonid Nevzlin, Platon Lebedev, Mikhail Brudno, Vladimir Dubov, and Vassily
Shakhnovsky)."). The same lawyers are assisting the Russian Federation in the present
proceedings.
Statement by Markus Burianski, 31 August 2016, Exhibit HVY-365, par. 6 ("Mr. Gololobov did
not finally agree to execute any written Declaration until July 26, 2016, and did not consent to
the Russian Federation’s submission of this written Declaration to any court until August 2016,

1633

1634

1635
1636

1637
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The fact that he would have to give testimony on events in which he was not
involved, like the privatisation of Yukos in 1995-1996, did not prevent Gololobov
from accepting the offer.
827.

The Russian Federation and Gololobov made this deal secretly. The Russian
Federation was only forced to acknowledge that it had made a deal with
Gololobov because this had to be disclosed by its attorneys in the proceedings
in the United States.1638

828.

There are also additional reasons why Gololobov's testimony cannot be trusted:

1638

1639

1640

1641
1642

(i)

Gololobov does not have any direct knowledge of many of the subjects
on which he testified, which indeed he is not trying to hide. Gololobov
himself states in this regard that he became aware of "the events of 1995
and 1996" in 2002 or 2003. Yet, he dares to give detailed descriptions of
discussions that allegedly took place in 1995 and 1996, more than 20
years before his statement.1639 Gololobov is stating what he has been
told.

(ii)

On numerous points, Gololobov’s statements are contradictory or
demonstrably incorrect. For example, also Gololobov states that Bank
Menatep did not meet its investment obligations under the privatisation
of Yukos,1640 whereas those investments were indeed made.1641 He also
states that the former Yukos Directors were authorised to appoint a
member of the Investment Tendering Committee for Yukos’ investment
tender and that the Yukos Directors allegedly used that authority to
Khodorkovsky et al.’s advantage,1642 while the regulation to which

when certain criminal charges pending against Mr. Gololobov were formally withdrawn in the
Russian Federation.").
Statement by Markus Burianski, 31 August 2016 (Exhibit HVY-365), para. 6: (“Mr. Gololobov
did not finally agree to execute any written Declaration until July 26, 2016, and did not consent
to the Russian Federation’s submission of this written Declaration to any court until August
2016, when certain criminal charges pending against Mr. Gololobov were formally withdrawn in
the Russian Federation.").
Statement by Dmitry Gololobov of 26 July 2016, Exhibit RF-G2, para. 7. Gololobov always refers
in this respect to all kinds of Russian State documents or internal Yukos documents which have
been handed over to him by the Russian Federation (extracted from the Motherfile, see Section
12.2 above). Those documents have nothing to do with Gololobov's observations and the only
thing Gololobov does with regard to those documents is to repeat the Russian Federation’s
assertions.
Statement by Dmitry Gololobov of 26 July 2016, Exhibit RF-G2, par. 20 ("Years later, in 1998,
one of Mr. Muravlenko's colleagues, Mr. Kazakov, would certify that the Oligarchs' shell
companies had fulfilled the investment obligations set forth under Order No. 1547-R, which
evidently transpired not to be the case. In fact, these investment obligations – which were a
mandatory condition of the acquisition of Yukos – were never actually fulfilled.”)
See Chapter 17 below, para. 1394.
Statement by Dmitry Gololobov of 26 July 2016, Exhibit RF-G2, para. 16 ("These four managers
had a number of official powers, which they used in favour of the Oligarchs. Under the
Regulation on Investment Tenders for the Sale of Shares of OAO Yukos Oil Company dated
December 15, 1994, Mr. Muravlenko and his colleagues (acting for "the Company") were
empowered to select one of the members of the Investment Tender commission, which would
evaluate the tender application submitted by ZAO Laguna to acquire the 33% block of shares.")
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Gololobov refers had already been repealed at the time of Yukos’
investment tender and was therefore not applicable at all. 1643 As already
explained above1644, Gololobov also falsely stated that Mr Dodonov told
him that the Volga incident had been staged by Bank Menatep.1645
Dodonov has confirmed in writing that he had nothing to do with the
incident, that he did not even work at Bank Menatep during the period in
question and that he has never discussed this matter with Gololobov
either.1646
(iii)

1643

1644
1645

1646

1647

Another example of Gololobov's lack of interest in telling the truth is the
way Gololobov believes he knows that the 'Oligarchs' secretly and
illegally channelled billions through the Foundations. The allegation
concerns the protective measures introduced in 2005, which brought
non-Russian assets of Yukos under the protection of two Dutch
foundations. What Gololobov does not say (while he and the attorneys
who drafted the statement know this very well) is that the foundation
structure was attacked several times by the henchmen of the Russian
Federation, but has been declared legitimate by the Dutch court.1647 The
way in which the so-called "Moravel claim" has been paid, which
Gololobov now describes as "preferential treatment given to the
Oligarchs by repaying GML (through Moravel) prior to the repayment of

Also see below, Section 17.4.2, where HVY will further explain that the Russian Federation’s
assertions about the alleged influence of the Yukos Directors are incorrect, and that the Russian
Federation also has not proven that the Yukos Directors influenced the results of the Yukos
LFS auction and investment tender, let alone that they used that influence to manipulate the
privatisation.
See para. 821 above.
Statement by Dmitry Gololobov of 26 July 2016, Exhibit RF-G2, para. 38 ("At some point after
this incident, I remember being told by Mikhail Dodonov, an executive at Bank Menatep, that
he had arranged the incident in order to destroy these records. Supposedly, most of the
documents were carried away by the current, and numerous creditors and clients of Bank
Menatep were unable to recover their funds as a result.").
See the Letter from Mikhail Yuryevich Dodonov to GML, 19 September 2016, Exhibit HVY-371
("I would like to make you aware that the above statements by Mr Gololobov are an outright lie.
I left Menatep Bank in March 1997 and have not worked there again since. In 1999, I was
working in LLC YUKOS-Moskva, of which Mr Gololobov, as someone with whom I was in
frequent contact at that time, was well aware. I had nothing to do with the alleged incident with
the truck and the Menatep Bank documents, described by Mr Gololobov as stated above, and
have never discussed it with Mr Gololobov.").
For example, see District Court of Amsterdam 29 May 2013, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2013:CA1411,
para. 7.13-7.21, with conclusion regarding the foundation structure introduced in 2005 (referred
to as the “2005 measures”): "It also follows from the foregoing that the 2005 measures can be
regarded as an adequate and proportionate response to the circumstances in which the Yukos
group found itself at the time. After all – in short – the merger of StAK FPH and the issue of
depositary receipts for the FPH shares to Wincanton meant that Wincanton and Yukos CIS no
longer had control over the participating interests held under Yukos CIS, so that the status quo
could be maintained pending the judgment of an independent court. It is important to note in
this respect that the 2005 measures were implemented before Rosneft acquired the Yukos CIS
shares. All this leads to the conclusion that the directors of the Yukos group could reasonably
have decided to take and maintain the 2005 measures." (para. 7.21).
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any other creditors",1648 has also been expressly approved by the Dutch
court.1649
(iv)

829.

1648
1649

1650

1651

The fact that Gololobov did not emerge as a "whistleblower" until twenty
years later with regard to the supposedly shocking evidence is
completely incredible.1650 There was no reason why he should not have
done so before, if it was true, as he now claims. After all, in the past
Gololobov has often spoken out about the Yukos case in public
documents, and has said nothing about many of the facts now alleged.

Elsewhere in this Part III of this deed, HVY will demonstrate the inaccuracies in
Gitas Anilionis' statement and further clarify why the statement does not support
the Russian Federation’s position. Here HVY will mention just a few points
illustrating the unreliability of the testimony of Anilionis, the director of the trust
company RTT.
(i)

On several occasions, Anilionis has already testified at length before
the Russian public prosecutor and the Russian courts regarding the
same subjects that are now revisited in his statement.1651 The Russian
Federation submitted a number of these transcripts in the Arbitrations,
but deliberately chose not to present Anilionis as a witness in the
Arbitrations to prevent HVY from having the right to question Anilionis
during a cross-examination. The selectivity of the transcripts submitted
as evidence and the failure to cross-examine Zakharov, while the
Arbitrations was the perfect opportunity to do so, speak volumes about
the faith that should be placed in the veracity of his statement.

(ii)

Anilionis has given conflicting or demonstrably incorrect testimony
regarding several subjects in the past. Anilionis was completely
exposed when he was subjected to a cross-examination as witness for
the Russian public prosecution service during the second criminal

Statement Dmitry Gololobov of 26 July 2016, Exhibit RF-G2, para. 67.
The Russian Federation is aware of this, because its state-owned enterprise Rosneft was a
party to the proceedings in which that payment to Moravel was at issue. See District Court of
Amsterdam 6 March 2008, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2008:BC6191, in which the District Court ordered
Rosneft to tolerate and allow the funds from the Dutch Yukos branch to be used to pay Moravel
(para. 6.12). The Amsterdam Court of Appeal upheld the District Court of Amsterdam’s decision;
see Court of Appeal of Amsterdam 24 February 2009, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2009:BI4330, para. 12.
Moreover, Gololobov worked under Alexanyan. For years, that same Alexanyan refused to
make a false statement against Khodorkovsky, Lebedev and others, for which he eventually
even gave his own life. See para. 630(a) above. If we are to believe Gololobov's statement, we
would also have to conclude that Alexanyan was lying all that time and therefore would rather
die than tell the truth to the Russian authorities. That is highly unlikely.
In the period 2000 through 2008, Anilionis was questioned by the Russian public prosecutor ten
times. Anilionis appeared as a witness seven times before the Russian courts in both the
criminal cases against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev and at least once in the criminal case
against Nevzlin. Anilionis was also heard or even appeared in connection with the show criminal
trials against Dmitry Maruev, Natalya Chernysheva, Vladimir Malakhovsky, Vladimir Pereverzin
and Svetlana Bakhmina. Also see Statement of Appeal, para. 844.
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prosecution of Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. His response to nearly all
of the questions was that he “could not remember” or that he knew
nothing about the issues regarding which he had made a statement for
the Russian public prosecution service. When it was pointed out to
Anilionis that by doing so he was running the risk of being criminally
prosecuted for perjury, he requested permission to remain quiet from
the District Court: "Your honour, they already tell me that I am lying. If I
continue to talk about it, I will testify against myself. Can I exercise my
right not to testify against myself?"1652
(iii)

830.

It is highly probable that Anilionis, just like Gololobov, made a secret
deal with the Russian public prosecutor in “exchange” for his statement.
In the criminal proceedings against Mr Nevzlin, the public prosecutor
argued that Mr Nevzlin had committed criminal offences with the help of
Anilionis.1653 In addition, Anilionis’ immediate subordinate at trust
company RTT, Mr Kraynov, was convicted of the activities he carried
out at RTT on Anilionis’ instructions, for which Kraynov received a
suspended sentence in exchange for his cooperation with the Russian
public prosecutor.1654 The only conclusion from the fact that Anilionis
was never prosecuted for these and related activities is that a deal was
made which the Russian Federation is not disclosing.

The testimony of Arkady Zakharov, who worked as a "senior specialist" at the
trust company RTT, cannot be regarded as reliable either. Again, where relevant
in this Part III of the document, HVY will demonstrate the inaccuracies in
Zakharov’s statement and further clarify why the statement does not support the
position of the Russian Federation. Some of the points that illustrate the
unreliability are as follows:
(i)

Zakharov lied before the Russian public prosecutor in connection with
the second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. During a
cross-examination before the court, Zakharov explicitly admitted having
lied in his testimony regarding the privatisation of Yukos:
"I was shown documents related to Laguna. It was because of this that
they announced a short break during the interrogation after I lied

1652
1653

1654

INFOXru, "Witness who doesn't know and who has forgotten what he knows", 1 March 2010,
Exhibit HVY-373
See Judgment of the Moscow Simonovsky Court, 24 June 2013, Exhibit HVY-374, p. 4 ("V.G.
Alexanyan and the individual against whom case was severed, acting as part of the organized
group together with L.B. Nevzlin in order to implement the criminal plan, with the assistance of
RTT SP head G.P. Anilionis and Russian Investors OJSC head A.D. Golubovich, in November
1998, in Moscow, persuaded RTT SP employees (who were unaware of the goals pursued by
organized group members) to sign these agreements for Montekito Holding Ltd., Chellita Ltd.,
Sagiman Holding Ltd. and Alpo S.A.") (Emphasis added.).
See INFOXru, “Witness who doesn’t know and who has forgotten what he knows”, 1 March
2010 (Exhibit HVY-373), which indicates that Kraynov received a conditional sentence in
exchange for his cooperation.
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specifically about the investment tender – that was not how it happened.
A break, delivery of documents, and so on."1655

831.

(ii)

Zakharov was a director of Laguna when Laguna participated in the 1996
proceedings in which the criticism of the privatisation was rejected by the
Russian courts. Zakharov says absolutely nothing about those
proceedings, although they are highly relevant to these proceedings and
to the content of his testimony. This is indicative of his bias and the fact
that his statement regarding his knowledge of the privatisation was not
made freely.

(iii)

Just like Anilionis and - as has since been admitted - Gololobov Zakharov probably made a deal with the Russian public prosecutor in
exchange for his 'confessions'. Zakharov, too, was not prosecuted for his
contribution to the allegedly unlawful or criminal conduct now being
invoked by the Russian Federation.

(iv)

Just like Anilionis, Zakharov has already testified at length several times
before the Russian public prosecutor and the Russian courts regarding
the same subject that now reappear in his statement.1656 The Russian
Federation entered a number of these transcripts in the Arbitrations, but
deliberately chose not to present Zakharov as a witness in the
Arbitrations to prevent HVY from having the right to question Zakharov
during a cross-examination. This speaks volumes about the faith that
should be placed in the truthfulness of his statement.

The testimony by Yevgeny Rybin can also hardly be taken seriously. Rybin is a
Russian businessman who had a dispute with Yukos for many years with his oil
company East Petroleum Handelgas ('EPH'). After Yukos acquired a majority
stake in VNK, Yukos tried to clean things up by reversing a number of fraudulent
transactions (set up by EPH). Some reasons why Rybin's testimony is not
trustworthy are as follows:
(i)

1655
1656

Rybin has taken untrue positions about the commercial dispute between
EPH and Yukos. Rybin contends that Yukos effected fraudulent
transactions after Yukos acquired a controlling interest in Eastern Oil
Company (Vostochnaya Neftyanaya Kompaniya, or “VNK”). However,
truth of the matter was true EPH – and not Yukos – had entered into
fraudulent transactions with VNK’s former management. In fact, EPH and
VNK had entered into an agreement on the basis of which EPH

Statement by Zakharov before the Khamovnichesky District Court, 26 October 2009, Exhibit
HVY-375, p. 952.
In the period 1999 through 2006, Zakharov was questioned by the Russian public prosecutor
ten times. He appeared before the Russian courts twice in both criminal cases against
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev and was also heard in the context of the sham criminal trials against
Dmitry Maruev and Natalya Chernysheva. Also see Statement of Appeal, para. 844.
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purchased the oil from VNK below cost price, which EPH could
subsequently sell on the market.1657 VNK’s management and other
parties involved undoubtedly also benefitted from that personally. After
Yukos acquired a majority stake in VNK, Yukos effected transactions to
stop the fraudulent reselling to EPH. This issue was discussed at length
in arbitration proceedings and subsequent proceedings between EPH
and Yukos. The relevant disputes were decided in Yukos’ favour.1658
Apparently, Rybin was so resentful about this that he was entirely willing
to adopt the Russian Federation’s malafide accusations against Yukos
as his own.
(ii)

Rybin is making false statements about the alleged attempts to get rid of
him, and even speculates about such alleged attempts that – as he
himself has acknowledged – never took place.1659

(iii)

Rybin's witness statement is nothing more than a repetition of the
irrelevant claims made by the Russian Federation in this regard during
the Arbitrations.1660 By allowing a “witness” to make a statement, the
Russian Federation hopes to elevate its assertions to “proof”.

(iv)

Rybin also appears to have accepted a deal with the Kremlin. Its contents
are unknown, but it is clear that in exchange for Rybin’s cooperation in
the attack on Yukos, Rybin’s son was appointed director of a Russian
defence company.1661

832.

In Annex I of the Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation refers to a number
of “statements” made by (alleged) directors of trading companies (so-called
interrogation transcripts). These “statements” cannot be relied on, either. This is

1657

In this respect, the Russian Federation refers to “considerable investments” by EPH in oil fields
owned by Tomskneft. See Defence on Appeal, para. 542. In fact, this was simply an illegal form
of asset stripping.
East Petroleum HandelGes m.b.H v OJSC "Tomskneft" VNK, Vienna International Arbitral
Centre, arbitral award of 31 March 2002, and East Petroleum HandelGes m.b.H v OJSC
"Tomskneft" VNK, Vienna International Arbitral Centre, arbitral award of 1 July 2003.
Rybin was also a witness in the criminal proceedings against Pichugin and Nevzlin. The manner
in which the proceedings against Pichugin and Nevzlin were conducted, with gross violations
of a fair trial, and all false allegations made against them, including those relating to an attack
on Rybin, are discussed in detail in Section 11.3. Just like in the context of those proceedings,
in his written statement of 24 November 2017 Rybin included unproven and implausible
conspiracy theories: "In 2002, a new assassination was attempted. The hired assassins plotted
to kill me with a crossbow in the center of Vienna at the moment when I would be leaving the
courthouse. However, at the last moment the assassins refused to accomplish this attempt
when they realized that it would be very difficult for them to leave the center of Vienna." See
Yevgeny Rybin’s witness statement of 24 November 2017, Exhibit RF-G3, par. 27. It is a
mystery to HVY how Rybin could have noticed something like that, let alone how Yukos could
have been involved in that.
Russian Federation's Counter-Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 99-103.
Kasparov.ru, "What happened in Dzerzhinsk?", 4 September 2018, Exhibit HVY-376 ("The
plant is headed by Vadim Rybin, the son of businessman Yevgeny Rybin, who became one of
the main witnesses in the Yukos affair. As the media reported, it was for Rybin's services to the
authorities in the Yukos affair that his son was appointed director general of the defense
enterprise.").

1658

1659

1660
1661
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discussed after the trading companies and (tax) structure of Yukos have been
discussed, which context is necessary to be able to assess these witness
statements.
833.

Lastly: Colonel Mikhailov’s statement. This statement is worthy of special
attention. As discussed above in Sections 11.3 and 11.4, Mikhailov is part of the
state apparatus that organised the attack on Yukos. Mikhailov is a Russian public
prosecutor who has been involved in the attack on Yukos in any event since
2007. “His” criminal cases, including the most striking example of the second
criminal proceedings against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev, were the ones
designated by the international community as being politically motived.1662 In all
of those proceedings, he also regularly exerted undue pressure to obtain false
statements. Below, in Chapter 14, his attempts at this when questioning Douglas
Miller, PwC’s lead partner, and other aspects will be discussed. Mikhailov is coresponsible for politically-motivated requests for legal assistance – including the
request that was refused by the Dutch Minister of Justice and Security in 2018.1663
In addition, various excerpts from his statement will show that he lied in his
statement.1664 Mikhailov is not a “witness”: he is integral to the Russian
investigative authorities, who are not independent of the Kremlin. He cannot be
trusted for all of these reasons.

834.

It follows from the foregoing that upon examination of a witness statement
submitted as evidence by the Russian Federation, there are always specific
circumstances from which - in addition to the large-scale pressure exerted by the
Russian Federation to get people to make false statements - it follows that the
relevant witness statement is unreliable. The putting of pressure on witnesses to
make false statements undoubtedly continues. As HVY explained above,
Pichugin was again asked in 2016 to falsely testify that Khodorkovsky was
involved in the murder of the mayor of Yugansk. 1665 The Russian Federation
probably will not stop “finding” “new witnesses”: put in less euphemistic terms,
this will be someone who understandably (considering the methods used by the
Russian Federation) succumbed under Russian Federation’s heavy pressure.

12.4

Russian Federation misleadingly presents experts

835.

In addition to withholding evidence and collecting false witness statements, the
Russian Federation misleadingly presents experts to create evidence that
allegedly supports its own positions. For example, the Russian Federation
instructs its experts to write their “expert report” based on assumptions that the

1662

See Section 11.3 above.
See para. 601 above.
Examples of this are the lies that Bank Menatep did not satisfy the obligation of making certain
investments in Yukos (see below, Chapter 17, paras. 1392 et seq.) and the statement that the
Russian Federation did not succeed in viewing the Yukos shareholder register until 2015 (also
see above, para. 818iv).
See para. 642 above.

1663
1664

1665
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Russian Federation knows are not true or based on laws that were not in effect
at the relevant points in time; it provides its experts with documentation and
regulations that were never applicable or has its experts interpret documents that
are not in their field of expertise, and subsequently claims it has found factual
proof for its own assertions.
836.

This misleading by the Russian Federation is sometimes highly nuanced and
cannot always be directly discovered by HVY. In some cases, further evidence
is needed that is deliberately being withheld by the Russian Federation. HVY
happened to discover several types of misleading through experts by accident,
for example after the Russian Federation itself had entered other documents into
evidence, in support of other positions, that showed that an earlier expert report
was entirely untrue.

837.

To illustrate this, below HVY will discuss a number of expert reports provided by
the Russian Federation and how the Russian Federation subsequently uses
those as alleged support of its own assertions.

838.

Firstly, the Russian Federation engaged the Swiss professor of criminal law Mark
Pieth to write two “expert reports” to prove the Russian Federation’s new story of
bribery.1666 These "expert reports", however, are not serious evidence of
bribery.1667 The Russian Federation instructed Pieth to base his analysis on
numerous key assumptions that are demonstrably incorrect, such as the
allegedly bribed “government officials” who could designate the winner of the
privatisation auctions, while those auctions were also allegedly manipulated by
Khodorkovsky et al. The Russian Federation then used Pieth as proof of the very
factual assertions that Pieth was instructed to base his analysis on.1668 Moreover,
Pieth has deliberately opted not to discuss the numerous circumstances that
actually indicated that there was no corruption, despite his statement that his
analysis was based on a “full review of the documentary record”.1669 Furthermore,
Pieth has no expertise whatsoever in many of the fields he writes about, such as
the valuation of Russian State oil companies in the 1990s, the interpretation of
privatisation regulations in Russia and Russian criminal law.

1666
1667
1668

1669

See First Expert Report of Pieth, Exhibit RF-D13 and Second Expert Report of Pieth, Exhibit
RF-D14.
See below, Section 17.4.2.
For example, the Russian Federation instructed Pieth that "[p]rior to the privatization of YUKOS,
the Red Directors managed YUKOS on behalf of the Russian Government and established key
aspects of the procedures that regulated the YUKOS privatization. […] The Red Directors
participated directly in supervising and selecting the winner of an Investment Tender, in which
the Government sold 33% of the YUKOS shares, and a ‘Loans-for-Shares’ auction, in which the
Government offered 45% of the YUKOS shares as collateral for a loan". See First Expert Report
of Pieth, Exhibit RF-D13, para. 6. The Russian Federation subsequently asserted that Pieth
explained that “officials” played an important role in the privatisation. See Defence on Appeal,
para. 532.
First Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D13, para. 148.
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839.

Another example. Professor Asoskov alleges that the privatisation of Yukos in
1995 and 1996 was invalid based on the Competition Act of 1991, because
according to Article 8 of that act "organizations ‘entrusted with functions or
authority’ by the Government of the Russian Federation (such as Bank Menatep,
which was appointed as auction organizer […]) are prohibited from participating
in ‘[a]greements or concerted practices ... if they have or may have as their result
the prevention, restraint or elimination of competition ... including agreements or
concerted practices that lead or may lead towards ... the raising, lowering or
maintenance of prices’"1670 (Emphasis added.). However, Asoskov did not even
quote Article 8 of the Competition Act of 1991: he quoted an amendment added
in 2002. This later amendment is irrelevant, however, as it had no retroactive
effect.

840.

Another example: In his report Professor Avtonomov refers to two parliamentary
hearings by Duma committees in June 1997 and January 2001 in support of his
general opinion that the ECT conflicted with certain federal laws that allegedly
were not “overridden” by the provisional application of the ECT.1671 According to
Avtonomov, these hearings showed that "not even one of these participants in
[the parliamentary hearings] believed that signing and provisionally applying the
ECT had already overridden these conflicting federal statutes."1672 Apart from the
fact that none of the statements cited by Avtonomov concerned the provisional
application of the ECT, Avtonomov provided only an abbreviated transcript of the
1997 hearing and deliberately left out statements made during the 2001 hearing
that painted a different, positive picture of the application of the ECT. One of the
participants in the latter hearing said the following, for example: "But any treaty
is a balance. We feel that the balance is in Russia’s favor. Note that we are
actively using the treaty. For example, Articles 12 and 5 of the Agreement “On
partnership and cooperation of Russia and EU” provide for a regime that is
virtually identical. We used the ECT when we were promoting the “Blue Flow”
project. We used the ECT when fighting against Polish obstacles to our
meridional pipeline. Besides, as relates to CIS countries, direct references to the
ECT were included in the CIS Agreement on the transit of oil products and in the
last agreement on settlement of our gas relations with Ukraine."1673 (Emphasis
added.).

841.

In part II of this statement, HVY have already given examples of the misleading
manner in which expert reports are used, and below in Part III of this statement

1670

Second Expert Report of Asoskov, Exhibit RF-203, para. 39.
Expert Report Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4. As explained above in Sections 4.1.2 and 5.1.2, none
of the Russian Federation’s “Russian law experts” can be considered independent. For
example, in his expert report Avtonomov failed to disclose the fact that in addition to being a
tenured professor with a Russian university, he also acts as an advisor to an advisory body of
the Russian Government, namely the Russian Federation's Expert Council.
Expert Report Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, para. 97.
Second Expert Report Prof. Mishina, Exhibit HVY-D11, para. 129, and also Expert Report of
Avtonomov, Exhibit RF-D4, Annex ASA-044, p. 36.

1671

1672
1673
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HVY will give even more examples.1674 The conclusion must be that restraint is
due in valuing the expert reports submitted by the Russian Federation. In any
case, HVY request the Court not to rely on “findings” of the experts of the Russian
Federation as long as they have not been heard before the Court of Appeal and
the parties.
842.

A last, special comment is warranted in respect of the expert reports. The fate of
the experts appointed by President Medvedev after they had provided their highly
critical opinions on the second sham proceedings against Khodorkovsky and
Lebedev was discussed in Section 11.3. The Russian Federation even
attempted to pursue these unfavorable experts in abroad. Experts of the Russian
Federation cannot be expected to truly have the freedom to write what they
believe.

12.5

The Russian Federation disseminates false information, in and outside
these proceedings in a characteristic pattern

843.

It is quite something to say that a State is mala fide; that the entire state
apparatus was mobilised against Yukos. HVY are aware of that. Yet there is
every reason for the Court of Appeal to assume that what HVY says is true: that
the Russian Federation is a State that denies facts, uses false information as a
distraction, and then unashamedly opts for a malicious counter-attack. In this
case, the misinformation and malicious counter-attack are comprised of the
"unclean hands" allegations.

844.

To make a plausible case for a person's malicious conduct, relevant supporting
evidence may be that the person engages in consistent malicious conduct: a
pattern.

845.

That also holds true as regards the evidence of the Russian Federation's
conduct. The Russian Federation’s narrative in the Yukos case is in line with a
pattern that is characteristic: (a) denying undeniable facts of improper conduct
by the Russian Federation (in this case: of the mala fide, unlawful expropriation
of Yukos), (b) distracting with false information and storylines (in this case: the
"unclean hands" story), and (c) usually also opting for the counter-attack (in this
case: a variety of accusations levelled at HVY and Khodorkovsky et al.).

846.

As supporting evidence, HVY will cite a number of examples that show that in
cases that the Kremlin considers to be very important, the Russian Federation
follows this pattern, and that the conduct in the Yukos case fits within that pattern,

1674

It is not unusual for the Russian Federation to have its lawyers also act as “experts”; see, for
example, what HVY noted above about Pellet in Section 2.1.3.
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presenting the Court of Appeal with supportive evidence that the “unclean hands”
accusations must also be viewed in the context of that pattern.
847.

In cases such as this one - which are of the utmost state interest - the Putin
regime always follows the same pattern: (a) denying the facts that demonstrate
the improper conduct of the Russian Federation, (b) dezinformatsiya1675:
presenting a false alternative story, and, usually, (c) choosing the counterattack.1676 The entire state apparatus is deployed on each occasion. HVY cite the
following examples of this consistent and relevant pattern:
(i)

1675

1676

1677

1678

The murder of Magnitsky. As explained above (Section 11.3), Magnitsky
had exposed large-scale corruption and fraud by the Russian authorities,
after which he was imprisoned under false pretences. During his
imprisonment, Magnitsky was tortured and seriously abused by the
Russian prison guards. He died of his injuries after he was refused
medical treatment. (a) After Magnitsky’s death, the Russian authorities
refused to investigate the fraud and Magnitsky’s death,1677 while prison
employees and other government officials withheld information
regarding his manner of death.1678 The truth only emerged in 2011, after
an investigation by the Human Rights Council. The Russian authorities
rejected the report of the Human Rights Council in 2011, and considered

For the sake of convenience, HVY refer to the short description on Wikipedia, with further source
references, for the Russian origin of disinformation: "Disinformation is false information spread
deliberately to deceive. [1][2][3] The English word disinformation is a loan translation of the
Russian dezinformatsiya,[1][2][3] derived from the title of a KGB black propaganda
department.[4] Joseph Stalin coined the term, giving it a French-sounding name to claim it had
a Western origin.[1] Russian use began with a "special disinformation office" in 1923.[5]
Disinformation was defined in Great Soviet Encyclopedia (1952) as "false information with the
intention to deceive public opinion".[1][2][6] […] The word disinformation did not appear in
English dictionaries until the late-1980s.[1][2]" (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disinformation;
viewed on 22 February 2019).
The objective – making it so relevant in this case – is to distract from what really matters:
""They came up with a thousand different theories, all of them are ridiculous and ludicrous," this
official tells me, "but they're so good at distracting people -- or trying to do that -- that people
aren't paying attention to what really happened." With the downing of MH17, Moscow mounted
a series of military briefings designed to look both scientific and complex. Officials raised theory
after theory, and US and European government agencies set out on a wild goose chase to
counter each one, regardless of how dubious it was. During the Olympic doping scandals,
Russia took a page from the same playbook: first, spreading chaff with a variety of alternate
explanations and, when that failed, accusing the West of "Russophobia," provoking antiRussian sentiment." (CNN, "Russia's snark might have finally pushed the West too far", 29
March 2018, Exhibit HVY-377). This is also the case here: by having to refute all of the unclean
hands allegations, the Russian Federation is trying to distract from the real points of dispute.
The torture and ill-treatment of Magnitsky were well documented. Despite this, the Russian
authorities refused to allow an independent autopsy, to provide information and to launch a
criminal investigation into the treatment of Magnitsky. See Preliminary Conclusion of the
working group on the study of circumstances of Sergey Magnitsky's death, the working group
on civic engagement in judicial reform, the working group on citizen participation in prevention
of corruption and public safety (Exhibit HVY-378). More generally, see http://www.russianuntouchables.com/eng/.
Meanwhile, the government officials Magnitsky had exposed as fraudsters for the amount of
USD 250 million were promoted and rewarded well above the standards for a civil servant. See
Testimony before the European Parliament of William Browder, "An Analysis of the Russian
Government's Cover-Up of the Torture and Murder of Sergei Magnitsky in Russian State
Custody" of 26 May 2011 (Exhibit HVY-379).
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it incorrect and irrelevant. (b) The Russian authorities claimed as an
alternative storyline that the deceased Magnitsky was guilty of tax
evasion. (c) Although Magnitsky was already dead, the Russian
authorities invented a way to use the counter-attack. Magnitsky was
prosecuted and convicted posthumously for tax evasion; a macabre
unique event.

1679
1680
1681

1682

1683

(ii)

The murder of Litvinenko. Litvinenko was a former FSB officer, and critic
of Putin. In November 2006, Litvinenko was poisoned with radioactive
polonium in a hotel in London. An investigation conducted on instructions
by the British Parliament brought to light in 2016 that Putin had
personally ordered the murder.1679 (a) The Kremlin, however, rejected
the abundant evidence and refused to recognise anyinvolvement. (b)
The Russian Federation spread farfetched alternative theories and acted
as if the British had not properly conducted the investigation, alleging
that the investigation had been conducted in a political context. (c) The
Russian Federation subsequently launched a counter-attack on the
British. The murderer himself, Lugovoy, said in the press: “The results
released today once again demonstrate London’s anti-Russian position,
the British’s tunnel vision and lack of willingness to discover the real
cause of Litvinenko’s death.”1680

(iii)

The attack on MH17. (a) In September 2016, the Joint Investigation
Team (“JIT”) led by the Netherlands concluded that the Buk missile with
which MH17 was shot down came from Russia. Despite the evidence,
Russia denied any responsibility.1681 (b) The Russian state media
subsequently reported scenarios that shifted the blame to the Ukraine.
Familiar strategies emerged: an opportunistic flood of information,
manipulated evidence and a witness for each scenario.1682 The Russian
“troll factories” in the Netherlands worked overtime to influence public
opinion.1683 (c) When it became clear that the evidence provided by the

The Litvinenko Inquiry - Report into the death of Alexander Litvinenko, Presented to Parliament
pursuant to Section 26 of the Inquiries Act 2005 of January 2016, Exhibit HVY-321, para. 9.215.
The Guardian, "Litvinenko 'probably murdered on personal orders of Putin", 21 January 2016,
Exhibit HVY-380.
Novaya Gazeta, "An open letter to the Russian people from the families of the victims in downing
of MH17", 22 March 2018, Exhibit HVY-381 ("We have confidence in the thoroughness and
impartiality of the work conducted by the Joint Investigation Team. The same cannot be said
about the reporting on MH17 coming out of Russian state media channels").
For example, a Ukraine citizen suddenly stated in line with the Russian theory that he had seen
Ukrainian military equipment near Zaroschenske. Shortly beforehand, the Russian Investigative
Committee had provided information about another witness who had supposedly stated that a
Ukrainian pilot named Vladislav Voloshin was responsible for the downing of MH17. See
Bellingcat, "The Kremlin's Shifting, Self-Contradicting Narratives on MH17”, 5 January 2018
(Exhibit HVY-382). Also see Stopfake.org, "The Kremlin's many versions of the MH17 Story"
of 29 May 2018, Exhibit HVY-383.
See De Groene Amsterdammer, "How Russian trolls tailored to Western fears", 29 August 2018,
Exhibit HVY-384 ("News is that the disaster with the MH17 is an important theme for Russian
trolls. A quick selection from the almost three million tweets shows more than three thousand
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Kremlin was incorrect, the Russian Federation accused the JIT of
exclusively considering evidence that was in line with the alleged,
presumed guilt of the Russians. Almaz-Antey, a weapons plant owned
by the government, issued a counter report in support of its own
alternative facts to discredit the Dutch version of the events.1684

1684
1685
1686
1687

1688
1689
1690

(iv)

The recent cyber-attack by four Russian spies on the Organisation for
the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (“OPCW”) in The Hague. (a) After
the thwarted cyber-attack by members of the GROe on the OPCW was
exposed in April 2018 by the Dutch government1685, the Russian
Federation denied there having been a cyber-attack. (b) Despite the
overwhelming evidence, the Russian Federation insisted that the
suspects had been sent to the OPCW to check the Russian embassy’s
IT network. (c) The Dutch Ambassador to Russia, Renée Jones-Bos,
was summoned in Russia to explain the “organised propaganda” against
Russia.1686

(v)

The attack on the former Russian spy Skripal. (a) After the Kremlin’s
involvement in the poisoning of Skripal and his daughter on 4 March
2018 was confirmed by the British authorities1687 and by the OPCW1688,
the Russian Federation denied any involvement. (b) The Russian
Minister of Foreign Affairs called the findings a provocation and a circus
show in the British Parliament. Russia immediately launched alternative
scenarios,1689 including the notion that the poisoning of Skripal – like that
of Litvinenko – was part of an MI6 conspiracy. (c) Russian politicians
argued on Russian state television that the United Kingdom itself was
behind the attack.1690

(vi)

Intervention in the American Presidential elections of 2016. (a) Russian
intervention in the American 2016 elections, which is currently the
subject of the Mueller investigation, has been confirmed by eight

messages directly about the airplane crash or its four-year-long settlement. In line with the
Russian state channels, alternative theories - 'there was a bomb on board' or 'there was a false
flag operation' - are spread.")
Whathappenedtoflightmh17.com, "The Press Conference of Almaz-Antey has two major errors”,
2 June 2015 (Exhibit HVY-385).
NRC, “Russian embassy in The Hague is a nerve centre for espionage”, 30 November 2018,
Exhibit HVY-386.
NRC Handelsblad, “Russia calls Dutch Ambassador to account for hacking attempts", 5 October
2018, Exhibit HVY-387.
The Guardian, "Russian Spy Poisoning: Theresa May issues ultimatum to Moscow", 13 March
2018, Productie HVY-388; The Guardian, "Sergei Skripal: former Russian spy poisoned with
nerve agent, say police", 8 March 2018, Exhibit HVY-389.
The Guardian, "Novichok used in spy poisoning, chemical weapons watchdog confirms" of 12
April 2018 (Exhibit HVY-390).
BBC, "Sergei Skripal and Russian disinformation game" of 9 November 2018, Exhibit HVY391.
BBC, "Sergei Skripal and Russian disinformation game" of 9 November 2018, Exhibit HVY391.
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American intelligence services.1691 This gave cause for additional
American sanctions against Russia.1692 Russia denied the hack at the
Democratic National Committee and any interference.1693 (b) Putin’s top
Internet advisor asserted that it is always easy to accuse one’s enemies,
but that leaks of this type were often caused by a password that is too
simple or forgotten.1694 (c) Putin called the sanctions an insult to
Russia1695 and ordered a significant reduction in the number of staff of
the American Embassy in Russia.1696
(vii)

1691

1692

1693
1694
1695
1696
1697
1698
1699

The Russian doping scandal in 2016. Two investigations by the World
Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) brought to light that Russia has a statesponsored doping programme. The whistle-blower was the Director of
the Anti-Doping Centre in Moscow, Grigori Rodchenkov.1697 The entire
affair is explained very clearly in the Oscar-winning documentary
Icarus.1698 The documentary offers a unique peek behind the scenes,
and demonstrates how the Russian government colluded in the fraud,
the denial of the facts and the dissemination of misinformation, opting
for a counter attack. After watching the documentary, one question
comes to mind: if the Russian State is capable of doing this in a doping
affair, then what is it willing to do against an order to pay USD 50 billion?
(a) One of the investigative reports into the Russian doping programme,
the McLaren Report, revealed that from 2011 to 2015, positive tests had
been withheld.1699 During the Sochi Olympics, urine samples from
Russian athletes were switched, with the active involvement of a large

The Russian Federation hacked into the DNC network to leak emails and documents online, to
frustrate Clinton’s campaign and to undermine the democratic process. See for example The
New York Times, "8 US Intelligence Groups Blame Russia for Meddling, but Trump keeps
clouding the picture”, 2 August 2018 (Exhibit HVY-392); NYMag Intelligencer, "DNI Report:
High Confidence Russia interfered with U.S. Election”, 6 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-393; Joint
Statement from the Department of Homeland Security and Office of the Director of National
Intelligence on Election Security, "Background to Assessing Russian Activities and Intentions
in Recent US Elections”, 6 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-394.
Executive Order from the White House, "Taking additional steps to address the national
emergency with respect to significant malicious cyber-enabled activities”, 29 December 2016,
Exhibit HVY-395.
Washington Post, "Russia denies DNS hack and says maybe someone 'forgot the password'",
15 June 2016, Exhibit HVY-396.
Washington Post, "Russia denies DNS hack and says maybe someone 'forgot the password'",
15 June 2016, Exhibit HVY-396.
The Guardian, "Putin: Russia promises retaliation as Senate passes sanctions bill", 28 July
2017, Exhibit HVY-397.
BBC, "Russia's Putin orders 755 US diplomatic staff to be cut”, 31 July 2017, Exhibit HVY398.
The New York Times, "Russian Insider Says State-Run Doping Fueled Olympic Gold", 12 May
2016, Exhibit HVY-399.
Icarus, documentary by Bryan Fogel, 20 January 2017. Netflix obtained the rights to the
documentary, which can only be seen on Netflix as a result.
See Professor Richard H. McLaren O.C.,The Independent Person 2nd Report, 9 December
2016, Exhibit HVY-400. Professor McLaren was appointed in May 2016 by the President of the
WADA to lead an independent investigation into Rodchenkov’s allegations. After the
investigative committee (the “Independent Person”) had issued a first report before a fixed
deadline on 15 July 2016, the mandate was extended by the IOC and the WADA. The final
results of the investigation were laid down in the report of 9 December 2016.
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contingent of FSB agents. Based on the overwhelming evidence, the
existence of the Russian Federation’s secretive doping programme was
determined by the WADA, the International Olympic Committee (IOC)
and anti-doping and sports communities.1700 As a result, the Russian
athletes named in the McLaren report were prohibited from participating
in the games in Rio de Janeiro; various athletes were even banned for
life. Russia has always denied that any such doping programme exists.
(b) Russian authorities have portrayed the allegations of state
involvement in doping during the Olympics in Sochi as Russia-phobic,
asserting that this is part of a political slur campaign against Russia. It
was all just politics, not facts. Putin referred to a “dangerous return of
political involvement in sports”.1701 (c) The counter-attack against the
whistle-blower was immediate. An active government campaign ruined
his reputation.1702 Rodchenkov, currently under witness protection in the
United States, was only one day after the IAAF1703 upheld the exclusion
of Russian athletes due to the systematic use of doping, the target of a
criminal case abuse of power.1704
848.

Regrettably, the examples above are by far not the only examples of this
consistent malicious pattern. As far as HVY is concerned, it would be naive to
assume that the Russian Federation is not acting in the same way with regard to
the present proceedings, both in and outside the proceedings. It is a pattern that
the Russian Federation constantly thinks it can get away with, and it is important
that it does not get away with it in this case.

849.

As explained, in all of these cases the Kremlin mobilises the entire state
apparatus to disseminate disinformation and launch the counter-attack. The state
apparatus in the Russia of today stands in particular for all kinds of clandestine
means, often covertly supported by the FSB. The Kremlin uses many covert
means in the dissemination of false information in particular. To this end, the
Kremlin has even set up a 'trolling factory', an institution which is exclusively
dedicated to disseminating false information.1705This influence is also being
exerted in the Netherlands, as has been established by the Dutch intelligence
services and reported on by the Dutch government.1706 A large network of

1700

1701
1702
1703
1704
1705
1706

The WADA’s conclusions were endorsed by Canada, Denmark, Germany, Finland, Japan, the
Netherlands, New Zeeland, Norway, Austria, Poland, the United States, Sweden and
Switzerland. See The Guardian, "Russian doping scandal: ‘When it mattered most, the IOC
failed to lead’", 31 July 2016, Exhibit HVY-401.
The Guardian, "Russian Officials Claim Athletes Were Targeted Unfairly In Wada Doping
Report”, 18 July 2016 (Exhibit HVY-402).
See Icarus, starting at 1hour 30mins.
International Association of Athletics Federations.
The Guardian, "Russia Opens Case Against Ex Anti-Doping Lab Chief Grigory Rodchenkov”,
18 June 2016, Exhibit HVY-403.
NRC, "Zo werkt een trol in een Russische propagandafabriek", 15 July 2018, Exhibit HVY-404.
See Letter from Minister Ollongren to the House of Commons (Tweede Kamer)of 13 November
2017, Exhibit HVY-405: (“The Netherlands is under watch by several Russian intelligence
services. Russian intelligence officers are structurally present in the Netherlands, moving
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Russian spies is active in the Netherlands, a country that is important to Russia
(also because of this case).1707The Dutch government is calling for vigilance in
this respect. We may assume that, with regard to this case too, Russia will use
all the means at its disposal that it also uses in all its other major cases. HVY can
only guess as to the exact covert means being used by the Russian Federation
in this case in order to influence the outcome. The Russian Federation will
undoubtedly dismiss it as Russophobia again. Unfortunately, these are facts.
These facts affect the functioning of a democratic state based on the rule of law
and are therefore important enough to be taken into account.
850.

The withholding of evidence and taking of misleading positions in the Yukos case
file thus fits in the Russian Federation's broader strategy of spreading false
information. The Russian Federation is continuing this strategy in these
proceedings, often in an artfully written manner. Caution is warranted (i) in
believing the various narratives presented by the Russian Federation in its
procedural documents, and (ii) in valuing evidence submitted by the Russian
Federation. Here, HVY will provide only a brief illustration of these points – many
other examples are given throughout this statement.

851.

Re (i): A clearly misleading narrative in the Defence on Appeal is the bombastic
presentation of important “new evidence” that has allegedly emerged: so
important that it even gave the Russian Federation cause to increase the grounds
for setting aside: “A lot of new evidence has since come to light because the
auxiliary persons of the Russian Oligarchs, such as Mr. Godfrey and Mr.
Feldman, are now conducting proceedings against each other, as a result of
which the true history has slowly been revealed.”. A thrilling opening for the
Defence on Appeal, but when the false context is removed, the real story proves
to be different. Out of context, the Russian Federation has used some quotes
from procedural documents used in a law suit in New York. This was a law suit
between Yukos companies, managed by the Dutch foundations, on the one hand
and Mr Feldman, former director of the company Yukos Capital and former
secretary of the Yukos Foundations, on the other. Firstly, that law suit has nothing
to do with HVY, GML, the trusts and/or the beneficiaries of the trusts: the
misleading reference to “the agents of the Russian Oligarchs”1708 can therefore
be ignored. What can be derived from those proceedings is the following. As is
well known, the Yukos foundations are a protective structure and manage the
foreign (non-Russian) companies that once belonged to the Yukos group. It came

1707
1708

through a wide range of social circles under false colours to collect information that is important
to Russia. In addition to these classical intelligence operations using intelligence officers,
Russia also uses digital means to influence decision-making processes, perceptions and public
opinion. Also in the Netherlands there are case files and political and other processes relevant
to Russia and in which influence and manipulation are perceivable threats, like the MH 17
process.”)
NRC Handelsblad, "Russian embassy in The Hague is a nerve centre for espionage”, 30
November 2018, Exhibit HVY-406.
Defence on Appeal, para. 637.
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to light that Mr Feldman committed fraud by using corporate funds for personal
use. In the law suit against Feldman in New York, claims were therefore brought
against Feldman on account of that fraud. Because of the extensive discovery in
American litigation, much written evidence and witness evidence is generated by
those proceedings. In a desperate attempt, Feldman filed counterclaims with all
kinds of allegations against the directors of the Yukos Foundations. Given their
absurdity, the court rejected these counterclaims at an early stage of the
proceedings. What remains are the claims against Feldman, which will be dealt
with in a trial. The Russian Federation knows all this, but omits mentioning it.1709
One must bear in mind that Feldman was also secretary of the Yukos
Foundations and therefore has a lot of information about the Yukos Foundations
and the Yukos entities. Nevertheless, all that the Russian Federation has come
up with is the “evidence” that has been entered into these proceedings. That
proof, presented as “revealing”, cannot even substantiate its positions, as already
discussed elsewhere in this statement.1710 Once again, the Russian Federation
is pursuing a strategy of misinformation, untruthful and incomplete narratives,
snippets of quotes taken entirely out of context (that even prove to be
nonconclusive).
852.

1709

1710
1711

1712

Re (ii): The Russian Federation cannot be trusted when citing documents, either.
Here are some examples:
(i)

The Russian Federation often states, with reference to court rulings, that
its position has been established by law while this clearly not the
case.1711

(ii)

When quoting sources, the Russian Federation omits important parts,
thus creating a picture that is completely different from reality.1712

What is more, the Russian Federation sought contact with Feldman to induce him to provide
the Russian Federation with information. HVY does not know precisely what other shady deals
were made, because the Russian Federation is obviously doing all this in secret. The Russian
Federation’s knowledge also follows from the fact that the Russian Federation has a
longstanding collaboration with Promneftstroy. Promneftstroy paid Feldman to file the
counterclaims against the Yukos parties in New York.
See in particular Section 1513below.
The Russian Federation asserted, for example, while referring to a judgment of the Moscow
court that the involvement of Yukos security staff in two incidents with Rybin has been
established (Defence on Appeal, para. 542), while that alleged involvement was not established
at law in that judgment.
The Russian Federation asserts that Khodorkovsky et al. wanted to prevent "the illegal
acquisition of the shares in Yukos becoming known" and therefore took "precautionary
measures". In support of its claims, it first relies in paras. 627 and 628 of its Defence on Appeal
on the statement by Gololobov (RF-G2). This is followed in para. 629 of the Defence on Appeal
by a short quote from the transcript of an interrogation of Mr Golubovich (RF-299, p. 19; the
Russian Federation erroneously refers to RF-300). On the basis of that quote, the Russian
Federation states that Mr Golubovich “also” allegedly “confirmed that, after the auction in 1995
and 1996, the shares in Yukos were transferred specifically in order to reduce the risk that the
validity of the auctions would be disputed” (Defence on Appeal, para. 629). By linking the quote
of Mr Golubovich to its assertion in paras. 627 and 628 of the Defence on Appeal, the Russian
Federation is suggesting that Mr Golubovich was referring to the risk that the validity of the
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(iii)

853.

1713

The Russian Federation gives misleading quotes – as it turns out, on
closer reading, the exhibit does not support the Russian Federation’s
position in any way ,.1713

After the above illustrations and supporting evidence of the false pattern of the
Russian Federation, it is important to realise one of the key purposes of that
misinformation: to distract from the facts that are relevant. In the present case,
in particular the Russian Federation has failed to appreciate the development
and success of Yukos (Chapter 13) and the fact that it drove Yukos into
bankruptcy with false tax assessments, despite the lack of grounds for the
additional assessments (Chapter 14). In Chapter 14 one of the first allegations
will also be immediate refuted: that Yukos was one big tax fraud. This will be
followed by an explanation of why it is wrong to depict HVY as sham companies
controlled by the beneficiaries of the trusts (Chapter 15), why the criticism of
HVY’s acquisition of the shares is uncalled for (Chapter 16) and why the
allegations regarding the privatisation are incorrect (Chapter 17).

auctions would be disputed due to the allegedly illegal acquisition of the Yukos shares. That is
not the case. If the transcript of Mr Golubovich’s testimony is checked, it becomes clear that he
was referring to entirely different risks. First he discussed the risk of "economic raiding" that
allegedly occurred during the era of the Russian privatisations and the period that followed
("Since the period of privatization and the first years following privatization were known as a
period of economic raiding, especially associated with securities, where the courts quite quickly
and frequently rendered decisions to attach a particular block of shares or to prohibit voting with
a block of shares, there were fears that if this was not done [the transfer of the privatised
shares], someone else who wanted to could gain control over YUKOS, could attempt to use
something like an attachment of shares." (Exhibit RF-299, p. 19 and 20)). Shortly afterwards,
Mr Golubovich discusses the political risk of the communists winning the upcoming presidential
elections and then undoing the results of the LFS auctions. Regarding this he stated: "It is
possible that the beneficial owners resolved to transfer the shares in the company to another
company for these very reasons, to reduce this risk." (Emphasis added.) (Exhibit RF-299, p.
20). The quote given in para. 629 of the Defence on Appeal is therefore incomplete and taken
out of context, making it misleading.
The Russian Federation has asserted that Mr Nevzlin confirmed the conspiracy involved in the
privatisation of Yukos (Defence on Appeal para. 524) while referring to inter alia a witness
statement given by Nevzlin in English proceedings (Defence on Appeal, footnote 798). With this
quote, too, the Russian Federation is trying to give the wrong impression. The quote is not
related in any way to the Russian Federation’s assertions in that regard. In that statement, Mr
Nevzlin was merely answering a question regarding the auction of Sibneft, and also stated in
that context that it was not unusual for a consortium of investors to discuss the future ownership
structure of the consortium before making an investment.
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13

RUSSIAN FEDERATION HAS FAILED TO ACKNOWLEDGE YUKOS’
DEVELOPMENT AND SUCCESS

13.1

Introduction

854.

In this chapter, HVY briefly address the historical background and development
of Yukos from its establishment in 1993 until the Russian Federation's raid on
the group in 2003. The Russian Federation claims that at the time of its
privatisation in 1995 and 1996, Yukos was "enormously valuable" and that the
Russian Federation received an amount for Yukos that was much too low.1714
According to the Russian Federation, this is even an indicator that the
privatisation of Yukos was illegally manipulated.1715 Chapter 17 discusses that it
was the Russian Federation itself that determined the price for the auction, and
that the Russian Federation is fearfully withholding from the proceedings its own
internal documents from that time about the valuation of Yukos Oil.

855.

Below, HVY will address the historical context regarding Yukos’ origin and
development, which the Russian Federation has completely disregarded in its
discussion of Yukos’ value during the privatisation. Yukos’ development and
growth were primarily the result of the great effort and investments made by the
new owners after the privatisation, saving Yukos from its imminent bankruptcy.
After the privatisation, Yukos was transformed from a loss-making ragbag of
Soviet-style production and distribution entities into a profitable, internationally
competitive and vertically integrated oil company. Later in this Deed, when
discussing Yukos’ privatisation, HVY will address other facts that demonstrate
that Yukos was not privatised for an amount that was too low.1716

856.

The discussion of the development of Yukos is also important because the
Russian Federation often ignores exactly that historical context in its misleading
presentation of evidence.

13.2

The background to the origin of Yukos

857.

The origin and the privatisation of Yukos took place against the background of
political, social and economic developments after the fall of the Soviet Union.

1714

Defence on Appeal, para. 520 and Second Expert Report of Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 1012.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 520-521 and Second Expert Report of Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras.
10-12.
See section 17 below, in particular para. 1411 et seq.

1715
1716
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Those developments resulted in an investment climate characterised by political
and economic instability, and thus played an important role in determining Yukos’
value when it was privatised.
858.

The transformation which Russia went through after the fall of the Soviet Union
was dramatic. Not only did the country move away from a communist planned
economy to a market economy (which will be discussed in greater detail below)
but also in the political arena the revolution was far-reaching. The envisaged (and
as we now know, failed) development from a dictatorial, Marxist-Leninist oneparty state, based on the terror of the KGB, to a multi-party democracy based on
a Western model proceeded very difficult. For example, disagreement about the
constitutional distribution of power between the Duma and President Yeltsin led
to a coup attempt by the Duma in 1993.1717 And in 1995, in the period during
which the Yukos privatisation took place, there was a real threat that the
Communist Party would regain power, with all the potential adverse
consequences of this for young and ‘new’ institutions such as private property
and free speech. The political investment climate was therefore highly unstable
and could not be compared to that of a Western country.1718 The investment in
Yukos cannot be seen other than as part of this situation, in which not only
complete expropriation by the communists without any form of compensation, but
even a complete revolution, posed a genuine threat.

859.

The economic consequences of the collapse of the Soviet Union can hardly be
underestimated either. The Russian Federation does not dispute that.1719 The
transition of the Russian economy from a centrally managed, planned communist
economy to a Western-inspired free-market economy was huge. During the 70
years of communist rule, the Russian economy was not modelled to deal with
concepts such as private property, companies or the profit motive. The economy
was entirely in the hands of the State and was driven by production quotas set
centrally rather than through the balance between supply and demand.
Considerations like meeting quotas imposed by the State, full employment and
keeping the leadership of the Communist Party happy took priority over efficient
or profitable production. Consequently, the introduction of ‘new’ concepts like
private property, privatisation, competition and profit proceeded with difficulties,
and only very gradually brought about changes to the structure of the economy
and the mentality of the population. The economic shock of the transition to a
market economy was therefore considerable. The economy of the Russian
Federation contracted sharply in that period:1720

1717
1718
1719
1720

Regarding this, also see Statement of Appeal, paras. 77-85.
For further information in this regard, see Chapter 17 below.
Defence on Appeal, para. 517.
The data in the image below is taken from World Bank, "GDP (current $) Russian Federation
(1990-2000)",
available
at
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD?end=2000&locations=RU&start=1990.
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860.

The transition towards a market economy, the poor state of the Russian economy
and the outbreak of a large-scale war in Chechnya also led to a significant
deterioration in the public finances of the young Russian Federation, as a result
of which the Russian Federation’s government was rapidly heading into serious
payment problems.1721 Partly in view of this deterioration in public finances, the
Russian authorities decided for the first time in 1995 to also privatise larger State
companies, including Yukos.1722 By means of a process consisting of tenders and
auctions between 1995 and 1996, Yukos became the first oil company in Russia
that was largely privately owned and privately managed.1723

861.

The privatisations did not enable the Russian Federation to sufficiently stabilise
its finances and the country’s economic climate. Partly as a result of sharply
declining confidence of Western investors in emerging economies (which also
led to, among other things, the Asian currency crisis of 1997), the high costs of
the First Chechen War, and fluctuating prices of raw materials, the Russian
Federation was no longer able to meet its financial obligations in 1998. During
the resulting financial crisis (also known as the Rouble Crisis) inflation rose to
more than 100 percent and the Russian central bank was forced to abandon the
fixed exchange rate of the rouble, resulting in a sharp fall in value.1724 It was only
after the 1998 crisis that the Russian Federation's economy would find itself in
somewhat calm waters.

862.

Today - with hindsight - it is often said that in the Russia of the 1990s a number
of business tycoons obtained state property at a low price, with which they turned
out to be very rich years later. Incidentally, this perception is not confined to the

1721

In this respect, see Chapter 17 below. See also Statement of Appeal, paras. 86-115.
See Chapter 17 below.
Claimant’s Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 14; "History" YUKOS: About Us, Yukos
Website, Exhibit HVY-1, Annex (Merits) C 1; Witness Statement of Andrei Illarinov of 15
September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 6. Also see Chapter 17 below.
A.J. Chiodo and M.T. Owynag, "A case study of a currency crisis: The Russian default of 1998",
Federal Reserve of St. Louis Review, November/December 2002, Exhibit HVY-407.

1722
1723

1724
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case of Yukos. The conclusion: 'all these oligarchs became very rich in a decade,
so something must be wrong', is easily drawn from a human perspective. But it
fails to appreciate the exceptional political, economic and social circumstances
in Russia at that time as outlined above. In addition, it also fails to appreciate the
state of the company at the time of privatisation – which HVY will now consider.
13.3

The state of Yukos at the time of the privatisation and shortly afterwards

863.

Yukos was formed in 1993 as part of a Russian government programme to
restructure the oil industry by combining groups of stand-alone entities to create
vertically integrated oil companies. As a result of the Soviet planned economy,
the entire oil industry was in the hands of the State and was organised around
small, functional entities such as individual production centres, refineries, other
processing plants and distribution companies. Those entities were not much
more than the specific plants or other production facilities and did not have the
infrastructure for, by way of example, the purchase of raw materials and the sale
of processed products, because this was previously organised by central
government planning.1725 In addition, the various entities that were combined
were not integrated and there was hardly any synergy, coordination or
communication. Yukos was one of the enterprises that formed the Russian
government after the fall of communism, and was composed by combining two
production entities, Yuganskneftegaz and Kuibyshevnefteorgsintez (renamed
Samaraneftegaz shortly afterwards), and eight distribution entities in Samara,
Penza, Voronezh, Orel, Bryansk, Tambov, Lipetsk and Ulyanovsk.1726 Yukos only
held 38% of the shares of all those entities, so there was no actual integration or
functional unit.1727

864.

The company that subsequently largely came into private hands in stages
between 1995 and 1996 was inefficient, loss-making and on the verge of
bankruptcy. Under State ownership, production had declined by 10% between
1993 and 1995.1728 In addition, Yukos' total debt at the end of 1995 amounted to
about USD 3.5 billion, most of which was owed to the Russian Government and
to employees, who had not received their salary for months.1729 This state of
affairs was the consequence of the Soviet past, in which parts of the company
served as communist production and distribution entities.1730

865.

Consequently, at the time of its privatisation, Yukos could not be considered a
company as we usually understand the term in the Western, capitalist sense. The
business structure, the personnel, the management and the corporate culture

1725

See Witness Statement of Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 20.
"History", YUKOS: About Us, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 1, Exhibit HVY-1.
Resolution by the Government of the Russian Federation no. 354 of 15 April 1993, RME-1,
Exhibit HVY-1.
YUKOS REVIEW, Issue 3, May-June 2001, Annex (Merits) C 9, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 49.
"History", YUKOS: About Us, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 1, Exhibit HVY-1.
Statement of Bruce Misamore, 9 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-408, p. 7.

1726
1727
1728
1729
1730
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were remnants of the Soviet period and therefore functioned, above all, as a
Government bureaucracy. Some of the refinery products (such as petrol) were
simply delivered to local authorities and companies without any form of
compensation.1731 The personnel and lower management came from the period
under (communist) State ownership and lacked any understanding or experience
of the free market. Yukos also encompassed all sorts of unrelated and lossmaking peripheral companies, even including its own brewery.1732 All those
various parts were inefficiently managed, without financial control at the level of
the operating companies. The business units, which were responsible for the
exploration and extraction of crude oil, were not run for profit, but were geared
towards Government-imposed targets.1733 The serving lower management had a
bureaucratic background and operated in the absence of any form of long-term
planning.1734
866.

Money was spent without there being a budget or any prospect of profitability.
For example, bonuses were paid on the basis of the number of metres drilled,
without attention being paid to the question of whether oil had indeed been found
or was being produced in profitable volumes.1735 In light of the communist past,
the operating companies' management saw the object of the company as being
primarily that of creating employment.1736 In addition, Yukos used outdated
materials, obsolete technology and outdated business methods. This did nothing
to promote efficient production or to satisfy the requirements of the free
market.1737 Consequently, compared to large international oil producers, Yukos'
activities were inefficient. For example, in 1999 Yukos achieved only 8% of its
production potential against an international benchmark of around 25-30%.1738

867.

Although Yukos' management immediately addressed these problems after
privatisation (more on which below), Yukos' financial position initially showed
hardly any improvement. Even after privatisation, Yukos still incurred significant
losses, for example more than RUB 17 billion in 1998. 1739 Yukos' total market
value even declined to a low point of USD 112 million in December 1998.1740 In
the words of Vladimir Dubov, Yukos had "strong fundamentals but poor financial

1731
1732
1733
1734
1735
1736
1737
1738
1739
1740

Witness Statement of Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 47.
Witness Statement of Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 72.
Statement of Bruce Misamore, 9 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-408, p. 7 and Statement of Michel
Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409 p. 4.
Statement of Michel Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 4-5.
Statement of Bruce Misamore, 9 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-408, p. 7.
Statement of Bruce Misamore, 9 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-408, p. 7 and Statement of Michel
Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409 p. 5.
Statement of Michel Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, pp. 3-4.
YUKOS: Exploration & Production, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 2, Exhibit HVY-1.
Statement of Michel Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 5 and Exhibit 3.
Market data, Trade Results by Security for Yukos from 1 January 1997 to 31 December 2007,
RTS Exchange, accessed on 11 April 2009, www.rts.ru/en/archive/securityresults.html, Annex
(Merits) C 565, Exhibit HVY-1.
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performance " when it was privatised, meaning that the company’s survival was
uncertain.1741
13.4

Measures to avert bankruptcy and modernise Yukos

868.

After the privatisation, the new owners of Yukos took various measures designed
to keep the ailing company afloat and to subsequently transform and expand it
into a successful oil group. Without these efforts, Yukos would undoubtedly have
gone bankrupt in the first few years after privatisation.

869.

After the privatisation, Khodorkovsky et al. was keen to retain the former Yukos
top management that had led Yukos under difficult circumstances in the period
prior to and at the time of the privatisation. Khodorkovsky et al. had no experience
in the oil industry, let alone the specific knowledge required to improve Yukos’
operations and production, and would not be able to find new or more suitable
directors in the short term. In addition, the former management had years of
practical experience and expertise in the oil industry, was trusted by the
employees and had connections in the regions where Yukos worked, aspects
which were essential if the company was to stay afloat in the short term and be
able to take the first steps towards success and growth.1742

870.

As stated, Yukos’ new owners had to take drastic measures soon after the
privatisation to save the group from an untimely collapse. In particular, the
combination of sharply declining production and an unsustainable level of debt
threatened to bring the company down. To stay afloat in the short term, costs had
to be cut, the debt burden had to be restructured and the liquidity problems had
to be resolved by concluding loans in exchange for oil and oil products.1743

871.

Once Yukos' management had managed to keep the company running in the
difficult early years, Khodorkovsky et al. were keen to transform Yukos into a
modern oil group based on the Western model. This required the deployment of
Western techniques and technology, the right Western experts to apply and
utilise those techniques and technology, and a Western corporate governance
model in order to improve efficiency and transparency for investors.

872.

This core insight was achieved, among other things, in response to an initial
attempt to merge with Sibneft, another large Russian oil producer.1744
The merger was to lead to the incorporation of a new company to be
called "Yuksi". Yuksi was expected to be the “number one in the world in

1741
1742
1743
1744

Witness Statement of Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 49.
Witness Statement of Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 60-61.
Financial Times, "Yukos seeks debt postponement and cost cuts", 1 April 1996, Exhibit HVY410.
This merger attempt should not be confused with a second one in 2003, which was investigated
during the ECT arbitrations and is discussed further in Chapter 14.
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terms of the volume of crude resources and number three in extraction
of crude oil”.1745 The increase in scale that it this would entail, along with
the application of more efficient financial practices at Sibneft, was to help
change Yukos into an integrated and internationally competitive
business. Following negotiations that commenced in 1997 (i.e. around
the same time as the consolidation of the Yukos shares discussed below
and other measures), Yukos and Sibneft announced their merger in
January 1998 and signed a collaboration agreement. Yuksi was
registered in March 1998, following which it was expected that the
shareholders of both companies would transfer their shares to, and thus
consolidate their shares in, the newly incorporated entity.1746 In the end,
the merger was cancelled as a result of a lack of personal synergy
between the senior management and the main shareholders of Yukos
and Sibneft.1747
873.

874.

Despite the failure of the merger to go ahead, Yukos’ management retained
useful organisational and financial insights into the extensive due diligence
investigation of both companies that had been performed in connection with the
merger. With a lot of hard work and significant investments, the management
transformed Yukos into a competitive, international oil group. The measures
taken in this respect – which were implemented partly on the advice of
consultants from McKinsey1748 – fall into three categories:
(i)

restructuring and consolidation of the group in order to create a vertically
integrated and efficiently managed company;

(ii)

investing in the development and growth of the production; and

(iii)

implementing international standards for corporate governance.

Re (i): The group was restructured to create three functional head divisions: (a)
a head office, Yukos Moscow; (b) a company for upstream operations, Yukos
Exploration and Production (Yukos EP); and (c) a company for downstream
operations, Yukos Refining and Marketing (Yukos RM). In addition, Yukos
reinforced its control of various subsidiaries by acquiring full ownership of them.
This way, Yukos changed from a ragbag of separate entities from the Soviet era,

1745

1746
1747
1748

Novy Vzgliad, "There is one more oil giant in Russia", 24 January 1998, Exhibit HVY-411. See
also David Lane and Iskander Seifulmulukov, "Structure and Ownership", in The Political
Economy of Russian Oil (David Lane, ed. 1999), RME-21, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 32.
See Finmarket, "Oil Company "Yuksi" has passed official registration procedure", 12 March
1998, Exhibit HVY-412.
Financial Times, "Timeline: The rise and fall of Yukos", 28 July 2014, Exhibit HVY-413.
Statement of Misamore of 28 July 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 11; Statement of Michel Soublin,
12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, pp. 6 and 10.
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characterised by a maze-like system of mutual participations, into a streamlined
and vertically integrated group with activities in all sectors of the oil industry.1749
875.

Re (ii): The main efforts by the new management of Yukos were aimed at the
development and growth of the production, processing and distribution of oil. To
that end, the following measures were taken, among other things:
(a)

The production at existing locations was improved by engaging Western
industry experts, applying improved production methods and investing in
new technologies and improved equipment. Yukos entered into a jointventure agreement with Schlumberger (the world's leading provider of
technology for the oil sector), thus giving Yukos access to the most
modern technologies and expertise, along with the employees required
for implementation. For example, a wellbore expert from Schlumberger
was recruited as Senior Vice President for Production.1750 Part of the
improvement process was the closure of inefficient wellbores based on
analyses performed using Schlumberger’s expertise.1751 Production
could be further increased as a result of the investments in better
equipment and new techniques such as larger wellbores and pumps,
step-out wellbores, SCADA systems and hydrofracturing.1752

(b)

To facilitate further expansion of its production, Yukos had to invest in
the acquisition and development of new fields. This would enable it to
maintain the level of its reserves and realise growth in production over
the longer term:
(i)

In 1997 Yukos acquired Tomskneft, a production facility in
Western Siberia. Together with YNG and Samaraneftegaz,
Tomskneft was to become one of the three most important
production facilities.1753

(ii)

In view of growing markets in China and the eastern part of
Russia, Yukos acquired a majority stake in the East Siberian Oil
and Gas Company (VSNK) in 2001, along with a licence for
exploring and developing part of the Yurubcheno-Takhomskoye

1749

1750
1751
1752
1753

Yukos Oil Company Management's Discussion and Analysis, 31 December 2001, Annex
(Merits) C 33, Exhibit HVY-1 and Yukos Annual Report 2000, Annex (Merits) C 24, Exhibit
HVY-1, p. 48.
YUKOS REVIEW, Issue 6, November-December 2001, Annex (Merits) C 12, Exhibit HVY-1,
pp. 18-21 and Statement of Misamore of 28 July 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 12.
YUKOS REVIEW, Issue 12, January-February-March 2003, Annex (Merits) C 18, Exhibit HVY1, pp. 19-20.
YUKOS: Exploration & Production, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 2, Exhibit HVY-1.
YUKOS: About Us, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 1, Exhibit HVY-1.
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field, one of the largest undeveloped oil and gas fields in Eastern
Siberia.1754
(iii)

In 2002 Yukos acquired a 77.5% stake in the Federovsky
Exploration Block from the First International Corporation. The
field is situated near existing production locations in the Samara
region, just over the Russian border.1755

(iv)

In that same year Yukos purchased 50.4% of the shares in
Sakhaneftegas, an oil and gas producer in Eastern Siberia in
possession of a number of licences for exploring, developing
and producing in the Yakutia region.1756

(v)

In addition, Yukos entered into two joint ventures for the
exploration of possible offshore fields: (1) with the French oil
producer TotalFinaElf for deep-sea exploration in the Shatsky
Ridge in the Russian part of the Black Sea,1757 and (2) with Lukoil
and Gazprom for the development of an oil field in the Russian
part of the Caspian Sea.1758

(c)

Under its new management, Yukos also made many investments in its
refining capacity. Existing refineries were expanded and modernised in
order to increase the volume and quality of the products.1759 In addition,
the refinery capacity was expanded through the acquisition of refineries
including the Achinsk Refinery, the Angarsk Petrochemical Company
and the Lithuanian Mazeikiu Nafta.1760

(d)

Investments in its own sales and distribution network also enabled Yukos
to bring the increased production to the market. The network of pipelines
used for the majority of the export of crude oil and refinery products was
not privatised. Through high tariffs and export quotas, the Russian
government thus limited the opportunities for oil producers to sell their
products on the more lucrative international market, and the profitability
of such sales.1761 The purchase of a stake of 49% in the Slovakian
national oil pipeline Transpetrol improved access to Central and Eastern
Europe. In addition, Yukos acted as chief negotiator on behalf of Russia
in negotiations about a pipeline to be constructed between Russia and

1754
1755
1756
1757
1758
1759
1760
1761

YUKOS: About Us, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 1, Exhibit HVY-1.
YUKOS: Exploration & Production, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 2, Exhibit HVY-1.
Yukos Oil Company Management’s Discussion and Analysis, 31 December 2002, Annex
(Merits) C 34, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 5.
YUKOS: Exploration & Production, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 2, Exhibit HVY-1.
YUKOS: Exploration & Production, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 2, Exhibit HVY-1.
YUKOS: Refining & Marketing, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 3, Exhibit HVY-1.
YUKOS: About Us, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 1, Exhibit HVY-1 and YUKOS: Refining
& Marketing, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 3, Exhibit HVY-1.
First Navigant Report, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 142-146, Appendix C.3.
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China together with Transneft and the China National Petroleum
Corporation.1762 Lastly, with a view to export to the Western European
and Northern American markets, Yukos was involved in the construction
of pipelines to the Adriatic Sea and Murmansk.1763
(e)

In addition to the core activities in the oil industry, Yukos invested in the
diversification of its activities. With a view to the growing demand for
natural gas, Yukos purchased production facilities for the purpose of
producing 15 billion cubic metres of gas per year in 2005.1764 In addition,
Yukos took its initial steps on the markets for generating and distributing
electricity in order to satisfy its own demand as bulk consumer and to
react to developments on the Russian energy market.1765

876.

Re (iii): Lastly, Yukos' corporate governance was improved by setting it up in line
with international standards. With this goal in mind, a number of measures were
taken, such as drafting a Corporate Governance Charter based on OECD
principles in 2003, aligning the financial reporting with American accounting
standards (US GAAP) and, as the first major Russian company, publishing
details of the shareholder base.1766 In addition, experienced Western directors
and employees were hired to support and implement the transition to Western
standards.1767 For example, in 2003, five of the eleven members of Yukos’
Management Board had a Western background.1768

13.5

The result: a successful, vertically integrated oil group

877.

The aforementioned investments and efforts by Yukos’ board were effective.
From a company which at the time of privatisation and shortly afterwards was
suffering heavy losses and was on the brink of bankruptcy, Yukos changed into
a profitable and internationally competitive oil producer. The enormous
investments made also contradict the picture given by the Russian Federation
that as much money as possible was diverted. Nothing could be further from the
truth: an exceptionally large amount was invested. The concrete results of the
new policy after privatisation speak for themselves:

1762

Yukos Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1, pp. 24-25.
Yukos Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 24.
Yukos Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1, pp. 20-21.
Yukos Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 21.
YUKOS: Investor Relations, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 4, Exhibit HVY-1; Corporate
Governance Charter of Yukos, Resolution of the Board of Directors on Good Corporate
Governance, 3 June 2000, Annex (Merits) C 37, Exhibit HVY-1; Yukos Annual Report 2002,
Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 33 and Good corporate governance is good for
everybody, YUKOS REVIEW, no. 11, December 2002, Annex (Merits) C 17, Exhibit HVY-1,
pp. 19-23.
For further details on Corporate Governance within Yukos, see Statement of Sarah Carey,
Exhibit HVY-414, pp. 3-7. This was also Carey’s particular area of focus as a board member.
Yukos Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1, pp. 34-35 and YUKOS:
Investor Relations, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 4, Exhibit HVY-1. These were Raj K.
Gupta, Jacques Kosciusko-Morizet, Bernard Loze, Sarah Carey and Michel Soublin.

1763
1764
1765
1766

1767
1768
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•

Between 1997 and 2003 Yukos achieved enormous growth in its proven
reserves of oil and natural gas by investing in exploration and by
purchasing:1769

•

Production of crude oil more than doubled, from 37.3 million tonnes of crude
oil in 1994 to 80.3 million tonnes in 2003.1770 The same goes for the refinery
capacity: from 18.5 million tonnes in 1994 to 38.1 million tonnes in 20031771.
In Q4 of 2002, Yukos became the largest producer of crude oil in Russia:1772

1769
1770
1771
1772

First Navigant Report, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 177, Appendix C.3.
Kommersant, “Production Volume of Russian Oil Companies in 1994”, 12 October 1995,
Exhibit HVY-415; and YUKOS: About Us, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 1, Exhibit HVY-1.
YUKOS: Refining & Marketing, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 3, Exhibit HVY-1.
Exploration & Production, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 2, Exhibit HVY-1, and YUKOS
REVIEW, no. 14, July – August – September 2003, Annex (Merits) C 20, Exhibit HVY-1, pp.
11, 13-14.
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•

In addition to increasing production, Yukos succeeded in greatly reducing
the costs of production, expressed as costs of crude oil per barrel. For
example, Yukos' production costs per barrel in 2000-2003 were far below
those of other international oil companies.1773

•

Yukos’ total market value rose tremendously: from USD 112 million in 1998
to USD 21.1 billion in early 2003 and even peaked at USD 30 billion in mid-

Presentation by Yukos CFO Bruce Misamore at UBS Warburg Global Energy Conference, 22
May 2003, Annex (Merits) C 40, Exhibit HVY-1, pp. 4, 12-13; Presentation by Yukos CFO Bruce
Misamore at CSFB Global Energy Conference, 5 February 2003, Annex (Merits) C 38, Exhibit
HVY-1, pp. 3, 10-11.
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2003.1774 Starting in 2002, Yukos was one of the ten largest oil producers in
the world, measured by total market value:1775

•

•

1774

1775

1776

Yukos’ revenues also developed fantastically between 1998 and 2002. The
group’s profitability also grew significantly, from a loss of nearly USD 800
million to a profit of USD 3.1 billion in 2002:1776

Market data, Trade Results by Security for Yukos from 1 January 1997 to 31 December 2007,
RTS Exchange, accessed on 11 April 2009, www.rts.ru/en/archive/securityresults.html, Annex
(Merits) C 565, Exhibit HVY-1; YUKOS REVIEW, no. 14, July – August – September 2003,
Annex (Merits) C 20, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 12.
YUKOS REVIEW, no. 14, July – August – September 2003, Annex (Merits) C 20, Exhibit HVY1, p. 11. Financial Times, "The world’s largest companies", 8 May 2002, Annex (Merits) C 626,
Exhibit HVY-1.
First Navigant Report, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 187-188, Appendix C.4.
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•

Yukos’ enormous growth after the privatisation was made possible in part by
the fact that the majority of the profit that Yukos made was re-invested in the
company, as the following image shows:1777

13.6

Envisaged next steps

878.

The development of Yukos Oil in the period between the privatisation and the
dismantling of the group starting in 2003 described above shows that the
suggestion by the Russian Federation that far too low a price was paid during the
privatisation is incorrect. It was only thanks to the management’s efforts and
investments that Yukos was able to make it to the 21st century at all. What is
more, thanks to its huge growth starting in 1998 and its good results, from the
turn of the century Yukos was even able to focus on further steps in its

1777

This graph – originally in Russian – was drawn up by the defence in the second criminal case
against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. This graph shows that in the years 1998 through 2003,
Yukos invested its net profit of RUB 273.5 million in new assets and distributed RUB 77 million
in dividends to its shareholders.
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development into a successful international oil producer. Three possibilities were
investigated for that purpose.
879.

First, there was Yukos' ambition to obtain a listing on the New York Stock
Exchange. Such a listing would be a logical next step in the development of
Yukos towards being a respected international oil producer that met Western
requirements of corporate governance and transparency. The process in the runup to the listing in New York was as good as finalised, but was suspended
temporarily in view of the merger with Sibneft that will be discussed below.1778

880.

In addition, discussions were ongoing between Yukos and major US oil
companies ExxonMobil and Chevron for the purposes of investigating the options
for mergers or other possible collaborations.1779 Such a collaboration with a large
Western 'Oil Major' would have taken Yukos to an even higher level in terms of
international reach and modernisation.

881.

Over the course of 2003, these two possibilities were overshadowed by a second
attempted merger between Yukos and the Russian oil company Sibneft. In one
fell swoop, this combination resulted in the fourth largest oil producer in the world
(measured by oil production), with the largest proven reserves of all private oil
producers.1780 When the Russian authorities launched their attack on Yukos, the
merger was almost complete on paper, but no start had yet been made with its
actual implementation. In part because of the raid on Yukos, the merger with
Sibneft was reversed soon after the raid.

13.7

Conclusion

882.

The above shows that Yukos underwent tremendous growth after the
privatisation, in part thanks to the significant efforts and investments by the new
owners post- privatisation, which successfully saved Yukos from bankruptcy.

1778

Statement of Misamore, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 19-20. Also see email from R. Langer (Akin
Gump) to B. Misamore (Yukos) of 29 April 2003, Annex (Merits) C 1384, Exhibit HVY-1; Final
Awards (HEL), paras. 850-860.
RosBusinessConsulting, "Gov’t sees no obstacles to YUKOS-Exxon deal", 8 October 2003,
Annex (Merits) C 654, Exhibit HVY-1; Financial Times, "Khodorkovsky defence seeks Chevron
subpoena", 30 August 2007, Annex (Merits) C 876, Exhibit HVY-1; email from G. Bowler
(Yukos) to R. Leonard (Yukos) of 25 July 2003, Annex (Merits) C 90, Exhibit HVY-1; email from
G. Bowler (Yukos) to S. Davis of 5 August 2003, Annex (Merits) C 91, Exhibit HVY-1; Financial
Times, "Khodorkovsky arrest halts talks with Yukos", 27 October 2003, Annex (Merits) C 659,
Exhibit HVY-1. See also Order Granting Third-Party Discovery for Use in a Foreign
Proceedings Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1782(a), U.S. District Court, Northern District of California
of 30 August 2007, Annex (Merits) C 94, Exhibit HVY-1 and Order Compelling Production of
Documents Pursuant to Subpoena for Third Party Discovery for Use in a Foreign Proceedings
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1782(a), U.S. District Court, Northern District of California of 7
November 2007, Annex (Merits) C 95, Exhibit HVY-1.
YUKOS and SIBNEFT Agree in Principle to Merger, YUKOS Press Release, 22 April 2003,
Yukos Website; YUKOS and SIBNEFT Agree in Principle to Merger, Sibneft Press Release, 22
April 2003, Sibneft Website, Annex (Merits) C 629, Exhibit HVY-1. Also see YukosSibneft
Creating a New International Energy Major, YUKOS PowerPoint Presentation, April 2003,
Annex (Merits) C 39, Exhibit HVY-1.

1779

1780
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After the privatisation, Yukos was transformed from a loss-making ragbag of
Soviet-style production and distribution entities into a profitable, internationally
competitive and vertically integrated oil company.
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14

YUKOS' TAX STRUCTURE WAS LEGITIMATE AND KNOWN

14.1

Introduction

883.

The Russian Federation claims that Yukos used sham companies to commit tax
fraud for billions of dollars, and that Yukos' entire corporate structure was
designed in such a way as to prevent the discovery of this alleged megafraud.1781"In 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 and 2004 several shell companies were
used'", is the reproach of the Russian Federation.1782 Those trading companies
allegedly bought oil from Yukos' production companies below the market price in
order to then resell it at market prices; hence the incorrect use of transfer prices
between group companies.1783 Thus, the Russian Federation sets its sights on (i)
the use of the trading companies in the low-tax regions; (ii) the incorrect use of
transfer prices and (iii) secrecy: Yukos allegedly wanted to conceal all of this,
especially from the Russian Tax Authorities.

884.

None of this is true.

885.

It will be explained below that Yukos made legitimate use of trading companies
in the low-tax regions (section 14.4), that these companies were not "sham", not
even to the tax authorities (section 14.5), that Yukos made legitimate use of
transfer prices (section 14.6) and that the whole structure had the consent of the
authorities, from whom this was by no means kept secret (section 14.7). The
additional tax assessments imposed after the Kremlin had decided that
Khodorkovsky had to be dealt with and Yukos should be put into the hands of the
State were therefore based on an unreal theory, fabricated merely to be able to
drive Yukos into bankruptcy, by imposing - in addition to the corporate income
tax assessment - also a mega assessment of VAT that was obviously not due
(section 14.8). The "proof" presented by the Russian Federation in its Defence
on Appeal, does not contradict anything of this; it is a hotchpotch of documents
taken out of context, unproven assertions and untruthful statements (section
14.9).

886.

In order to gain a proper understanding of these topics it is useful to first discuss
Yukos' group structure (section 14.3).

887.

In all this, it should not be forgotten that the Russian Federation's accusations
relate to a small part of the total tax burden on Yukos, and that Yukos was one
of the largest taxpayers of the Russian Federation both in absolute and relative
terms. It was under the supervision of a special tax inspectorate set up

1781

See inter alia Defence on Appeal, paras. 578, 580, 582, 583, 587, 589, 590, 600 and para. 582
in conjunction with 1125.
Defence on Appeal, para. 581.
See inter alia para. 580 of the Defence on Appeal.

1782
1783
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specifically for the major oil companies. This will now be discussed first (section
14.2).
14.2

Yukos as big taxpayer

888.

In the years 2000-2003, the Russian oil and gas industry accounted for about
30% of tax payments to the state budget.1784 This was mainly due to the specific
taxes for the oil sector, such as export duties, excise duties and the mineral
extraction tax.1785 The Russian state therefore had a strong interest in strict tax
supervision of the largest oil companies. Especially for that purpose, the
Interregional Tax Inspectorate Number 1 had been established,1786 which
supervised, among other things, Yukos and its trading companies.

889.

The Russian Federation's accusations against Yukos are particularly wry
because it was Yukos that had become the largest taxpayer in the Russian
Federation. In 2003, as much as 4% of all public expenditure was covered by tax
payments by Yukos.1787 The Tribunal also repeatedly held that Yukos was "the
largest private taxpayer in Russia".1788 This is difficult to reconcile with the image
of a perpetrator of large-scale tax fraud.

890.

Moreover, if it was true that Yukos evaded "billions of dollars in profit tax", one
would at least expect that the relative tax burden on Yukos would be much lower
than that on other oil companies. However, the opposite is true. Yukos bore the
highest tax burden of all large Russian oil companies. This applies both to the
tax as a percentage of turnover and to the tax expressed in dollars per tonne:1789

1784

Report of the Russian Development Centre, Changes in the Tax Burden in Basic Sectors of the
Economy in 1999 to 2003, Exhibit HVY-416, p. 121.
Cf. Yukos Oil Company Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 81-85.
Dubov’s statement of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 11.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, par. 241-245 and 751; HVY's Reply on the
Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, par. 144 and 167. See: Yukos Oil Company tax payments, YUKOS
PowerPoint Presentation, 17 December 2003, Annex C 43, Exhibit HVY-1.
Final Award (HEL), paras. 898, 977 and 1581.
Report of the Russian Development Centre, Changes in the Tax Burden in Basic Sectors of the
Economy in 1999 to 2003, Exhibit HVY-416, p. 121. See also Brunswick UBS Warburg Report
"Sibneft [Buy] 1H02 results", October 31, 2002, Annex (Merits) C 560, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 4.

1785
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891.

Below is a diagram illustrating that Yukos was the largest taxpayer in the sector
(despite the use of low-tax regions):1790

Tax (in USD billion)
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0.0
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Compared to other major Russian oil companies, Yukos (again despite the use
of low tax regions) also had by far the highest effective tax burden. In 2002,
33.7% of turnover went to taxes:1791

Effective tax burden (in % of turnover)
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893.
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As stated above, these taxes mainly consisted of specific taxes for the oil sector,
such as export duties, excise duties and the mineral extraction tax. In addition,
companies in Russia were also subject to corporate income tax (profit tax).
Corporate income tax had a federal, regional and local component. As will be
further discussed below, the tax benefit that could be achieved in the low-tax

1790

1791

Report of the Russian Development Centre, Changes in the Tax Burden in Basic Sectors of the
Economy in 1999 to 2003, Exhibit HVY-416, p. 121. The fact that Yukos also had relatively the
highest tax burden of all oil companies in 2001 is also evident from the Report of the Institute
of Financial Studies, Estimation of the Tax Burden on Russian VIOCs in 2000-2001 of 2002,
Exhibit HVY-417, p. 26. The report was drawn up in the Russian language. HVY will submit
both the original and an English translation.
Report of the Russian Development Centre, Changes in the Tax Burden in Basic Sectors of the
Economy in 1999 to 2003, Exhibit HVY-416, p. 121.
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regions only related to the regional and local components of corporate income
tax. These tax concessions were therefore without prejudice to the federal
corporation tax liability, which has always been paid and which is not in
dispute.1792
894.

There were facilities especially for oil companies to save on regional and local
corporate income tax by making use of companies in disadvantaged regions. All
major oil companies in Russia made use of low-tax regions and thus saved on
profit tax.1793 Like the other Russian oil companies, Yukos had taken measures
to optimise its tax burden. That is a matter of good governance. In the Defence
on Appeal, the Russian Federation has made a sport out of pretending that tax
optimisation is a very shady practice indeed. However, there is no obligation to
pay maximum taxes. Tax planning - optimising the tax burden within the
applicable frameworks - is high on the agenda of all large companies. For
instance, Cleary Gottlieb, the law firm that assisted the Russian Federation in the
Arbitrations, has a thriving tax consultancy practice. Cleary Gottlieb helps
international enterprises with "sophisticated and practical advice on tax planning,
tax strategies for transactions, cross-border issues and the resolution of difficult
tax controversies".1794 The same goes for Baker Botts: "Baker Botts has a
dynamic state and local tax section providing state and local tax planning
services throughout the U.S. Our state tax lawyers help businesses create
structures to minimize state and local taxes."1795 White & Case, the international
law firm that is pulling the strings in the background in these setting-aside
proceedings, is no stranger to tax planning either: "In the ever-changing
economic environment, tax regimes similarly evolve. Today, governmental efforts
to increase or maintain tax revenue levels pose new and difficult challenges for
tax planning".1796 Houthoff Buruma, the Dutch law firm that currently assists the
Russian Federation, also chips in: "Companies benefit from having the most
efficient tax structure possible. Our tax specialists have comprehensive
knowledge in this area and they provide our clients with well-considered advice
about national and international restructuring."1797 It is therefore not credible that
the Russian Federation is trying to dismiss tax optimisation as extremely shady.
Its own lawyers in fact earn a living with it.

895.

Later we will discuss in more detail how Yukos - making use of the facilities of
the low-tax regions - saved on the regional and local components of the profit

1792

See Final Award (HEL), paras. 282-283, 609 and 651. The expert of the Russian Federation
also confirmed, after being prompted, that the authority of the Mordovian authorities to grant a
tax advantage was 'limited to regional and local part' of the profit tax (Hearing Transcript (Merits)
Day 13, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 99). For the sake of completeness, HVY note that before 2000 the
authorities in the ZATOs did have the authority to grant a discount on the federal part of the
profit tax. This power is not relevant for the additional tax assessments.
See par. 927-930.
Screenshot of website of Cleary Gottlieb, 6 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-418.
Screenshot of website of Baker Botts, 6 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-419.
Screenshot of website of White & Case, 6 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-420.
Screenshot of website of Houthoff, 6 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-421.
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tax. It remains very important to bear in mind that this reduced only a small
portion of Yukos' tax burden (profit tax in 2002 was about a quarter of Yukos'
total tax burden),1798 and that despite the use of the low tax regions, Yukos was
one of Russia's largest taxpayers both in absolute and relative terms (compared
to other major oil companies). The Russian Federation wants to lead the Court
of Appeal - by mainly saying over and over again, using superlatives, that it was
all one big tax fraud - to think that Yukos shrewdly, and at the expense of the
Russian Federation's treasury, avoided paying any tax at all. That attempt at
stigmatisation does not do justice to the facts. Not only were the Russian
authorities fully aware of the use of trading companies in low tax regions such as
Mordovia, but it is not in dispute between the parties that Yukos was not
materially liable to the Russian tax authorities for most of the additional
assessment, the VAT.
14.3

Yukos' group structure

896.

As a background to Yukos' tax structure, HVY will briefly explain important
characteristics of the group structure. The Russian Federation designates a
number of these characteristics as being very sinister - it is worth bearing in mind
that these are normal structures (in the oil sector).

897.

Before the privatisation, Yukos was a ragbag of all kinds of Soviet-style inefficient
and wasteful production units that were used to operating in a planned economy.
Concepts of marketing, profit optimisation and cost efficiency that were
commonplace in the Western economy were not at all so in Russia in the 1990s.

898.

Under the leadership of Khodorkovsky, Yukos embarked on a much-needed
modernisation effort. The entire group had to be restructured and built up as a
vertically integrated oil company. The many separate Soviet units had to be
forged into a centrally managed enterprise group with functional subdivisions in
the areas of refining, marketing, sales, treasury, finance, exploration and
production. On the advice of McKinsey & Company, two major subsidiaries were

1798

See Yukos Oil Company Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 57-58.
Yukos published in its 2002 annual report that the "Theoretical income tax expense at the
statutory rate of 24 percent (35 percent in 2001; 30 percent in 2000)" in 2002 was USD 914
million. In the same table it is explained that by "Income taxed at other rates" that profit tax was
reduced by USD 745 million. The total tax burden ("total income tax expense" and "total taxes
other than income tax" = USD 746 and 3,087) amounted to USD 3,833 million. Yukos also made
no secret of the fact that the tax savings could be attributed to the use of trading companies in
low tax regions. See in the explanation on p. 83. "The maximum enacted statutory profits or
income tax rates in Russia during the years ended December 31, 2002, 2001 and 2000 were
24 percent, 35 percent and 30 percent, respectively. Our effective tax rate is affected
significantly by enacted rates in the several tax jurisdictions both within Russia and
internationally where we have operations. Many of the companies in our consolidated Group
are resident in tax jurisdictions in Russia and internationally where statutory tax rates are lower
than the statutory maximum in Russia or where we benefit from regional tax incentives. As a
result of these lower tax rates and incentives, our income taxes were reduced by USD 745
million, USD 828 million and USD 854 million for the years ended December 31, 2002, 2001
and 2000, respectively, compared to the statutory maximum in Russia."
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incorporated in 1998.1799 Yukos EP was responsible for all upstream activities,
such as exploration and production. Yukos RM was responsible for all
downstream activities, such as refining and marketing.1800 The responsibility for
central management came to lie with Yukos Moscow. Accounting would also
largely be organised centrally. The trading companies played a customary role
within this structure. The structuring of these trading companies in the low tax
regions was carried out on the advice of PwC and received the green light from
the Russian authorities (see section 14.4, in particular paragraph 322 et seq.).
With all this, Yukos introduced a structure with functional centralisation, which
most Western oil groups had been using (for a long time). This also enabled
Yukos to realise economies of scale, with the various components benefiting from
shared costs for centrally managed professional services.
899.

The production companies (Yuganskneftegaz, Samaraneftegaz and Tomskneft)
naturally remained responsible for the actual extraction of the crude oil. They
then sold the crude oil to trading companies, such as Yukos-M or Fargoil (more
on which below), which exported crude oil abroad, sold it domestically or supplied
it for refining to the Yukos refineries. In the latter case, the refined product was
supplied to a trading company for subsequent sale on the Russian market or for
export. Such intra-group trade flows and functional subdivision within an oil group
- including the use of trading companies - are commonplace in any vertically
integrated oil group, not only in Russia, but also internationally. 1801

900.

The fact that Yukos used several trading companies is also not unusual in the
international oil sector. There are practical reasons for using multiple trading
companies. For example, this enables differentiation in the geographical market,
the type of product traded, or the way in which this product is transported.1802 In
this context, compare the Russian state-owned Rosneft. Just Rosneft's
marketing division alone consists of 49 different companies.1803

1799

Statement by Michel Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, pp. 6 and 10.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, par. 15.
Report on the Results of Public and Scientific Analysis of the Materials of the Criminal Case
against M. Khodorkovsky and P. Lebedev (Judged by the Khamovnichesky Court of Moscow,
Which Rendered the Corresponding Verdict on December 27, 2010) (unanimously approved by
the Russian Presidential Council for Civil Society and Human Rights on December 21, 2011),
Annex (Merits) C 1290, Exhibit HVY-1. p. 94; Statement by Bruce Misamore, 9 March 2009,
Exhibit HVY-408, p. 20.
In that regard, see Statement by Alexey Smirnov, 30 June 2015, Exhibit HVY-422, para. 6
("One may view Yukos trading structure as somewhat sophisticated but its apparent complexity
was a mere corollary of complex business processes within a vertically integrated oil company
such as Yukos was. In case of Yukos, composition of the sales chain depended on, amongst
others, whether it was crude oil or petroleum products that was traded, what mode of transport
(pipeline, railway, river) was involved, where the crude oil was produced, which refinery it was
to be processed at and what the sales destination would be."). Smirnov then refers to a
schematic overview where this is further explained.
Operational structure of Rosneft's marketing arm, as published on Rosneft's website, 6
February 2019, Exhibit HVY-423.

1800
1801

1802

1803
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901.

Yukos was involved with the trading companies in various ways. For example,
Yukos acted, among other things, as agent for the trading companies. Yukos
arranged all transport, because only Yukos had an agreement with Transneft, a
state-owned company and owner of the oil pipeline network. Under Russian law,
only a limited number of oil-producing companies were entitled to conclude
agreements with Transneft for the transport of oil. Companies that did not have
an agreement with Transneft had to make use of the services of a company that
did have one (such as Yukos). Yukos also acted as agent for the trading
companies in the export of oil. Making use of an agent to sell in one's own name
but on behalf of another party is commonplace, also in the oil sector. Many
Russian and non-Russian oil companies make use of the services of traders who
work in this way.

902.

In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation wrongly tries to make functional
centralisation appear suspect. For example, the fact that the accounts of the
trading companies were kept by "Yukos companies in Moscow" is allegedly
evidence of tax fraud.1804 That is absurd. By centralising the accounts, Yukos
obtained better control over the expenditure of the trading companies, and in
addition economies of scale could be realised.1805 Accounting is centrally
managed in every large company.

903.

In the Final Awards, the Tribunal already saw straight through the argument of
the Russian Federation.1806 There is nothing unlawful about functional
centralisation.1807 Nor is it unlawful for the policy of group companies to be
determined by the parent company.

904.

The Russian Federation is continuing its strategy and is also trying to make
Yukos' international corporate structure suspicious.1808 Yukos' (international)

1804

Defence on Appeal, para. 582 in conjunction with para. 1130 (b). With regard to Fargoil, for
example, the Russian Federation relies on a number of exhibits from the Arbitrations (Annex
(Merits) C 104, C 155, C 175 and C-190). It allegedly should follow from this that Fargoil's
accounts were kept from Moscow. Those exhibits show that Fargoil's accounts were indeed
kept by OOO Yukos-FAC. Neither the exhibits, nor the statements in the Defence on Appeal
show why this should not be allowed.
Statement by Michel Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 9. See also Statement by
Sarah Carey, Exhibit HVY-414, p. 11.
See inter alia Final Award (HEL), paras. 641-648.
HVY further explained that Yukos was a vertically integrated company in HVY Memorial on the
Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 290-301. For this reason, the suggestive assertion by the Russian
Federation that the trading companies were directed from Moscow can be put back on the shelf
(Defence on Appeal, para. 582 in conjunction with para. 1129 (b)). Even if Yukos had directed
the trading companies from Moscow, this does not provide any evidence for the alleged tax
fraud.
The Russian Federation also asserts that in most cases the alleged abuse extended beyond
the borders of the Russian Federation. See Defence on Appeal, para. 587. According to the
Russian Federation, the exported oil was in fact sold to foreign offshore companies such as
Behles Petroleum S.A. or Routhenhold Holdings Limited. These foreign sham companies were
purportedly secretly directed by Khodorkovsky et al. The Russian Federation asserts that PwC
allegedly stated that it did not know that these entities were in fact affiliated to Yukos, and that
they claim to have been deceived. These statements are hardly substantiated, and are also
incorrect. The Russian Federation's own productions show that PwC knew that Routenhold

1805
1806
1807

1808
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group structure was set up with the help of PwC (including PwC London and PwC
Moscow). Stephen Wilson, at the time involved at PwC in setting up the structure,
explains the background of the structure in a witness statement. As is customary
for multinationals, the international structure aimed to achieve efficient financing
of Yukos' activities while keeping the tax burden - particularly on intra-group
financing - as low as possible.1809 To this end, three subsidiaries were
incorporated in which the various financial activities were concentrated: Yukos
Finance in the Netherlands, Yukos UK Limited, and later also Yukos CIS, based
in Armenia. The choice for these countries was partly inspired by the tax treaties
that Russia had concluded with these countries.
905.

1809

The majority of the strategic holdings were held by Yukos Finance. The reason
for this was that, as is generally known, the Netherlands has concluded a large
number of treaties with various other countries, including Russia, to prevent
double taxation. As a result, Yukos only had to pay tax on the profit from its
participation if Yukos Finance would pay a dividend to Yukos. In practice, there
was a great need for capital within the Yukos group, for the development of new
Holdings Limited was part of the Yukos group structure (See Attachment to email from Stanislav
Zaitsev (PwC) to Alexey Zubkov (PwC) ("Source of Funds_24_06.ppt") (June 24, 2004), RME
2097 Exhibit HVY-1, p. 10; Attachment to July 14, 2004 email from Zhanna Ponomarenko
(PwC) to Alexey Zubkov (Project Victor Draft Supplemental Analysis, June 2004), RME 2098,
Exhibit HVY-1, p. 27). Indeed, this trading structure was in fact set up on the advice of PwC.
See Statement by Stephen John Wilson, Exhibit HVY-424, paras. 30-31. Routhenhold Holding
Limited acted as the principal for the trade in crude oil, while Pronet Holdings Limited acted as
the principal for the trade in oil products. The agent was Petroval SA, based in Switzerland. On
behalf of Yukos, PwC agreed in advance with the Swiss authorities on the use of this structure.
See Statement by Stephen John Wilson, Exhibit HVY-424, Exhibit 2. Behles Petroleum S.A.
has nothing to do with all this. PwC studied the oil sales to Behles in detail well before the
additional assessments, and found that the oil sales to Behles were negligible, and that crude
oil had always been sold to Behles Petroleum at market prices. Also see HVY's Reply on the
Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 449-457.
The Russian Federation also states that the "virtually untaxed profits of these sham companies
were then partly transferred back to Yukos itself, for example as a series of "unilateral gifts"".
See Defence on Appeal, para. 579. The Russian Federation then refers to paras. 592-593 of
the ECtHR ruling (ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (application no.
14902/04), judgment of 20 September 2011, para. 663, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1), where
reference is made to a PwC report for the fiscal year 2002. In this report, PwC allegedly warned
Yukos that the contributions of the trading companies to the Fund for Financial Support of the
Exhibit Development of OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya YUKOS did not comply with Russian law.
The ECtHR partly based its opinion that the tax optimisation structure "was obviously aimed at
evading the general requirements of the Tax Code" on this observation. It is true that the trading
companies used part of their profits to contribute to this fund. Following the PwC report, Yukos
asked the Russian law firm Pepeliaev, Goltsblat and Partners for advice. Pepeliaev has
confirmed that the contributions of the commercial companies to the fund are not contrary to
Russian law (See Statement by Alexey Smirnov, 30 June 2015, Exhibit HVY-422, exhibit 26,
Memorandum re "The invalidity or transactions'" of 2 September 2003). Douglas Miller, the
responsible partner at PwC, confirmed under oath after the ECtHR ruling that the withdrawal of
the unqualified audit opinion by PwC had nothing to do with the tax fraud alleged by the Russian
authorities. See Excerpts from Transcript of the deposition of Douglas Miller, 5 November 2013,
Exhibit HVY-285, p. 103. The ECtHR is not a court of fact, did not conduct its own investigation,
and simply wrongly adopted the propositions of the Russian Federation on this point (see also
Section 14.10 below). Finally, HVY point out that the Russian Federation states in the Defence
on Appeal's para. 570 that the profits of the trading companies were in most cases "siphoned"
out of the Russian Federation via "an extensive offshore structure". As explained in para. 828
(iii), there is no question of channelling funds. The Russian Federation's assertions do
demonstrate its opportunism: individual findings from the ECHR ruling are invoked, while the
Russian Federation is well aware that the assumptions of the ECHR are incorrect or irrelevant.
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oil fields, for example. This capital was often made available as a loan by the
treasury companies. Yukos CIS led the treasury group, accumulating and
investing a significant part of the profits made by the trading companies, which
were part of its structure, and making capital available for intra-group investments
and financing.1810 In this way, no dividend payment to Yukos took place yet, and
the corresponding tax liabilities were deferred.1811 This structure, which makes
use of a Dutch entity, is also lawful and internationally very common. Later, Yukos
Capital, a Luxembourg company, was added to this structure. Luxembourg
finance companies are also common and widespread. As said: PwC advised
setting up the structure in this way.1812
906.

It is significant that the Russian Federation continues to repeat the general
insinuations and suggestive accusations in its Defence on Appeal. Over 15 years
after the unlawful expropriation of Yukos, the Russian Federation still cannot
indicate what exactly was unusual - let alone unlawful - about Yukos' group
structure.

14.4

Use of trading companies was legal

907.

As stated, Yukos made use of trading companies in low-tax regions, particularly
in Mordovia.

908.

The Russian Federation is a federal state with several regions. Some of these
regions are isolated and difficult to reach, and are lagging far behind
economically. There were also closed and secret (military) cities in the Soviet
Union, the ZATO's. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, these cities became
superfluous overnight, and the local economy collapsed completely. The Russian
state had no money to invest in these regions in the 1990s. The Russian state
therefore used taxation as an instrument to encourage much-needed investment
in those regions.1813 This came down to the following. The profit tax in Russia
consisted of a federal, a regional and a local component. In some destitute
regions such as Mordovia, the Russian government offered a regional and local
component of 0% subject to conditions. The conditions varied per region. In
essence, this meant that companies in these regions could enjoy tax benefits in
exchange for certain investments in the region. The scheme was specifically
intended to encourage [inter alia] oil companies to establish companies in the
low-tax regions. This enabled these destitute regions to generate investments in
the region that would not otherwise have taken place. Of course, the trading

1810
1811
1812
1813

Statement by Stephen John Wilson, Exhibit HVY-424, pp. 8-9.
Yukos was also open and transparent about this, and the amount of deferred taxes was reported
in the financial statements.
Statement by Stephen John Wilson, Exhibit HVY-424, pp. 6-10.
Dubov’s statement of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 15. Also see Final Award (HEL),
paras. 277, 327 and 379.
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companies continued to pay the federal component of the profit tax (11% in 2000)
and other taxes. Moreover, they made the agreed investments in the region.
909.

PwC set up this structure for Yukos.1814 Yukos was also given the green light in
advance, both from the federal and regional authorities; from the Minister for
Taxes himself at the federal level,1815, and from the Head of the Republic and
Prime Minister of Mordovia at the regional level,1816 as will be further explained
below.

910.

The conditions for trading companies to benefit from the facilities in the low-tax
regions were clear from the legislation. HVY explain this on the basis of
Mordovian legislation, since the majority of the additional tax assessments can
be traced to Mordovian trading companies. This is evident from the following
tables; these tables show for 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2003 respectively what the
additional assessments were and to which trading companies these can be
traced. The tables show only the profit tax component of the additional tax
assessments, since the Russian Federation claims that there has been only tax
fraud with regard to the profit tax, not with regard to VAT. The VAT component
concerned an even larger part of the additional assessments (and the additional
assessment for the year 2004 concerned only VAT). The tables also show that
by far the largest part of trade (and taxes) can be traced back to only a few trading
companies, and that the often expressed allegation of the Russian Federation that a large number of shady companies are involved - does not correspond to
the facts.

1814

Statement by Michel Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 16; Statement by Bruce
Misamore, Exhibit HVY-408, p. 50-51.
Dubov's statement of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 20-27.
Dubov’s statement of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 21.

1815
1816
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Additional tax assessment 2000 (profit tax only) 1817
Trading company
Siberian Transportation LLC
Mars XXII LLC

Profit tax
209,404,407

Kalmykia (p. 11)

3,597,652

Mordovia (p. 14)

Nortex LLC

181,859,687

Yuksar LLC

54,030,054

Alta-Trade LLC
Grace LLC
Yukos-M

Low-tax zone

2,491,817,840
20,240,687
11,981,693,000

ZATO Trekhgomy (p. 19)
ZATO Sarov (p. 22)
Mordovia (p. 27)
ZATO Trekhgomy (p. 31)
Mordovia (p. 35)

Muskron LLC

3,643,219

Yu-Mordovia

1,829,048,807

Mordovia (p. 45)

Ratmir LLC

2,611,705,520

Mordovia (p. 49)

Quercus LLC

484,015,000

ZATO Trekhgomy (p. 40)

ZATO Trekhgomy (p. 53)

Petroleum Trading LLC

22,385,271

Evenkia (p. 57)

Business-Oil LLC

93,644,890

ZATO Lesnoy (p. 64)

Satum XXV LLC

971,717

Virtus LLC

2,359,700

Mitra LLC

15,049,253

Interneft LLC

13.736

Valid-Oil LLC

162,154,920

Mordovia (p. 67)
ZATO Trekhgomy (p. 69)
ZATO Lesnoy (p. 74)
Evenkia (p. 77)
ZATO Lesnoy (p. 83)

20,167,635,360

1817

Mordovia

93.81%

Kalmykia

1.04%

Evenkia

0.11%

ZATO's

5.04%

Decision No. 14-3-05/1609-1 of April 14, 2004 to Hold the Taxpayer Fiscally Liable for a Tax
Offense, Annex (Merits) C 104, Exhibit HVY-1.
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Additional tax assessment 2001 (profit tax only)1818
Trading company

Profit tax (RUB)

Low-tax zone

Ratmir LLC

1,752,239,500

Mordovia (p. 42)

Alta-Trade LLC

1,255,689,300

Mordovia (p. 55)

Yukos-M CJSC

1,717,444,600

Mordovia (p. 64)

Yu-Mordovia

8,147,684,300

Mordovia (p. 79)

Ratibor LLC

5,717,164,600

Evenkia (p. 99)

Fargoil LLC

1,852,285,800

Mordovia (p. 110)

Mega-Alliance LLC

1,250,676,700

Baikonur (p. 115)

21,693,184,800
Mordovia

67.88%

Evenkia

26.35%

Baikonur

5.77%

Additional tax assessment 2002 (profit tax only)1819
Trading company

Profit tax

Yu-Mordovia LLC

Low-tax zone
104,408,575

Mordovia (p. 90)

Yukos-M LLC

25,107,408

Mordovia (p. 96)

Alta-Trade LLC

64,128,381

Mordovia (p. 101)

Ratmir LLC

167,113,704

Mordovia (p. 105)

Fargoil LLC

20,595,834,266

Mordovia (p. 123)

Ratibor LLC

248,790,709

Evenkia (p. 146)

22,195,247

Evenkia (p. 154)

7,486,583

Evenkia (p. 163)

Evoil LLC
Petroleum Trading LLC

21,235,064,873
Mordovia

98.69%

Evenkia

1.31%

Additional tax assessment 2003 (profit tax only)1820
Trading company
Yu-Modovia LLC
1818
1819
1820

Profit tax

Low-tax zone
34,209,669

Mordovia (p. 43)

Decision No. 30-3-15/3 of September 2, 2004 to Hold the Taxpayer Fiscally Liable for a Tax
Offense, Annex (Merits) C 155, Exhibit HVY-1.
Decision No. 52/896 of November 16, 2004 to Hold the Taxpayer Fiscally Liable for a Tax
Offense, Annex (Merits) C 175, Exhibit HVY-1.
Decision No. 52/985 of December 6, 2004 to Hold the Taxpayer Fiscally Liable for a Tax
Offense, Annex (Merits) C 190, Exhibit HVY-1.
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Additional tax assessment 2003 (profit tax only)1820
Yukos-M LLC

135,199,595

Mordovia (p. 49)

26,192,024

Mordovia (p. 56)

Ratmir LLC

8,312,913

Mordovia (p. 60)

Fargoil LLC

22,397,895,541

Mordovia (p. 76)

Energotrade LLC

7,135,490,514

Mordovia (p. 91)

Macro-Trade LLC

407,867,965

Mordovia (p. 100)

Evoil LLC

146,357,133

Evenkia (p. 142)

Alta-Trade LLC

30,291,525,354
Mordovia

99.52%

Evenkia

0.48%

911.

At its core, according to the Russian Federation, the "tax fraud" thus concerned
the trading companies in the regions of Mordovia and, to a more limited extent,
Evenkia.

912.

Regions such as Mordovia and Evenkia were authorised to grant an exemption
for (part of) the regional and local component of the income tax by virtue of Act
No. 213 'On Liberization of Foreign Economic Activities in the Territory of the
RSFSR'. The conditions for eligibility for the tax exemptions were determined
regionally.

913.

For Mordovia, these were laid down in a law of 26 February 1999 (the
"Mordovian Investment Act").1821 Article 2 of the Mordovian Investment Act
aims at creating a tax benefit for companies active in the field of "[e]xport
operations" and "[w]holesale of fuel and lubrication materials and other types or
hydrocarbon raw". In short: specifically for trading companies of oil companies.

914.

Each region was free to determine the conditions that a company had to fulfil to
be eligible for regional and local tax benefits.1822 The only requirement set by
Mordovia was that the company in question invested in the region.1823 To this
end, an investment agreement had to be concluded with the Mordovian
authorities.

1821

1822
1823

Law of the Republic of Mordovia No. 9-Z of March 9, 1999 "On the Conditions of the Efficient
Use of the Social and Economic Potential of the Republic of Mordovia” (as amended), Annex
(Merits) C 414, Exhibit HVY-1.
HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 196; Final Award (HEL), paras. 280-283.
Article 2 of the Law of the Republic of Mordovia No. 9-Z of March 9, 1999 "On the Conditions
of the Efficient Use of the Social and Economic Potential of the Republic of Mordovia” (as
amended), Annex (Merits) C 414, Exhibit HVY-1.
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915.

All six trading companies of Yukos in Mordovia have concluded such an
agreement.1824 On this basis, the trading companies had to pay a fixed investment
contribution to the Mordovian Development Institute. Fargoil, for example, paid
RUB 1.2 billion. It is undisputed that these investment contributions have always
been paid.1825

916.

The Mordovian government was free to set additional requirements, but it did not.
In particular, there was no requirement that there should be a certain
proportionality between the tax savings realised and the investments made.

917.

Nor did Mordovia set the requirement that the company in question deployed
certain business activities in the region. "Investing" was enough. It should be no
cause for surprise in the Netherlands that a jurisdiction does not impose any
further requirements on companies established there (for example, number of
employees or fixed assets), and that, in spite of that, those companies are not
"sham” . The same applies to thousands of companies and holding companies in
the Netherlands, and yet those companies are rightly not dismissed in the
Netherlands as being "sham".

918.

It is also obvious that the conditions for using the tax facilities do not relate to
actual physical treatment of oil. Mordovia has no oil in the ground and no
extensive infrastructure, and is wedged between other Russian regions. So why
does the Mordovian government offer a tax benefit to companies active in the
export and wholesale of crude oil and oil products? The answer is simple: the
Mordovian Investment Act was specifically aimed at creating a favourable
business climate for trading companies of oil companies. The only additional
condition set by the Mordovian government was that the company benefiting from
the tax advantage would conclude an investment agreement with the Mordovian
government.
NOTE: Yukos was thus convinced that the trading companies satisfied all
the requirements to qualify for the tax benefits. Yukos requested in the
Russian tax procedure that the Mordovian Government be admitted to that
procedure. The Russian courts systematically refused to do so. The
Mordovian government would have supported the legitimacy of the tax
structure and confirmed that Yukos had indeed made substantial
investments in Mordovia.1826 In this context, the Arbitral Tribunal ruled that
"the Russian courts may have prevented Yukos from adducing evidence
bearing on the nature of its activities in Mordovia. The record, insofar as the
Tribunal has been able to find, does not reveal reasons, still less persuasive

1824
1825
1826

See the exhibits from the Arbitrations numbered Annex (Merits) C 1111-1115 and 1142, Exhibit
HVY-1.
HVY Post-Hearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 7.
Final Award (HEL), para. 524.
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reasons, for denial by the Russian courts of joinder of the Mordovian
government and the trading companies."1827

919.

Thus, the structure was legal. Yukos was accordingly open about the use of the
low-tax regions and the savings realised. See the published annual report of
2002:
"Many of the companies in our consolidated Group are resident in tax
jurisdictions in Russia and internationally where statutory tax rates are lower than
the statutory maximum in Russia or where we benefit from regional tax
incentives. As a result of these lower tax rates and incentives, our income taxes
were reduced by USD 745 million, USD 828 million and USD 854 million for the
years ended December 31, 2000, 2001 and 2002, respectively, compared to the
statutory maximum in Russia."1828

920.

Prior to 2000, Yukos benefited from other tax facilities (including the investment
deduction and ZATOs).1829 The use of the low-tax regions came in their place.
The effective tax burden hardly changed as a result.1830 See the diagram shown
earlier above. In 1999, Yukos' effective tax burden was 27.2% of turnover. It
remained at this level in 2000. After that, the tax burden only increased, up to
33.7% in 2002.

921.

Yukos initially also made limited use of trading companies in the Lesnoy,
Trekhgornyi and Sarov ZATOs, and in Kalmykia and Baikonur. Yukos stopped
using trading companies in the aforementioned regions because the tax benefits
were abolished in those regions or additional conditions were set. The authorities
in the ZATOs and Kalmykia of course had the right to put an end to the tax
benefits or to set further conditions for them. It was just as much Yukos' right to
withdraw from those low tax regions. It was common knowledge that, after the
ZATO legislation was amended, many Russian companies transferred their
activities to other low-tax regions:
"Soon after the approval of the 2000 amendments to the Federal Budget Law
and the ZATO Law rescinding privileges granted by ZATOs, it became clear that

1827
1828
1829

1830

Final Award (HEL), para. 639.
Yukos Oil Company Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 83.
Dubov's statement of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 17-19. ZATOs were former,
closed (military) cities. The conditions for eligibility for tax benefits in the ZATOs were laid down
in federal legislation. Pursuant to a legislative amendment in 1999, companies in the ZATOs
were only eligible for the tax benefits if a number of new requirements were met, which made it
no longer practical for oil companies to make use of ZATOs in their trading structures. The
requirements were that (i) at least 90% of the company's assets were located in the ZATO and
(ii) at least 70% of the company's activities were carried out in the ZATO (which consisted of
the requirements that at least 70% of the employees be resident in the ZATO and that these
employees receive at least 70% of the total salary). See Article 5 of the "Law of the Russian
Federation No. 3297-1 of July 14, 1992 "On Closed Administrative Territorial Entities" (as
amended)", Annex (Merits) C 404, Exhibit HVY-1. Also see V. Samoylenko, “Government
Policies in Regard to Internal Tax Havens in Russia”, Special Report of International Tax &
Investment Center, December 2003, Annex (Merits) C 577, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 8.
Incidentally, Yukos hardly made any profit in the 1990s, so that the effect of the tax savings in
absolute terms was not large compared to the years 2000-2003.
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the tax havens jurisdictions in Mordoviya, Kalmikiya and Chukotka remained the
main avenues by which companies could minimize taxes."1831

922.

Contrary to what the Russian Federation would have us believe in the
Arbitrations, Yukos' departure from the ZATO's Lesnoy and Trekhgorny had
nothing to do with tax fraud.1832 Incidentally, the ZATOs were only subject to a
supplementary assessment for the year 2000, which only concerned 5% of the
total supplementary assessment for that year.1833 As mentioned above, the vast
majority of the additional tax assessments can be traced back to trading
companies in Mordovia. HVY will therefore elaborate in more detail on how Yukos
used trading companies in this low-tax region.

923.

The tax optimisation structure in Mordovia was also set up on the advice of
PwC.1834 Yukos had received the prior green light for this structure from the
Russian authorities both at federal and regional level. From the Minister for Taxes
himself at the federal level,1835 and from the Head of the Republic and Prime
Minister of Mordovia at the regional level.1836 In this regard, the Tribunal found
that:
"There is evidence in the record that Mr. Dubov informed the authorities, at least
in respect of the Yukos trading companies in Mordovia, that Yukos was using the
legislative arrangements in place to minimize its taxes, and that none of his
interlocutors, including the then First Deputy of Finance, Alexei Kudrin,
formulated any objection. Finally, the Tribunal recalls that few of the audits of the

1831

1832

1833
1834

1835
1836

V. Samoylenko, “Government Policies in Regard to Internal Tax Havens in Russia”, Special
Report of International Tax & Investment Center, December 2003, Annex (Merits) C 577,
Exhibit HVY-1, p. 13.
V. Samoylenko, “Government Policies in Regard to Internal Tax Havens in Russia”, Special
Report of International Tax & Investment Center, December 2003, Annex (Merits) C 577,
Exhibit HVY-1, pp. 8-9 ("By the end of 1999, the Federal government determined that the
benefits intended by the ZATO Law were substantially outweighed by huge losses to the federal
budget from tax minimization schemes used under the existing legal regime in ZATOs. Thus,
effective January of 2000, the provisions of the ZATO Law allowing the local administration to
retain all taxes collected on the ZATO territory were suspended to allow the legislators and the
Government to reconsider its tax policy in regard to ZATOs. Such uncertainty forced many
companies to close their offices in ZATOs and to relocate to other tax havens.") (Emphasis
added.).
See the table above in para. 910.
Statement by Soublin of 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 16 ("In 1999-2001, taxes were a
major issue confronting Yukos as with any international oil company. At that time, the total tax
exposure could exceed the income from the sales of oil, and all major enterprises, including
Yukos, were looking for ways to legally reduce the tax burden. We worked with PWC to review
Yukos' tax strategies and the utilization of operating companies in what were known as ZATOs.
After the Ministry of Taxes and Levies adopted more stringent requirements for the tax payers
operating in ZATOs, PWC advised Yukos on how to lawfully adapt to the new tax regime, to
develop the revised corporate structure and transfer pricing rules."); Statement by Sarah Carey,
Exhibit HVY-414, p. 7 ("During my time on the Board, it appeared to me that PWC was broadly
knowledgeable regarding all aspects of the accounting and financial activity of the Company as
well as of its operations and business structures. To my understanding, PWC was involved as
a consultant regarding Yukos' consolidated financial reporting and tax strategies, as well as
serving as the long-time auditor of Yukos. It was my impression that PWC had been intimately
involved in designing many of these structures and advised Yukos on its tax strategies. PWC's
extensive involvement is evidenced by the significant fees it received from Yukos, which ranged
between $4 and $7 million annually during the years that I served on the board."); Statement
by Rieger of 9 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 19.
Dubov's statement of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 20-27.
Dubov’s statement of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 21.
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trading companies conducted in the regions prior to 2003 ever resulted in any
tax assessments, and, when they did, the transgressions were generally minor
and the assessments insignificant."1837 (Emphasis added.)

924.

Despite the fact that in the Arbitrations Mr Dubov stated very concretely (i) which
Russian government officials gave their consent to the plan; (ii) when those
discussions took place; and (iii) exactly what the arrangements between Yukos
and the Russian government were, the Russian Federation chose not to call a
counter witness:
"In this connection, the Tribunal notes that Respondent chose not to call any fact
witnesses to challenge Claimants’ fact witnesses. That is unfortunate. The
Tribunal would have been assisted, for example, by the evidence of Mr. Kudrin
who, after his meeting with Mr. Dubov, became Minister of Finance and Deputy
Prime Minister of the Russian Federation. Instead, Respondent has relied solely
on the documentary record to build its case that Yukos’ activities in the low-tax
regions were abusive and illegal. As Claimants pointed out during the Hearing,
and as the Tribunal found out for itself, the documentary record compiled and
presented by Respondent to the Tribunal, while significant, is selective and
unfortunately incomplete."1838 (Emphasis added.)

925.

Incidentally, the federal and regional authorities had every reason to agree with
Yukos' plan. After all, there was a win-win situation.1839 As a result of Yukos
abandoning the use of a pre-existing tax saving (the investment deduction),
Yukos would pay the federal component of the profit tax in full. The new structure
would also allow Yukos to grow faster (the investment deduction was subject to
restrictions on investment), which would result in even more taxes for the Russian
government in the long run. The structure was also favourable for Mordovia. After
all, this region would benefit from the agreed investments. The Minister of
Taxation wanted Yukos' effective tax burden not to change. That did not happen
either. In 1999, Yukos' effective tax burden was 27.2% of turnover. It remained
at this level in 2000. After that, the tax burden only increased, up to 33.7% in
2002.1840

926.

Yukos did nothing to hide the fact that trading companies were active in Mordovia
either. In addition to the fact that Yukos had previously coordinated the tax
optimisation structure with the federal and regional tax authorities, Yukos
operated in Mordovia with complete openness:
(i)

1837
1838
1839
1840
1841

two of Yukos' main trading companies in Mordovia had the little
concealing name Yukos-M and Yu-Mordovia;1841

Final Award (HEL), para. 486.
Final Award (HEL), para. 487.
Dubov's statement of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 26-27; Hearing Transcript Day
9, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 119, line 9 et seq.
Report of the Russian Development Centre, Changes in the Tax Burden in Basic Sectors of the
Economy in 1999 to 2003, Exhibit HVY-416, p. 121.
The Russian Federation states that "The Russian Oligarchs deliberately concealed that the
sham companies in the low-tax regions were in fact controlled by Yukos Oil." See Defence on
Appeal, para. 589. That is incorrect. If it had really been the intention to conceal the fact that
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927.

1842
1843
1844
1845

1846
1847
1848

1849
1850
1851

(ii)

Khodorkovsky visited Mordovia1842 and signed a cooperation agreement
between Yukos and Mordovia on live TV.1843 Newspaper articles also
show that Yukos invested heavily in the region, for example in the
airport, an asphalt factory and an internet centre;1844

(iii)

Yukos in fact disclosed how much tax it saved by using low tax
regions1845

(iv)

the entire international structure including all trading companies has
been consolidated.1846 Yukos also made this public and by doing so
indicated that it was in control of these companies;

(v)

Yukos published issuer reports and prospectuses which clearly showed
what were Yukos' trading companies1847

So there was nothing mysterious about the trading companies in Mordovia. A
structure with trading companies in low-tax regions is also perfectly common. Not
only in the Russian oil sector, but also internationally.1848 In the words of the head
of the Russian Court of Accounts: "All oil companies acted in this way".1849 While
Yukos was mainly in Mordovia, Lukoil, for example, used Baikonur, Sibneft
particularly used Chukotka, and TNK-BP used Kalmykia.1850 Mikhail Kasyanov,
the then Prime Minister of Russia, has repeatedly stated in the press that the use
of low-tax regions was perfectly normal:1851

Yukos-M and [Yu]-Mordovia belonged to the Yukos group structure, it would have been obvious
to give a different these companies.
Izvestiya Mordovii Daily, 'Yukos and Mordovia are ready to cooperate', 15 June 2000, Annex
(Merits) C 621, Exhibit HVY-1.
Dubov’s statement of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 34.
Stolitsa S. Weekly, "Dubov: Mordovia will lea forward', 31 October 2001, Annex (Merits) C 624,
Exhibit HVY-1.
Yukos Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1; Yukos Management’s
Discussion and Analysis, December 31, 2001, Annex (Merits) C 33, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 11;
Yukos Management’s Discussion and Analysis, December 31, 2002, Annex (Merits) C 34,
Exhibit HVY-1, p. 14; Yukos Management’s Discussion and Analysis, March 31, 2003, Annex
(Merits) C 35, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 10; Yukos Management’s Discussion and Analysis, June 30,
2003, Annex (Merits) C 36, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 11-12.
Statement by Michel Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 19; Statement by Alexey
Smirnov of 30 June 2015, Exhibit HVY-422, para. 37.
Statement by Alexey Smirnov of 30 June 2015, Exhibit HVY-422, paras. 18-22.
Report on the Results of Public and Scientific Analysis of the Materials of the Criminal Case
against M. Khodorkovsky and P. Lebedev (Judged by the Khamovnichesky Court of Moscow,
Which Rendered the Corresponding Verdict on 27 December 2010) (Unanimously approved by
the Russian Presidential Council for Civil Society and Human Rights on 21 December 2011),
Annex (Merits) C 1290, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 94.
NEWSru.com, "The Court of Auditors audits 20 companies of Sibneft in Anadyr", 14 July 2004,
Exhibit HVY-425.
Statement by Alexey Smirnov of 6 August 2010, Exhibit HVY-426, para. 10.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 753. See: Annex (Merits) C 574. See also
Statement by Sarah Carey, Exhibit HVY-414, p. 13.
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“[QUESTION] So, it turns out that everything of which Khodorkovsky and the
other YUKOS shareholders were accused had been a fact of life up until the end
of 2003?
[KASYANOV] With regard to taxation, yes. At that time, it was completely legal,
according to the legislation then in force, to minimise tax payments through
internal offshore zones.”

928.

HVY also refer to a 2002 report by the Institute of Financial Studies:
"Thus, the maximum income tax rate was 35% in the first quarter of 2000, 30%
from the second to the fourth quarter of 2000, and 35% in 2001. Article 6 of the
Federal Law grants companies a number of concessions enabling them to reduce
their tax base by 50% on the basis of funds allocated to financing capital
investment, housing construction and R&D.
In practice, however, many companies obtained a reduction of more than 50% in
their effective income tax rate. This was achieved by using offshore companies
incorporated overseas or in tax havens within the RF (e.g. Kalmykia or other
special economic zones) In 2000 and 2001, Russian SEZs exempted companies
from payment of the regional and local portions of income tax, which meant that
they paid only into the federal budget at a rate of 11%. As the VIOCs [vertically
integrated oil companies] concentrate most of their turnover and income in
offshore companies, it is clear that in 2000 and 2001 they had the opportunity to
significantly reduce their tax burden on a completely legal basis.
The scale on which offshore companies are used is vividly demonstrated by the
TNK, YUKOS, LUKOIL and Sibneft statements. For these four companies alone,
the use of offshore companies enabled a $24 bn reduction in income tax in 2000
and a $1.9 bn reduction in 2001 (Table 32). This fall was almost entirely caused
by a reduction in income due to the drop in international prices and increase in
production costs."1852 (Emphasis added.)

929.

Moreover, not only PwC,1853 but also other large, internationally operating tax
consultancy firms advised their clients to make use of the low-tax regions. By
way of example, HVY refer to a brochure by Deloitte (entitled "Trim your sails to
the wind of tax incentives - Russia"):
"The changing business environment in Russia is creating new opportunities for
investors. Tax incentives are a useful tool for increasing business profitability and
thus maximizing the potential of such opportunities.
In this information bulletin we provide a brief overview of the Russian tax
incentives which might benefit your business. We trust you will find this leaflet
helpful in planning or enhancing your Russian operations.
The most important types of tax incentive in Russia are as follows:
• The standard Profit tax rate of 20% may be reduced to 0%" 1854

930.

The use of trading companies in low-tax jurisdictions was and continued to be
commonplace and tax consultants continued to help oil companies set up these

1852

Report of the Institute of Financial Studies, Estimation of the Tax Burden on Russian VIOCs in
2000-2001 of 2002, Exhibit HVY-417, p. 24.
Statement by Sarah Carey, Exhibit HVY-414, p. 14-15.
Deloitte Rapport, Trim your sails to the wind of tax incentives, 2012, Exhibit HVY-427, p. 2.

1853
1854
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structures. See also for example Deloitte's brochure in Russia entitled "Expertise
with Energy" .1855 In this brochure, Deloitte describes its extensive experience in
the oil and gas industry in the CIS countries. Among other things, Deloitte states
that it has extensive experience in the field of "transfer pricing"1856, and includes
the following under the heading 'example projects': "We advised a number of
Russian and international oil companies on the development of tax-efficient oil
trading structures both offshore and in the Russian Federation".1857 Finally, the
fact that all other oil companies acted in a similar way is also reflected by the fact
that Yukos' effective tax burden per tonne of extracted oil was comparable, and
even higher, than that of other Russian oil companies.1858 Unlike Yukos, however,
Lukoil, Sibneft and TNK-BP had no or very limited additional assessments
imposed.
14.5

The trading companies were not sham companies

931.

The Russian Federation asserts that Yukos' trading companies were sham
companies and therefore are not entitled to the tax benefits in the low-tax
regions.1859 The term "sham companies" is not a legal term, has a derogatory
connotation, and it is also unclear to HVY what exactly a "sham company" is, and
what legal consequence this qualification should have according to the Russian
Federation. In so far as the Russian Federation means that the trading
companies do not carry out sufficient physical activities in the low-tax regions,
the Russian Federation now (contrary to what was the case at the time) sets
higher requirements for the companies than those set by legislation.

932.

As HVY already explained above, the largest share of the additional assessments
by far related to Mordovia. The majority of all additional tax levied can be traced
to three Mordovian trading companies: Yukos-M, Yu-Mordovia and Fargoil.1860
This already shows that Yukos has not used ever-changing trading companies to
cover up a massive tax fraud. Regarding Yukos-M and Yu-Mordovia, it was
already evident from the name alone that they belonged to the group structure of
Yukos. The Russian authorities also knew very well that Fargoil was a trading
company of Yukos. As Fargoil is the company to which the largest amount of
additional assessments related, HVY will focus in particular on the Russian
Federation's exhibits and claims about Fargoil.

933.

The Russian Federation makes ample reference to the fact that Fargoil was
founded by Mr Silayev, who according to the Russian Federation signed
documents in the car of an acquaintance in exchange for a loan of USD 200, and

1855

Deloitte Information Brochure, "Expertise with Energy", 2007, Exhibit HVY-428.
Deloitte Information Brochure, "Expertise with Energy", 2007, Exhibit HVY-428, p. 14 - 15.
Deloitte Information Brochure, "Expertise with Energy", 2007, Exhibit HVY-428, p. 23.
See para. 892 of this deed.
Defence on Appeal, para. 578.
Tables: Details of Yukos’ tax reassessments by trading company and low-tax region or ZATO,
Annex (Merits) C 1752, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 6.

1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
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knew nothing of Fargoil's activities.1861 HVY cannot retrieve under what pressure
the statement was made; as will be discussed below (Section 14.9 ) there are
sufficient reasons to doubt these statements. But more importantly, Silayev's
statement is no proof at all of what the Russian Federation hopes to demonstrate
with it. The Russian Federation is taking Mr Silayev's statement completely out
of context.1862 Fargoil was incorporated on 21 May 2001 by a trust office. Silayev
had only been director of Fargoil for a week, when Mr Valdes Seibatdalov was
appointed director of Fargoil on 28 May 2001.1863 Mr Valdes Seibatdalov was by
no means a director who had no idea what he was doing, as the Russian
Federation would have us believe.1864 HVY does not know exactly what the
background was to the fact that Mr Seibatdalov was not appointed immediately;
it is logical that it had a practical background. What is important here is the
attempt to mislead by the Russian Federation: Mr Silayev is evidently irrelevant.
The Russian Federation failed to mention entirely that Fargoil was in fact led by
Valdes Seibatdalov from the beginning. Valdes Seibatdalov was imprisoned by
the Russian authorities, physically assaulted and pressurised to make false
statements about Khodorkovsky et al. (see para. 616(c) above). He eventually
managed to escape from Russia and told, with regard to his directorship at
Fargoil (and Yu-Mordovia), among other things how he fulfilled a normal role as
director of that company.1865 Incidentally, it also follows from Mr Valdes
Seibatdalov's statement that Fargoil was based in Mordovia and that the majority
of its employees also performed their work there:
"Fargoil was registered in Mordovia. Fargoil had two employees in Moscow,
which included myself and my deputy, Dmitri Zhuravlev. Most of Fargoil's
employees were located in the company's office in Mordovia. That office had as
many as eight full-time employees. […] Fargoil, for example, had two trained
employees in Mordovia whose primary responsibility was to communicate with
local government officials about Fargoil's activities." 1866

934.

The Russian Federation also asserts that the trading companies such as Fargoil
are "shell companies",1867 and have no fixed assets.1868 The Russian Federation
does not state which legal provision demonstrates that fixed assets were a

1861

Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with para. 1251.
Federal Economic and Tax Crime Service, Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs, Transcript of
Interrogation of M.N. Silayev (Aug. 11, 2004), RME-255, Exhibit HVY-1.
Federal Economic and Tax Crime Service, Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs, Transcript of
Interrogation of M.N. Silayev (Aug. 11, 2004), RME-255, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 2. The interrogation
of Silayev shows that "Resolution No. 1 of the founder of Fargoil Limited Liability Company to
create OOO Fargoil' was adopted on 21 May 2001. A week later, "Resolution No. 2 dated 28
May 2001 to remove OOO Fargoil's Director General, Mikhail Nikolayevich Silayev, and appoint
Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov" was adopted.
Defence on Appeal, para. 582.
Statement by Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov, 4 January 2008, Exhibit HVY-273, par. 6-8, in which
Seibatdalov explains his role as director of a number of companies used by Yukos. As stated,
Fargoil was Yukos' most important trading company. Seibatdalov's statement also directly
refutes the Russian Federation's assertion that Yukos used front men to act as directors of
Mordovian trading companies. See Defence on Appeal, para. 582.
Statement by Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov, 4 January 2008, Exhibit HVY-273, para. 12.
Defence on Appeal, para. 580.
Defence on Appeal, para. 582 in conjunction with para. 1130 (c).

1862
1863

1864
1865

1866
1867
1868
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requirement for making use of the tax facilities in the low-tax regions. There was
no such requirement. Moreover, Fargoil owned two oil terminals at least from
2003, including the Ruzayevka Oil Terminal, half an hour's drive from Saransk,
the capital of Mordovia.1869 But again, even if Fargoil had no fixed assets in 2001
and 2002, that does not make it a sham company. A trading company does not
need to have fixed assets in order to trade, or to be legitimate. HVY, the expert
of the Russian Federation, and the Tribunal – in no uncertain terms – agree on
that:1870
"The Tribunal agrees with Claimants (and apparently also with Mr. Konnov) that
it is nonsense to require a trading company to demonstrate physical interaction
with the goods or commodities that it is trading, especially in the era of electronic
communications. In this sense, the Tribunal is highly sceptical of the reasoning
in the 2000 Audit Report (and subsequent reports) that the absence of physical
movement of oil in and out of the low-tax region where the respective trading
entity is located is evidence of a sham. The Tribunal observes that the reasoning
on this point in the 2000 Audit Report is also inconsistent with the decision in the
Pribrezhnoye case."

935.

In the arbitration proceedings, the Russian Federation argued that there would
be a mismatch between the tax advantages and the investments.1871 That was
wrong. As discussed above, the only requirement set by Mordovia was that the
company in question invested in the region. To this end, an investment
agreement had to be concluded with the Mordovian authorities. On this basis,
the trading companies had to pay a fixed investment contribution to the
Mordovian Development Institute. Fargoil, for example, paid RUB 1.2 billion.1872
It is undisputed that these investment contributions have always been paid. From
the perspective of Mordovia, the trading companies' contributions were also
significant. In the period 2001-2003, the trading companies' investments
represented on average about 9% of the total Mordovian government budget.1873
In addition, the Arbitral Tribunal rightly held that a possible disproportionality
between the investments in Mordovia and the tax savings realised is no reason
to assume that the low-tax region is being abused. After all, if there had been a
disproportionality between the investments and the savings realised, this would
have been immediately apparent to the tax authorities.1874

936.

The Russian Federation also takes offence at the fact that the commercial
companies were part of a structure with foreign companies. As explained above,
this was a rational and legal structure. Here too, however, the Russian Federation

1869

Statement by Alexey Smirnov of 30 June 2015, Exhibit HVY-422, paras. 12-13.
Final Award (HEL), para. 644.
Final Award (HEL), paras. 308-312.
All six trading companies of Yukos in Mordovia concluded such an agreement. See the exhibits
from the Arbitrations numbered Annex (Merits) C 1111-1115 and 1142, Exhibit HVY-1.
Table: Investments of Yukos’ trading companies in Mordovia compared to the budget of the
Republic of Mordovia for 2001-2003, Annex (Merits) C 1754, Exhibit HVY-1. It also follows from
this that, contrary to what the Russian Federation states, the trading companies most definitely
contributed to the economic development of disadvantaged areas of the Russian Federation.
See Defence on Appeal, para. 583.
Final Award (HEL), para. 647.

1870
1871
1872
1873
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is trying to cast suspicions on a completely normal business structure. To follow
Fargoil's example, this company was a wholly owned subsidiary of Nassaubridge
Management Limited (Cyprus). There was nothing secret about it, and it was
evident - even then - from the Russian trade register. It was attractive for Yukos
to transfer Fargoil's shares to a Cypriot company for several reasons. As
explained above, Yukos needed to use its profits more flexibly within its group
structure. By developing a treasury structure, the profits of the trading companies
could be used in a tax-efficient manner for the benefit of the entire group, for
example when the production companies needed financial resources to invest in
new oil fields. This treasury structure was set up on the advice - and with the help
- of PwC.1875 Soublin, Yukos' former CFO, stated as follows on this:
"PWC assisted Yukos in organizing its domestic and foreign companies so as to
provide the required level of control over trading companies and treasury
companies and permit consolidation in compliance with the applicable standards
of Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB "). Specifically, they promoted
the use of a call option known as a "golden share" and Discretionary trusts. At
the same time, the structures allowed Yukos to maintain a level of asset
protection.
Accordingly, the Yukos treasury, with the help and advice of PWC, established a
number of offshore treasury companies in Cyprus and British Virgin Islands (BVI).
This practice is common amongst Russian enterprises because it enables
companies to yield additional income by placing the funds into interest bearing
accounts while the tax on gain is deferred. These treasury companies (also
referred to as "finance companies") were always included in the Yukos
consolidated financial statements and the cash flows were entirely controlled by
the Treasury Department of Yukos corporate finance department."1876

937.

As stated by Soublin, there were several reasons to make use of holding
companies and trusts on Cyprus and the British Virgin Islands. An important
reason for this offshore treasury structure was that the control of trading
companies through golden shares or discretionary trusts was a form of asset
protection,1877 offering protection against improper attachments and the corrupt
Russian government apparatus. That was certainly not a luxury for a successful
enterprise in Russia at the time.1878 A second reason was that the treasury

1875

Statement by Bruce Misamore, 9 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-408, p. 34; Statement by Michel
Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 19.
Statement by Michel Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 19. Statement by Alexey
Smirnov, 6 August 2010, Exhibit HVY-426, p. 7. Statement by Stephen John Wilson, 16 April
2010, Exhibit HVY-424, paras. 17, 20-27.
Statement by Michel Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 19.
In Section 11.3 HVY discuss the example of Media Most. The owner of Media Most, Vladimir
Gusinsky, was thrown into a Russian jail and was only released after he had handed over his
business to Gazprom. This resulted in a condemnation of the Russian Federation by the ECHR
in 2004. Another sad example is that of Sergei Magnitsky (see para. 695(d) above). That
corporate raiding is a major problem in Russia is described in T. Firestone, "Criminal Corporate
Raiding in Russia", International Lawyer 42:4, 2008, Exhibit HVY-429, p. 1207 ("The illegal
takeover of businesses commonly known in Russia as "reiderstvo" (raiding), has become a
major threat to domestic and foreign investors in Russia. "Reiderstvo" differs greatly from U.S.
hostile takeover practice in that it relies on criminal methods such as fraud, blackmail,
obstruction of justice, and actual and threatened physical violence. At the same time, though,
"reiderstvo" is not simple thuggery. In contrast to more primitive criminals, Russian "reidiri" rely

1876

1877
1878
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structure made it possible to defer tax liabilities. In this way, more funds were
available to invest in the Yukos group. It was assumed for accounting purposes
that the treasury capital would eventually be made available to Yukos on a
permanent basis. In that case, the deferred tax would obviously have to be paid.
Yukos, as Soublin explains, was completely open about that. This was, for
example, explained in undisguised terms in the financial statements. In 2002, the
"deferred income tax liabilities" relating to "unremitted earnings of subsidiaries
and equity affiliates" amounted to USD 926 million.1879 Every business defers tax
liabilities. Rosneft, for example, had more than USD 7 billion in "deferred tax
liabilities" on its balance sheet in 2007.1880 A third reason why many Russian
businesses, including Yukos, used an offshore treasury structure is the exchange
rate risk. The price of the Russian rouble was extremely volatile during this
period, and notoriously sensitive to inflation. By holding the financial reserves of
the Yukos group in US dollars and abroad, Yukos was protected against
hyperinflation in Russia.1881A fourth reason for the offshore structure was that
Yukos had the ambition to grow abroad, and therefore needed capital abroad.1882
938.

Briefly put, Yukos' trading companies were not sham companies, but legitimate
companies within Yukos' group structure, the purpose and existence of which
were fully known to the Russian state, and which formed part of Yukos'
consolidated financial statements. The company structure, including the use of
trading companies in Mordovia, was inspired by legitimate business reasons.

14.6

The transactions within the Yukos group structure complied with the
transfer pricing rules

939.

The second cornerstone on which the Russian Federation's argument rests is
that trading companies bought crude oil from the production companies "below
the market price".1883 That is incorrect.

940.

In transactions between "interdependent" parties, the applicable price could not
deviate from the market price by more than 20%. Otherwise, the tax authorities
could reclassify the transaction for tax purposes under Article 40 of the then
Russian Tax Code.1884

1879
1880
1881

1882
1883
1884

on court orders, resolutions of shareholders and board of directors, lawsuits, bankruptcy
proceedings, and other ostensibly "legal" means as a cover for their criminal activity").
Yukos Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 57.
Rosneft 2007 U.S. GAAP Consolidated Financial Statements, Annex (Merits) C 377, Exhibit
HVY-1, p. 2.
Also see Statement by Michel Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 19, and Statement
by Stephen John Wilson, 16 April 2010, Exhibit HVY-424, para. 33. As can be read there,
Russian companies were obliged to exchange dollars for roubles, which obligation did not apply
to foreign companies.
Statement by Stephen John Wilson, 16 April 2010, Exhibit HVY-424, para. 22.
Defence on Appeal, para. 580.
The Russian transfer pricing rules in force at the time applied automatically if there was a direct
or indirect shareholding of more than 20% in the trading companies. In such a case, the
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941.

Transfer pricing is perfectly normal within all large groups: transfer prices are
charged when products and services are supplied between group companies
within a group. Based on tax legislation, such transfer prices are subject to
certain (tax) requirements. Often, the market that is relevant to the transaction
and the market prices charged in that market are taken into account. If the selling
group company is located in a jurisdiction with a higher tax burden than the tax
burden in the jurisdiction of the purchasing group company, for tax purposes it is
attractive to sell at a low price. To prevent this, most tax legislation imposes
requirements on the transfer prices to be charged. If the sales price charged
within the group is too low, the tax authorities can tax the transaction as if the
sale had taken place at the higher market price. In that event, the transaction
therefore remains unaffected, but the selling group company still has to pay tax
on the higher price (determined fictitiously for tax purposes).

942.

Yukos' policy had always been to act within the margins of the transfer pricing
rules. Yukos has always argued this before the Russian courts in the proceedings
concerning the additional assessments, and offered to prove it with expert
evidence. However, neither the Russian tax authorities, nor the Russian courts
in the proceedings on the additional tax assessments, were willing to assess
whether Yukos had complied with the transfer pricing rules. If they had done so,
they would have come to the conclusion that across the board the prices charged
by Yukos had remained within the permissible margins.

943.

Production companies such as YNG sold crude oil "at the wellhead" on the
regional Russian market. In YNG's case, for example, this was the market of
Khanto-Mantsyia. YNG therefore also received regional prices. Trading
companies such as Fargoil did not only trade on the regional market, but also
exported to the world market. Anyone with a little knowledge of the oil trade
knows that you cannot compare prices "at the wellhead" to world market

companies qualified as "interdependent" within the meaning of the Russian transfer pricing
rules. As a result, Article 40 of the Russian Tax Code allowed the tax authorities to assess
whether the prices charged for transactions between the two interdependent entities were at
arm's length. To this end, the prices charged in accordance with the transfer pricing rules cannot
deviate by more than 20% from the market prices. If it is established that the prices are not at
arm's length, the tax authorities are allowed to use increased prices which are at arm's length
as a starting point for application of the tax rules and the determination of the tax assessments.
In that event, the tax authorities are entitled to issue a tax assessment in which the amount of
the tax is determined on the basis of prices that comply with the transfer pricing rules. The
Russian transfer pricing rules were fairly new, and a notorious source of uncertainty. See, for
example, Rosneft Annual Report 2005, p. 70, Exhibit HVY-430 ("The Russian transfer pricing
rules are vaguely drafted, leaving wide scope for interpretation by Russian tax authorities and
courts"). Accordingly, it was good to be able to conclude – as Yukos would also do later in the
tax proceedings – that Yukos did not have a direct or indirect shareholding of more than 20%
in the trading companies. Incidentally, and HVY will explain this in more detail hereinafter,
Yukos' policy had always been to keep the transactions of the trading companies within the
permitted margin of 20%. See Articles 20 and 40 of the Russian Tax Code: Tax Code of the
Russian Federation, Part I, entered into force on January 1, 1999 (as amended) (Articles 19,
20, 40, 45(1), 104, 110(2), 110(4), 112(2), 114(4), 122, 137, 138 and 142), Annex (Merits) C
401, Exhibit HVY-1. Also see HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 267.
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prices.1885 This is even more true for regulated markets such as those of the
Russian Federation.
944.

In the Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation claims that it is a disgrace that
Tomskneft was paid RUR 1350 for a ton of crude oil, and that six months later
the same ton of crude oil was sold by Fargoil on the world market to a Chinese
buyer for RUR 6521.1886 The Russian Federation concludes suggestively that this
is almost five times as much. However, it is quite possible that the world market
price is five times higher than the regional price "at the wellhead" in a remote
Russian region. Below, HVY have included a graph showing the average prices
of Russian crude oil in 2001, by way of illustration. This graph is based on data
from the Russian Tax Ministry itself. HVY have chosen to limit the graph to the
year 2001 because the data for the years 2002 and 2003 are incomplete. The
graph shows that the world market price for crude oil was indeed generally 3 to
5 times higher than local Russian prices.

1885

Statement by Michel Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 17.
Defence on Appeal, para. 584. In this respect, the Russian Federation invokes Resolution of
the Ninth Arbitrazh Appellate Court, Case No. 09AP-7979/05-AK (Aug. 16, 2005), RME-251,
Exhibit HVY-1.

1886
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Prices Russian crude oil in 2001 (RUB per ton)
World market price (Urals oil)

Price within the Russian Federation
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Letter from the Russian Ministry of Taxation, 2 September 2004, Exhibit HVY-431, p. 65.
The world market price for oil is expressed in USD per barrel. For the purpose of comparison
with regional Russian markets, the world market price has been converted into RUB per metric
tonne. This is based on the OPEC standard conversion factor for crude oil (1 tonne equals 7.33
barrels) and the average exchange rate in 2001 (RUB 29.17 equals USD 1) as derived from the
Yukos U.S. GAAP Annual Report 2002. See Yukos Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26,
Exhibit HVY-1, p. 80. The result is an accurate estimate.
Letter from the Russian Ministry of Taxation, 2 September 2004, Exhibit HVY-431, p. 68.
Letter from the Russian Ministry of Taxation, 2 September 2004, Exhibit HVY-431, p. 68.
Letter from the Russian Ministry of Taxation, 2 September 2004, Exhibit HVY-431, p. 68.
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Jan-01
Feb-01
Mar-01
Apr-01
May-01
Jun-01
Jul-01
Aug-01
Sep-01
Oct-01
Nov-01
Dec-01

24.64
25.14
21.81
23.80
26.80
25.72
23.22
24.68
24.50
19.77
18.22
18.35

5,268
5,376
4,663
5,090
5,731
5,500
4,964
5,276
5,239
4,227
3,895
3,923

1,549
1,513
1,475
1,511
1,531
1,586
1,591
1,564
1,509
1,500
1,479
1,431

1,181
1,181
1,173
1,182
1,182
1,223
1,237
1,260
1,198
1,203
1,239
1,248

1,230
1,228
1,218
1,228
1,233
1,278
1,295
1,318
1,244
1,249
1,294
1,298

946.

The fact that there is a big difference between the regional oil price and the world
market price is also evident from a presentation given by Bruce Misamore, Yukos'
CFO, at the UBS Warburg Global Energy Conference on 22 May 2003. The graph
compares the world market price to the average price of crude oil in Central
Russia in the period 2001-2003. Once again, the price difference sometimes
increase fivefold.1892

947.

The Russian Federation can hardly be surprised that there is a large price
difference between regional prices and world market prices. The reason for this
is the Russian government's own policy. The Russian government kept (and

1892

Presentation by Yukos CFO Bruce Misamore at UBS Warburg Global Energy Conference, May
22, 2003, Annex (Merits) C 40, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 9.
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continues to keep to this day, as it happens) the domestic price of fossil fuels
artificially low to appease the people; charging world market prices on the
domestic market would simply lead to nationwide rioting, because it would make
oil and oil products unaffordable for the majority of the Russian population.1893
On regional markets, oil companies were obliged to supply at prices well below
world market prices. In fact, this was also a 'tax' imposed on the oil companies
by the Russian government: after all, they were obliged to supply the local market
at prices lower than what their products were worth on the international market.
948.

A second, at least equally important reason, is that a great deal of costs have to
be made to sell crude oil on the world market. The world market is located in the
port. Therefore, world market prices are not prices "at the wellhead" but
"delivered prices": they include the costs of transport to the port, export duties,
financing and insurance. These costs should not be underestimated. For
example, YNG's oil had to be transported to Rotterdam from the inhospitable Ural
mountains. The fact that there is a significant price difference between prices "at
the wellhead" and "delivered prices" is also evident from the valuation of YNG
made by Dresdner Bank, at the request of the Russian authorities, for the auction
of YNG:
"Based on YNG’s historical data on sale routes and prices (from 2002 to the
first half of 2004), we understand that YUKOS’ contracts for the sale of YNGproduced crude (YNG as a subsidiary does not market its crude) are based on
the following formula:
Contract price (Urals FOB) = (Brent) minus (Urals CIF discount to Brent) minus
(Urals CIF discount to Urals FOB). In this way, the formula allows for freight,
insurance and transportation costs.
YNG’s contract prices vary significantly depending on the shipping route. To
forecast selling prices for YNG oil, DrKW has made a number of assumptions
regarding price indicators for the Brent and Urals brands and their relevant
discounts."1894

949.

A third reason for the difference between world market prices and regional prices
was the huge amount in export duties that Yukos had to pay. In 2001 and 2002,
they amounted to approximately USD 1 billion per year.1895

950.

In other words, the Russian Federation is comparing apples to oranges. When
assessing whether the production companies sold the crude oil to the trading

1893

Recent publications show that the Russian government is still keeping fuel prices artificially low.
See Oilprice.com, "Russia Caps Wholesale Fuel Prices To Stop Gasoline Price Spike", 2
November 2018, Exhibit HVY-432 ("Prices will be frozen until the end of 2018 and allowed to
increase in 2019 in line with inflation. […] But high fuel prices are one of the worst fears of any
president, including Vladimir Putin, whose approval ratings have suffered in recent months, due
to the pension reform lifting pension age and the higher fuel prices. Various Russian analysts
see Russia’s latest move to curb fuel price spikes as a populist move and a short-term fix to
control the prices.").
ZAO Dresdner Bank Valuation Report of Yuganskneftegaz, October 6, 2004, Exhibit HVY-1,
Annex (Merits) C 274, p. 33. See also p. 43.
Yukos Oil Company Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 58.

1894
1895
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companies at arm's length prices, it is not world market prices that are decisive
but the regional price in the region where the production companies were located.
951.

How did Yukos deal with transfer pricing? The production companies and trading
companies were not "interdependent" within the meaning of the legislation.
Strictly speaking, therefore, the transfer pricing rules did not apply. Nevertheless,
Yukos' policy was to keep transfer prices within the 20% margin.1896

952.

That was not easy. Konnov, the Russian Federation's expert, agrees with HVY
on this.1897 In Russia, large amounts of oil were traded within vertically integrated
oil groups. That made it difficult to determine the market price at a particular
time.1898 Yukos therefore had to make an estimate based on historical data.
Yukos took the average sales price charged by oil producers in the same region
as its starting point.1899 For YNG, Yukos therefore looked at the average price in
Khanto-Mantsyia. To this end, Yukos requested information from the authorities.
See, for example, the letters from the Statistics Committee of KhantoMantsyia.1900 Based on this, Yukos forecasted the price to be charged.

953.

The prices were determined by a separate section within Yukos' Tax department,
in consultation with internal and external consultants. 1901 Moreover, the transfer
prices were subsequently reviewed by PwC.1902 The Russian tax authorities also
regularly checked whether Yukos complied with the transfer pricing rules.1903
See, for example, the audit report of Fargoil, dating from just before the additional
tax assessments (as stated: Article 40 of the Russian tax act concerned the rules
for transfer pricing):
"No irregularities have been found while checking if revenues from sales of
products, works, and/or services had been correctly and fully reflected in
accounts and reports (tax accounts) subject to the principles governing the
pricing of goods for taxation purposes in keeping with Article 40 of the RF Tax
Code."1904 (Emphasis added.)

1896
1897

1898
1899

1900
1901

1902
1903
1904

Statement by Alexey Smirnov, 6 August 2010, Exhibit HVY-426, para. 8; Statement by Bruce
Misamore, 9 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-408, p. 21.
First Konnov Report, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 87 ("The transfer pricing rules are highly technical
and it is difficult for the tax authorities to apply them successfully, in part because of difficulties
related to the showing of the oil market price.")
Statement by Alexey Smirnov, 6 August 2010, Exhibit HVY-426, para. 8; Statement by Michel
Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 17.
Statement by Alexey Smirnov, 6 August 2010, Exhibit HVY-426, para. 8; Statement by Bruce
Misamore, 9 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-408, p. 21; Statement by Michel Soublin, 12 March
2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 17.
Letters from the State Statistics Committee of Khanty Mansi Autonomous Region from 2002
and 2003, Exhibit HVY-433.
Statement by Alexey Smirnov, 6 August 2010, Exhibit HVY-426, paras. 7-8; Statement by
Alexey Smirnov, 30 June 2015, Exhibit HVY-422, para. 48; Statement by Bruce Misamore, 9
March 2009, Exhibit HVY-408, p. 20.
Statement by Michel Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 17.
Statement by Bruce Misamore, 9 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-408, p. 21-22; Statement by Michel
Soublin, 12 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-409, p. 17.
Field Tax Audit Report No. 02-105 or OOO Fargoil of September 3, 2003, Annex (Merits) C
1124, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 2.4.
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954.

In short, Yukos had determined its transfer prices carefully and had every reason
to assume that across the board they remained within the permissible margins.

955.

This is also illustrated by the two graphs below. These graphs show oil prices in
Chanto-Mansia in 2002 and 2003. The graphs are based on data from the
Russian Ministry of Taxation, and used by the defence in the second set of
criminal proceedings against Khodorkovksy and Lebedev. The green line shows
the lower limit, the red line the upper limit, and the blue line the prices at which
YNG sold oil to Ratibor and Evoil. It thus follows that the internal transfer prices
were indeed consistent with market practice:1905

1905

Oil sales from Yuganskneftegaz, slides from Platon Lebedev's statement (made in the context
of the second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev), 2010, Exhibit HVY-434.
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956.

In the end, the fact that Yukos' production companies charged arm's length
transfer prices to the trading companies was confirmed by the Russian courts.
This is an important, inescapable and extremely ironic conclusion, which follows
from the Russian judgement on the additional tax assessment imposed on
YNG.1906 HVY will explain this.

957.

As is known, Yukos was subject to huge additional tax assessments, with a
bizarre new theory (more about which below, briefly, in Section 14.8). Yukos has
always explained that the transfer pricing rules constituted the only relevant legal
framework, and that it was complied with. Nevertheless, the Russian courts
upheld the additional tax assessments. As a result, the profits made by the
trading companies were subjected to the Moscow tax rate for the purposes of
regional and local corporation tax and not to the 0% exemption applicable in the
low-tax regions. In addition to the additional tax assessments thus imposed on
Yukos for the profits made by the trading companies, the tax authorities also
imposed huge additional tax assessments on Yukos' production companies, of
which YNG was the most important. To this end, the tax authorities used the tax
instruments that did exist: the Russian tax authorities believed that the transfer
prices that YNG had charged to the trading companies were too low, and
accordingly reclassified those prices, subsequently imposing on YNG a tax
assessment based on the higher prices (determined fictitiously for tax purposes).
This was obviously a 'double dip': Yukos had already received huge additional
tax assessments for the profits made on exactly the same transactions, and now
those profits were taxed again at YNG. It also had an additional, beneficial effect
for the Russian Federation (which was the purpose all along). The tax authorities

1906

Decision of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court of April 19, 2006 (April 25, 2006), Annex (Merits) C
255, Exhibit HVY-1.
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imposed these additional tax assessments before the forced auction of YNG. In
this way, the price of YNG was reduced tremendously, and partly for that reason
Baikal Finance (the company Rosneft turned out to be hiding behind) could buy
YNG for a price that was far too low.
958.

And as if all that was not wry and ironic enough, the icing on the cake for the
Russian Federation was added after YNG had been passed into Rosneft's hands
in this way. Then, of course, the additional tax assessments imposed on YNG
did not suit Rosneft anymore. And so Rosneft argued before the Russian courts
that the additional tax assessments were wrongly imposed and that the transfer
prices that Yukos had charged for transactions between the production
companies and the trading companies, were correct! Unlike Yukos, which had
not been allowed to prove before the Russian courts that the transfer prices had
been determined correctly, Rosneft was given the opportunity to prove that the
transfer prices charged by Yukos had remained within the statutory margins.1907
To this end, it submitted expert reports. The Russian courts concluded that the
transfer prices as determined by Yukos were indeed almost in accordance with
the applicable transfer pricing rules. Accordingly, this led to the additional tax
assessment imposed on YNG being reduced by billions of dollars: a reduction of
84%.1908 This didn’t escape the Tribunal's notice either:
"The Tribunal notes with interest that very soon after it was acquired by Rosneft,
a significant portion of the tax assessments levied against YNG were set aside
or vastly reduced by Russian courts. According to Mr. Konnov, after YNG
contested the assessments, “the court appointed experts who calculated the
market prices” found in a number of cases “that the price deviation was within
the 20% ‘safe harbour’ [for transfer pricing].” As a consequence, “large parts of
the assessments against YNG were overturned by the courts."1909

959.

The Arbitral Awards regarding YNG therefore also prove (contrary to what the
Russian Federation would now have the Court of Appeal believe) that it is not
world market prices but the regional market prices that are decisive for sales by
production companies to trading companies. Moreover, after hearing an expert
appointed by the court, it was established in the relevant Russian proceedings
that Yukos almost always complied with the transfer prices. For the record, the
billion-dollar reduction awarded to Rosneft concerned all sales to trading

1907

Rosneft IPO Prospectus, July 14, 2006, p. 36, Annex (Merits) C 380, Exhibit HVY-1. Rosneft
itself wrote about this in its prospectus: "In five separate proceedings currently before the
Moscow Arbitration Court, the Federal Tax Service alleges that Yuganskneftegaz—in violation
of Article 40 of the Tax Code of the Russian Federation, which governs transfer pricing—
underpriced oil sold by it to Yukos from 1999-2003. The tax authorities initially claimed an
aggregate amount of approximately RUB 140.4 billion (USD 4.8 billion) in back taxes, penalties
and interest. Based on an expert report that it commissioned, the Moscow Arbitration Court
subsequently reduced the total amount of the back tax claims, penalties and interest to
approximately RUB 21.9 billion (USD 760 million)."
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, par. 278
Final Award (HEL), paras. 1009 and 1021.
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companies in the years 2000-2003. It therefore applied to all transactions on
which the additional tax assessments imposed on Yukos were based.
960.

In short, there was no oil sold "below the market price".1910 To the extent that the
Russian Federation believes that the production companies should have
exported their oil themselves, this is at odds with the perfectly normal structure
within a vertically integrated oil group. In a vertically integrated oil group,
production and marketing are separated. And in view of the tax benefits that
Mordovia had specifically created for trading companies operating in the field of
the "wholesale of lubricants and other types of hydrocarbon raw materials",1911 it
was attractive for Yukos to incorporate those trading companies in Mordovia. The
choice of incorporating the trading companies in a low-tax region was neither
unusual nor illegal. Read the report from the Russian Court of Accounts of 2003:
"This allows oil companies to substantially minimize their tax payments by
applying transfer prices, using tax havens and creating various organizational
structures, cash-flow patterns and payment schemes within the existing legal
framework.
[…]
Is should be noted that such transactions are not inconsistent with the existing
tax legislation, which allows the taxpayers to considerably minimize their
liabilities to the State."1912

961.

Therefore, the production companies sold the crude oil to the trading companies
at arm's length regional prices and the trading companies sold the crude oil at
arm's length prices on the world market. It is rather bizarre that the Russian
Federation is attacking a perfectly normal structure, which was also fully in
accordance with the legislation specifically designed for this purpose by the
Russian Federation.

14.7

No secrecy: the tax authorities were well-aware of the structure, and so was
PwC, which in the context of its audit also audited the trading companies
and included them in the consolidated financial statements

962.

The Russian Federation argues that Yukos' tax structure was secret, concealed
from the Russian authorities and the auditor (PwC).

963.

The Russian government is largely dependent on revenues from the oil and gas
sector. In the Arbitrations, HVY asserted, without this being disputed, that in 2003
Yukos had become the largest taxpayer of the Russian Federation. In that year,

1910

Defence on Appeal, para. 580. See also Defence on Appeal para. 582 in conjunction with para.
1125, in which the Russian Federation even asserts that there have been 'irresponsibly low
prices'.
Article 2 of the Mordovian Investment Act.
Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation, Analytical Note “On the Economic and Financial
Situation of Natural Monopolies”, BULLETIN OF THE ACCOUNTS CHAMBER OF THE
RUSSIAN FEDERATION, 2003, No. 8(68), p. 163., Annex (Merits) C 416, Exhibit HVY-1.
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4% of all public expenditure was covered by tax payments made by Yukos.1913 In
its findings, the Tribunal also repeatedly took into account the fact that Yukos
was "the largest private taxpayer in Russia".1914 Yukos' status as the largest
taxpayer is important for at least two reasons. In the first place, as HVY have
explained above, this status is incompatible with the view that Yukos committed
large-scale tax fraud. Secondly, it is obvious that such a large taxpayer is under
the permanent supervision of the Russian tax authorities.
964.

The federal tax authority had even set up a special department to oversee the
tax payments of the major oil companies, the Interregional Inspectorate for Major
Taxpayers No. 1.1915

965.

The trading companies were under regular control of the Russian tax authorities,
including the Interregional Inspectorate for Major Taxpayers No. 1.1916 This
already shows that the Russian tax authorities were fully aware of the fact that
the trading companies were part of the group structure of a "major taxpayer".
They were also aware of all of the facts which would later be presented as "new"
facts on the basis of which the huge fabricated additional tax assessments were
imposed. The facts on the basis of which the Russian authorities would later
conclude that Yukos had acted in bad faith were already known during the earlier
audits.1917 Examples of this are abundant.1918 The Tribunal also mentions an
example of this: “the information pertinent to the activities of Alta-Trade in
Mordovia and linking Alta-Trade to the Yukos 'family' was known to the authorities
as early as 2001".1919 This meant that the accusation – that Yukos had kept its
relationship with the trading companies secret – could be shelved again. The
Tribunal added that “few of the audits of the trading companies conducted in the

1913

HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, par. 241-245 and 751; HVY's Reply on the
Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, par. 144 and 167.
Final Award (HEL), paras. 898, 977 and 1581.
Dubov Statement of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 11; Statement by Alexey Smirnov,
6 August 2010, Exhibit HVY-426, para. 14.
Field Tax Audit Report No. 02-52 or OOO Alta-Trade of April 19, 2002, Annex (Merits) C 1120,
Exhibit HVY-1; Statement by Alexey Smirnov, 6 August 2010, Exhibit HVY-426, para. 14.
In their Post-Hearing Brief, HVY pointed out to the Tribunal that: "[t]he Respondent has never
identified a single fact relevant to its 'abuse' allegation that the tax authorities did not know prior
to the December 2003 audit, and the tax authorities had repeatedly confirmed the legality of the
tax benefits. The Respondent now offers the unsubstantiated allegation that the reason the tax
authorities had not previously considered these facts to constitute abuse was that the tax
authorities did not 'understand' the facts." See Post-Hearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1.
The Russian authorities have already carried out repeated audits of trading companies prior to
the post-tax assessments, including those of Alta Trade (19 April 2002), Ratmir (19 April 2002
and 16 October 2002), Yukos-M (16 October 2002), Fargoil (3 September 2003) and Mars XXII
(22 October 2003). HVY submitted in the Arbitrations an overview from which it follows that,
based on the audits, the Russian authorities were already aware of all relevant factual
circumstances. See Annotated table: Field tax audits of Yukos' trading companies in Mordovia
(April 2002 - October 2003). Extent of knowledge by the Russian tax authorities, Annex (Merits)
C 1759, Exhibit HVY-1. Also see HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 179-193.
Final Award (HEL), para. 342. Also see Final Award (HEL), 343, 347-348, 356-357, 362-363
and 367.
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regions prior to 2003 ever resulted in any tax assessments, and, when they did,
the transgressions were generally minor and the assessments insignificant”.1920
966.

Another way in which the Russian (tax) authorities supervised the tax payments
of the oil companies, including Yukos, was through the state-owned company
Transneft.1921 Transneft is the owner of the export pipe lines. The Russian
authorities only allowed the oil companies to use the pipelines if they could prove
that they had met all their tax obligations. In order to prove that the oil companies
had paid all taxes owed, the oil companies developed an overview in cooperation
with the Russian tax authorities. In this overview, the total amount of taxes paid
in the previous month was compared to the volume of oil extracted in tons. In the
Arbitrations, Mr Dubov stated the following in this regard:
"These comparative tables (including the underlying supporting documentation)
were then shown to and discussed at the monthly meetings organized in the Tax
Ministry under the authority of the First Deputy Tax Minister, Alexander Smirnov,
and with the participation of the relevant officials within the Tax Ministry on the
one side, and each of the oil companies on the other side. Thus, at the monthly
meetings, each of the oil companies would produce evidence of the amount of
taxes paid in the previous month and the amount of oil produced. The former was
evidenced by a cover letter enclosing the relevant payment orders demonstrating
the payment of taxes, and the latter by a certificate from the Ministry of Energy
evidencing the volume of oil produced. The Tax Ministry would then take these
figures and calculate the tax burden of each company per ton of oil produced and
compare it to the figures in the comparative table (which had been produced
based on figures for the preceding financial year). Provided that the difference
was not significant, the Tax Ministry would send a telegram to the Ministry of
Energy confirming that the oil company did not have any outstanding tax debts.
If the difference was significant, and no reasonable explanation was forthcoming,
a company would be deprived of its access to the export pipelines."1922

967.

A third way in which the Russian tax authorities had insight into Yukos' structure,
and the flow of oil within the group, was through the VAT refund for exported oil.
That is logical, because there were huge sums of money involved that the
Russian tax authorities had to repay. In his statement, Dubov describes the
procedures to be followed in connection with the VAT refund.1923 For example,
the trading companies had to provide full documentation to the tax authorities
with regard to each previous transaction in the chain. This documentation
included, for each transaction, proof of purchase from the production companies
and proof that they had remitted the VAT. Furthermore, it had to be proved that
the export had actually taken place, by submitting various customs documents
and proofs of payment from the relevant bank that the money for the exported oil
had been received in Russia. All these documents had to be provided to the
regional authorities on a monthly basis, and were then forwarded by them to Ms
Serdiuk, Head of the Indirect Taxes Department at the Tax Ministry in Moscow.
That Ministry then had three months to check whether the seller had indeed

1920
1921
1922
1923

Final Award (HEL), para. 486.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 747.
Dubov’s statement of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 50.
Dubov's statement of 8 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1 , par. 37 - 45.
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remitted the VAT and another 14 days to decide on the request for a refund by
the trading company, to which payment had to be made within another 14 days.
Since the amounts involved were so large that they regularly exceeded the total
amount of VAT revenues in Mordovia, the (regional department of the) Federal
Treasury had to make the necessary financial resources available to the regional
VAT department of the Tax Ministry. That decision had to be taken at the federal
level and required approval by the Minister of Finance. Therefore, the Tax
Ministry paid particular attention to the fact that the export had actually taken
place and the VAT had been remitted. Yukos representatives were usually
present at meetings at the Tax Ministry to confirm that this was the case. It is
already clear from the VAT refund procedures that the federal and regional
authorities followed the transactions that led to the refund requests closely and
did not have any concerns about the entitlement to such refunds.
968.

It was precisely for this reason that Mr Dubov requested prior authorisation from
the federal authorities for the use of trading companies in Mordovia:
"When, as a result of the operations of the trading companies, the VAT refunds
increased many times over, manyfold, by many hundreds of per cent, the Tax
Ministry department asked the question why, the Tax Ministry, the Department of
the Ministry of Taxes and Levies in Mordovia replied that we have Yukos trading
entities incorporated here, these have to do with the Yukos exports; that is why
the VAT refunds are so high. Therefore the Indirect Taxes Department did look
into it and realised that the exports for the Khanty-Mansiysky -- the tax refunds
for the Khanty-Mansiysky district had decreased, and that the VAT refunds were
not claimed twice. This is exactly why, before the scheme became operational, I
had cleared with the head of the department and the First Deputy Minister who
was in charge of this department the entire tax scheme, explaining that the
exports would come out of a different entity and the refunds would have to come
from a different region, and funds would have to be transferred in between the
regions because Mordovia would not have enough VAT funds to compensate for
the -- to issue refunds to the trading company that was entitled to the refunds."1924

969.

The only explanation the Russian Federation provided for this in the Arbitrations
was that within the Tax Ministry different departments were responsible for profit
tax and VAT. Consequently, when granting a VAT refund, it would not be
assessed whether a company would comply with the profit tax. 1925 This does not
do away with the fact that, from 2000 onwards, the federal tax authorities
suddenly had to make billions of dollars available to Mordovia so that the VAT
could be reimbursed to the trading companies. If the authorities had not been
aware that Yukos had relocated the trading companies to Mordovia, such a shift
in the VAT refund would certainly have attracted the attention of the tax
authorities.

1924

Hearing on the Merits Transcript, Day 5, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 149-150.
Russian Federation’s Counter-Memorial, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 1045-1047. In this regard, see
HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 174. Also see Russian Federation's PostHearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 35 ("[A]s Mr. Konnov also testified -- again without
contradiction -- the VAT filings made and refunds claimed by the trading shells “would not
reveal” the specific features of Yukos’ scheme that made it unlawful.").

1925
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970.

Yukos' trading companies therefore met the applicable requirements. The
Russian tax authorities, which as mentioned above closely monitored Yukos and
its trading companies, have also explicitly confirmed this.1926 See for example
their inspection report of the trading company Mars XXII of 22 October 2003:
"Under the Republic of Mordovia Law No. 9-Z dated March 9, 1999 "On the
Conditions of the efficient Use of the Social and Economic Potential of the
Republic of Mordovia" and Resolution No. 90 of the Saransk City Council dated
October 12, 2000 "On Profit Tax", OOO Mars XXII is exempt from the profit tax
to the extent creditable to the republican and local budget of the Republic of
Mordovia. The terms and conditions for applying the special taxation procedure
have been complied with."1927 (Emphasis added.)

971.

In short, the use of the trading companies was not illegal. The evidence is
overwhelming.1928 The then Prime Minister of Russia, Kasyanov, declared in
2004:
"The Tax Code didn't prohibit Yukos and other companies from conducting
transactions in domestic tax havens. […] If legal activities to optimize tax
payments are declared illegal retroactively, then I see this as negative." 1929

972.

The Russian Federation argues that PwC was also misled with regard to the use
of the trading companies and that Yukos was not open about them.1930

973.

That, too, is incorrect. Yukos' external advisors were fully aware of the tax
optimisation structure. Even the Russian Federation had to acknowledge in the
Defence on Appeal that "PWC was aware of Mordovian companies within the
Yukos structure (such as Fargoil)".1931 However, according to the Russian
Federation, PwC would never have suggested that the Mordovian trading
companies represented fewer tax risks than the trading companies in Lesnoy or
Trekhgorny. In this respect, the Russian Federation relies on a number of exhibits
from the Arbitrations.1932 These exhibits are an overview drawn up by PwC of the

1926

1927
1928

1929
1930
1931
1932

Field Tax Audit Report No. 02-105 of OOO Fargoil of September 3, 2003, Annex (Merits) C
1124, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 2.11; Field Tax Audit Report No. 02-52 of OOO Alta-Trade of April
19, 2002, Annex (Merits) C 1120, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 2.8.
Field Tax Audit Report No. 02-126 of OOO Mars-XXII of October 22, 2003, Annex (Merits) C
1125, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 2.6.
See for example the 2004 Report of the Russian Court of Auditors, Exhibit HVY-435, p. 126;
Report on the Results of Public and Scientific Analysis of the Materials of the Criminal Case
against M. Khodorkovsky and P. Lebedev (Judged by the Khamovnichesky Court of Moscow,
Which Rendered the Corresponding Verdict on 27 December 2010) (Unanimously approved by
the Russian Presidential Council for Civil Society and Human Rights on 21 December 2011),
Annex (Merits) C 1290, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 46 and 312; Accounts Chamber of the Russian
Federation, Analytical Note “On the Economic and Financial Situation of Natural Monopolies”,
BULLETIN OF THE ACCOUNTS CHAMBER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION, 2003, No.
8(68), p. 163., Annex (Merits) C 416, Exhibit HVY-1; Statement by Bruce Misamore, 9 March
2009, Exhibit HVY-408, p. 18.
Tax-News, "Russian PM Critical of Fine Handed Out to Yukos", 13 January 2004, Exhibit HVY436.
See Writ of Summons, footnote 450, and Statement of Reply, para. 28 at (xxviii).
Defence on Appeal, para. 582 in conjunction with para. 1129 (f).
Attachment to email from Alexey Zubkov (PwC) to Stanislev Zaitsev (PwC) ('Inflow.xls.pgp')
(June 17, 2004), RME-2096, Exhibit HVY-1; Attachment to email from Stanislav Zaitsev (PwC)
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cash flows within the Yukos group structure. These exhibits do not show that
PwC warned for any possible tax risks at all. This should not come as a surprise,
because PwC was of the opinion that Yukos' use of commercial companies in
low tax regions was lawful (it had advised on this itself) and could not lead to
material taxation.
974.

PwC was aware that Yukos used trading companies in the low-tax regions, that
the tax benefits realised by using the trading companies were reported in the
financial statements. PwC never saw any indications of any form of tax fraud, let
alone a billion dollar fraud consisting in the unlawful use of trading companies.
PwC was aware of the tax structure and the savings thus realised, and did not
regard them as unlawful.

975.

In addition to the financial reports required by Russian legislation, Yukos chose
to prepare consolidated financial reports based on US GAAP and publish
them.1933 The consolidated Yukos results provided an integrated insight into the
production, trading and refining activities of the Yukos group. The consolidated
financial statements prepared by Yukos were audited by PwC using US Generally
Accepted Accounting Standards ("US GAAS").1934 US GAAS, of which the
Statements on Auditing Standards (SAS) adopted by the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) are an important part, provide auditors with tools that
allow them to assess whether reported figures give a reliable, verifiable, and true
and fair view.1935

976.

Under Russian law, Yukos was not obliged to prepare consolidated financial
statements. Yukos decided to prepare consolidated financial statements
because this fitted in with the strategy to further professionalise the organization

1933

1934
1935

to Alexey Zubkov (PwC) ('Source of Funds_24_06.ppt') (June 24, 2004), RME-2097, Exhibit
HVY-1.
PwC has assisted Yukos with the consolidated financial statements since 1997. When Yukos'
first financial report based on US GAAP was published, Yukos' shares immediately rose 50%
in value. See Statement of Kosciusko-Morizet of 3 September 2010, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 13.
Also see Yukos U.S. GAAP Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 2000, Annex
(Merits) C 27, Exhibit HVY-1; Yukos U.S. GAAP Consolidated Financial Statements, December
31, 2001, Annex (Merits) C 28, Exhibit HVY-1; Yukos U.S. GAAP Consolidated Financial
Statements, December 31, 2002, Annex (Merits) C 29, Exhibit HVY-1. The consolidated
financial statements were initially prepared in Russian roubles. Yukos switched to the US dollar
in 2002, partly to make it easier for foreign investors to examine the financial statements and to
increase general transparency.
Yukos U.S. GAAP Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 2001, Annex (Merits) C
28, Exhibit HVY-1; Yukos Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1.
See, for example, SAS 1 Section 110 in which the objective of the audit is formulated. "The
objective of the ordinary examination of financial statements by the independent auditor is the
expression of an opinion on the fairness with which they present financial position, results of
operations, and changes in financial position in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles. The auditor's report is the medium through which he expresses his opinion or, if
circumstances require, disclaims an opinion. In either case, he states whether his examination
has been made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. These standards
require him to state whether, in his opinion, the financial statements are presented in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles and whether such principles have been
consistently applied in the preparation of the financial statements of the current period in relation
to those of the preceding period."
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and bring the financial reporting more in line with a Western financial reporting
manner.1936 By preparing the consolidated financial statements, Yukos offered
insight into the activities of the entire Yukos group.
977.

PwC always issued an unqualified audit opinion in respect of the consolidated
financial statements prepared by Yukos. This means that PwC considered that
the consolidated financial statements prepared by Yukos gave a true and fair
view of the financial situation of Yukos and its consolidated companies. See, for
example, the 2002 consolidated financial statements:
"In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated balance sheet and the related
consolidated statements of income, of cash follows, and of changes in
shareholders' equity present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of Yukos Oil Company and its subsidiaries."1937

978.

HVY recall that the trading companies achieved the most important results for
the Yukos group by far. US GAAP imposes the mandatory requirement that all
entities over which control can be exercised are to be consolidated. At the same
time, it is a mandatory requirement that entities over which no control can be
exercised cannot be consolidated. Yukos included the trading companies' results
in the consolidated financial statements, thereby explicitly indicating that it
exercised control over these companies. PwC then verified that Yukos was
indeed able to exercise control over the activities of the consolidated trading
companies.

979.

The use of the trading companies for tax optimisation purposes was openly
discussed between PwC and Yukos. PwC knew that the trading companies did
not possess any significant major fixed assets and that the trading companies
were used to achieve significant tax savings that were subject to the "materiality
criterion" in accounting terms.

980.

Both in relative terms (the tax burden) and in absolute terms (the size of the tax
liabilities), the tax liabilities and reductions of these liabilities reported by Yukos
in its quarterly consolidated figures and financial statements were very material.
In view of the materiality of the tax liabilities, PwC had to investigate the reliability
of the reported tax liabilities. PwC employees spent dozens of man-years each
year on Yukos' audit, much of which was spent on auditing reported tax liabilities.

981.

As part of its audit work, PwC had to form an opinion on, inter alia, the corporate
income tax reduction reported by Yukos that was realised by using trading
companies in low-tax regions. PwC involved tax experts and never once doubted
the lawfulness of the tax benefits enjoyed by the trading companies. Therefore,

1936
1937

Statement by Bruce Misamore, 9 March 2009, Exhibit HVY-408, p. 4-5.
Yukos Oil Company Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 41.
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the tax optimisation by means of the trading companies never prevented PwC
from issuing an unqualified audit opinion.
982.

PwC's audit work was not limited to corporate income tax. PwC also checked
whether the prices charged by the trading companies complied with the transfer
pricing legislation. Moreover, PwC reviewed the VAT refund forms filed by the
trading companies. No irregularities ever emerged in the forms filed by and on
behalf of the trading companies.

983.

In view of its thorough audit, the re-audit for the 2000 financial year, conducted
by the Russian tax authorities in December 2003, came as a complete surprise
to PwC. PwC studied the report of the tax authorities and came to the conclusion
that the tax authorities had not come up with any new facts whatsoever. PwC
therefore arrived at the conclusion that no misleading or fraud on the part of
Yukos was involved, but an incorrect decision of the tax authorities. Therefore
PwC did not feel obliged to withdraw its unqualified audit opinions with regard to
the financial reports prepared under Russian law and the consolidated financial
reports prepared in accordance with US GAAP. However, it proved impossible
for PwC to continue its work for Yukos. The tax authorities had seized an
important part of the Yukos accounting records, and key persons including
Khodorkovsky were no longer available. PwC therefore decided to stop working
for Yukos.

984.

Despite the fact that the Russian judiciary had ruled that Yukos had committed a
billion dollar tax fraud and had sanctioned the additional tax assessments, PwC
still saw no reason to withdraw its unqualified opinions. In December 2006, PwC
issued a press release stating that the Russian tax authorities had started an
investigation into PwC's role with regard to Yukos' financial reports. PwC
explicitly stated in the press release that its audit work met all requirements and
that it remained committed to its unqualified opinions:
"PwC's statutory role as the company's auditor was to express an opinion on
whether the financial statements, the responsibility for which rests with Yukos'
management, have been properly prepared to present, in all material respects,
the company's financial position and financial results in accordance with the
relevant Russian accounting standards. We conducted these audits according to
the highest professional and ethical standards strictly in compliance with Russian
law and best auditing practices. Based on these standards, we found that Yukos'
financial statements in 2002 were consistent with Russian accounting
standards."1938

985.

Accordingly, PwC continued to stand firmly behind its unqualified audit opinions
with regard to the financial reports prepared under Russian law and the
consolidated financial reports prepared voluntarily in accordance with US GAAP.

1938

Official Position of PricewaterhouseCoopers Regarding the Claims of Tax Inspectorate 5, PwC
Press Release, January 17, 2007, PwC Website (downloaded on April 2, 2009), Annex (Merits)
C 827, Exhibit HVY-1.
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This was unacceptable to the Russian state for several reasons. No international
tribunal (such as the ECtHR) would consider the Russian state's accusations
about the alleged tax evasion credible if PwC did not reconsider the accuracy of
the reported figures. The Russian authorities also needed PwC to give the
second criminal proceedings against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev an appearance
of credibility. Subsequently, the Russian authorities exerted heavy and
unjustified pressure to persuade PwC to withdraw its unqualified audit opinions
after all. HVY has discussed this pressure and the decision taken by PwC on 15
June 2007 to withdraw its unqualified opinions in paragraphs 647 et seq. This
would have been completely implausible, because, as mentioned above, the
alleged billion dollar fraud could not have concealed from PwC as the auditor and
PwC was, moreover, fully aware of the tax optimisation applied by Yukos.
14.8

There was no legitimate basis for the additional tax assessments – they
served the purpose of also imposing a fabricated VAT assessment on
Yukos

986.

The basis devised by the Russian authorities to impose the retrospective
assessments confirms that their aim was to expropriate Yukos.

987.

As already indicated above, the various oil production companies (like YNG)
supplied oil to the trading companies and the trading companies supplied that oil
– after having or not having refined the oil – to their buyers. In such transactions,
Yukos – i.e. the parent company – acted as an agent on behalf of those trading
companies and was therefore itself never a contracting party to those
transactions. There is no dispute on this point.

988.

Consequently, there was no basis for imposing an additional tax assessment on
Yukos. If YNG had indeed sold the oil to the trading companies for a price that
was too low, the Russian authorities would then have had the power to reclassify
the transactions for tax law purposes.1939 This would have led to an additional tax
assessment being imposed on YNG. If the trading companies had not been
eligible for the tax benefit in the low-tax regions, then the Russian tax authorities
could have imposed an additional tax assessment on the trading companies.1940

989.

The Russian authorities, however, wanted to be able to tax Yukos itself in order
to ultimately lay their hands on Yukos' assets, including first and foremost YNG.
To this end, the Russian authorities allocated the title to the oil traded by the
trading companies, as well as the resulting sales proceeds realised by the trading

1939

HVY has explained in paragraphs 959 et seq. that the Russian courts have ruled that YNG did
not charge artificially low prices to the trading companies.
See also Final Award (HEL), para. 622.

1940
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companies, to Yukos, specifically on the basis of the "substance over form"
doctrine devised for this purpose.
990.

This allocation to Yukos of the title to the oil traded by the trading companies was
made based on an "actual ownership"-'theory', which was said to be a
consequence and/or an application of the "substance over form" doctrine.

991.

In the "actual ownership" 'theory', Article 209 of the Russian Civil Code plays an
important role. That article describes "The Content of the Right of Ownership"
and sets forth in the first paragraph the powers of the owner of a business: "The
owner shall be entitled to the rights of the possession, the use and the disposal
of his property." It is, one could say, the Russian counterpart of Article 5:1 of the
Dutch Civil Code.

992.

The Russian tax authorities argued – and the Russian courts then adopted this
argument indiscriminately – that this article implies that the person having such
powers is the owner of the oil.1941

993.

Briefly put, the Russian tax authorities reasoned as follows. With regard to the
transactions with the trading companies, Yukos acted as their agent, enabling it
to realise the purchase and sale of the relevant oil on behalf of those trading
companies. Yukos thus 'owned', the tax authorities argued, the powers of an
owner listed in Article 209 of the Russian Civil Code1942 and "thus" Yukos had to
be the owner.

994.

However, this reasoning fails to recognise that Article 209 of the Russian Civil
Code does not provide who is deemed to be the owner, but only provides what
powers an owner may exercise. Additionally, the reasoning completely
disregards the various forms of indirect exercise of those powers, which are
common in all legal systems and also exist under Russian law.

995.

During the Quasar arbitration, the "actual ownership" 'theory' was fairly
thoroughly discussed, in particular with the use of expert witnesses. The
claimants in the arbitration proceedings appointed Professor Viktor Pavlovich
Mozolin and the Russian State appointed Mr Oleg Konnov.

1941

See Final Award (HEL), paras. 582-588.
Article 209 of the Russian Civil Code reads (translated): "The Content of the Right of Ownership
1. The owner shall be entitled to the rights of the possession, the use and the disposal of his
property. 2. The owner shall have the right at his own discretion to perform with respect to the
property in his ownership any actions, not contradicting the law and the other legal acts, and
not violating the rights and the law-protected interests of the other persons, including the
alienation of his property into the ownership of the other persons, the transfer to them, while
himself remaining the owner of the property, of the rights of its possession, use and disposal,
the putting of his property in pledge and its burdening in other ways, as well as the disposal
thereof in a different manner."

1942
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996.

The tribunal in the Quasar arbitration painfully exposed the untenability of the
"actual ownership" 'theory':
"Professor Mozolin is among the most senior of Russian academic figures: head
of the Civil and Family Law Department of the Moscow State Academy of Law,
and one of the drafters of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation. His expert
testimony focused entirely on two fundamental and over-arching topics, as to
which his reasoning stands challenged - but not confronted. As they were both
at the heart of the putative legal underpinning of the measures at issue in this
case, the decision not to call him to the stand was quite remarkable. As to the
first of the two topics, his conclusion is uncompromising: "My frank assessment
is that this invocation of Article 209 was absurd" (¶ 6). He explained that "there
is no provision of the Civil Code that operates to transfer ownership of the oil to
Yukos or declare Yukos as the 'actual owner' of the oil and based on the
provisions of Article 209.... I have not encountered the concept of 'actual owner'
in my more than 50 years as a legal scholar."
[…]
Reverting to the issue of Article 209, without needing to adopt Professor
Mozolin's word illegitimate, the present Tribunal contents itself with observing
that the tax authorities' reference to Article 209 seems to have been rather
cavalier, reaching for the nearest available general legal text - defining the rights
of ownership as possession, use, and disposal - for the sake of appearance,
without explaining how the assignment of ownership to Yukos could override the
transmission of title, as per the sales contracts, in light of the directly opposite
Article 218. Mr Konnov's defence of the tax authorities' approach was that "the
tax authorities referred to Article 209 not as a standalone/separate concept but
in the context of the anti-abuse theories described above" (2'' witness statement
¶ 43). This comment rather gives the game away; if the reference to Article 209
did not "stand alone", it was unnecessary; if it was unnecessary, why was it
invoked, if not as a rather jejune fig leaf? Rather than a part of the foundation of
undoing a sham transaction, this seems to be an indicium of a sham tax
assessment. (The Tribunal is aware that Article 209 may have been invoked by
the Tax Ministry once before Yukos, as a basis for making an assessment, but
there had been no judicial endorsement of it until Yukos.)." 1943 (Emphasis
added.)

997.

The allocation to Yukos of the sales proceeds realised by the trading companies
with the sale of oil was made based on "re-attribution", which 'theory' was also
said to be a consequence and/or an application of the "substance over form"
'doctrine'.

998.

That 'theory' was discussed fairly thoroughly in the Arbitrations and the Tribunal
dismissed it in self-explanatory words:
"During the Hearing, Respondent asserted that re-attribution "is an entirely
appropriate application of the 'substance over form' anti-abuse doctrine."1944
"However, Mr. Konnov, when asked a specific question by the Chairman of the
Tribunal, had great difficulty in explaining the existence of a pre-Yukos precedent
for the re-attribution that was imposed on Yukos with the assessments." 1945

1943
1944
1945

Quasar de Valores SICAV S.A. and others v. The Russian Federation (SCC arbitration number
V 024/2007), arbitral award of 20 July 2012, RME-3383, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 77 and 79.
Final Award (HEL), para. 618.
Final Award (HEL), para. 619.
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"The obvious explanation for the Respondent's use of a novel and arbitrary reattribution theory rather than correctly applying existing law on interdependence
and transfer pricing is that this was not a bona fide exercise of taxation powers"
1946
(Emphasis added.)

999.

This new theory not only enabled the Russian authorities to impose the additional
tax assessments on Yukos, but also to charge Yukos for billions of dollars in VAT
that it not substantively owe.

1000.

HVY have explained above that Yukos' tax optimisation structure related to profit
tax. But the total amount of those additional tax assessments with regard to the
profit tax, including all fines, default interest and collection levy on those
assessments, was not the largest component of the additional tax assessments.
That was the VAT. The pie chart below illustrates this. The dark blue pie slice
represents the additional profit tax assessments, the lighter blue parts represent
the fines and default interest on those assessments. The dark red pie slice
illustrates the additional VAT assessments, the lighter red parts represent the
fines and default interest on those assessments.1947

1001.

Tax on profit

Penalties tax on profit

Penalty interest tax on profit

Additional assessment VAT

VAT penalties

VAT penalty interest

The imposition of additional VAT assessments was a discovery to ensure Yukos'
bankruptcy and to be able to pass on all parts to Rosneft. Even according to the
Russian Federation, the VAT imposed was not substantively owed.1948 In this
regard, the Tribunal found as follows:
"The Tribunal observes that there was no element in Yukos’ tax scheme that
enabled Yukos to benefit improperly or illegally from a VAT exemption or a zero
percent rating. As noted earlier in this Award, VAT is a uniform federal tax that
benefits from an exemption or a zero percent rating if the transaction involves an
export to a foreign purchaser. In other words, even if Yukos’ tax scheme was

1946
1947

1948

Final Award (HEL), para. 627.
Table “Calculation of the tax burden of vertically-integrated companies per 1 ton of oil produced
in 2002” (based on actual volume of produced oil and trading markets data), Annex (Merits) C
595, Exhibit HVY-1.
Also see Defence on Appeal, par. I.192 and I.207.
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entirely unlawful (or unlawful in some respects), and the authorities were justified
in attributing the trading companies’ revenues to Yukos for tax purposes, there
is no suggestion by Respondent that the trading companies (or Yukos) did
anything “wrong” vis-à-vis VAT with their tax scheme."1949

1002.

Companies that exported goods could apply to the Russian tax authorities for
exemption from VAT, or application of the 0% rate, on the exported products.
Such a tax rule is perfectly common worldwide (it also exists in the
Netherlands1950). In order to be eligible for the VAT exemption, the trading
companies had to provide detailed documentation to the tax authorities on a
monthly basis showing that the oil and oil products had been exported and that
VAT had been paid with regard to each previous transaction in the chain. The
Russian Federation and HVY also agree that the oil was actually exported and
that the trading companies had requested the VAT exemption in a timely and
appropriate manner.1951

1003.

Whereas the Russian tax authorities, with regard to corporate income tax,
allocated all title to the oil and the sales of oil (and subsequently the profits) of
the trading companies to Yukos using a bizarre theory, they did the opposite with
regard to the requests for VAT exemptions. The Russian Federation refused to
attribute the requests of the trading companies for VAT exemption to Yukos as
well, while all sales of the same oil to which those exemption requests pertained
were attributed to Yukos.1952 The result was therefore that Yukos had to pay more
than USD 13 billion in VAT while it had been established that it did not owe VAT
materially. When Yukos requested the VAT exemption, it was rejected for
procedural reasons: Yukos had requested an annual VAT exemption, whereas
according to the Russian tax authorities it should actually have requested a
monthly VAT exemption.1953 All this despite the fact that the necessary
documents were already in the possession of the Russian tax authorities and the
applications of the trading companies had been approved years ago.

1004.

Nor would it have been possible for Yukos to supply the documents requested
by the Russian authorities. For example, Yukos had to provide proof that the
crude oil had been exported. However, the export documents always stated the

1949

Final Award (HEL), para. 651.
Article 9(2)(b) of the Turnover Tax Act 1968.
In this regard, the Tribunal concluded that: "[T]hose VAT refunds had already been approved
by the authorities at the time they had been claimed (for the first time) by the trading entities".
See Final Award (HEL), para. 686.
Final Award (HEL), para 668 ("The Tribunal observes that while the approach taken by the Tax
Ministry was consistent in the sense that revenue was recognized as revenue of Yukos for both
profit tax and VAT purposes, it was inconsistent in that, while the burden of the substance over
form doctrine was imposed on Yukos, its corresponding benefit was not. Put another way, while
technicalities and formalism are said to preclude the attribution of the VAT filings of the trading
entities to Yukos, it does not appear that the Tax Ministry was concerned with technicalities and
formalism when it came time to attribute their revenue to Yukos.").
Final Award (HEL), para. 686.

1950
1951

1952

1953
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names of the trading companies (Yukos-M, Fargoil).1954 Quite obviously: after all,
they had exported the oil.
1005.

An illustration of the fact that Yukos would of course never have been granted
the VAT exemption, whatever it had submitted, is that the receiver of Yukos could
also have requested the VAT exemption. In this way, the receiver could have
secured billions of dollars in income for the estate. However, that did not fit into
the Russian Federation's orchestrated picture. Even the Russian Federation's
expert confirmed that the receiver could formally have requested the VAT
exemption for the 2003 tax year.1955 Konnov believes, however, that the receiver
made a 'mistake'.1956 That is hardly credible in a bankruptcy where the stakes
involved are so high. The reason why the receiver failed to still request the VAT
exemption of billions of dollars is obvious: it would not have been granted to
Yukos anyway; it didn't fit in with the strategy to dismantle Yukos by bankrupting
it.

1006.

In the Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation flees forward and asserts that
"the Russian Oligarchs [have] brought about that incorrect VAT returns would be
filed".1957 Truly an insane assertion – again, of course, completely incorrect.1958
In addition, the Russian Federation claims that the ECtHR has allegedly
confirmed that the VAT assessments imposed were in accordance with Russian
law.1959 The ECtHR did not confirm this at all, and by holding that "the applicant
company failed to submit any proof that it had made a properly substantiated
filing in accordance with the applicable procedure" completely missed the striking
points.1960 The Tribunal, too, arrived at the conclusion that imposing the additional
VAT assessments in no way fits in with a normal, careful and foreseeable method
of tax collection.1961 This is also true for the tribunals in the Quasar and
Rosinvestco arbitrations, which also clearly condemned the Russian Federation's
bizarre position with regard to VAT.1962 The Amsterdam Court of Appeal also

1954

See in this respect the cross-examination of Konnov by Professor Gaillard, cited by the Tribunal.
See Final Award (HEL), paras. 662-668.
Final Award (HEL), para. 697.
See the quote from Konnov as cited by the Tribunal in the Final Awards. See Final Award (HEL),
para. 697.
Defence on Appeal, para. 592.
The trading companies did not file any incorrect VAT returns at all. In this regard, the Tribunal
established that: "those VAT refunds had already been vetted and approved by the authorities
at the time they had been claimed (for the first time) by the trading entities". See Final Award
(HEL), para. 686. The fact that the Russian authorities subsequently established that Yukos
was the actual owner, and that Yukos should have filed the VAT return, does not mean that the
VAT return filed by the trading companies is incorrect with retroactive effect.
Defence on Appeal, para. 595.
See Section 14.10 below.
Final Award (HEL), paras. 629-671.
RosInvestCo UK Ltd. V. The Russian Federation (SCC arbitration number V 079/2005), final
award of 12 September 2010, Annex (Merits) C 1049, Exhibit HVY-1 ("As argued by Claimant,
indeed, the objectivity of Respondent's three week supervisory re-audit of Yukos in December
2003 lacks credibility: The specialised top level division of the tax ministry instituted for large
oil companies, had, only eight months earlier completed a six month audit on Yukos which only
minor tax liabilities had been found. The same division, in its audit of Yukos' trading companies
incorporated in Mordavia had expressed no concern regarding their role and Yukos' control.

1955
1956
1957
1958
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1960
1961
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ruled in clear terms that how the Russian Federation dealt with the VAT
assessment proves that the Russian Federation was involved in something other
than legitimate taxation:
"After all, all things considered, the conclusion is justified that the manner in
which the Russian authorities dealt with the VAT issue was not reasonably in line
with a normal, careful and foreseeable manner of tax collection, not even if we
consider that the tax subject committed fraud within the framework of other
applicable tax laws and that Yukos Oil’s requests for application of the zero rate
in its own name were made at a late stage and (apparently) were submitted to
pending proceedings rather than by means of separate requests. The fact that
the tax authorities have claimed payment of VAT that – as the tax authorities are
aware – is not substantively owed, have nevertheless imposed VAT assessments
and are not willing to deem a request for application of the zero rate with the
available evidence sufficient, as well as that the court subsequently has not
honoured complaints directed against this even though the Constitutional Court’s
case law offers the room to do so, gives rise to the suspicion that a goal other
than taxation was being pursued."1963

1963

The Tribunal does not find in the file any convincing evidence that the three week re-audit, or
actually other audits, discovered new facts not known before which would justify the tax fraud
amounting to some US$ 24 billion by Russia's largest private tax payer at the time. […] The
Tribunal agrees with Respondent that, as in other jurisdictions, the Russian tax authorities may
change their positions regarding the interpretation and application of the tax law and that they
have a certain discretion in this respect. However, if such changes and the use of discretion
occur in so many respects and regarding a particular tax payer as compared with the treatment
accorded to comparable other tax payers, doubts remain regarding the objectivity and fairness
of the process.") and paras. 452-454 ("The extremely formalistic interpretation of the VAT tax
law regarding Yukos and its trading companies to the effect that, though exports were
undisputedly not subject to VAT, the documentation also undisputedly submitted by the trading
companies could not be used in relation to Yukos and thus Yukos was liable for more than US$
13.5 billion in VAT related taxes is difficult to accept as a justification for a tax liability the size
of which was sufficient to lead Yukos into bankruptcy. […] In view of the above considerations,
the Tribunal, again recalling that it is not an appeal body for Russian tax law, concludes that,
even though some of Respondent's explanations and arguments seem plausible, the application
of Russian tax law on Yukos must be seen as a discriminatory and as not a bona fide treatment
of Yukos."). Quasar de Valores SICAV S.A. and others v. The Russian Federation (SCC
arbitration number V 024/2007), arbitral award of 20 July 2012, RME-3383, Exhibit HVY-1,
para. 80-82 ("The unattractiveness of the Respondent's position in this connection is readily
apparent. The amounts involved were vast - in excess of $13.5 billion. The export sales in
question undoubtedly qualified for VAT refunds. The trading company sellers had duly applied
for them. But once the tax authorities had invalidated the transactions by which the sellers had
come into possession of the goods, they concluded that Yukos was the true original owner and
therefore should be deemed to be the true export seller. If this was so, one would expect that
by a parity of reasoning under their basic premise, the tax authorities should have held that the
true applicant for the refund was also Yukos - and that Yukos was therefore entitled to the VAT
credit in the same way as it was assigned the debit for the profit tax. To try to have it both ways
would surely bespeak unprincipled hostility towards the taxpayer. Yet that is precisely what the
tax officials did – with the subsequent endorsement of the courts. […] The present Tribunal
entirely endorses [the conclusion in Rosinvestco award par. 452], and agrees with the Claimants
that the ECHR appears, in ¶¶601 -602, to have entirely missed the point being made, namely
that if the tax authorities were going to attribute to Yukos the transactions carried out in the
names of its trading companies, they should also have attributed to Yukos the submission of
normal VAT documentation by the trading companies. Given that the export transactions in
question were indisputably zero-rated for VAT purposes, the refusal to do so can only seem
confiscatory to a degree which comes close to validating the claims in their entirety on this basis
alone.").
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695, para. 4.38.2.
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1007.

The above shows that the actual ownership 'theory' was only a thin veneer
intended to give a superficial appearance of legitimacy to the additional tax
assessments.
Yukos' obligation to pay the additional tax assessments is incompatible with the
criminal convictions of Khodorkovsky and Lebedev

1008.

The fact that the actual ownership 'theory' was merely invented to give a
superficial appearance of legitimacy to the tax assessments becomes even
clearer when the Russian judgments ordering Yukos to pay the additional tax
assessments are compared to the criminal judgments sentencing Khodorkovsky
and Lebedev to long terms of imprisonment.

1009.

The Russian Federation dedicates dozens of pages in its Defence on Appeal to
all kinds of accusations levied against Khodorkovsky et al. It is striking that the
Russian Federation does not want to talk about these criminal proceedings
against Khodorkovksy and Lebedev. This is not only because the Presidential
Council of the Russian Federation, after an extensive study of the criminal
judgment, concluded that "[there is] no evidence or substance behind the
accusations of embezzlement",1964 but also because this second criminal
conviction conflicts with the first criminal conviction of Khodorkovsky and
Lebedev, and with the additional assessments imposed on Yukos. The
rapporteur of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe noted the
following:
"101. To the extent that it is at all clear what the new charges imply, they would
appear to be in contradiction of Mr Khodorkovsky’s and Mr Lebedev’s first
conviction. The first judgment, in essence, found the two former Yukos
executives criminally guilty of fraud and tax evasion, based on the following facts:
according to the court, they artificially inflated the profits of the trading companies
domiciled in low-tax areas of the Russian Federation that were not affiliated with
Yukos but were said to be “dummy companies” controlled by Khodorkovsky and
Lebedev. This was said to be at the expense of the parent company domiciled in
higher-taxed Moscow and occurred by making the production subsidiaries sell
the oil at a low price to the trading companies, which re-sold it at (higher) world
market prices. I do not wish to comment on the legal issues raised by this
conviction, including the fact that all resource-based companies had reportedly
used the same tax “loophole”, which had been closed – with retroactive effect –
many years after the transactions in question, or the selective nature of the
prosecution against the former Yukos executives. But it is clear that the first
judgment did not even question the legality of the extraction and sale of the oil
and the disposal of the proceeds, which were in part reinvested in the company,
and in part distributed to the shareholders – the dispute was about whether Yukos
had legally avoided (“optimised”) its taxes or committed criminal tax evasion.

1964

Rights Council: Free Khodorkovsky, The Moscow Times, 22 December 2011, Exhibit HVY-1,
Annex (Merits) C 1463. The report was submitted in this procedure as Report on the Results of
Public and Scientific Analysis of the Materials of the Criminal Case against M. Khodorkovsky
and P. Lebedev (Judged by the Khamovnichesky Court of Moscow, Which Rendered the
Corresponding Verdict on 27 December 2010) (Unanimously approved by the Russian
Presidential Council for Civil Society and Human Rights on 21 December 2011), Exhibit HVY1, Annex (Merits) C 1290.
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[…]
102. The new charges accuse Mr Khodorkovsky and Mr Lebedev of embezzling
all oil produced by the three Yukos production subsidiaries for six years;
embezzling shares held by a Yukos subsidiary in one of the production
companies and five other companies, and “laundering” the proceeds of the sale
of the allegedly embezzled oil and the shares in the indirect subsidiaries. The “oil
theft” count seems bizarre: it would imply the criminalisation of the openly and
generally followed business practice described above – the “losses” suffered by
the production subsidiaries being the difference between the Rotterdam spot
market prices perceived by the trading subsidiary and the lower price paid to the
production company; and the criminalisation as “money laundering” of the
disposal of all the regular company revenue for regular company purposes
(investment and payment of dividends, in accordance with transparent, audited
financial statements). The charge that Mr Khodorkovsky and Mr Lebedev could
have “stolen” the oil or otherwise misappropriated assets of Yukos for their
personal profit also seems to be contradicted from the outset by a comparison of
the following numbers: between 1998 and 2003, Yukos booked operational
revenues of US$55.2 billion; during the same period, it paid, inter alia, US$21.8
billion in operating expenses (including at the exploration and production
company level), US$16.9 billion in taxes, and US$9 billion in capital
expenditures. The differences between revenues and expenditures being less
than US$8 billion, how can the accused have “embezzled” for their personal
benefit US$25.3 billion? Where would this money have come from?"1965

1010.

In the second criminal proceedings, Khodorkovsky and Lebedev were convicted
of embezzling the entire Yukos oil production over the years 1997-2003.
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev were said to have hidden this mega-theft from both
the Yukos shareholders and the Russian tax authorities.1966 If Yukos is the actual
owner of the oil, because the crude oil is at its de facto disposal, how is it possible
that Khodorkovsky and Lebedev embezzled that same crude oil? In that event,
Yukos did not actually have the crude oil at its de facto disposal and cannot be
the actual owner, either. It shows once again that the Russian Federation's show
trials in the Yukos cases have nothing to do with the rule of law.

14.9

The Russian Federation’s exhibits are nothing more than an attempt to play
to sentiment

1011.

In the Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation relies on a number of exhibits
regarding “Yukos’ sham companies in low-tax regions”.1967 A signification portion

1965

Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Doc. 11993 of August 7, 2009, Report of the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights, Allegations of politically-motivated abuses of
the criminal justice system in Council of Europe member states, Annex (Merits) C 494, Exhibit
HVY-1, p. 30-31.
Judge Danilkin's judgment is 689 pages long and difficult to understand. The Tribunal
summarised the verdict concisely in the Final Awards: "His verdict focused on a holding that in
the period 1996–2003, Messrs. Khodorkovsky and Lebedev “stole” the entire oil output of the
Yukos production entities, concealed the fact that the oil was “stolen” both from Yukos’
shareholders and the Russian tax authorities, orchestrated the “theft” through Lesnoy and
Trekhgorny entities, which led to tax evasion, and then “laundered” the proceeds of the “theft.”
Judge Danilkin rejected all of Mr. Khodorkovsky’s arguments, including those relating to double
jeopardy." See Final Award (HEL), para. 792.
Defence on Appeal, Annex I. As the Russian Federation discusses some of these statements
in para. 582 of the Defence on Appeal, and refers in footnote 928 to the "detailed account of
the testimony of these strawmen" as included in Annex I, HVY will also respond to Annex I in
this Deed.

1966

1967
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of these exhibits consists of statements recorded by the Russian investigative
authorities that were made by persons who had been subjected to questioning in
connection with the attack on Yukos. HVY have already addressed in Section
11.3, in particular paragraph 616, the extent to which the authorities have forced
witnesses to make false statements. This gives every reason to doubt the
statements in many respects. It is important to bear in mind that those statements
do not detract from what was stated above regarding Yukos as the largest
taxpayer, its legitimate group structure that was set up with professional advisors,
the use of trading companies in the low-tax regions in accordance with applicable
legislation and the authorities’ knowledge of that structure and specifically, the
knowledge of the function of the trading companies. Moreover, not a single
exhibit detracts from the Tribunal’s conclusion that (i) there is no proof
whatsoever that the trading companies, in Mordovia for example, were sham
companies, and (ii) even if certain aspects of Yukos’ tax structure were
vulnerable in certain tax regions, Yukos did not intentionally violate Russian tax
legislation.
1012.

First, we will discuss the assertion that Khodorkovsky et al. were warned by
external and internal advisors regarding the illegality of the tax structure. In this
respect, the Russian Federation relies on a new statement by a former Yukos
corporate lawyer, Mr Gololobov.1968 It is telling that Gololobov only substantiates
his statement by referring to his own article.1969 Gololobov is even unable to give
examples of such recommendations or advisors. The Russian Federation is also
unable to do so, even though it has seized Yukos' accounting records. There are
no such recommendations. Above, HVY explained that external advisors, such
as PwC, were always of the opinion that the tax structure complied with Russian
legislation at the time.

1013.

Many other sources, including publications by the Russian State itself, show that
the use of trading companies in low-tax regions is entirely legitimate.1970

1014.

As a further example, the Russian Federation refers to three memoranda that
pertain to the envisaged listing of Yukos on the New York Stock Exchange. 1971 A
listing on the NYSE has far-reaching consequences, so Yukos prepared for it in
detail. HYY refer to HVY's Reply on the Merits:

1968
1969

1970
1971

Defence on Appeal, para. 588.
Statement by Dmitry Gololobov of 26 July 2016, Exhibit RF-G2, para. 74. In the Arbitrations,
HVY explained at length why Gololobov’s article cannot support the Russian Federation’s
assertions. See HVY Post-Hearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 16-18.
See para. 913 et seq.
Defence on Appeal, footnote 940. The Russian Federation refers to Exhibit Annex R-664, and
Exhibits RME-3245 and RME-184 from the Arbitrations. The reference to Annex R-664 is
unclear, and is presumably the number of an exhibit from different proceedings. The Russian
Federation’s reference to Annex R-664 is probably a reference to Annex DG-070 to Gololobov’s
statement.
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"101. Yukos, along with its well-seasoned team of advisors, worked for at least
nine months to prepare the required Form F-1 Registration Statement (“Form F1”) for the SEC. The Form F-1 is a lengthy document required for the registration
of certain securities by foreign issuers. It is filed with the SEC and requires
disclosure about the issuer’s business and operations comprising, among other
things: (i) a detailed description of the issuer’s business (including the history of
the company, a general survey of the company itself, and of its principal assets
and a separate discussion of significant risk factors); (ii) discussion by
management of the company’s results of operations; (iii) disclosure of
biographical, compensation, and share ownership information regarding
directors and senior management; (iv) the identification of all shareholders who
beneficially own 5% or more of each class of the company’s voting securities; (v)
the ownership structure of the company’s affiliates; (vi) disclosure of possible tax
risks that the company may face; (vii) disclosure of the company’s dividend policy
and history; (viii) disclosure of the company’s consolidated financial data; (ix) as
well as such further material information as may be necessary to make the
required statements, in light of the circumstances under which they are made,
not misleading.
102. As would be expected, Yukos’ team of advisors, who were responsible for
drafting the Form F-1, conducted a detailed and extensive review of the
Company’s business. The most recent draft of the Form F-1, dated March 19,
2003, which was close to final form for the purposes of the confidential
submission to the SEC, demonstrates the extent to which Yukos, its management
and shareholders were prepared to disclose confidential corporate and financial
information to the SEC."1972

1015.

This fact is confirmed by Sarah Carey's statement, who was a member of Yukos'
Management Board at that time.1973 Such a thorough preparation also includes a
due diligence investigation, in which warnings are made of general risks. That is
precisely what the cited memoranda do. The memoranda date from the period
May through August 2002. They warn that the information provided to the SEC
will be disclosed and that the Russian tax authorities can use that information “to
contest our approach to a number of deals”.1974 The Russian Federation takes
this warning entirely out of context. This is evidenced by the timing alone. HVY
reiterate that Yukos was not obliged to apply for a listing on the NYSE and thus
was willing to voluntarily provide the requested information to the SEC. Despite
the aforementioned warning, Yukos pursued the NYSE listing until early 2003.
The project was put on a low level at the time because of the merger talks with
Sibneft.1975 In other words, if Yukos had been so clearly warned about the risk of
“substantial tax assessments”, why would it have voluntarily disclosed the
information?1976 In any event, the general warning was not a reason to
discontinue the project. The Tribunal found in a similar sense.1977 The Russian
Federation also ignores the fact that a draft of the F-1 form refers to the tax

1972

HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, par. 101-102.
Statement by Sarah Carey, Exhibit HVY-414, p. 11-12.
E-mail from M.B. Khodorkovsky to S.N. Gorkov and O.V. Sheika of 14 May 2012, Exhibit DG070.
The merger talks with Sibneft were confidential. However, Yukos should have mentioned the
ongoing talks in the F-1 form. In order not to jeopardise these merger talks, the project was
temporarily put on the backburner. It was also more beneficial to wait with the NYSE listing until
the merger was finalised, and the shares of the new consolidated company could be issued.
HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, par. 111-112.
Final Award (HEL), paras. 859-860.

1973
1974
1975

1976
1977
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optimisation structure and that Yukos (and its internal, national and international
advisors) considers its use to be in accordance with Russian tax legislation ("we
believe that the tax mechanisms used by us comply").1978 In the preparation for
the NYSE listing, Yukos presumed that the use of trading companies in low-tax
regions was permitted. HVY reiterate: Yukos simply published the savings
achieved with the low-tax regions in the financial statements.
1016.

The Russian Federation contends that Yukos was concerned that the illegitimacy
of the tax-optimisation structure would be revealed and that Yukos closely
monitored the tax investigations of the trading companies.1979 In this context, the
Russian Federation refers to an email from Kartashov to Golub of 23 November
2001. According to the Russian Federation, “the overview from Mr Kartashov
does not distinguish between the Mordovian companies and the companies in
Lesnoy and Trekhgorny”. HVY do not see the relevance of those assertions.
Moreover, Kartashov’s email is taken entirely out of context. Kartashov was a
director of several trading companies. Golub worked for Yukos-FAC (Financial
and Accounting Center). Yukos-FAC performed the accounting for the trading
companies. In the role of accountant, Yukos-FAC had to be aware of the possible
audits of the trading companies. It is therefore not surprising that Golub wanted
to be aware of audits and investigations of the trading companies by the
authorities. That was her job. Moreover, the assertion that Kartashov’s overview
does not distinguish between the trading companies in the ZATOs and Mordovia
is factually incorrect.1980 The investigation regarding the trading companies in the
ZATOs to which Kartashov refers pertains to the payment of taxes with
promissory notes. Kartashov does not identify any risks at all regarding the
trading companies; he merely mentions the fact that cross-tax audits will be
performed and that “a full set of primary and accounting documents has been
provided” to the authorities. Those are not exactly the words of a director who is
afraid that large-scale fraud will be discovered. Both investigations thus do not
pertain to the use of the tax benefits. Moreover, the email illustrates that the
trading companies were not managed by front men at all,1981 but that directors
like Kartashov were indeed aware of the activities of the company that they

1978

1979

1980
1981

Fax from Natalia Kuznetsova of PwC to Stephen Wilson of PwC dated July 23, 2002 attaching
an excerpt from Yukos' Draft Form F-1, RME -1477, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 133. The entire quote
reads: "Our results of operations have historically benefited significantly from the use of tax
[illegible] mechanisms. We believe that the tax mechanisms used by us comply with relevant
[illegible]. If, however, we phase out all of our current tax optimization mechanisms due to
changes to the tax regime or other reasons, we may have to pay significantly higher taxes in
the future, and our results of operation may be adversely affected. In addition, if the various
initiatives we have used to reduce our tax burden are successfully challenged by the Russian
tax authorities we may face significant losses associated with the assessed amount of tax
underpaid and related interest and penalties, which would have a material impact on our
financial condition and results of operation." See also Final Award (HEL), para. 491-492.
Defence on Appeal, para. 582 in conjunction with 1129 (g). This email is allegedly one of the
many such documents in the arbitration file, but the Russian Federation does not state where
HVY, and this Court of Appeal, can find other such documents in the file, so this assertion must
be disregarded.
Final Award (HEL), paras. 397-398.
Defence on Appeal, para. 582, para. in conjunction with 1125-1129.
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managed. In this context, HVY also inform the Court of Appeal that the Russian
Federation asked Cyprus to extradite Mr Kartashov. The Cypriot court denied this
request in 2008 because the prosecution of Kartashov was politically motivated.
1017.

The second part of the new exhibits consists primarily of quotes from a number
of interview reports prepared by the Russian investigative services. According to
the Russian Federation, these quotes illustrate “clearly and undeniably Yukos’
abuse (with a view to, among other things, tax evasion) of the sham companies
founded by its accomplices and front men”.1982 Firstly, HVY wish to reiterate that,
as discussed in Section 11.3, the Russian Federation exerted severe (physical)
pressure on individuals to make incriminating statements against Khodorkovsky
et al. and Yukos. HVY cannot verify whether the statements submitted are true,
fully reflect the investigation, and whether the Russian authorities have
subsequently asked those witnesses to withdraw their statements (as happened
in the Pichugin and Nevzlin trials). The statement by Valdes Seibatdalov, the
director of companies including Fargoil and Yu-Mordovia, shows how much the
interview reports do not accurately reflect the interview:
"I have observed that most of the questions that I was asked about Yukos
company leadership, about whom I knew nothing, were not reflected in the
protocol of my first interrogation. This is true also of other protocols I have
reviewed of my other interrogations. I was always asked about Yukos leadership,
I always told them I knew of no criminal activity by those people, but this is not
contained in the protocols.
Of course, I noticed when the protocols were created at the end of an
interrogation that many questions (and answers) were omitted. Answers were
also recorded in a manner most useful to the prosecutors. […] I understood that
the protocols of interrogation were not actual transcripts and that they would not
be expected to be comprehensive."1983

1018.

In this regard, the Tribunal rightly assigned importance to the circumstance that,
despite repeated requests by Yukos, the Russian court consistently refused,
without any substantiation, to involve the trading companies and the Mordovian
authorities in the proceedings.1984 In so doing, the Russian Federation attempted
to prevent Yukos and the trading companies from providing proof to the contrary.
This also did not go unnoticed by the Tribunal: “the Russian courts systematically
denied Yukos' motions to joint to the proceedings its trading companies and the
Government of the Republic of Mordovia. This leads the Tribunal to conclude that
the Russian courts may have prevented Yukos from adducing evidence bearing
on the nature of its activities in Mordovia".1985

1019.

Incidentally: the statements referred to by the Russian Federation in Annex I DoA
date from 18 May 2004 or later. The decision of the Russian Tax Ministry to

1982

Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with Annex I, in conjunction with para. 1128.
Statement by Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov, 4 January 2008, Exhibit HVY-273, paras. 38-39.
Final Award (HEL), para. 639.
Final Award (HEL), para. 639.

1983
1984
1985
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impose a retroactive assessment on Yukos for the year 2000, which contains all
the 'evidence' for the imposition of the retroactive assessments, dates from 14
April 20041986, and the inspection report even dates from 29 December 2003.1987
The additional assessments for the other years are all based on the same
reasoning as contained in the additional assessment for the year 2000. In other
words: the quotes collected in the Defence on Appeal did not play a role in the
manufactured tax assessments, but were crafted afterwards to give the
assessments a scent of legitimacy. For this reason alone, the “proof” provided by
the Russian Federation can be disregarded.
1020.

In short, if the individual statements are examined more closely, it appears that
they do not support the accusations made by the Russian Federation. To a large
extent the statements do not relate to Yukos' actions, have been taken out of
context, and do not prove that there was something unusual - let alone illegal about Yukos' group structure. The Tribunal therefore rightly concluded that there
is no evidence in the sizeable procedural file (“the Tribunal has not found any
evidence in the massive record”) that companies, in Mordovia for example, were
sham companies.1988

1021.

For example, the Russian Federation relies on Mr Silayev’s statement. Silayev
allegedly signed the incorporation and power of attorney documents for Fargoil
in the back seat of a car in exchange for payment of USD 200 and RUB 11,000
without being familiar with the contents of those documents. However, the
Russian Federation forgets to mention that Silayev’s statement pertains to the
activities of the trust office during the incorporation of the relevant company.1989
Those facts thus played a role before Yukos began using Fargoil. Silayev was a
director of Fargoil for one week. Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov was appointed
director when Yukos started using Fargoil. His statement shows that he was
indeed familiar with the contents and significance of the documents he signed on
behalf of Fargoil ("I would review company documents like these contracts and
sign them if the transactions they described appeared to be, in fact, in the best
interests of the shareholders").1990 Incidentally, his statement also shows that he
was subjected to severe physical pressure by the Russian Federation to make a
statement about Khodorkovsky et al. that was incorrect, but incriminating.
However, Seibatdalov resisted and refused to make a false statement.

1986
1987
1988
1989

1990

Decision No. 14-3-05/1609-1 of April 14, 2004 to Hold the Taxpayer Fiscally Liable for a Tax
Offense, Annex (Merits) C 104, Exhibit HVY-1.
Field Tax Audit Report No. 08-1/1 of OAO Yukos Oil Company of December 29, 2003, Annex
(Merits) C 103, Exhibit HVY-1.
Final Award (HEL), para. 639.
Transcript of Silayev's examination, RME-255, Exhibit HVY-1. Silayev stated the following
about this: "In 2001, I met an employee from an organisation carrying out the business of
registering enterprises and firms, I cannot tell the name of the organisations or full details of the
person as it was only a passing acquaintance."
Statement by Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov, Exhibit HVY-273, para. 6.
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1022.

Many of the other quotes included in Annex I to the Defence on Appeal also
factually pertain solely to alleged irregularities in the incorporation of the trading
companies. Even if there had been misconduct during the registration of the
trading companies, it is unclear why this should be attributed to Yukos, let alone
does this constitute proof of the illegitimacy of Yukos’ tax-optimisation structure.
This applies, for example, to the assertion that Ratibor was incorporated using a
non-existent passport.1991 Ratibor was incorporated by Ms Vorobyeva on 19
February 2001. The shares were transferred to Dunsley Limited on 25 May
2001.1992 Yukos started using Ratibor in June 2001.1993

1023.

The statements by Mr Klimantovich, Ms Kolupayeva and Ms Yezhova relate to
the incorporation of Yu-Mordovia.1994 Again, it says nothing about what is
relevant, namely how the company subsequently operated and whether it
complied with the applicable tax rules. Incidentally, if Khodorkovsky et al. had
actually surreptitiously wanted to conceal the fact that Yu-Mordovia was part of
Yukos’ group structure, there is no explanation for the fact that Yukos and YukosImport had held the shares in Yu-Mordovia since 24 August 2001 (20% and 80%,
respectively).1995

1024.

And then there are the statements by Ms Sidirova regarding Nefteservice,1996 Mr
Varketin regarding Investproekt,1997 and Mr Reva and Mr Volok regarding
Vostochno-Sibirskaya Kompaniya.1998 The aforementioned individuals stated that
they did not know that they were a director of the relevant company, or that they
had merely signed documents without knowing the contents. Once again, the
relevance (aside from the doubtful reliability) is missing. Yukos has not been
subject to any additional assessment for Nefteservice, Investproekt or
Vostochno-Sibirskaya Kompaniya.

1025.

The statements by Ms Zhukova and Mr Yegerov on Macro-Trade also do not
prove what the Russian Federation hopes to derive from them. Zhukova was
director of Macro-Trade until 3 December 2001,1999 and according to Yegerov, he
did not sign any more documents for Makro-Trade after 2002.2000 Both statements

1991

Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with para. 1269.
Decision No. 30-3-15/3 of September 2, 2004 to Hold the Taxpayer Fiscally Liable for a Tax
Offense, Annex (Merits) C 155, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 82.
Decision No. 30-3-15/3 of September 2, 2004 to Hold the Taxpayer Fiscally Liable for a Tax
Offense, Annex (Merits) C 155, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 71.
Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with paras. 1258, 1259 and 1263.
Ministry of Taxes and Levies of the Russian Federation, Field Tax Audit Report No. 30-3-14/1
(June 30, 2004), RME-345, Productie HVY-1, p. 59.
Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with para. 1262.
Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with para. 1265.
Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with paras. 1266 and 1268.
At para. 1256 (in conjunction with footnote 928) of the Defence on Appeal, the Russian
Federation also contends that Ms Zhukova stated that her passport had been stolen and later
returned to her. It was established in the Arbitrations that Ms Zhukova’s passport had already
been returned to her two years prior to the registration. The stolen passport thus cannot possibly
have been used to register Makro-Trade. Final Award (HEL), para. 351.
Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with para. 1252.

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

2000
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are irrelevant because Yukos did not start using Makro-Trade until 2003.2001 Mr
Tsigura’s statement fits in perfectly with this list.2002 Tsigura was director of Mars
XXII from 8 December 1999 through 20 September 2000. The decision by the
Mordovian authorities to exempt Mars XXII from the regional portion of the profit
tax was not taken until 12 October 2000.2003
1026.

Ms Subbotina stated that she was director of Mars XXII in the period 2000-2001.
Subbotina stated that she was the sole employee of Mars XXII, that Mars XXII
was actually managed by Yukos and that she merely signed documents sent
from Moscow. To that, the Russian Federation added that Mars XXXII made a
profit of more than USD 1 billion in 2003. That is rather tendentious. Yukos hardly
used Mars XXII in the years to which Subbotina’s statement pertains, 2000 and
2001. The additional tax assessments for those years were less than USD 1
million.2004 When Yukos began utilising Mars XXII more, Subbotina was replaced
as director and Mars XXII’s name was changed to Energotrade. Incidentally,
even if Subbotina had received instructions from Moscow in the period 20002001, that still does not make Mars XXII a sham company. The suggestion that
every company within a group structure must determine its own policy
autonomously is complete nonsense.

1027.

Ms Gavrilina allegedly stated that she received fully prepared documents from
Moscow by post which were submitted to the local tax authorities on behalf of
Yu-Mordovia and that she was not otherwise familiar with the business activities
of that company.2005 The Russian Federation cites from Gavrilina’s statement
selectively. For example, the Russian Federation fails to mention that in addition
to Gavrilina, a General Director and a Chief Accountant worked at YuMordovia.2006 Even if this General Director were also a manager at Yukos and
would also operate from Moscow,2007 no illegality could be established. Mr
Lyashev's statement is also similarly misleading. Lyashev stated that “he knew
nothing about relationships between Yukos-M and Yukos”.2008 On its own, the
fact that Lyashev did not know that there was a relationship between Yukos-M

2001

Final Award (HEL), para. 353.
Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with para. 1255.
Field Tax Audit Report No. 02-126 of OOO Mars-XXII of October 22, 2003, Annex (Merits) C
1125, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 1.2 and 2.6.
Decision No. 14-3-05/1609-1 of April 14, 2004 to Hold the Taxpayer Fiscally Liable for a Tax
Offense, Annex (Merits) C 104, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 14; Decision No. 30-3-15/3 of September 2,
2004 to Hold the Taxpayer Fiscally Liable for a Tax Offense, Annex (Merits) C 155, Exhibit
HVY-1, p. 122-123.
Defence on Appeal, para. 1253.
Ministry of Taxes and Levies of the Russian Federation, Field Tax Audit Report No. 30-3-14/1
(June 30, 2004), RME-345, Productie HVY-1, p. 68-89. HVY cannot fully verify the interview
reports, but would point out to this Court of Appeal that Valdes Seibatdalov had been the
General Director of Yu-Mordovia as from July 2000, and that he states that "there was nothing
illegal or unusual about the operation of any of these companies" (Siberian Transport, Fargoil
and Yu-Mordovia). See Statement by Antonio Valdes Seibatdalov, Exhibit HVY-273, paras. 7
and 11.
Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with footnote 2122.
Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with para. 1261.
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and Yukos is odd, but Lyashev was not the general director of Yukos-M. That
was Ms Zhuravlyova.2009 There is no statement by Zhuravlyova in the file and as
the Tribunal rightly established, the Russian court consistently refused to involve
companies like Yukos-M in the Russian proceedings, and prevented Yukos from
providing proof of the contrary. Note: after Rosneft had gobbled up the majority
of Yukos, it continued to use Yukos-M for years, and yet it is strange that a stateowned company like Rosneft would do that if it was a sham company.
1028.

All that remains are the statements by Mr Sutyaginsky and Litovchenko.
Sutyaginsky stated that his company purchased oil from Alta-Trade and Fargo,
but that all the negotiations went through representatives of Yukos.2010
Litovchenko made a similar statement.2011 HVY already explained above that
Yukos purchased oil from the trading companies based on commission
agreements. It is thus not surprising that Mr Sutyaginsky conducted negotiations
with Yukos and not with Fargoil and Alta-Trade. Sutyaginsky’s statement only
underlines the fact that the oil industry was aware that Fargoil and Alta-Trade
were part of Yukos’ group structure.

1029.

Similarly, the statements by Mr Anilionis and Mr Zakharov, which the Russian
Federation had drawn up specifically for the purposes of this action, do not
provide any evidence for the Russian Federation's assertions. Mr Zakhorov
stated that a trust company, RTT, incorporated companies in Lesnoy and
Trekhgorny, appointed directors for those companies and that the Russian
authorities later ruled that those companies were involved in the tax fraud.2012 It
is quite possible that RTT incorporated companies in the ZATOs at Yukos’
request and appointed directors temporarily, but that does not constitute proof of
fraud. Mr Anilionis’ statement is irrelevant for the same reasons.

1030.

It is also remarkable that if there actually was misconduct surrounding the
registration of the trading companies, the Russian Federation has been aware of
that since at least 2004. However, the Russian authorities have never prosecuted
an RTT employee. The man in charge of RTT, Mr Anilionis, is still walking around
a free man. HVY do not have access to the same information as the Russian
Federation, but deduce from this that the Russian public prosecutor apparently
believes that no criminal offences were committed during the registration of the
trading companies.

1031.

The foregoing inconsistencies alone show that the Russian Federation’s story,
which is based on those statements, simply does not add up. Unlike the Russian
Federation, HVY does not have the accounting records of Yukos or the trading

2009

Ministry of Taxes and Levies of the Russian Federation, Field Tax Audit Report No. 30-3-14/1
(June 30, 2004), RME-345, Productie HVY-1, p. 52.
Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with para. 1257.
Defence on Appeal, footnote 928 in conjunction with para. 1260.
Defence on Appeal, par. 580; Witness Statement by Zakharov, Exhibit RF-201, par. 16-17.
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companies. HVY presumes that there is far more evidence in those records that
shows that the allegations are false. The fact that the Russian Federation is
withholding this information speaks volumes.
14.10

The Russian Federation’s reliance on the ECtHR’s judgment cannot benefit
it

1032.

In the Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation often refers to random quotes
from the judgment of the ECtHR and findings that the ECtHR allegedly made.
HVY already explained in the Statement of Defence that the Russian Federation
merely refers to the parts of the judgment that are favourable to it, and ignores
the fact that the ECtHR awarded the largest damages in its history (which, by the
way, the Russian Federation has still not paid) due to various violations of Yukos’
fundamental rights. A judgment that the Russian Federation has demonstrably
disregarded by introducing national legislation making it specifically possible to
disregard this and other ECtHR judgments. The Russian Federation also fails to
state that various international tribunals, in part based on more evidence
provided to them, found that the ECtHR erred in many of its findings in respect
of the validity of the additional tax assessments.2013

1033.

Because the Russian Federation refers to the ECtHR judgment so frequently,
including within the context of the ‘unclean hands’ accusations, it is relevant to
further consider the parts that the Russian Federation is referring to. It is worth
noting that, with its reliance on selective parts of the ECtHR judgment in respect
of the substantive validity of the tax assessments, the Russian Federation is
primarily attempting to prevent having to discuss everything that was established
and proven about this during the Arbitration Proceedings. HVY predict that in
these setting aside proceedings, the Russian Federation will again attempt to
prevent having to discuss everything already put forward above in Chapter 14.
Below, the limitations and the procedure and scope of the debate before the
ECtHR will first be briefly discussed. Next, a number of inaccuracies in the ECtHR
judgment will be discussed to which the Russian Federation has frequently
referred within the context of its ‘unclean hands’ accusations and its reliance on
Public Policy Ground 6. HVY would call to mind that the Russian Federation is
relying on this Public Policy Ground 6 and must provide proof in that regard,
which proof must be thoroughly assessed. The repeated reference to the
‘findings’ from the ECtHR judgment, but unwillingness to discuss their validity,
therefore cannot aid the Russian Federation.

2013

Statement of Defence, para. II.703-712.
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14.10.1 The limitations of the procedure and the scope of the debate with the
ECtHR: findings of the Russian courts as premise
1034.

The Russian Federation systematically tries to make it appear in the Defence on
Appeal as if the ECtHR has already made a binding ruling on the points of dispute
at issue in these proceedings.2014 HVY want no misunderstandings to exist in this
regard: the ECtHR is an important court that has earned a very prominent place
in the Dutch legal system in the past few decades. The ECtHR interprets the
ECHR and thus establishes the standards for the applicability of the provision of
that convention and the accompanying protocols. The ECtHR’s interpretation of
the ECHR is binding on the Dutch courts. For example, after the ECtHR had ruled
that parties may respond to the opinion of the Advocate General in cassation
proceedings, the deviating Dutch legal practice had to be modified.2015 The
ECtHR, however, is not (primarily) a fact-finding court. And that is the problem
for the Russian Federation. Put differently: the ECtHR has determined that the
extent to which the tax assessment was foreseeable is a decisive factor for the
test of Article 1 of the First Protocol. The Dutch court must adhere to that
interpretation of Article 1 of the First Protocol. Whether the tax assessment really
was foreseeable, however, is a factual question, and the ECtHR’s opinion in that
regard does not have the same binding effect (let alone for parties that were not
parties to the ECtHR proceedings). In this regard, see the former president of the
ECtHR, Dean Spielmann:
"One can see from this [Article 32 ECHR] that the European Court is not primarily
or generally a tribunal of fact. Rather its powers to ascertain and evaluate facts
is to be seen as integral to its primary function, which is to say what the law
is."2016

1035.

The ECtHR is also not at all equipped to act as a fact-finding court. That has also
become clear in this case. The ECtHR did not hear any witnesses or experts in
this case. Nor did any debate take place with the parties regarding the instruction
of any factual investigation. That has far-reaching consequences. One of the
many examples concerns the evidence about PwC deemed so important by the
ECtHR. The ECtHR adopted the Russian Federation’s assertion that PwC had
withdrawn its unqualified opinions due to Yukos’ “deliberate attempts to conceal
its tax-evasion scheme”.2017 The ECtHR thus did not hear the responsible partner
at PwC, Douglas Miller, as a witness. If the ECtHR had done so, it would have
been immediately clear that PwC did not in any way withdraw its unqualified
opinions due to “deliberate attempts to conceal its tax-evasion scheme”. Miller
testified under oath that the ECtHR simply missed the mark regarding this point

2014
2015
2016

2017

See, for example, Defence on Appeal, paras. 591 and 593-595.
ECtHR, 30 October 1991, NJ 1992, 73 (Borgers/Belgium).
Dean Spielmann, "The European Court of Human Rights: Master of Law but not of the Facts?",
Speech to the British Institute of International and Comparative Law, 6 November 2004, Exhibit
HVY-437.
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20
September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 209.
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and failed to recognise that the withdrawal of the unqualified audit opinions by
PwC had nothing to do with the alleged tax fraud:
"Q. Is it correct that within your withdrawal letter you did not base the
withdrawal on embezzlement, tax fraud, or money laundering? Correct?
A. The withdrawal letter speaks for itself. There were four points in the
withdrawal letter.
Q. I understand that. And do they include embezzlement?
A. They do not.
Q. And what about tax fraud?
A. Does not.
Q. And money laundering?
A. It does not.
Q. When PWC found out about the tax reassessments -- we already talked
about that briefly -- is it fair to say that at no time prior to 2006 the tax
reassessments for any of the Court cases were considered by PWC as a
reason for withdrawing its audits?
A. I don't recall any conversations about withdrawing the opinion prior to
2007."2018

1036.

The ECtHR is thus not a fact-finding court, nor does it allege to be. In the Yukos
proceedings, the ECtHR only asked the parties a number of questions in a
number of letters. In principle, the EctHR presumes that the facts established by
the national courts are correct. The ECtHR therefore expressly held in the
judgment that it is not in the best position to rule on the facts:2019
"In this respect, the Court reiterates that according to its well established caselaw it is not its task to take the place of domestic courts, which are in the best
position to assess the evidence before them and establish the facts."

1037.

Moreover the ECtHR should, in principle, assume the accuracy of the findings of
the Russian courts.2020 The ECtHR also did that in this case.2021 In respect of the
establishment of facts, the ECtHR’s role is therefore subordinate to the role of
national courts. This phenomenon is referred to in the literature as the so-called
“subsidiarity principle”. That principle entails that the ECtHR observes great

2018

2019
2020
2021

Excerpts from Transcript of the deposition of Douglas Miller, 5 November 2013, Exhibit HVY285, p 103. Miller thus confirmed that the ECtHR wrongly ruled that PwC had withdrawn its
unqualified opinions due to Yukos’ “deliberate attempts to conceal its tax-evasion scheme”
(para. of the ECtHR judgment). Miller also confirmed that the ECtHR wrongly cited PwC in
paragraph 598 to support its view that Yukos' structure was "aimed at evading the general
requirements of the Tax Code". The ECtHR found in para. 598: "In this connection, the Court
finds relevant the warning given by the company’s auditor about the implications of the use of
the company’s special fund during the year 2002 (see paragraphs 206-209)." Miller confirmed
that the points cited in those paragraphs were not material points and had nothing at all to do
with tax fraud (Excerpts from Transcript of the deposition of Douglas Miller, 5 November 2013,
Exhibit HVY-285, p. 129-130).
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20
September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 589.
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20
September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 589.
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20
September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 590.
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restraint in the reassessment of the facts as established by the national judicial
authorities:2022
"The question is what should be made of this impact. As regards the factual
qualification, it is commonplace that the Court's inability to arrive at proper
appreciation of the factual context of a case affects the substantive weighing and
balancing. The Court's restraint due to the inability to assess the facts is inherent
in the structure of the enforcement machinery (…) and raises the question
whether domestic authorities should accept a factually flawed assessment or
correct it and strike a different balance, provided their institutional setting place
them in a better position and thus enlighten them" (Emphasis added.)

1038.

Spielmann, the former president of the ECtHR, agreed:2023
"(…) it is a misconception among applicants to think that the European Court can
generally review and ultimately quash, the decisions of national courts (…). As a
general rule, therefore, the Court will not review:
- the establishment of the facts of the case;
- the interpretation and application of domestic law; (…)"

1039.

In all this, the ECtHR also applies an extremely high threshold when assessing
taxation complaints.2024

1040.

It must also be acknowledged that with the ECtHR, Yukos did not give the same
extent of explanation regarding the Yukos' legitimate use of the tax structure and
its background, and much of the evidence that was submitted in the Arbitrations
and in these proceedings was not provided to the ECtHR.2025 Moreover, the

2022

J. Christoffersen, Fair balance: Proportionality, Subsidiarity and Primarity in the European
Convention on Human Rights, The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers 2009, p. 263.
Dean Spielmann, "The European Court of Human Rights: Master of Law but not of the Facts?",
Speech to the British Institute of International and Comparative Law, 6 November 2004, Exhibit
HVY-437.
When it comes to taxation, the ECtHR gives states an “exceptionally wide margin of
appreciation”. See also ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No
14902/04), judgment of 20 September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 566.
The factual material in these proceedings is much more extensive than the factual material
submitted to the ECtHR. This is evidenced by the fact alone that the Tribunal devoted 21 hearing
days to examine the substance of the case and, unlike the ECtHR, heard witnesses at length,
including Mr Jacques Kosciusko-Morizet, Vladimir Dubov, Frank Rieger, Andrei Illarionov,
Leonid Nevzlin, Bruce Misamore, Steven Theede and Brent Kaczmarek (Final Awards, par.
120). The Russian Federation submitted an expert statement by Mr Konnov as evidence in the
Arbitrations. The Tribunal has had the opportunity to hear Konnov, and see through this
statement for itself. In addition, the ECtHR did not have at its disposal many of the evidentiary
documents submitted in the arbitrations and in these proceedings. Obviously, these included
documents dating from after the date that no more documents were submitted to the ECtHR
(from the judgment HVY can deduce that the parties last submitted documents to the ECtHR
on 4 March 2010 (see ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No
14902/04), judgment of 20 September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, paragraph 578)). The
ECtHR did for example not have access to Excerpts from Transcript of the deposition of Douglas
Miller, 5 November 2013, Exhibit HVY-285); Yuri Schmidt's statement of 6 September 2010,
Exhibit HVY-1; Sergei Kovalev's expert report of 15 September 2015, Exhibit HVY-1; Statement
by Rudolf Mkhitaryan, 2 August 2018, Exhibit HVY-269; Statement by Victor Gerashchenko, 8
November 2013, Exhibit HVY-284; Statement by Stephen John Wilson, Exhibit HVY-424); and
the statements by Alexy Smirnov of 6 Augustus 2010 and 30 June 2015, Exhibit HVY-426and
Exhibit HVY-422. The ECtHR also had no access to the analysis of the tribunals, and the expert
witness statements cited therein, in RosInvestCo (Annex (Merits) C 1049, Exhibit HVY-1);

2023

2024

2025
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Russian Federation presented much evidence in a late stage of the proceedings
that had been taken completely out of context, to which Yukos also did not
respond with a complete explanation of the correct context. Compare for example
the reliance on the “statements” just discussed2026 as invoked by the Russian
Federation with the ECtHR that partially ended up in the judgment.
1041.

The foregoing explains why the opinion of the ECtHR deviates from the rulings
by the tribunals in Quasar, Rosinvestco and the Arbitration Proceedings.2027
Those tribunals did have the means to conduct an adequate factual assessment,
and also did so. For example, in the Arbitrations the Tribunal alone spent 21
hearing days examining the substance of the case, with witnesses being
extensively examined, and the Tribunal also utilised the opportunity to question
the Russian Federation’s expert, Konnov, about his expert statement. The
Tribunal also required the parties to submit information in numerous procedural
orders. This resulted in a more thorough and more accurate analysis of the facts.
Also important is the fact that the Tribunal assessed all of the facts in their mutual
relation, and was able to involve the course of events during the bankruptcy in
forming its opinion. The ECtHR did not do so, and its opinion is also limited in
temporal terms.2028

1042.

Lastly, HVY note that the ECtHR and the Russian Federation have a difficult
relationship. For example, a quarter of the ECtHR judgments in 2017 pertain to
the Russian Federation.2029 The Russian Federation has repeatedly threatened

2026
2027

2028

2029

Quasar de Valores (Exhibit RME-3383, Exhibit HVY-1); the present arbitration. The ECtHR has
also not taken note of the Presidential Council Report of 21 December 2011, Annex (Merits) C
1290, Exhibit HVY-1; the Wiki-leaks cables where confidential reports were made of frank
discussions with PwC (the first cables were not published by Wikileaks until 28 November
2010), Annex (Merits) C 1352-1361, Exhibit HVY-1; Interpol's decisions of June 2015 to
withdraw the Red-Notice of Yukos-related persons because of the political motivation for the
criminal prosecution (Exhibit HVY-252), the evidence demonstrating the manipulation of the
legal proceedings in Armenia (see para. 11.4.4); and the Deloitte Rapport, "Trim your sails to
the wind of tax incentives", 2012, Exhibit HVY-427, from which it follows that Deloitte, too,
advised other Russian companies to use the low-tax regions.
See Section 14.9.
HVY would also call to mind its assertions in para. 746 of the Statement of Appeal: ("The
Russian Federation here also ignores the fact that the question of whether a measure is contrary
to Article 6 ECHR is different from the question of whether the measure in question is an
expropriation as referred to in Article 13 ECT. Moreover, the ECtHR applies a standard in which
the authority of a State is put first and a layered approach is chosen on the basis of which the
actions of a State are assessed on a separate basis instead of in their mutual coherence. An
international tribunal adjudicating on the basis of the ECT is not bound by such limitations.").
The course of events during the bankruptcy, for example, was unable to play a meaningful role
in the assessment of the complaints. The ECtHR was thus unable to include these later facts,
such as the course of events surrounding the creditors’ meetings, the huge amount in sham
claims submitted by Rosneft/YNG in the bankruptcy, the course of events surrounding the
auctions, the extension of the bankruptcy after all bankruptcy debts had been paid, the fact that
the Russian State largely cancelled the tax debts imposed on YNG prior to the auction following
the acquisition by Rosneft and this cancellation alone encompassed a higher amount than the
purchase price paid by YNG and the fact that, as a result of the sale of YNG and the sales in
the bankruptcy, nearly all of the proceedings on the goods ended up with the State and the
state-owned company Rosneft, while Rosneft also acquired nearly all the major assets, in its
assessment. The additional tax assessment 2004 was not discussed at the ECtHR, either,
because it was imposed after the bankruptcy application.
The ECHR in facts & figures 2017 of March 2018, Exhibit HVY-438, p. 4.
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to withdraw from the ECHR and Russian dignitaries have stated more than once
that the Russian Federation was unhappy with the fact that Yukos’ complaints
were declared admissible.2030 In the literature, the ECtHR judgment is often
described as a “'compromise' between wanting to uphold human rights and the
rule of law, and facilitating further Russian participation in the COE” [Council of
Europe]2031 – a compromise clearing the way for the largest compensation in the
ECtHR’s history on the one hand, but preventing Russia from withdrawing from
the Council of Europe on the other.
14.10.2 Main inaccuracies in the ECtHR’s judgment
1043.

HVY will explain the key factual inaccuracies in the ECtHR judgment that are also
being invoked by the Russian Federation within the context of its Public Policy
Ground 6. That will show that the ECtHR failed to recognise the actual nature of
the points of dispute between Yukos and the Russian tax authorities and, without
performing its own assessment, adopted on all those points and the accusations
by the Russian tax authorities and the Russian courts. In particular, the ECtHR:
(A)

failed to recognise the nature of the trading companies and wrongly
qualified these as “sham”;

(B)

failed to recognise the nature of the relationships between Yukos and
the trading companies and the importance thereof in the context of
transfer pricing;

(C)

wrongly held that the trading companies were not entitled to tax benefits
in the low-tax regions;

(D)

wrongly dismissed the specific complaints regarding the additional VAT
assessments imposed;

(E)

failed to recognise that the prosecution of Yukos and Khodorkovsky et
al. was politically motivated.

Re (A) - The ECtHR wrongly uses the qualification sham entities
1044.

At several places in its judgment, the ECtHR referred to the trading companies
as “sham entities” and “letter box companies”. Following suit with the ECtHR, the
Russian Federation uses the term “sham company” and continually contends in

2030

2031

Reuters, "Russia may end cooperation with European Court of Human Rights: RIA", 1 March
2018, Exhibit HVY-439; Bowring, "The Russian Federation, Protocol No. 14 (and 14 bis), and
the Battle for the Soul of the ECHR", Göttingen Journal of International Law, 2010, Exhibit
HVY-440, p. 608-613; Casier, "A Classic Dilemma: Russia's Threat to Withdraw from the
Council of Europe", 21 February 2018, Exhibit HVY-441.
Hillebrecht, "Implementing International Human Rights Law at Home: Domestic Politics and the
European Court of Human Rights, Human Rights Law Review 2012-13, 26 June 2012, Exhibit
HVY-442, p. 291.
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its Defence on Appeal that “sham companies” allegedly perform “sham
transactions”. That is incorrect.
1045.

The tax benefits offered by the low-tax regions were only available to legal
entities that were based in the relevant regions.2032 They were actually intended
for the trade in crude oil and oil products and for entering into contracts with oil
refineries for oil processing. Special legislation, therefore, knowing that Mordovia
had no noteworthy oil infrastructure. The trading companies met the
requirements, as explained above in Section 14.4, and were regularly subjected
to audits by the Russian authorities2033, who also had insight into all components
of the structure applied, and who rightly did not object to that structure before the
politically-motivated attack on Yukos.

1046.

The Tribunal therefore ruled that the Russian authorities – after the attack had
been opened on Yukos – had wrongly qualified Yukos' trading companies in
Mordovia as “shams”:
"The Tribunal has not found any evidence in the massive record that would
support Respondent's submission that there was a basis for the Russian
authorities to conclude that the entities in Mordovia, for example, were
"shams"."2034
"The Tribunal agrees with Claimants […] that it is nonsense to require a trading
company to demonstrate physical interaction with the goods or commodities
that it is trading, especially in the era of electronic communications. In this
sense, the Tribunal is highly sceptical of the reasoning in the 2000 Audit Report
(and subsequent reports) that the absence of physical movement of oil in and
out of the low-tax region where the respective trading entity is located is
evidence of a sham."2035

1047.

The ECtHR’s qualification without reasons sharply contrasts the reasoned
opinion of the Arbitral Tribunal in the Quasar arbitration. The Arbitrators ruled
after an extensive analysis of the facts and of Russian law, that the ECtHR had
rendered an incorrect opinion in respect of the “sham” nature of the trading
companies:
"The Tribunal is unwilling to find that Yukos engaged in sham transactions with
its affiliated trading entities. (…) the tax authorities obviously had access to the
tax returns of both Yukos and the affiliated entities in question and would, or
should, have had little difficulty in seeing that Yukos was assigning significant
revenues to the latter by way of inter-company transfers. These transfers might
be questioned on the basis of the arm's length standard discussed above, but
not as shams."2036

1048.

The qualification of “sham entities” is therefore incorrect, and that disparaging
qualification is inappropriate. The ECtHR did not clarify what a “sham entity” is,
nor explain why that might be an existing criterion that is legally relevant. All

2032

See Section 14.4.
As explained above in Section 14.7.
Final Awards (HEL), para. 639.
Final Awards (HEL), para. 644.
RosInvestCo UK Ltd. V. The Russian Federation (SCC arbitration number V 079/2005), final
award of 12 September 2010, Annex (Merits) C 1049, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 67.

2033
2034
2035
2036
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things considered, for its judgment that there were “sham entities” the ECtHR
merely referred to conclusions drawn by the Russian authorities: in para. 590 it
refers, with no further reasons, to fact and criteria as established by the Russian
authorities, in particular in para. 15 of the ECtHR judgment.2037
1049.

If one thus applies the criteria used by the ECtHR to a large number of companies
like those appearing in international structures, many of these would have to be
qualified as “sham entities”. Would the ECtHR also qualify the tens of thousands
of companies in the Netherlands, with far less substance, as “sham companies”?
One may find the use of structures that are advantageous in terms of taxes
undesirable, but if the companies operate in accordance with the applicable law,
it is incorrect to qualify them as “sham entities”.

1050.

For example, there are countless legal entities in practically all major
(international) groups that are more or less affiliated that do not have any
employees or assets (substantial or otherwise) and the policy of which is
significantly directed from the head office, but which are still not dismissed as
“sham entities”. In many groups, employees are employed by a single legal entity,
while the fixed assets have been transferred to a second legal entity and end
products are sold by a third legal entity. It is also commonplace that legal entities
can perform commercial activities without owning the means of production
themselves, let alone do they have to process those means at the location of the
registered office. This is commonplace internationally in the trade in oil.2038 That

2037

Briefly put, para. 15 of the ECtHR judgment (ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya
Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20 September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit
HVY-1) says that the Tax authorities had established the following points (regarding which HVY
will briefly indicate why those points to not mean that there were “sham” entities): (a): the oil
was not physically stored or moved by the trading companies (HVY: that was not a requirement,
either, and was furthermore known to the authorities; moreover, Mordovia had scarcely any oil
infrastructure, but had a law especially pertaining to granting tax advantages to oil trading
companies); (b) Yukos Oil acted as a transport and export agent (HVY; as already explained in
Section 14.3, the background behind this was clear and common; see para. 887: "For example,
Yukos acted as an agent for the trading companies."); (c): Yukos allegedly controlled and
owned the trading companies de facto (HVY: whether Yukos did or did not control or own the
trading companies is entirely irrelevant to the question of whether the companies were entitled
to the tax advantages in the low-tax regions. No requirements were imposed for this on the
shareholding of the trading companies); (d) and (e): accounting and administrative services
were performed centrally by other Yukos companies (HVY: as explained above in Section 14.3,
para. 888, certain (but not all) accounting and administrative services were performed centrally.
Such centralisation of functions is perfectly normal in a large group; there was nothing wrong
with this, not even under Russian law); (f) transfer pricing was applied (HVY: as explained in
Section 14.6, this was in accordance with the applicable legislation); (g) all income was
transferred to Yukos Oil (HVY: this is incorrect, as explained in Section 14.3); (h) based on the
statements (as cited above at 14.9), it could be concluded that the directors of the trading
companies did not perform any activities for the companies (HVY: as explained above at 14.9,
the statements do not in any way detract from the use and validity of the trading companies);
(i) the trading companies allegedly wrongly obtained the tax benefits (HVY: as explained above
at 14.4, the trading companies satisfied the requirements for eligibility for the reduced corporate
income tax rate.)
Note that, for example, many trading companies in the oil sector have their registered offices in
Switzerland (Geneva); oil terminals, oil refineries, storage terminals and pipelines will not be
found there.

2038
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does not mean that these legal entities can be disregarded.2039 The ECtHR’s
opinion is therefore incomprehensible, also from a non-Russian perspective.
1051.

It seems that the ECtHR assigned importance to the “witness statements” that
the Russian Federation entered into evidence at a late stage in the
proceedings.2040 Once again, the ECtHR was not able to hear the witnesses or
verify the veracity of their statements. The “witness statements” cited by the
ECtHR are the same statements being brandished by the Russian Federation in
these setting-aside proceedings.2041 HVY already explained in Section 14.9 that
those statements do not substantiate the Russian Federation’s assertions, and
furthermore do not detract from all that has been said in the Arbitration
Proceedings and in this Chapter 14 regarding the legitimacy of the tax structure.

1052.

In other words, Yukos’ trading companies are not sham companies.
Re (B) - The ECtHR failed to recognise the importance of the relationships
between Yukos and the trading companies in the context of transfer pricing

1053.

The ECtHR discussed whether or not there is a relationship between Yukos and
the trading companies. The ECtHR observed that the tax authorities submitted
abundant evidence into the tax proceedings which demonstrated that Yukos had
(close) ties with the trading companies.2042

1054.

However, the fact that there were “connections” between the trading companies
and Yukos was not even the subject of dispute. Yukos has not argued that there
were no relationships between it and the trading companies.

1055.

The question of whether Yukos and the trading companies were interdependent
was solely relevant for the applicability of the transfer-pricing rules. The amount
of the taxes (corporate income tax) to be paid by the trading companies was
separate from the question of the extent to which the trading companies were
affiliated with Yukos. In Russia, tax was levied at the level of each individual
entity.2043 The ECtHR failed to appreciate this.

1056.

As explained in Section 14.6, under Russian tax law, transactions between
interdependent entities were subject to rules in order to correct unbusinesslike
transactions = with a view to levying profit tax. These rules are referred to as the
so-called transfer-pricing rules. For the record, we reiterate that every jurisdiction

2039

2040
2041
2042
2043

C.P. Engwerda, M.W.C. Feteris & G.J. van Muijen, Holdingstructuren, Deventer: Kluwer:
1994, pp. 42-43; S.M. Bartman and A.F.M. Dorresteijn, Van het concern, Deventer: Wolters
Kluwer 2006, p. 6; P. van Schilfgaarde, Van de BV en de NV, Deventer: Kluwer 2006, p. 32.
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20
September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 593.
The Russian Federation also recognises this. See Defence on Appeal, para. 1123.
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20
September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 590.
HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 208-214.
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knows about transfer pricing, and that transfer pricing is commonplace in many
large (trading) companies and in any event, in every vertically integrated oil
group. If the transfer price of a product was too low after taking a certain margin
into account, the tax authorities could, applying Article 40 of the Russian Tax
Code, increase the price for tax purposes and levy tax as though the product had
been sold for a higher price.2044
1057.

1058.

In the Russian tax proceedings, Yukos argued:
(i)

Interdependency is only relevant in the context of the transfer
pricing rules.2045

(ii)

For the majority of the trading companies, the requirements for
interdependency pursuant to Article 20 of the Russian Tax Code
had not been complied with.2046 The sole consequence of the
qualification as “interdependent entity” is that the transfer-pricing
rules, as laid down in Article 40 of the Russian Tax Code, can
be applied.2047

(iii)

Even if there had been interdependency, the transfer prices were
within the permitted margin (an upward or downward deviation
of 20%). This is why Yukos wanted to show by means of an
expert report that the transfer pricing rules did not necessarily
lead to an additional assessment.

In light of the foregoing, the ECtHR entirely failed to recognise the importance of
the relationships between Yukos and the trading companies in the context of
transfer pricing and gave an incorrect and incomprehensible ruling on the
structure of the Yukos group.
"[W]as obviously aimed at evading the general requirements of the Tax Code,
which expected tax payers to trade at market prices (see paragraphs 395399)."2048

1059.

But it has not at all been established that the prices used by Yukos or its trading
companies deviated too much from the market prices! Neither the additional tax
assessments nor the court judgments in the proceedings regarding the additional
tax assessments were based on the accusation that Yukos or its group
companies had not properly applied the transfer pricing rules. If those rules had

2044

See para. 926.
Yukos’ Notice of Objection to the re-audit report by the Russian tax authorities on 2000, Exhibit
HVY-443, paras. 5-12.
Yukos’ Notice of Objection to the re-audit report by the Russian tax authorities over 2000,
Exhibit HVY-443, para. 6.
Yukos’ Notice of Objection to the re-audit report by the Russian tax authorities on 2000, Exhibit
HVY-443, paras. 11-12.
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20
September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 593.
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been applied or if the ECtHR had conducted its own investigation regarding that,
it would have become clear that Yukos had actually remained within the permitted
transfer-pricing margins (as explained in Section 14.6). HVY reiterate: PwC
verified the transfer prices used by Yukos in detail and confirmed that Yukos had
correctly applied the transfer-pricing rules.2049 Moreover, the Russian State itself
provided the irrefutable evidence. In the Yukos case, its own courts ruled that all
oil transactions in the period 2000-2003 largely complied with the transfer-pricing
rules.2050
1060.

In addition - and this makes the ECtHR’s ruling even more incomprehensible the transfer-pricing rules could not be circumvented by using trading companies
in the low-tax regions. After all, the transfer-pricing rules were applicable in the
case of transactions between “interdependent entities”, regardless of the location
of the relevant entities. The ECtHR does not explain how it concluded that trading
companies in low-tax regions served to circumvent the transfer-pricing rules.2051

1061.

Based on the foregoing, the conclusion must therefore be that the ECtHR failed
to appreciate that:
(i)

interdependency was not relevant for the tax benefits in the low-tax
regions. Even a company in the low-tax region that was entirely
dependent on its adversary could claim entitlement to those tax benefits
in respect of the regional and local components of the taxation.

(ii)

Where the company was based (in a low-tax region or in Moscow, for
example) was not relevant for the transfer-pricing rules. If the transferpricing rules had not been complied with, that would lead to an
adjustment of the sales price and taxation of the selling party (and
therefore not of the trading companies).

Re (C) - The ECtHR presumes without any ground that the trading
companies were not entitled to the tax benefits in the low-tax regions
1062.

In the tax proceedings, Yukos consistently defended itself against the position
that the trading companies did not comply with the statutory requirements for the
tax benefits in the low-tax regions. Nonetheless, the Moscow Arbitrazh Court
ruled, without proper substantiation, that an additional tax assessment could be
imposed on the trading companies because the trading companies allegedly did
not contribute to the low-tax regions and that they “the taxpayers [concerned]

2049
2050
2051

See para. 939.
See para. 944.
This also makes it clear that the accusation by the Russian Federation that Yukos applied
transfer prices that were “below the market price” is incorrect. See Defence on Appeal, para.
580.
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used their right in bad faith.”2052 In particular, they allegedly invested insufficiently
or disproportionately to the tax savings in the those regions.2053
1063.

As explained above, this ruling by the Moscow Arbitrazh Court was not supported
by the law applicable at the time or in the facts. The trading companies complied
with the requirements imposed by law and the terms and conditions in the
Mordovian Investment Agreements.2054 In addition, the Republic of Mordovia’s
budget actually benefited from the investments and the taxes that were paid by
the trading companies. The finding that damage was being caused to the
Republic of Mordovia’s budget was also nonsense. The policy pursued by the
Russian authorities was actually aimed at attracting companies to Mordovia by
offering them reduced local and regional corporate income tax.2055 Without that
tax benefit, the companies would never have been established in Mordovia and
they never would have paid any taxes or made any investments there.

1064.

Equally incomprehensible is the finding by the Moscow Arbitrazh Court that the
trading companies did not actually perform any activities in the low-tax regions.
That was not a “requirement” at all. It is fairly obvious that no oil actually was
actually extracted in Mordovia, that oil was not transported to the refinery and
that there was no refining. That was common knowledge. As explained above2056,
Mordovia had a law that was specifically aimed at attracting oil companies.

1065.

The ECtHR did not assess the judgment of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court
substantively in any way whatsoever. Instead, the ECtHR simply adopted the
incorrect ruling by the Moscow Arbitrazh Court:
"The domestic courts found that such an arrangement was at face value clearly
unlawful domestically, as it involved the fraudulent registration of trading entities
by the applicant company in the name of third persons and its corresponding
failure to declare to the tax authorities its true relation to these companies. […]
This being so, the Court cannot accept the applicant company's argument that
the letter box entities had been entitled to the tax exemptions in question."2057
(Emphasis added.)

1066.

If the ECtHR had attempted to substantiate that finding and investigate Russian
law and the facts, it would have concluded that the trading companies most
definitely complied with the requirements for being eligible for the tax benefits.
Moreover, the ECtHR added its own, incorrect, opinion to the judgment of the

2052

See above the equivalent of paragraph 78 of the judgment of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court, 26
May 2004, cited by the ECtHR (ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application
no. 14902/04), judgment of 20 September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 48).
See above the equivalent of paragraph 78 of the judgment of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court, 26
May 2004, cited by the ECtHR (ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application
no. 14902/04), judgment of 20 September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 48).
See Section 14.4 above.
See Section 14.4 above.
See Section 14.4 above.
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20
September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 592.

2053
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Moscow Arbitrazh Court. The Moscow Arbitrazh Court ruled that the trading
companies were not entitled to the tax benefits because they had insufficiently
invested or did not invest proportionately to the investments in the low-tax
regions. The ECtHR added to this that Yukos allegedly concealed the “true
relation” with the trading companies. The ECtHR failed to appreciate that the tax
authorities were most definitely aware that the trading companies were affiliated
with Yukos and that the tax structure used was well known.2058
1067.

Moreover, the ECtHR’s conclusion is clearly incorrect. It was never relevant for
the question of whether the trading companies were entitled to tax benefits in the
low-tax regions (reduced regional and local corporate income tax) how the
trading companies were affiliated with Yukos, let alone was it relevant to inform
the tax authorities about that.

1068.

The ECtHR failed to appreciate that the trading companies always provided the
tax authorities with the information they requested. The authorities knew what
was going on. To be eligible for the VAT refund, the trading companies should
have already submitted the following documents before every transactions: (i)
the proof of the purchase of the production companies, (ii) the proof that they had
paid the VAT, (ii) the proof that the export had actually taken place (this proof
consisted of various customs documents and proofs of payment from the relevant
bank that the money for the exported oil had been received in Russia). Against
this backdrop, it is also incomprehensible that the ECtHR held as follows:
"The tax authorities may have had access to scattered pieces of information
about the functioning of separate parts of the arrangement, located across the
country, but, given the scale and fraudulent character of the arrangement, they
certainly could not have been aware of the arrangement in its entirety on the sole
basis on the tax declarations and requests for tax refunds made by the trading
companies, the applicant company and its subsidiaries." 2059

1069.

This is incorrect. In addition, in the present case, the “tax declarations and
requests for tax refunds made by the trading companies, the applicant company
and its subsidiaries” certainly were not the “sole basis” on which HVY are basing
their position that the Russian tax and other authorities were indeed well aware
of the operation of Yukos’ trading companies in the various low-tax regions.2060
Re (D) - The ECtHR totally failed to recognise the actual background of the
VAT component of the additional tax assessments

1070.

All told, the ECtHR devoted a single paragraph to the Russian tax authorities’
refusal to exempt Yukos from VAT, specifically, the comment that Yukos had

2058

See Section 14.7.
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20
September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 592.
See Sections 14.4 and 14.7 above.

2059
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provided insufficient evidence that it had indeed submitted a request in
accordance with the rules:
"602 Having examined the case file materials and parties' submissions, including
the company's allegations made at the hearing on 4 March 2010 that it had filed
the VAT exemption forms for each of the years 2000 to 2003 on 31 August 2004,
the Court finds that the applicant company failed to submit any proof that it had
made a properly substantiated filing in accordance with the established
procedure, and not simply raised it as one of the arguments in the Tax
Assessment proceedings, and that it had then contested any refusal by the tax
authorities before the competent domestic courts (see paragraphs 49 and 171,
196, 196 and 216). The Court concludes that the applicant company did not
receive any adverse treatment in this respect." 2061

1071.

As evidenced by what was commented above regarding the VAT component of
the additional tax assessments (see para. 986 et seq.), the ECtHR completely
missed the mark regarding this point. This conclusion was drawn by inter alia the
tribunal in the Quasar arbitration (“(...) agrees with the claimaints that the EC[t]HR
appears, in 601-602, to have entirely missed the point").2062 The Tribunal in the
present Arbitration also drew this conclusion,2063 as did the Amsterdam Court of
Appeal.2064
Re (E) - The ECtHR failed to recognise that the prosecution of Yukos and
Khodorkovsky et al. is politically motivated

1072.

Yukos also complained to the ECtHR about a violation of Articles 14 and 18,
because the additional tax assessments were imposed on Yukos with an
improper (and political) motive. The ECtHR dismissed these complaints. To a
large extent, this finding follows upon the ECtHR's finding that Yukos committed
tax fraud, and that an additional tax assessment was rightly imposed in respect
of the profit tax. In other words, where it is presumed that the additional tax
assessments were rightly imposed, there is little room for a complaint due to the
abuse of power. Below, HVY will explain this further below – as the Russian
Federation cites the ECtHR as “proof” of the absence of an improper aim.

1073.

It is important for a correct understanding of the ECtHR's finding on the political
motivation of the attack on Yukos to recognise that until quite recent, the ECtHR
applied a unique, extremely high threshold regarding complaints based on Article
18 ECHR and imposed a substantially more severe and irreversible burden of
proof on the applicant than the one usually applied in national legal systems. This
also explains why, in practice, the ECtHR only established a violation of Article
18 ECHR in a few instances.

2061

ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20
September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 602.
Quasar de Valores SICAV S.A. and others v. The Russian Federation (SCC arbitration number
V 024/2007), arbitral award of 20 July 2012, Exhibit RME-3383, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 82.
Final Award (HEL), paras. 671 and 698-700.
Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695, para. 4.35.1-4.38.3.
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1074.

In this context, HVY refer to, among other things, the following findings by the
ECtHR in paras. 256 and 260 of the ECtHR’s Khodorkovsky judgment:2065
"256. When an allegation under Article 18 is made the Court applies a very
exacting standard of proof; as a consequence, there are only few cases where
the breach of that Convention provision has been found. (…)
260. (…) the Court reiterates that its own standard of proof applied in Article 18
cases is very high and may be different from those applied domestically. (…) This
is a very serious claim which requires an incontrovertible and direct proof. (…)"
(emphasis added, attorney)

1075.

The ECtHR also applied this very high threshold or burdenof proof in its Yukos
judgment regarding Yukos' complaint that the additional tax assessments 2000 2003 (or the way these were collected) were politically/commercially motivated
(contrary to Article 18 ECHR):
"The Court further notes that in order to hold a member State liable under this
provision [Article 18 ECHR] an applicant should be able to furnish the Court with
an incontrovertible and direct proof in support of his or her allegations."2066
(Emphasis added.)

1076.

Just as in the ECtHR’s Khodorkovsky judgment, the ECtHR ruled regarding
Yukos that it had submitted insufficient “incontrovertible and direct” proof for
finding its complaint based on Article 18 ECHR well-founded.2067

1077.

At the same time, however, as confirmed in the ECtHR judgment regarding
Khodorkovsky, the ECtHR expressly acknowledged the possibility that, although
the ECtHR concluded based on its extremely high “burden of proof” that there
had been no politically and/or commercially motivated attack on Khodorkovsky
and Yukos by the Russian State contrary to Article 18 ECHR, the national courts
of various European states did conclude that there had been a politically and/or
commercially motivated attack on Khodorkovsky and Yukos by the Russian State
and furthermore, that based on the available evidence, distrust or suspicion may
arise regarding the Russian State’s actual motives regarding its actions toward
Khodorkovsky and Yukos:
"Finally, the Court turns to the findings of several European courts in the
proceedings involving former Yukos managers and Yukos assets. Those findings
are probably the strongest argument in favour of the applicant’s complaint under
Article 18 of the Convention. However, the evidence and legal arguments before
those courts might have been different from those in the case under examination.
More importantly, assuming, that all courts had the same evidence and
arguments before them, the Court reiterates that its own standard of proof
applied in Article 18 cases is very high and may be different from those applied
domestically. The Court admits that the applicant’s case may raise a certain

2065
2066
2067

ECtHR, Khodorkovskiy/Russia (Application No 5829/04), judgment of 31 May 2011, Annex
(Merits) C 1300, Exhibit HVY-1.
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20
September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 663.
ECtHR, OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos/Russia (Application No 14902/04), judgment of 20
September 2011, RME-3328, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 665.
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suspicion as to the real intent of the authorities, and that this state of suspicion
might be sufficient for the domestic courts to refuse extradition, deny legal
assistance, issue injunctions against the Russian Government, make pecuniary
awards, etc."2068 (Emphasis added.)

1078.

HVY point out that the ECtHR's omission to address individual complaints in the
wider context has been critiqued in international scholarly literature.2069 The
ECtHR has proved sensitive to these criticisms. Whereas the ECtHR in
Tymoshenko v. Ukraine and Lutsenko v. Ukraine still adhered to the standard of
"incontrovertible and direct proof", the ECtHR has taken a different approach
since the Merabishvili v. Georgia judgment. The ECtHR currently applies a
"predominant purpose test" in which, in the event of multiple objectives, the
political (and improper) objective may not be normative.2070 In so many words,
the ECtHR has come back on its earlier findings in Khodorkovsky v Russia,2071
and now finds that "[t]here is therefore no reason for the Court to restrict itself to
direct proof in relation to complaints under Article 18 of the Convention or to apply
a special standard of proof to such allegations." The ECtHR clarifies that in the
future it will indeed take circumstantial evidence into account, such as reports
and statements by international observers, NGOs, the media or decisions of
national and international courts.2072 The ECtHR subsequently applied this
approach in Navalny v. Russia and found that the repeated arrests of Navalny by
the Russian investigative authorities were politically motivated, and thus in
violation of Article 18.2073 The ECtHR has yet to rule on the second set of criminal
proceedings against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. In view of the changed
standard, and all the evidence on the basis of which the Tribunal has ruled that
"Russian courts [are] bent to the will of Russian executive authorities",2074 it can

2068
2069

2070
2071

2072
2073
2074

ECtHR, Khodorkovskiy/Russia (Application No 5829/04), judgment of 31 May 2011, Annex
(Merits) C 1300, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 260.
See, for example, H. Satzger, F. Zimmermann and M. Eibach, "Does Art. 18 Grant Protection
against Politically Motivated Criminal Proceedings? - Rethinking the Interpretation of Art. 18
ECHR against the Background of New Jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights
", European Criminal Law Review, 2014:4, Exhibit HVY-444, p. 91-113.
ECtHR, 28 November 2017, no. 72508/13, (Merabishvili v. Georgia), paras. 304-308.
ECtHR, 28 November 2017, no. 72508/13, (Merabishvili v. Georgia), paras. 309-310. The
ECtHR found that "309. A perusal of the judgments cited in paragraphs 275, 276 and 279 above
in the light of the above clarifications shows that what the Court really meant when it spoke of
a stricter standard of proof under Article 18 was that it considered that a purpose prescribed by
the Convention was invariably a cover for an ulterior one. But if the two points are clearly
distinguished, the questions in relation to proof become simply how it can be established
whether there was an ulterior purpose and whether it was the predominant one. 310. In doing
this, the Court finds that it can and should adhere to its usual approach to proof rather than
special rules (contrast the judgments cited in paragraphs 275 and 278 above, and see
paragraph 316 below)." In paragraph 275, the ECtHR discusses Khodorkovsky v. Russia where
it had still found that such reports and statements were "not evidence in the legal sense".
ECtHR, 28 November 2017, no. 72508/13, (Merabishvili v. Georgia), para. 316.
ECtHR 23 February 2016, nos. 46632/13 and 28674/14, (Navalny v. Russia).
Final Award (HEL), para. 1583 (“The harsh treatment accorded to Messrs. Khodorkovsky and
Lebedev remotely jailed and caged in court, the mistreatment of counsel of Yukos and the
difficulties counsel encountered in reading the record and conferring with Messrs.
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev, the very pace of the legal proceedings, do not comport with the
due process of law. Rather the Russian court proceedings, and most egregiously, the second
trial and second sentencing of Messrs. Khodorkovsky and Lebedev on the creative legal theory
of their theft of Yukos’ oil production, indicate that Russian courts bent to the will of Russian
executive authorities to bankrupt Yukos, assign its assets to a State-controlled company, and
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certainly not be excluded that the ECtHR will now rule that the prosecution of
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev is politically motivated.
14.11

Conclusion in respect of the accusations regarding the tax fraud

1079.

The burden of proving the assertion that the Arbitral Awards should be set aside
because of alleged tax fraud, lies with the Russian Federation.

1080.

As already evidenced by the foregoing, there was no tax fraud. To the extent
necessary, in addition to what was submitted above, HVY refer to their
explanations in that respect in the Arbitrations.2075

1081.

For the validity of its position that tax fraud had been committed, the Russian
Federation relies on the judgments of the Russian courts regarding the additional
tax assessments.2076 But references to the judgments of the Russian courts
cannot suffice. Firstly, those judgments are unsound in view of what was stated
above. Secondly, these are setting-aside proceedings in which the actions of the
state, including the judiciary, were the subject of dispute in the Arbitrations and
in that arbitration, the judgments of the courts were attributed to the Russian
Federation, and it was ruled that the whole of the Russian Federation’s conduct,
including the court judgments, violated the provisions of the ECT. Naturally, the
Russian Federation cannot maintain in these setting-aside proceedings that the
Court of Appeal is obliged to presume that the relevant judgments of the Russian
courts were correct. Thirdly, the judgments of the Russian courts regarding the
additional tax assessments were not handed down by independent and impartial
courts. In cases that pertain to interests of the Russian State, the Russian case
law is not independent and impartial. In that respect, HVY refer to earlier
procedural documents2077 and to what was explained above in Section 11.4.

1082.

Lastly, the Russian Federation uses big words by repeatedly harping on that
there was illegal conduct by “Oligarchs and HVY” and that the money made with
the tax fraud was laundered and diverted. As already explained: there was no tax
fraud. Moreover, it remains unclear, and the Russian Federation has not
substantiated, what money is “tainted” and needs to be laundered or diverted.
Where in the chain does dirty money suddenly arise? Payment is simply made
for oil, by customers; why or when does that money become “tainted”? That
reasoning does not hold. There were no illegal funds, no money laundering and
nothing was diverted. The Russian Federation does not even present a

2075
2076
2077

incarcerate a man who gave signs of becoming a political competitor."). See also Final Award
(HEL), para. 790 et seq.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, Section II.E, III.A.2 (a); HVY's Reply on the
Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, Section II.C.
See inter alia Defence on Appeal paras. 584 and 586.
HVY's Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, Section III.A.1 (a) (v); HVY's Reply on the Merits,
Exhibit HVY-1, Section II.C.4.
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semblance of logical reasoning. It does not comply with its obligation to furnish
facts.
1083.

Incidentally, in respect of all this, the Russian Federation also argues that Yukos
committed tax fraud. As discussed earlier, that cannot preclude protection under
the ECT anyway, because it pertains to actions after the investment.2078 On top
of that, it does not pertain to conduct by HVY and cannot be imputed to HVY.

1084.

The conclusion can only be that the accusations of the Russian Federation
regarding the clandestine mega tax fraud construction are wrong. That is firstly
important because it means that the public policy argument based on this is
arlready refuted. Secondly, this just shows how much the conduct of the Russian
Federation regarding Yukos was improper and had a purpose other than
legitimate taxation. And thirdly, it also explains why the Russian Federation
concluded in the course of the setting-aside proceedings that it had to shift the
focus. The additional tax assessments, based on which Yukos was tackled and
brought down, are clearly unfounded, and that is why the Russian Federation
went looking for another theme with which it could discredit HVY and accuse
them of illegalities. Those accusations will be refuted by HVY in the chapters to
follow.

2078

See Section 7.4.1 above and also Chapter 18 below.
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15

HVY ARE NORMAL HOLDING COMPANIES OWNED AND CONTROLLED BY
GML AND THE TRUSTEES

15.1

Introduction

1085.

HVY explained above that Yukos had grown into a profitable group operating
internationally, with healthy prospects of future growth before being brutally and
illegally expropriated by the Russian Federation in 2003.2079 The Russian
Federation attempted to mask its illegal attack on Yukos by suggesting that
Yukos was guilty of large scale tax fraud, entitling the Russian Federation to
impose alleged tax and additional assessments and fines in the amount of billions
of euros, ultimately forcing Yukos into bankruptcy. However, there was no tax
evasion. Yukos’ structure was legitimate for tax purposes and known to the
Russian authorities, who regularly assessed it.2080 The Tribunal saw straight
through the Russian smoke screen, and rightly ruled that the Russian
Federation’s intent was not to legitimately collect taxes, but to force Yukos into
bankruptcy so that it could expropriate Yukos’ assets.2081

1086.

In a transparent attempt to detract from its own unlawful conduct, in these setting
aside proceedings the Russian Federation has opted to take the offence,
accusing HVY of all kinds of alleged illegalities. In this and the following sections,
HVY will explain why these accusations are nonsense.

1087.

To that end, in this section HVY will first discuss the Russian Federation’s
allegation that HVY are sham companies that only exist on paper, and therefore
cannot be “seen as separate” from those who ultimately own, and control, HVY.
According to the Russian Federation, those parties are the beneficiaries of the
Guernsey trust that were established starting in 2003 (the “Guernsey Trusts”).
The alleged nature of HVY and the trusts as “sham companies” is one of the
many alleged illegalities on which the Russian Federation has based its grounds
for setting aside.2082

2079

See Section 13 above.
See Section 14 above.
For example, see the Final Award (HEL), para. 755 et seq. (“756. After having now traversed,
at some length, the treatment of Yukos by Russian tax authorities, the bailiffs and the courts,
and having considered the totality of the evidence, especially the VAT evidence, the Tribunal
has concluded that the primary objective of the Russian Federation was not to collect taxes but
rather to bankrupt Yukos and appropriate its valuable assets.").
See, for example (with emphasis added by attorney) Statement of Appeal, Section III.A, par.
507 (“It will be explained in more detail in this section that HVY are empty offshore companies,
with registered offices in tax havens"); Section III.B at b; Section III.C at b, para. 641 (“The
fact that the Arbitral Tribunal’s conclusion that HVY are “separate from” the Russian Oligarchs
is incorrect is furthermore evidenced by the documents discussed above that came to light in
2015 and 2016.") and par. 642 (“the companies structure designed by the Russian Oligarchs
[has allegedly] already been used for decades to conceal ownership and control. A part of this
companies structure consists of the trusts in Guernsey and Jersey. These are sham entities [...]
that have no true business economic function.”); Section III.D (Conclusion), para. 646 (“When
the tax authorities wanted to collect taxes, the Russian Oligarchs again abused empty
companies to remove cash and assets from Yukos. The assets illegally acquired were thus

2080
2081

2082
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1088.

In response to that argument and the new exhibits submitted by the Russian
Federation with its Defence on Appeal, below HVY will first explain in Section
15.2 that they are by no means “sham companies”, but normal holding companies
that were duly incorporated and operate as such. They all have their own assets
and an independent board that is compiled of independent and professional
directors. It is therefore incorrect that HVY merely exist on paper. Nor is there
any reason whatsoever to ignore their own legal personality.

1089.

In Section 15.3, HVY will then discuss their shareholder structure. In that
context, HVY will explain that, firstly, YUL and HEL are fully owned and controlled
by GML and the trustees of the Guernsey Trusts, and, secondly, VPL is owned
and controlled by the trustee of the Veteran Petroleum Trust (the "VP Trust").

1090.

In Section 15.4, HVY will lastly explain that the Russian Federation’s alleged
new proof does not detract from the finding that HVY are neither owned nor
controlled by Khodorkovsky et al.

15.2

HVY are holding companies that were duly incorporated and operate as
such

1091.

The Russian Federation persistently portraits HVY as 'shell' or 'sham' companies
(with all the negative connotations attached to those vague terms). The truth,
however, is that all three of these companies (like YUL’s and HEL’s parent
company, GML) are duly incorporated (holding) companies that conduct their
holding and other activities in accordance with the applicable legislation and
regulations. HVY will explain this further below.

secretly hidden all over the world. HVY are nothing more than empty offshore companies that
were created for such illegal and unlawful purposes.”) and paras. 647 and 648 (“647. [...] The
Russian Oligarchs want to mislead the Dutch national court in the same way they misled the
Arbitral Tribunal at the time. The Russian Oligarchs are again abusing HVY in order to conceal
their identities as Russian criminals and present themselves as “foreign investors”. There can
be no doubt as to who are behind HVY and who are actually able to exercise control of these
companies. [...] 648. “This is a case between Russians and the Russian Federation concerning
the question of whether the Russian Oligarchs will be allowed to rob the Russian people of
another USD 50 billion plus interest”); Section IV.C at c (with conclusion in para. 732: “The
Arbitral Tribunal’s conclusions regarding the allegedly separate and independent legal
personality of HVY in relation to the Russian Oligarchs are therefore untenable. HVY’s incorrect
statements to this Court of Appeal1273 (and the District Court1274) of the same purport must be
rejected for the same reasons.") and lastly Section VII.H, para. 1205(a) (“The illegal, fraudulent
and corrupt conduct of Yukos and HVY has been […] divided into 28 categories[…] This conduct
begins with the flagrant corruption and manipulation of the auctions in 1995-1996, continues
with a series of illegal activities in connection with fraudulent the tax evasion by means of money
laundering and/or sham transactions, ultimately culminating in the incitement of the Final
Awards") and para. 1205(d): (“By closing its eyes to these illegalities, the Arbitral Tribunal made
many mutually irreconcilable decisions. As explained above2053 [this footnote contains a
reference to the entire Section IV.C of the Statement of Appeal, where the alleged sham nature
of HVY, GML and the trusts is discussed; attorney], HVY cannot be seen as “separate" from
the Russian Oligarchs and are not “controlled” by the trustees in Guernsey and Jersey,2054 as
wrongly held by the Arbitral Tribunal.2055").
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1092.

First, however, a few preliminary remarks. The Russian Federation is apparently
of the opinion that if it refers to HVY often enough as a “sham company”, the
Court of Appeal will certainly believe that something is wrong with HVY. HVY
trust that the Court of Appeal to see through this. That holding companies are
legitimate companies with their own legal personality cannot be seriously
disputed. Almost every large group of companies in any sector whatsoever, and
certainly multinational companies operating worldwide, makes standard use of
holding companies, for example to bundle activities and participating interests or
control.

1093.

Using a holding company may also be appealing from a tax perspective. In
legitimate efforts to attract capital and jobs, many countries attempt to create an
appealing business climate with which to attract groups with international
operations. This is the case not only in the Netherlands but also in the countries
where HVY have registered offices, to wit the Isle of Man and Cyprus. Both of
these countries are among the most strictly regulated low tax jurisdictions, and
continually cooperate with the European Union (of which Cyprus is a Member
State) and other global players in order to prevent tax evasion.

1094.

Many internationally operating groups use group structures involving one or both
jurisdictions. The energy sector, which is relevant to Yukos, is no exception to
this rule. Group companies of industry giants ExxonMobil2083, Chevron2084 and
Lukoil2085, for example, are or were based on both the Isle of Man and Cyprus,
with Cyprus often being preferred by Russian companies based on its role as a
port of entry into the European Union. Consequently, numerous other Russian
companies use holding companies in Cyprus. To give only a few examples:
Rusal, the world's second largest aluminium producer, has multiple Cypriot
entities, including holding companies.2086 The same holds true for Tatneft,2087 one
of the five largest Russian oil companies.

2083

Information from the Cypriot Trade Register, Cypriot entities of ExxonMobil of 5 February 2019,
Exhibit HVY-445; Information from the Trade Register of the Isle of Man, Isle of Man entities
of Exxon of 5 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-446.
Information from the Cypriot Trade Register, Cypriot entities of Chevron of 5 February 2019,
Exhibit HVY-447; Information from the Cypriot Trade Register, Chevron Investments Limited
of 5 February 2019 Exhibit HVY-448; Information from the Isle of Mann Trade Register, Isle of
Man entities of Chevron of 5 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-449; Information from the Isle of Man
Trade Register, Chevron Investments Limited of 5 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-450;
Information from the Isle of Man Trade Register, Chevron Limited of 5 February 2019, Exhibit
HVY-451.
Information from the Cypriot Trade Register, Lukoil Capital Management Ltd of 5 February
2019, Exhibit HVY-452; Information from the Cypriot Trade Register, Cypriot entities of van
Lukoil of 5 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-453; Information from the Isle of Man Trade Register,
L – Invest Ltd of 5 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-454; Information from the Isle of Man Trade
Register, LBS Limited of 5 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-455.
Information from the Cypriot Trade Register, Cypriot entities of Rusal of 5 February 2019,
Exhibit HVY-456.
Information from the Cypriot Trade Register, Tatneft Finance (Cyprus) Limited of 5 February
2019, Exhibit HVY-457.

2084

2085

2086
2087
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1095.

The Dutch economy also benefits to a large extent from the presence of the
holding companies of groups with international operations. One example of this
is the Dutch company Tatneft International Cooperatie U.A. (“Tatneft NL”), which
is part of the Tatneft group. According to the information in the trade register of
the Chamber of Commerce, Tatneft NL has its registered office according to its
Articles of Association on Hoogoorddreef in Amsterdam.2088 That is the address
of SGG, a commercial services provider with international operations (in
particular in the area of corporate services). Some 1,400 other enterprises are
also registered at the same address. Obviously, these are not 1,400 sham
companies, even though no office, name plate, mailbox or doorbell can be found
for these companies:

1096.

Another illustrative example is the Russian State-owned company Rosneft, which
has nine entities in the Netherlands, to HVY’s knowledge. One of these entities,
Stichting Rosneft Capital, shares its premises with some 1,470 other companies,
at the business address of the corporate services provider Vistra on Amsterdam’s
Zuidas.2089 Here, too, one will search in vain for any office, name plate, mail box

2088

Extract from the Trade Register of the Chamber of Commerce for Tatneft International
Cooperatie U.A. of 5 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-458.
Extract from the Trade Register of the Chamber of Commerce for Rosneft Capital of 5 February
2019, Exhibit HVY-459.

2089
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or doorbell of this Rosneft entity (or of any other of the companies with registered
offices at that address):

1097.

Incidentally, the fact that many international groups use Dutch holding companies
is a result of the fact that for decades, the Netherlands has had the strategic
objective of creating and nurturing an appealing business climate. These holding
companies are often managed and directed by professional service providers,
some of which have already been discussed above. Their services include, for
example, directorship, serving as domicile, drawing up financial statements and
(procuring) auditing of the financial statements, and filing tax returns. These
service providers are familiar with national and international legislation and
regulations, of course.

1098.

In short, if HVY must be categorised as sham companies purely because their
activities are holding activities, as argued by the Russian Federation, then the
same would have to apply to the thousands of other companies registered in the
Netherlands and a much larger number of companies throughout the world that
make use of international holding companies. With this absurd argument, the
Russian Federation has therefore disregarded the fact that the use of holding
companies is commonplace in international economic trade.

1099.

As indicated, HVY will now explain that, like GML, they have been duly
established and operate in a valid manner.
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(a)

YUL

1100.

YUL was duly incorporated as a limited liability company in the Isle of Man on 24
September 1997.2090 The company was originally named Credof Limited and later
changed its name to Yukos Universal Limited on 9 January 1998.2091 YUL's
Memorandum and Articles of Association were filed with the Companies Registry
of the Isle of Man.2092 YUL's registered office has always been on the Isle of Man.

1101.

Since its incorporation, YUL has operated as a holding company. YUL holds all
shares in the Cypriot company HEL and also held a stake in Yukos (until Yukos
ceased to exist as a result of the termination of the Russian bankruptcy).2093
These holding activities are its main activity. Any suggestion that YUL is be a
'shell company' is therefore incorrect.

1102.

The same applies to the suggestion that YUL is a “sham company” that only
exists on paper. This, too, is incorrect. YUL is managed from the Isle of Man by
a professional and independent board of directors. The board is entirely
composed of non-Russian directors without any personal interest in the
company. The current board members are Craig Brown, Declan Kenny (both
residing on the Isle of Man) and Timothy W. Osborne (residing in the United
Kingdom).2094 The actions of the board are not subject to any requirement of
shareholder (or third party) approval, under YUL's articles of association or
otherwise.2095

1103.

Contrary to what the Russian Federation suggests, YUL conducts all its activities
in accordance with the applicable laws and regulations. In this context, obviously
it also complies with all applicable corporate law and other requirements and, for
example, files its annual accounts (audited by an independent external auditor)
every year.2096 The Isle of Man authorities have never taken the position that YUL
acts in violation of any legal provision.2097 Deloitte – the external auditor engaged
by YUL, who has access to all of YUL's records – has never observed any
potentially illegal activity whatsoever, either.2098
(b)

2090
2091
2092
2093
2094
2095
2096
2097
2098

HEL

Certificate of Incorporation dated 24 September 1997, Annex C 189-YUL, Exhibit HVY-1;
Certificate of Registration dated 4 November 1999, Annex C 191-YUL, Exhibit HVY-1.
Certificate of Change of Name dated 9 January 1998, Annex C 190-YUL, Exhibit HVY-1.
Memorandum and Articles of Association of Yukos Universal Limited, Annex C 188-YUL,
Exhibit HVY-1.
See, for example, Yukos Universal Limited, Annual Report and Consolidated Financial
Statements for the year ended Dec. 31, 2000, Exhibit RME-3098, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 7.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, 14 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 13.
Memorandum and Articles of Association of Yukos Universal Limited, Annex C 188-YUL,
Exhibit HVY-1.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, 14 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 15.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 15.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, 14 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 15.
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1104.

HEL was duly incorporated as a limited liability company in Cyprus on 17
September 1997.2099 Since its incorporation, HEL has remained registered as a
company in the Republic of Cyprus, having at all times its registered office
therein.

1105.

Like YUL, HEL, too, is a holding company. Its main activity is holding shares in
Yukos. HEL, too, is therefore not a shell company.

1106.

Nor is HEL a 'sham company'. HEL is managed from Cyprus by a professional
and independent board of directors. As with YUL, HEL's board of directors is also
composed of non-Russian directors. The current board members are Christos
Michael, Gavriella Lazaridou, Eleni Erotocritou (all residing in the Republic of
Cyprus) and Mr Osborne (residing in the United Kingdom).2100

1107.

HEL complies with all applicable laws and regulations. It conducts its activities in
accordance with the applicable laws and regulations. In this context, obviously it
also complies with all applicable corporate law and other requirements and, for
example, files its annual accounts (audited by an independent external auditor)
every year.2101 The Cypriot authorities have never taken the position that HEL
acts in violation of any legal provision.2102 Deloitte – the external auditor engaged
by HEL, which has access to all of HEL's records – has never observed any
potentially illegal activity, either.2103
(c)

VPL

1108.

VPL was validly incorporated as a limited liability company in the Republic of
Cyprus on 7 February 2001.2104 Since its date of incorporation, VPL has remained
registered as a company in the Republic of Cyprus, having at all times its
registered office therein.

1109.

VPL was established under the advice and supervision of White & Case LLP, the
same law firm that is currently counselling the Russian Federation and arguing
that VPL is a “sham company”.

2099

Certificate of Incorporation dated 17 September 1997, Annex C 189-HEL, Exhibit HVY-1;
Certificate of Registration dated 14 November 2005, Annex C 190-HEL, Exhibit HVY-1.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, 14 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 13.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, 14 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 15.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, 14 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 15.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, 14 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 15.
Certificate of Incorporation dated 7 January 2001, Annex C 189-VPL, Exhibit HVY-1.

2100
2101
2102
2103
2104
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1110.

VPL’s sole shareholder is Veteran Social Programme PTC Limited ("VSP"). VSP
is a Jersey-registered company acting in the capacity of trustee of the VP
Trust.2105

1111.

VPL’s primary activity is holding Yukos shares on behalf of the trustee of VP
Trust, which is in essence a pension fund for retired Yukos employees.

1112.

The VP Trust was established on 25 April 2001 for the benefit of approximately
40,000 Yukos employees who had received certificates offering them the
opportunity to participate in the Veteran Social Support Program. This is an
initiative designed to provide grants and assistance to Yukos employees who,
upon termination of their employment, want to relocate from the often remote
regions where they lived for their Yukos jobs. The original plan was that
employees who had reached a certain age and seniority with Yukos, and who
wished to retire, would have the right as from 1 January 2005 to redeem their
certificates in exchange for a cash payment based on the capital gain to be
realised through the sale of the underlying Yukos shares.2106 With the
expropriation of Yukos and its liquidation in November 2007, it became
impossible for VPL to perform the original pension plan: VPL could no longer sell
shares to finance the plan. VPL's interest in the arbitral awards being upheld is
aimed at being compensated for this loss so that the members of the Veteran
Social Support Program, most of whom still reside in Russia, can still receive
compensation more than a decade after reaching retirement age.

1113.

VPL is managed by a professional and independent board of directors. The
current board of directors is comprised of Rodney Simon Hodges (residing in
Switzerland) and Louiza Romanos Kyprianopoulou (residing in Cyprus). The VSP
management board is comprised of Visdirect Services Limited (a company
registered in Jersey), Mr Hodges and Tanya Scott-Tomlin (residing in Jersey).

1114.

VPL complies with all applicable laws and regulations. Neither the Cypriot
authorities, nor the Jersey authorities, nor VPL's external auditor Deloitte have
ever taken the position that VPL or the VP Trust might act in violation of
applicable laws and regulations, let alone that VPL is a “sham company” with no
legal personality of its own.
(d)

GML

1115.

Although the Russian Federation's assertions refer, strictly speaking, only to
HVY's alleged “fictitious nature”, HVY also explain in this section, for the sake of

2105

The former trustee of VPL was Chiltern Trust Company (Jersey) Limited (formerly WJB Chiltern
Trust Company (Jersey) Limited); see Certificates of Shareholders of 15 November 2005,
Annex C 192-VPL, Exhibit HVY-1; Interim Award (VPL), para. 547.
See Yukos Universal Limited, Annual Report and Consolidated Financial Statements for the
year ended Dec. 31, 2000, Exhibit RME-3098, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 10.

2106
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completeness, that GML (the sole shareholder of YUL, which in turn is the sole
shareholder of HEL) is also a legitimate holding company. After all, the Russian
Federation's position is, apparently, that not only must HEL and YUL be
disregarded as purported sham companies, but that this also applies to GML,
and then to the Guernsey Trusts / trustees, so that – after everything has been
disregarded – all that is left are the beneficiaries of the Guernsey Trusts.
However, GML is by no means a sham company either.
1116.

GML is a private company incorporated under the laws of Gibraltar on 5
September 1997. The company was originally called Flaymon Limited and
changed its name on 23 January 1998 first to Group Menatep Limited, and finally
to GML Limited on 1 November 2005. GML has always had its registered office
in Gibraltar.2107

1117.

GML's business activities are described in more detail in the written statement
from its director, Mr Osborne, entered into evidence by HVY as Exhibit HVY-G4.
As described by Mr Osborne, GML was originally an "internationally diversified
holding company and portfolio investor in international financial and capital
markets".2108 The key areas of GL's investing activities were oil and gas, mineral
fertilizers, banking and financial services, telecommunications and information
technologies, and other diversified portfolio investments. While GML's strategic
investments were historically focused on Russia, GML also owned significant
holdings and investments outside Russia. The participation in YUL (and thus the
indirect participating interest in HEL) was an important GML investment, but
certainly not the only one. GML obtained revenue from all of its direct and indirect
investments, both in Russia and elsewhere. As a result of the expropriation of
Yukos and the attacks on many of the people and enterprises associated with it,
GML decided to gradually reduce the scope of its investments and to completely
withdraw from its investments in Russia.2109

1118.

As further explained by Mr Osborne, GML complies with all applicable laws and
regulations in Gibraltar. GML draws up financial statements that are audited by
independent external accountants and filed in accordance with the law of
Gibraltar with the Gibraltar authorities. GML's external auditor, Deloitte, which

2107

2108
2109

GML Memorandum of Association of 28 August 1997, as amended on 16 September 1997, 23
October 1997, 29 December 1997, 6 March 2003 and 1 November 2005, Annex C 1214HEL/YUL, Exhibit HVY-1; GML Articles of Association of 28 August 1997, as amended on 16
September 1997, 23 October 1997, 29 December 1997, 20 February 1998, 6 March 2003, 12
May 2005, 1 November 2005 and 16 March 2007, Annex C 1214-HEL/YUL, Exhibit HVY-1;
GML Certificates of Incorporation of 5 September 1997 (Flaymon Limited), (Flaymon Limited),
23 January 1998 (Group Menatep Limited) and 1 November 2005 (GML Limited), Annex C
1216-HEL/YUL, Exhibit HVY-1; GML Notices of Situation of Registered Office of 29 August
1997 and 11 January 2005, Annex C 1218-HEL/YUL, Exhibit HVY-1; GML Certificate of
Incumbency of 2 February 2005, Annex C 1228-HEL/YUL, Exhibit HVY-1.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, 14 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 7.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 7.
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has full access to its books and records, has never raised any issues concerning
any illegal activities. Nor have the Gibraltar authorities.2110
1119.

GML is managed by a professional board of directors composed of independent
non-Russian directors. Today this board is comprised of three British nationals,
namely Rheino Redelinghuys (residing in Guernsey), Yvette S. White (residing
in Gibraltar) and Mr Osborne.2111

1120.

The board has general managerial powers over the operations of GML and
makes all decisions concerning the company in an autonomous and independent
manner. The GML board is independent.

1121.

The shares in GML are held by the Guernsey Trusts.2112 As explained by Mr
Osborne in his witness statement, he regularly meets with the physical
representative of the trustees, Mr Kelvin M. Hudson, to keep him abreast of the
developments at GML. In important matters, Mr Osborne also asks Mr Hudson in
advance how the trustees – as GML shareholders – see them. This enables the
GML board to take the interests of the shareholders into account when adopting
board resolutions.2113

1122.

To avoid any misunderstanding, the meetings between Mr Hudson and Mr
Osborne are without prejudice to the fact that the power to make decisions about
GML rests exclusively with the GML board.2114

1123.

The beneficiaries of the Guernsey Trusts do not have any control over GML,
either. The GML board does not ask the beneficiaries of the Guernsey Trusts for
permission to adopt proposed board resolutions, nor does it take instructions

2110

Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 9.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 6.
Interim Award (HEL), para. 462; Interim Award (YUL), para. 463.
Witness Statement Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, par. 11 ("From the outset, Kelvin
Hudson has acted as the principal Saffery's director in relation to the management and
administration of both the Original and Current Trusts. I meet with him regularly, probably on
average once a month. I keep Mr Hudson, as physical representative of the Trustees, which
are GML's shareholders, regularly informed of important decisions taken by the board of GML
and, in some cases, I seek his views on certain strategic and important decisions that GML's
board intends to make in order to ensure that the views of the shareholders (the Trustees) are
taken into account when the board makes its decision, in particular with respect to any
settlement or other transaction whereby the board of GML would be “giving away” or
compromising a potential entitlement of GML which would then affect the value of GML shares.
When I do consult Mr Hudson, the most he ever volunteers with respect to a proposal is that
the shareholders would not object to that course of action.").
Witness Statement by Kelvin Hudson, 14 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 24 ("In any
event, the full authority to take decisions regarding GML and its management remains solely
with the GML board.").

2111
2112
2113

2114
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from them.2115 Moreover, the beneficiaries are not trying to influence the GML
board or to circumvent the trustees, either.2116
15.3

HVY are owned and controlled by GML and the trustees

15.3.1 Introduction
1124.

In this section will HVY explain that HVY are by no means owned and controlled
by the beneficiaries of the trusts.

1125.

As the Tribunal already established after a detailed investigation and extensive
debate between HVY and the Russian Federation, HVY's ownership structure
and group structure can be summarised as follows:
•

HEL owns 48.72% of Yukos Oil and is itself wholly-owned by YUL, which in
turn is wholly owned by GML, a company organised under the law of
Gibraltar.2117

•

In turn, the shares in GML are held by the seven Guernsey trusts, to wit:
the Auriga Trust, the Draco Trust, the Mensa Trust, the Tucana Trust, the
Pictor Trust, the Southern Cross Trust, and the Palmus Trust.

•

Additionally, YUL directly owns 2.25% of Yukos.2118

•

VPL owns 10% of Yukos and is owned itself by the Veteran Petroleum
Trust created in Jersey.2119

1126.

The following organizational chart was drawn up by the Tribunal based on the
evidence provided by the parties in the Arbitrations to clarify this ownership
structure:2120

2115

Witness Statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 12 ("I do not take instructions
from any beneficiary, whether during or outside those meetings. I know this is true for my fellow
directors as well. The allegation by the Russian Federation that the beneficiaries "control" GML
is made up and false.").
For more details, see paras. 1151- 1193 below.
Appendix to Interim Awards (“Yukos Holding Structure after October 20, 2003”). Also see
Interim Award (HEL), para. 462; Interim Award (YUL), para. 463.
Appendix to Interim Awards (“Yukos Holding Structure after October 20, 2003”).
Appendix to Interim Awards (“Yukos Holding Structure after October 20, 2003”). Also see
Interim Award (VPL), para. 547.
The organizational chart was attached to the Interim Awards of the Tribunal and is also included
in the Defence on Appeal of the Russian Federation.

2116
2117
2118
2119
2120
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1127.

Against the backdrop of this ownership structure, HVY will explain hereinafter
that (1) YUL and HEL are owned and controlled by GML and the trustees of the
Guernsey Trusts, and (2) VPL is owned and controlled by the VP Trust trustee.

1128.

HVY put the following first and foremost in that respect. The Arbitrations also
already included a discussion on who ultimately owns and controls HVY. In the
Arbitrations, the Russian Federation asserted that HVY were (ultimately) owned
and controlled not by the trustees, but by the beneficiaries of the trusts. On the
basis of an extensive party debate, which was conducted against the backdrop
of Article 17 ECT and in which expert reports from two of the world’s most
prominent experts in the area of trust law were entered into evidence, the
Tribunal ultimately reached the conclusion that GML and the trustees did, in fact,
ultimately own and control HVY.2121

1129.

The Russian Federation has devised a new argument for these setting aside
proceedings, presumably because it also knows and understands how a trust
works and knows that the HVY trust structure does not in any way provide the
beneficiaries with ownership or control. This new argument is no longer based
on a challenge of the legal method of the trusts (which the Arbitrations still
focused on), but rather based on the argument that the beneficiaries
circumvented the trusts de facto. Briefly put, the Russian Federation has taken
the position that despite the legally valid establishment and structuring of the
trusts, they – like HVY – only exist on paper, and that the beneficiaries, and not
the trustees, allegedly make all key decisions. New evidence allegedly only
recently obtained by the Russian Federation was said to demonstrate this.

1130.

However, this argument of the Russian Federation does not hold. As HVY will
explain below, the beneficiaries have no effective control over HVY. The alleged
new evidence does not contain any indication of this either. Moreover, the
Russian Federation conceals the fact that it had initially already stated in the
Arbitrations that the beneficiaries had effective control over HVY,2122 but it
subsequently dropped this point in the merits phase of the Arbitrations. On the
contrary, when the Russian Federation had the opportunity in the Arbitrations to
hear Mr Nevzlin and Mr Dubov (in cross-examination), it did not ask any
questions about their alleged effective control. In addition, the Russian
Federation has, for example, also refrained from questioning Mr Hudson, who is
the primary representative of the trustees of the Guernsey Trusts. Although HVY
emphatically offered in the Arbitrations to have Mr Hudson provide a witness
statement regarding the management of the Guernsey Trusts, and to allow him
to be cross-examined, the Russian Federation has not utilised this offer.

2121
2122

Interim Award YUL, paras. 536 and 537; Interim Award HEL, paras. 535 and 536; Interim Award
VPL, paras. 537, 547 and 548.
Reply by the Russian Federation in the Jurisdiction Phase of 31 January 2007, Section X.
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1131.

Whatever the case may be here, HVY have found Mr Hudson willing to issue a
statement for the purpose of these proceedings.2123 In part based on Mr Hudson's
statement, below HVY will explain the background of the creation of the
Guernsey Trusts, their main characteristics and how the Guernsey Trusts are
actually managed.

1132.

One last preliminary remark needs to be made in that regard. The Russian
Federation's assertions on the alleged ownership and control over HVY almost
exclusively concern YUL and HEL (and thus the Guernsey Trusts), and not also
VPL (and thus the VP Trust). The reason for this may be that Khodorkovsky et
al. do belong (or belonged) to the open class of beneficiaries of the Guernsey
Trusts, but not of the VP Trust. As explained before, the VP Trust was set up in
favour of the Yukos pensioners.2124 The reason for the initiative to set up the VP
Trust was basically to transfer a portion of the proceeds from the sale of Yukos
shares held in the Trust to the Veteran Social Support Program.2125 This is an
inconvenient fact for the Russian Federation, as it contradicts its narrative of a
group of ruthless Russian individuals who allegedly perpetrated crimes and are
claiming USD 50 billion in these proceedings to the detriment of the Russian
people for their own personal gain.2126

1133.

Given that the Russian Federation has generally limited its assertions on
ownership and control to YUL and HEL, below HVY will also only address the
ownership and control relationships involving YUL and HEL. Moreover, it is not
in dispute with regard to VPL that it is owned and controlled by the trustee of the
VP Trust (VSP). The Russian Federation’s accusations regarding the ownership
and control of YUL and HEL therefore cannot in any way lead to the setting aside
of the Interim Award and the Final Award in respect of VPL.

15.3.2 The creation of the Guernsey Trusts
1134.

As already stated by Mr Nevzlin in the Arbitrations, around 2001/2002
Khodorkovsky et al. started contemplating changes in the shareholder structure.
This was because some of the partners had been diagnosed with serious
diseases. In light of this, they began thinking about a kind of succession planning
that would guarantee the continuity of the investments.2127 Mr Nevzlin explained
this in more detail in his witness statement for the purposes of these setting-aside
proceedings:

2123
2124
2125

2126
2127

Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson of 14 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G5.
See para. 1112 above.
Also see Appointment of Custodian Trustee in respect of The “Veteral Petroleum Trust” of 25
April 2001 between YUL and WJB Chiltern Trust Company (Jersey) Limited, Annex C 1163VPL, Exhibit HVY-1.
See, for instance, Defence on Appeal, para. 508.
Transcript of Hearing on the Merits in the Arbitrations, day 7 (18 October 2012), p. 203. Also
see Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 76.
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1135.

1136.

"In around 2001 and 2002, some of my partners were diagnosed with
potentially very grave illnesses. This caused us to start considering
possible scenarios where members of our families, most of whom were
never involved with any of our businesses, could inherit our interests in
GML. In such case they would have to make decisions that could
potentially affect GML's businesses. Also, our heirs would possibly
have had to turn to some advisers, who might have been
unprofessional and take advantage of the situation for their own
benefit. My partners and I engaged an international law firm, with whom
we discussed our concerns."2128
The international law firm in question which advised on the proposed change to
GML's shareholder structure was the English law firm Herbert Smith.2129 Herbert
Smith also provided advice in that context regarding the possibility of creating a
number of trusts that would acquire the shares in GML. This would fully vest the
ownership of and control over GML and its investments in the trustees, and the
investments could henceforth be managed by professional trustees acting
entirely independently. The continuity of the investments would be optimally
safeguarded as a result. Khodorkovsky et al. subsequently agreed to the trust
structure recommended by Herbert Smith.2130
The process of setting up the trust structure was initiated in 2002. To that end,
Herbert Smith approached Saffery Champness Registered Fiduciaries
("Saffery"), one of the largest and most reputable trust offices in Guernsey, in
November 2002.2131 On 5 March 2003, Saffery set up a discretionary trust
governed by Guernsey law (the Palmus Trust), which held some 50% of the
shares in GML. Saffery agreed to act as trustee. For this purpose, Saffery
incorporated the Palmus Trust Company Limited (“Palmus”) to act solely as the
trustee of the Palmus Trust.2132 On 20 October 2003, six additional and similar
discretionary trusts governed by Guernsey law were subsequently set up, into
which the remaining shares in GML were transferred.2133 Rysaffe Trustee
Company (C.I.) Limited ("Rysaffe"), Saffery's principal fiduciary services trust
company in Guernsey, was appointed as the trustee of the trusts.2134

1137.

Incidentally, the Russian Federation has argued since the Arbitrations that the
Guernsey Trusts were set up in connection with the Russian Federation's attack
on Yukos, in order to bring HVY within the scope of the ECT and to provide
protection against Russian tax measures and alleged claims by minority
shareholders of Yukos.2135 These assertions are pertinently incorrect and are not

2128
2129
2130

2131
2132
2133
2134
2135

Witness Statement by Leonid Nevzlin, 15 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G1.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 15.
Witness statement by Leonid Nevzlin, Exhibit HVY-G1, para. 63 ("The advice we received was
to set up a trust structure, which would be owned and controlled by a renowned, independent
and professional trust company. We then agreed to follow this advice.").
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 6.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 16.
Rejoinder HEL in the Jurisdiction Phase of 1 June 2007, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 381 and 382.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 17.
Reply by the Russian Federation in the Jurisdiction Phase of 31 January 2007, Exhibit HVY-1,
para. 294.
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supported in any way by the facts. Moreover, as mentioned above, the decision
to set up the trust structure was already taken in 2002,2136 amply before the
Russian Federation started its attack on Yukos. The evidence already submitted
by HVY in the Arbitrations also clearly shows this.2137The Russian Federation
completely ignores the fact that the process of creating a trust structure is lengthy
and requires a great deal of preparatory work (such as making drafts of all
relevant the documentation, translating them, discussing drafts with all of the
parties involved and finalising the documentation) and for that reason alone
cannot have been a "spontaneous" reaction to the attack on Yukos.2138
15.3.3 The main features of the Guernsey Trusts
1138.

1139.

2136
2137

2138
2139
2140

The Russian Federation is trying to portray the Guernsey Trusts as dark offshore
and sham structures allegedly being used for all kinds of criminal purposes. This
is not true. The Russian Federation fails to appreciate that trusts are a widely
recognized and common solution for preserving and organizing capital. As the
Tribunal put it:
"transferring ownership of assets to a trustee pursuant to a trust
instrument is a centuries-old institution of the English common law.
Settling certain properties into a trust, thus transferring legal ownership
to the trustee and adopting provisions with regard to the beneficiaries –
including leaving their establishment at the trustee's discretion, subject
to the powers of a protector as the case may be – is a well-established
legal institution at common law, which is recognized internationally
today pursuant to the Hague Convention on the Law Applicable to
Trusts and their Recognition of 1 July 1985. The Tribunal sees no
reason to unsettle a centuries-old legal institution when the trust
instruments at hand do not depart from standard forms used in
countless other similar settlements."2139
A trust operates in such a way under property law that only the trustee holds the
legal title to and controls the assets vested in the trust. The trustee holds these
assets and exercises control for the benefit of the beneficiaries of the trust.2140
After the creation of the Guernsey Trusts in 2003, their trustees therefore became
the legal owners of the GML shares vested in the Guernsey Trusts. The

See para. 1136 above and Witness Statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 6.
Rejoinder HEL in the Jurisdiction Phase of 1 June 2007, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 381, with a
reference to Reference letters from UBS AG to M. Brudno, V. Dubov, M. Khodorkovsky, P.
Lebedev, L. Nevzlin and V. Shakhnovsky of 6 December 2002, Annex C 1242-HEL/YUL,
Exhibit HVY-1.
Rejoinder HEL in the Jurisdiction Phase of 1 June 2007, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 381 and 382.
Interim Award (HEL), para. 534.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 7 ("A trustee is an entity or person
appointed to manage the assets of a trust for the benefit of the class or classes of beneficiaries
in accordance with the applicable law and the terms of the trust. The trustee holds legal title to
the trust property and owes fiduciary duties to the beneficiaries thereof.").
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beneficiaries themselves have no influence on this, let alone the right to decide
how the trustee should manage the assets.2141
1140.

Also relevant is the fact that the Guernsey Trusts are "discretionary trusts".2142
These are trusts where the beneficiaries do not have a fixed entitlement to the
trust funds. As Mr Hudson explained, with trusts of this type the "trustee has
complete discretion as to what extent (if at all) to distribute trust capital or income
to the beneficiaries, in accordance with the criteria set out in the trust deed by
the settlor " and the beneficiaries "do not have any interest or entitlement to the
assets of the trust; they merely have a right to be considered for benefit or a mere
expectancy that they might benefit from the trust until such time as the trustee
exercises its discretion to make a distribution to that beneficiary. Therefore, no
member of the beneficial classes of any of the Trusts is entitled to demand the
payment of any income or capital."2143

1141.

Furthermore, all of the Guernsey Trusts have an "open class" of beneficiaries. In
most cases, the open classes of beneficiaries of the Guernsey Trusts are formed
by the original settlor (listed in the trust deeds as the ‘First Beneficiary’) and his
family members. The fact that there is an open class of beneficiaries means that
under certain circumstances, the trustee can remove a beneficiary from the class
of beneficiaries, or a beneficiary can be added.2144

1142.

Incidentally, as determined by the Tribunal, Khodorkovsky was removed from the
group of beneficiaries of the Guernsey Trusts of which he was previously a
beneficiary (the Palmus Trust and the Southern Cross Trust) with effect from 26
April 2005 and 3 October 2005 respectively.2145

15.3.4 The management of the Guernsey Trusts by the Trustees
1143.

As explained by Mr Hudson, all of Saffery's directors are also directors of the
trustees.2146 It is customary practice at Saffery to always appoint one of the
Rysaffe directors for each trust structure who is primarily responsible for the

2141

Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 7 ("Situations where assets are
settled into trust but where de facto control remains with the settlor are not considered to be
fiduciary relationships. They may even be referred to as shams, in case the trustee and settlor
intend that control remains with the settlor. Saffery will only accept appointments where the
management, control and exercise of discretion rests with our professional trustees.")
Interim Award (HEL), paras. 465, 469 and 474; Interim Award (YUL), paras. 466, 470 and 475.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 19.
Witness Statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 19 ("Furthermore, each of the
Trusts has an 'open class’ of beneficiaries. That beneficial class is formed, in most of the Trusts,
by the original settlor (who is listed as the ‘First Beneficiary’ under the trust deeds) and his
family members. The fact that the Trusts have open classes of beneficiaries means that persons
can, potentially, be added to, or excluded from, the group of beneficiaries in the future by the
trustee, with the consent of the protector."). Incidentally, in the case of the VP Trust - the trustee
of which holds the shares in VPL - the group of beneficiaries is formed exclusively by former
Yukos employees. Interim Award (VPL), para. 480.
Interim Award (HEL), paras. 471 and 481.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 11.

2142
2143
2144

2145
2146
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management and administration of the trusts.2147 For the Guernsey Trusts, this is
Mr Hudson:
"I have acted, and continue to act, as the lead Saffery’s director in relation to
the management of the Trusts. I am primarily responsible for the day-to-day
administration of the Trusts' assets and I ensure that those management and
investment decisions are in compliance with the terms of the Trusts and the
interests of the beneficiaries."2148

1144.

On matters of importance, Hudson adopts board resolutions jointly with his fellow
directors of each of the Guernsey Trustees.2149 The decision-making takes place
during the meetings of the executive board, held at Saffery’s office on Guernsey.
Decisions are always made in the interest of the respective beneficiaries and in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the trust deeds.2150

1145.

An important asset of each of the Guernsey Trusts is their respective stake in
GML. Mr Osborne (one of the GML directors) keeps Mr Hudson regularly
informed of the resolutions adopted by the GML board to enable him to fulfil his
fiduciary duties as trustee. Furthermore, on certain occasions, Mr Osborne seeks
Mr Hudson's views on strategic and important resolutions the GML board intends
to adopt. This is to ensure that the views of the shareholders (the trustees) are
sufficiently taken into account. As Mr Osborne stated, "the views of the
shareholders (the Trustees) are taken into account when the board makes its
decision, in particular with respect to any settlement or other transaction whereby
the board of GML would be “giving away” or compromising a potential entitlement
of GML which would then affect the value of GML shares."2151

1146.

The alignment described above is without prejudice, of course, to the fact that
the power to make decisions about GML's assets rests exclusively with GML's
management and not with the Guernsey Trusts' trustees, as also emphasised by
Hudson.2152

1147.

In the context of the fiduciary duties that the Trustees have towards the
beneficiaries, and as is common practice, Mr Hudson recurrently meets with the
first-named beneficiaries of each of the Guernsey Trusts. These meetings serve
to keep beneficiaries informed of the performance of the assets in the Guernsey

2147

Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 11.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 23.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 23.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 23.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 11.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 24 ("As a representative of the
Trustees I represent GML’s shareholders, and Timothy W. Osborne, one of GML's directors,
keeps me regularly informed of the decisions taken by the GML board. On certain occasions,
Mr. Osborne may seek my views on strategic or important decisions that the GML board intends
to take. For these purposes, we meet in person approximately once a month. In any event, the
full authority to take decisions regarding GML and its management remains solely with the GML
board. The Trustees have never sought to be or have been involved in GML's day-to-day
management.").

2148
2149
2150
2151
2152
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Trusts.2153 As the GML shares are important assets in each of the Guernsey
Trusts, GML's performance is also discussed, of course.2154 Mr Osborne is the
person who, on behalf of GML, and at the request of Mr Hudson, updates the
beneficiaries on GML's activities and results.2155
1148.

Neither during these meetings nor at any other time does the GML Board ask the
beneficiaries for the approval of proposed board decisions or take instructions
from the beneficiaries. As Mr Osborne explained:
"I do not take instructions from any beneficiary, whether during or outside those
meetings. I know this is true for my fellow directors as well. The allegation by
the Russian Federation that the beneficiaries "control" GML is made up and
false."2156

1149.

The Trustees of the Guernsey Trusts also never ask the beneficiaries to approve
proposed decisions, nor do they take instructions from the beneficiaries. As
evidenced by the statement by Mr Hudson, the trustees make all decisions
regarding the assets in the Guernsey Trusts themselves and independently,
without interference by the beneficiaries:
"As the lead director, I personally meet beneficiaries of each of the Trusts on a
regular basis to inform them of the investment performance of each Trust's
assets. I normally do not meet with the full class of beneficiaries of each Trust
but with the so-called ‘First Beneficiary’ thereof. All decisions with respect to
each Trust are, and have always been, formed independently and guided by
what the Trustees believe is in the best interests of the beneficiaries within the
terms of the trust deeds."2157

1150.

Mr Hudson further confirmed that the beneficiaries properly understand and
accept this division of powers:
"The beneficiaries have always understood their position and I have
experienced no issues; furthermore, I have never received any complaints from
them in relation to the way my interaction with them works."2158

1151.

Nevzlin also confirms this:
"By the end 2003, all of our shares in GML had been transferred into trusts.
They have since been owned by the trustees of the trusts, who act completely
independently from my former partners and me. Our contacts with the trustees
are limited to regular update meetings during which the trustees inform us of
the status of the assets held in the trusts. I have never intervened with any of
the decisions taken by the trustees, nor have I tried to influence any of their
decisions or to circumvent them in any manner."2159

2153
2154
2155
2156
2157
2158
2159

Witness
Witness
Timothy
Witness
Timothy
Witness
Witness
Witness
Witness

statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 25.
Statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 25; Witness Statement by
Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 12.
Statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 25; Witness Statement by
Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 12.
statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 12.
statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 23.
statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 26.
statement by Leonid Nevzlin, Exhibit HVY-G1, para. 64.
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1152.

Dubov also confirms this:
"We agreed and decided to set up the advised trust structure. We perfectly
understood that by settling our shares in GML into those trusts, we were
relinquishing not only ownership of those shares but also any control over GML.
From the moment the shares were transferred, it has been the trustee that had
all rights to manage the shares in GML, and make all decisions concerning the
trusts’ assets."2160

1153.

1154.

In short, the Tribunal rightly came to the following conclusions in its awards:2161
•

ownership of YUL is vested in GML, which in turn is owned by the
trustees of the Guernsey Trusts;

•

control over YUL is primarily vested in its board and indirectly (via
GML) ultimately in the trustee of the Palmus Trust (which holds a
majority interest in GML);

•

ownership of HEL is vested in YUL, meaning that the ultimate owners
are the trustees of the Guernsey Trusts;

•

control of HEL is primarily vested in its board and indirectly (via YUL
and GML) in the trustee of the Palmus Trust; and

•

ownership and control of VPL is vested in VSP, the trustee of the VP
Trust.

The Russian Federation tries to attack these findings by invoking Mr Golubovich,
who, during an examination by Mikhailov, allegedly stated that the trust structure
had been set up so that Khodorkovsky, or a person designated by him, would
always be able to exercise control over the GML shares.2162 This statement by
Mr Golubovich, and the Russian Federation's assertion based on it that the
trustees of the Guernsey Trusts are front men,2163 are incorrect. Mr Golubovich
has an incorrect idea of how the Guernsey Trusts work. While the other
beneficiaries have always understood that ownership and control of the assets
in the Guernsey Trusts is vested in the trustees, it is Golubovich who has had
difficulty with this concept. Golubovich was the only person who did not in fact
want to accept that the trustee alone is responsible for managing the assets in
the Guernsey Trust of which he was a (potential) beneficiary (the Carina Trust):
"26. […] The beneficiaries have always understood their position and I have
experienced no issues; furthermore, I have never received any complaints from
them in relation to the way my interaction with them works.

2160
2161
2162
2163

Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 76.
Interim Award YUL, paras. 536 and 537; Interim Award HEL, paras. 535 and 536; Interim Award
VPL, paras. 537, 547 and 548.
Defence on Appeal, para. 644.
Defence on Appeal, para. 644.
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27. The only exception was Mr. Golubovich who did not seem to understand the
way discretionary trusts are supposed to operate and did not agree with the
way we, as independent trustees, dealt with the Carina Trust, of which he was
the ‘First Beneficiary’. At some point, Mr. Golubovich requested the Trustees to
distribute all of the cash held by the Carina Trust to his personal account. We
refused to proceed as requested by Mr. Golubovich as we did not find such a
distribution appropriate or in the interest of the beneficiaries of the said
Trust."2164

1155.

As Mr Golubovich does not properly understand how the Guernsey Trusts work,
no value can be attributed to his statement as to who allegedly controls the
Guernsey Trusts. In addition, his statement that control is vested in the person
appointing the trustees is incorrect, as HVY has explained in detail in this section.
In addition, the Carina Trust has not held shares in GML since 23 July 2007.2165
Therefore, Mr Golubovich cannot know at all who exercises effective control over
the Guernsey Trusts, GML and/or HVY.

1156.

The same applies, incidentally, to Golobolov. He also wrongly states that the
incorporation of the Guernsey Trusts did not have any influence on "the ability of
the Oligarchs to direct the actions of GML and, therefore, exercise complete
control over Yukos"2166 Gololobov is not at all in a position to be able to assess
whether or not the trustees of the Guernsey Trusts have effective control over
HVY. Therefore, on this subject no value whatsoever can be attributed to his
statements either.

1157.

Lastly, a brief comment in response to the Russian Federation's suggestion that
Guernsey and Jersey are "tax havens" and that trusts in those jurisdictions are
often “an instrument for concealing control relationships”.2167 That is untrue. Both
Guernsey and Jersey are reputable jurisdictions that adhere to international
standards and trends in the areas of (tax) transparency, regulation of the financial
sector and prevention of money laundering and other financial fraud. That also
follows from Mr Hudson's statement.2168

2164
2165

2166
2167
2168

Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, paras. 26-27.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 17 ("The Carina Trust ceased to
be a shareholder of GML on 23rd July 2007 when GML repurchased its shares held by that
trust.").
Defence on Appeal, para. 645.
Defence on Appeal, para. 643.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 5 ("I should start by noting that
Guernsey has an excellent reputation as a trust jurisdiction, recognised by the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (“OECD”) through its inclusion on the first “White List”2
on Transparency and Exchange of Information published in April 2009 and by being one of the
seven jurisdictions given tax transparency compliance in July 2018. It has also been recognized
by the 2009 Foot Report, an independent review of British offshore financial centres,3 which
placed Guernsey highly amongst international finance centres. The Guernsey Financial
Services Commission (the "GFSC") supervises and regulates licences within the banking,
fiduciary, insurance and investment sectors. It does so in accordance with standards set by
international bodies in order to maintain the confidence in Guernsey as a safe off-shore
jurisdiction. Guernsey's trust law is codified in the Trusts (Guernsey) Law 1989 (as amended)
and it broadly follows that of England and Wales.").
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1158.

The Guernsey Financial Services Commission (the "GFSC") is a good example
of this. The GFSC is responsible for supervising and regulating fiduciary service
providers in Guernsey, and regularly conducts evaluations and audits of those
service providers, as explained by Mr Hudson:
"Since 2001, fiduciaries operating in Guernsey have been required to hold a
fiduciary licence and are regulated by the GFSC. The GFSC conducts a
planned series of visits to each registered fiduciary to ensure that the systems
in place are adequate to detect, inter-alia, Money Laundering and that the
fiduciary has sufficiently robust take-on procedures to ensure that a potential
client’s source of wealth is adequately verified and documented." 2169

1159.

As part of its regulatory activities, the GFSC also conducts unannounced audits
of regulated entities, such as Saffery and its trust companies. Within the context
of these audits, over the years the GFSC also assessed Saffery, the Guernsey
Trusts and the work of their trustees, for the last time in 2018. The GFSC has
never found any kind of illegality when doing so. Nor did the GFSC find that the
services provided by the trustees might not satisfy the relevant requirements or
that the trustees are not independent. The GFSC has never taken any action
against the trustees, either:
"As part of its ongoing supervision of the financial services sector in Guernsey,
the GFSC regulates fiduciary services providers such as Saffery and the trust
companies it operates. In carrying out its remit, the GFSC undertakes thematic
reviews and inspections of regulated entities. In 2018, the GFSC carried out a
full fiduciary inspection of Saffery. During the inspection the GFSC reviewed
our portfolio of clients and selected various clients, including a number of the
Trusts, for a detailed review. The GFSC carefully reviewed our processes, the
way we operate and the conduct of the client relationship and, had there been
any suspicion of illegalities, or concerns as to how we were providing our
services as independent trustees, the GFSC would have acted accordingly."2170

15.4

The Russian Federation’s alleged new evidence contains no indication of
any effective control by the beneficiaries

1160.

As announced, in this section HVY will explain that the Russian Federation’s
allegedly new evidence does not contain any indication whatsoever that the
beneficiaries of the Guernsey Trusts have control of HVY instead of the trustees
and GML.

15.4.1 The GML Letter
1161.

In its Defence on Appeal,2171 the Russian Federation discusses a letter sent by
Mr Osborne to Bruce Misamore, at the time one of the directors of the Yukos
Foundations (the "GML Letter"). The letter mentions a bonus arrangement
("bonus pool") that GML was offering the directors of the Dutch Yukos
Foundations. According to the Russian Federation, it can be derived from this

2169

Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 9.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 13.
Defence on Appeal, para. 637 at a).

2170
2171
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letter that Mr Brudno – one of the first-mentioned beneficiaries of the Guernsey
Trusts – “is [allegedly] conducting negotiations on behalf of HVY regarding a
multi-million transaction”, “while the Guernsey trustee had no apparent
involvement in this”. According to the Russian Federation, this shows that the
beneficiaries “freely circumvent” the trustees of the Guernsey Trusts, and
allegedly “directly conclude transactions with third parties”.2172 In addition, the
Russian Federation is claiming that it follows from the GML Letter that there have
been “bribes”. These “bribes” were allegedly intended for bribing the members of
VPL’s voting committee and thus influence decisions made by the VP Trust. The
independence of the trustee of the VP Trust was therefore allegedly “merely an
illusion”.2173
1162.

None of these assertions are true.

1163.

Firstly, the GML Letter contains no indication whatsoever that the beneficiaries
of the Guernsey Trusts made decisions regarding the management of HVY. HVY
are not even mentioned in the letter. On the contrary: the decision to offer a bonus
was made exclusively by GML. This already follows from the GML Letter itself,
which was signed by Mr Osborne in his capacity as director of GML.

1164.

Secondly, it does not follow from either the trust deeds or GML's Articles of
Association that a decision by GML to pay a bonus to the directors of the Dutch
Yukos Foundations would require permission from the trustees. As confirmed by
Mr Osborne, any such decision is at the sole discretion of GML’s board.
Permission from the trustees was not required for this.2174 Mr Hudson also
confirmed this.2175 In short, the trustees cannot exercise influence on any decision
by GML to award a bonus. Logically, it cannot be derived from the fact that the
trustees are not mentioned in the GML Letter that the trustees are being
circumvented and have no effective control.

1165.

Thirdly, the facts concerning the creation of the GML Letter also confirm that the
decision to offer a bonus was taken exclusively by GML’s board and not by the
beneficiaries. On 15 December 2010, Mr Osborne accompanied Mr Hudson to a
meeting in Tel Aviv, Israel, where a few of the first-named beneficiaries of the

2172
2173
2174

2175

Defence on Appeal, para. 637 at a).
Defence on Appeal, para. 637 at b).
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 19 ("From the outset, I must
point out that the decision to use some of GML's funds as a bonus to reward the directors of
the Foundations was taken solely by GML's board. That decision did not require the Trustees'
approval before being made.").
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 30 ("The decision to write this
letter was a decision taken by the board of directors of GML. The letter concerned GML and the
use of its own funds. As mentioned above, the Trustees are not involved in the day-to-day
management of GML and the GML board does not require the Trustees' approval to enter into
any transaction.").
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Guernsey Trusts were informed of the performance of the Guernsey Trusts’
assets.2176 Mr Brudno was also present at that time.2177
1166.

After Mr Osborne completed his presentation on the results and activities of GML,
Mr Brudno told Mr Osborne that he had recently met Mr Misamore. Mr Brudno
explained to Mr Osborne that he and Mr Misamore had discussed whether it
would be possible to reward the directors of the Yukos Foundations for their work
and sustained efforts to protect the former Yukos assets from the unlawful actions
of the Russian Federation.2178

1167.

Mr Osborne thought this was a good idea:
"I thought this was a good idea, as it would reward the directors of the
Foundations for their sustained efforts, under difficult circumstances, and
provide an incentive to maintain those efforts. GML as indirect former majority
shareholder of Yukos Oil, would be the main beneficiary of those efforts.
Therefore, I found it to be natural for it to bear the burden of paying such a
reward. I did not think it to be appropriate to ask VPL, which is a pension fund
set up for the benefit of the former Yukos employees, to share this burden, and
approaching all minority shareholders was simply not practical. We discussed
the possibility that GML could set aside a percentage of the distributions it
received from the Foundations to fund a bonus pool. I intended to propose this
to my fellow board members. Although this was a decision to be made by
GML's board without requiring shareholders' consent, I decided to seek the
opinion of Mr Hudson on the matter, as the representative of GML’s
shareholders."2179

1168.

That evening, while still in Tel Aviv, Mr Hudson and Mr Osborne had dinner
together. During dinner, Mr Osborne raised the issue of the conversation with Mr
Brudno. He discussed with Mr Hudson the idea of GML's board approving a
bonus pool equal to 10% of the distributions that GML would eventually receive
from the Yukos Foundations. Mr Hudson then indicated that he would have no
objection to this.2180

1169.

Mr Osborne subsequently discussed the idea with his fellow board members. The
GML board then resolved to set up the bonus pool in order to reward the
Foundations' directors for their sustained efforts and to stimulate them to
continue the legal battle for Yukos’ assets on behalf of the former
shareholders2181.

1170.

Mr Osborne emphasizes that this resolution was exclusively adopted by GML’s
board, and not by Mr Brudno:

2176

Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 31.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 19.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 20.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 20.
Witness Statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 21; Witness Statement by
Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 32.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 22.

2177
2178
2179
2180
2181
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"The decision to create this bonus pool was made solely by GML's board, not
by Mr Brudno, who merely presented me with the idea, which was suggested to
him by Mr Misamore."2182

1171.

In short, the actual course of events shows that the decision to pay the bonus
was exclusively at the discretion of, and made by, the GML board (and not by Mr
Brudno or his former business partners). The facts also show that the trustees
were not circumvented, as wrongly argued by the Russian Federation. On the
contrary: Mr Hudson (as representative of the trustees of the Guernsey Trusts)
had already been pre-informed of the proposed resolution of the GML board2183,
and he had no objections to it:
"While I did not need to give my approval to this proposal, as such matters are
wholly at the discretion of the GML board, I did have some discussions with Mr.
Osborne as to whether setting aside 10% of any distribution received by GML
was appropriate. In the end, we considered it would be appropriate to
incentivise the directors of the Dutch Foundations in this manner, as 90% of
any distributions would still be retained by GML."2184

1172.

Fourthly, HVY point out that the GML Letter had already been in dispute during
preliminary relief proceedings before the Amsterdam District Court in 2015.2185 In
those proceedings, the District Court found that it is impossible to understand
what could be wrong about the bonus arrangement contained in the GML
Letter.2186

1173.

Fifthly, the Russian Federation's assertion that the purpose of the bonus
arrangement was to bribe members of VPL's Voting Committee is also incorrect.
The purpose of the bonus arrangement was to reward the directors of the Yukos
Foundations (which included Mr Misamore and Mr De Guillenschmidt) for their
service as directors of the Dutch Yukos Foundations (and not as VPL's Voting
Committee), as emphasized by Mr Osborne:
"First, as I have already explained, the bonus pool referred to in the letter of
15th April 2011 does not constitute any sort of illicit "kickback agreement" but
was intended to reward and incentivise all five directors of the Foundations
(including Messrs. Misamore and De Guillenschmidt) for their service as
directors of the Foundations. VPL's Voting Committee had nothing to do with
it."2187

2182
2183
2184

2185
2186

2187

Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 22. Also see Witness statement
by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 33.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 33 ("Also, it is untrue that I was
in any way "circumvented" in this matter.").
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 32. Also see Witness Statemety
by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 23 ("Far from "circumventing" the trustee, as
alleged by the Russian Federation, Mr Hudson was very much aware of the decision the board
of GML intended to take and did not oppose it.").
Deed of objection, para. 189.
District Court of Amsterdam (Preliminary Relief Proceedings) 5 November 2015,
ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2015:7807, para. 4.16 (“The distributions to the directors of the Yukos
foundations came from the distributions to GML et al. (are thus charged to its equity) and are
not charged to the equity of the Yukos foundations. It is impossible to understand why GML et
al. would not be authorised to make such payments from the distribution it was assigned, or
that it would be unlawful for the foundation directors to accept them.”).
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 25.
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1174.

More importantly, the Russian Federation knows – but fails to mention – that
VPL's Voting Committee had ceased to have any role from 2007 onwards. This
is because the only purpose of the Voting Committee was to decide how VPL
would exercise the voting rights attached to the Yukos shares held by VPL at
general shareholders’ meetings of Yukos.2188 However, Yukos ceased to exist in
November 2007.2189 Since then, therefore, there have been no more opportunities
for shareholders to exercise their votes, at general shareholders' meetings or
otherwise.2190 This is why the VPL Voting Committee has played no role at all
since November 2007.2191 The suggestion that any payment agreed in 2011 was
intended to influence decisions of a voting committee that had ceased to exist,
therefore, is absurd.2192

1175.

Briefly put, the GML Letter fails to support the assertions of the Russian
Federation that the beneficiaries of the Guernsey Trusts are circumventing the
trustees and exercising control over HVY.

15.4.2 The quote from a witness statement by Mr Godfrey
1176.

In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation further refers to a 2016 extract
of a witness statement by one of the directors of the Dutch Yukos Foundations,
David Godfrey.2193 According to the Russian Federation, his statements allegedly
show that the beneficiaries “personally exercise the power to decide on
multimillion-dollar business transactions” and ultimately control Yukos via
GML.2194

1177.

That suggestion is also incorrect.

1178.

Firstly, it should be borne in mind that the Dutch Yukos Foundations, like any
foundation, do not have shareholders. Like every other foundation, the Yukos
Foundations are managed and represented by an independent board. Neither
GML, nor HVY, nor the trustees (or the beneficiaries of the Guernsey Trusts), nor
anyone else has any control over that board.2195 In short, any decisions
concerning the Yukos Foundations are made by the board of the Yukos
Foundations and certainly cannot be considered as "business transactions"
concluded "on behalf of HVY".

2188
2189
2190
2191
2192
2193
2194
2195

Rules and Regulations of the Voting Committee of The Veteran Petroleum Trust of 18 June
2001, Annex C 1168-VPL, Exhibit HVY-1.
The completion of the bankruptcy provoked and orchestrated by the Russian Federation was
registered in the Russian Trade Register at that time.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 26.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 26.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 27.
Defence on Appeal, para. 637 at c).
Defence on Appeal, para. 637 at c).
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 29.
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1179.

Second, the Russian Federation incompletely quotes from Mr Godfrey's witness
statement. The parts of the statement not quoted show, among other things, that
Mr Godfrey had asked for a meeting with Mr Brudno on his own initiative. The
reason for this was to get feedback on a potential settlement with Rosneft.2196 It
is relevant to note that Brudno and Godfrey knew each other because they both
worked for Yukos at the time. From this course of events, or from the incorrect
assumption made by Mr Godfrey that Mr Brudno represents the “principal
shareholders”, it cannot be derived in any way that Mr Brudno (or his business
partners) have any control over the Yukos Foundations – and certainly not that
they have any control over HVY.

1180.

Thirdly, the Russian Federation omits to mention that in addition to Mr Brudno,
the Foundations' board also approached Mr Osborne to hear his view on a
possible settlement between the Yukos Foundations and Rosneft. Obviously, it
cannot be derived from this either that the Foundations' directors are controlled
by Mr Osborne.2197

1181.

As stated by Mr Osborne, the dispute and the settlement with Rosneft was an
important phase in the history of the Yukos Foundations. In connection with a
very lengthy and intense legal battle with Rosneft in many jurisdictions, it became
apparent at some point that Rosneft's team of lawyers, supported by the Russian
Federation, had manipulated the course of justice in Armenia and thus also
wanted to mislead the Dutch courts.2198 When the Dutch court denied Rosneft's
requests to keep that evidence of Rosneft's corruption out of the proceedings,
Rosneft suddenly took a keen interest in a settlement before the Dutch court
would render its judgment.2199

1182.

Within the context of that settlement, members of the board of the Yukos
Foundations approached various individuals, including Mr Osborne. Mr Brudno
was also approached at that time. Mr Osborne explained that this was not
strange, as "this was a major decision for which the Foundation's board sought
the advice and opinion from a number of people".2200 It was nevertheless the
board of the Yukos Foundations that made the decision and reached agreement

2196
2197

2198

2199

2200

Witness statement by David Godfrey of 7 June 2016, Exhibit RF-295, p. 433.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 30 ("Given their independence,
it is entirely up to the directors of the Foundations to decide with whom they want to speak and
about what. That does not mean that anyone they speak to exercises 'control' over the
Foundations.").
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 30 ("Regarding the settlement
with Rosneft: that was an important phase in the history of the Foundations. After a very long
and intense legal battle with Rosneft in many jurisdictions, it had come to light that Rosneft's
legal team, assisted by agents of the Russian Federation, had corrupted the Armenian judiciary.
They had fabricated entire Armenian court judgments with the purpose of subsequently relying
on those judgments in proceedings before the Dutch courts.").
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 30 ("When the Dutch court
allowed the Yukos parties to present evidence of Rosneft's corruption, Rosneft became willing
to enter into a settlement agreement and have the case withdrawn before judgment was
rendered.").
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 30.
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with Rosneft on the terms of the settlement. The settlement was not agreed on
behalf of HVY, HVY were not parties to it, nor did HVY determine the terms under
which the settlement was made; nor were these determined by GML, the trustees
or the beneficiaries.2201
15.4.3 Witness statement by and emails from Mr Wolf
1183.

Lastly, the Russian Federation refers to a witness statement and documents
disclosed by Eric Wolf in legal proceedings in the United States in 2015. On them,
it bases the assertion that Mr Nevzlin allegedly instructed Mr Wolf to conclude
negotiations on a settlement with a third party (Promneftstroy) on behalf of GML
and HVY. The Russian Federation is also arguing that Mr Nevzlin promised Mr
Wolf payment of a commission in the amount of a percentage of all the funds
received by the trust of which he is a beneficiary. According to the Russian
Federation, this shows that during the negotiations, Mr Nevzlin represented the
interests of HVY and made important decisions on behalf of HVY, and
circumvented the trustees as well as the GML and HVY boards.2202

1184.

These assertions are also incorrect.

1185.

Firstly, Mr Wolf's intention to bring about a settlement between the Yukos
Foundations and Promneftstroy through negotiations does not mean that he (let
alone the beneficiaries of the Guernsey Trusts) exercised any control over GML
or HVY. The Russian Federation does not explain why Mr Wolf's initiative in trying
to broker a settlement between Promneftstroy and the Yukos Foundations would
have any bearing on who exercises control over GML or HVY.

1186.

Secondly, the witness statement by Mr Wolf does not in any way show that Mr
Nevzlin circumvented the trustees to exercise control over GML or HVY. Nor does
it show that Mr Nevzlin made any decision on behalf of any entity. The witness
statement does not even suggest that any transaction whatsoever came about
between Promneftstroy and the Yukos Foundations (nor does the Russian
Federation assert this to be the case), let alone that an important decision was
made about it by Mr Nevzlin. 2203

2201

Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 30 ("It was ultimately the board
of the Foundation that took the decision to agree on the settlement. The settlement was not
concluded on HVY's behalf, HVY was not a party, and HVY did not determine the terms of the
settlement; nor did GML, the Trustees, or any of the beneficiaries of the Current Trusts.").
Defence on Appeal, para. 637 at (d) and (e).
Mr Nevzlin explained in his testimony that he actually did not want to take a decision on whether
or not to enter into settlement negotiations, because he felt it was not up to him: "I thought it
was not appropriate for me to take a decision on whether or not this attempt should be taken
seriously. I thought that the decision was one to be made by the Foundations. I asked Mr Wolf
to assist me to deal with this matter (as the e-mails show), knowing that Mr Wolf would liaise
with the Foundations and, if necessary, with GML, which I understand he has done." (Witness
Statement by Leonid Nevzlin, 15 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-G1, para. 65.

2202
2203
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1187.

Thirdly, the actual course of events refute the Russian Federation’s assertions.
As Mr Osborne explained in his witness statement, in October 2014 he expressly
agreed to the proposal made by Mr Wolf, in order to see whether GML, the Yukos
Foundations and Promneftstroy could reach a consensus, as a basis for a
possible settlement:
"In October 2014, I was approached by Mr Wolf (who had worked with Mr
Nevzlin for a long time). Mr Wolf asked me whether he could act as a facilitator
to try to reach a settlement agreement with Promneftstroy and proposed that in
order to facilitate bringing the disputes between the parties to a close, GML
would become a party to such settlement agreement. I (and not Mr Nevzlin)
authorised Mr Wolf to find out whether there was a middle ground between the
parties and, if there was, to present any settlement proposal to GML. As I
understand it, Mr Wolf sought and obtained similar authorisation from the
Foundation." 2204

1188.

Mr Wolf subsequently kept direct contact with Mr Deitz of Promneftstroy and
there was contact about a possible settlement. In this context, Mr Wolf reported
directly to Mr Osborne and the board of the Yukos Foundations:
"During the negotiations, Mr Wolf reported directly to Mr Godfrey (the aforementioned director of the Foundation) and me. He obtained Mr Godfrey’s views
regarding any settlement proposals involving payments being made to
Promneftstroy directly from the Foundation in exchange for the release of
Promneftstroy’s claims against the funds held by the Foundation’s subsidiaries,
as well as my views, on behalf of GML, on any proposed settlement involving
payments to be made to Promneftstroy by GML from its funds (or from funds
expected to be received from the Foundation)."2205

1189.

Mr Osborne further states that Mr Wolf did not have the authority at any time in
the negotiations to enter into a settlement on behalf of GML (or the Yukos
Foundations), and that he did not attempt to do so, either. On the contrary: when
Mr Wolf and a negotiator on Promneftstroy’s side had worked out the details of a
settlement proposal, this proposal was in fact submitted to the board of the Yukos
Foundations and GML.2206 As explained by Mr Osborne, the views of the board
of the Yukos Foundations differed from those of GML’s board.2207

2204
2205
2206

2207

Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 32. Also see Witness statement
by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 35.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 33.
Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 36 ("Throughout the course of
those negotiations, the ultimate decision as to whether to conclude any proposed settlement
belonged solely to the Boards of the Foundations and GML, as intended parties to the
settlement.").
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 33 ("Mr Wolf did not have the
authority to conclude any deal on behalf of GML (or the Foundation, for that matter), neither did
he attempt to do so. In fact, when Mr Wolf and a broker on Promneftstroy's side (an Israeli
businessman by the name of Adi Federman) formulated a settlement proposal, this proposal
was submitted to the boards of the Foundation and GML for consideration. The board of
directors of the Foundation had its own views on the settlement proposal, which were in fact
different from GML's views.").
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1190.

No settlement ever materialised2208, and the Supreme Court has since definitively
settled the dispute in favour of the Yukos Foundations.2209

1191.

HVY also note that, as with other significant matters relating to GML's activities,
Mr Osborne always kept Mr Hudson informed about the developments in the
negotiations.2210

1192.

The Russian Federation’s assertions concerning Mr Wolf – to wit, that his
involvement in the negotiations, his witness statement and his emails show that
the beneficiaries of the Guernsey Trusts effectively circumvented GML and the
trustees – must fail, therefore.

1193.

Briefly put, a further analysis of the 'evidence' with which the Russian Federation
hoped to show that the beneficiaries of the Guernsey Trusts effectively control of
HVY makes it clear that those documents do not support that assertion in any
way.

2208

Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 33 ("No settlement was ever
reached with Promneftstroy"); Witness statement by Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 36
("No agreement was reached between Promneftstroy, GML and the Dutch Foundations.").
HR 18 January 2019, ECLI:NL:HR:2019:54.
Witness statement by Timothy Osborne, Exhibit HVY-G4, para. 34; Witness statement by
Kelvin Hudson, Exhibit HVY-G5, para. 36 ("However, Mr. Osborne kept me regularly informed
of developments and discussed with me the different settlement proposals presented to and by
Mr. Wolf in the context of him obtaining my views and opinions on the proposals and my ongoing
monitoring of the Trusts’ investment in GML.").

2209
2210
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16

YUKOS' SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE WAS WIDELY KNOWN AND
LEGITIMATELY STRUCTURED

16.1

Introduction

1194.

One of the Russian Federation's central assertions – presented under its 'phase
2 allegations' – is that Khodorkovsky et al. concealed their ownership and control
of the Yukos shares privatised in 1995/1996. To that end they allegedly effected
a number of illegal share transfers until the Yukos shares eventually ended up in
the hands of Cypriot companies. These companies were then allegedly used for
alleged tax evasion.2211

1195.

In this section, HVY will explain that the Russian Federation's assertions are
incorrect. To that end, in Section 16.2 HVY will first refute the assertion that the
ownership and control of the privatised Yukos shares had been concealed.
Contrary to what the Russian Federation would have the Court of Appeal believe,
it was widely known from the outset that the companies which acquired the Yukos
shares privatised in 1995 and 1996 represented the interests of Bank Menatep
(and its shareholders). Any suggestion that ownership and control of the
privatised Yukos shares was concealed is illogical for that reason alone. In
addition, GML and Yukos separately published the shareholder structure on their
websites in 2002 and 2003. This also refutes the assertion that share transfers
took place after 1995 and 1996 in order to disguise the identity or control of the
majority shareholders.

1196.

In Section 16.3 HVY will then explain that they lawfully acquired their Yukos
shares in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations. The Tribunal has
rightly already established this, and that finding has not been challenged in these
setting-aside proceedings. There is no ground on the basis of which alleged
illegalities with earlier share transfers – meaning before HVY acquired the Yukos
shares – could be, let alone must be, attributed to HVY.

1197.

In Section 16.4 HVY will superfluously discuss that the share transfers before
HVY acquired the Yukos shares were for the purpose – in so far as HVY were
able to discover at this time – of optimising the shareholder structure and
legitimate commercial objectives. Tax evasion was not one of them, nor was the
concealment of alleged illegalities.

16.2

Yukos' shareholder structure was widely known and was not concealed

1198.

Contrary to what the Russian Federation is arguing2212, the ownership and control
of the Yukos shares privatised in 1995 and 1996 were never concealed. On the

2211

Defence on Appeal, para. 546 et seq.
Defence on Appeal, para. 546 et seq.

2212
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contrary, Bank Menatep and its shareholders have been transparent about this
from the very beginning. Even before the LFS auction and investment tender of
Yukos shares in December 1995, Bank Menatep had already announced that it
intended to participate in the privatisation of Yukos and to acquire a controlling
interest.2213
1199.

HVY will discuss the privatisation of Yukos in 1995 and 1996 in detail in Section
17 below. For the time being, HVY will confine themselves to observing that on
the same day that the first Yukos shares were privatised by means of an
investment tender and on which a loans-for-shares auction (LFS auction) was
conducted for Yukos (8 December 1995), it was widely known that Bank Menatep
had won both the tender and auction. On the same day, the then Deputy Prime
Minister Chubais, who was responsible for the privatisation process in Russia,
was interviewed about the results of the LFS auction and investment tender for
Yukos. At that time he stated that "Menatep is the winner".2214 The Russian
Federation government officials involved in the LFS auction and the investment
tender for Yukos also stated during a press conference on 8 December 1995 that
it was clear that the winning bidder was representing the interests of Bank
Menatep.2215 This statement was widely reported in the Russian and international
press at the time.2216 Similarly, following the 1996 commercial investment tender,
the Russian press reported that the tender had been won by a company that was
part of the Menatep group.2217

1200.

In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation disregarded all of these facts.
Instead, it refers to a Reuters report of 23 December 1996 and a publication in
the Moscow Times of 24 December 1996, allegedly quoting Mr Kagalovsky and
Ms Mandrova denying that there was a connection between Monblan (which won
the 1996 commercial investment tender) and Bank Menatep.2218

1201.

HVY cannot assess whether these publications correctly quoted Mr Kagalovsky
and Ms Mandrova or, if so, in which context these comments were made. This is
also irrelevant, however, as there can be no doubt that the Russian Federation
itself was perfectly aware of the results of the Yukos privatisation in 1995 and
1996. For example, in February 1997 the Russian Government published the

2213
2214
2215
2216

2217
2218

Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 55.
Interview with Anatoly Chubais, as broadcast on the Russian television station NTV, 8
December 1995, Exhibit HVY-460.
Transcript of YUKOS - Inner Empire, RUSSIA 24, http://www.vesti.ru/videos/show/vid/704645/,
printed on 23 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-196.
See for example The Moscow Times, “Yukos winner backed by Menatep”, 9 December 1995,
Exhibit HVY-195; Wall Street Journal, “Banks win Russian oil stake”, 11 December 1995,
Exhibit HVY-197; Le Monde, "Concerns about the continuation of the privatisation program",
20 December 1995, Exhibit MP-150; Financial Times, "Yukos seeks debt postponement and
cost cuts", 1 April 1996, Exhibit HVY-410.
RAEX, "A ranking of the Largest Russian Companies by 1996 Revenues", 1997, Exhibit HVY461.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 621 and 622.
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results of multiple execution auctions of shares that were pledged under the LFS
programme. It was reported in that table that "Menatep won the tender in
December 1996".2219 This was subsequently confirmed in a report prepared in
1997 by a working group of the Russian Federation's Government.2220
1202.

Even in the period after the Yukos privatisation, Bank Menatep never made a
secret of the majority interest it held in Yukos. For example, in its Annual Report
for the 1995 financial year, Bank Menatep explicitly mentioned that it had won
the investment tender and the LFS auction for Yukos.2221

1203.

In short, the Russian Federation's assertion that the ownership and control of the
shares privatised in 1995 and 1996 were concealed is at odds with the facts.

1204.

Moreover, the Russian Federation has failed to mention that in 2002, GML
voluntarily published detailed information about its entire shareholder structure
on its website. That information showed, inter alia, the stake held in Yukos. See
the following screenshot of 19 June 2002:2222

2219

See below, para. 1315.
See below, para. 1316.
See below, para. 1304.
Press release of Group Menatep Limited of 19 June 2002, Exhibit HVY-462 (Emphasis added.).

2220
2221
2222
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1205.

The website also contained a link to a PDF document that included additional
information about the ownership structure, in particular with regard to HEL and
YUL:2223

2223

Information for the Management of OAO NK ‘Yukos’, Group Menatep Limited, Annex (Merits) C
597, Exhibit HVY-1.
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1206.

As stated, the information included above was published on GML's website in
June 2002. Consequently, this was after the shares privatised in 1995 and 1996
had been subject to several transfers which, according to the Russian
Federation, were actually intended to conceal the ownership and control of these
shares. If concealment had indeed been the purpose of those share transfers,
which will be refuted below in Sections 16.3 and 16.4, GML naturally would never
have placed the information about its shareholder structure and the stake it held
in Yukos on its website.

1207.

2224

In early 2003, Yukos also published detailed information regarding its ownership
structure on its website. See the following screenshot:2224

Yukos: Investor Relations, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 4, Exhibit HVY-1.
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1208.

This information once again showed that as of 31 December 2002, GML held a
60.5% stake in Yukos. It also contained a link to GML's website, where the
aforementioned information on GML's shareholder structure could be viewed.

16.3

HVY lawfully acquired their Yukos shares

1209.

The Russian Federation is asserting that the shares privatised in 1995 and 1996
were allegedly illegally transferred several times. These alleged illegal share
transfers allegedly eventually resulted in HVY's acquisition of their Yukos shares.

1210.

These assertions cannot hold either. As HVY will explain in this section, it has
been established between the parties that HVY legally acquired their Yukos
shares. HVY's acquisition of their shareholdings in Yukos went as follows:
•

2225
2226

HEL firstly acquired an interest in Yukos in 1999 and 2000. As explained
above,2225 HEL is a Cypriot company. At the time, many Cypriot companies
invested in Russia, and Cyprus was the state with the second largest foreign
investments in Russia.2226

Also see Section 15.2.2 above.
President Vladimir Putin, Speech at the Energy Conference, London, 26 June 2003 (available
on the President of Russia’s official website at http://www.kremlin.ru), Annex C 1437, Exhibit
HVY-1. Also see President Vladimir Putin, Answers to Questions from the Participants in the
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•

Also in 1999 and 2000, YUL also acquired an interest in Yukos.

•

In 2001, YUL transferred 10% of all outstanding Yukos shares to VPL so that
these shares could be used to finance the "Veteran Social Support Program"
for retired Yukos employees.

1211.

HVY's acquisition of Yukos shares was extensively discussed in the Arbitrations.
Based on the evidence submitted and the debate between the parties, the
Tribunal subsequently concluded that HVY had acquired their Yukos shares
legitimately starting from 1999.2227

1212.

The Russian Federation did not challenge this conclusion of the Tribunal with
any ground for setting aside, and still did not assert in its Defence on Appeal that
the transfers of Yukos shares to HVY were unlawful. The legality of HVY's
acquisition of their shareholdings in Yukos is therefore established in these
setting-aside proceedings. This settles the matter, as there is no basis for
attributing any alleged illegalities in earlier transfers, to which HVY were neither
a party nor otherwise involved, to HVY. Moreover, the Russian Federation has
not even stated a legal basis on which such an attribution would be appropriate
in its opinion.

16.4

The share transfers that took place before HVY acquired their
shareholdings in Yukos also were lawful and served legitimate purposes

1213.

As shown above, HVY lawfully acquired their Yukos shares. However, the
Russian Federation is arguing that not only the share transfers to HVY but also
all preceding share transfers were unlawful. Because HVY were not involved in
these share transfers, they can assess the circumstances under which these
share transfers took place and the reasons for them only to a limited degree. To
the extent that HVY have been able to determine, the changes in Yukos’
shareholder structure in the period after 1995 and 1996 served various legitimate
purposes:
•

2227

2228
2229

Firstly, the Yukos shares privatised in 1995 and 1996 were initially held by
Russian companies, i.e. Laguna and Monblan.2228 However, Russian holding
structures were then perceived as risky, as explained by Platon Lebedev in
the second Russian criminal proceedings against Mikhail Khodorkovsky and
himself.2229 In Russia, the 1990s were characterised by the transition from

Business Meeting of the APEC Members, Shanghai, 19 October 2001, (available on the
President of Russia’s official website at http://www.kremlin.ru), Annex C 1436, Exhibit HVY-1.
Final Award (HEL), Section IX.B.4(c), in particular par. 1370 in which reference is made to
Interim Award (HEL), para. 430, Interim Award (VPL), para. 474 and Interim Award (YUL), para.
431.
See below, Section 17.3.
Slides of the statement by Platon Lebedev (made in the context of the second criminal case
against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev), 2010, Exhibit HVY-463, slides B-9 and B-10.
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Soviet communism and a centrally planned economy towards a multi-party
democracy and market economy. The political and economic instability this
entailed presented a major risk for Russian companies. This risk emerged in
particular within the context of the Russian financial crisis of 1998.
•

Secondly, Russian businesses were often constrained by laws that limited
their ability to engage in international commerce. For example, in 1997 the
rouble was a "closed currency" (i.e. not freely convertible), as a result of
which it could not be used in international business.2230

•

Thirdly, financing a group with international operations and an international
and transparent holding structure, which met Western corporate governance
standards and was not subject to the same aforementioned constraints as
Russian companies was more appealing to foreign investors.2231

•

Fourthly, it had been agreed within the context of the proposed merger of
Yukos and Sibneft and the proposed incorporation of the new company
YukSi in late 1997/early 1998 that the merger would take place "under a
single holding abroad".2232 The Sibneft shareholders already held their
Sibneft shares through Cypriot companies. The transfer of the Yukos shares
to Cypriot companies was meant to facilitate the intended merger. This way,
the shares could easily be consolidated with the Cypriot Sibneft shares.2233

1214.

These were all legitimate purposes. None of these was in any way aimed at
facilitating unlawful conduct, as the Russian Federation would wrongly have the
Court of Appeal believe.

1215.

In this context, the Russian Federation refers firstly to alleged violations of the
Russian-Cypriot Double Taxation Agreement ("DTA"). What is more, the Russian
Federation is arguing that “tax evasion was the only reason why Hulley and VPL
were in fact established in Cyprus and why the Russian Oligarchs ultimately

2230

Slides of the statement by Platon Lebedev (made in the context of the second criminal case
against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev), 2010, Exhibit HVY-463, slide B-9.
Transcript of the examination of Aleksey Golubovich of 15 September 2015, Exhibit RF-299, p.
20 ("[U]ltimate goal was to make the company public and transparent first and foremost for the
Western minority shareholders. In addition, the banks that financed YUKOS naturally demanded
not only audited statements according to international standards, but also clarity as to who the
ultimate beneficial owner was.").
Transcript of the examination of Aleksey Golubovich of 15 September 2015, Exhibit RF-299, p.
28 ("[I]t was necessary for the Russian owner to transfer its shares abroad. Particularly because
this was in 1998, and before the crisis they apparently had plans, like Menatep Group, the
beneficial owners had plans to merge with Sibneft. This merger could have been carried out, it
seemed to them, as far as I know from my conversations with colleagues at Rosprom during
that period, before I left for Yukos, this was being done with a view to merging YUKOS and
Sibneft under a single holding abroad.") and p. 29 ("As I said before, I think the share transfers
may have been connected with merger plans that were discussed starting from the end of 1997
and unexpectedly stopped in late April 1998. It was conceived initially as the merger of two
companies under a single foreign holding.").
Contrary to what the Russian Federation asserts, reliance on the Russian Cypriot Double Tax
Convention was therefore not the primary reason for the transfer to the Cypriot companies.

2231

2232

2233
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made them majority shareholders of Yukos.”2234 (Emphasis added.). In addition,
the Russian Federation is arguing that the Tribunal allegedly rightly determined
that HVY had “fraudulently abused” the DTA.2235
1216.

These assertions cannot succeed. The foregoing sections already show that tax
evasion was not one of the motives behind the various reorganisations and the
ultimate transfer of shares to Cypriot entities. Furthermore, HVY dispute the
alleged violations of the DTA. Because an extensive debate was conducted in
the Arbitrations about this and these setting-aside proceedings are not intended
for a repetition of that debate, for the sake of brevity HVY confine themselves to
referring to their arguments in the arbitrations.2236 In addition, HVY emphasize
that the Russian Federation never invoked the mechanisms at its disposal under
the DTA, with which a verification of the application of the DTA by Yukos could
have taken place.2237 Whatever may be in that regard, the Tribunal explicitly took
the alleged violations of the DTA into account as a damage-limiting factor when
it determined the amount of damages awarded to HVY.2238 The Russian
Federation presented no ground for setting aside against this. In that respect as
well, these setting-aside proceedings allow no room for reopening the debate on
the alleged violations of the DTA.2239

1217.

Nor did any of the alleged violations of Russian competition law occur.2240
Remarkably, the Russian Federation omitted mentioning in its procedural
documents that on 17 December 1998, and therefore before its acquisition of
Yukos shares, HEL already had permission from the State Antimonopoly
Committee of the Russian Federation to acquire 100% of all Yukos shares with
voting rights.2241 The Antimonopoly Committee had the power to examine not only
the intended share acquisition by HEL, but also all of the earlier transfers of
Yukos shares, as well as the group structure and who had control of the target
company (Yukos). If the Antimonopoly Committee had seen indications at the

2234

Defence on Appeal, para. 547.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 553 and 562 et seq.
HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 1154-1180 and 1189; Claimants' PostHearing Brief, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 192-202; Expert Report Baker QC, Exhibit HVY-1.
Final Award (HEL), para. 1619.
Final Award (HEL), paras. 1620 and 1621.
The Russian Federation also argues in its Defence on Appeal that "[a]s reflected in the internal
emails of Yukos executives, the only motivation for structuring financial transactions through
Cypriot entities was that "Cyprus ha[d] the necessary double taxation treaty""" (Defence on
Appeal, para. 547). The Russian Federation refers to one e-mail, from Mr Misamore. HVY fail
to see why that email is relevant to this case. That e-mail does not address the acquisition of
Yukos shares by HVY (or any share transfer preceding that) in any way. Misamore merely notes,
in a completely different context, namely the restructuring of a loan, that Cyprus and Russia
have concluded the "necessary double taxation treaty" apparently required under the loan
documentation ("The loan agreement between Yukos and the lender provided that the lender
could assign its participation only to a "Qualifying lender" as defined in the loan agreement (new
lenders must be located in countries which have signed with Russia a double taxation treaty
with a 0% withholding tax rate)"). Mr Misamore's e-mail therefore says absolutely nothing about
the reasons for HVY's acquisition of Yukos shares (or any share transfer preceding that).
Defence on Appeal, para. 559.
See Letters of Approval from the Ministry on Antimonopoly Policy of 17 December 1998, Exhibit
DG-100.

2235
2236
2237
2238
2239

2240
2241
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time that the earlier share transfers boiled down to "money laundering practices
known as ‘structuring’ or ‘smurfing’" or were otherwise contrary to Russian law
and regulations, as wrongly argued by the Russian Federation2242, then it never
would have granted permission for HEL’s proposed acquisition of shares. And if,
after the permission had been granted, it had seen indications that HEL had not
complied with the requirements for the granted permission, as Gololobov
argues,2243 the Antimonopoly Committee would of course have taken measures
against HEL. However, it did not do so. This already refutes Golobolov's incorrect
suggestion.
16.5

Conclusion

1218.

HVY have explained in this section that it was known from the outset who owned
and controlled the Yukos shares privatised in 1995 and 1996. For this reason
alone, the suggestion that this ownership and control was subsequently
concealed is nonsense. In addition, it has been established that HVY lawfully
acquired the Yukos shares they held. There is no reason to attribute any alleged
illegalities in earlier share transfers to HVY. Moreover, the evidence available
shows that the earlier share transfers also had commercial purposes that were
certainly legitimate. Tax evasion was emphatically not one of those purposes.
Lastly, the permission granted by the Antimonopoly Committee in December
1998 enabling HEL to acquire 100% of all Yukos shares (with voting rights)
confirms that even the Russian authorities were of the opinion that there was
nothing wrong with either the proposed acquisition of shares by HEL or earlier
share transfers. All this leads to the conclusion that the allegations made by the
Russian Federation under the heading of 'phase 2' must be rejected.

2242

Defence on Appeal, paras. 557-560.
Witness Statement by Gololobov, Exhibit RF-G2, para. 29.

2243
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17

THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION'S COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE PRIVATISATION
PROCESS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ARE UNFOUNDED

17.1

Introduction

1219.

The Russian Federation already argued in the Arbitrations (as one of its central
unclean hands assertions) that for some reason HVY were responsible for
alleged illegalities committed by Bank Menatep and certain individuals involved
in Bank Menatep during the privatisation of Yukos. In the Final Awards, the
Russian Federation's allegations regarding the alleged unclean hands of HVY
was rejected by the Arbtral Tribunal.2244 In that respect, the Arbitral Tribunal found
as follows in paragraph 1370 of the Final Awards:
"In the present case, however, Respondent has failed to demonstrate that the
alleged illegalities to which it refers are sufficiently connected with the final
transaction by which the investment was made by Claimants. The transactions
by which each Claimant acquired its investment were their purchases of Yukos
shares. As established in the Interim Award, these purchases were legal and
occurred starting in 1999. On the other hand, the alleged illegalities connected
to the acquisition of Yukos through the loans-for-shares program occurred in
1995 and 1996, at the time of Yukos’ privatization. They involved Bank
Menatep and the Oligarchs, an entity and persons separate from Claimants,
one of which––Veteran––had not even come into existence. With respect to
Respondent’s other allegations, regarding profit skimming and the oppression
of minority shareholders, it is also clear to the Tribunal that they are not part of
the transaction or transactions by which each Claimant acquired their interest in
Yukos." (Emphasis added.)

1220.

In this finding, the Arbitral Tribunal unequivocally concludes that the Russian
Federation has failed to demonstrate that the alleged illegalities committed by
Bank Menatep and by individuals at the time of Yukos' privatisation should be
attributed to HVY, entities that are separate from the alleged culprits.2245
Moreover, the Arbitral Tribunal saw no reason in the evidence provided by the
Russian Federation in support of its unclean hands argument to look further than
the legal personalities of HVY and the investments they had made, i.e. their
acquisition of the Yukos shares in 1999-2001.

1221.

In the present proceedings, the Russian Federation is again bringing forward
arguments about the privatisation of Yukos. The Russian Federation even claims
now that HVY had been directly involved in the alleged illegalities in connection
with the privatisation of Yukos in 1995 and 1996.2246 Although HVY are of the
opinion that these arguments about the privatisation are irrelevant to the present
dispute,2247 they will refute those assertions – also in the light of the fact that the

2244

Final Award (HEL), paras. 1343-1374.
See also below, Section 18, for a more detailed explanation of the steps taken by the Arbitral
Tribunal in rejecting the unclean hands defence of the Russian Federation.
See Defence on Appeal, paras. 726-732.
First, the irrelevance follows from the fact that alleged illegalities do not play a role in the
question of whether the Arbitral Tribunal rightly considered itself to have jurisdiction (see above,
Section 7), and also from the fact that the alleged illegalities of third parties cannot be attributed

2245
2246
2247
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Russian Federation now even argues that HVY had been directly involved in the
privatisation – in this chapter.
1222.

HVY are in a special and, moreover, detrimental position in presenting their
defence. HVY were only incorporated in 1997 and 2001 respectively and did not
acquire their shares in Yukos until the period 1999-2001, i.e. after the alleged
illegalities had taken place. The Russian Federation, on the other hand, was
directly involved in the Yukos privatisation and therefore has all the documents
drawn up at the time. However, it does not disclose those documents. On the
contrary, the Russian Federation is highly selective in submitting evidence, while
it withholds the vast majority of the relevant documents.2248 It then comes up with
fabrications on the basis of the selective and misleading evidence presented.
Moreover, the Russian Federation is continuously distorting the facts in the
various Yukos-related proceedings in which it is involved in a way that could be
of most benefit to it in the relevant proceedings, irrespective of whether this is
completely at odds with positions it has previously taken in other proceedings.

1223.

Nevertheless, HVY managed to reconstruct the privatisation of Yukos, mainly on
the basis of publicly available information,2249 documents entered into evidence
by the Russian Federation in various Yukos-related proceedings, documents
entered into evidence in the second set of criminal proceedings against
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev2250 and witness statements by the parties involved.

1224.

In this chapter, HVY will consider the privatisation of Yukos in detail. This is the
only way to provide the Court of Appeal with a full picture of the circumstances
under which the privatisation of large Russian State-owned companies such as
Yukos took place. It is clear that in 2019 the Dutch government would organise
the privatisation of its State-owned companies differently from the way in which
the Russian government organised this in the mid-1990s. However, the Russian
Federation cannot use this against HVY, and certainly not in setting-aside
proceedings before the Dutch courts. After all, it was the Russian Federation that
decided to privatise during difficult economic times, created the legal framework
for privatisation and oversaw the process. The privatisation of Yukos was carried
out in accordance with that legal framework and under the supervision of the
Russian authorities.

1225.

2248
2249
2250

In this context, it remains remarkable that the Russian Federation has done
everything (in vain) to conceal the fact that it successfully defended the legality
to HVY, as the Arbitral Tribunal rightly found in para. 1370 of the Final Awards. Public Policy
Ground 6 put forward by the Russian Federation against this finding of the Arbitral Tribunal
must be rejected; see below, Section 18.
In that regard, see Section 12.2 above.
Such as literature, newspaper reports and other historical documents.
HVY, through Platon Lebedev's attorney, have access to documents from those criminal
proceedings. However, those criminal proceedings mainly concerned issues other than those
raised by the Russian Federation in these setting-aside proceedings.
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and validity of the privatisation of Yukos before its own courts, first before the
District Court in 1996,2251 and later again in 20052252 before the Court of Appeal .
It cannot now seriously maintain that it was unaware of the circumstances under
which that privatisation took place. Ironically, in the summer of 2005, the Russian
Federation also adopted national legislation which, in practice, renders it
impossible to contest the consequences of the privatisations in the mid-1990s.2253
The Russian Federation is now trying to raise its own national issues in these
Dutch setting-aside proceedings in an attempt to escape its obligations under the
ECT. HVY request the Court of Appeal to make short shrift of this.
1226.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. HVY will first provide some historical
background to the privatisation programmes implemented in Russia in the 1990s
(Section 17.2). HVY will then particularly discuss the privatisation of Yukos
(Section 17.3). HVY will then refute the assertions of the Russian Federation on
the privatisation of Yukos (Section 17.4). Lastly, HVY will provide a conclusion
with regard to the complaints of the Russian Federation on the privatisation of
Yukos (Section 17.5).

17.2

Historical background to the privatisation in Russia and the LFS auctions

1227.

In the Statement of Appeal, HVY gave a brief description of the economic crisis
in the Russian Federation after the dissolution of the Soviet Union in the early
1990s.2254 HVY will discuss below the link between this crisis and the privatisation
of large State-owned companies such as Yukos.

17.2.1 Introduction to the privatisation
1228.

Shortly after being elected the first President of the Russian Federation in June
1991, Yeltsin tried to implement far-reaching economic and political reforms to
transform the economy of the Russian Federation from a centrally managed
economy to a competitive free market economy. The economic reforms were also
known as the “shock therapy programme”.2255 A team of young economic
reformers led by Yegor Gaidar2256 oversaw the creation of this new market

2251

Decision of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court of 28 March 1996, Exhibit HVY-185, Decision of the
Moscow Arbitrazh Court of 30 May 1996 on appeal, Exhibit HVY-186, Decision of the Moscow
Federal Arbitrazh Court of 24 July 1996 in cassation, Exhibit HVY-187. See also Statement of
Appeal, para. 833.
Moscow Arbitrazh Court ruling of 28 September 2005, Exhibit HVY-188, Ninth Commercial
Court ruling of 26 December 2005, Exhibit HVY-191.
Law 109-FZ of 21 July 2005, Exhibit HVY-192. See also Statement of Appeal, para. 834. This
legislation, which is still in force, was also applied by Russian courts in the aforementioned
rulings from 2005.
Statement of Appeal, paras. 79 and 96-98.
See Statement of Appeal, para. 79. See also “Boris Eltsine prêt à appliquer une thérapie de
choc à la Russie,” Les Échos, 4 November 1991, Exhibit HVY-464.
See also Statement of Appeal, footnote 38. Gaidar was the architect of Russian economic
reforms in the 1990s and carried out such reforms as Minister of Economic Affairs and Finance
(11 November 1991 to 2 April 1992), Deputy Head of Government (6 November 1991 to 15
June 1992) and acting Head of Government (15 June 1992 to 15 December 1992).

2252
2253

2254
2255
2256
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economy. The privatisation was one of the reforms and was led by Anatoly
Chubais.2257 During the implementation of these economic and political reforms,
a fierce power struggle arose between Yeltsin and the Parliament of the Russian
Federation. The Parliament considered Yeltsin's proposed reforms, including
privatisation, to be too radical, and was utterly opposed to them.
1229.

Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union in December 1991, the Government
began the privatisation process in 1992. As part of that process, two key State
bodies were established to set up and implement the privatisation: the State
Committee on Management of State Property (the Goskomimuschchestvo, or
“GKI”) and the Russian Federal Property Fund (the “RFFI”).
•

The GKI was charged with the implementation and supervision of the
privatisation. For example, the GKI was responsible for compiling an
inventory of all State property and preparing companies for privatisation,
drafting and adopting privatisation regulations, preparing privatisation
programmes, coordinating with various State bodies and supervising the
actual privatisations.

•

The RFFI was designated with the task of holding and selling State
property on behalf of the Russian Federation.2258 One of the RFFI's
responsibilities was to convert State-owned companies into joint-stock
companies so that their shares could be sold. The RFFI initially held the
shares in these companies and subsequently acted as the seller.

1230.

The allocation of duties between the GKI and the RFFI ensured that a system of
checks and balances was in place to prevent either State body from being able
to abuse its position in the privatisation of State property.

1231.

The privatisation process was preceded by the introduction of concepts such as
private ownership and private entrepreneurship.2259 This was known as the period
of "commercialisation”, which had already started during the Soviet era and
lasted from the late 1980s to 1992. The transfer of State property to the private
sector began in October 1992. That transfer took place in a number of distinct
stages: the so-called “voucher privatisation” from 1992 to 1994, the “cash

2257

2258
2259

It is worth noting that Chubais was not only heavily involved in the privatisation process in
Russia, but also remained a trusted advisor to the Russian Government thereafter. From 1998,
Chubais led the State-owned and monopolist OAO Unified Energy System of Russia, and since
2008 he has headed the State-owned company RUSNANO, which was established by the
Russian Government as a private equity company and venture capital fund. See
http://en.rusnano.com/about/management (last consulted on 13 February 2019).
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 2173, 17 December 1993, Exhibit HVY465.
See K.I. Kim and A. Yelkina, “Privatization in Russia: Its Past, Present, and Future”, Sam
Advanced Management Journal 2014, 1 January 2003, Exhibit HVY-466, p. 1-2.
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privatisation” from 1995 to 1997, and from 1997 onwards always based on a
structure to be determined on a case-by-case basis.2260
1232.

Under the “voucher privatisation”, every Russian citizen received a privatisation
voucher with a nominal value of RUB 10,000.2261 These vouchers could be used
to purchase shares in State-owned companies that were offered. Because the
vouchers were issued in bearer form, alternative ways of using the vouchers also
arose. For example, citizens could deposit their vouchers with voucher
investment funds (which then used the vouchers to buy shares in State-owned
companies that were auctioned) or simply sell them on the street.2262 As many
Russians had no knowledge of investing, many of them opted for an investment
fund or direct sale in order to earn some money quickly and easily.2263

1233.

Although the voucher privatisation programme should have been completed by
the end of 1993, it was extended until July 1994 to complete the ongoing projects.
Ultimately, between 1992 and 1994, more than 100,000 enterprises were
privatised through voucher auctions, including not only small and medium-sized
enterprises, but also oil companies, large energy companies, power plants,
mechanical engineering enterprises and other heavy industry companies.2264 At
the end of 1994, more than 40 million Russian citizens owned shares in privatised
companies or voucher investment funds. Privatisation in Russia had now de facto
come to a standstill, while a large part of the Russian economy remained in the
hands of the State. This included a number of the largest State-owned
companies.

1234.

In parallel to the voucher privatisation, the Government had started to prepare
so-called "investment tenders" as a way to privatise State shares.2265 In an
investment tender, parties could bid for a block of shares in a State-owned
company by bidding for the amount of investment they were willing to make in
the company. The bidder offering the highest investment in the company won the
block of shares. In addition to making the investments, the winning bidder paid a
purchase price predetermined by the Government for the shares to the RFFI.

2260

See K.I. Kim and A. Yelkina, “Privatization in Russia: Its Past, Present, and Future”, Sam
Advanced Management Journal 2014, 1 January 2003, Exhibit HVY-466, p. 1. Voucher
privatisation was also referred to as "mass privatisation", due to the large number of Stateowned companies privatised under this programme.
Ira W. Lieberman and Rogi Veimetra, “The Rush for State Shares in the ‘Klondike’ of Wild East
Capitalism: Loans-for-Shares Transactions in Russia”, 28 March 1996, Exhibit HVY-1, RME-6,
pp. 738-739.
See K.I. Kim and A. Yelkina, “Privatization in Russia: Its Past, Present, and Future”, Sam
Advanced Management Journal 2014, 1 January 2003, Exhibit HVY-466, p. 2.
See K.I. Kim and A. Yelkina, “Privatization in Russia: Its Past, Present, and Future”, Sam
Advanced Management Journal 2014, 1 January 2003, Exhibit HVY-466, p. 2.
See K.I. Kim and A. Yelkina, "Privatization in Russia: Its Past, Present, and Future", SAM
Advanced Management Journal 2014, 1 Januayry 2003, Exhibit HVY-466.
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 1403 of 17 November 1992, Exhibit
MP-007; GKI Order 342-r of 15 February 1994, Exhibit MP-138. This method was later also
used in parallel to the LFS auctions for different blocks of shares in certain companies.
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This predetermined purchase price was based on the nominal value of the shares
and was often only a fraction of the investment amount.
1235.

The main objective of the privatisation in Russia was to transform these Stateowned companies, which were often loss-making, into profit-making enterprises,
and to transfer the ownership of and responsibility for these companies to the
Russian private sector, for it was expected that privatisation would improve the
efficiency of the Russian economy and the performance of individual companies,
would contribute to the formation of a broad class of private and strategic owners,
and lead to investments in Russian industry.2266 The GKI did not expect that the
privatisation of companies, which produced non-competitive products through
obsolete facilities, would directly generate money.2267 According to the GKI, the
Treasury would ultimately benefit from the privatisation by levying taxes on the
privatised companies.2268

17.2.2 The LFS programme
1236.

In early 1995, the Russian economy was still in a poor state. The Government
was facing a significant budget deficit without the means to finance it.2269 The
Government's budgetary problems were further complicated by the risk of the
return of hyperinflation2270, and a national crisis in which many companies were
struggling to meet their financial obligations, were not paying their taxes and were
experiencing difficulties paying salaries. In addition, a large-scale war broke out

2266

See Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government, 7 February 1997, Exhibit HVY-467, Annex
4: ("[T]he main goals and tasks of privatisation, among which are the following: increasing the
effectiveness of the Russian economy as a whole and the activity of individual enterprises; the
formation of a broad class of private owners and assisting the process of the formation of
strategic private owners; raising investments for industry, including for investments.”).
See Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government, 7 February 1997, Exhibit HVY-467, Annex
4: ("In general one should note that many accusations against the privatisation authorities are
built upon the presumption that privatisation should bring some sort of extraordinary income to
the state budget. Unfortunately, the practice of countries with a transitional economy speaks to
the contrary. It is unrealistic to receive funds from the privatisation of our companies, which
produce uncompetitive products on worn-out equipment. Privatisation provides for for the
receipt of funds to the state budget through the creation of private enterprises which produce
products which are needed on the market, receive sufficient profit and transfer a portion of this
profit to the state budget in the form of taxes.").
See Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government, 7 February 1997, Exhibit HVY-467, Annex
4: ("In general one should note that many accusations against the privatisation authorities are
built upon the presumption that privatisation should bring some sort of extraordinary income to
the state budget. Unfortunately, the practice of countries with a transitional economy speaks to
the contrary. It is unrealistic to receive funds from the privatisation of our companies, which
produce uncompetitive products on worn-out equipment. Privatisation provides for for the
receipt of funds to the state budget through the creation of private enterprises which produce
products which are needed on the market, receive sufficient profit and transfer a portion of this
profit to the state budget in the form of taxes.").
See Statement of Appeal, para. 112. See also OECD, "The Investment Environment in the
Russian Federation", 2001, Exhibit HVY-468, p. 145.
See Statement of Appeal, para. 96.
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in Chechnya in 1994 which had to be financed, but no allowance for this had
been made in the 1994 budget and the 1995 draft budget.2271
1237.

During the same period, the Government was engaging in preparations for the
cash privatisation, where shares in State-owned companies would be sold for
cash. In this context, the GKI carried out market surveys and made forecasts to
determine which sectors and companies were of most interest to potential
investors and how much money would be generated by the sale of shares in
those companies. On the assumption that significant blocks of shares in the
largest State-owned companies (including large oil companies) would be sold,
the GKI estimated that the privatisation process could raise USD 1 billion for the
1995 federal budget. The draft budget for 1995 that the Government prepared
and presented to the State Duma during the second half of 1994 was based on
the GKI’s research and proposals.

1238.

The political situation in Russia was unstable at that time. There were constant
confrontations between the State Duma, which consisted mainly of members
opposed to the economic reforms, and the Government. The Communists (and
other opposition parties) prepared themselves for the upcoming parliamentary
elections in December 1995 and the scheduled presidential elections in June
1996. As part of their campaign, they tried to undermine the incumbent
Government as much as possible, including by constantly criticising its policies.
The Communists also made it clear that, if they were to win the upcoming
elections, they would stop the privatisation process and would re-nationalise
former State property.2272

1239.

The economic and political situation is also reflected in the recently published
conversations between Yeltsin and Bill Clinton from early 1996. For example,
Yeltsin asks Clinton for a loan of no less than USD 2.5 billion, because the
hundreds of millions pledged by the IMF would not be enough to pay the salaries
and pensions of employees of State-owned enterprises in Russia.2273 Yeltsin also

2271

Clinton Presidential Records, Exhibit HVY-469, Memorandum of Conversation with Russian
President Yeltsin dated 1 May 1996, p. 9.
See Party programme of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation, 22 January 1995,
Exhibit HVY-470, pp. 15-19; La Tribune, "Les objectifs prioritaires du PC", 19 December 1995,
Exhibit HVY-471. See also Clinton Presidential Records, Exhibit HVY-469, Memorandum of
Conversation with Russian President Yeltsin dated 1 May 1996, p. 8. ("President Yeltsin: Our
people understand what is at stake. They understand that a return to communism would be a
blow to them and to the entire world. Zyuganov uses the tactic of claiming he is a social
democrat. This won't fly. He would cancel reforms and abolish privatization.").
Clinton Presidential Records, Exhibit HVY-469, Memorandum of Conversation with Russian
President Yeltsin dated 7 May 1996, p. 2. (“President Yeltsin: Bill, for my election campaign, I
urgently need for Russia a loan of $2.5 billion. […] And in the first half of the year, we will only
have $300 million due to conditions set by the IMF. You know when Mr. Camdessus was here
I talked to him. But he said only $300 million in the first half and $1 billion in the second half.
But the problem is I need money to pay pensions and wages. Without resolving this matter of
pensions and wages, it will be very difficult to go into the election campaign. You know, if we
could resolve this subject in a way with him providing the $2.5 billion in the first half, we could
perhaps manage. Or if you could do it under your banks with Russian government guarantees.”).
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describes how a return to Communism, if the communist candidate (Zhuganov)
were to win, would be a great blow to the whole world. Although Zhuganov was
presenting himself as a Social Democrat, according to Yeltsin he would in reality
want to cancel the economic reforms in Russia and reverse privatisation.2274
1240.

The Government and the State Duma were also at loggerheads over the federal
budget for 1995, which was ultimately only approved by the State Duma in late
March 1995.2275 The State Duma had required the inclusion of a number of
elements in that budget that were very challenging for the Government. This
included the target to raise USD 1.8 billion through privatisation. This target was
difficult to achieve because the Government was prohibited from selling large
“reserved” blocks of shares in valuable strategic State-owned companies.2276

1241.

Against this backdrop, Vladimir Potanin (president and co-owner of Onexim
Bank2277) on behalf of a consortium of several large Russian banks presented an
alternative solution to the Government, at a meeting at the end of March 1995.2278
Potanin suggested that Russian investors should grant loans to the Government
in exchange for a pledge on shares in large State-owned companies (and the
right to manage the pledged shares).2279 This would enable the Government to
raise the funds it needed without violating the prohibition to sell reserved shares
in those State-owned companies imposed by the State Duma.

2274

Clinton Presidential Records, Exhibit HVY-469, Memorandum of Conversation with Russian
President Yeltsin dated 21 April 1996, p. 2. (“President Yeltsin: Our people understand what is
at stake. They understand that a return to communism would be a blow to them and to the entire
world. Zyuganov uses the tactic of claiming he is a social democrat. This won't fly. He would
cancel reforms and abolish privatization.").
Federal Law No. 39-FZ of 31 March 1995, Exhibit AVA43.
Federal Law No. 39-FZ of 31 March 1995, Exhibit AVA43 ("Article 12. In 1995, during
privatisation there is to be no early sale of federally owned packets of shares in oil companies
that were established or are being established in accordance with the decrees of the President
of the Russian Federation and the resolutions of the Government of the Russian Federation.
[...] Article 13. […] Income from the sale of state and municipal property: 8,773.6 [rubles,
billion].") This injunction, which applied for a period of three years following the incorporation of
these companies, had already been introduced by the President in 1992. Although, up until this
point, this injunction could have been reversed at any time by the President, this was no longer
possible as the Duma had included enforcement of this prohibition in the budget. For example,
45% of the issued share capital in Yukos was designated as a reserved block of shares. The
same applied to other major oil companies such as LUKoil and Surgutneftegaz. See Decree of
the President of the Russian Federation No. 1403 of 17 November 1992, Exhibit MP-007. In
particular the injunction affected State-owned companies in respect of which the Government
intended to sell a large part of the shares. Many of these companies had actually been
incorporated in 1993 or later and could therefore not be sold until 1996 at the earliest (following
the expiry of the three-year “lock-up” period).
Onexim Bank was a leading private bank in Russia at the time. Onexim Bank would later
become the most active participant in the LFS auctions.
At that point, the consortium of banks would have consisted of the following banks: Imperial
Bank, Inkombank, ONEXIM Bank, Stolichny Bank Sberezheniy (Capital City Savings Bank),
Bank Menatep, and AKB Mezhdunarodnaya Finansovaya kompaniya (Joint-Stock Commercial
Bank International Financial Company). See Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government,
31 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-472, p. 2.
See Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government, 31 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-472, p. 2.
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1242.

Shortly after this meeting, Russian Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin instructed
the GKI and the Ministry of Finance to study the proposal and, if viable, to prepare
the necessary legal documentation for the programme to be implemented as
soon as possible. In preparing the legal framework and drawing up the required
documentation, the GKI was assisted by the Legal Department of the President’s
staff and a number of the President’s economic advisors, including Mr Orekhov
and Mr Livshits.

1243.

The LFS programme was officially adopted by Presidential Decree number 889
of 31 August 1995 (the “LFS Decree”).2280 The notion behind the LFS programme
was as follows.2281 The Government was to organise auctions for the right to grant
it short-term loans, secured by rights of pledge on blocks of shares in certain
large State-owned companies, giving the pledge holder extensive rights of
control of those shares. This meant that the party offering the highest loan for a
block of shares would then extend a loan to the Government (the Ministry of
Finance). In the event that the Russian Federation did not repay the short-term
loan by 1 September 1996 at the latest, the lender would be entitled to sell the
pledged shares on behalf of the Russian Federation via an execution sale. The
revenues from the sale would be distributed as follows: first the lender would be
repaid the amount of the loan including interest; the remainder would be divided
between the State (70%) and the lender (30%). However, the lender would not
have any further claim against the State if the sale of the pledged shares did not
yield sufficient proceeds.2282

1244.

The LFS Decree contained the rules for the LFS auctions and the draft
documentation for conducting the auctions, such as the loan agreement, the
pledge agreement and the order agreement for a possible execution sale of the
pledged shares.

1245.

The LFS Decree appointed the GKI as the official organiser of the LFS auctions.
The GKI was thus responsible for the implementation of the LFS programme and
also had to ensure that the process was carried out in accordance with the legal
requirements. Furthermore, the GKI had to identify the State-owned companies
whose shares would be pledged as security for a loan.2283 On 25 September
1995, the GKI published a list of 29 State-owned companies for which LFS
auctions would be organised.2284 Yukos was one of these 29 companies. The list

2280
2281
2282
2283
2284

See Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 889 of 31 August 1995, Exhibit RF225, R-261, and the LFS Auction Rules adopted therein.
See also Statement of Appeal, para. 113.
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 889 of 31 August 1995, Exhibit RF-225,
R-261.
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 889 of 31 August 1995, Exhibit RF-225,
R-261, para. 5.
See GKI Order No. 1365-r, 25 September 1995, Exhibit HVY-473.
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included not only oil companies but also companies that were active in the metal,
shipping, forestry, nuclear energy and aviation sectors.
1246.

Determining the starting prices for the auctions was a point needing attention.2285
The prices had to attract serious investors while correlating to the market price
of the pledged shares, as the lender would be allowed to retain 30% of the excess
value realised in the event of an execution sale. To this end, a special team within
the GKI determined the market value of each of the companies in the LFS
programme on the basis of all information available. On this basis, the starting
prices for the auctions were then determined. Later, the GKI indicated that it set
the starting prices for the auctions at 70-90% of the market value of the shares
to be pledged.2286

1247.

Following a request to that end from the State Duma, Yeltsin decided in
November 1995 to remove certain companies in strategic sectors from the LFS
list published by the GKI.2287 Subsequently, there were 17 companies left for
which LFS auctions would be organised. In the end, the GKI cancelled five of
those (almost one third) due to a lack of interest among investors.2288

1248.

The proceeds of the 12 LFS auctions helped the Russian government to reduce
its budget deficit and prevent the return of hyperinflation.2289

1249.

With regard to a number of State-owned companies, including Yukos, the
Government decided that foreign investors were not allowed to bid in the auction.
This was because the Government wanted to prevent foreign investors from
gaining control over shares in important State-owned companies. Deputy Prime
Minister Anatoly Chubais, who was responsible for the privatisation in Russia,
said the following on the subject:

2285

See Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government, 31 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-472 ("An
important moment in ensuring the interests of the state is the determination of the starting price
of the auction. Under the conditions of the high probability of a preliminary agreement of the
auction participants (and further practice confirms such a possibility), it is necessary to ensure
the establishment of a starting price that would not allow, on the one hand, to receive the shares
under pledge for a trivial amount, and which would, on the other hand, attract a broad circle of
investors to participate in the auction.”).
See Letter from the GKI to the State Duma, 12 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-474 ("The starting
prices of the lots which were put up for auction were determined based upon a calculation of
70-90% of their market value, which corresponds to world and domestic practice for crediting
under pledge.”).
See State Duma Resolution No. 1392-I GD, 24 November 1995, Exhibit HVY-475; Decree of
the President of the Russian Federation No. 1230, 7 December 1995, Exhibit HVY-476, para.
1; Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 1186, 27 November 1995, Exhibit
HVY-477.
See Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government, 31 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-472 "A
total of 17 auctions were held (of which 12 took place, but applications were not received for 5)
for the right to conclude credit agreements, agreements for the pledge of federally-owned
shares and commissioned agent agreements.").
See Daniel Treisman, Loans for Shares Revisited (2010), Exhibit HVY-150, p. 11. See also
Statement of Appeal, para. 115.
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"[I]n the case of Yukos the basic premise was that participation with foreign
money was not allowed in this tender. The company is too important."2290

1250.

A number of former State-owned companies that were privatised, including via
the LFS programme, subsequently grew to become enormously profitable. As a
result, certain banks and individuals ultimately collected major private assets.
The LFS programme as a whole (and therefore not only in respect of Yukos) was
later criticised for that very reason. It is bizarre, however, for the Russian
Federation to now hold this against Bank Menatep while the many other
prominent participants in the LFS programme have never been called to account
for any alleged irregularities involved in the LFS programme. On the contrary,
many other participants have grown to become true oligarchs: billionaires with
strong ties with Putin and the Kremlin.2291 These include, for example, Vladimir
Potanin,2292 Mikhail Prokhorov,2293 Roman Abramovich,2294 Vagit Alekperov2295
and Vladimir Bogdanov.2296

1251.

In the spring of 2018, an interview with Sergey Aleksashenko, former top public
servant of the Russian Federation, on, among other things, the LFS programme,
was published.2297 Aleksashenko was State Secretary for Finance from 1993 to
1995 and Vice President of the Russian Central Bank from 1995 to 1998. In the
interview, Aleksashenko criticises the LFS programme, but is also of the opinion
that this programme was the best option for the Russian State.

2290

Interview with Anatoly Chubais, as broadcast on the Russian television station NTV, 8
December 1995, Exhibit HVY-460. These images were released in December 2017 to mark
the 25th anniversary of the Russian television station NTV.
See U.S. Department of the Treasury, "Treasury Sanctions Russian Officials, Members Of The
Russian Leadership's Inner Circle, And An Entity For Involvement In The Situation In Ukraine",
20 March 2014, Exhibit HVY-260. This list includes, amongst others, Vladimir Potanin, Mikhail
Prokhorov, Roman Abramovich, Vagit Alekperov and Vladimir Bogdanov.
Vladimir Potanin was co-owner and chairman of the board of Onexim Bank. Onexim Bank was
the most active participant in the LFS auctions and acquired control of, inter alia, the company
Norilsk Nickel. His current assets are estimated at approximately USD 18 billion. See
https://www.forbes.com/profile/vladimir-potanin/ (last consulted on 15 February 2019).
Mikhail Prokhorov was one of Potanin's most important business partners at Onexim Bank
during the LFS auctions. His current assets are estimated at approximately USD 10 billion. See
https://www.forbes.com/profile/mikhail-prokhorov/ (last consulted on 15 February 2019).
Roman Abramovich won, inter alia, the LFS auction of Sibneft (together with Boris Berezovsky).
His current assets are estimated at approximately USD 12 billion. See
https://www.forbes.com/profile/roman-abramovich/ (last consulted on 15 February 2019).
Vagit Alekperov acquired a significant stake in Lukoil during the privatisation. He bid on his
"own" Lukoil during the LFS auctions. His current assets are estimated at approximately USD
20 billion. See https://www.forbes.com/profile/vagit-alekperov/ (last consulted on 15 February
2019).
Vladimir Bogdanov acquired a significant stake in Surgutneftegaz during the privatisation. He
bid on his "own" Surgutneftegaz during the LFS auctions. His current assets are estimated at
approximately USD 1.5 billion. See https://www.forbes.com/profile/vladimir-bogdanov/ (last
consulted on 15 February 2019).
Transcript of the interview with Sergey Aleksashenko, 11 May 2018, Exhibit HVY-478. The
interview was conducted by Dr Maxim Mironov, visiting professor with the IE Business School
of
Madrid.
The
entire
interview
in
Russian
can
be
seen
at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZKLK1b4rys (last consulted on 15 February 2019).
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1252.

As Aleksashenko indicates, the State-owned companies involved were suffering
losses, were not paying any taxes and were greatly in arrears with salary
payments:
"This story is not black and white; it is grey, yes, and there are 50 shades of grey,
and the question is which shade you choose. Whether those loans-for-share
auctions were fair? Of course not, they were not. Did the government receive a
price for the enterprises it sold? Well, this is the question of valuing them.
Because, even though they sold enterprises that exported raw materials, such
as the oil sector, Norilsk Nickel was sold, I don’t remember what else… Well,
effectively, all those export factories, enterprises, all of them were losing money.
Now, those were government enterprises, purportedly controlled by the
government. Meanwhile, they paid no taxes, they had many months’ worth of
back taxes, many months’ worth of back wages, and, in the great scheme of
things, if you use the same enterprise valuation methods as an investment
banker would, they had negative value." 2298 (Emphasis added.)

1253.

Aleksashenko is of the opinion that the State was wise to sell these companies,
as the State was unable to run the companies itself. According to Aleksashenko,
the main objective was not to replenish the State treasury:
"The question is whether a better decision was available at that point in time? In
my view, there was none. It is just like democracy. It is a horrendous form of
government, that’s true, but there is nothing better. Given that you are facing a
very short span of time, and you need money right now, rather than at a certain
point in five years’ time, rather than in four years the way it was with Svyazinvest.
And you want those enterprises to stop running up debt today. You want those
enterprises to start paying taxes and wages today. Now, we are unable to think
up anything else, and it has been 20 years since, yes."2299 (Emphasis added.)

1254.

He also indicated that the Russian State made a political choice by excluding
foreigners from bidding on these State-owned companies:
"Second. A decision was made, a political decision, not to sell those companies
to foreigners. Could they remove that restriction and sell it to foreigners? In
theory, yes. Were there any foreigners at that time that would be willing to buy
any major Russian enterprise? I don’t recall any. I don’t recall any major foreigner
who would come to Russia in ’95 and say: sell me that oil company, I will make
a candy of it. Because it was hyperinflation, last month, like January ’96, we had
inflation running at 17 percent and it was only later that it plummeted. Now, the
legislation was shaky; at some point, everybody was still waiting, they had started
awaiting the presidential elections of ’96, and it was unclear if the Communists
would win, because they did win the Duma elections in ’95. Now, actually, there
were no foreigners. What other options do you have left?"2300 (Emphasis added.)

17.3

The privatisation of Yukos

1255.

HVY discussed the main features of the privatisation of Yukos in the Statement
of Appeal.2301 In this paragraph, HVY will address this privatisation in more detail

2298

Transcript of the interview of Sergey Aleksashenko, 11 May 2018, Exhibit HVY-478, p. 12.
Transcript of the interview with Sergey Aleksashenko, 11 May 2018, Exhibit HVY-478, p. 1316.
Transcript of the interview of Sergey Aleksashenko, 11 May 2018, Exhibit HVY-478, p. 13.
See Statement of Appeal, Sections 2.4.3 and 13.4.
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and explain how entities representing the interests of Bank Menatep and its
shareholders acquired the Yukos shares privatised in 1995 and 1996.
17.3.1 The Russian Federation established the legal framework for the
privatisation of Yukos
1256.

President Yeltsin took the first step towards the privatisation of Russia's major oil
and gas companies already on 14 August 1992.2302 Yeltsin decided that various
stand-alone entities in the fuel and energy sectors would be merged into newly
created joint-stock companies. This meant in fact that various stand-alone
production companies and refineries had to be merged and incorporated into
large parent companies.

1257.

Although the merger process was still in full swing at the time, as early as 17
November 1992 Yeltsin determined the outlines of the future privatisation of
these parent companies, including through investment tenders.2303 HVY would
call to mind that an important purpose of the privatisation, and of investment
tenders in particular, was to help companies develop into profit-making entities
and to transfer the ownership of and responsibility for these companies to the
private sector.2304

1258.

On 15 April 1993, the Russian Government adopted a resolution on the basis of
which Yukos was incorporated as a joint-stock company.2305 On the basis of this
resolution, Yukos would, in cooperation with the Ministry of Energy, carry out the
reorganisation of its new subsidiary entities YNG (one of the main production
companies), Kuibyshevnefteorgsintez (a major refinery) and various other
production and distribution entities from remote regions of Russia.2306

2302

See Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 922, 14 August 1992, Exhibit HVY479.
See Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 1403 of 17 November 1992, Exhibit
MP-007. That decree determined in respect of certain oil companies, for example, that a part of
the shares would remain with the State for a period of three years, that 40% of the shares would
be sold by means of investment tenders according to a procedure to be determined by the GKI
and the Ministry of Energy, and that foreigners would not be permitted to acquire more than
15% of the shares in any event.
See para. 1235 above. Also see Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government, 7 February
1997, Exhibit HVY-467, Annex 4 ("Privatisation provides for the receipt of funds to the state
budget through the creation of private enterprises which produce products which are needed
on the market, receive sufficient profit and transfer a portion of this profit to the state budget in
the form of taxes.").
See Resolution by the Government of the Russian Federation No. 354 of 15 April 1993, RME1, Exhibit HVY-1. See also “History”, YUKOS: About Us, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 1,
Exhibit HVY-1.
“History”, YUKOS: About Us, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 1, Exhibit HVY-1. For more
detail regarding this, see Section 13.3 above.
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1259.

As described above,2307 the GKI announced on 25 September 1995 that Yukos
had been selected as one of 29 companies for the LFS programme.2308

1260.

As the planned investment tender for the Yukos shares had not yet taken place,
the GKI decided on 20 October 1995 to hold the investment tender and the LFS
auction for Yukos simultaneously.2309 The GKI also determined at that time that
45% of the Yukos shares would be pledged in the LFS auction and that 33% of
the shares in Yukos would be sold in the investment tender. The GKI also decided
that the bidders had to transfer a security deposit of USD 350 million to a bank
account of the Ministry of Finance.

1261.

As prescribed by privatisation law, Yukos’ Board of Directors provided the
Government with its need for investment in a draft investment programme in
October 1995.2310 In that draft, Yukos mentioned in particular the need to restore
inactive oil wells and oil fields, to reconstruct certain refineries and to develop a
distribution network for oil products.

1262.

In accordance with the LFS Decree, the GKI furthermore set up a committee to
oversee the conduct of the individual auctions (the “Auction Committee”).2311 All
of the members of the Auction Committee were representatives of the Russian
authorities: the GKI, the Ministry of Finance, the RFFI, the Ministry of the relevant
industrial sector, and the relevant regional GKI. They safeguarded the objectivity
and independence of the Auction Committee’s decision-making.2312 The
permanent members of the Auction Committee were Alfred Koch of the GKI
(Chairman), Andrei Kazmin of the Ministry of Finance and Vladimir Sokolov of
the RFFI, with support from Sergey Vladimirovich Molozhavy of the GKI

2307

See para. 1245 above.
GKI Order 1365-r, 25 September 1995, Exhibit HVY-473. As described in para. 1247 above,
this was later reduced to 17 companies.
GKI Order 1518-r, 20 October 1995, Exhibit HVY-480.
Based on a regulation of the GKI of February 1994, the investments obtained by means of an
investment tender had to be used in accordance with a tailor-made investment programme. See
GKI Order 342-r, 15 February 1994, Exhibit HVY-481. The investment programme came about
as follows. A first draft of the investment programme consisted of a non-binding proposal from
the company itself, focusing in particular on the investment needs identified by the company
itself. This draft was then analysed by the relevant sector commissions and Government
ministries, which amended the draft where necessary to safeguard the interests of the Russian
State. Lastly, the final draft was submitted to the GKI for assessment and approval. The draft
investment programme for Yukos was assessed and approved by the Russian Government (the
Ministry of Energy) and the GKI. See also para. 1267 below.
See Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 889 of 31 August 1995, Exhibit RF225, R-261, para. 5, § 1 of the LFS Auction Rules. See also GKI Order 1365-r, 25 September
1995, Exhibit HVY-473, para. 2.
See Letter from the GKI to the State Duma, 12 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-474 ("Conduct of
the auctions was delegated to the commission, which was created in accordance with clause 1
of the Rules for Conducting Auctions, approved by Decree No. 889 of the President of the
Russian Federation dated 31/08/1995. The commission for each auction included
representatives of the State Property Committee of Russia, the Ministry of Finance of Russia,
the Russian Federal Property Fund, the industry sector ministry and the regional committee for
the management of property. In this way, objectivity and independence was ensured in the
decisions made by the commission.").
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directorate as Secretary with an advisory vote.2313 At the Yukos LFS Auction, Mr
G.A. Amirov (delegate of the regional GKI of the autonomous okrug KhantyMansi) was also a member of the Auction Committee.2314
1263.

For each company, the Auction Committee was to determine the size of the block
of shares, the minimum bid price (the starting price) and the requirements for
participants in the auction.2315 The Auction Committee then had to prepare and
issue the public announcement for each auction. The Auction Committee
appointed an administrative representative for each auction, who would support
the Auction Committee with administrative tasks.2316 On every occasion this was
one of the large Russian banks that had confirmed their interest in participating
in the LFS auctions, such as Onexim Bank, Bank Menatep and Imperial Bank.
The representative's role consisted of registering the applications (the
representative could not refuse applications), receiving the mandatory security
deposit and checking the completeness of the auction documentation provided
by the participants.2317 The representative had neither any formal powers nor any
say in the decision-making process.2318

1264.

Minutes of the Auction Committee show that it met a number of times to take
decisions on specific LFS auctions, such as the number of shares to be pledged
and the associated starting prices. It also appears from those minutes that it
assessed any proposals from the State-owned companies selected for the LFS
programme and rejected them if they were not in the interest of the State.2319

1265.

The Auction Committee convened on 13 October 1995 for example to take
decisions on the LFS auction of oil company Sidanko. Sidanko had proposed to
offer twelve blocks of 4.25% of the shares in the LFS auctions instead of a total

2313

See GKI Order 1365-r, 25 September 1995, Exhibit HVY-473, Annex 2. Although Andrei
Alekseyevich Lazarevsky was initially appointed as Secretary, he was replaced later by
Molozhavy. See GKI Order 1618-r, 10 November 1995, Exhibit HVY-482. As Kazmin was
unable to attend on 7 and 8 December 1995, K.E. Buravlev stood in for him on those dates.
See Letter from the Ministry of Finance to the GKI, 6 December 1995, Exhibit HVY-483.
See Protocol No. 1 of the Auction Committee for the Yukos LFS auction of 8 December 1995,
Exhibit MP-019 and Protocol No. 2 of the Auction Committee for the Yukos LFS auction of 8
December 1995, Exhibit MP-020. GKI Order 1459-r, 10 October 1995, Exhibit HVY-484.
See GKI Order 1365-r, 25 September 1995, Exhibit HVY-473, para. 3.
See GKI Order 1458-r of 10 September 1995, Exhibit RF-225, R-262.
Letter from the State Duma to the Russian public prosecutor, 30 November 1995, Exhibit HVY485, p. 3; Letter from the GKI to the State Duma, 12 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-474, para. 4.
The role of administrative representative has on occasions been renamed as "organiser of the
auction" by outsiders of the LFS auctions. That is a misleading name, because the
administrative agent was only in charge of administrative tasks.
See Letter from the GKI to the State Duma, 12 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-474 ("Only purely
technical functions were delegated to the banks that were acting under agency agreements with
the State Property Committee of Russia – the acceptance of applications and checking the
correctness of the execution of the documents by the applicants. In any case, all disputed
questions when conducting the auctions were decided by the commission for conducting
auctions.").
See Protocol No. 1 of the Auction Committee on the LFS auctions, 13 October 1995, Exhibit
HVY-486; Protocol No. 2 of the Auction Committee on the LFS auctions, 23 October 1995,
Exhibit HVY-487.
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block of 51%. That proposal was unanimously rejected by the Auction
Committee, as it believed that a controlling block of shares would be more
appealing to serious investors and would therefore generate more funds for the
federal budget.2320
1266.

During the meeting of 23 October 1995, the Auction Committee decided, among
other things, on the Yukos LFS auction.2321

1267.

On 25 October 1995, the GKI took further decisions on the privatisation of Yukos,
including the adoption of the final investment programme and the minimum offer
price for the investment tender.2322

1268.

On 4 November 1995, the GKI announced in the newspaper Rossiskaya Gazeta
that the LFS auction for Yukos would take place on 8 December 1995.2323 The
announcement contained information about the place and date of the auction and
the conditions for participation.2324

2320

Protocol No. 1 of the Auction Committee on the LFS auctions of 13 October 1995, Exhibit HVY486 ("The commission received a proposal from the company SIDANKO, which consist in
breaking up its lot into blocks with the size of 4.25%, and also in additional requirements to the
buyer regarding the investment of funds. Our arguments are the following: a controlling block
of shares brings a new quality, and therefore, it costs more. Additionally, the company
SIDANKO is weakly structured and the purchase of shares of the “parent company” by the
subsidiaries worsens the situation. Therefore, we propose that the size of the lot be - 51
percentage % of the charter capital, and the starting price - 100 mln US dollars. […] They
resolved: To include in the content of the lot 51 percent of the charter capital, having established
a starting price of 125 million US dollars. Additional condition - restrictions on the participation
of companies with foreign capital. The auction for AO SIDANKO is to be conducted no earlier
than December 7, 1995.").
Protocol No. 2 of the Auction Committee on the LFS auctions, 23 October 1995, Exhibit HVY487. With respect to Yukos, the Auction Committee unanimously decided to combine the LFS
auction and investment tender, to set the deposit at USD 350 million, publish a public
announcement of the auction and tender, and recommend to the GKI that Bank Menatep be
appointed as the administrative representative of the Auction Committee.
GKI Order 1547-r of 25 October 1995, Exhibit DG-087. As also shown by this Order, the
investment programme had already been approved by the Ministry of Energy. Again, the Order
also reflects the conditions of the LFS auction and the Yukos investment tender, such as: 45%
of the shares in Yukos would be offered in the Yukos LFS auction, and the winning bidder would
also undertake an obligation to invest USD 200 million more in Yukos within a period of three
years, 33% of the shares in Yukos would be offered via an investment tender with a minimum
offer price of USD 150 million in investments (which had to be made within three years of signing
the purchase agreement for the shares) and a fixed purchase price for the shares of (converted)
about USD 9.5 million, in accordance with the Decree of the President of the Russian
Federation No. 1403 of 17 November 1992, (Exhibit MP-007), foreign investors were not
permitted to participate in the investment tender and as a security for performance of the
investment obligations, each bidder had to deposit an amount in security of USD 350 million
into a special account of the Ministry of Finance held with the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation.
Public announcement of the LFS auction for Yukos of 4 November 1995, Annex (Merits) C 1273,
Exhibit HVY-1.
For example, the announcement included information about the starting price of USD 150
million, the requisite down payment of USD 4.5 million, the bidding documentation required and
the additional investment obligation of USD 200 million. The prohibition preventing foreign
natural persons, foreign entities and entities with a foreign participating interest of more than
25% from participating was also mentioned.
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1269.

On the same day, in Rossiskaya Gazeta the RFFI announced the investment
tender for Yukos.2325 That notice contained information about the tender and the
conditions under which it would be conducted.2326

1270.

Finally, on 13 November 1995 the GKI adopted a revised version of the Yukos
privatisation plan.2327 The GKI largely reiterated the original privatisation plan of
1993, inter alia upholding the prohibition against foreign investors owning more
than 15% of the company's shares.2328 The GKI’s revised version also determined
that 7% of the shares would be transferred to the company for placement on the
securities market.2329

1271.

Yukos' investment tender was also led by a committee set up for this purpose
(the "Tender Committee"). The duties of the Tender Committee included, for
example, verifying whether the participants met the legal requirements, accepting
or rejecting the applications and determining the winner of the tender.2330

1272.

The Tender Committee consisted of three members with voting rights, all
representatives of the Russian authorities: Valeriy Fatikov of the RFFI, Alfred
Koch of the GKI and Mr L.F. Osipova of the Ministry of Finance.2331 Further, the
company's employees and the Russian Federation's Antimonopoly Policy
Committee could each appoint a representative that would participate in the
meetings with the Tender Committee. These representatives had no voting rights
in the Committee, but only an “advisory vote”.2332 In the end, Mr Generalov,
Yukos’ Vice President, was appointed to represent the Yukos employees.2333

2325

Public announcement of the investment tender for Yukos of 4 November 1995, Annex (Merits)
C 1272, Exhibit HVY-1.
This notice contained similar information to that in the announcement for the LFS auction.
GKI Order 1628-r, 13 November 1995, Exhibit HVY-488.
See GKI Order 1628-r, 13 November 1995, Exhibit HVY-488, paras. 5.2-5.3 and 7.1.
See GKI Order 1628-r, 13 November 1995, Exhibit HVY-488, para. 6.5. As mentioned in
footnote 2303 above, initially 40% of the shares would be sold via an investment tender. In the
revised version of the privatisation plan, this was thus reduced to 33%, while it also determined
that the remaining 7% would be transferred to the company for placement on the securities
market.
GKI Order 342-r of 15 February 1994, Exhibit MP-138.
M.F. Yudin of Yukos played the role of secretary of the Tender Committee, and A.V. Yakovlev
was involved as the RFFI’s external advisor. Neither of them had voting rights or an “advisory
vote”.
GKI Order 342-r of 15 February 1994, Exhibit MP-138.
See Protocol No. 1 of the Tender Committee for the Yukos investment tender of 8 December
1995, Exhibit MP-148 and Protocol No. 2 of the Auction Committee for the Yukos investment
tender of 8 December 1995, Exhibit MP-149. Both documents have been translated by (or on
behalf of) the Russian Federation. The first protocol still states in the English text that Generalov
had a "deliberative vote". This was a misleading trick from the Russian Federation in the French
enforcement proceedings, which argued there that Generalov had voting rights. When HVY
requested their own translation of the Russian document, they discovered that the Russian
Federation had once again been guilty of deception, for the correct English translation was
"advisory vote". The Russian Federation has now also acknowledged that Generalov only had
an "advisory vote".
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17.3.2 Interested investors
1273.

After the Russian authorities had announced that Yukos would be part of the LFS
programme, the media reported which investors were interested in Yukos. This
concerned on the one hand Bank Menatep and, on the other, a consortium of the
banks Alfa-Bank, Inkombank and Rossiyskiy Kredit.
Bank Menatep

1274.

1275.

Bank Menatep was one of the interested investors. In his statement, Dubov talks
about the history of Bank Menatep and how the bank became involved in various
privatisations in the Russian Federation as early as the early 1990s:
"During the early stages of privatisation, Bank Menatep’s principal activity was,
as its name indicated, banking. The bank would provide financing (and, also,
advisory services) both to company managers looking to acquire shares in the
companies they ran, and to outside investors seeking to purchase shares in
state-owned companies that were being offered for sale. This assisted the bank
to develop its client base, as the investors who purchased enterprises with the
bank’s financial backing would often return as banking clients." 2334

Dubov further explains that Bank Menatep later decided to also actively invest
itself in shares in State-owned companies that were privatised, which quickly
became one of the bank's most important activities:
"Bank Menatep's privatisation business took off quite rapidly. The bank
successfully introduced new management standards and restructured the
production and sales practices of the acquired companies. Soon, it became
clear that the bank's privatisation activities were outpacing its banking activities.
The several dozen companies shares in which were acquired by Bank Menatep
spanned various industries. I personally sat on the boards of some of those
newly privatised companies during 1992 to 1999 (including RK Rostekstil
(600,000 employees), Mosmontazhspetsstroy (more than 35,000 employees),
Glavmosstroy (100,000 employees), Nefteexport (former name
Soyuznefteexport, that used to hold a monopoly on the export of oil from the
USSR), Prodintorg (that used to be a monopolist in the import of food products
in the USSR), Roskontrakt (more than 100,000 employees),
Mospromstroymaterialy, Centrakademstroy, AVISMA and OAO Apatit)." 2335

1276.

Bank Menatep’s growth in this area did not go unnoticed. The Russian
newspaper Kommersant published an article about the Menatep Group in
September 1995, describing how the Menatep Group had already acquired
controlling interests in some fifty privatised companies and how it used its holding
company, Rosprom, to control and manage those companies.2336 In October
1995, an interview with Khodorkovsky about Rosprom was also published.2337

2334

Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 28.
Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 31.
Kommersant, "Menatep created a holding company - The financial and industrial pyramid has
finally reached its peak", 16 September 1995, Exhibit HVY-489. Also see Bank Menatep’s
Annual Report for 1995, R-146, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 10 (“ROSPROM has been tasked with
managing MENATEP Group's twenty-nine affiliated enterprises.”).
Kommersant, "Mikhail Khodorkovsky: I will be the President of the Company", 20 January 1998,
Exhibit HVY-490.
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1277.

As Dubov explains further, the Menatep Group was active in many different areas
during the first half of the 1990s. An example of this is the "sugar-for-oil" project
between Russia and Cuba.2338 The governments of both countries has agreed
that Russia would export oil and oil products to Cuba in exchange for sugar. As
the Russian trade organisations were unable to implement the entire programme
themselves, the government decided to award private entities parts of it through
tenders. Menatep-ImpEx, an entity in the Menatep Group, was one of the winners
of the tender for this in 1992. Menatep-ImpEx was subsequently responsible for
the purchase of oil and oil products on the Russian market, their transport to
Cuba based on export quotas set by the Russian government, the transport of
sugar from Cuba, and the distribution and sale of this sugar in various regions of
the Russian Federation. Menatep-ImpEx concluded an agreement with YNG for
the purchase of oil and oil products. On that basis Andrey Glagovsky of MenatepImpEx developed good business relations with Sergey Generalov of YNG. Later,
YNG became Yukos’ key manufacturing subsidiary, and Generalov became
financial director of Yukos.

1278.

Dubov tells that Mr Glagovksy of Bank Menatep was approached in the summer
of 1995 by Generalov of Yukos about a possible investment by Bank Menatep in
Yukos:
"At some point in the summer of 1995, Mr Glagovsky informed my partners and
me that he had been contacted by Mr Generalov to discuss the possibility of
Bank Menatep's participation in the privatisation of Yukos.
Mr Generalov explained that the Government was planning to hold auctions
and tenders, where a controlling block of shares in Yukos would be sold or
transferred under the control of private investors. He explained that the
Government and Yukos’ management were trying to identify a strategic investor
that would not be interested in extracting short-term profit but would see the
company as a long-term project and would be willing to invest additional funds
and effort into its development and overhaul." 2339

1279.

Around the time when the President sounded the starting signal for the LFS
programme,2340 Bank Menatep's shareholders entered into talks with Yukos'
senior management and the authorities responsible for the privatisation in order
to obtain as much information about Yukos as possible, such as its financial
position, the value of the shares and the investments needed to make Yukos
profitable.2341 As Dubov explains, Bank Menatep always tried to discuss its
potential investment in a privatisation project in advance with the management
of the company to be privatised. It was important for Bank Menatep, as for other
investors, to obtain information about the “target”. After the fall of the Soviet

2338

For more information about the “sugar-for-oil” agreement between Russia and Cuba, see for
example https://www.ascecuba.org/asce_proceedings/russian-oil-for-sugar-barter-deals-19891999/, https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=pur1.32754080840444;view=1up;seq=108 and
http://old.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/tmt/215894.html.
Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, paras. 44-45.
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 889 of 31 August 1995, Exhibit RF-225,
R-261.
Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 46.
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Union, the State had stopped interfering with the daily operations in companies
of this type and therefore did seldom have the information that was relevant for
investors.2342
1280.

Dubov also explains that the LFS programme was very risky for investors for
several reasons:2343
(i)

The LFS programme was to be completed entirely within 4 months,
leaving investors little time to study the State-owned companies
concerned. Moreover, the information available on the companies was
limited. Under these circumstances, it was in fact impossible to conduct
a proper due diligence investigation.

(ii)

The LFS programme was held at a time when the political situation in
Russia was very unstable. Parliamentary elections were scheduled for
mid-December 1995 and presidential elections were due to be held in
June 1996. The Communists were favourite to win both elections, and
an important part of their election campaign was the reversal of the
privatisation of strategic companies such as Yukos. In the Russian
business world, there was consensus that if the Communists were
indeed to win the upcoming elections (which was expected), the
privatisation would be reversed and the privatised companies would be
renationalised without any compensation.2344

(iii)

In most cases, the State-owned companies had no qualified managers
in the areas of financial management, personnel management and
project development. Moreover, the State-owned companies originated
from the Soviet era and were therefore not designed to function as
commercial organisations. Investors ran the risk that any reorganisation
would meet with difficulties.

1281.

Dubov also explains that the shareholders and directors at Bank Menatep were
initially sceptical about investing in Yukos. In addition to the aforementioned risks
of the LFS programme, the following in particular applied to Yukos:2345

2342

Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 32.
Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 41.
See also Party programme of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation, 22 January 1995,
Exhibit HVY-470, pp. 15-19; La Tribune, "Les objectifs prioritaires du PC", 19 December 1995,
Exhibit HVY-471. See also Clinton Presidential Records, Exhibit HVY-469, Memorandum of
Conversation with Russian President Yeltsin dated 1 May 1996, p. 8. ("President Yeltsin: Our
people understand what is at stake. They understand that a return to communism would be a
blow to them and to the entire world. Zyuganov uses the tactic of claiming he is a social
democrat. This won't fly. He would cancel reforms and abolish privatization.").
Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, paras. 47-48.
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1282.

(i)

Yukos was on the verge of bankruptcy and its finances were not in
order.2346 The tax debt of Yukos and its subsidiaries (some USD 300-400
million) exceeded the annual revenues; there were significant debts to
various suppliers, and the company’s employees had not been paid their
wages for months.2347 At the same time, Yukos was unable to force its
clients to pay in a timely manner. One of Yukos’ most important debtors
was the Russian Federation itself, which did not pay for deliveries of fuel
to the Russian army.

(ii)

Due to its financial situation, Yukos had not had the opportunity to
maintain, renew or replace its operating assets, as a result of which this
had become direly needed by then.

(iii)

Until then, Bank Menatep had no experience in the oil industry. It had
merely been involved in the “sugar-for-oil” project between Russia and
Cuba, in which its role primarily concerned the trade in oil, and not oil
extraction or oil processing.

As explained by Mr Dubov, Bank Menatep ultimately decided based on the
information it had obtained to participate in the bidding in the LFS auction and
the investment tender for Yukos, because despite the risks mentioned above,
Yukos had valuable assets, access to large oil reserves and experienced
personnel.2348 Bank Menatep immediately started to attract financing for
participation in the LFS programme, which was not easy due to the limited
availability of capital on the Russian financial market.2349
Other interested investors

1283.

Another group of investors interested in Yukos was a consortium of the Russian
Banks Alfa-Bank, Inkombank and Rossiyskiy Credit (the "Alfa-Bank
Consortium").2350 These banks originally opposed the LFS programme and did
not expect it to succeed, but later apparently changed their mind. The Alfa-Bank
Consortium also decided to participate in the LFS auction and investment tender
for Yukos. However, as the Alfa-Bank Consortium apparently had not started
attracting sufficient capital in good time, it did not have the cash resources

2346

2347
2348
2349

2350

It even follows from a document produced by the Russian Federation that Yukos was on the list
of the 50 largest debtors of the Russian State. See Golubovich's Memo to Khodorkovsky of 2
November 1995, Exhibit DG-088.
See also "SPIEGEL Interview with Mikhail Khodorkovsky: 'I had no interest in being an enemy
of the Kremlin or a Martyr'", Der Spiegel, 9 August 2010, Exhibit HVY-491.
Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, paras. 49-50.
Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 51. See also
Interview with Anatoly Chubais, as broadcast on the Russian television station NTV, 8
December 1995, Exhibit HVY-460 (“Malashenko:. You mean there is no more money in
Russia? Chubais: Obviously. Unfortunately, this is clearly the case.").
Also referred to in the press as Consortium 2.
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required for participating in the LFS auctions.2351 In an attempt to postpone the
LFS programme, and thus preventing it de facto,2352 the Alfa-Bank Consortium
launched an aggressive media campaign in which it tried to discredit the LFS
programme in several ways.2353

1284.

At the same time, the Alfa-Bank Consortium was busy looking for alternative
solutions to enable it, despite its shortage of funds, to participate in the LFS
auctions.2354 For example, it requested permission from the GKI to pay only part
(EUR 82 million) of the security deposit required for the Yukos LFS auction in
cash, accompanied by a statement that it held over USD 370 million in short-term

2351

Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government, 12 September 1996, Exhibit HVY-492 ("The
“huge scandals" regarding the pledge auctions were initiated first of all by the so-called
Consortium-2 (the banks Rossiysky Kredit, INKOMBANK and Alfa-Bank). Not having sufficient
funds to participate in the auctions for such expensive and attractive lots as Norilsk Nickel,
YUKOS, SIDANKO and Sibneft [Siberian Oil], they provoked scandals and noisy discussions.
This is a very telling fact. In its tender offer for the lot Norilsk Nickel, the bank Rossiysky Kredit
specified the amount of 355 million dollars. When it was required to deposit 350 million US
dollars for the lot for NK Yukos, the 3 banks of Consortium-2 did not find such an amount.”).
After all, the LFS Decree was only applicable through the end of 1995. Because an LFS auction
had to be announced at least thirty days in advance, delaying an auction would mean de facto
that it could not be conducted under the LFS Decree.
See Interview with Anatoly Chubais, as broadcast on the Russian television station NTV, 8
December 1995, Exhibit HVY-460. The voice-over in this programme introduces the issue as
follows: "Russia's largest oil company, Yukos, has been in the middle of a scandal for almost
two weeks, caused by a statement from three banks. Rossiyskiy Credit, Inkom and Alfa-Bank
have argued against holding loans-for-shares auctions and investment tenders in which the
winners are a foregone conclusion. As examples, the banks’ statement cited the situation
around Bank Menatep buying Yukos, which organized the auction for Yukos, and, at the same
time, submitted a bid for it, effectively barring any competition from other companies. And this
statement by the bankers has suddenly been corroborated by a Yukos representative."
Including Norilsk Nickel, Yukos, Sidanko and Sibneft.

2352

2353

2354
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state bonds (“GKOs”).2355 After consulting with the Russian Central Bank and the
Ministry of Finance, the GKI denied the request.2356 The denial was also logical,
as paying with GKOs would amount to paying with the State’s money, and
therefore would not contribute to attracting funds for the budget. Moreover, it sent
a clear signal that the Alfa-Bank Consortium simply lacked sufficient funds to
make the requisite investments in Yukos.2357
1285.

The GKI,2358 Deputy Prime Minister Anatoly Chubais2359 and the Russian
courts2360 all made short shrift of the criticism of the LFS programme brought
forward by the Alfa-Bank Consortium.

17.3.3 The Russian authorities organised the Yukos LFS auction and investment
tender
1286.

In his statement, Dubov also tells that, after the Russian authorities had
established the framework for the privatisation and the GKI had announced on 4
November 1995 that the Yukos LFS auction and investment tender would take

2355

On that point, see, for example, Interview with Anatoly Chubais, as broadcast on the Russian
television station NTV, 8 December 1995, Exhibit HVY-460.
In this regard, see Decision of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court of 28 March 1996, Exhibit HVY185; Decision of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court of 30 May 1996 on appeal, Exhibit HVY-186;
Decision of the Moscow Federal Arbitrazh Court of 24 July 1996 in cassation, Exhibit HVY187. See also Interview with Anatoly Chubais, as broadcast on the Russian television station
NTV, 8 December 1995, Exhibit HVY-460.
As indicated, this concerned at least USD 150 million based on the investment tender and USD
200 million based on the LFS auction. See also the Letter from the GKI to the Russian
Government, 12 September 1996, Exhibit HVY-492 ("The "huge scandals" regarding the
pledge auctions were initiated first of all by the so-called Consortium-2 (the banks Rossiysky
Kredit, INKOMBANK and Alfa-Bank). Not having sufficient funds to participate in the auctions
for such expensive and attractive lots as Norilsk Nickel, YUKOS, SIDANKO and Sibneft
[Siberian Oil], they provoked scandals and noisy discussions. This is a very telling fact. In its
tender offer for the lot Norilsk Nickel, the bank Rossiysky Kredit specified the amount of 355
million dollars. When it was required to deposit 350 million US dollars for the lot for NK Yukos,
the 3 banks of Consortium-2 did not find such an amount.”).
See, for example, the Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government, 12 September 1996,
Exhibit HVY-492.
See Interview with Anatoly Chubais, as broadcast on the Russian television station NTV, 8
December 1995, Exhibit HVY-460 ("[I]f the government announces the terms of an auction or
tender, defines the rules of the game, then the duty of the state is to ensure that these rules are
enforced and followed through. And if in the middle of the tender, as is the case here, some
bankers suddenly say we don’t like this condition, please change it, and we will play by our
rules, then, of course, the only possible answer from the state is an unequivocal no, guys, that’s
not how things are done - here are the rules. They are tough rules, I must admit. Incidentally,
in the case of Yukos, we immediately stated that no prior guarantees, no promises, no
assurances would do, nothing. $350 million, take it or leave it. If you have the money – go
ahead, you have a wide and clear road ahead. And if it turns out that instead of dollars some
GKOs are deposited, and not into the designated account, but somewhere on the side […] The
conditions, I repeat once again, were clearly and simply stated beforehand. And I assure you,
had the bank consortium, or any other consortium complied with this simple, basic requirement
– $350 million, not just showing the money, but bringing it to the Ministry of Finance, depositing
it in the Ministry of Finance account in the Central Bank – in this case, especially considering
the level of oversight over this whole tender by you, by the media, it was a legitimate
requirement that the winner would clearly…").
Decision of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court of 28 March 1996, Exhibit HVY-185, Decision of the
Moscow Arbitrazh Court of 30 May 1996 on appeal, Exhibit HVY-186, Decision of the Moscow
Federal Arbitrazh Court of 24 July 1996 in cassation, Exhibit HVY-187.

2356

2357

2358
2359

2360
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place on 8 December 19952361, Bank Menatep organised the incorporation of two
investment vehicles: ZAO Laguna (“Laguna”) and ZAO Reagent (“Reagent”).2362
Both of these investment vehicles were registered on the same day and at the
same address. The use of such investment vehicles was a usual way to invest
during the privatisation, as was also explained by Mr Golubovich, who –
incidentally – the Russian Federation has cited as a witness.2363
1287.

Subsequently, Laguna and Reagent submitted applications for participating in
the LFS auction and the investment tender for Yukos, in accordance with the
requirements as published.2364 Laguna and Reagent also made the requisite
down payment of USD 4.5 million. Their applications were covered by a
guarantee from Bank Menatep and by a security deposit made by Bank Menatep
of USD 350 million.2365 In view of this, and Bank Menatep's announcement that it
would attempt to acquire a controlling interest in Yukos, it was clear to all parties
involved, including the Russian authorities, that Laguna and Reagent
represented the interests of Bank Menatep.2366

1288.

A third application was submitted by the company AOOT Babayevskoye, a
sweets manufacturer that represented the interests of the Alfa-Bank Consortium.
The consortium members Inkombank and Rossiysky Kredit were guarantors for
Babayevskoye, from which it followed that Babayevskoye was a Alfa-Bank
Consortium investment vehicle.2367

1289.

The fact that there were three bidders also ensues from the minutes of the Tender
Committee and the Auction Committee:
"The commission received and considered 3 (three) applications by the deadline:
1. OJSC "Babaevskoe", legal address: 107140, Moscow city, Malaya
Krasnoselskaya street, 7.
2. CSJC "Reagent", legal address: Moscow region, Taldom city, Yurkinskoye
highway, 26.

2361

2362
2363

2364

2365
2366
2367

Public announcement of the LFS auction for Yukos of 4 November 1995, Annex (Merits) C 1273,
Exhibit HVY-1; Public announcement of the investment tender for Yukos of 4 November 1995,
Annex (Merits) C 1272, Exhibit HVY-1.
Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, paras. 52-53.
Transcript of the examination of Alexey Golubovich of 15 September 2015, Exhibit RF-299, p.
6 ("This was not just Menatep Group. In Russia during that period it was a standard way to
invest money during the privatization process.").
Protocol No. 1 of the Tender Committee for the Yukos investment tender of 8 December 1995,
Exhibit MP-148; Protocol No. 1 of the Auction Committee for the Yukos LFS auction of 8
December 1995, Exhibit MP-019.
Letter from the GKI to the State Duma, 14 August 1996, Exhibit HVY-493. Witness Statement
by Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 53.
Also see below, para. 1297 et seq.
See, for example, Kommersant, "Inkombank and Rossiyskiy Kredit have lost the first battle for
Yukos", 6 December 1995, Exhibit HVY-494 ("The applicant turned out to be AO Babaevskoe,
but it was clear that it was actually an application on behalf of the banks — Inkombank and
Rossiyskiy Kredit were acting as the guarantors.").
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3. CSJC "Laguna", legal address: Moscow region, Taldom city, Yurkinskoye
highway, 26.2368

1290.

However, because Babayevskoye had not deposited the entire security deposit
required for participating in the investment tendering process for Yukos, the
Tender Committee decided to reject Babayevskoye’s application:
"The application and documents from OJSC "Babaevskoe" were rejected on the
basis of Articles 2.6 and 3.3 of the Regulation on the investment tender for the
sale of stakes in joint stock companies, established in the order of privatization
of state and municipal enterprises, approved by the Order of the Stale Property
Committee of the Russian Federation No. 342-r, dated February 15, 1994 (the
required all documents were not submitted within the deadlines established for
the acceptance of applications).
Reasons for the rejection:
1. The power of attorney presented without a number is not a documentary
confirmation of the authority of Mr. A. Konstantinov on the signing of contracts
of purchase and sale of shares and on the implementation of the investment
program, since this requires a decision of the Board of Directors on submission
of the Management Board of OJSC "Babaevskoye" (Article 10.3 of the Charter).
2. The duly executed bank documents have not been submitted, confirming the
deposit of 350 million USD in the specified account of the Ministry of Finance of
the Russian Federation with the bank's note on the crediting of funds.
3. There is no properly executed document confirming the deposit to the
account of the Russian Federal Property Fund with the bank's note on the
crediting of funds. Refusal to the applicant - OJSC "Babaevskoye"- is executed
in accordance with Article 2.6. of the Regulation on the investment competition
... indicating the reasons for the refusal." 2369

1291.

After its application for the investment tendering process had been rejected,
Babayevskoye also officially withdrew from the LFS auction on 6 December
1995:
"Applicant Babayevskoye OJSC not accepted as auction participant in
connection with request it submitted to tender commission on 06.12.95 to
withdraw its application."2370

1292.

The Tender Committee and the Auction Committee determined on 8 December
1995 that Laguna’s and Reagent’s applications satisfied all of the requirements
imposed, and accepted these applications.2371

2368

Protocol No. 1 of the Tender Committee for the Yukos investment tender of 8 December 1995,
Exhibit MP-148. See similarly Protocol No. 1 of the Auction Committee for the Yukos LFS
auction of 8 December 1995, Exhibit MP-019. With regard to the applications, Pieth also
acknowledges that the fact that Laguna and Reagent were registered at the same address could
not have escaped anyone. See Pieth’s Second Expert Report, Exhibit RF-D14, para. 74
("[U]ndoubtedly must have noticed that both ZAO Laguna and the Oligarchs' shadow bidder,
ZAO Reagent, had the same address: Moscow region, Taldom City, Yurkinskoye Highway, 26").
Protocol No. 1 of the Tender Committee for the Yukos investment tender of 8 December 1995,
Exhibit MP-148.
Protocol No. 1 of the Auction Committee for the Yukos LFS auction of 8 December 1995, Exhibit
MP-019.
Protocol No. 1 of the Tender Committee for the Yukos investment tender of 8 December 1995,
Exhibit MP-148 ("Tender commission accepted for consideration the applications from CJSC
"Reagent" and CJSC "Laguna", since they met the requirements of the information notification
and the terms and conditions of the competition.”); Protocol No. 1 of the Auction Committee for
the Yukos LFS auction of 8 December 1995, Exhibit MP-019 ("Resolved: Accept following as

2369
2370
2371
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1293.

The Tender Committee unanimously named Laguna, whose bid in the amount of
USD 150,125,000 was the highest, as the winner of the investment tendering
process.2372 On the basis of this, Laguna and the RFFI entered into a purchase
agreement for 33% of the shares in Yukos at the fixed purchase price of RUB
43,745,580 (approximately USD 9.5 million).2373 In addition to paying the
purchase price, Laguna undertook an obligation to invest USD 150,125,000 in
Yukos.

1294.

In addition, the Auction Committee unanimously named Laguna as the winner of
the LFS auction because it had offered the highest loan, in the amount of
USD 159,000,000.2374 As the winner of the LFS auction, Laguna also undertook
an obligation to invest USD 200,000,000 in Yukos.

1295.

As prescribed, Laguna and the GKI then concluded a pledge agreement on the
basis of which Laguna received a right of pledge on 45% of the shares in
Yukos.2375 As Laguna had not submitted its balance sheet at the end of the
auction, based on the auction rules it could transfer its right to issue the loan to
its guarantor, Bank Menatep.2376 Laguna exercised this right,2377 and Bank
Menatep then concluded the loan agreement for USD 159 million with the
Ministry of Finance.2378 Bank Menatep also concluded a commission agreement
with the RFFI, laying down the conditions of any execution sale of the shares
given in pledge.2379

1296.

As described above, Laguna, as the winner of the LFS auction and investment
tender, undertook an obligation of investing more than USD 350 million in Yukos.
The investments were then made in accordance with the Yukos investment
programme in the period from 1996 through 1998.2380

2372
2373
2374
2375
2376

2377
2378
2379
2380

auction participants 1. Closed Joint-Stock Company Laguna 2. Closed Joint-Stock Company
Reagent".).
Protocol No. 2 of the Tender Committee for the Yukos investment tender of 8 December 1995,
Exhibit MP-149.
Share Purchase Agreement between the RFFI and Laguna of 14 December 1995, Exhibit RF225, R-9.
Protocol No. 2 of the Auction Committee for the Yukos LFS auction of 8 December 1995, Exhibit
MP-020.
Pledge Agreement between the GKI and Laguna of 13 December 1995, Exhibit RF-225, R-8.
See Rossiiskaia Gazeta, "Clarification of the Commission for Holding Auctions for the Right to
Conclude Loan Agreements, Agreements Establishing a Pledge over Federally-Owned Shares
and Commission Agreements", 23 November 1995, Exhibit HVY-495 ("it has the right in
accordance with art. 448 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation to assign its right to
conclude a loan agreement to a guarantor bank”). See also Protocol No. 3 of the Auction
Committee on the LFS auctions, 17 November 1995, Exhibit HVY-496.
Assignment Agreement between Laguna and Bank Menatep of 13 December 1995, Exhibit RF225, R-13.
HVY are not in possession of this loan agreement, because the Russian Federation never made
it public.
Commission Agreement between the RFFI and Bank Menatep of 13 December 1995, Exhibit
RF-225, R-7.
See below, para. 1394.
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1297.

The Russian authorities were completely aware of the circumstances described
above surrounding the Yukos LFS auction and investment tender. During a press
conference immediately following the auction and tender on 8 December 1995,
the government officials of the GKI and RFFI stated that they knew that Bank
Menatep had actually won the auctions.2381 For example, the GKI’s Chairman
Alfred Koch stated at the press conference that:
"As far as I understand, actually, the strategic partner that YUKOS referred to at
the joint press conference is behind it all. I mean Bank Menatep."2382

1298.

In addition, the GKI and RFFI stated that the fact that the participating companies
were created for the sole purpose of participating in the investment tender and
the LFS auction was irrelevant. Mr Koch of the GKI, for example, stated:
"Therefore, to me, it is immaterial when the company was registered; it might
have been registered yesterday, specially for this purpose." 2383

1299.

Mr Sokolov of the RFFI added to this:
”And specially for this purpose; it makes no difference essentially." 2384

1300.

On the same day, Deputy Prime Minister Chubais, who was responsible for
privatisation in Russia, was also interviewed about the results of the LFS auction

2381

Footage of this press conference was released early in 2017 by means of a Russian
propaganda documentary. Transcript of YUKOS - Inner Empire, RUSSIA 24,
http://www.vesti.ru/videos/show/vid/704645/, printed on 23 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-196.
Transcript of YUKOS - Inner Empire, RUSSIA 24, http://www.vesti.ru/videos/show/vid/704645/,
printed on 23 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-196.
Transcript of YUKOS - Inner Empire, RUSSIA 24, http://www.vesti.ru/videos/show/vid/704645/,
printed on 23 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-196.
Transcript of YUKOS - Inner Empire, RUSSIA 24, http://www.vesti.ru/videos/show/vid/704645/,
printed on 23 January 2017, Exhibit HVY-196.

2382
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and investment tender for Yukos and about the criticisms made by the Alfa-Bank
Consortium. Chubais said this about the matter:
“[I]f the government announces the terms of an auction or tender, defines the
rules of the game, then the duty of the state is to ensure that these rules are
enforced and followed through. And if in the middle of the tender, as is the case
here, some bankers suddenly say we don’t like this condition, please change it,
and we will play by our rules, then, of course, the only possible answer from the
state is an unequivocal no, guys, that’s not how things are done - here are the
rules. They are tough rules, I must admit. Incidentally, in the case of Yukos, we
immediately stated that no prior guarantees, no promises, no assurances would
do, nothing. $350 million, take it or leave it. If you have the money – go ahead,
you have a wide and clear road ahead. And if it turns out that instead of dollars
some GKOs are deposited, and not into the designated account, but
somewhere on the side ...
[…]
The conditions, I repeat once again, were clearly and simply stated beforehand.
And I assure you, had the bank consortium, or any other consortium complied
with this simple, basic requirement – $350 million, not just showing the money,
but bringing it to the Ministry of Finance, depositing it in the Ministry of Finance
account in the Central Bank – in this case, especially considering the level of
oversight over this whole tender by you, by the media, it was a legitimate
requirement that the winner would clearly…
[…]
Given the level of media attention, it is clear that even 1 dollar deposited in
excess of this amount would mean that Menatep would not be the winner. But,
sadly, we don't have that dollar. So, Menatep is the winner."2385

2385

Interview with Anatoly Chubais, as broadcast on the Russian television station NTV, 8
December 1995, Exhibit HVY-460.
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1301.

The fact that Bank Menatep had won the Yukos auctions was headline news.2386
The Russian newspaper Kommersant, for example, wrote that “[a]fter JSC
Babayevskoye that represented Alfa Bank, Inkombank and [the bank] Russian
Credit was disqualified from the auction it became obvious that the win would go
to a Menatep company” and that “there were only two participants in the tender
and hence in the "loan-for-shares" auction: AOZT Reagent and AOZT Laguna.
Both represented the interests of Bank Menatep.”2387

1302.

Koch also explained to the Moscow Times that Bank Menatep was behind the
winning bidder, Laguna: "It is clear that Laguna is a company which carries out
the role of a participant and the real investor is Menatep […] For me, it is
important that Laguna promised to transfer the right to make the credit to the
government to Menatep."2388

1303.

Bank Menatep and Yukos themselves were completely open about the fact that
Bank Menatep was the winner of the Yukos auctions. The then chairman of
Yukos, Mr Muravlenko, told Kommersant: "The $350 million received by the
company from the sale of shares to Mentatep Bank will be distributed as follows:
$210 million will go to the development of oil producing enterprises of
Yuganskneftegaz and Samaraneftegaz, $80 million to the upgrading of oil
refineries, primarily of Novokuibyshevsky, and $60 million to upgrading sales
companies."2389

1304.

Bank Menatep made no secret of its successful participation in the Yukos
investment tender and LFS auction either. In its public annual report of 1995, it
reported the following in this regard:
"MENATEP won the investment tender and loan-for-shares auction for the
YUKOS Oil Co
[…]
In one of the key events in 1995, Bank Menatep won three of the loan-forshares auctions bidding on shares of YUKOS Oil JSC, Murmansk Shipping
JSC, and Ust-Ilimski LPK." 2390

2386

2387
2388
2389

2390

The Moscow Times, “Yukos winner backed by Menatep”, 9 December 1995, Exhibit HVY-195;
Wall Street Journal, “Banks win Russian oil stake”, 11 December 1995, Exhibit HVY-197; Le
Monde, “Concerns about the continuation of the privatisation programme”, 20 December 1995,
Exhibit MP-150; Financial Times, "Yukos seeks debt postponement and cost cuts", 1 April 1996,
Exhibit HVY-410.
Kommersant, “Menatep won the competition with itself”, 9 December 1995, Exhibit HVY-194.
The Moscow Times, “Yukos Winner Backed by Menatep”, 9 December 1995, Exhibit HVY-195.
Kommersant, "Yukos gains access to Omsk Refinery", 26 December 1995, Exhibit HVY-497.
Accordingly, the amount of USD 350 million mentioned by Muravlenko concerned the
investments to be made by Laguna in Yukos.
Bank Menatep’s Annual Report for 1995, R-146, Exhibit HVY-1, pp. 5 and 10.
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17.3.4 The commercial tendering of the pledged shares
1305.

After the Russian Federation had not repaid the loan granted to Bank Menatep
on time, the pledged shares were sold by public tender on 23 December 1996.2391

1306.

As explained above, the pledgee was entitled to proceed to an execution sale of
the shares on behalf of RFFI if the Russian Federation had not repaid the loan
on 1 September 1996.2392 The procedure for this purpose had already been
determined in the LFS Decree of 31 August 1995.2393 The Commission
Agreement between the RFFI and Bank Menatep determined that Bank Menatep,
as agent, was to organise the sale of the pledged shares on behalf of the Russian
Federation.2394 The Commission Agreement also contained the procedural rules
for this sale.2395

1307.

After the Russian Federation failed to repay the loan in good time, Bank Menatep
decided – in consultation with the GKI, the RFFI and the Ministry of Finance – to
proceed to sell the shares via what was known as “commercial tender with

2391

Yukos issued additional shares in September 1996 in order to be able to make its overdue
payments to the State and salary payments, in which process existing shareholders had a preemptive right to purchase extra shares. The Russian Federation did not exercise its pre-emptive
right, as a result of which its stake in Yukos (which was pledged to Laguna at the time)
decreased from 45 to 33.3 percent. The stake auctioned on 23 December 1996 therefore did
not amount to 45 but to 33.3 percent of the shares in Yukos. See Distribution of Shares of
YUKOS Oil Company OJSC Before and After the Supplementary Issue of 28 November 1996,
Exhibit MP-026. Also see Kommersant, "Sensational sale of a pledged share packet MENATEP sells state share packet that it no longer needs", 21 November 1996, Exhibit HVY498..
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 889 of 31 August 1995, Exhibit RF-225,
R-261.
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 889 of 31 August 1995, Exhibit RF-225,
R-261. For example, the LFS Decree already determined that the lender was entitled to sell the
pledge shares in the event of non-repayment of the loan by the Russian Government; the lender
had to determine the tender type by means of which the shares were to be determined; the
minimum price had to be at least equal to the amount of the loan issued; one member of a
supervisory committee that would supervise the sale had to be representative of the lender; and
the lender hand to submit a detailed report on the sale of the shares.
Commission Agreement between the RFFI and Bank Menatep of 13 December 1995, Exhibit
RF-225, R-7. The substance of the Commission Agreement had already been determined in
the LFS Decree.
Commission Agreement between the RFFI and Bank Menatep of 13 December 1995, Exhibit
RF-225, R-7. The Commission Agreement provided that Bank Menatep, as the agent, was
obliged (for example) to determine the starting price for the shares (under the condition that the
starting price could not be lower than all of the Russian Federation’s obligations by virtue of the
loan agreement), to conduct the sale of the shares, to determine and publish the date and
location of the sale auction, to create a commission that would conduct the sale auction, it being
understood that the RFFI would be represented in that commission, and to determine the winner
of the auction.

2392
2393

2394

2395
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investment obligations”.2396 The procedural rules for such a tender had already
been determined in 1992 by the President and the GKI.2397
1308.

Based on these rules, a committee was set up for the sale of the pledged shares
(the “Second Tender Committee”). The Second Tender Committee was, as
prescribed, composed of representatives of the agent Bank Menatep, the RFFI,
the GKI, the Ministry of Finance, Yukos and the pledgee Laguna.2398 The Second
Tender Committee was charged with, inter alia, receiving and accepting
registrations and the accompanying documentation, and announcing the winning
bidder (the party that had submitted the highest bid).2399

1309.

The execution sale via the commercial tender with investment obligations was
ultimately held on 23 December 1996. Little documentation of this auction is
available because the vast majority is withheld by the Russian Federation.2400

1310.

HVY only have the following documents:

2396

2397
2398
2399
2400

2401

2402
2403

(i)

draft minutes of the meeting of the Second Tender Committee on putting
out a commercial investment tender of 4 November 1996;2401

(ii)

the announcement of the tender by the Second Tender Committee of 20
November 1996;2402 and

(iii)

an - incomplete part of a - report of the auction of the shares of 24
December 1996.2403

Kommersant, “Sensational sale of a pledge share packet - MENATEP sells state share packet
that it no longer needs”, 21 November 1996, Exhibit HVY-498 ("Curiously, in accordance with
legislation it is the pledgeholder itself that is the initiator of the sale of the state’s stake, but the
final decision is taken collectively – by a commission with the participation of the Ministry of
Finance, the State Committee of the Russian Federation for the Administration of State
Property, and the Federal Property Fund. Such a decision with respect to Yukos was taken back
on 5 November”).
Letter from the GKI no. AR-2/1577, 1 March 1996, Exhibit HVY-499 and Decree of the
President of the Russian Federation no. 66 of 9 January 1992, Exhibit HVY-500.
Draft minutes of the Second Tendering Committee, 4 November 1996, HVY-501. It follows from
the draft minutes that Laguna’s representative did not have voting rights.
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 66, dated 9 January 1992, Exhibit HVY500.
By way of illustration, the Russian Federation makes a big deal about the alleged manipulation
of this auction, but refers in that connection to only one document: an - incomplete part of a report of that auction of 24 December 1996. See Report on the Sale of a Lot of Shares of Open
Joint Stock Company YUKOS Oil Company dated 24 December 1996, Exhibit MP-034. (Exhibit
MP-034).
Draft minutes of the Second Tendering Committee, 4 November 1996, HVY-501. The definitive
minutes have been included as Annex 3 to the final report on the sale of the shares. The Russian
Federation did submit the final report, but not the annexes thereto. See Report on the Sale of
a Lot of Shares of Open Joint Stock Company YUKOS Oil Company dated 24 December 1996,
Exhibit MP-034.
See Public announcement of the commercial tender for Yukos of 20 November 1996, Exhibit
HVY-502. This document is publicly available.
See Report on the Sale of a Lot of Shares of Open Joint Stock Company YUKOS Oil Company
dated 24 December 1996, Exhibit MP-034.
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1311.

The following can be deduced from these documents.

1312.

Re (i): The draft minutes of the Second Tender Committee on holding the
commercial investment tender show that the Second Tender Committee was
preparing the sale of the pledged shares.2404 The majority of the members with
voting rights of the Second Tender Committee were, as prescribed,
representatives of the Russian authorities, the RFFI, the GKI and the Ministry of
Finance.2405

1313.

Re (ii): The public announcement of the tender, which was published by the
Second Tender Committee on 20 November 1996, shows the conditions of the
tender.2406 The announcement included a description of the starting price of USD
160 million,2407 the winning bidder’s obligation to invest USD 200 million in Yukos
within two years,2408 and the obligatory security deposit of USD 360 million.

1314.

Re (iii): It follows from the report of the tender from the Second Tender Committee
of 24 December 1996 that only two bids were submitted, by the entities “Moscow
Food Factory” and “Monblan”.2409 Both bids were accepted by the Second Tender
Committee. Monblan was unanimously acknowledged as the winner of the tender
with its bid of USD 160,100,000, because it had offered slightly more than
Moscow Food Factory. As explained by Mr Dubov, these two entities represented
the interests of the shareholders of Bank Menatep.2410

1315.

The connections between these entities and the Menatep Group were also
common knowledge. Based on information from the RFFI, the results of several
execution sales of shares pledged under the LFS programme were published in

2404

Draft minutes of the Second Tendering Committee, 4 November 1996, HVY-501.
Draft minutes of the Second Tendering Committee, 4 November 1996, HVY-501. This
concerned V.P. Fatikov (of the RFFI), O.V. Vyugin (Vice-Minister of Finance) and S.V.
Molozhavy (of the GKI). In addition, as prescribed by the legislative frameworks, Konstantin
Kagalovsky of Bank Menatep and Sergey Generalov of Yukos were members of the Second
Tender Committee, with voting rights.
See Public announcement of the commercial tender for Yukos of 20 November 1996, Exhibit
HVY-502.
See Public announcement of the commercial tender for Yukos of 20 November 1996, Exhibit
HVY-502.
See Public announcement of the commercial tender for Yukos of 20 November 1996, Exhibit
HVY-502.
See Report on the Sale of a Lot of Shares of Open Joint Stock Company YUKOS Oil Company
dated 24 December 1996, Exhibit MP-034. The report refers to various documents, such as the
minutes of the meetings of the Second Tender Committee of 4 November 1996, 20 December
1996 and 23 December 1996, that the Russian Federation has not entered into evidence.
Witness Statement Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, par. 59 ("Similar to the
Loans-for-Shares auction and investment tender of December 1995, two companies ("ZAO
Monblan" and "OAO Moskovskiy pischevoy kombinat") representing the interests of Bank
Menatep's shareholders participated in the commercial tender in relation to Yukos shares. The
applications for the commercial were secured by a guarantee provided by Bank Menatep.").

2405

2406
2407
2408
2409

2410
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February 1997, for example. Those publications also reported that “Menatep won
the tender in December 1996”:2411

1316.

The Work Group on economic reform of the Russian Government and the RussoEuropean Center of Economic Policy also confirmed in their 1997 report that
“[t]he investment tender was won by ZAO Monblan, which was also part of the
Menatep group”.2412 The Russian newspaper Expert reported that “33.3% of
Yukos shares that were pledged to the Menatep group were bought by a structure
belonging to this same group.”2413 It had also been reported in the media in the
summer of 1996 that the second bidder, Moscow Food Factory, was “affiliated
with the Rosprom group, Bank Menatep's industrial arm”.2414

17.4

The assertions of the Russian Federation about alleged unlawful actions
surrounding the privatisation of Yukos lack a factual basis

1317.

Against the backdrop outlined above, HVY will now refute the assertions put
forward by the Russian Federation about alleged irregularities surrounding the
privatisation of Yukos. In that regard, HVY will first refute the claim that the
privatisation of Yukos was illegal (section 17.4.1). After that, HVY will explain

2411
2412
2413
2414

Budget ref. “Table entitled 'Result of certain "loans-for-shares" auctions”’, 1997, Exhibit HVY503. Available at http://www.budgetrf.ru.
Report by the Working Group on Economic Reforms, "Analysis of the Russian Economy", 1997,
Exhibit HVY-504.
RAEX, "A ranking of the Largest Russian Companies by 1996 Revenues", 1997, Exhibit HVY461.
Moscow Times, “'Managed' Yukos sale Fetches $ 160M”, 24 December 1996, Exhibit MP-035.
A detailed article about Menatep had also been published in June 1996 in which Golubovich
stated, for example, that Menatep had already acquired Moscow Food Factory at an earlier
stage: "We purchased Colossus, the best manufacturer of food concentrates in the country, and
the Moscow Food Factory, and we have the largest macaroni factory in Moscow." See Expert,
"Financial-Industrial Groups; Menatep", 24 June 1996, Exhibit HVY-505.
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that neither Bank Menatep nor any individuals associated with Bank Menatep
resorted to any form of bribery to acquire the Yukos shares privatised in 1995
and 1996 (section 17.4.2). Lastly, HVY will refute the assertion that they were
involved in the allegedly illegal acquisition of Yukos shares (section 17.4.3).
17.4.1 The Russian Federation’s assertion that the privatisation was illegal
1318.

The Russian Federation claims that the privatisation of Yukos was illegal. In this
connection, the Russian Federation primarily states as follows:2415
(i)

Bank Menatep, in violation of Russian law, allegedly made use of sham
companies to create the illusion of competition at the Yukos auctions.
This method of operation was contrary to Russian law, which therefore
made the privatisation of Yukos invalid by operation of law.2416

(ii)

Bank Menatep allegedly organised the LFS auction for Yukos and
abused this role to gain control of Yukos.2417

(iii)

A conspiracy was allegedly involved.2418

1319.

Those assertions cannot succeed. HVY will explain this below and will refer, as
far as elements of Russian law are concerned, to the Expert Report by Professor
Maggs.2419

1320.

Re (i): The assertions that Bank Menatep, in violation of Russian law, made use
of sham companies to create the illusion of competition at the Yukos auctions,
that this method of operation was in violation of Russian law and that the
privatisation of Yukos was invalid by operation of law for this reason as well, are
incorrect.

1321.

Firstly, In 1995 and 1996, for the Yukos auctions and tenders, Russian law did
not require bidders at an auction to be independent from one another in every
respect. If the Russian authorities had wanted to impose such a requirement,
they could simply have included it in the terms and conditions for the Yukos LFS
auction and investment tender. However, they did not. As explained by Professor
Maggs, Russian law thus made the validity of the Yukos auction and tenders

2415

The central assertions below, as HVY understand, correspond to the allegations (i) through (vi)
put forward by the Russian Federation during the Arbitrations as part of its arguments
concerning the 28 alleged illegalities. However, during the Arbitrations, the Russian Federation
relied mainly on newspaper articles and on an expert report by Professor Kraakman, who
acknowledged that he had based his "expert report" almost exclusively on the same sources.
In the Arbitrations, HVY have refuted these assertions with reasons. See for example HVY's
Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 1132-1198.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 526-529.
Defence on Appeal, para. 528.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 522-525.
Expert Report Prof. Maggs, 18 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D17. In his Expert Report, Maggs
discusses Asoskov’s Second Expert Report, Exhibit RF-203.

2416
2417
2418
2419
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conditional on the mere participation of at least two bidders, but did not require
those bidders to be independent from each other in every respect: 2420
"Contrary to what Professor Asoskov's assertion implies, the provisions
governing the Yukos contests in 1995 and 1996 do not impose a requirement
prohibiting any affiliation between the bidders. Rather, the plain text of these
provisions suggests that there only needs to be more than one participating
entity. Shared corporate ownership is not a ground for exclusion from
participation."
"Article 447(5) of the Civil Code and Paragraph 6 of Presidential Decree No.
889 contemplate purely numeric participation criteria, clearly met in the Yukos
Contests of 1995 and 1996. Each contest had two participating entities, each of
which submitted a bid over the minimum price set by the Russian Government.
Professor Asoskov does not point to any allegation by the Russian Federation
to the effect that any of the entities failed to meet the formal criteria for
participating in the Yukos Contests in 1995 and 1996."

1322.

Secondly, the companies participating in the Yukos LFS auction and investment
tender for Bank Menatep were not ‘sham companies’ but validly incorporated
investment vehicles. Also, using such investment vehicles was common
practice.2421 The results of other LFS auctions also show that investors regularly
participated in LFS auctions via investment vehicles, and it was always clear to
everyone whose interests were being served by such investment vehicles.2422

1323.

The Russian Federation’s suggestion that Bank Menatep had concealed its ties
to the investment vehicles used is also incorrect. The two investment vehicles
were registered at the same address and, moreover, Bank Menatep stood surety
for their bids.

1324.

Thirdly, as early as in 1996, the Russian courts confirmed the legitimacy of the
privatisation of Yukos in three instances, in proceedings in which the Russian
Federation itself, among others, had defended the legitimacy of the privatisation.
HVY would bring to mind that the Russian Federation has done everything it can
to hide those judgments from the Court of Appeal, to no avail.2423 Contrary to
what the Russian Federation is asserting,2424 those proceedings were not
dismissed because Babayevskoye had not submitted the right documents. Nor
were the proceedings merely about the “unimportant detail” – as the Russian
Federation puts it – that Bank Menatep had provided a guarantee for both
bidders. The judgments in fact show that many more issues have been
adjudicated by the courts, including the allegation that only one bidder had taken
part in the auction.2425

2420

Expert Report Prof. Maggs, 18 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D17, paras. 52 and 67.
Transcript of the examination of Alexey Golubovich of 15 September 2015, Exhibit RF-299, p.
6.
Letter from the GKI to the State Duma, 14 August 1996, Exhibit HVY-493. With this letter the
GKI enclosed a summary it had drawn up of the results of the LFS auctions.
See para. 818ii above.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 745-746.
See Decision of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court of 28 March 1996, Exhibit HVY-185; Decision of
the Moscow Arbitrazh Court of 30 May 1996 on appeal, Exhibit HVY-186; Decision of the

2421
2422
2423
2424
2425
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1325.

Another relevant aspect in this regard is that the Russian Federation is
withholding the case file of the proceedings in question. If it were to enter the
case file into evidence, all the positions taken by Babayevskoye could be
established, as well as which facts were or were not known to the Russian courts.
As long as the Russian Federation continues to refuse to enter the case file into
evidence, its assertion that not all of the facts – now used by the Russian
Federation as a basis for its allegation that the Yukos privatisation was unlawful
– were on the table should be disregarded. If the procedural file were provided,
the Court of Appeal would be able to determine which position the Russian
Federation took in the proceedings. Within that context, HVY would call to mind
that the Russian Federation was aware of the ties between the two bidders and
Bank Menatep, for example as evidenced by the interview given by Chaubais,
Vice-President at the time, on behalf of the Russian Federation on 8 December
1995.2426

1326.

Fourthly, the Russian Federation omitted mentioning that any violations of
Russian statutory provisions in the context of the Yukos privatisation did not
render it void in any way. Regarding both the main rules from the Russian Civil
Code that apply to the auctions in the Yukos privatisation and those rules of law
invoked by Asoskov, Maggs concludes that at most, there could be cause for
invalidity of the contracts concluded within the privatisation of Yukos:
"[…] it is clear that Articles 447(6) and 449 of the Civil Code regulate bidding
contests, such as the Yukos Contests in 1995 and 1996. The rules provide for
the voidability of transactions not meeting specific requirements of the law,
reversing the presumption of nullity in Article 168 of the Civil Code. […]
In sum, the Russian Federation would have a high burden to prove to a court
the existence of improper collusion or advantage under Article 30(1) of the
1991 Privatization Law before there was a failure to meet the requirements of
the 1991 Privatization Law. However, even if the Russian Federation satisfied
the high burden, the resulting contract would be merely voidable (subject to the
suit being brought within the limitation period), not void ab initio. […]
In conclusion, as the parties to the Yukos Contests in 1995 and 1996 complied
with the contest rules and the transactions was actually performed in full, they
cannot be considered "mock transactions" under Article 170(1) of the Civil
Code. The Russian Federation has provided no evidence to the contrary. In any
event, the judicial authority suggests that a violation would result in a voidable
(and not void) transaction."2427

1327.

2426
2427

However, the Russian Federation never relied on any nullification of the Yukos
privatisation.

Moscow Federal Arbitrazh Court of 24 July 1996 in cassation, Exhibit HVY-187. The judgments
show that the Russian courts assessed numerous arguments put forward by Babayevskoye and
eventually concluded that the privatisation of Yukos had been carried out in accordance with
the law.
See para. 1300 above.
Expert Report Prof. Maggs, 18 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D17, paras. 39, 93 and 103.
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1328.

Fifthly, even if it was void ab initio, the privatisation could no longer be challenged
under Russian law, either. As Maggs explains, this is because this case too
involves a three-year limitation period, which has long passed:
"With regards to a void transaction, the limitation period for a claim to enforce
the consequences of the invalidity is three years, starting from the beginning of
the performance of the transaction. […] Considering that all the relevant
transactions in connection with the Yukos Contests were performed in 1995
and 1996, the three-year limitation period expired well over a decade ago. […]
As for a voidable transaction, if the injured party does nothing (rather than filing
suit within "one year […] from the date when the plaintiff knew or should have
known of other circumstances that are the basis for the declaration of the
transaction as invalid"), the transaction will remain in force and may no longer
be challenged. Assuming the Russian Federation only acquired knowledge of
the facts alleged in Professor Asoskov's opinion when he first submitted his
opinion, in 2015, the one-year limitation period for avoiding a voidable
transaction expired at the very latest in 2016. Also, even if there had been
enough evidence to have a transaction avoided, Professor Asoskov cites no
cases in the Russian courts in which the Russian Federation has sought a
declaration that any of the transactions discussed by Professor Asoskov were
voidable."2428

1329.

Sixthly, no matter what, the Russian Federation has forfeited the right to now rely
on any alleged illegalities concerning the Yukos privatisation in 1995 and 1996,
while the Russian Federation never took any legal steps in Russia in the past 2324 years to reverse the results of the Yukos privatisation.2429

1330.

Re (ii): The assertions that a subordinate of Khodorkovsky et al. "[was] appointed
as neutral auction manager by the competent State Property Committee to
supervise part of this privatisation process",2430 that “the auctions were in effect
controlled and prepared by Bank Menatep”2431 and that "Menatep abused its role
of auction organiser, as a result of which Russian competitors were excluded
from participating",2432 are far from the truth.

1331.

The Russian Federation authorities were in fact the ones that had established
the legal framework for the privatisation of Yukos, had set up and organised the
LFS auction and investment tender for Yukos, and had furthermore personally
supervised these. The power to take relevant decisions rested exclusively with
Russian authorities (especially the GKI and the RFFI) and President Yeltsin.

1332.

Of course the GKI’s decision to appoint Bank Menatep as administrative agent
of the GKI does not mean that Bank Menatep was responsible for "organising the
auctions".2433 This is yet another misleading assertion by the Russian Federation.
The task of Bank Menatep as administrative agent was limited to collecting and

2428

Expert Report Prof. Maggs, 18 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D17, paras. 42 and 44.
Also see Statement of Appeal, para. 828 and HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras.
1181-1190.
Defence on Appeal, para. 519.
Defence on Appeal, para. 528.
Statement of Reply, para. 28 at (iii).
See paras. 1263 and 1332 above.

2429
2430
2431
2432
2433
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registering applications. It had no power whatsoever in that regard to reject
registrations, for example, nor was it authorised to do so.2434 As the Russian
courts have confirmed, Bank Menatep's role as GKI’s administrative agent did
not put it in a privileged position.2435
1333.

Re (iii): The accusation that Khodorkovsky et al. “successfully pursued many
illegal strategies to acquire the shares in Yukos”,2436 also lacks any factual basis.
In support of this accusation, the Russian Federation states that Khodorkovsky
et al. “for example, [cooperated] with other befriended oligarchs, including Mr
Boris Berezovsky, to ensure that no other real bidders participated in the
privatisation of Yukos” and that Khodorkovsky et al. “[i]n return [...] in turn
undertook not to make any competing bids regarding the privatisation of other
large state-owned companies (such as, inter alia, Sibneft)”.2437 With (a
misleading) reference to Asoskov, the Russian Federation argues that there had
been a “conspiracy” in violation of Russian law. Consequently, the privatisation
of Yukos was allegedly void from the outset by operation of law.2438 This argument
does not hold, either.

1334.

Firstly, the Russian Federation has not demonstrated that any collaboration
agreement had been concluded with regard to the privatisation of Yukos. In any
event, the alleged evidence submitted by the Russian Federation does not
support its assertions. The Russian Federation bases its arguments on
statements made by Boris Berezovsky in the course of civil proceedings between
Berezovsky and Roman Abramovich concerning rights to the Russian oil
company Sibneft.2439 Berezovsky stated that he had persuaded Khodorkovsky to
bid for the LFS auction for Sibneft. There is no indication whatsoever of any link
to Yukos, nor has Berezovsky made any statement to that effect. At most, it can
be deduced from the statement that Berezovsky and Khodorkovsky had an

2434

See GKI Order 1548-r of 10 October 1995, Exhibit RF-225, R-262. The limited role of the
administrative agent also follows from the minutes of the LFS auction of Yukos. For example,
Bank Menatep is only mentioned in the first minutes of the applications assessed by the Auction
Committee (including that of Babayevskoye). This shows that Bank Menatep played no other
role in this process than registering the applications. For example, Bank Menatep did indeed
register Babayevskoye’s application, which was later declared invalid by the Auction
Committee. In the second minutes in which the actual bids were discussed, Bank Menatep is
not even mentioned as an administrative agent. See Protocol No. 1 of the Auction Committee
for the Yukos LFS auction of 8 December 1995, Exhibit MP-019 and Protocol No. 2 of the
Auction Committee for the Yukos LFS auction of 8 December 1995, Exhibit MP-020.
Decision of the Moscow Arbitrazh Court of 28 March 1996, Exhibit HVY-185; Decision of the
Moscow Arbitrazh Court of 30 May 1996 on appeal, Exhibit HVY-186; Decision of the Moscow
Federal Arbitrazh Court of 24 July 1996 in cassation, Exhibit HVY-187. It was not unusual for
Bank Menatep to bid via entities controlled by it in an auction for which it acted as administrative
agent. Onexim Bank, for example, also bid in several auctions for which it itself acted as
administrative agent. The Russian Federation has never objected to this.
Defence on Appeal, para. 522.
Defence on Appeal, para. 522.
Defence on Appeal, para. 525 and Second Expert Report Asoskov, Exhibit RF-203, paras. 3548.
Defence on Appeal, para. 523.

2435

2436
2437
2438
2439
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agreement about Sibneft, but not about Yukos or any other State-owned
company.
1335.

Secondly, the alleged non-compete agreement could not have affected the
results of the Yukos auctions anyway. As stated, the auctions were open to any
participants who met the requirements set by the Russian authorities. Chubais,
Deputy Prime Minister of Russia at the time, also confirmed that everyone could
participate in the auctions.2440 The fact that no interested party ever claimed that
it was excluded from participating in the auctions of Yukos speaks volumes, of
course.2441

1336.

Thirdly, the facts also refute the existence of any “conspiracy” alleged by the
Russian Federation. Alfa-Bank Consortium’s participation in the Yukos auctions
confirms this.2442 If Alfa-Bank’s owners, Mr Fridman and Mr Aven, had really
concluded a non-compete agreement, they would not subsequently have
participated via the Alfa-Bank Consortium.2443 The mere fact that Babayevskoye
had submitted applications for the Yukos LFS auction and investment tender
shows that the Russian Federation’s allegation is incorrect.

1337.

Fourthly, the Russian Federation has not demonstrated that the alleged
agreement not to compete with each other between Khodorkovsky et al. and
“befriended oligarchs” has any effect on the legitimacy of the privatisation of
Yukos. In this regard, the Russian Federation asserts that "[a]s explained by Prof.
Asoskov, this conspiracy is in violation of Russian law, including rules contained
in President Yeltsin's Decree no. 889, the Russian Civil Code and the Russian
laws on privatisation and competition"2444 and, also with reference to Asoskov,
that "[o]n the basis of these legal rules the privatisation of Yukos was invalid by
operation of law from the outset."2445 However, in his expert report Asoskov does
not give any opinion at all on the legal consequences of this alleged

2440

Interview with Anatoly Chubais broadcast on the Russian television station NTV, 8 December
1995, Exhibit HVY-460 (“The conditions, I repeat once again, were clearly and simply stated
beforehand. And I assure you, had the bank consortium, or any consortium complied with this
simple, basic requirement […] Today has proven that of all Russian entities, of all that exist in
this country, only one could meet the stipulated conditions.").
Also see Witness Statement by Leonid Nevzlin, Exhibit HVY-G1, para. 69 ("the Russian
Federation alleges, based on the book 'Sale of the century: the inside story of the second
Russian revolution' by Chrystia Freeland, that I 'admitted' that there was some kind of secret
conspiracy in relation to the Loans-for-Shares auctions in Russia in 1995, which prevented
competition and precluded third parties from participating in those auctions. This allegation is
false. The Russian Federation completely ignores the fact that each and every Loans-forShares auction was open to all.").
Also see Witness Statement by Leonid Nevzlin, Exhibit HVY-G1, para. 69 ("Even if there had
been a non-compete agreement between certain persons, it did in no way limit the possibility
for other parties to participate as well. Everybody who wanted to participate could participate.
The very fact that there was another consortium, comprised of three major Russian banks, that
competed in auctions in relation to the shares in Yukos in December 1995 is the best evidence
that the Russian Federation's allegation is a pure invention.").
As it happens, they also participated in other LFS auctions.
Defence on Appeal, para. 525.
Defence on Appeal, para. 525.

2441

2442

2443
2444
2445
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conspiracy.2446 These are therefore just bare statements made by the Russian
Federation, contested by HVY.
17.4.2 The assertion that Khodorkovsky et al. bribed “government officials” in
return for assistance with the illegal acquisition of Yukos in 1995
1338.

Furthermore, the Russian Federation asserts that Khodorkovsky et al. paid bribes
to four alleged "government officials" in return for assistance in the illegal
acquisition of Yukos during the privatisation.2447 This accusation, too, lacks all
factual basis.

1339.

Before HVY will discuss this in further detail, they would remind the court that the
Russian Federation has never prosecuted anyone for the alleged bribery of the
four Yukos directors (the “Yukos Directors”2448), while the Russian Federation
generally does not miss any opportunity to (falsely) accuse any persons who
were involved in Yukos of criminal acts. It has not even prosecuted the allegedly
bribed Yukos Directors, even though all of them are still in Russia.2449 One of the
Yukos Directors (Victor Kazakov) is even a Duma member, while another (Sergey
Muravlenko) was one from 2003 to 2016.2450 All this while Russian criminal law
qualifies accepting bribes as a much more serious offence than paying bribes.2451
The absence of prosecution in Russia shows that no serious accusations are
involved.2452 This is all the more true given the fact that, under Russian law, the
Russian public prosecutor is obliged to investigate possible criminal offences and
then actually prosecute the suspects for them.2453

2446

In his expert report, Asoskov only discusses the legal consequences of "collusive bidding". See
Second Expert Report Asoskov, Exhibit RF-203, paras. 35-48. HVY have already shown in
Section 17.4.1 above that Asoskov's conclusions about this are also incorrect.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 530-538.
The Russian Federation refers to the Yukos Directors as the “Red Directors”. The term “Red
Directors” was actually used for the directors of State-owned companies who had strong ties
with the Communist Party and secretly stole from the State-owned companies they were
directing.
One of the Yukos Directors, Yuri Golubev, died in 2007.
Muravlenko has regularly been included in the Forbes list of richest individuals in Russia since
2003. See, for example, a Forbes article from 2015 in which Muravlenko is named as 17th on
the list of the best paid civil servants. See Forbes, "Power and money. Income Rating of State
Employees 2015: Sergei Muravlenko" of 2015, Exhibit HVY-506. This article also clearly states
that Muravlenko acquired a stake in Yukos via the Menatep Group: "After the privatization of
Yukos and the transfer of control in the company to Mikhail Khodorkovsky's Menatep Group,
Sergey Muravlenko became one of the shareholders in Yukos (through the Menatep Group)."
See Expert Report Prof. Thaman, 17 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D16, Section 4.2.3.
Also see Expert Report Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, para. 81 ("The fact that the
investigative organs of the Russian Federation did not initiate a criminal investigation in relation
to such a publicly-discussed privatization and did not bring any charges in relation thereto in
the course of trials conducted against Yukos-related individuals during the last 15 years can
only lead to one conclusion – that in their minds, there was insufficient proof pointing to the
elements of the crime of bribery (or any other crime or administrative violation) during the
privatization of Yukos in 1995 and 1996."). Also see Chapters 7, 12 and 18 of this deed for the
legal consequences of the fact that the Russian Federation never prosecuted anyone for the
alleged bribery.
Expert Report Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, para. 80 ("Under the principle of legality in
Russian law, law enforcement officials have the duty to investigate and charge any crimes which

2447
2448
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1340.

However, in the proceedings between HVY and the Russian Federation dating
from after the Arbitrations, including these setting aside proceedings, the Russian
Federation suddenly devoted considerable attention to its bribery argument. The
Russian Federation now even asserts that HVY had been directly involved in the
allegedly illegal acquisition of Yukos,2454 because allegedly YUL was the entity
that had paid the alleged bribes.2455 To substantiate its accusations, the Russian
Federation refers to two “expert reports” by the Swiss professor2456 Pieth from
January and October 2017, respectively (the “Pieth Expert Reports”).2457

1341.

However, the Russian Federation’s accusations of bribery fail for a simple
reason. The court in Moscow has established that the oral agreement (now
labelled by the Russian Federation as a bribery agreement for the auctions in
1995) was concluded in 1996.2458 It goes without saying that an agreement
concluded in 1996 cannot have affected the outcome of auctions that took place
in 1995.

1342.

In addition, there are many more reasons why the Russian Federation’s bribery
argument does not hold, as HVY will explain below:
•

2454
2455
2456

2457

2458

In Section A, HVY will show the Court of Appeal that the Russian
Federation is constantly changing its narrative on the alleged “bribery
agreements”. These different narratives are contradictory on key points.

come to their attention. In order to comply with this duty, they have a wealth of tools, open and
secret, to gather information to confirm or dispel any suspicions of criminal wrongdoing.
Investigative organs have no discretion to hold off on initiating an investigation or prosecuting
if they become aware of what could conceivably have been serious criminal conduct."). Thaman
also explains that the "prosecutorial discretion" of States alleged by Pieth does not apply to the
Russian Federation. See Expert Report Prof. Thaman, Exhibit HVY-D16, Section 4.1.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 726-732.
Defence on Appeal, para. 727.
Prof. Pieth is a professor of international criminal law. It is somewhat remarkable that the
Russian Federation asks a Swiss international criminal law professor to draw up an expert
report on Russian criminal law.
In the “expert report” of 27 January 2017 (Exhibit RF-D13, the “First Expert Report Pieth”)
Pieth states that “there can be no real doubt that the Oligarchs promised to pay and then paid
hundreds of millions of dollars to the Red Directors to corrupt the privatization process leading
to their acquisition of YUKOS. No other explanation for these payments makes economic sense
or is consistent with the contemporaneous documentary record”. See First Expert Report Pieth,
Exhibit RF-D13, para. 7. In the “expert report” of 10 October 2017 (Exhibit RF-D14, the “Second
Expert Report Pieth”) Pieth states that “the Red Directors were indeed capable of influencing
the procedures and the results of the YUKOS privatization in the Oligarchs' favour. This
provides a far more probable explanation for the Oligarchs' promise […] than either of the two
conflicting ex post justifications provided in Mr Dubov's witness statement or in the text of the
2002 sham contracts with Tempo Finance". See Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14,
para. 73.
Decision of the Moscow Khamovnichesky District Court of 27 December 2010, Annex (Merits)
C 1057, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 8 ("[I]n 1996 M.B. Khodorkovsky, acting in a coordinated manner
with the other members of the organized group, did enter into an oral agreement with persons
representing the former upper management of OAO NK Yukos: the chairman of the board of
directors, the first vice presidents, the advisor to the chairman of the board of directors and the
head expert.").
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From this alone it already ensues that the Russian Federation’s
assertions are not credible.
•

In Section B, HVY will show that Pieth’s analyses have all kinds of
serious flaws. For example, the Russian Federation put Pieth to work
based on all sorts of assumptions that were actually incorrect. The
conclusions subsequently drawn by Pieth therefore cannot be taken
seriously. The Russian Federation instructed Pieth that criminal acts had
taken place, and subsequently asked Pieth to confirm that criminal acts
had taken place. An expert report based on this kind of methodology has
no value.

•

In Section C, HVY will explain that the agreements with the Yukos
Directors were legitimate management participation agreements (in the
form of stock options), which are not illegal in any way whatsoever. This
economic background of the agreements has been known to the Russian
Federation for more than ten years, but the Russian Federation and
Pieth completely disregard this now.

•

In Section D, HVY will explain that Russian Federation’s assertions
about the alleged influence of the Yukos Directors are incorrect, and that
the Russian Federation also has not proven that the Yukos Directors
influenced the results of the Yukos LFS auction and investment tender,
let alone that they used that influence to manipulate the privatisation.

•

In Section E, HVY lastly will explain that Pieth has misleadingly used
alleged “red flags” to arrive at his conclusions. HVY will show that Pieth’s
“red flags” are actually incorrect, and, moreover, that they pale in
comparison to the wide range of circumstances that confirm the
existence of a legitimate agreement.

(A) The many varying and contradictory assertions taken by the Russian
Federation about the agreements with the Yukos Directors in the past
decade
1343.

First of all, HVY consider it relevant to explain how, in the past decade, the
Russian Federation used the agreements with Tempo Finance Ltd (the "Tempo
Agreements"), which it now refers to as "fake contracts", in support of various –
contradictory – theories. HVY would note first and foremost in that regard that
the Russian Federation has been aware of the Tempo Agreements and the
payments made under those agreements since 2003. After all, the Russian public
prosecutor had already seized the Tempo Agreements, including the evidence of
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payment under those agreements, in 2003. Moreover, the content of the Tempo
Agreements had already been disclosed by GML in June 2002.2459
1344.

The Tempo Agreements were subsequently "used" by the Russian Federation as
follows:
(i)

The Tempo Agreements were first used by the Russian prosecutor in the
second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. On that
occasion, they were used as evidence of the alleged oil
misappropriation.

(ii)

Subsequently, the Russian Federation used the Tempo Agreements in
the Arbitrations, to substantiate its assertion that PwC had been misled
in the preparation of Yukos' financial statements.

(iii)

Finally, the Russian Federation used the Tempo Agreements in the
present setting aside proceedings (and recognition proceedings abroad
regarding the Arbitral Awards) as alleged "new evidence" of bribery of
government officials to facilitate the allegedly illegal acquisition of Yukos.

1345.

The Russian Federation's bribery allegations are therefore anything but new, but
are repeatedly "recycled" by it and incorporated into the narrative that suits it best
at that time. Below, HVY will explain this in more detail, by looking back at the
aforementioned proceedings.

1346.

Re (i): First, the Tempo Agreements have been extensively examined and dealt
with by the Russian public prosecutor in the second criminal proceedings against
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev in 2009-2010. In those proceedings, Khodorkovsky
and Lebedev were charged with the "misappropriation of oil". The Russian public
prosecutors used the Tempo Agreements to substantiate their allegations of
misappropriation, based on facts entirely unrelated to the privatisation of Yukos.

1347.

In the run-up to this criminal case, the Russian public prosecutor extensively
examined the Tempo Agreements and related payments under them (which had
been seized in 2003) in spring 2007.2460 Subsequently, the Russian public
prosecutor interrogated the Yukos Directors Muravlenko, Ivanenko and Kazakov
about the background and purpose of the Tempo Agreements.2461 Ivanenko also
appeared before the Moscow court during the criminal trial to make a statement
on the Tempo Agreements. The Russian Federation now uses the same reports
of the same interrogations for its bribery allegations. However, it cannot ignore

2459
2460
2461

Press release by Group Menatep Limited, 19 June 2002, Exhibit HVY-462.
Document Inspection Report, 1 February 2007, Exhibit HVY-507.
Transcript of the interrogation of Sergey Muravlenko of 14 May 2007, Exhibit RF-301; Transcript
of the interrogation of Viktor Ivanenko of 11 May 2007, Exhibit HVY-1, RME-3584; Transcript
of the interrogation of Victor Kazakov, 15 May 2007, Exhibit HVY-508.
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the fact that it has not prosecuted any of the Yukos Directors for the bribery now
alleged.
1348.

An interesting detail of the criminal case is that the public prosecutor withheld
relevant evidence there, too, in particular evidence about the positions held by
the Yukos Directors in 1996. The defence therefore requested access to the
Motherfile, in so far as it concerned documents concerning the positions held by
the Yukos Directors.2462 The public prosecutor opposed the request for inspection
and argued that it was not the court’s duty to help the defence find exculpatory
evidence.2463 After the public prosecutor had opposed the request for inspection,
the Moscow Khamovnichesky District Court rejected the request for inspection
without much of an explanation. In the words of the court, there were simply “no
lawful grounds”.2464

1349.

In this criminal case, the Russian court eventually arrived at the opinion that the
Tempo Agreements were an elaboration of an oral agreement concluded in 1996.
According to the courts, the Tempo Agreements served to induce the Yukos
Directors to take irrational decisions on the sale of oil during shareholders’
meetings and board meetings of Yukos (and a number of its subsidiaries,
including Tomskneft VNK, which was acquired in 1998), enabling Khodorkovsky
and Lebedev to embezzle oil of Yukos:
"To secure the adoption of the indicated unlawful and groundless decisions by
the general shareholders’ meetings and boards of directors of OAO NK Yukos,
OAO Yuganskneftegaz, OAO Samaraneftegaz and OAO Tomskneft VNK and
for inaction with respect to challenging them, that is with the objective of paying
them off, in 1996 M.B. Khodorkovsky, acting in a coordinated manner with the
other members of the organized group, did enter into an oral agreement with
persons representing the former upper management of OAO NK Yukos: the
chairman of the board of directors, the first vice presidents, the advisor to the
chairman of the board of directors and the head expert. Subsequently, an
agreement of 26 March 2002 was entered into on the basis of the 1996

2462

2463

2464

See Documents from the second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev about
inspection of file 18/41-03, March 2009, Exhibit HVY-509, p. 21 ("Considering the above, in
order to refute the above-mentioned unlawful charges, and following Articles 119, 120, as well
as Part 7, Article 234 of the RF Code of Criminal Procedure, we request discovery, from criminal
case No. 18/41-03, as pursued by the Investigative Committee of the RF Prosecutor's Office,
and from Moscow's Main Archive Department, of any documents containing information
regarding the hiring of Muravlenko, Ivanenko, Kazakov, and Golubev to work for OAO NK
YUKOS, OAO Yuganskneftegaz, OAO Samaraneftegaz, and OAO Tomskneft VNK, as well as
regarding the positions they held in the said organizations between 01 January and 31
December 1996. Such documents could include board decisions, employment agreements,
orders authorizing their hire, appointment and/or transfer to [any] position.").
See Documents from the second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev about
inspection of file 18/41-03, March 2009, Exhibit HVY-509, p. 22 ("Your Honour, this motion
should not be granted; in my opinion, there is no need to even say something. Now, esteemed
lawyer Terekhova has said it all herself, that the defence did not request that information and
has no intent to request the same, but suggests that you, Your Honour, she suggests that the
court play which role? The role of gathering evidence that the defence intends to use in order
to refute the prosecution's position. That is, lawyer Terekhova is directly calling up on you, Your
Honour, for you to assume the function of defence, exactly the thing prohibited by Part 3, Article
123 of the Constitution of the Russian Federation.").
See Documents from the second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev about
inspection of file 18/41-03, March 2009, Exhibit HVY-509, p. 9.
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agreement, and on 01 November 2002 – a changed and revised compensation
agreement, according to which Group Menatep Limited in the person of Yukos
Universal Limited shall pay out monetary funds to Tempo Finance Limited, the
beneficiaries of which are other persons, in an amount of 15 % of the monetary
funds obtained from the sale of OAO NK Yukos shares."2465 (Emphasis added.)

1350.

It is remarkable, to say the least, that the Russian Federation presents a totally
different narrative before the Court of Appeal. Based on the same evidentiary
material and contrary to the findings of its own courts, the Russian Federation
now asserts that the Tempo Agreements are an elaboration of an agreement
allegedly concluded in 1995, on the basis of which the Yukos Directors had made
the allegedly unlawful acquisition of Yukos possible.

1351.

Re (ii): In addition, the Tempo Agreements were discussed in the Arbitrations.
HVY submitted the agreements and the associated proofs of payment during the
merits phase of the Arbitrations. After HVY had explained that the Russian
Federation had put pressure on PwC to withdraw its approvals of Yukos' annual
accounts,2466 the Russian Federation asserted that PwC had withdrawn its
approvals because Yukos' management had lied to, or withheld information from,
PwC.2467 The Russian Federation presented the Tempo Agreements as an
example of alleged deception of PwC by Yukos' management.

1352.

In the Arbitrations, the Russian Federation indirectly stated in its CounterMemorial on the Merits that there had been “collusion” between Bank Menatep
and the Yukos Directors,2468 but the alleged unlawfulness of the Tempo
Agreements certainly did not get any attention from the Russian Federation.2469
In its later procedural documents and during the oral hearings in the Arbitrations
it did not even discuss this.

1353.

Although the Russian Federation was thus already fully aware of the Tempo
Agreements, in the Arbitrations documents the “shocking” narrative that there
was bribery involved with regard to the privatisation of Yukos is nowhere to be
found, other than the casual comment within the context of the discussion of the
pressure put on PwC.2470

2465

Decision of the Moscow Khamovnichesky District Court of 27 December 2010, Annex (Merits)
C 1057, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 8.
See paras. 647-667 above.
See Russian Federation’s Counter-Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 36-39, 717720, 728-729 and 756.
See Russian Federation’s Counter-Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 36.
See Russian Federation’s Counter-Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, paras. 36-39.
Incidentally, in that respect it only referred to transcripts of the interrogations of Douglas Miller
of PwC. In its Statement of Reply, the Russian Federation mentions the alleged "collusion" as
one of the 28 illegalities. See Statement of Reply, para. 28. In its Defence on Appeal, it adds
that "[t]hese wrongdoings have been outlined in great detail in the Arbitrations" in the
Arbitrations and that a "detailed factual account" was given there with regard to alleged bribery.
See Defence on Appeal, paras. 515 and 537. Reality is different, therefore.
What is more, that was a complaint directed against Bank Menatep, not against HVY. See
Russian Federation’s Counter-Memorial on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, para. 36.

2466
2467
2468
2469

2470
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1354.

Re (iii): Only after the Arbitral Awards had been delivered and the Russian
Federation had changed its lead counsel (from Cleary Gottlieb to the more
aggressive White & Case), did it start to develop its bribery argument (first in the
various recognition proceedings of the Arbitral Awards and later in the present
setting-aside proceedings), which was entirely based on "recycled" documents
from the aforementioned criminal proceedings and the Arbitrations.

1355.

The Russian Federation first stated in the German recognition proceedings on
20 April 2016 that there had been bribery in connection with the privatisation of
Yukos, with reference to the Tempo Agreements and the proofs of payment under
those agreements.2471

1356.

On 5 June 2016, the Russian Federation also argued in the recognition
proceedings in the United States that bribery had taken place.2472 The Russian
Federation presented the Tempo Agreements as shocking new evidence of
corruption that had allegedly been discovered in Germany (it referred to this as
the so-called "Berlin Documents" as part of the alleged "new and newly
discovered evidence").2473 In its procedural document of 4 August 2016, the
Russian Federation subsequently also introduced the recently signed witness
statement of Gololobov.2474

1357.

In the French recognition proceedings, the Russian Federation indirectly referred
to alleged bribery in its procedural documents of 16 June 2016 and 6 October
2016, but mainly emphasised the assertion that the privatisation of Yukos had
been illegal. After HVY had discovered and were able to establish that the
privatisation of Yukos proceeded in accordance with Russian law, and that the
Russian courts had already dismissed the privatisation arguments in 1996, the
Russian Federation shifted its focus to alleged bribery. In January 2017, it
entered into evidence the First Pieth Expert Report and presented a fully-fledged
bribery narrative in its procedural documents of 27 January and 6 April 2017. In
those proceedings as well, the Russian Federation had to admit afterwards that
the evidence submitted was not actually “new”, but it continued to insist that it
only became aware of the payments under the Tempo Agreements in 2012,
which is therefore also untrue.2475

2471
2472
2473

2474
2475

The Russian Federation is assisted in those proceedings by the firm of White & Case in
Frankfurt.
The Russian Federation is assisted in those proceedings by the firm of White & Case in
Washington D.C.
Thus the "Berlin Documents" were nothing more than the Tempo Agreements and the bank
statements. Those documents had already been seized by the Russian public prosecutor in
2003 and had been entered into evidence by HVY in the Arbitrations. See above, paras. 13431353.
This is the same witness statement as the one that the Russian Federation has entered into
evidence in the present proceedings as Exhibit RF-G2.
The Russian Federation also initially stated there that it had only recently become aware of the
payments under the Tempo Agreements, but later admitted that HVY had already entered the
bank statements into evidence in the Arbitrations in 2012. However, the Russian Federation did
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1358.

Lastly, the Russian Federation also argues in the present proceedings, in its
Defence on Appeal, that there had been bribery in connection with the
privatisation of Yukos and even that HVY had been directly involved in that.2476
However, the Defence on Appeal contains no references to or explanation of the
fact that it had already confiscated the evidence in question in 2003, nor to the
various conflicting positions taken by the Russian Federation on the Tempo
Agreements, nor why it has never prosecuted anyone for the alleged bribery.2477

1359.

The foregoing shows that, with its assertions about alleged bribery, the Russian
Federation tries to construct new arguments based on old evidence. These are
new arguments that differ from the arguments put forward by the Russian
Federation in the Arbitrations. That is not credible, and not permissible, either.2478
(B) The Pieth Expert Reports are not serious evidence of bribery

1360.

The Russian Federation bases its current bribery allegations mainly on the Pieth
Expert Reports. It even uses Pieth to introduce factual statements (for example
about the value of Yukos and the role of the Yukos Directors during the
privatisation).2479 These "expert reports" are, however, not serious evidence of
bribery

1361.

Firstly, the Russian Federation has instructed Pieth to base his "analysis" on
assumptions that are demonstrably incorrect. Pieth – wrongly – automatically
assumes they are true. Pieth wrongly assumes, for example, that the Russian
government instructed the Yukos Directors to organise the privatisation of
Yukos,2480 the Yukos Directors allegedly intervened in the decision-making

2476
2477

2478
2479
2480

insist afterwards that it had only become aware of the payments in 2012. As explained by HVY
above, that too is incorrect.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 530-538 and paras. 726-732.
In this context, the Russian Federation claims that allegedly new evidence confirms "the illegal
conduct of both the Russian Oligarchs and HVY". See Defence on Appeal, para. 515. However,
the Russian Federation cannot seriously maintain that Gololobov's statement constitutes
evidence of bribery. Gololobov, as he himself points out, has no direct knowledge whatsoever
of the alleged bribery during the privatisation of Yukos and gave his statement in exchange for
evading criminal prosecution. Also see paras. 826 and 827 above. The Russian Federation
simply pushes Gololobov forward as a means of creating "new" evidence, for in the words of
the Russian Federation (in the American proceedings), Gololobov gives "critically important
testimony regarding the Oligarchs' illegal and corrupt acquisition of Yukos through the bribery
of four Government-appointed managers, including payments made to Mr. Sergey Muravlenko
through Tempo Finance Ltd. (an offshore shell company which is individually profiled on the
"Panama Papers" website (Exhibit D)), in addition to the Oligarchs' other acts of fraud,
embezzlement, and collusive bid-rigging". The Russian Federation also stated there that
"[a]lthough investigators had already collected much of the relevant documentary evidence prior
to 2016, Mr. Gololobov’s explanations provided an essential guide for completing the “puzzle”
and properly understanding the documentary record."
HVY will explain in Chapter 18 that, in doing so, the Russian Federation is in fact lodging a
disguised appeal, which is not allowed.
See Section 12.4 above.
See First Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D13, para. 6; Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit
RF-D14, paras. 3-5. With the assumption that the Russian Government had instructed the
Yukos Directors to organise the privatisation of Yukos, it is not surprising that Pieth
subsequently concludes that the Yukos Directors organised the privatisation. Below, however,
it will emerge that this conclusion is incorrect.
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process concerning the selection of bidders and winners of the auctions,2481 Bank
Menatep secretly and illegally acquired the shares in Yukos2482 and Bank
Menatep subsequently failed to make the mandatory investments in Yukos.2483
1362.

It is reprehensible for the Russian Federation to allege that this constitutes proof
of bribery. Piet has not provided proof, but was asked to draw conclusions from
selective proof and demonstrably incorrect assumptions.

1363.

Secondly, the Pieth Expert Reports contain gross methodological errors. As also
explained by the French criminal law professor Didier Rebut, the First Pieth
Expert Report contains numerous methodological errors and is based on
incorrect premises.2484 The same methodological problems play a role in the
Second Expert Report by Pieth. In fact, Pieth simply repeats the accusations of
the Russian Federation, which the Russian Federation then uses to support
those same accusations.

1364.

Pieth, for example, bases himself on a select number of documents provided to
him by the Russian Federation. In doing so, Pieth wrongly disregards the fact
that the Russian Federation is in possession of countless other documentary
evidence.2485 This is crucial in this case, as the Russian Federation possesses
many more items of evidence that contradict the assertions of Pieth.2486

1365.

In spite of Pieth's assertion that he bases his analysis on a "full review of the
documentary record",2487 he does not address the exculpatory witness
statements of the directly involved persons2488, the political motivation
surrounding the Yukos case that has repeatedly been established2489, the counter
arguments which HVY brought forward against the accusations in various
proceedings, the exculpatory evidentiary material that HVY has entered into

2481

See First Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D13, para. 6; Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit
RF-D14, paras. 71 and 74.
See First Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D13, para. 6; Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit
RF-D14, paras. 49-53.
See First Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D13, paras. 6 and 104; Second Expert Report Pieth,
Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 80-82.
Expert Report Rebut, Exhibit RF-D14, Annex E.
Expert Report Rebut, Exhibit RF-D14, Annex E, p. 7 ("It thus appears that Mr. PIETH merely
took into account the elements selected by the RUSSIAN FEDERATION without asking himself
about the usefulness of consulting the entire procedural file and in particular the Respondents’
arguments and exhibits. There is no mention or reference in the Report to those arguments and
exhibits, which demonstrates a deliberate choice not to take them into account although they
specifically discuss the question put to him and to which he claims to reply. This ignorance of
the Respondents' arguments and exhibits also leads the Report to consider established only
the factual elements resulting from the documents made available to him by the RUSSIAN
FEDERATION.”).
See also Section 12.2 above.
First Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D13, para. 148.
Examples of this include the numerous witness statements used in the second criminal
proceedings against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. In those proceedings, the parties directly
involved – Khodorkovsky, Muravlenko, Ivanenko and Kazakov – all stated that the agreement
was legitimate.
See Section 11.1 above.

2482
2483
2484
2485

2486
2487
2488

2489
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evidence, and the inconsistencies exposed by HVY in the constantly changing
narrative of the Russian Federation2490.
1366.

Thirdly, Pieth has no expertise whatsoever on many of the subjects he writes
about. For instance, Pieth has no expertise in the valuation of oil companies, in
the regulations regarding privatisation in Russia or Russian criminal law. For that
reason, his conclusions on those points are worthless.2491

1367.

Fourthly, it is telling that, although the Pieth Expert Reports are the centrepiece
of the Russian Federation's bribery argument, even Pieth does not take a position
as to whether bribery could be proven on the basis of the evidence provided to
him.2492
(C) The agreement between Bank Menatep and the Yukos Directors had a
legitimate purpose

1368.

One of the central themes of the Russian Federation's bribery argument is that
there are no legitimate reasons for the payments made to the Yukos Directors
under the Tempo Agreements. This assertion is also contrary to the available
evidence. HVY have previously pointed out that the Yukos Directors had received
stock options, comparable to modern forms of management participation. There
is nothing illegal about that.

1369.

Bank Menatep had experienced several privatisation processes. Because Bank
Menatep often lacked the expertise to take over the management, it was
important for it to know whether key management members were willing to stay
on after the privatisation.2493 As the new owner, it was then important for Bank
Menatep that the management would continue their affiliation with the company
for a long time. This is why Bank Menatep was willing to award a bonus. This
bonus often took the form of stock options or shares.2494 This ensured that the
interests of the managers who stayed on and those of the new owners ran
parallel, as each had an interest in the successful further development of the
company. The bonus was not dependent on the future performance of the
individual directors; it was awarded as recognition for their efforts in the past, and
continuing as manager was the only condition for payment. It was no secret that
Bank Menatep made arrangements with key management staff to retain them for
the future. This strategy was discussed, for example, in an article about

2490
2491

2492

2493
2494

See above, paras. 1343-1359.
For example, this impacts his assertions that the price paid for the Yukos shares during the
privatisation was too low, and that the Yukos Directors played an important role in the
privatisation of Yukos.
Instead, he uses heavily qualified language, such as that the Yukos Directors "likely had a large
degree of control" or that bribery "provides a far more reasonable explanation". See Second
Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 72-73.
As also stated by Mr Dubov; see Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, paras.
32-37.
Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, paras. 32-37 and 62-63.
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Menatep's success that was published in June 1996, and that dealt with, inter
alia, the relationships that Menatep built with the management of various
companies in its portfolio.2495
1370.

Acquisitions of privatised companies in which the interests of the management
and those of the new owners did not run parallel often led to disputes between
the new shareholders and the management, involving additional risks for the
investment. By contrast, the positive effect of retaining the existing management,
as explained by Mr Dubov, was also in the interest of the Russian Federation.2496

1371.

Dubov also explained that Bank Menatep itself had strong expertise in the area
of management and financial structuring. However, if its investment in Yukos
were to succeed, it needed managers with the necessary industrial expertise who
were trusted and supported by the personnel and who could work well with the
local authorities. In the years immediately following the privatisation, it had been
difficult for Bank Menatep to replace individuals in key management positions,
because Bank Menatep itself had no experienced personnel who could run an oil
company. Managers with such expertise were not readily available in Russia at
that time.2497

1372.

As explained by Mr Dubov, Bank Menatep considered four individuals to be
Yukos’ key managers. Those individuals played key roles in keeping Yukos afloat
in the years preceding the privatisation, and would therefore be vital in ensuring
that Yukos could successfully continue its activities.
"Of the top managers who continued with Yukos after the privatisation, four
were key. Sergey Muravlenko, the president of the company, had the respect
and support of the local authorities, along with the Yukos workers. Viktor
Kazakov was in charge of oil production and refining and was the leading oil
engineer and main technical expert at the company. Viktor Ivanenko was in
charge of security and public relations and had worked in the region for years.
Finally, Yury Golubev was the chief adviser to Muravlenko and was Yukos’
international trade specialist. As far as I can recall, he had worked previously
as a Soviet trade official in Canada. He spoke English well and had wide

2495

2496

2497

Expert, "Financial-Industrial Groups; Menatep", 24 June 1996, Exhibit HVY-505 ("It is
characteristic that practically no conflicts with the management of enterprises came out (with
the possible exception of the Ust-Ilimsk TPP). This suggests that Menatep worked very
individually with the enterprises, finding points of mutual interest with their management.
Obviously, the directors were not only promised something personally, but an understanding
was reached with them on the future of the company. Apparently, the bank is aware that it does
not have any capacity of its own for real company management – this is demonstrated in
particular by the fact that Menatep has never been heard to “attack” the old managers.").
Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, par. 35 ("Keeping the same senior
managers, specialists in their areas (engineers, geologists and in some cases general directors)
in the company also increased the chances that the company following its acquisition would
ultimately become profit-making. All this also assisted the Russian Federation and the regions
where the companies were located to increase the volume of tax revenues (which was one of
the fundamental objectives of privatisation, as I mentioned above), as well as the companies’
workforce to whom a timely and full payment of wages and an improvement of labour conditions
were guaranteed.").
Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 60.
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business connections abroad." 2498

1373.

Dubov tells that Bank Menatep ultimately concluded an agreement with these
managers, giving them an incentive to stay at Yukos and implement the new
strategy together with Bank Menatep:
"The arrangements reached with management were the following: if Yukos was
turned into a profitable company, the managers would have a share in this
success by way of an interest in the future of the company. This would
recognise their efforts to keep the company afloat and set the framework for its
future success and also incentivise them to remain and keep working for the
growth of the company." 2499

1374.

Mr Dubov called back to mind the fact that putting the agreements into writing,
alongside the fact that oral agreements were not in any way unusual, was not at
all appealing to the Yukos Directors, as the Communist Party was expected to
regain full power:
"This explains why Yukos' management was not at all eager to record the
arrangements in writing. If the Communist Party returned to power, the
existence of documentary evidence that the management had been
collaborating with the so-called “capitalists” during the privatisation process,
could be detrimental for their future careers, and possibly even their lives."2500

1375.

The foregoing shows that Pieth’s2501 assertion that the Tempo Agreements did
not have any economic rationale is nonsense. Bank Menatep wanted to give the
Yukos Directors an incentive to stay with Yukos and cooperate in the
development of the company. It was important that the Yukos Directors stayed
on for a certain period, because Bank Menatep itself had no experience in the oil
industry and did not have immediate replacements waiting. The first years after
the privatisation were crucial. Especially then it was very important for the
incumbent management to cooperate with Bank Menatep in order to save Yukos
from bankruptcy and to convert it into a profitable enterprise.2502

1376.

In the first years following the privatisation, the Yukos Directors retained their
positions in Yukos and therefore played “a pivotal role in the establishment of
Yukos that would become the largest post-Soviet oil company”.2503 Mr
Muravlenko stayed on as Chairman of the Board of Yukos and Yukos-Rosprom
for many years.2504 Muravlenko was involved in negotiating and concluding
contracts on behalf of Yukos, managing Yukos’ affiliates, publicly representing

2498

Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 61.
Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 62.
Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 64.
Who, incidentally, has no expertise or experience in economics or the management of large oil
companies.
See Chapter 13 in respect of Yukos’ growth.
The Independent, "Yuri Golubev – Co-founder of Yukos", 12 January 2007, Exhibit HVY-510.
Pieth's bare assertion that the Yukos Directors no longer played a role within Yukos after the
privatisation is therefore also nonsense.
See Yukos Annual Report 2000, Annex (Merits) C 24, Exhibit HVY-1; Yukos Annual Report
2001, Annex (Merits) C 25, Exhibit HVY-1; Yukos Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26,
Exhibit HVY-1; Yukos: Investor Relations, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 4, Exhibit HVY-1.

2499
2500
2501
2502
2503

2504
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Yukos and contributing to its development.2505 Mr Kazakov held executive
positions2506 and remained responsible for oil extraction for several years, one of
the most important positions within a vertically integrated oil company.2507 Mr
Ivanenko was responsible for the development and introduction of the security
standards of Yukos, cooperating with the local authorities in that context. Until
he switched to politics later, he also held executive positions within the board of
Yukos.2508 Mr Golubev held many strategic positions within Yukos such as that of
Director of the Department of Business Development and International Relations
at Yukos, Director of Strategic Planning and Corporate Finance at YukosMoscow and Director of Business Affairs at Yukos EP. He was also a member of
the executive committee and the financial committee of Yukos. In 2003 he was
also responsible for the merger negotiations with ExxonMobil and
ChevronTexaco.2509
(D) The Russian Federation’s assertions about the alleged influence of the
Yukos Directors are incorrect, and the Russian Federation has not provided
proof that the Yukos Directors influenced the results of the Yukos LFS
auction and investment tender, let alone that they used that influence to
manipulate the privatisation.
1377.

The Russian Federation also states with reference to the Pieth Expert Reports
that the Yukos Directors played a major role in the privatisation of Yukos and that
in return for promised payments they had used their influence to enable the
allegedly illegal acquisition of Yukos. In this context, it should be noted that it is
striking that the Russian Federation uses a criminal law professor to ‘reconstruct’
the actual data (in this case: the role of the Yukos Directors during the
privatisation), based on selective evidence, in order to enable the Russian
Federation to then rely on the ‘facts' found by Prof. Pieth. The fact that Pieth
would allow himself to be used in this manner does not benefit his credibility. In

2505

Kommersant, "Scandinavians beat Scandinavians", 17 May 1996, Exhibit HVY-511;
Kommersant, "The company has placed all its affiliates on a budget", 4 October 1996, Exhibit
HVY-512; Kommersant, "Yukos has kept its promise to "deal with" AvtoVAZ", 14 February 1997,
Exhibit HVY-513; Kommersant, "Yukos has thrown its fishing line into the Lukoil pond", 29 May
1997, Exhibit HVY-514; Kommersant, "Politics and economics have merged together in
Nefteyugansk", 28 May 1996, Exhibit HVY-515. This also shows that Muravlenko's assertion
during his examination by the Russian public prosecutor that he no longer had the right to sign
any document is incorrect. See Transcript of the examination of Sergey Muravlenko of 14 May
2007, Exhibit RF-301.
Kazakov was, in particular, member of the Board of Directors and Executive Committee of
Yukos and was also vice-chairman of the Board of Directors of Yukos Moscow. He was also
involved in the intended merger between Yukos and Sibneft in 1998 as Vice-President of YukSi.
See for example Yukos Annual Report 2000, Annex (Merits) C 24; Yukos Annual Report 2001,
Annex (Merits) C 25, Exhibit HVY-1; Yukos: Investor Relations, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits)
C 4, Exhibit HVY-1.
Transcript of the examination of Victor Kazakov, 15 May 2007, Exhibit HVY-508.
Composition of the company’s Board of Directors, elected during the general meeting of OAO
Yukos Oil Company, 16 June 1998, Exhibit HVY-516.
The Independent, "Yuri Golubev – Co-founder of Yukos", 12 January 2007, Exhibit HVY-510;
Yukos Annual Report 2000, Annex (Merits) C 24, Exhibit HVY-1; Yukos Annual Report 2001,
Annex (Merits) C 25, Exhibit HVY-1; Yukos Annual Report 2002, Annex (Merits) C 26, Exhibit
HVY-1; Yukos: Investor Relations, Yukos Website, Annex (Merits) C 4, Exhibit HVY-1.

2506

2507
2508
2509
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any case, the Russian Federation’s assertions about the alleged role of the
Yukos Directors are completely detached from reality.
1378.

Firstly, the available documents show that the Yukos Directors were not in any
way able to influence the results of the privatisation of Yukos, and this was also
clear to everyone in Russia in 1995. With that alone, an essential part of the
accusations (again) lacks any factual basis.

1379.

In sections 17.2 and 17.3 HVY already explained at length that the Russian
authorities had established the legal framework for the privatisation of Yukos,
and had arranged for and organised the LFS auction and investment tenders as
well as supervised these. Below, HVY will schematically summarise which bodies
were authorised to decide on the different elements:
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Privatisation of Yukos
Subject

Organisation of
the auction or

Investment

LFS Auction

Commercial

tender 1995

(1995)

investment
tender (1996)

Russian
Federation

Russian
Federation

Second Tender
Committee

Russian

Russian

Second Tender
Committee

tender
Minimum bid price

Federation

Federation

Amount of

Russian

Russian

Russian

investment

Federation

Federation

Federation

Auction or tender

Russian

Russian

Second Tender

conditions

Federation

Federation

Committee

Down payment

Receipt and

Russian

Russian

Second Tender

Federation

Federation

Committee

Tender Committee

Bank Menatep 2510

Second Tender
Committee

registration of
applications from
candidates
Assessment of

Tender Committee

applications from

Auction

Second Tender

Committee

Committee

candidates
Proclaiming the

Tender Committee

winner
Proof of

RFFI

Auction

Second Tender

Committee

Committee

N/A

Bank Menatep 2511

completion of
investments

1380.

Even though it already follows from this that the assertions in the Pieth Expert
Reports relating to the alleged role played by the Yukos Directors in the
privatisation of Yukos are incorrect, HVY will again specifically discuss a number
of elements referred to by Pieth:
(i)

2510
2511
2512

the board’s possibility of submitting proposals for the company’s
privatisation plan and investment programme;2512

As administrative representative of the GKI.
As seller (copy provided to the RFFI after signature).
Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 71 and 74.
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(ii)

the address of the Tender Committee;2513

(iii)

the composition of the Tender Committee;2514 and

(iv)

monitoring the investment programme.2515

1381.

The following will show again that these assertions of Pieth are incorrect.

1382.

Re (i): Pieth alleges that the company’s board could exercise influence because
the board was allowed, from March 1993, to present certain proposals to the
government, such as draft privatisation plans and draft investment
programmes.2516 That is incorrect and misleading.

1383.

The original privatisation plan had already been adopted in 1993 in a Government
resolution.2517 Subsequently, on 13 November 1995, the GKI adopted a revised
version of the privatisation plan that had been adjusted in respect of the original
on minor points.2518 The fact that the draft privatisation plans were initially
adopted by Yukos does not mean that the board was involved in determining the
rules for the privatisation of Yukos. The adoption of the draft privatisation plan
for Yukos was merely the simple application of the rules prescribed in a
Presidential Decree dating as far back as 1992;2519 for that Decree determined
that 45% of the shares in Yukos would remain with the State for three years, that
approximately 40% of the shares would be sold through an investment tender,
and that 15% of the shares would be sold through voucher auctions. The
privatisation plan was thus limited to calculating the numbers of shares falling
into the different categories.

1384.

With regard to the investment programme, the following applies. The fact that
Yukos, as prescribed by the Government,2520 submitted a draft investment
programme with proposals for the amount of the investments required and the
projects for which those investments would be used does not alter the fact that
the final version of the investment programme was adopted by the Russian
authorities.2521

1385.

On the day of the LFS auction and investment tender of Yukos, after it had
become known that Bank Menatep had won the auction and tender, the then

2513

Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 72 and 74.
Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 71 and 74.
Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 76-83.
Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 71 and 74.
See Resolution by the Government of the Russian Federation no. 354 of 15 April 1993, RME1, Exhibit HVY-1.
See para. 1267 above.
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation no. 1403 dated 17 November 1992, Exhibit
MP-007.
GKI Order No. 342-r of 15 February 1994, Exhibit MP-138, para. 1.7.
Also see above, para. 1261.

2514
2515
2516
2517
2518
2519
2520
2521
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Russian Deputy Prime Minister Chubais confirmed that even if Bank Menatep as
investor had helped the Yukos Board in developing the investment programme,
Yukos and Menatep were fully entitled to do so. In the words of Chubais:
"The Yukos representative said that the investment programma was developed
together with Menatep, and they are in their rights." 2522

1386.

Pieth has thus failed to appreciate that the Russian authorities had discretionary
authority at all times to determine the contents of the finalised documentation
and that the Russian authorities rejected proposals that were not in the State’s
interest.2523

1387.

Re (ii): Pieth alleges that the Yukos Directors probably had a great deal of control
over the activities of the Tender Committee, because the address of this
committee was the same as that of "the office of the Yukos Directors in
Moscow".2524 This argument is hard to take seriously. The address concerned
was the address of Yukos’ office in Moscow. It was not uncommon for an auction
or tender to be conducted at the office of the relevant State-owned company.
What is relevant is the fact that none of the Yukos Directors were part of the
Tender Committee, which was made up of representatives of the Russian State.

1388.

Re (iii): Pieth alleges that subordinates of the Yukos Directors were key figures
in the Yukos privatisation, with the power to influence its outcome.2525 Another
telling example of misinformation by the Russian Federation.

1389.

In this respect, the Russian Federation and Pieth initially asserted that the Yukos
Directors had been members of the Tender Committee, with voting rights, and
that they had thus been able to select the winner of the investment tender.2526
Even then, however, the Russian Federation was withholding documents proving
the contrary. After HVY had exposed this lie,2527 the Russian Federation dropped
this argument and asserted – while consciously referring to an incorrect English
translation of a Russian document – that Yukos’ Generalov had been a member
of the Tender Committee with voting rights. This, too, was a deliberate lie.
Generalov had no voting rights.

1390.

After being caught in lies twice, the Russian Federation adjusted its narrative yet
again. Pieth now resorts to the fact that two employees of Yukos were given a
role in the Tender Committee. Mr Generalov, for example, had an advisory vote

2522

Interview with Anatoly Chubais, as broadcast on the Russian television station NTV, 8
December 1995, Exhibit HVY-460.
Also see the example of the State-owned company Sidanko discussed above in para. 1265.
Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 72 and 74.
Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 71 and 74.
First Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D13, para. 6 ("The Red Directors participated directly in
supervising and selecting the winner of an Investment Tender, in which the Government sold
33% of the YUKOS shares, and a ‘Loans-for-Shares’ auction, in which the Government offered
45% of the YUKOS shares as collateral for a loan.”).
In the French recognition proceedings of the Arbitral Awards.

2523
2524
2525
2526

2527
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and Mr Yudin had a secretarial role in the committee. However, these concern
other people than the allegedly bribed Yukos Directors. Without any further
explanation it is also hard to understand what the relationship was between the
roles played by Generalov and Yudin, and the Yukos Directors.
1391.

Pieth furthermore fails to explain what, precisely, the influence was that
Generalov and Yudin allegedly had on the outcome of the process. In any event
it is clear that the Tender Committee itself had discretionary power at all times to
take all decisions and that Generalov and Yudin had no voting rights in this
committee. Moreover, the winning bidder would be selected on the basis of
objective criteria (the bid with the highest proposed investments). Those criteria
had already been pre-determined by the Russian authorities.

1392.

Re (iv): Pieth alleges that Mr Kazakov could offer an inappropriate advantage to
Khodorkovsky et al. because he could falsely state that the investment
programme had been completed.2528 According to Pieth, the RFFI was
responsible for supervising compliance with the investment programme by the
winning bidder and it appeared as if the RFFI had delegated this task to Mr
Kazakov.

1393.

This argument does not hold either. It is incorrect that the RFFI delegated any
task to Mr Kazakov. Under the rules, the company (in this case represented by
Mr Kazakov) and the investor were required to jointly confirm to the RFFI that the
investment programme had been completed, submitting proof of this; and that is
what happened in the present case. The Russian public prosecutor’s documents
show that the RFFI had at its disposal 1300 pages of evidence regarding the
completion of the investment obligations in Yukos, which were seized by the
Russian public prosecutor (and which were not available to HVY).2529 Pieth’s
assertion that HVY failed to demonstrate that a neutral third party had at some
point in time evaluated the completion of the investment programme, is therefore
incorrect and also irrelevant.

1394.

In this regard, the Russian Federation asserts that there is no evidence that the
investments were ever made.2530 Gololobov and Mikhailov even emphatically
state that the investment obligations were never satisfied.2531 More lies. For years

2528
2529
2530
2531

Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 76-83.
See Protocols of search & seizure in the period 2003-2007, Exhibit HVY-364.
Summons, para. 34.
See Statement by Dmitry Gololobov of 26 July 2016, Exhibit RF-G2, para. 20 (“Years later, in
1998, one of Mr. Muravlenko's colleagues, Mr. Kazakov, would certify that the Oligarchs' shell
companies had fulfilled the investment obligations set forth under Order No. 1547-R, which
evidently transpired not to be the case. In fact, these investment obligations-which were a
mandatory condition of the acquisition of Yukos-were never actually fulfilled."); Statement by
Mikhailov of 24 November 2017, Exhibit RF-G4, para. 4 ("The organized criminal group also
falsely represented to the indicated state body that it would make an investment of 350 million
U.S. dollars in the oil company if they received shares at clearly reduced prices. Subsequently,
these investments were never made, as the members of the organized group had no intention
of making these investments into Yukos Oil.").
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now, the Russian Federation has had proof of payments indicating that the
investment obligations were in fact satisfied. HVY hereby enter the relevant proof
of payments into evidence.2532
1395.

Lastly relevant in this regard is the fact that the directors of the privatised
companies themselves were also allowed to participate in auctions or tenders for
“their” company during the privatisation. The LFS auctions for LUKoil,
Surgutneftegaz, Nafta Moskva and Novorossiysk Shipping, for example, were
won by their own management.2533 If the management could really have created
an advantage, then the legislature or the Russian courts would undoubtedly have
ensured that the directors themselves were not allowed to bid.

1396.

Second, there is no proof whatsoever that the Yukos Directors used their alleged
influence, in exchange for the payments promised, to facilitate the illegal
acquisition of Yukos during the privatisation.

1397.

Pieth’s only allegation in this respect is that the letter from Mr Muravlenko to the
Russian government allegedly constitutes proof of direct intervention by one of
the Yukos managers in the decision-making process of the Russian
government.2534 Without any further explanation, Pieth speculates that
Khodorkovsky et al. had instructed Muravlenko to send this letter because they
would benefit from it.2535 Even apart from the fact that Pieth does not explain how
Khodorkovsky et al. would exactly benefit from this, there is no proof whatsoever
of any such connection between Khodorkovsky et al. and Muravlenko’s letter.
Moreover, Mr Dubov confirms that as far as he is aware nobody within Bank
Menatep had asked for the letter to be sent.2536 Incidentally, the Russian
Federation does not assert at all that the letter would have played any role in the
Government’s decision-making regarding the manner in which the Yukos LFS
auction and investment tender were to be organised.

1398.

Moreover, the Russian Federation has not explained in any way how a 1995 letter
can be part of a quid pro quo concerning an agreement concluded – as the
Russian courts have established years ago2537 – in 1996.

2532

See Payment Orders No. 2, 5, 6 and 20, 12 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-366; Payment Order
No. 15, 12 August 1998, Exhibit HVY-367. These proof of payments were entered into evidence
by the Public Prosecutor during the second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev.
Also see the Proof of completion of the investment programme of 18 January 1996, Exhibit
HVY-368; Proof of completion of the measures from the investment programme of 14 December
1998, Exhibit HVY-369.
Also see above, para. 1250. Also see Daniel Treisman, Loans for Shares Revisited (2010),
Exhibit HVY-151, p. 10.
Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 71 and 74.
Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, para. 71. Incidentally, Pieth does not explain how
Khodorkovsky et al. would benefit from this exactly.
Witness Statement by Vladimir Dubov, 29 January 2019, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 69.
Decision of the Moscow Khamovnichesky District Court of 27 December 2010, Annex (Merits)
C 1057, Exhibit HVY-1, p. 8 ("[I]n 1996 M.B. Khodorkovsky, acting in a coordinated manner
with the other members of the organized group, did enter into an oral agreement with persons

2533
2534
2535
2536
2537
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1399.

Moreover, the Russian Federation ignores the fact that it was in Yukos’ and the
State’s interest to combine the LFS auction and investment tender. As
Muravlenko’s letter shows,2538 Muravlenko proposed combining the LFS auction
and investment tender for Yukos in order to increase the chance of a strategic
investor gaining control of Yukos, instead of investors who merely wanted shortterm profit.2539 A short-term investor would mainly want to quickly recoup his
investment, whereas a strategic investor would be more inclined to work towards
Yukos’ growth.

1400.

The decision to combine the LFS auction and investment tender for Yukos was
finally taken exclusively by the Russian authorities, as this combination was in
the interest of the State. Proposals that were not in the interest of the State were
rejected by the authorities. An example of this is Sidanko’s proposal to offer the
Sidanko shares in several smaller packages in the LFS auctions. The Russian
authorities did not agree and decided that a controlling interest of 51% in Sidanko
would be offered in the LFS auctions. The authorities were actually of the opinion
that a controlling stake would be more appealing to investors.2540

1401.

Lastly, Pieth and the Russian Federation cannot escape from the fact that none
of the persons involved has stated that the payments were made in exchange for
help from the Yukos Directors in the allegedly illegal acquisition of Yukos shares.
They actually declared that the payments were part of a friendly takeover of
Yukos, and that the managers were rewarded for their contribution to the creation
and further development of Yukos.
•

2538

2539

2540

Yukos Director Victor Kazakov stated in 2007 that in his view, the
compensation was intended “[f]or contribution to Yukos OC OJSC

representing the former upper management of OAO NK Yukos: the chairman of the board of
directors, the first vice presidents, the advisor to the chairman of the board of directors and the
head expert.").
As the investment tender for the sale of (up to 40% of) the Yukos shares had not yet taken
place, Muravlenko proposed that the LFS auction and the investment tender be combined, as
in his view this would ensure that a controlling block of shares would come into the hands of a
serious investor. The proposal entailed, inter alia, that only the winner and the runner-up of the
investment tender would be eligible to participate in the LFS auction for Yukos, that the starting
price for the LFS auction would be USD 100 million and that the security deposit for the
investment tender would be USD 200 million. As explained above in paras. 1266 and 1267, the
GKI ultimately decided that the LFS auction and the investment tender would be combined, in
the sense that participation in the investment tender was a mandatory requirement for
participation in the LFS auction. The GKI also increased the amounts proposed by Muravlenko.
Of course the Russian Federation and Yukos were also intent on finding a serious investor who
would make the company profitable, thus securing tax revenues for the government and wages
for the employees. Also see the Transcript of the examination of Alexey Golubovich of 15
September 2015, Exhibit RF-299, p. 10 ("The whole investment tender of 1995 and the loansfor-shares auction, they were held simultaneously for a single purpose: so that the state, on the
one hand, having agreed to privatize the enterprises, would place them in good hands, with a
good investor, preferably a Russian one. And at the same time the state wanted to borrow
money against the other part of the shares in the enterprise to meet its budget needs. And the
state figured that in order to motivate the buyer and the creditor/pledgee to give more money,
they needed to be held simultaneously.").
See para. 1265 above.
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development and for not interfering with Khodorkovsky's running of the
company”.2541 He also indicated that he was not even aware of the
privatisation process: “In 1995 or 1996, Muravlenko told me that new
owners headed by Khodorkovsky came to the company, that they bought
the company. This was a surprise to me because until that moment I
didn't [even] know of the decision to privatize the company. I can't say
on the basis of what decisions Khodorkovsky and companies he
controlled became company owners. I spent my entire life in oil
production and never got involved with any other aspects of company
activity".2542 Kazakov also indicated that Khodorkovsky "obviously
couldn't replace all Yukos managers because he needed continuity and
stability of the production process, which only production specialists
could ensure, [so] he was interested in me [staying on]".2543
•

Yukos Director Viktor Ivanenko stated during a 2010 examination in the
Russian courts during the second criminal proceedings against
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev that "there can be a hostile takeover, there
can be a friendly takeover, so this agreement was an expression, so to
speak, of a friendly takeover".2544

•

In 2010 Khodorkovsky stated during these criminal proceedings in the
Russian courts that an “absolutely typical transaction known as a
management deal” was involved.2545 He explained that "this is exactly
from where the agreement originated with the former company
management, the agreement concerning distribution of part of the shares
for their benefit in exchange for [their] contribution to establishing the
company".2546

(E) Pieth misleadingly uses alleged "red flags" to arrive at his conclusions
1402.

Lastly, HVY observe that Pieth misleadingly uses alleged red flags to arrive at
his conclusions. Red flags are nothing more than indicators that could possibly
give cause for further investigation.2547 Red flags are not proof, and certainly no
conclusions can be drawn from them without viewing them in the broader

2541
2542
2543
2544
2545
2546
2547

Transcript of the examination of Victor Kazakov, 15 May 2007, Exhibit HVY-508, p. 5.
Transcript of the examination of Victor Kazakov, 15 May 2007, Exhibit HVY-508, p. 2.
Transcript of the examination of Victor Kazakov, 15 May 2007, Exhibit HVY-508, p. 3.
Transcript of the examination of Viktor Ivanenko before the Moscow Khamovnichesky District
Court, 12 January 2010, Exhibit HVY-517, p. 2918.
Transcript of the examination of Mikhail Khodorkovsky before the Moscow Khamovnichesky
District Court, 7 April 2010, Exhibit HVY-518, p. 3.
Transcript of the examination of Mikhail Khodorkovsky before the Moscow Khamovnichesky
District Court, 7 April 2010, Exhibit HVY-518, p. 3.
Cf. for example the use of indicators in The Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
(Prevention) Act (Wet ter voorkoming van witwassen en financieren van terrorisme).
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context.2548 Red flags must be followed up by further investigation, in which the
factual circumstances and the broader – geopolitical – context are considered.2549
1403.

The way Pieth uses alleged red flags is misleading for a number of reasons.

1404.

First, Pieth’s red flags of are based on highly selective information that has been
fed to him by the Russian Federation. The alleged red flags themselves were
handpicked by Pieth to support a preconceived conclusion. Pieth completely
disregards the numerous indicators that point precisely to there not having been
any bribery in the present case. HVY already described the economic
background behind the agreement between Bank Menatep and the Yukos
Directors. The Yukos Directors did not even receive a cash payment under that
agreement, but uncertain stock options for which many years had to be waited.
Furthermore, the agreement was later put down in writing in collaboration with
various renowned advisors. Its contents were also made public shortly after it
was signed in 2002, when Yukos and Group Menatep disclosed the entire
ownership structure of both Yukos and Group Menatep of their own volition.2550
That is not what you would call typical for a bribery agreement. It continues to be
telling that to this day, the Russian Federation has not prosecuted anyone for the
alleged bribery.2551

1405.

Secondly, the red flags described by Pieth are not actually red flags. Further
study reveals that the red flags are actually incorrect, or are not red flags at all
when viewed in the broader context. As an extension of this, HVY will elaborate
on a number of red flags identified by Pieth.2552

2548

2549
2550

2551

2552

(i)

The sales price for Yukos received by the Russian Federation.

(ii)

The amount of the payments.

Report by PwC and Ecoryis for the European Commission, "Identifying and Reducing
Corruption in Public Procurement in the EU", 30 June 2013, Exhibit HVY-519; FCPA, "A
resource guide to the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act", 14 November 2012, Exhibit HVY520.
The Wolfsberg Group, "Wolfsberg Anti-Bribery and Corruption Compliance Programme
Guidance" of 2017, Exhibit HVY-521, p. 8.
See information for the Management of OAO NK ‘Yukos’, Group Meatel Limited, Annex (Merits)
C 597, Exhibit HVY-1 (“Other persons with an interest in YUKOS shares held by Group
MENATEP, either by virtue of holding a stake in Group MENATEP or entitlement to receive a
portion of the proceeds from the sale of YUKOS shares, are Mr. S.V. Muravlenko, Mr. V.V.
Ivanenko, Mr. V.A. Kazakov, Mr. Yu.A. Golubev and Mr. A.D. Golubovich.").
What remains is merely the bizarre story of a second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and
Lebedev, in which these men were convicted of stealing oil. In those proceedings, the Russian
courts concluded in 2012 that the Tempo agreements were related to the theft of oil by
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev in the period following the privatisation. Without saying anything at
all about the findings in those criminal proceedings, the Russian Federation is now telling an
entirely different story. Also see above, paras. 1343-1350.
Pieth even states with regard to these red flags that they are "essentially uncontested". See
Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, para. 54. That is incorrect.
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(iii)

The oral nature of the agreement.

(iv)

The use of “sham” agreements.

(v)

The use of offshore structures.

1406.

Re (i): One of the central assertions of Pieth and the Russian Federation is that
the sales price the Russian Federation received during the privatisation of Yukos
was disproportionately low, which, they say, points to manipulation.2553 This is an
absurd, bare assertion, which HVY dispute. Moreover, Pieth has no expertise
whatsoever in the valuation of oil companies. Also striking is the fact that the
Russian Federation has based all of its assertions in this regard on the Pieth
Expert Reports, while also withholding the documents that show the criteria used
by the Russian Federation itself to determine the starting prices during the
privatisation.

1407.

Firstly, the winning bids were higher than the starting prices set by the Russian
authorities for the LFS auction and the investment tender of Yukos.2554 Pieth
cannot allege against the winning bidder, let alone against HVY, that these
starting prices on further consideration were not correct.

1408.

Secondly, Pieth does not even state what the value of the Yukos shares during
the privatisation actually was in his view. Pieth merely states that Yukos was
"enormous and valuable", referring in this respect to Yukos' 1997 turnover and
Yukos' oil reserves in January 1998.2555 Of course this doesn’t show what the
value of the shares was in 1995 or 1996.2556

1409.

Thirdly, in 1996, the Russian authorities still indicated that the starting prices of
the LFS auctions had been set at 70-90% of the market value of the shares in
question.2557 This was in line with market conditions, according to them.2558 The
Russian authorities themselves were therefore in any event of the opinion that
the starting price at the LFS auction was sufficiently high. The Deputy Prime

2553

See Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 10-13.
See Section 17.3 above.
See Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, para. 11. Moreover, in 1998 Yukos already
looked very different from what it was in 1995, for example as a result of the acquisition of
Tomskneft in 1997, which had access to substantial oil reserves.
Numerous other circumstances are relevant in this regard, such as Yukos' debt burden,
outdated production equipment and the export restrictions that applied which made it only
partially possible to sell the oil at international market prices. Also see Chapter 13 above.
See Letter from the GKI to the State Duma, 12 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-474 ("The starting
prices of the lots which were put up for auction were determined based upon a calculation of
70-90% of their market value, which corresponds to world and domestic practice for crediting
under pledge.”).
See Letter from the GKI to the State Duma, 12 January 1996, Exhibit HVY-474 ("The starting
prices of the lots which were put up for auction were determined based upon a calculation of
70-90% of their market value, which corresponds to world and domestic practice for crediting
under pledge.”).

2554
2555

2556

2557

2558
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Minister of Russia, Chubais, even said with regard to the starting price of the LFS
auction for Yukos that "the estimate was absolutely spot on".2559
1410.

Fourthly, based on YNG's share price2560, the price paid for the YUKOS shares
during the privatisation was even too high. YNG was Yukos' main production
company and, particularly at the time of privatisation, YNG's market value was
virtually equal to Yukos' value. The Russian research firm RAEX estimated
YNG's value in October 1995 at about USD 646 million.2561 The value of the 78%
shareholding "offered" in December 1995 thus amounted to approximately USD
504 million and Bank Menatep, through its controlled entities, paid a total of over
USD 519 million for this shareholding.2562

1411.

Fifthly, the auctions in December 1995 attracted only one other bidder and the
auction in December 1996 not even any other bidder at all. This shows all the
more that the shares had not been offered at too low a price. The Deputy Prime
Minister of Russia, Chubais, also said this about the matter:
"Given the level of media attention, it is clear that even 1 dollar deposited in
excess of this amount would mean that Menatep would not be the winner. But,
sadly, we don't have that dollar. So, Menatep is the winner.
[…]
Today has proven that of all Russian entities, of all that exist in this country,
only one could meet the stipulated conditions."2563

1412.

Sixthly, the Russian Federation could have repaid or refinanced the loan from
Bank Menatep in 1996, if it really feared that the pledged block of shares was
worth more than the loan provided. After all, in an execution sale 30% of the
surplus would go to the pledgor. The fact that the Russian Federation
nevertheless exceeded the deadline for repayment of the loan without repaying
the loan already demonstrates that the Russian Federation did not expect the
pledged shares to yield a surplus in a commercial tender. In short, the Russian
Federation did not consider the shares to be undervalued.

1413.

Seventhly, Pieth disregards the fact that privatisation, and in particular the
investment tender chosen by the Russian Federation, was not primarily aimed at
receiving the highest sales price. The privatisation was mainly focused on

2559

Interview with Anatoly Chubais, as broadcast on the Russian television station NTV, 8
December 1995, Exhibit HVY-460.
Part of the YNG shares were listed on the stock exchange as early as 1995.
RAEX, "Ranking of Largest Companies Based on Market Capitalisation", October 1995
(including methodoloty used), Exhibit HVY-522.
See Section 17.3 above. By September 1996, the stake pledged to Laguna had been diluted
from 45% to 33.3%, resulting in Monblan paying USD 360 million in December 1996 for a stake
worth USD 215 million at that time (33.3% of USD 646 million). The price paid for the shares in
both December 1995 and December 1996 was a total of USD 519,725 million, which was more
than USD 91 million higher than the value represented by the shares in that period (together
approximately USD 428 million).
Interview with Anatoly Chubais, as broadcast on the Russian television station NTV, 8
December 1995, Exhibit HVY-460.

2560
2561
2562

2563
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attracting investments in the company, the transfer of property and responsibility
of the state to the private sector and securing future tax revenues.2564
1414.

Lastly, HVY note that – as explained above in Chapter 11 – Yukos, under the
leadership of Khodorkovsky et al., experienced enormous growth after the
privatisation in 1995-1996. Yukos was initially an ailing, outdated and inefficient
company, making it a very risky investment. It was not until the modernisation
implemented by Khodorkovsky et al. in the years following the privatisation that
Yukos grew to become one of Russia’s most valuable oil companies.

1415.

Other privatisations in Russia show a varying picture. Many of the State-owned
companies were inefficiently managed and actually making a loss under the
State’s management. After the privatisation, a number of companies were unable
to turn the tide – which they were left facing after the collapse of the Soviet Union
– and went bankrupt.2565 By contrast, other companies experienced enormous
growth and are still worth billions today.2566

1416.

Re (ii): It is also misleading to state that the payments received by the Yukos
Directors were disproportionate.2567 As HVY have explained above,2568 stock
options were involved. The fact that Yukos eventually exceeded its own value
several times means that the stock options of the Yukos Directors also gained
much in value. Of course, that was unpredictable.

1417.

That stock options for employees can lead to huge sums of money is also
apparent from a modern-day example of the masseuse employed by Google
when it was still a start-up. She received stock options which eventually were
worth millions of dollars.2569

1418.

Re (iii): The assertion that the fact that the agreement was initially agreed orally
points to unlawfulness being involved, is also misleading.2570 Oral agreements
were common in Russia in the 1990s. Although an oral agreement such as this
one is hard to imagine today in the Western world, Western standards simply
didn’t apply to post-communist Russia in the 1990s. As Mr Dubov says, the

2564

See para. 1235 above. HVY also note that in the case of failure of privatisation (e.g. due to lack
of investor interest), companies often ran into difficulties. One example of a company that was
never successfully privatised due to lack of investor interest is the Russian State-owned
company Zapsib, which has been under receivership since 1997 and is obliged to restructure
its debts at least until 2023. See Kommersant, "The end of the Zapsib case", 25 June 1997,
Exhibit HVY-523.
For example the Russian State-owned company Zapsib; Kommersant, "The end of the Zapsib
case", 25 June 1997, Exhibit HVY-523.
For example Lukoil, Norilsk Nickel and Surgutneftegaz.
See Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 14-18.
See above, paras. 1368-1376.
New York Times, "Google Options Make Masseuse a Multimillionaire", 12 November 2007,
Exhibit HVY-524.
See Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 19-26.

2565
2566
2567
2568
2569
2570
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shareholders of Bank Menatep also had not laid down in writing their own
relationships until the late 1990s.
1419.

As Dubov further explains, it was also important to managers of former Stateowned companies that there would not be any incriminating evidence about their
cooperation with “the capitalists”. The expectation was after all that, in the
summer of 1996, the communists would have fully returned to power and would
reverse the privatisation of Yukos. If, in that situation, it had emerged that the
Yukos Directors had worked with Bank Menatep, the Yukos Directors would not
have been certain of their further careers, and possibly even their lives.2571

1420.

In this regard, Pieth also ignores that afterwards, the agreement was in fact put
in writing, even with the close involvement of several law firms.

1421.

Re (iv): The assertion that “sham” agreements to conceal illegal activities were
involved, is also incorrect.2572 The Tempo Agreement is the fleshing-out of the
stock options that the Yukos Directors received in connection with a management
participation. That agreement can hardly be characterised as “sham”.

1422.

While Yukos was preparing for the listing of American Depositary Receipts, the
agreement was recorded with the involvement of several legal advisors, including
law firms Clifford Chance, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton and White &
Case.2573 The proof that the Russian Federation has entered into evidence in this
regard already shows that all those advisors thoroughly investigated the
agreement before issuing their opinions on it. It is implausible, obviously, that
such renowned law firms would allow themselves to be engaged in recording
bribery agreements. The Russian Federation has also failed to enter even one
document into evidence showing that any of the advisors were ultimately against
the agreement.2574

1423.

To paint a misleading picture, the Russian Federation entered a few (of the
probably hundreds of) emails into evidence, attempting to thus argue that the

2571

Witness statement by Vladimir Dubov, Exhibit HVY-G3, para. 64.
See Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 27-43. In this respect, Pieth also
mentions a number of old agreements under which the four Yukos Directors together would
have received USD 875,000 in the period 1996-1998, although Pieth does not claim that these
agreements have anything to do with the alleged bribery. The Yukos Directors were also
examined regarding these agreements in the run-up to the second criminal case against
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev; no accusation has ever been made in respect of these
agreements, either.
Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton represented the Russian Federation in the Arbitrations. White
& Case is the present global lead counsel of the Russian Federation in the cases against HVY.
While selectively referring to just a few emails, Pieth asserts that Yukos' advisors believed that
the Tempo Agreements lacked any economic rationale. See Second Expert Report Pieth,
Exhibit RF-D14, para. 32. However, this cannot be seriously deduced from a handful of e-mails
(specially selected for that purpose). Those emails should be viewed in a broader context but
since the Russian Federation withholds all other emails (presumably several thousands) this is
not possible. An advisor being critical during such proceedings merely shows that they are being
thorough. If an advisor had truly advised against the agreement, the Russian Federation would
have entered such advise into these proceedings as evidence.

2572

2573
2574
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advisors believed that any economic rationale was lacking. That is nonsense.
The fact that Yukos’ and GML’s attorneys had discussions about the wording of
the agreement, and that the accountants had discussions about the way in which
the agreements had to be recognised in the financial statements, is very common
in companies as large as Yukos, obviously. The only thing that this
correspondence shows is that Yukos and GML actually openly involved their
advisors in drawing up and modifying the agreements and that the advisors
ultimately also approved them. Moreover, GML itself actually published its
shareholder structure, including the contents of the Tempo Agreements, via its
website in 2002. Obviously, it would not have done so if it had anything to hide.
1424.

Re (v): The assertion that the use of offshore structures indicates illegal activities
is nonsense too.2575 To date, entities with registered seats on the Isle of Man,
Cyprus, Guernsey, Jersey and Switzerland have often been part of the legal
structure of large companies. Many international and Russian companies use
various offshore structures. The Russian Federation also acknowledges that the
use of offshore structures is common, and it has even set up two internal
“offshore” economic regions in Russian in order to attract foreign investments.

1425.

By arguing about the alleged use of the services of Curtis & Co and Valmet
Group, Pieth stoops to the level of "guilt by association".2576 As the Russian
Federation has not argued to date that there was money laundering or any other
illegality with regard to the Yukos shares, this argument also lacks any form of
relevance.
Interim conclusion regarding the bribery allegations

1426.

It follows from the foregoing that the Russian Federation's allegations of bribery
are pure fiction. The people designated by the Russian Federation as
"government officials" were important managers of Yukos and the alleged
"bribes" were essentially stock options in a company which, in light of the
prevailing economic and political unrest in Russia, could also have ended up
being worth nothing. The agreements, to which the Russian Federation now
refers as "fake contracts", have been recorded with the cooperation of some of
the world's largest law firms. The Russian Federation's attempt to use new
"expert reports" to recycle old evidence into new accusations is completely
incredible and should therefore fail.

2575
2576

See Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 44-45.
See Second Expert Report Pieth, Exhibit RF-D14, paras. 46-48.
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17.4.3 The assertion that HVY was involved in the alleged illegal acquisition of
Yukos shares
1427.

Finally, the Russian Federation states in its Defence on Appeal for the first time
that HVY was supposedly directly involved in the allegedly illegal acquisition of
Yukos shares in 1995 and 1996.2577 According to the Russian Federation, this is
evidenced by (i) the fact that YUL made the payments to the Yukos Directors on
the basis of the Tempo Agreements, (ii) certain public statements by Dubov,
Khodorkovsky and Osborne, and (iii) the fact that the Yukos shares held by HVY
would be the same as those privatised in 1995 and 1996.2578

1428.

None of these assertions hold.

1429.

Re (i): The Russian Federation wrongly asserts that payments by YUL under the
Tempo Agreements indicate HVY’s involvement in alleged bribery. As explained
by HVY above, the arrangements with the Yukos Directors amounted to them
receiving a certain percentage of the proceeds from the sale of the Yukos shares
privatised in 1995 and 1996. These agreements were laid down in a written
agreement between GML and the Yukos Directors within the framework of the
envisaged ADR listing of Yukos. As GML did not directly hold Yukos shares, but
YUL did, it is not surprising that YUL was the one who paid the agreed percentage
to the Yukos Directors. It escapes HVY what would have been unlawful about
this, let alone why YUL (let alone HEL or VPL) would suddenly be responsible
for alleged bribery that is alleged to have taken place in 1995 and 1996. If the
Russian Federation’s argument were consistently applied, then not only YUL but
also all of the prominent law firms that assisted in drawing up the written Tempo
Agreements are complicit in the alleged bribery of the Yukos Directors.
Consequently, that would also apply to the firm of White & Case, which is
assisting the Russian Federation in these proceedings. HVY is curious whether
the Russian Federation will yet explain why it has not yet prosecuted White &
Case.

1430.

It should be noted as well that the Russian Federation has had evidence of the
payments made by YUL since 2003. It has never based any position on this in
the Arbitrations. Thus, there cannot have been any "failure" of the Arbitral
Tribunal, as alleged by the Russian Federation, to "discuss and apply the
relevant evidence".2579

1431.

Re (ii): Nothing whatsoever can be derived from statements being invoked by the
Russian Federation. No one has ever made a secret of the fact that the payments
to the Yukos Directors served to perform the agreements made with them earlier.

2577

Defence on Appeal, para. 726.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 726-732.
Defence on Appeal, para. 727.

2578
2579
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In its Defence on Appeal, the Russian Federation suddenly argues that the fact
that the payments were done via YUL allegedly undermines “the ECT Tribunal's
finding regarding the supposed legal separateness of YUL”.2580 Once again an
incomprehensible assertion that makes no sense at all. Why the alleged
payments by YUL might have any influence on YUL’s legal personality escapes
HVY.
1432.

Re (iii): The relevance of the argument that the Yukos shares held by HVY are
allegedly the same shares that were privatised in 1995 and 1996 escapes HVY.
In section 17.3 above HVY reconstructed how part of the shares in Yukos were
privatised in 1995 and 1996. In addition, HVY have explained in section 16 how
they acquired their Yukos shares from 1999 onwards. That the transactions in
which HVY acquired their shares were legal2581 is not disputed by the Russian
Federation. Even if the Yukos shares held by HVY were allegedly the same
shares that were privatised in 1995 and 1996, this obviously does not mean that
HVY would suddenly be responsible for alleged illegalities of third parties that
had been committed years earlier.

1433.

For the sake of completeness, HVY also refer to section 18 of this deed, in which
they further explain that the Arbitral Tribunal rightly ruled that the Russian
Federation has not demonstrated that there is sufficient connection between the
alleged illegalities in connection with the Yukos privatisation and HVY's
acquisition of their Yukos shares.

17.5

Conclusion with regard to the complaints of the Russian Federation on the
privatisation of Yukos

1434.

Above, HVY have shown that the allegations made by the Russian Federation in
relation to the privatisation of Yukos are unfounded.2582 Although the Russian
Federation makes it appear as if Khodorkovsky et al. used fraud, manipulation
and bribery to achieve a secret, illegal acquisition of Yukos shares by Bank
Menatep, in reality there was nothing wrong. The Russian Federation was fully
aware of the circumstances in which the privatisation took place and has
therefore rightly and successfully defended that privatisation before its own
courts. It has now also become clear that the Deputy Prime Minister of Russia,

2580
2581
2582

Defence on Appeal, para. 728.
Final Award (HEL), para. 1370 in conjunction with Interim Award (HEL), para. 430, Interim
Award HEL(VPL) para. 474 and Interim Award (YUL), para. 431.
In addition to the Russian Federation’s allegations specifically discussed in this chapter, it made
a number of other allegations as “blanks" during the Arbitrations and these setting aside
proceedings. Those allegations are so little substantiated (and irrelevant, moreover) that a
specific response to them is not reasonably necessary. Examples of this are the allegations of
violence and the disadvantaging of minority shareholders. In Section 12.3 above HVY already
demonstrated that Rybin's and Gololobov's statements are completely untrue. These
allegations must fail for that reason alone. With regard to the disadvantaging of minority
shareholders and similar allegations, HVY furthermore refer back to the Arbitrations, in which it
has already refuted these allegations. See Claimant's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1,
paras. 1148-1153.
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Chubais, rejected similar allegations as long ago as December 1995. The new
bribery allegations – which the Russian Federation has, for want of anything
better, inflated to enormous proportions – also fail, because the alleged "bribes"
were in fact stock options rewritten down with the involvement of the world's
largest law firms.
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18

THE ARBITRAL AWARDS ARE NOT CONTRARY TO PUBLIC POLICY

18.1

Introduction

1435.

With its (new) Public Policy Ground 6, the Russian Federation is arguing that the
outcome of the Arbitral Awards boils down to “justification and continuation of
HVY’s fraudulent, corrupt and illegal activities, which is already independently –
and certainly in conjunction with the manner in which the Arbitrations were
conducted – contrary to the fundamental principles of public policy and good
morals as mentioned in Article 1065(1)(e) DCCP.”2583 As substantiation, the
Russian Federation firstly refers to a number of Awards and court decisions in
cases in which violations of (international) public policy were allegedly at
issue.2584 In addition, the Russian Federation refers to alleged “illegal acts by the
Russian Oligarchs, Yukos and HVY”, which the Arbitral Tribunal failed to
appreciate and “in many cases” allegedly resulted in “contradictory decisions” by
the Arbitral Tribunal.2585 Moreover, there was allegedly an “improper, incomplete
and superficial assessment by the Arbitral Tribunal of the evidence in the case
file”.2586

1436.

The Russian Federation’s assertions – and with these Public Policy Ground 6 –
must be rejected for several separate and self-supporting reasons.

1437.

Firstly, the Russian Federation has failed to satisfy its obligation to furnish facts.
Not every violation of the law, let alone a violation of a foreign law, is contrary to
public policy. Based on the established case law of the Supreme Court, the
Russian Federation could only successfully rely on Article 1065(1)(e) DCCP if
the “content or enforcement” of the Arbitral Awards would be contrary to
“mandatory law of such a fundamental nature that compliance with it may not be
obstructed by limitations of a procedural nature”.2587 The Russian Federation has
provided insufficient facts to meet this serious standard. Its substantiation for
Public Policy Ground 6 merely contains general references to alleged
“misconduct by HVY” and “illegal, fraudulent and corrupt conduct by Yukos and
HVY”.2588 A reasoned argument as to why the “content or enforcement” of the
Arbitral Awards – whether or not in light of the alleged illegal conduct – might
result in a violation of mandatory law of a sufficiently fundamental nature cannot
be found. The Russian Federation has therefore provided insufficient facts for
(successful) reliance on Article 1065(1)(e) DCCP (also see below, section 18.2).

2583
2584
2585
2586
2587
2588

Defence on Appeal, para. 1201.
Defence on Appeal, paras. 1202-1204.
Defence on Appeal, para. 1205.
Defence on Appeal, para. 1205 (d).
See for example HR 21 March 1997, ECLI:NL:HR:1997:AA4945 (Eco Swiss / Benetton), para.
4.2.
Defence on Appeal, para. 1205.
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1438.

Secondly, the Russian Federation is wrongly arguing that there is something
wrong with the manner in which the Arbitral Tribunal assessed the alleged “illegal
conduct of the Russian Oligarchs, Yukos and HVY”. The Arbitral Tribunal did not
“fail to appreciate” illegal conduct; nor did it render “contradictory decisions” (see
below, section 18.3).

1439.

Thirdly, why the “content or enforcement” of the Arbitral Awards might be contrary
to public policy is impossible to see, even apart from the Russian Federation’s
failure to satisfy its obligation to furnish facts. The decisions of the Arbitral
Tribunal contained in the Arbitral Awards mean in essence that the Russian
Federation unlawfully expropriated Yukos and that the Russian Federation must
compensate the damage that its unlawful conduct caused for HVY. There is no
rule of public policy that opposes maintaining or enforcing those decisions. This
also applies in the hypothetical case – which HVY emphatically dispute – that the
alleged illegal conduct did in fact occur and is furthermore attributable to HVY.
Even in that hypothetical case, there is still no rule of public policy that entails
that HVY would no longer be allowed to enjoy any legal protection from the
unlawful conduct of the Russian Federation. Moreover, in light of the special
circumstances of this case as well – including the violations of fundamental rights
by the Russian Federation – there is no cause to use public policy to oppose the
Arbitral Awards (see below, section 18.4).

18.2

The Russian Federation has provided insufficient facts for (successful)
reliance on Article 1065(1)(e) DCCP

1440.

Based on Article 1065(1)(e) DCCP, an Award may be set aside if either the award
or the manner in which the award came into being is contrary to public policy.
With its new Public Policy Ground 6, the Russian Federation is relying on the first
of these, arguing that the content of the Arbitral Awards is contrary to public
policy. However, it has failed to explain exactly what the alleged contrariety with
public policy might be. The Russian Federation has therefore failed to satisfy its
obligation to furnish facts. Its Public Policy Ground 6 must be rejected for that
reason alone. HVY will explain this in more detail.

1441.

The established case law of the Supreme Court entails that the thresholds for the
application of the public policy exception from Article 1065(1)(e) DCCP are
extremely high. Not every violation of the law will automatically constitute
contrariety with public policy. There must be contrariety with mandatory law of
such a fundamental nature that compliance with it may not be obstructed,
notwithstanding any restrictions of a procedural nature.

1442.

See, for example, HR 21 March 1997, ECLI:NL:HR:1997:AA4945 (Eco Swiss /
Benetton), para. 4.2:
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"According to Article 1065(1), opening words and at e DCCP, the setting aside
of an Award may be sought, in so far as relevant here, on the ground that 'the
award (...) is contrary to public policy'. Contrariety with public policy as referred
to in this provision only occurs if – in so far as relevant here – the content or
enforcement of the award is contrary to mandatory law of such a fundamental
nature that compliance with it may not be obstructed by limitations of a
procedural nature.
According to Dutch law, in general the mere circumstance that the content or
enforcement of the Award entails that a prohibition from competition law is not
applied does not entail contrariety with public policy as described here.”
(Emphasis added.)

1443.

In addition, the Supreme Court has repeatedly ruled that Article 1065(1)(e) DCCP
must be applied restrictively, in view of the fact that proceedings for setting aside
may not be used as a veiled appeal, and that the civil court may only correct the
decision of the arbitral tribunal in exceptional situations.2589

1444.

The Russian Federation did not mention this case law in its Defence on Appeal.
Instead, it refers to a single foreign arbitral award in which the arbitral tribunal
allegedly ruled that “respect for the law is a matter of public policy”.2590 The
Russian Federation completely fails to appreciate the context of that arbitral
award. However this may be, the rule deduced from it by the Russian Federation
diametrically opposes the standard formulated by the Supreme Court, which
entails that only violations of mandatory law of a sufficiently fundamental nature
can result in a violation of public policy. Regarding the question of what may be
considered as a violation of public policy in the Dutch legal order, the case law
of the Supreme Court is leading, and not the alleged opinion of a single random
arbitral tribunal.

1445.

The obligation to furnish facts in respect of the alleged violation of public policy
in this case is borne by the Russian Federation, as it is the party that is relying
on the ground for setting aside from Article 1065(1)(e) DCCP. Therefore, the
Russian Federation must explain which specific rule of mandatory law of a
fundamental nature might be violated in its opinion if the Arbitral Awards are
upheld or enforced, and why that rule of law might be of such a fundamental
nature that compliance with it must be safeguarded and the Arbitral Awards
cannot be upheld.2591

2589

2590
2591

See, for example HR 17 January 2003, ECLI:NL:HR:2003:AE9395, para. 3.3 (“It should also be
noted that in its investigation of whether the arbitral tribunal complied with the rules of
procedure, the court must apply restraint. This is in part related to the fact that proceedings
pursuant to Article 1065 DCCP may not be used as a veiled appeal, and that the general interest
in the effective administration of arbitral justice entails that the civil court may only intervene in
the interpretation assigned to the rules by the arbitrators in extraordinary cases. If there is
contrariety with the principles of due process in such a case, then the Award will be eligible for
setting aside pursuant to Article 1065(1)(e) DCCP (contrariety with public policy or good
morals), which provision will nevertheless, by virtue of its nature, have to be applied with
restraint”).
Defence on Appeal, para. 1202.
See, for example, HR 24 April 2009, ECLI:NL:HR:2009:BH3137 (IMS / Modsaf) ("4.4.1 [...] In
the opinion of the Supreme Court, it was up to IMS in the present proceedings to indicate with
reasons why that decision of the arbitral tribunal in the procedural order of 14 September 1999
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1446.

Public Policy Ground 6 does not satisfy these requirements. The Russian
Federation has merely referred to allegedly illegal conduct by “the Russian
Oligarchs, Yukos and HVY”2592, but that is insufficient for successful reliance on
Article 1065(1)(e) DCCP. At the very least, the Russian Federation had to furnish
(and prove) facts as to:
(i)

which provisions of mandatory law are specifically relevant in the present
case in its opinion;

(ii)

that the content or enforcement of the Arbitral Awards (not: the conduct
by HVY or third parties) are contrary to these provisions of mandatory
law; and

(iii)

why the provisions of mandatory law allegedly violated by the Arbitral
Awards are of such a fundamental nature that the Arbitral Awards must
be set aside.

1447.

The Russian Federation has not provided any facts whatsoever on any of the
points above in its substantiation of Public Policy Ground 6. Public Policy Ground
6 must be rejected for that reason alone.

1448.

Incidentally, within that context, the Russian Federation attempts to deceive the
Court of Appeal. Even in the ancillary action that led to the interlocutory judgment
of the Court of Appeal of 25 September 2018, HVY pointed out that the Russian
Federation has not satisfied its obligation to furnish facts.2593 The Russian
Federation subsequently attempted to distract attention from this by appealing to
the Court of Appeal's general sense of justice, using broad unfounded
qualifications. For example, during the oral arguments in the ancillary action, the
Russian Federation’s counsel asserted that “procedural and material fraud,
corruption, tax evasion and money laundering [...] constitute violations of the very
essence of our moral, legal and constitutional order”.2594

1449.

However, this is not the striking point. Regarding the question of whether the
Russian Federation has furnished sufficient facts for reliance on Article
1065(1)(e) DCCP, the perceived seriousness of the illegalities asserted by the
Russian Federation is irrelevant. The only relevant question is whether the
content or enforcement of the Arbitral Awards constitute contrariety to provisions
of mandatory law of such a fundamental nature that the Arbitral Awards can no

2592
2593
2594

was incorrect, and specifically to the extent that due process was violated, but IMS did not
discuss the content of this procedural order (...) 4.4.2 In light of the findings above in 4.3.14.3.3, these opinions do not bear witness of an incorrect interpretation of the law”).
Defence on Appeal, para. 1205.
Written Arguments of mr. M.A. Leijten and mr. A.W.P. Marsman on behalf of HVY of 19 June
2018, para. 59.
Written Arguments of mr. A.J. van den Berg on behalf of the Russian Federation of 19 June
2018, para. 49.
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longer be upheld. The Russian Federation has provided no facts on that point to
this day.
18.3

The Arbitral Tribunal did not “fail to appreciate” illegal conduct, nor did it
render “contradictory decisions”

1450.

Public Policy Ground 6 is based on the central assertion that the Arbitral Tribunal
“failed to appreciate numerous clear and scandalous acts by the Russian
Oligarchs and HVY”, which "in many cases" allegedly resulted in "contradictory
decisions" by the Arbitral Tribunal.2595

1451.

This assertion is unspecified, unsubstantiated and incorrect. It constitutes an
additional and independent reason why Public Policy Ground 6 must be rejected.

18.3.1 The Arbitral Tribunal did not “fail to appreciate” anything
1452.

The Arbitral Tribunal did not “fail to appreciate” any illegal acts. As HVY already
extensively explained during the ancillary action, the Arbitral Tribunal assessed
the Russian Federation’s “unclean hands” defence – as put forward in the
Arbitrations, and therefore without the new accusations that it has added on the
basis of Professor Pieth’s two reports – with due care and rendered very
comprehensible decisions regarding it.2596 The extent to which the Arbitral
Tribunal might have “failed to appreciate” any illegal act in doing so escapes
HVY. Below, HVY will explain the various alleged illegal acts in more detail.

1453.

First, we have the accusation, which the Russian Federation presents as an
important part of its “unclean hands” defence in these setting aside proceedings,
that HVY (themselves) were involved in alleged bribery and corruption in the
context of the privatisation of Yukos shares in 1995 and 1996. The Russian
Federation presented this accusation for the first time in these setting aside
proceedings in its Defence on Appeal. In substantiation, it is relying on two expert
reports by Professor Pieth that it also only entered into evidence with its Defence
on Appeal. HVY have already refuted this new accusation – like all of the “old”
accusations concerning the privatisation of Yukos – above in section 15. With
its new Public Policy Ground 6, the Russian Federation is also accusing the
Tribunal of failing to acknowledge alleged bribery and corruption committed
(also) by HVY, despite the fact that bribery and corruption were not even among
the 28 accusations formulated by the Russian Federation in the Arbitrations.
Nothing at all had been argued about any alleged involvement of HVY in bribery
and corruption in the Arbitrations. There is no need to explain further that this
accusation cannot hold. The Tribunal cannot have “failed to appreciate” alleged
illegalities that the Russian Federation had not even presented in the Arbitrations

2595
2596

Defence on Appeal, para. 1205.
Deed of objection, para. 24-38
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– while it has had the Tempo Agreements with the Yukos Directors and proof of
payments under those since 2003.2597 Incidentally, an accusation that the
Russian Federation itself deliberately never submitted between 2003 and 2017,
totally lacks credibility, of course.
1454.

The following applies in respect of the accusations that the Russian Federation
did submit in the Arbitrations.

1455.

With regard to a very limited share of the “unclean hands” accusations submitted
by the Russian Federation, the Tribunal came to the conclusion that there did,
indeed, appear to be some unlawful acts related to Yukos' taxes.2598 On that
basis, the Tribunal ruled that of the damage suffered by HVY, no less than 25%
could be attributed to contributory fault.2599 The Tribunal went on to deduct this
percentage when it determined the damages to be awarded to HVY.2600 These
decisions therefore cannot in any way be deemed a “failure to appreciate”.

1456.

The other “unclean hands” accusations were also extensively considered by the
Arbitral Tribunal, as also rightly observed by the Russian Federation.2601
However, the Arbitral Tribunal did not give a substantive decision regarding those
accusations, as the Russian Federation’s defence based on those accusations
had to be rejected without a substantive assessment. The steps taken by the
Tribunal in rejecting this defence were as follows:
(i)

The Tribunal put first and foremost that alleged illegalities pertaining to
the performance of an investment cannot preclude reliance on the ECT
in any event.2602
Please note: In these setting aside proceedings, the Russian Federation
explicitly agrees with that decision.2603

(ii)

2597
2598

2599
2600
2601
2602
2603
2604

The Tribunal went on that international law knows no general principle of
“unclean hands” that might preclude a claim from an investor, like HVY,
based on an investment treaty.2604

See section 17.4.2 for more information.
Within this context the Russian Federation refers to the Tribunal’s findings regarding Yukos’
structure for tax purposes (Final Award (HEL), Section VIII.A.5) and to Yukos’ use of the DTA
(Final Award (HEL), Section X.E.3.(b)); see Defence on Appeal, para. 1205 (b).
Final Award (HEL), paras. 1633-1637.
Final Award (HEL), para. 1827.
Defence on Appeal, para 1205(b).
Final Award (HEL), paras. 1354-1356.
Defence on Appeal, para. 723.
Final Award (HEL), paras. 1358, 1359 and 1363.
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1457.

(iii)

Next the Arbitral Tribunal held that an investor cannot rely on the ECT if
the investment was made in bad faith or in violation of the laws of the
host state.

(iv)

The Tribunal subsequently ruled that a large share of the alleged
illegalities pertain to acts that were allegedly performed after HVY’s
investment, and therefore cannot preclude HVY’s reliance on the ECT,
because they pertain to the performance of the investments and not to
making the investments themselves.2605

(v)

In respect of the remainder of the alleged illegalities (which related to the
Yukos privatisation and subsequent consolidation of assets, and control,
of Yukos and its participating interests), the Tribunal ruled that these
allegedly occurred before HVY even became Yukos shareholders in
1999, 2000 and 2001. The Arbitral Tribunal concluded that it had been
established between the parties that in any event, the alleged illegalities
were not perpetrated by HVY, but that it was alleged that these were
perpetrated by third parties, including “Bank Menatep and the
Oligarchs”.2606

(vi)

Lastly, the Arbitral Tribunal ruled that the Russian Federation had not
demonstrated that the alleged illegalities were sufficiently related to
HVY’s investments. Their acquisition of the Yukos shares was lawful and
began in 1999. The alleged illegalities in respect of the privatisation of
Yukos, by contrast, had already taken place in 1995 and 1996, and were
perpetrated by legal entities or individuals unrelated to HVY. The
remaining alleged illegalities that preceded the making of investments by
HVY clearly are not part of the investments made by HVY.2607

(vii)

Based on this reasoning, the Arbitral Tribunal lastly concluded that the
“unclean hands” defence was rejected and did not preclude HVY’s
reliance on ECT protection.2608

This reasoning of the Arbitral Tribunal is certainly logical and conclusive, and it
explains why the Arbitral Tribunal did not substantively comment on most of the
alleged illegal acts. To this day, the Russian Federation has not explained which
step in this reasoning is incorrect or incomprehensible in its opinion. It merely
made a (bare) assertion, substantiated with a single example that also serves as
the basis for the Russian Federation’s “Reasoning Ground 2” (alleged tax fraud

2605
2606
2607
2608

Final Award (HEL), para. 1365.
Final Award (HEL), para. 1367.
Final Award (HEL), para. 1373.
Final Award (HEL), Section IX.B.4(c), para. 1373. See also Final Award (HEL), operative part,
para. 1888(b).
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via sham companies in Mordovia).2609 However, this assertion and this example
cannot hold. For the sake of brevity HVY refer to the defence against “Reasoning
Ground 2” in their earlier procedural documents.2610
1458.

In addition, there simply is no rule of mandatory law – let alone a rule of public
policy – that would entail that the Arbitral Tribunal was required to rule differently
regarding the alleged illegalities and should have denied HVY all protection under
the ECT based on alleged illegalities that were committed by third parties many
years before HVY acquired the shares, or that were allegedly committed by
Yukos itself in the context of its business activities. Only in that event could the
Russian Federation’s reliance on Article 1065(1)(e) DCCP have been eligible for
substantive assessment.

18.3.2 The Arbitral Tribunal did not render “contradictory decisions”
1459.

The Russian Federation also argues that the Arbitral Tribunal allegedly rendered
“several contradictory decisions”. To substantiate this, the Russian Federation
refers to two decisions that it believes are incorrect and irreconcilable (paras.
1369 and 1370 on the one hand and paras. 1404 and 1614 on the other of the
Final Awards). From the alleged contradiction between these decisions, the
Russian Federation has subsequently derived that the Arbitral Tribunal assessed
the evidence “improperly, incompletely and superficially”.2611

1460.

None of these accusations hold.

1461.

The first decision by the Arbitral Tribunal cited by the Russian Federation
concerns paras. 1369 and 1370 of the Final Awards. According to the Russian
Federation, there the Arbitral Tribunal failed to appreciate that HVY cannot be
“viewed separately" from "the Russian Oligarchs" and are not controlled by the
trustees in Guernsey and Jersey.2612

1462.

These assertions cannot succeed for several reasons.

1463.

Firstly, HVY certainly are separate from the entities and individuals that were
involved in the privatisation of Yukos in 1995 and 1996. HVY are independent
entities with their own legal personalities, which furthermore were not established
until in 1997 (YUL and HEL) and 2001 (VPL).2613 Therefore, they evidently can
be "viewed separately” from the entities and individuals that were involved in the
privatisation of Yukos in 1995 and 1996.

2609
2610
2611
2612
2613

Defence on Appeal, para. 1205.
Statement of Defence, Part I (section 3.5) and Part II (sections 1.3.2 and 4.2); Statement of
Rejoinder (section 5.4).
Defence on Appeal, para. 1205 (d).
Defence on Appeal, para. 1205 (d), second sentence.
See Section 15 above.
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1464.

Secondly, HVY certainly are respectively controlled by the trustees of the
Guernsey Trusts and the trustee of the VP Trust.2614

1465.

Thirdly, the question of who has (de facto) control of HVY did not play any role
whatsoever in the Tribunal’s findings being attacked by the Russian Federation
(in paras. 1369 and 1370 of the Final Awards). Above, HVY already explained
the reasoning behind the Arbitral Tribunal’s rejection of the “unclean hands”
defence.2615 The opinions contained in paras. 1369 and 1370 of the Final Awards
constitute the last step in that reasoning.2616 The Tribunal ruled there that the
Russian Federation had failed to demonstrate that the alleged illegalities at the
time of the privatisation of Yukos were sufficiently connected with the final
transaction by which the investment was made by HVY. That opinion is very
understandable. HVY’s acquisition of the Yukos shares had nothing to do with
the alleged earlier illegalities of third parties, and was not aimed at concealing or
continuing the same.2617

1466.

The question of who had de facto control at the time of HVY’s acquisition of the
Yukos shares (which occurred, as explained, in 1999, 2000 and 2001) did not
play a role in the opinions in paras. 1369 and 1370 of the Final Awards. The
central question there was merely whether HVY had obtained their Yukos shares
lawfully and bona fide. That is evident not only from the clear wording of that
opinion, but also from the fact that it was not even in dispute during the
Arbitrations that GML, the shareholder of HEL and YUL, was controlled by
Khodorkovsky et al. until the creation of the Guernsey Trusts in 2003. The Arbitral
Tribunal has confirmed this in so many words.2618

1467.

The Russian Federation has attempted to mislead the Court of Appeal with its
circular argument that the Arbitral Tribunal never would have drawn the
conclusions in paras. 1369 and 1370 of the Final Awards if it had known that
Khodorkovsky et. al. allegedly controlled HVY after the creation of the Guernsey
Trusts, as well.2619 The Russian Federation is creating confusion on this point by
mixing at least two things up. Paras. 1369 and 1370 of the Final Awards are
about HVY’s (lawful) acquisition of the Yukos shares in 1999, 2000 and 2001,
while the Guernsey Trusts were not created until in 2003. The question of who
had control of HVY since the creation of the Guernsey Trusts – a question that

2614
2615
2616
2617

2618

2619

See Section 15 above.
See para. 1456 above.
See para. 1456(vi)
To avoid misunderstandings: it is also impossible to deduce from the assertion that YUL made
payments to the Yukos Directors on the basis of the Tempo Agreements (Defence on Appeal,
para. 727) that there was sufficient connection between YUL's acquisition of Yukos shares – let
alone the acquisition of Yukos shares by HEL and VPL – and the alleged illegalities in
connection with the Yukos privatisation. Also see Section 17.4.3 above in this context.
Interim Award (HEL), para. 492, and Interim Award (YUL), para. 493 ("Claimant does not
contest that GML was controlled by Mr. Lebedev and others, as outlined on the Group Menatep
website, prior to the transfer of the GML shares into the Guernsey Trusts.”).
See Defence on Appeal, paras. 641 and 1205(d).
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the Tribunal deemed relevant, and answered, within the context of Article 17 ECT
– therefore has not played a role in arriving at the opinions in paras. 1369 and
1370. The Russian Federation is deliberately confusing the time sequence in a
vain attempt to make its point.
1468.

Lastly, it should be noted in this respect that by putting forward these hardly
substantiated objections against para. 1369 and 1370 the Russian Federation is
trying to tempt the Court of Appeal into fully repeating the Arbitral Tribunal’s
factual assessment. And all this is happening despite the fact that the Arbitral
Tribunal has ruled that in 10 years of arbitration the Russian Federation had not
fulfilled its obligation to furnish facts / provide evidence on this point. Setting
aside proceedings do not offer the Russian Federation an opportunity to remedy
that defect, let alone the appeal phase in setting aside proceedings.2620

1469.

The Arbitral Tribunal’s second decision cited by the Russian Federation
concerns the opinion that the alleged tax measures taken by the Russian
Federation were directed against “Mr Khodorkovsky and Yukos”2621, and that their
objective was “to remove Khodorkovsky from the political arena”.2622

1470.

According to the Russian Federation, the decisions discussed above in paras.
1461 and 1468 are contradictory.2623 It omits explaining why it believes this to be
the case, however. HVY does not see the alleged contradiction. The Arbitral
Tribunal's opinion that the Russian Federation’s unlawful acts starting in 2003
were directed against Yukos and Khodorkovsky does not in any way detract from,
nor is it contrary to, HVY’s status as independent entities that have their own
legal personality. The Russian Federations actions against Yukos and
Khodorkovsky led to unlawful expropriation of the investments of all Yukos
shareholders, and therefore, logically, to unlawful expropriation of HVY, as well.

2620

HR 17 January 2003, ECLI:NL:HR:2003:AE9395, para. 3.3.
Final Award (HEL), Section IX.B.4(c), para. 1614. ("While the Tribunal has concluded, on the
basis of the totality of the evidence, that Respondent’s tax assessments and tax collection
efforts against Yukos were not aimed primarily at the collection of taxes, but rather at
bankrupting Yukos and facilitating the transfer of its assets to the State, it cannot ignore that
Yukos’ tax avoidance arrangements in some of the low-tax regions made it possible for
Respondent to invoke and rely on that conduct as a justification of its actions against Mr.
Khodorkovsky and Yukos.").
Final Award (HEL), Section IX.B.4(c), para. 1404. ("In Chapter VIII.B, the Tribunal concluded,
on the totality of the evidence, that the tax authorities used the “re-attribution” formula not only
so as to be able to collect the revenue based taxes against Yukos, but also so as to establish
a basis for imposing on Yukos the massive VAT liability and excessive fines that followed. In
the Tribunal’s view, while Yukos was vulnerable on some aspects of its tax optimization scheme,
principally because of the sham-like nature of certain elements of its operations in at least some
of the low-tax regions,1404: and could have faced some legitimate claims relating to revenuebased taxes had the Russian Federation limited itself to bona fide taxation measures, the State
apparatus decided to take advantage of that vulnerability; it did so by launching a full assault
on Yukos and its beneficial owners in order to bankrupt Yukos and appropriate its assets while,
at the same time, removing Mr. Khodorkovsky from the political arena. The Tribunal has come
to these conclusions based on its review of the entire record, as detailed in the other chapters
of Part VIII, above.").
Defence on Appeal, para. 1205 (d).

2621

2622

2623
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18.3.3 Conclusion: the Arbitral Tribunal did not "fail to appreciate" alleged
illegalities or render “contradictory decisions”
1471.

The central assertion on which Public Policy Ground 6 is based – the Arbitral
Tribunal’s “failure to appreciate” and contradictory decisions – does not hold.
This is an additional and independent reason why Public Policy Ground 6 must
be rejected.

18.4

Neither the rejection of the 'unclean hands' defence by the Arbitration
Tribunal, nor the outcome of the Arbitral Awards is contrary to public policy

1472.

In this subsection HVY explain that neither the Arbitral Tribunal's rulings on the
'unclean hands' defence as conducted in the Arbitrations, nor the final outcome
of the Arbitral Awards are contrary to Dutch public policy.

1473.

As HVY have already explained above, the Arbitral Tribunal dismissed the
"unclean hands" defence in essence with the following arguments:

1474.

(i)

The alleged illegalities in the performance of HVY's investment do not
preclude ECT protection for HVY.2624

(ii)

As regards the remaining alleged illegalities, the Russian Federation
has not demonstrated that there is a sufficient connection with the
investments made by HVY.2625

These findings have nothing to do with a 'justification' or 'upholding' of unlawful
conduct, as the Russian Federation wrongly argues.2626 That the Russian
Federation does not agree with these findings is not sufficient to warrant their
dismissal. There is no room for a 'reconsideration' by the Court of Appeal, given
that this action in setting aside proceedings may not become a covert appeal.2627
Whatever may be in that regard, the findings are not in any way contrary to
mandatory law, let alone mandatory law of public policy:
(i)

With regard to the first finding: the Russian Federation has explicitly
acknowledged in its Defence on Appeal that the protection offered by the
ECT can only be withheld from investments the making of which, and not
the subsequent performance of which, is unlawful.2628 The decision of the
Arbitral Tribunal is therefore in accordance with the ECT. Moreover,
since the ECT forms part of the Dutch legal order, this judgment cannot
logically be contrary to public policy.

2624
2625
2626
2627
2628

See above, paras. 1456(i) and (iv)
See above, para. 1456(vi)
Defence on Appeal, para. 1201.
HR 17 January 2003, ECLI:NL:HR:2003:AE9395, para. 3.3.
Defence on Appeal, para. 723 ("uncontroversial proposition").
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(ii)

With regard to the second finding: there is simply no mandatory rule of
law – let alone a rule of public policy – which would determine under
what circumstances allegedly illegal conduct of party A (here, allegedly:
"Bank Menatep and the Oligarchs")2629 is so related to the behaviour of
Party B (here: HVY) as to taint Party B's investment or otherwise be – let
alone be required to be – attributed to it. The second ruling is therefore
not contrary to public policy either.
This also applies in so far as the Russian Federation appears to argue
that the alleged illegal acts of category 1 can be, let alone must be,
attributed to HVY on the basis of the unity of identity doctrine. The unity
of identity doctrine is not a matter of public policy and can only be applied
if it is invoked with sufficient substantiation. The Russian Federation only
invoked unity of identity on appeal in the setting aside proceedings – and
certainly not in the Arbitrations. The Russian Federation (thus) does not
complain that the Arbitral Tribunal has failed to appreciate a defence
based on this. Even now, its reliance on this doctrine is not substantiated
in any way. Moreover, the requirements for unity of identity have
evidently not been met in this case. HVY are independent entities with
their own legal personality, equity and independent boards of directors
with their own decision-making.2630

1475.

Aside from the rulings discussed above that led to the dismissal of the 'unclean
hands' defence, the final outcome of the Arbitral Awards is not contrary to public
policy either. In short, the outcome is that (i) HVY made lawful investments, (ii)
the Russian Federation unlawfully expropriated those investments, and that (iii)
HVY sustained loss as a result of the unlawful expropriation, for which the
Russian Federation must compensate HVY. No element of this affects public
policy in any way. There is no public policy rule prohibiting a party from being
compensated for the expropriation of its assets, even if at any time in the past
those assets were acquired by third parties contrary to applicable legislation.

1476.

This is all the more true if – as in this case – the expropriation had nothing to do
with the alleged violation of applicable legislation, and this has not been asserted
to be the case either. After all, the expropriation took place under the cover of
alleged tax collection. Now that it has been established that no legitimate tax
collection can be deemed to have occurred, the Russian Federation cannot try
to justify its unlawful conduct afterwards by referring to alleged illegalities in the
Yukos privatisation in 1995 and 1996. If the Russian Federation actually believes
that alleged illegalities occurred in 1995 and 1996 in connection with the Yukos

2629

Final Award (HEL), Section IX.B.4(c), para. 1367.
See also section 15.2 above in this context.

2630
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privatisation, why did it not try to reverse the allegedly illegal Yukos privatisation
through legal proceedings?
1477.

Whatever the case may be, even in the hypothetical case, that is explicitly
disputed by HVY, that the alleged illegal acts actually occurred before HVY's
investment was made and, moreover, may be attributed to HVY, the Arbitral
Awards are still not contrary to public policy. Also in that case HVY would be
entitled to protection of their property (Article 1 of the First Protocol to the ECHR).
There is certainly no public policy rule – and this is necessary for the success of
this alleged ground for setting aside – that would prohibit HVY from enjoying legal
protection against the unlawful acts of the Russian Federation.

1478.

The Russian Federation fails to appreciate this. It apparently believes that a
person loses his fundamental (human) rights as soon as he (allegedly) has
violated the law.2631 Indeed, the Russian Federation believes that this loss of
fundamental rights is a rule of public policy. Therefore, according to the Russian
Federation, if a person violates the law and is then unlawfully expropriated, that
person is also not entitled to compensation for the unlawfully caused loss – even
if it is established that the expropriated investment was made lawfully.2632

1479.

While the Russian Federation's position may say something about (the lack of)
legal protection in Russia, in the Dutch legal sphere this position can certainly
not be accepted.2633 On the contrary, this position runs counter to one of the most
important principles of the Dutch legal order and public policy, namely that every
person has certain fundamental rights (such as the right to property, Article 1 of
the First Protocol to the ECHR) that cannot be unlawfully restricted – regardless
of whether or not that person has allegedly violated the law. It is precisely in this
case that it is important to defend this principle, given the many examples in
which the Russian Federation has systematically violated the fundamental rights
of Yukos and the persons involved in it. It was not some alleged illegalities of
HVY or others that led to compensation, but the unlawful acts of the Russian
Federation. At most, such compensation places HVY in the economic position in
which HVY would have been without the unlawful expropriation, and does not
provide HVY or on any other person with any advantage, let alone "reward".
Incidentally, this compensation – if actually paid by the Russian Federation – also

2631
2632
2633

According to the Russian Federation, that person must first prove his innocence; see section
12.1 above
HVY reiterate that the making of their investments was legal, as the Arbitral Tribunal correctly
found. See Final Award (HEL), Part IX.B.4(a), para. 1370
In support of its argument, the Russian Federation is also invoking a number of decisions
(Defence on Appeal, paras. 1202-1204). However, these decisions are irrelevant. Unlike the
examples given by the Russian Federation, this case does not concern a claim for performance
of an illegal agreement or the maintenance of other illegalities. On the contrary, it is an
established fact in this case that HVY made their investments lawfully. This was different in the
cases cited by the Russian Federation. In those cases, there had indeed been illegalities in
connection with the investments in question.
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merely places the Russian Federation in the economic position it would have
been in without the unlawful expropriation.
1480.

Whatever the position in this respect may be, as HVY have explained in detail in
this document, the alleged illegal acts did not occur. The Russian Federation
makes its accusation in an attempt to distract attention from the fact that ever
since 2003 it has been engaged in a politically motivated and illegal attack, which
entails numerous violations of fundamental rights and has claimed many
victims.2634 It is not without reason that Russian Federation’s requests for legal
assistance and extradition, which pertained to the same alleged illegalities that
the Russian Federation has also raised in this procedure, have been rejected
one by one. Klip has analysed these rejections, as well as the judgments of the
ECtHR in Yukos cases, and has reached the following conclusions on this point:
"The very strong views expressed by independent sources on the integrity of
the prosecution of Yukos-related persons raise the question of whether there is
an accusation based on facts that can be objectively established and whether
there are any other, political, motives directing the measures taken by the
Russian Federation against Yukos-related persons.113 All the complaints
brought against Russia before the ECtHR have ended with a condemnation of
Russia. In particular, the concrete evidence-based substantiation of the
suspicion and the necessity for detention is missing on a number of occasions.
None of the Yukos-related suspects who filed a complaint in Strasbourg
received a fair trial in Russia. Furthermore, the highest fine ever determined by
the ECtHR was ordered in one case. This picture, coupled with the picture that
has emerged from the extradition and legal assistance requests made by
Russia, shows that there are many independent sources which have
established that Russia has no criminal case against the Yukos-related persons
and that it is using the criminal proceedings for a political objective."2635

1481.

HVY will let these conclusions speak for themselves.

1482.

The political nature of the actions of the Russian Federation and its many
violations of the law cannot be disregarded in assessing its reliance on public
policy.

1483.

In any event, in light of all the circumstances of this case, the Russian
Federation's accusations lack sufficient weight to put public policy forward as an
argument against upholding the Arbitral Awards. HVY explain this in greater
detail with examples, subdivided into the various categories ("phases") of alleged
illegalities formulated by the Russian Federation. The examples are not
exhaustive; HVY also refer to what was stated earlier in this deed about the
inaccuracy of the various allegations.

2634

See chapter 11 above.
Prof. Klip’s Expert Report, 21 February 2019, Exhibit HVY-D15, paras. 222 - 159.

2635
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1484.

2636
2637
2638
2639
2640
2641
2642

Specifically with respect to category ('phase') 1:
(i)

In a period of great economic and political uncertainty2636, the Russian
Federation decided to privatise Yukos and other large state-owned
enterprises. The Russian Federation designed the rules, organised and
supervised the auctions and tenders.2637 The privatisation of Yukos was
then carried out in accordance with those rules. In 1996, the Russian
courts confirmed the legitimacy of the privatisation in three successive
instances. The Russian Federation was a party to those proceedings and
defended the legitimacy of the Yukos privatisation in them.2638

(ii)

Bank Menatep was one of the largest Russian banks at the time of the
Yukos privatisation.2639 The fact that the winners of the Yukos auctions
in 1995 and 1996 represented the interests of Bank Menatep was
generally known, and in particular to the Russian Federation.2640

(iii)

The Russian Federation and its expert Pieth also argue wrongly that
Yukos was privatised at far too low a value. They conveniently fail to
mention that the Russian Federation itself had set the minimum bid
prices for the Yukos LFS auction and investment tender.2641 The Russian
Federation therefore found these prices acceptable at the time. The
attempt to challenge these valuations now, more than 20 years after the
relevant events, with reliance on public policy is absurd.

(iv)

Moreover, the Russian Federation completely fails to appreciate the fact
that there were major risks associated with participation in the Yukos
privatisation. This included the risk that the Communist Party would win
the 1996 presidential elections and subsequently expropriate all
privatised companies. In addition, Yukos was loss-making and in a
miserable financial position. The question was whether the new owners
would succeed in transforming Yukos into a profitable business at all.
These risks obviously had an impact on the value of Yukos and the
amount that bidders would be prepared to bid for it.2642

(v)

Given the many risks and challenges involved, it was important for Bank
Menatep that the Yukos managers would continue to work at Yukos and
continue to contribute to its development. That is why they concluded
participation agreements with the Yukos managers. These ensured that
in the post-privatisation period management had a personal interest in

See
See
See
See
See
See
See

Section 17.2 above.
Sections 17.2 and 17.3 above
section 17.4.1 above.
section 17.3.2 above.
section 17.3.3 above.
section 17.3.1 above.
section 17.3.2 above.
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Yukos' development and growth.2643 The Russian Federation now
argues – while it had not done so in the Arbitrations – that the Yukos
management was bribed by means of these participation agreements in
exchange for its alleged cooperation in the Yukos acquisition. That is
nonsense. The Pieth expert reports submitted by the Russian Federation
on which this argument is based are based on demonstrably incorrect
factual assumptions and are irrelevant for that reason alone.2644
Moreover, the Russian Federation's position on bribery is completely at
odds with the – similarly incorrect – position that the Russian public
prosecutor defended for years and had adopted before the Russian
criminal courts, namely that Khodorkovsky and Lebedev bribed the
management in exchange for assistance in the misappropriation of oil
(and not, therefore, the Yukos privatisation).2645 The Russian Federation
is simply making whatever claims it finds convenient. It has possessed
the Tempo Agreements with the Yukos Directors since 2003 and to date
has not prosecuted anyone in connection with this. Apart from this, it is
not at all clear how the participation agreements with the Yukos
management could have influenced the LFS auction and the Yukos
investment tender in 1995, while a Russian criminal court found that the
agreement was concluded in 1996 and was linked to the
misappropriation of oil.2646
(vi)

In addition, the Russian Federation has not yet prosecuted, let alone
found guilty, any person in connection with the Yukos privatisation.2647
Yukos' former managers have always been free to remain in Russia,
despite having been questioned by the Russian Federation about the
Tempo Agreements as early as 2007. This is striking because under
Russian law, the public prosecutor of the Russian Federation is obliged
to proceed to prosecution as soon as he has sufficient reason to believe
that a crime has taken place.2648 If the Russian Federation public
prosecutor considers the alleged illegal acts to be insufficiently serious
or not proven, it must surely be impossible for a Dutch court to hold that
the alleged illegal acts require the setting aside of the Yukos Awards on
the grounds of conflict with public policy.

(vii)

2643
2644
2645
2646
2647
2648

See
See
See
See
See
See

Furthermore, to date, none of the accusations made by the Russian
Federation in connection with the Yukos privatisation has led to a finding
by a competent court in the Russian Federation (or any other country)
that crimes were committed. Completely ignoring that fact, the Russian
section 17.4.2 for more information.
Section 12.4 above.
section 17.4.2 above.
section 17.4.2 above.
chapter 12 above (introductory remarks).
chapter 12 above (introductory remarks).
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Federation presents its 'unclean hands' propositions as established
facts, so breaching other fundamental rights of HVY.2649 This too needs
to be taken into account when determining whether the Russian
Federation's accusations warrant the setting aside of the Arbitral Awards
on the grounds of alleged breach of public policy.
1485.

Specifically with respect to category ('phase') 2:
(i)

The Russian Federation's accusations included here are that
Khodorkovsky et al. consistently disguised their ownership of, and
control over, the privatised Yukos shares from the Russian authorities,
and made a number of illegal share transfers to that end. In addition, the
Russian Federation argues that Khodorkovsky et al. eventually
transferred the Yukos shares to HVY for the sole purpose of fraudulently
abusing the Russian-Cypriot Double Taxation Agreement (DTA).2650

(ii)

The facts of the case speak differently.2651 The suggestion that
Khodorkovsky et al.'s Yukos stake was secret is incorrect. Even before
the Yukos privatisation, Bank Menatep had already announced its
intentions. After the Yukos LFS auction and tenders, the Russian
government officials confirmed that the winning bidder represented the
interests of Bank Menatep. The Russian and international press also
reported that Khodorkovsky et al. and Bank Menatep had won the Yukos
privatisation. In the period after the Yukos privatisation, Khodorkovsky et
al. made no secret of this either. To the contrary, following the Yukos
privatisation, Bank Menatep publicly confirmed that it had acquired a
stake in Yukos. A few years later, GML even made extensive information
about its ownership structure available to everyone via its website. This
also included information about the Yukos stake and its structuring.

(iii)

The accusation that the Yukos shares were eventually transferred to
HVY so that it could fraudulently abuse the DTA does not hold either.2652
Indeed, the Russian Federation does not even seem to believe its own
accusations. If it had actually believed that there were breaches of the
DTA, it could easily – and should – have tried to correct those alleged
breaches of the agreement by the means available to it under the
agreement. In this context, the Russian Federation could, for example,
have invoked the provisions of the agreement on the exchange of
information with the Cypriot authorities. However, the Russian
Federation refrained from making any effort in this respect. The alleged

2649
2650
2651
2652

See section 12.1.2(a) above.
Defence on Appeal, section III.B(b).
See Sections 16.2 and 17.3 above
See Sections 16.3 and 16.4 above
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treaty violations were therefore apparently not sufficiently important for
the Russian Federation to do anything about them. Then there can be
no public policy interest either that causes these same alleged treaty
violations to impel the setting aside of the Arbitral Awards.
(iv)

1486.

2653
2654
2655
2656
2657

The Russian Federation also has not mentioned that the transfer of
shares to HEL (just like the share transfers to the companies from which
HEL obtained its Yukos shares) took place with the express approval of
the Russian Anti-Monopoly Commission.2653 The latter could then
examine all Yukos share transfers since privatisation, as well as the
identities of those who had submitted the request for authorisation. And
the conclusion of the Russian Anti-Monopoly Commission was that there
was no reason to withhold permission for the share transfers. This also
precludes the Russian Federation's argument that these same share
transfers must lead to the setting aside of the Arbitral Awards on the
grounds of alleged breaches of public policy.

Specifically with respect to category ('phase') 3:
(i)

These accusations by the Russian Federation relate to alleged tax fraud
in Russia. None of those criticisms warrants the Russian Federation's
reliance on public policy. Yukos was by no means a group of companies
engaged in tax evasion through all kinds of shadowy sham companies,
as the Russian Federation argues. On the contrary. Out of all the
Russian companies, Yukos was the largest taxpayer, in both absolute
and relative terms.2654 In addition, Yukos had a run-of-the-mill corporate
structure that had been set up by well-reputed advisors.2655

(ii)

Yukos was able to save only a small part of its total tax burden by using
trading companies in regions with low tax rates. These tax regions were
also used by all other major oil companies in Russia. Russian legislation
was specifically designed to allow trading companies of the oil
companies to make use of the low tax regions.2656

(iii)

It is also important to note that the Russian Federation knew of, and
approved, the tax structure of Yukos.2657 In addition, Yukos was
constantly monitored by the department of the tax authorities responsible
for tax audits of large oil companies. Various tax audits carried out over
the years, including on trading companies in low tax regions, showed
time and again that legislation and regulations in force were complied

See
See
See
See
See

Section 16.4 above.
Section 14.2 above.
Sections 14.3 and 14.4 above
Section 14.4 above.
Section 14.4 above.
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with, including with regard to the use of transfer prices.2658 Even Russian
courts later declared that accusations about the use of excessively low
transfer prices between the trading companies and Yukos's production
companies were unfounded.2659
(iv)

The alleged VAT fraud never occurred either.2660 By means of an artifice,
the Russian authorities fictionally assigned to Yukos the ownership of
the oil traded by the trading companies, only to conclude that Yukos was
wrong not to have paid VAT on it. The Russian courts took this argument
over unthinkingly. However, the theory underlying this construction –
namely that Yukos, as 'actual owner', was authorised to dispose of the
oil traded – was contrary to Russian law.2661 Incidentally, this theory is
also completely at odds with the verdict of the Russian court in the
second criminal trial of Khodorkovsky and Lebedev. The court found
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev guilty on the grounds that they had
misappropriated Yukos' entire oil production. This assumes that
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev, and not Yukos, had de facto control over
the oil.2662 The Tribunal also resolutely rejected the same 'theory' of the
Russian authorities. The improperly imposed VAT retrospective
assessments were the largest component of the various retrospective
assessments and thus contributed significantly to the unlawfully
provoked bankruptcy of Yukos.2663

(v)

The Russian Federation repeatedly invokes the ECtHR's rulings on
Yukos' tax constructions.2664 Wrongly. The ECtHR is not a tribunal of fact.
The ECtHR took the factual correctness of Russian decisions on several
occasions as a starting point, without investigating the facts itself and
proceeding to a substantive assessment. In this light, and in light of what
has been explained in section 14.10, no significance may be ascribed to
the ECtHR's findings on alleged tax fraud at Yukos. On these points, the
Tribunal rightly arrived at a finding differing from that of the ECtHR. The
position is that the Arbitral Tribunal did carry out an extensive fact-finding
investigation and had at its disposal a much more extensive file, and that
it did assess the content of the allegations with regard to the alleged tax
fraud.

1487.

Specifically with respect to category ('phase') 4:

2658

See
See
See
See
See
See
See

2659
2660
2661
2662
2663
2664

Sections 14.6 and 14.7 above
Section 14.6 above.
Section 14.8 above.
Section 14.8 above.
Section 14.8 above.
Section 14.8 above.
Section 14.10 above.
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(i)

HVY have given numerous examples in this submission which show that
the Russian Federation has systematically withheld or manipulated
evidence in order to achieve its political objectives in relation to
Yukos.2665 In this case this is no different from other politically sensitive
issues involving the Russian Federation, as many recent events have
shown.2666 In this light, for the Russian Federation to accuse
Khodorkovsky et al. of having destroyed or withheld evidence is to turn
the world on its head.2667 For example, the Russian Federation claims
that Khodorkovsky et al. ordered the large-scale destruction of evidence
by causing a truck to be driven into the Volga.2668 This is utter nonsense.
The Russian Federation is basing this accusation on the witness
statement by Gololobov, who in turn refers to what he allegedly heard
from Mr Dodonov. However, the same Mr Dodonov stated that he had
nothing to do with the accident, did not even work at Bank Menatep
during the period in question, and that he has never discussed this matter
with Mr Gololobov either.2669

(ii)

The accusation that Yukos hampered the Yuganskneftegaz auction is
also incorrect. The Yuganskneftegaz auction was manipulated by the
Russian government and was part of the illegal expropriation of
Yukos.2670 Khodorkovsky et al. cannot be held blameworthy for having
tried to prevent this auction by legal means. The accusations of the
Russian Federation have previously been repeatedly rejected, and
rightly so.2671

(iii)

The Russian Federation also refers to alleged "revelations" in a Forbes
article from April 2015.2672 These are said to show that Khodorkovsky et
al. set up two new company structures (Quadrum Global and Cube
Capital) to launder assets. The Russian Federation merely presents a
bare assertion; it has not even taken the effort of providing any factual
or legal substantiation. In any event, neither the Forbes article nor the
registration forms submitted by the Russian Federation contain
indications of any illegal activity by Quadrum Global and Cube Capital,
let alone any illegal activity that may be attributed to HVY. What is more:
in what way this might in any way be relevant to the grounds for setting
aside put forward by the Russian Federation is not even explained.

2665
2666
2667
2668
2669
2670
2671
2672

See chapter 12 above.
See Section 12.5 above.
Defence on Appeal, para. 603 et seq.
Defence on Appeal, para. 604.
See Section 12.3 above.
See Section 11.2 above.
See for example Final Awards, Part VIII.F and Amsterdam Court of Appeal 9 May 2017,
ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2017:1695.
Defence on Appeal, para. 609.
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(iv)

Another accusation that the Russian Federation sticks under its "phase
4" accusations refers to the alleged siphoning off of funds from Russia
to tax havens. The Russian Federation claims that in 2003 Khodorkovsky
et al. caused Yukos to make a dividend payment of USD 2 billion and to
buy back its own shares for an additional USD 2 billion. According to the
Russian Federation, these funds could also have been set aside to cover
future tax assessments. Khodorkovsky et al. are said to have known that
the tax assessments were coming.2673 These assertions are also
incorrect. In the context of their planned merger in 2003, Yukos and
Sibneft made agreements about, among other things, the debt burden
that both companies would have at the time of the merger.2674 The ratio
between loan capital and equity differed considerably between the two
companies. Yukos had relatively far more equity than Sibneft and
significant cash reserves. In order to meet the agreed targets, it was also
agreed in the context of the merger negotiations that Yukos would make
dividend payments, buy back its own shares and/or raise a loan. In
November 2003, a special Yukos shareholders' meeting was held in
which the first two options were chosen. The fact that shortly after this
the Russian Federation was to impose many unjustified (additional)
assessments and fines of tens of billions of USD in order to drive Yukos
into bankruptcy could not have been foreseen at that time. The Russian
Federation completely fails to mention this background. Nor does it
mention that the payment of the dividend had already been extensively
discussed in the Arbitrations. The Tribunal then confirmed that the
decision to proceed with the dividend payment was part of the merger
process and that the evidence submitted did not support the Russian
Federation's argument that the dividend payment would have been a
trick to siphon off funds from Russia for improper purposes.2675 On the
contrary, the evidence actually shows that the Russian tax authorities
confirmed each time in the period prior to the dividend payment (on 1
September, 1 October and 1 November 2003) that Yukos had no
outstanding tax liabilities.2676

(v)

2673
2674
2675

2676

Another allegation is that in 2005 Khodorkovsky et al. diverted assets of
Yukos subsidiaries, using Dutch foundations. That, too, is incorrect. After
the Russian Federation had started its assault on Yukos, Yukos' then
management came to the conclusion that the Russian Federation was

Defence on Appeal, para. 607.
HVY's Reply on the Merits, Exhibit HVY-1, Section II.B.2.
Final Awards (HEL), para. 869 ("In conclusion, the Tribunal finds that the decision to approve
the 2003 Interim Dividend at the EGM on 28 November 2003 was an integral part of the merger
process, which was still legally alive at the date of the EGM. Whether it was practically still alive
is questionable. On balance, the evidence does not support Respondent's contention that the
dividend was simply an 'eleventh hour' device to siphon funds out of Russia for improper
purposes.").
Statement of Appeal, para. 127.
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targeting an unlawful expropriation. In order to protect at the least the
foreign assets against the threat of unlawful expropriation, Yukos' then
management carried out a restructuring in 2005. In this context, Yukos'
main foreign subsidiaries were transferred to two newly established
protective foundations: Stichting Administratiekantoor Financial
Performance Holdings and Stichting Administratiekantoor Yukos
International. Afterwards, the foundation structure was repeatedly
attacked before the Dutch courts by Rosneft, Promneftstroy and other
opponents of Yukos. No means were left unturned in an attempt to
convince the Dutch courts that the foundations were involved in every
kind of abuse. All these claims have repeatedly been dismissed as
unfounded by Dutch courts, which have confirmed in various
proceedings that there is nothing wrong with the foundation structure and
that the foundations pursue legitimate objectives.2677 From that
perspective, too, there is no public policy interest that impels the setting
aside of the Arbitral Awards. On the contrary – the outcome of the
proceedings conducted under the supervision of the Yukos foundations
shows rather that the Dutch legal order must be brought to bear precisely
against the conduct of the Russian Federation, as the Supreme Court
recently ruled.2678
1488.

All the circumstances mentioned above make clear that the Russian Federation's
accusations are insufficient to invoke public policy as a bar opposing the Arbitral
Awards.

2677

See for example Amsterdam District Court 29 May 2013, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2013:CA1411,
paras. 7.13-7.21.
Supreme Court 18 January 2019, ECLI:NL:HR:2019:54.

2678
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19

TENDER OF EVIDENCE

1489.

HVY maintain their previous offers of evidence (bewijsaanbiedingen) in these
setting aside proceedings2679 and offer evidence (and counterevidence
(tegenbewijs)) in support of all their arguments, including the arguments
presented by them in this deed, by all legal means, without voluntarily accepting
any burden of proof that does not rest on them pursuant to the law.

1490.

HVY asked the witnesses named below to draw up a written statement for the
purpose of these proceedings on subjects on which they can give testimony from
their own observation, which statements are submitted as exhibits in these
proceedings. As evidence of the facts asserted by HVY, HVY hereby explicitly
offer evidence and counterevidence by hearing these witnesses:
(a)

Mr V.M. Dubov, who can testify on what he has already stated in his
written testimony, including on the foundation and history of Bank
Menatep, the way in which Yukos shares were privatised in 1995 and
1996 and the role of Bank Menatep in that process, the state of Yukos at
the time of privatisation and the growth that Yukos subsequently
underwent, the agreements made with the Yukos Directors, the Yukos
tax structure that was fully known to the Russian authorities, the political
nature of the attack on and expropriation of Yukos, the falsity of the
personal accusations expressed against him (also in the context of these
setting aside proceedings), the reasons for setting up the Guernsey
Trusts, the fact that he never involved himself in the management of the
Guernsey Trusts, GML, HVY, the Yukos foundations in any way, let alone
having exercised any control over those entities, and the reason why the
dispute between HVY and the Russian Federation is important to him;

(b)

Mr L.B. Nevzlin, who can testify, inter alia, on what he has already stated
in his written testimony, including on the foundation and history of Bank
Menatep, the way in which Yukos shares were privatised in 1995 and
1996 and the role of Bank Menatep in that process, the state of Yukos at
the time of privatisation and the growth that Yukos subsequently
experienced, the political nature of the attack on and expropriation of
Yukos, the way in which the Russian criminal proceedings were
conducted against him, the violations of his rights by the Russian
Federation that occurred during these proceedings, the falsity of the
personal accusations made against him (also in the context of these
setting aside proceedings), the reasons for setting up the Guernsey
Trusts, the fact that he never involved himself in the management of the
Guernsey Trusts, GML, HVY, the Yukos foundations in any way, let alone

2679

Defence on Appeal, para. 852; Statement of Defence, paras. 227-230.
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having exercised any control over those entities, his political, social and
philanthropic activities, and the reasons why the dispute between HVY
and the Russian Federation is important to him;

1491.

(c)

Mr T.W. Osborne, who can, among other things, testify on what he has
already stated in his written testimony, including his role and activities as
director of GML, HEL and YUL, the independence of the boards of
directors of these companies, and the nature of his contacts with the
trustees and beneficiaries of the Guernsey Trusts;

(d)

Mr K.M. Hudson, who can, inter alia, testify on what he has already
stated in his written testimony, including the establishment of the
Guernsey Trusts, his role and work as (physical) representative of the
trustees of the Guernsey Trusts, the independence of the Guernsey
Trusts's trustees, and his contacts with the beneficiaries of the Guernsey
Trusts; and

(e)

Mr A.V. Pichugin, who can testify, inter alia, on the manner in which
Russian criminal proceedings have been conducted against him, the
violations of his rights by the Russian Federation that have occurred, the
pressure put on him by the Russian authorities to make false statements
in exchange for a reduction of sentence or release, and the falsity and
political nature of the accusations made against him by the Russian
Federation.

HVY refer to the special circumstances, as set out above in chapters 11 and 12
(in particular 12.3 and 12.4), pursuant to which the reliability of the witnesses and
experts of the Russian Federation cannot be taken as a starting point. These
circumstances include the dependence on witnesses and experts, the lack of
freedom to adopt a position that runs counter to the interests of the Russian
Federation without fear of repercussions, and the pressure the Russian
Federation exerts to obtain false testimony. Abundant evidence of this is provided
in chapters 11 and 12 (particularly in section 11.3). To the extent that this Court
intends to attribute significance to the testimonies and expert reports submitted
by the Russian Federation, it is therefore of exceptional importance, with a view
to establishing justice and the truth in this case, that these witnesses and experts
be heard (under oath). HVY therefore hereby request the Court to hear the
witnesses and experts of the Russian Federation before attaching any
significance to their written statements.

1492.

HVY hereby also offer to hear the experts, of whom they have submitted expert
reports in the current proceedings, so that they can declare (further) on the
subjects of their respective reports.
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1493.

The exhibits that HVY submit with this deed are listed in Annex 3.2680

Duly Noted (Waarvan akte)!

Attorney (Advocaat)

This case is handled by mr. M.A. Leijten, mr. A.W.P. Marsman and mr. E.R. Meerdink, De Brauw
Blackstone Westbroek N.V., Postbus 75084, 1070 AB Amsterdam, T +31 20 577 1609, F +31 20 577 1775,
E marnix.leijten@debrauw.com.

2680

For a list of the exhibits that HVY has previously submitted in these proceedings, reference is
made to the exhibit list attached as Annex 3 to the Statement of Appeal.
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Annex 1

List of exhibits addressed in Part II

For the purpose of the overview of the way in which HVY comment in Part II on the
exhibits of the Russian Federation, this annex contains a list of the expert reports,
witness statements and other exhibits that the Russian Federation submitted with its
Defence on Appeal, and the chapter or section of Part II which includes HVY's
comments in relation thereto. With regard to exhibits, HVY also indicate the paragraphs
in Part II in which these exhibits are specifically mentioned. This list is not intended to
be exhaustive. Moreover, this list only concerns Part II, because Part III contains a
complete response to chapters VII.H, III.B, III.C and IV.C(c) Defence on Appeal.

Exhibit
RF-D1
RF-D2
RF-D3
RF-D4
RF-D5
RF-D6
RF-D7
RF-D8
RF-D9
RF-D10
RF-D11
RF-D12
Exhibit
RF-D16
RF-D17

Exhibit

Expert reports submitted with the Defence on Appeal
Article 45 ECT
Comments of HVY
Expert report of Professor Aalt Willem Heringa of 25 Chapter 3 (para. 148)
July 2017
Expert report of Professor Dr. Georg Nolte of 25
Chapters 2 and 3.
November 2017
Expert report of Professor Alain Pellet of 10
Chapters 2 and 3.
November 2017
Expert report of Professor Alexei S. Avtonomov of 6
November 2017
Expert report of Professor Anton V. Asoskov of 10
November 2017
Expert report of Professor Sergei Yu. Marochkin of
24 October 2017
Expert report of Professor Vladimir V. Yarkov of 27
November 2017
Expert report of Dr. Wim A. Timmermans &
Professor B. Simons of 3 November 2017
Expert report of Professor H.J. Snijders of 25
November 2017
Expert report of Professor Y. Nouvel of 18 March
2016
Expert report of Professor K. Talus of 18 March 2016
Expert report of Professor G. Nolte of 18 March 2016
Article 1 paragraphs 6 and 7 ECT
Description
Expert report of Professor Alain Pellet of 9
November 2017
Expert report of Andreas Michaelides of 26
November 2017
Damage
Description

Chapter 4 (sections
4.2 and 4.4-4.6)
Chapter 5 (sections
5.2-5.4)
Chapter 4 (sections
4.2-4.4)
Chapter 5 (sections
5.4.2)
Chapter 5 (sections
5.5)
Chapter 6
Chapter 3 (para. 148)
Chapter 3 (para. 148)
Chapter 3 (para. 148)
Comments of HVY
Chapter 7
Chapter 7 (section
7.5)
Comments of HVY
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RF-D18
RF-D19

Exhibit
RF-D20
RF-D21
RF-D22

Expert report of Professor James Dow of 28
November 2017
Expert report of Hermes Advisory of 27 November
2017
Assistant to the Arbitral Tribunal
Description
Expert report of Carole E. Chaski, Ph.D. of 17
November 2017
Expert report I of Professor Dr. W. Daelemans of 25
November 2017
Expert report II of Professor Dr. W. Daelemans of 25
November 2017

Chapter 9
Chapter 9

Comments of HVY
Chapter 10
Chapter 10
Chapter 10

Witness statements submitted with the Defence on Appeal
Article 45 ECT
Exhibit
RF-G1

Exhibit
RF-227

RF-228

RF-229
RF-230
RF-232

RF-233
RF-234

Description
Comments of HVY
Witness statement of V.S. Katrenko 21 November
Chapter 2 (section
2017
2.2.1)
Exhibits submitted with the Defence on Appeal
Article 45 ECT
Description
Comments of HVY
M. Polkinghorn and L. Gouiffes, Provisional
Chapter 3 (para. 187application of the Energy Charter Treaty: the
188)
conundrum, in: Graham Coop (ed.) Energy Dispute
Resolution: Investment Protection, Transit and the
Energy Charter Treaty, 2011
Fax from Weis to Hungary, Romania and Norway
Chapter 2 (para. 103)
concerning the provisional application of 18 January
1993
Fax from Weis to Tanja, Wood Garden and Young
Chapter 2 (para. 103)
on alternative wordings of 10 January 1994
S. Pritzkow, Das völkerrechtliche Verhältnis
Chapter 3 (para. 187
zwischen der EU und Russland im Energiesektor,
and 195)
Springer, 2011
T. Gazzini, 'Yukos Universal Limited (Isle of Man) v.
Chapter 3 (para. 195)
The Russian Federation, Provisional Application of
the ECT in the Yukos Case', ICSID Review 2015,
Vol. 30/2
T. Gazzini, Interpretation of International Treaties,
Chapter 4, Hart Publishing 2016
European Energy Charter Conference Secretariat,
6/91 , CONF 4 Restricted Note from Secretariat
(United States)

Chapter 3 (para. 187)
Chapter 3 (para. 97)
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RF-235

RF-236

RF-237
RF-238

RF-239

RF-240
RF-241

RF-242

RF-243
RF-244
RF-245
RF-246

RF-247
RF-248
RF-249
RF-250

Fax from ltaly to the European Energy Conference
Secretariat concerning the listing of Italy in Annex
PA of 27 July 1994
European Energy Charter, Room doc. 15, comments
by the Japanese delegation on Article 45 ECT of 8
March 1994
Pierson Memorandum to Steeg on European Energy
Charter negotiations of 20 December 1993
Bamberger Memorandum to Steeg and Ferriter on
European Energy Charter Treaty plenary meetings
from 7-11 March, of 15 March 1994
Fax from Bamberger to Weis about Clive's draft
memorandum on provisional application of 10
November 1994
Letter from Weis to Jones of 21 October 1994
Letter from Jones to Shatalov (Deputy Minister to
Ministry of Fuel and Energy of the Russian
Federation) of 20 October 1994
Letter from Ivanov (Deputy Minister of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation) to
Shatalov (Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Fuel and
Energy of the Russian Federation) of 30 March 1995
Letter from Sorokin (ECT Secretariat) to Shatalov
(Minister Russian Federation) of 17 May 1995
Approval of the Russian translation of the ECT
Convention of 1 June 1995
Memorandum from the ECT Secretariat on the final
text of the Convention of 29 June 1995
Letter from Sorokin (ECT Secretariat) to Shatalov
(Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Fuel and Energy
of the Russian Federation) on the authenticity of the
translation of 28 August 1995
Union Europeenne le conseil, Projet de ProcesVerbal, (session 1817) of 19 January 1994
Union Europeenne le conseil, Addendum 1 a la liste
des points a of 15-16 December 1994
Fax from Weis to Bamberger regarding provisional
application of 10 November 1994
Y. Banifatemi, Provisional application of the Energy
Charter Treaty: the negotiation history of Article 45,
in: Graham Coop (ed.) Energy Dispute Resolution:
Investment Protection, Transit and the Energy
Charter Treaty, 2011

Chapter 3 (para. 97
and 194)
Chapter 3 (para. 97,
187 and 194)
Chapter 3 (para. 97
and 194)
Chapter 3 (para. 194)

Chapter 3 (para. 197)

Chapter 2 (para. 96)
Chapter 2 (para. 96)

Chapter 2 (para. 96)

Chapter 2 (para. 96)
Chapter 2 (para. 96)
Chapter 2 (para. 96)
Chapter 2 (para. 96)

Chapter 3 (para. 187)
Chapter 3 (para. 187)
Chapter 3 (para. 195198)
Chapter 3 (para. 187)
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RF-251

RF-252

RF-253

RF-254

RF-255
RF-256

RF-257
RF-258
RF-259
RF-260
RF-261

RF-262

RF-263

RF-264

RF-265

J. Crawford, lntroductionary Remarks, in: Graham
Coop (ed.) Energy Dispute Resolution: Investment
Protection, Transit and the Energy Charter Treaty,
2011
U. Klaus, 'The Gate to Arbitration, The Yukos Case
and the Provisional Application of the Energy
Charter Treaty in the Russian Federation',
Transnational Dispute Management 2005, Vol 2(3)
T. Roe and M. Happold, Settlement of Investment
Disputes under the Energy Charter Treaty,
Cambridge University Press 2011
Letter concerning the signing of the Convention by
the Kingdom of the Netherlands of 13 December
1994
Letter from Larson (USA) to Rutten (Chairman) of 28
July 1994
Letter from Fremantle to Rutten (Chairman) on the
sovereignty of the United States in tax disputes, of 2
August 1994
Fax from Larson (USA) to Rutten (chairman) of 2
September 1994
Letter from Donnaly (USA) to Rutten (chairman) of 7
September 1994
Press statement of Ambassador Eizenstat of 13
October 1994
Letter from the Canadian delegation to the Energy
Charter Conference Secretariat of 19 March 1992
European Energy Charter Conference Secretariat,
Note from the Secretariat 15/93, BA-35 Restricted,
regarding the Basic Agreement (article 23) of 9
February 1993
Memorandum (IEA/OLC(93)26) from Bamberger to
Steeg and Ferriter regarding negotiations of 1-6
February 1993, of 9 February 1993
Ministry of Economic Affairs, regarding report on
Working Group 2 Basic Agreement 22-27 February
1993 (request under the Government Information
(Public Access) Act, Part 4, no. 4[b]) of 2 March
1993
Yu.A. Tikhomirov, 'The Implementation of
International Legal Acts in the Russian Legal
System', Russian Law Journal 1999, nos. 3-4
European Energy Charter Conference Secretariat,
report by Jones (Secretary General), Note for the file

Chapter 3 (para. 187)

Chapter 3 (para. 187)

Chapter 3 (para. 187)

Chapter 3 (para. 194)

Chapter 2 (para. 106)
Chapter 2 (para. 106)

Chapter 2 (para. 106)
Chapter 2 (para. 106)
Chapter 2 (para. 106)
Chapter 2 (para. 106)
Chapter 2 (para. 106)

Chapter 2 (para. 106)

Chapter 2 (para. 106)

Chapter 4 (para. 239)

Chapter 4 (para. 101,
139 and 264(d))
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RF-266
RF-267

RF-268

RF-269

RF-270

RF-271
RF-272

RF-274

RF-275
RF-276

RF-277
RF-278
RF-279

RF-280
RF-281
RF-282

regarding visit to Moscow 15-17 June 1993, of 18
June 1993
Report on (informal) negotiations between the
Russian Federation and the European Commission
European Energy Charter Conference Secretariat,
notice no. 174 regarding Charter Seminar For
Parliamentarians September 1993, of 1 July 1993
Notice from Shatalov (Deputy Minister to Ministry of
Fuel and Energy of the Russian Federation) to
Maniatopoulos of 10 October 1994
Vladimir Khvalei, 'Constitutional Grounds for
Arbitration and Arbitrability of Disputes in Russia and
other CIS Countries', Journal of Eurasian Law 2014
Resolution of the Presidium of the Russian Supreme
Court in Commercial Matters, 11535/13 in case
numbers A40-148581/12, A40-160147/12, A40148581/12-25-702 of 28 January 2014
Resolution of the Seventeenth Commercial Court of
Appeal, no. 17 AP-4510/11 of 29 December 2012
Fax from Jones to Weis, Bamberger and others
regarding provisional application of 9 November
1994
Letter from Bamberger (European Energy Charter) to
Weis regarding provisional application of 18
February 1994
Fax from Borek to Weis regarding provisional
application of 25 February 1994
Letter from Brown (US) to Clive (European Energy
Charter) regarding meeting with Andrey Konoplyanik
(Russian State Secretary for Fuels and Energy for
International Affairs) of 29 April 1992
Russia slows down the energy community',
Financieele Dagblad of 11 April 1992
Letter from Jones to Rutten regarding Russia's
nuclear trade of 11 May 1994
Letter from Jones to Demarty regarding the meeting
of the President with the Chairman of the Energy
Charter Conference in June 1993, of 28 May 1993
'Russia also signs Energy Charter', Algemeen
Dagblad of 19 December 1994
'Russia agrees to energy pact', Volkskrant of 19
December 1994
'Mixed reception awaits Energy Charter in Russia',
Financial Times of 25 November 1994

Chapter 4 (para. 96
and 264(d))
Chapter 4 (para.
264(d))
Chapter 4 (para.
264(d))
Chapter 5 (para. 309)

Chapter 5 (para. 280285)

Chapter 5 (para.
294(a))
Chapter 3 (para. 166168, 195-198)
Chapter 3 (para. 187
and 195-198)
Chapter 3 (para. 187
and 195-197))
Chapter 2 (para. 8487)

Chapter 2 (para. 8487)
Chapter 2 (para. 8487)
Chapter 2 (para. 8487)
Chapter 2 (para. 8487)
Chapter 2 (para. 8487)
Chapter 2 (para. 8487)
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RF-283

RF-284

RF-285

RF-286
RF-287
RF-288
RF-289

RF-290

RF-293
RF-298

Exhibit
RF-329

RF-330
RF-331
RF-332

RF-333

T. Westerwoudt, 'Russians doubt about entering into
far-reaching commitments; Signing of Energy
Charter', NRC Handelsblad of 16 December 1994
ECT Draft Annexes T, List of countries' specific
transitional measures (version 2) Russia of 1 May
1993
ECT Draft Annexes T, List of countries' specific
transitional measures (List of Countries eligible for
Transnational Arrangements)(version 2) of 1 May
1993
ECT Draft Annexes A, Existing barriers to national
treatment (version 2) Russia of 1 May 1993
ECT Draft Annexes A, Existing barriers to national
treatment (list of countries)(version 2) of 1 May 1993
European Energy Charter Conference Secretariat,
Annexes T (version 4) of 24 September 1993
European Energy Charter Room document 10 on
existing trade barriers – RF Annexes A of 28
January 1993
Letter from Kemper to Gavrin regarding the request
for clarification and advice regarding the potential
transit dispute with Ukraine of 28 June 2000
Russian Supreme Court ruling, case no. 5-APU15-68
of 8 September 2015
European Energy Charter Conference Secretariat,
Room doc. 4 Working Group II, Basic Agreement of
13 October 1992
Article 1 paragraphs 6 and 7 ECT
Description
E. van der Does de Willebois et al., Stolen Asset
Recovery Initiative, The Puppet Masters: How the
Corrupt Use Legal Structures to Hide Stolen Assets
and What to Do About It, 2011
Shima Baradaran et al., Funding Terror, 162 U. in de
Pennsylvania Law Review 2014, no. 3
D.H. Fater, Essentials of Corporate and Capital
Formation, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 2010

Chapter 2 (para. 8487)

M. Findley & D.L. Nielson eds., Global Shell Games:
Experiments in Transnational Relations, Crime, and
Terrorism, Cambridge University Press 2014
U.S. Money Laundering Threat Assessment,
Working Group, December 2005

Chapter 7

Chapter 2 (para. 96)

Chapter 2 (para. 96)

Chapter 2 (para. 96)
Chapter 2 (para. 96)
Chapter 2 (para. 96)
Chapter 2 (para. 96)

Chapter 2 (para. 96)

Chapter 4 (para. 238)
Chapter 2 (para. 96)

Comments of HVY
Chapter 7 (para. 397)

Chapter 7
Chapter 7

Chapter 7
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RF-334

RF-335

RF-336

RF-337

RF-339

RF-340
RF-341

RF-342
RF-343

RF-344

RF-345

RF-346

RF-347
RF-348

U.S. Government Accountability Office, Company
Formations: Minimal Ownership Information Is
Collected and Available, 2006
R. Thorn & J. Doucleff, 'Disregarding the Corporate
Veil and Denial of Benefits Clauses: Testing Treaty
Language and the Concept of 'Investor', in: M.
Waibel et al. (eds.), The Backlash Against
Investment Arbitration. Perceptions and Reality,
Kluwer Law International 2010
A. Alibekova & R. Carrow (eds.), International
Arbitration and Mediation – From The Professional's
Perspective, Yorkhill Law Publishing 2007
A. Rajput, 'India and investment protection', in: C.L.
Lim, Alternative visions of the international law on
foreign investment, Cambridge University Press
2016
Cem Cengiz Uzan v. Republic of Turkey, SCC case
no. V 2014/023, ruling on Split Provisional Objection
of Respondent of 20 April 2016
Lemire v. Ukraine, ICSID case no. ARB/06/18,
judgment of 28 March 2011
Mihaly International Corporation v. Democratic
Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, ICSID case no.
ARB/00/2, judgment of 15 March 2002
Noble Ventures Inc. v. Romania, ICSID case no.
ARB/01/11, judgment of 12 October 2005
European American Investment Bank AG (Austria) v.
The Slovak Republic, PCA case no. 2010-17,
interlocutory ruling on jurisdiction of 22 October 2012

Chapter 7

Salini Construttori S.P.A. et al. v. Kingdom of
Morocco, ICSID case no. ARB/00/4, interlocutory
ruling on jurisdiction of 23 July 2001
Joy Mining Machinery Limited v. The Arab Republic
of Egypt, ICSID case no. ARB/03/ 11, interlocutory
ruling on jurisdiction of 6 August 2004
Patrick Mitchell v. The Democratic Republic of
Congo, ICSID case no. ARB/9917, judgment on the
setting aside of an arbitral award of 1 November
2006
Saba Fakes v. Republic of Turkey, ICSID case no.
ARB/07/20, judgment of 14 July 2010
KT Asia Investment Group B.V. v. Republic of
Kazakhstan, ICSID case no. ARB/09/8, judgment of
17 October 2013

Chapter 7 (para. 454)

Chapter 7

Chapter 7

Chapter 7

Chapter 7 (para. 426428)
Chapter 7 (para. 431432)
Chapter 7 (para. 341)

Chapter 7 (para. 429)
Chapter 7 (para. 429)

Chapter 7 (para. 454)

Chapter 7 (para. 454)

Chapter 7 (para. 454)
Chapter 7 (para. 454)
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RF-349

RF-350

RF-351

RF-352

RF-353
RF-354

RF-355

RF-356

RF-357

RF-358

RF-359

RF-360

MNSS B.V. and Recupero Credito Acciaio N.V. v.
Montenegro, ICSID case no. ARB(AF)/12/8,
judgment of 4 May 2016
E. Gaillard & Y. Banifatemi, 'The Long March
towards a Jurisprudence Constante on the Notion of
Investment', in: M. Kinnear et al. (eds.), Building
International Investment Law-The First 50 Years of
ICSID, Kluwer Law International 2015
Capital Financial Holdings Luxembourg S.A. v.
Republic du Cameroun, ICSID case no. ARB/15/18,
judgment of 22 June 2017
Energoalliance v. Republic of Moldova, UNCITRAL,
divergent views of the presiding arbiter Dominic
Pellew of 23 October 2013
Energoalliance v. Republic of Moldova, UNCITRAL,
judgment of 23 October 2013
Republic of Moldavia v. Komstroy, Cour d'Appel de
Paris (Pôle 1, Chambre 1), judgment of 12 April
2016
M. Burgstaller, 'Nationality of Corporate Investors
and International Claims against the Investor's Own
State', 7 The Journal of World Investment and Trade
2006
E.C. Schlemmer, 'Investment, Investor, Nationality,
and Shareholders, in: Muchlinski, Ortino & Schreuer,
(eds.), Oxford Handbook of International Investment
Law 2008
Woman v. IOTA Violet and others, High Court of
Justice of the Isle of Man - Staff of Government
(Appeal Division), judgment of 19 August 2016
Logan T/A Hugh Logan Architects v Bent Ham Ltd.,
High Court of Justice of the (Isle of Man) Civil
Division, judgment of 10 August 2011
Kakay v. Frearson & The Dunkled Foundation, High
Court of Justice of the Isle of Man - Common Law
Division Superior Business, judgment of 20 June
2008
V. Djanic, 'In newly unearthed Uzbekistan ruling,
exorbitant fees promised to consultants on eve of
tender process are viewed by tribunal as evidence of
corruption, leading to dismissal of all claims under
Dutch BIT', Investment Arbitration Reporter of 22
June 2017

Chapter 7 (para. 454)

Chapter 7 (para. 454)

Chapter 7 (para. 454)

Chapter 7 (para. 455)

Chapter 7 (para. 455)
Chapter 7 (para. 455)

Chapter 7 (para. 402)

Chapter 7 (section
7.5)

Chapter 7 (section
7.5)
Chapter 7 (section
7.5)
Chapter 7 (section
7.5)
Chapter 7 (section
7.5)
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RF-361

RF-362

RF-363

RF-364
RF-365

RF-366

RF-367

RF-368
RF-369

RF-370

RF-371

RF-375

RF-380

RF-393

Metal-Tech Ltd. v. The Republic of Uzbekistan,
ICSID case no. ARB/10/3, judgment of 4 October
2013
Ampal-American Israel Corporation and others v.
Arab Republic of Egypt, ICSID case no. ARB/12/11,
judgment on jurisdiction of 1 February 2016
David Minnotte and Robert Lewis v. Republic of
Poland, ICSID case no. ARB(AF)/10/1, judgment of
16 May 2014
Oxus Gold plc v. Republic of Uzbekistan,
UNCITRAL, judgment of 17 December 2015
World Duty Free Co. Ltd. v. The Republic of Kenya,
ICSID case no. ARB/00/7, judgment of 4 October
2006
Société d'Investigation de Recherche et
d'Exploitation Minière (SIREXM) v. Burkina Faso,
ICSID case no. ARB/97/1, judgment of 19 January
2000
Teinver S.A., Transportes de Cercanías S.A. and
Autobuses Urbanos del Sur S.A. v. Argentine
Republic, ICSID case no. ARB/09/1, judgment on
jurisdiction of 21 December 2012
Gustav F W Hamester v. Republic of Ghana, ICSID
case no. ARB/07/24, judgment of 18 June 2010
C.M. Lopez & L. Martínez, 'Corruption, Fraud and
Abuse of Process in Investment Treaty Arbitration',
in: B. Legum (ed.), The Investment Treaty Arbitration
Review. Second Edition. Law Business Research
2017

Chapter 7 (section
7.5)

Mamidoil Jetoil Greek Petroleum Products Société
S.A. v. Republic of Albania, ICSID case no.
ARB/11/24, judgment of 30 March 2015
Blusun S.A., Jean-Pierre Lecorcier and Michael
Stein v. Italian Republic, ICSID case no. ARB/14/3,
judgment of 27 December 2016
Fraport AG Frankfurt Airport Services Worldwide v.
Republic of the Philippines, ICSID case no.
ARB/11/12, judgment of 10 December 2014
Waste Management Inc. v. United Mexican States I,
ICSID case no. ARB(AF)/98/2, judgment of 2 June
2000
Koza Limited, Hamdi Akin Ipek v. Koza Altin, EWHC
2889 (Ch) 2017, judgment of 16 November 2017
Assistant to the Arbitral Tribunal

Chapter 7 (section
7.5)

Chapter 7 (section
7.5)
Chapter 7 (section
7.5)
Chapter 7 (section
7.5)
Chapter 7 (section
7.5)
Chapter 7 (section
7.5)

Chapter 7 (section
7.5)

Chapter 7 (section
7.5)
Chapter 7 (section
7.5)

Chapter 7 (section
7.5)
Chapter 6 (para. 378)

Chapter 7

Chapter 7 (para. 454)
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Exhibit
RF-394
RF-395
RF-396

RF-397
RF-398

RF-399
RF-400

RF-401

RF-402
RF-403

RF-404

RF-405

Description
Letter from Fortier (Explanations) of 20 November
2015
Queen Mary and White & Case International
Arbitration Survey 2015
T. Giovannini, 'Le Nouveau Reglement Suisse
d'arbitrage international', Gazette du Palais, 2004,
no. 2004/2

Comments of HVY
Chapter 10 (section
10.3)
Chapter 10 (section
10.2)
Chapter 10 (section
10.2)

C. Thomas, 'Le sécretaire arbitral', Revue de
l'Arbitrage 2005, Issue 4
'Joint Report of the International Commercial
Disputes Committee and the Committee of
Arbitration of the New York Bar association', The
American Review of International Arbitration,
2006/vol. 17, no. 4
G. Keutgen and G.A. Dal, 'L'Arbitrage et Droit Beige
et international', 2006
F. Schwarz & C. Konrad, 'The Vienna Rules: A
commentary on International Arbitration in Austria,
Kluwer Law International 2009

Chapter 10 (section
10.2)
Chapter 10 (section
10.2)

J. Menz, 'Miss Moneypenny vs. The Fourth
Musketeer: The Role of Arbitral 'Secretaries', Kluwer
Arbitration Blog of 9 July 2013
M. Fontaine, 'L'arbitre et ses collaborateurs', bArbitra 2013/1
Z. Douglas, 'The Secretary to the Arbitral Tribunal',
in: Inside the Black Box: How Arbitral Tribunals
Operate and Reach Their Decisions, ASA Special
Series no. 42, 2014
K.P. Berger, Part III, 27th Scenario: 'Deliberation of
the tribunal and Rendering of the Award', Private
Dispute Resolution in International Business,
Negotiation, Mediation, Arbitration (Third Edition),
Third Revised Edition, Kluwer Law International
2015
R. Gerbay & L. Richman et al., 'Arbitrating under the
2014 LCIA Rules: A User's Guide', Kluwer Law

Chapter 10 (section
10.2)

Chapter 10 (section
10.2)
Chapter 10 (section
10.2)

Chapter 10 (section
10.2)
Chapter 10 (section
10.2)

Chapter 10 (section
10.2)

Chapter 10 (section
10.2)

International 2015
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Annex 2

List of Definitions

This list contains only the terms defined for the first time in this deed. Capitalised terms
defined in the Statement of Appeal in Annex 1 have the meaning described therein.
Term

Remarks/description

Tender Committee

The Yukos Investment Tender Commission in December 1995

Public Procurement Act

Federal Act No. 94-FZ "On Placing Orders for the Supply of
Goods, Work and Services for State and Municipal Needs"

Tendering Case

Judgment No. 11535/13 of the High Arbitrazh Court of the
Russian Federation of 28 January 2014

Statement of objections

HVY's Statement of Objections to changes of claims pursuant
to Articles 130, 1064(5), 1052(2) in conjunction with 1065(2)
DCCP and 1068 DCCP

Alfa-Bank Consortium

The consortium of Russian banks Alfa-Bank, Inkombank and
Rossiyskiy Credit

Bank of Kazan case

Judgment No. 10-P of the Constitutional Court of 26 May 2011

Customs case

Resolution No. 8-P of the Constitutional Court of 27 March
2012

EPH

East Petroleum Handelgas

Bankruptcy case

Resolution No. A71-1804/2011 of the Seventeenth Arbitrazh
Court of Appeal of 29 December 2012.

FPH

Financial Performance Holdings B.V.

GFSC

Guernsey Financial Services Commission

Ghazaryan

The Armenian judge Surik Ghazaryan

GML Letter

A letter sent by GML in 2011 to the directors of Yukos
foundations

Supreme Court

The Supreme Court of the Russian Federation

ICJ

International Commission of Jurists

International Commercial
Arbitration Act of 1993

The Russian International Commercial Arbitration Act of 1993

International Investment Disputes

Disputes concerning the violation of obligations under an
international investment treaty settled by arbitration on the
basis of that treaty

JIT

Joint Investigation Team

Crimea case

Resolution No. 6-P of the Constitutional Court of 19 March
2014

LFS Decree

Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 889 of
31 August 1995

Metro line case

Ruling No. A40-165680/2016 of the Supreme Court of 11 July
2018

Mordovian Investment Act

Law of 26 February 1999 on tax exemptions for the region of
Mordovia
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Term

Remarks/description

Motherfile

The Russian criminal investigation opened on 20 June 2003
with file number 18/41-03

OPCW

Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons

Palmus

Palmus Trust Company Limited

Presidential Council

Presidential Council of the Russian Federation for Civil
Society and Human Rights

Report of the Presidential Council

The report published in 2011 by the Presidential Council,
commissioned by the Russian government, in which the
Presidential Council expressed its critical opinion on the
second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and Lebedev.

RTS Index

RTS Oil & Gas Index

Rysaffe

Rysaffe Trustee Company (C.I.) Limited

Saffery

Saffery Champness Registered Fiduciaries

Tatneft NL

The Dutch company Tatneft International Cooperatie U.A.,
which is part of the Russian Tatneft group.

Tempo Agreements

Agreements concluded with the Yukos Directors

Transport cases

Decisions nos. 476-O and 477-O of the Constitutional Court of
3 April 2012

Second Tender Committee

The committee for Yukos' commercial tender with investment
obligations in December 1996

Extradition case

Ruling No. 5-APU15-68 of the Supreme Court of 8 September
2015

US GAAS

US Generally Accepted Accounting Standards

Auction Committee

The committee for the LFS auction of Yukos in December
1995

VNK

Vostochnaya Neftyanaya Kompaniya

VP Trust

Veteran Petroleum Trust

Free Trade zone case

Ruling No. 1820-O of the Constitutional Court of 18
September 2014

VSP

Veteran Social Programme PTC Limited, the trustee of the VP
Trust

Act No. 1488-1

Act No. 1488-1 "On Investment Activity in RSFSR"

Wincanton

Wincanton Holding B.V.

Yukos Directors

The four former top managers of Yukos (Sergey Muravlenko,
Victor Kazakov, Viktor Ivanenko and Yuri Golubev)

Yukos CIS

Yukos CIS Investment Ltd
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Annex 3

List of exhibits submitted with this deed

Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit

HVY-D8
HVY-D9
HVY-D10
HVY-D11
HVY-D12

Expert Reports
Second Expert report Prof. Schrijver
Second Expert report Prof. Klabbers
Second Expert report Prof. Stephan
Second Expert report Prof. Mishina
Third Expert Report by Prof. Schrijver

Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit

HVY-D13
HVY-D14
HVY-D15
HVY-D16
HVY-D17

Second Expert report Giles
Second Expert report Em. Prof. Coulthard & Prof. Grant
Prof. Klip
Prof. Thaman
Prof. Maggs

HVY-G1
HVY-G2
HVY-G3
HVY-G4
HVY-G5

Witness statements
Witness statement of Leonid Nevzlin
Witness statement of Alexey Pichugin
Witness statement of Vladimir Dubov
Witness statement of Timothy Osborne
Witness statement of Kelvin Hudson

Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit

Exhibit HVY-198
Exhibit HVY-199
Exhibit HVY-200
Exhibit HVY-201
Exhibit HVY-202
Exhibit HVY-203
Exhibit HVY-204
Exhibit HVY-205
Exhibit HVY-206
Exhibit HVY-207

Exhibits
The Wall Street Journal, "Oligarch: A Term for Russia's Elite
Spurs Objections", 10 August 2018
Tages Anzeiger, "Russische Oligarchen sind hier nicht mehr
willkommen", 9 November 2018
OCCRP, "The Secret Caretaker", 3 April 2016
Reuters, "Russia's Putin: Panama papers are a 'provocation'",
14 April 2016
NRC, "Wij bereiden ons voor op een toekomst zonder Poetin",
14 January 2019
Letters from GML to the Russian Federation of September and
December 2014,
Financial Times, "'We need to talk about Igor': the rise of
Russia's most powerful oligarch", 1 March 2018
Luxtona Limited v. The Russian Federation (PCA case number
2014-09), Interim Award on Jurisdiction, 22 March 2017
Amended translation of the letter from Ivanov to Shatalov, 30
March 1995
ECT Secretariat, Note de dossier of P. Carvounis
(Subject: Workshop on Energy legislation and regulation for
Russia, Moscow: 1-3 June 1993), 4 June 1993
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Exhibit HVY-208

Exhibit HVY-209

Exhibit HVY-210
Exhibit HVY-211

Exhibit HVY-212

Exhibit HVY-213
Exhibit HVY-214
Exhibit HVY-215

Exhibit HVY-216
Exhibit HVY-217
Exhibit HVY-218
Exhibit HVY-219
Exhibit HVY-220
Exhibit HVY-221
Exhibit HVY-222
Exhibit HVY-223
Exhibit HVY-224
Exhibit HVY-225
Exhibit HVY-226
Exhibit HVY-227

Memorandum from ECT Secretariat regarding Charter Seminar
for Parliamentarians, Moscow, 6-8 September 1993, 30 July
1993
Presentation by Dr Esa Paasivirta, "Protection of Foreign
Investments: An Overview of International Law", Seminar for
participants in the negotiations of the Basic Agreement at the
EEC, Moscow, 27-30 September 1992,
Statements by various delegations to the ECT signing
conference, 17 December 1994
Composition of the Russian delegation to the last plenary
meeting of the European Energy Charter Conference (Lisbon,
16-18 December 1994), 15 December 1994
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2017
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Report of the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of
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April 2013, 12 November 2013
International Commission of Jurists, "The state of the judiciary
in Russia" of November 2010,
"Report (13018) on The honouring of obligations and
commitments by the Russian Federation" by the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe of 14 September 2012
International Commission of Jurists, "Securing justice: The
disciplinary system for judges in the Russian Federation" of
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Procedures for Selection of Judges in the Russian Federation"
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2017
The Kremlin, "Moscow Opening Address at a Meeting to
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regime", 29 April 2018
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The New York Times, "Bosses pressed Russian judge, official
says", 15 April 2011
Ria Novosti, "Yukos vs. Tax Ministry: Court meets judge
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2014
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2015
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Statement by Michael Cotlick, 14 November 2018
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Case", 9 August 2018
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Statement by Rob Meijer, 29 October 2018
Protocols of search & seizure from the period 2003-2007,
Statement by Markus Burianski, 31 August 2016
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2016
Transcript of the examination of Dmitry Gololobov, 6 September
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Judgment of the Moscow Simonovsky District Court, 24 June
2013
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Kasparov.ru, "What happened in Dzerzhinsk?", 4 September
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CNN, "Russia's snark might have finally pushed the West too
far", 29 March 2018
Preliminary Conclusion of the working group on the study of
circumstances of Sergey Magnitsky's death, the working group
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"An Analysis of the Russian Government's Cover-Up of the
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Stopfake.org, "The Kremlin's many versions of the MH17 Story",
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2018
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Joint Statement from the Department of Homeland Security and
Office of the Director of National Intelligence on Election
Security, "Background to Assessing Russian Activities and
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International Lawyer 42:4, 2008,
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Chevron, 5 February 2019
Information from the Cypriot Trade Register, Chevron
Investments Limited, 5 February 2019
Information from the Isle of Man Trade Register, Isle of Man
Chevron entities, 5 February 2019
Information from the Isle of Man Trade Register, Chevron
Investments Limited, 5 February 2019
Information from the Isle of Man Trade Register, Chevron
Limited, 5 February 2019
Information from the Cypriot Trade Register, Lukoil Capital
Management Ltd, 5 February 2019
Information from the Cypriot Trade Register, Cypriot entities of
Lukoil, 5 February 2019
Information from the Isle of Man Trade Register, L - Invest Ltd.,
5 February 2019
Information from the Isle of Man Trade Register, LBS Limited, 5
February 2019
Information from the Cypriot Trade Register, Cypriot entities of
Rusal, 5 February 2019
Information from the Cypriot Trade Register, Tatneft Finance
(Cyprus) Limited, 5 February 2019
Extract from the Trade Register of the Chamber of Commerce
for Tatneft International Cooperatie U.A., 5 February 2019
Extract from the Trade Register of the Chamber of Commerce
for Stichting Rosneft Capital, 5 February 2019
Interview with Anatoly Chubais, as broadcast on the Russian
television station NTV, 8 December 1995
RAEX, "A ranking of the Largest Russian Companies by 1996
Revenues", 1997,
Press release by Group Menatep Limited, 19 June 2002
Slides of the statement by Platon Lebedev (made in the context
of the second criminal case against Khodorkovsky and
Lebedev), 2010
Les Échos, "Boris Eltsine prêt à appliquer une thérapie de choc
à la Russie", 4 November 1991
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 2173, 17
December 1993
K.I. Kim and A. Yelkina, “Privatization in Russia: Its Past,
Present, and Future", SAM Advanced Management Journal
2014, 1 January 2003
Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government, 7 February
1997
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OECD, "The Investment Environment in the Russian
Federation", 2001,
Clinton Presidential Records,
Party programme of the Communist Party of the Russian
Federation, 22 January 1995
La Tribune, "Les objectifs prioritaires du PC", 19 December
1995
Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government, 31 January
1996
GKI Order 1365-r, 25 September 1995
Letter from the GKI to the State Duma, 12 January 1996
Resolution of the State Duma no. 1392-I GD, 24 November
1995
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 1230, 7
December 1995
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 1186, 27
December 1995
Transcript of the interview with Sergey Aleksashenko, 11 May
2018
See Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No.
922, 14 August 1992
GKI Order 1518-r, 20 October 1995
GKI Order 342-r, 15 February 1994
GKI Order 1618-r, 10 November 1995
Letter from the Ministry of Finance to the GKI, 6 December
1995
GKI Order 1459-r, 10 October 1995
Letter from the State Duma to the Russian public prosecutor, 30
November 1995
Protocol No. 1 of the Auction Committee on the LFS auctions,
13 October 1995
Protocol No. 2 of the Auction Committee on the LFS auctions,
23 October 1995
GKI Order 1628-r, 13 November 1995
Kommersant, "Menatep created a holding company - The
financial and industrial pyramid has finally reached its peak", 16
September 1995
Kommersant, "Mikhail Khodorkovsky: I will be the President of
the Company", 20 January 1998
Der Spiegel, "SPIEGEL Interview with Mikhail Khodorkovsky: 'I
had no interest in being an enemy of the Kremlin or a Martyr'", 9
August 2010
Letter from the GKI to the Russian Government, 12 January
1996
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Letter from the GKI to the State Duma, 14 August 1996
Kommersant, "Inkombank and Rossiyskiy Kredit have lost the
first battle for Yukos", 6 December 1995
Rossiiskaia Gazeta, "Clarification of the Commission for Holding
Auctions for the Right to Conclude Loan Agreements,
Agreements Establishing a Pledge over Federally-Owned
Shares and Commission Agreements", 23 November 1995
Protocol No. 3 of the Auction Committee on the LFS auctions,
17 November 1995
Kommersant, "Yukos gains access to Omsk Refinery", 26
December 1995
Kommersant, "Sensational sale of a pledged share packet MENATEP sells state share packet that it no longer needs", 21
November 1996
Letter from the GKI no. AR-2/1577, 1 March 1996
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 66, 9
January 1992
Draft minutes of the Second Tendering Committee, 4 November
1996
See Public announcement of the commercial tender for Yukos,
20 November 1996
Budgetrf, “Table entitled 'Result of certain "loans-for-shares"
auctions”, 1997,
Report by the Working Group on Economic Reforms, "Analysis
of the Russian Economy", 1997
Expert, "Financial-Industrial Groups; Menatep", 24 June 1996
Forbes, "Power and money. Income Rating of State Employees
2015: Sergei Muravlenko", 2015
Document Inspection Report, 1 February 2007
Transcript of the examination of Victor Kazakov, 15 May 2007
Documents from the second criminal case against
Khodorkovsky and Lebedev about inspection of file 18/41-03,
March 2009
The Independent, "Yuri Golubev – Co-founder of Yukos", 12
January 2007
Kommersant, "Scandinavians beat Scandinavians", 17 May
1996
Kommersant, "The company has placed all its affiliates on a
budget", 4 October 1996
Kommersant, "Yukos has kept its promise to "deal with"
AvtoVAZ", 14 February 1997
Kommersant, "Yukos has thrown its fishing line into the Lukoil
pond", 29 May 1997
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Composition of the company’s Board of Directors, elected
during the general meeting of OAO Yukos Oil Company, 16
June 1998
Transcript of the examination of Viktor Ivanenko before the
Moscow Khamovnichesky District Court, 12 January 2010
Transcript of the examination of Mikhail Khodorkovsky before
the Moscow Khamovnichesky District Court, 7 April 2010
Report by PwC and Ecoryis for the European Commission,
"Identifying and Reducing Corruption in Public Procurement in
the EU", 30 June 2013
FCPA, "A resource guide to the US Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act", 14 November 2012
The Wolfsberg Group, "Wolfsberg Anti-Bribery and Corruption
Compliance Programme Guidance" of 2017,
RAEX, "Ranking of Largest Companies Based on Market
Capitalisation", October 1995 (including methodology used)
Kommersant, "The end of the Zapsib case", 25 June 1997
New York Times, "Google Options Make Masseuse a
Multimillionaire", 12 November 2007
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